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Foreword

“Museums and their collections are part of our common memory. They select, preserve
and conserve our past and also our present. But more than that, they tell us stories and
they are places to enjoy our heritage and to learn from art, culture and history. They
bring the past alive, to interact with the present world and also help us understand the
future.”1

Since long, cultural objects and collections are on the move. Questions ensuing from art loans
concern packing, securing, shipping, insuring, handing, etc. But apart from these questions,
another question has come up: are these travelling cultural objects immune from seizure? Or
should those objects be immune from seizure?

Before I started with this study, it occurred to me that it was not clear whether States actually
knew what the current state of affairs was with regard to immunity from seizure of cultural
objects belonging to foreign States while on loan abroad. A convention on jurisdictional
immunities of States and their property had been established, addressing, among other things,
immunity for cultural State property on loan. That convention, however, has not yet entered
into force. I thus decided to investigate whether another rule of international law was already
applicable: a rule of customary international law. After all, that rule would be binding upon
States, without necessarily becoming a party to a convention.

This study therefore investigates whether a rule of customary international law exists, to the
effect that cultural objects belonging to foreign States are immune from seizure while on loan
to another State for a temporary exhibition. Or if not, whether such a rule is emerging. In the
present study, information until the date of 1 July 2011 has been taken on board.

Although immunity from seizure is something else than immunity from jurisdiction, these two
aspects of State immunity are without doubt interlinked. That is the reason why this study,
besides immunity from seizure, also pays some attention to the question of immunity from
jurisdiction where State-owned cultural objects are involved. Several States and State
institutions have been (or are being) confronted with this issue and in several cases their
cultural objects are the involuntary subject matter of legal disputes before foreign (generally
1

Tanja Saarela, Finnish Minister of Culture, during the European Conference ‘Encouraging the mobility of
collections’, Helsinki, 20-21 July 2006.

xi

US) courts. I thus thought that it would be appropriate to pay some attention to these related
cases as well, without necessary expanding my central research question.

Many people assisted me in making this study as complete as possible, either by giving me
information, by referring me to the appropriate experts or sources, or by receiving me for
interviews and patiently answering my questions. Those persons are listed at the end of this
study and I am very grateful for their assistance.

Finally, it is the intent that this study will provide more clarity and legal certainty in the field
of lending and borrowing cultural State property and that it will be of assistance to States and
cultural institutions.

Nout van Woudenberg
July 2011
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Cultural property is that specific form of property that enhances identity, understanding,
and appreciation for the culture that produces that particular property.”1

1.1

Preface2

For centuries, cultural objects have been on the move, transported to foreign countries and
safely returned to their countries of origin. So it is safe to say that borrowing and lending
cultural objects is not a new phenomenon. What is relatively new, however, is the issue of
immunity from seizure of cultural objects.

In the beginning of the 1960s, American-French connections, fuelled by the friendship
between Jacqueline Kennedy and the French Minister of Culture, André Malraux, led to some
very exciting developments. It had been agreed, after a lot of persuasion by Mrs. Kennedy,
that Leonardo da Vinci’s3 masterpiece, the Mona Lisa,4 would be loaned to the United States.5
It was a political decision by the French Ministry of Culture, in order to improve the cultural
relations with the United States. The curators of the Louvre Museum in Paris were not too
keen on lending the painting, because of its fragile condition. 6 On 19 December 1962, the
painting arrived by ship in the United States. On 8 January 1963, it was unveiled at the
Washington National Gallery, and on 7 February 1963, it went on show at the Metropolitan
Museum in New York.7 This was an unprecedented event and one that had raised a number of
issues: how to pack the Mona Lisa for travel, in order to minimise vibration which might
1

Patty Gerstenblith, ‘Identity and Cultural Property: The Protection of Cultural Property in the United States’,
Boston University Law Review, 1995, Vol. 75, pp. 559-688, at p. 569.
2
See also: Nout van Woudenberg, ‘Immunity from seizure: a legal exploration’, in: Susanna Pettersson, Monika
Hagedorn-Saupe, Teijamari Jyrkkiö and Astrid Weij (eds.), Encouraging Collections Mobility - A way forward
for Museums in Europe, Helsinki 2010, pp. 200-213. Also available at: http://www.lending-foreurope.eu/fileadmin/CM/public/handbook/Encouraging_Collections_Mobility_A4.pdf. [Last visited 30 June
2011.]
3
1452-1519.
4
The painting’s official name is La Gioconda. It was painted between 1503 and 1506 in Florence.
5
By way of a personal loan to President Kennedy.
6
Information from Jean-Paul Mercier-Baudrier and Orane Proisy, Bureau for the movement of works and
inventory, Collections Department, Directorate of Museums of France, Ministry of Culture.
7
See Margaret Leslie Davis, ‘The Two First Ladies’, Vanity Fair, November 2008, pp. 220-235; see also
Cristina Ruiz, ‘How the Mona Lisa almost came to a watery end’, The Art Newspaper, May 2009, No. 202.

1

render fragile the layer of paint; how to handle and transport the packing case; how to make
sure that maritime law concerning salvage rights relating to property retrieved outside
territorial waters would not allow the painting to be removed from the possession of France;
how to secure the painting. But there were no concerns about immunity from seizure. Nobody
seemed to worry that an individual or a company might think of seizing the painting.

It would not be long, however, before such concerns did arise: only a few years later, the
United States was pressed to enact immunity from seizure legislation.8 Since then, the issue of
immunity from seizure for travelling cultural objects has become more and more a concern
for States and museums. This is mainly due to an increasing number of legal disputes over the
ownership of cultural objects, particularly as a result of claims made by heirs to those objects
expropriated by Communist regimes in Eastern Europe as well as Holocaust-related claims.

1.2

What is immunity from seizure?

The term ‘immunity’ stems from the Latin term ‘immunitas’, which means freedom from
taxes or freedom from services. 9

Let us first determine what immunity from seizure is and why one would want to seize
cultural objects. In the report Lending to Europe10, immunity from seizure was described as
follows:
“Immunity from seizure involves the legal protection that one State grants to an object
on loan in its territory from another State within the context of a temporary exhibition.
The purpose is to secure the object against any legal claims by former owners or
claimants who dispute the legitimacy of the current ownership. The claimant takes
8

The United States was the first country to introduce immunity from seizure legislation in 1965. The catalyst
was an imminent exchange between a Soviet museum and the University of Richmond, in which the latter
sought to import several cultural objects that had been expropriated by the Soviet Government from art
collectors. The Soviet Union asked for a grant of immunity from seizure, as protection against former Soviet
citizens claiming title to the cultural objects, a condition of the loan. See infra, Ch. 4.
9
Immunitas (from in and munus) means: 1. A freedom from taxes; 2. A freedom from services which other
citizens had to discharge. With respect to the first kind of immunitas we find that the emperors frequently
granted it to separate persons, or to certain classes of persons, or to whole States. When granted to individuals
the immunitas ceased with their death. The second kind of immunitas was granted to all persons who had a valid
excuse to be released from such services, and also to other persons as a special favour. See: William Smith, A
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, London 1875, p. 628.
10
Lending to Europe: Recommendations on collection mobility for European Museums, a report produced by an
independent group of experts, set up by EU Council Resolution 13839/04, April 2005.

2

advantage of the fact that the object is temporarily in a different country with a different
set of laws and requests its seizure. The protection offered by immunity from seizure is
granted for a specific period, i.e. the period of exhibition, extended by the number of
days necessary to prepare the exhibition.”11
The question is whether this description is fully adequate. There can be disputes other than
ownership disputes which result in attempts to seize a cultural object. For instance when an
individual or a company is of the opinion that the owner of the cultural object on loan owes a
debt (not necessarily related to the cultural object) to the claimant, and this claimant has
concerns regarding the enforcement of a judgment or arbitration award in the State of
residence of the owner. An example is the Noga case in Switzerland, where the Swiss
company Noga asserted that it was a creditor of the Russian Federation,12 and the Diag
Human case in Austria, where the Swiss company Diag Human argued that it was a creditor
of the Czech Republic. 13

Furthermore, as we shall see, an immunity from seizure guarantee does not necessarily
prevent legal proceedings in a foreign court. It should explicitly be kept in mind, that
immunity from seizure involves a separate rule of international law, and is therefore different
from immunity from jurisdiction.14
“‘Immunity from jurisdiction refers to exemption from the judicial competence of the
court or tribunal having power to adjudicate or settle disputes by adjudication. On the
other hand, ‘immunity from [measures of constraint, or immunity from seizure]’, relates
more specifically to the immunity of States in respect of their property from prejudgment attachment and arrest, as well as from execution of a judgment rendered.”15
The fact that a national court may have jurisdiction with regard to certain acts of a foreign
State does not necessarily mean that measures of constraint can be taken. And the fact that
cultural objects are immune from seizure does not necessarily imply that it would be
impossible to initiate legal proceedings before the court of a borrowing State, in which the
objects in question play a leading role. The presence of the objects (for the purpose of
exhibition) in the jurisdiction of the borrowing State might provide a jurisdictional hook

11

Ibid., p. 15.
See infra, Ch. 9.5.1.
13
See infra, Ch. 9.3.2.
14
I shall elaborate on this in Ch. 3 on State immunity.
15
‘Seventh report on jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, by Sompong Sucharitkul, Special
Rapporteur’, in UN Doc. A/CN.4/388, Yearbook of the International Law Commission 1985, Vol. II, Part One,
Documents of the thirty-seventh session, p. 26, para. 16.
12

3

enabling the court in the borrowing State to exercise jurisdiction over the acts of a lending
State.16

I therefore prefer the following description of immunity from seizure for the purpose of this
study:
“The legal guarantee that cultural objects on temporary loan from another State will be
protected against any form of seizure during the loan period.”17
When I refer to seizure, I have to emphasise that I use this term in a comprehensive way, as
does the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property when
referring to the overall term ‘measures of constraint’.18

The notion of immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan has also been discussed
among the Member States of the European Union.19 One of the subgroups of the EU OMC20
Expert Working Group ‘Mobility of Collections’21 was called ‘Immunity from Seizure’.22
16

See on this issue infra, Ch. 4.4.5 regarding the Malewicz case, a legal dispute which occurred several years ago
in the United States. In that case, the notion of the forum arresti was not an issue, as the assets had not been
seized. Jurisdiction was based on US legislation (Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act). Forum arresti is a theory
whereby the judge's jurisdiction to order an attachment of assets located within a country is extended to
jurisdiction over the merits of a dispute where the debtor does not have any residence within the country. See:
Paul de Drée and Fanette André, Attachment of Assets, Lawrence W. Newman (ed.), 2009, Vol. 1; chapter
regarding France, to be found at: http://www.salans.com/enGB/Locations/~/media/Assets/Salans/Publications/2009/2009%2011Attachment%20of%20Assets%202.ashx.
[Last visited 30 March 2011.] Within the European Union, seizure is considered to be an exorbitant, unnatural or
excessive measure to create jurisdiction, which measure, in any case, is not recognised in the relationship
between European States. In Council Regulation (EC) No. 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on jurisdiction and the
recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters, the notion of forum arresti is nonexistent. For Norway, Switzerland and Iceland, the Lugano Convention of 16 September 1988 on jurisdiction
and the enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters of 16 September 1988 is applicable. The
Dutch Code of Civil Procedure provides for a forum arresti (Article 10 in connection with Article 767), at least
for situations in which the EU Council Regulation is not applicable or no international agreement regarding the
enforcement of judgments exists between the Kingdom of the Netherlands and the State of residence of the
defendant. The jurisdiction over the merits is in that situation solely based on the ground that assets are seized in
the Netherlands. Immunity from seizure would preclude this competence. See also: Th.M de Boer,
‘Internationale kunstuitleen, een hachelijke onderneming?’ [International art loans, a perilous undertaking?],
Nederlands Juristenblad [Dutch Lawyers Journal], 2006, No. 20, pp. 1097-1107.
17
Based on the description of immunity from seizure in the Action Plan for the EU Promotion of Museum
Collection Mobility and Loan Standards, Helsinki 2006, to be found at:
http://www.ne-mo.org/index.php?id=104&STIL=0&C_PID=&C_UID=7. [Last visited 25 December 2010.]
18
More about this 2004 UN Convention infra, Ch. 3.
19
See infra, Ch. 6.
20
Open Method of Coordination.
21
See infra, Ch. 6.2.
22
According to the Dictionary of Law, Third Edition, Middlesex 2000, ‘to seize’ means ‘to take hold of
something’ or ‘to take possession of something’. Consequently, ‘seizure’ means ‘taking possession of
something’. Another description of seizure is ‘the taking possession of something by legal process’. See:
http://www.webdictionary.co.uk/definition.php?query=seizure&Submit=Find+Definition. [Last visited 30 March

4

From the beginning it was clear from the subgroup discussions that every process of
attachment,23 execution,24 sequestration,25 forfeiture,26 requisition,27 foreclosure,28 replevin,29
detinue,30 etc., should be considered as included in this term.

1.3

Why would immunity from seizure be necessary?

In practice there appear to be two main situations in which someone may wish to seize a
2011.] ‘Seizure’ has also been defined as ‘the act of law enforcement officials taking property, including cash,
real estate, vehicles, etc., that has been used in connection with or acquired by illegal activities’. See:
http://definitions.uslegal.com/s/seizure/. [Last visited 30 March 2011.]
23
‘Attachment’ in legal terminology means a preliminary legal seizure of property to force compliance with a
decision which may be obtained in a pending suit. See: http://definitions.uslegal.com/a/attachment/. [Last visited
30 March 2011.]
24
‘Execution’ can be defined as ‘the seizure and sale of goods belonging to a debtor’, op. cit. n. 22.
25
‘Sequestration’ can be defined as ‘the taking and keeping of property on the order of the court, especially
seizing property from someone who is in contempt of court’, op. cit. n. 22. A ‘writ of sequestration’ is a
prejudgment process which orders the seizure or attachment of property to be maintained in the custody of a
designated official, under court order and supervision, until the court determines otherwise. See:
http://definitions.uslegal.com/w/writ-of-sequestration/. [Last visited 30 March 2011.]
26
‘Forfeiture’ can be defined as an ‘act of forfeiting a property or a right’. ‘To forfeit’ means ‘taking something
away as a punishment’, op. cit. n. 22. It has also been stated that ‘forfeiture’ means that a person is divested of
ownership in property. ‘Forfeiture’ occurs when a person gives up money, property, or privileges to compensate
for losses resulting from a breach of a legal obligation. In criminal law, it may also refer to the government
seizure of property connected to illegal activity. See: http://definitions.uslegal.com/f/forfeiture/. [Last visited 30
March 2011] According to Barbara T. Hoffman, in the United States, civil forfeitures are civil suits instituted by
the US Government at the discretion of federal prosecutors pursuant to federal statutes. In every forfeiture case,
the government is acting to seize property that is alleged to be the subject of criminal activity. Any person who
has a legal interest in the property may file a claim to defend against forfeiture, and a claimant with a meritorious
claim will prevail. See: Barbara T. Hoffman, ‘International Art Transactions and the Resolution of Art and
Cultural Property Disputes’, in: Barbara T. Hoffman (ed.), Art and Cultural Heritage - Law, Policy, and
Practice, Cambridge 2006, pp. 159-177, at p. 163.
27
‘Requisition’ can be defined as ‘seizing property that belongs to someone else and holding it until profits pay
the demand for which it was seized’. See: http://www.webdictionary.co.uk/definition.php?query=requisition.
[Last visited 30 March 2011.]
28
‘To foreclose’ means ‘to take possession of a property because the owner cannot repay money which he has
borrowed (using the property as security)’, op. cit. n. 22.
29
An ‘action in replevin’ means in common law countries an action to claim the return of property. An action in
replevin can also be defined as ‘an action for the repossession of personal property wrongfully taken or detained
by the defendant, whereby the plaintiff gives security for and holds the property until the court decides who
owns it’. Black’s Law Dictionary, 3rd pocket ed. 2006, p. 612. ‘Replevin’ means ‘an action brought to obtain
possession of goods which have been seized, by paying off a judgment debt’, op. cit. n. 22. ‘Replevin’ has also
been described as ‘an action or a writ issued to recover an item of personal property wrongfully taken’ and ‘an
antiquated legal remedy in which a court requires a defendant to return specific goods to the plaintiff at the
beginning of the action […]’. See: http://definitions.uslegal.com/r/replevin/. [Last visited 30 March 2011.]
Barbara T. Hoffman refers to ‘replevin’ as a legal action whereby the owner or person claiming the possession of
personal goods may recover such personal goods where they have been wrongfully taken or unlawfully detained.
See: op. cit. n. 26, (Hoffman) p. 169.
30
‘Detinue’ means ‘tort of wrongfully holding goods which belong to somebody else’, op. cit. n. 22.
It has also been described as ‘similar to replevin, in that it seeks a recovery of a specific item of property.
However, unlike replevin, which is based upon a wrongful taking of the property, detinue is based upon the
wrongful holding or retainer of the property […]’. See: http://definitions.uslegal.com/d/detinue/. [Last visited 30
March 2011.]

5

cultural object that is temporarily on loan:
- First, if there is an ownership dispute over a cultural object on loan (allegedly stolen or
otherwise wrongfully appropriated). A claimant may attempt to file a claim in the borrowing
State and to try to seize the object if he believes that his chances are better, legally speaking,
in the State where the cultural object is temporarily on loan, than they are in the State where
the object is normally located.
- Second (as already noted), if a claimant (an individual or a company) asserts that the owner
of the cultural object on loan owes a debt (not necessarily related to the object) to the
claimant, and this claimant has doubts regarding the possibility of enforcing a judgment or
arbitration award in the State of residence of the owner.
But there may be other situations. For instance, in the context of a criminal investigation, law
enforcement officers may wish to seize certain cultural objects in order to preserve evidence.
Or it may be the case that a third party, such as a carrier handling the cultural objects in
connection with the exhibition, could have a lien on the object until he is paid for services
provided.

Basically, the reason for providing cultural objects with immunity from seizure is to ensure
that cultural objects on loan will not be subject to seizure while in the borrower’s
jurisdiction31 and thereby to prevent cultural objects on loan from being used as ‘hostages’ in
trade and/or ownership disputes. “The effect of immunity from seizure would be to suspend a
claimant’s ability to be granted a particular form of relief for a strictly limited period of time,
rather than removing it.”32 Immunity from seizure facilitates the lending of cultural objects for
temporary exhibitions and overcomes the reluctance of lenders to send their cultural objects
into a foreign jurisdiction where they might be subject to some form of judicial seizure.33

31

Norman Palmer, ‘Comments on the DCMS consultation paper on anti-seizure legislation for cultural objects
on loan’, 2006, in possession of the author. Palmer uses the phrase “[...] not be subject to judicial seizure or
other hindrance from courts [...]”; however, it is in my view not completely correct to say that immunity from
seizure can prevent any form of hindrance from the court. There is more than just ‘physical hindrance’. As a
matter of fact, if the court has jurisdiction to examine a case and the cultural object may play a leading role in an
ownership dispute, then that might be considered by the lender as a form of hindrance as well.
32
Consultation Paper on anti-seizure legislation, United Kingdom Department for Culture, Media and Sport, 8
March 2006, para. 1.16. ‘Relief’ has been defined as a ‘remedy sought by a claimant in a legal action’,
Dictionary of Law, Third Edition, Middlesex 2000.
33
Anna O’Connell, ‘Immunity from seizure: an overview’, Art Antiquity and Law, January 2006, Vol. XI, Issue
1, p. 2.
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1.4

Approaches to granting immunity from seizure

There are basically two fundamental approaches to granting immunity from seizure: either
protection is automatic when established criteria are met, or advance application is required,
the application being assessed by a government body. These two approaches have been
subdivided into five different types of immunity:34
- automatic immunity: no action is required from the applicant and the object is protected by
legislation during the term of the loan;35
- immunity following application: the borrower or the lender, depending on the legislation in
question, requests immunity and the immunity request is granted after an administrative
procedure; such a grant is usually effective from the date of publication;36
- immunity following application, publication and a period in which no objections are
lodged;37
- immunity from forfeiture: where domestic law prohibits possession of a type of object, for
example, one that was illegally exported from a foreign State or one that is a protected
cultural antiquity, but there is an exception for cultural objects on loan to an approved
institution;38
- sovereign immunity: in the event that the lender is a ’sovereign’, there may be immunity
with respect to its activities as well as loaned cultural objects.39

As the issue of immunity from seizure for travelling cultural objects has only relatively
recently become a real concern for States and museums, the relevant legislation in various
States is comparatively new. As stated supra in Chapter 1.1, in 1965, the United States was
the very first country to enact immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects. Various
Canadian provinces also have anti-seizure statutes. France was the first State in Europe, in
1994. Although the number of States with such legislation is slowly growing, 40 there is as yet

34

According to: Stephen J. Knerly Jr., ‘Overview of laws concerning immunity from seizure of works of art on
loan’, 35th Annual Ali-Aba Course of Study - Legal Issues in Museum Administration, Philadelphia, United
States, 14-16 March 2007; see also: Stephen J. Knerly Jr., ‘International loans, State immunity and anti-seizure
laws’, Ali-Aba Course of Study - Legal Issues in Museum Administration, Boston, United States, 1-3 April 2009.
35
Examples are: New York, Rhode Island, Texas, British Columbia, and Belgium. See infra, Ch. 4.3.2, Ch. 5.1.2
and Ch. 9.4.
36
Examples are: United States (Federal), Alberta, Manitoba, Ontario, Québec and Germany. See infra, Ch. 4.3.1,
Ch. 5.1.2 and Ch. 9.2.2.
37
Examples are: France and Switzerland. See infra, Ch. 9.1.2 and Ch. 9.5.3.
38
For example: Australia. See infra, Ch. 10.2.2.
39
In my view, this too can be seen as a form of automatic immunity.
40
Including Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Belgium and the United Kingdom.
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no uniform approach. 41

Other States have general legislation with regard to immunity from seizure of property
belonging to foreign States, but do not deal specifically with cultural objects as such. 42 And
some States provide ‘immunity from seizure declarations’, in which they state that in
accordance with international law and domestic law they will do everything within their
power to ensure that the cultural objects loaned by a foreign State or institution will not be
encumbered at any time while they are located in their territory.43 But whatever approach
States have chosen, it goes without saying that the security, legal and otherwise, of
international art loans has become a central issue for all of them.

But is providing immunity from seizure required by (customary) international law? Are States
providing immunity from seizure because they feel there is a legal obligation to do so, or do
they just want to act as pragmatically as possible? In this study I will explore this. I will
thereby look at relevant State practice and motivation, jurisprudence of national and
international courts, views and discussions in literature, and instruments of international law,
all with a view to answering the following questions:

Does a rule of customary international law exist, to the effect that cultural objects belonging
to foreign States are immune from seizure while on temporary loan to another State or foreign
museum for an exhibition? If such a rule does not yet exist, is it emerging? Further, if such a
rule does exist or is emerging, what is the scope of this rule, and what are its limitations?

But first of all, certain terms need to be clarified. Earlier in this introductory chapter, I
referred to a description of the notion of ‘immunity from seizure’. In Chapters 2 and 3 I shall
address the topic of customary international law and State immunity respectively. Two terms
need, moreover, still be identified: ‘cultural objects’ and ‘State’. Furthermore, I would like to
take a moment to examine the possibility of cultural objects becoming so-called ‘good will
ambassadors’ for a lending State and to consider which international instruments promote the
mobility of collections, for which the immunity from seizure guarantees may serve as a tool.

41

As I will show in the next chapters, in which I discuss various existing immunity from seizure laws.
For example, the Netherlands. See infra, Ch. 8.
43
Or words of similar meaning.
42
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1.5

What are cultural objects?

The terms ‘cultural objects’, ‘cultural property’, ‘cultural heritage’, ‘cultural goods’, ‘cultural
assets’ or ‘cultural valuables’, ‘works of art’, or ‘artworks’ are often used interchangeably.
There is no single, universal definition for any of these terms.44 In common practice, they
generally refer to the same things, but their exact definition and legal regime are to be sought
in national legislation or international conventions. Therefore, such definitions and legal
regimes may vary from State legislation to State legislation and from treaty to treaty.
Generally, the word ‘property’ has a legal connotation (linked to ownership), whereas the
word ‘heritage’ stresses conservation and transfer from generation to generation.45 In the
literature, it has been stated that ‘property’ “does not incorporate concepts of duty to preserve
and protect”, whereas ‘heritage’ can encompass “the evidence of human life that we are trying
to preserve”, such as the “things and traditions which express the way of life and thought of a
particular society”.46 No particular culture-oriented connotation characterises ‘good’, ‘object’,
‘asset’ or ‘valuable’.47

The question of the definition of cultural objects was also addressed during the drafting of the
1995 Unidroit48 Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Objects.49 The Secretariat of
Unidroit reported: “Stress was laid on the difficulty, if not indeed the impossibility, of
framing in abstracto an objective definition of cultural objects since the attribution of the
epithet ‘cultural’ to an object is the consequence of a value judgment [...].”50

The term ‘cultural property’ was first used in English in an international legal context in the
1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed
44

Barbara T. Hoffman states that the entire question of the definition of such terms as ‘art’, ‘cultural heritage’,
‘cultural property’, ‘cultural objects’ etc. for legal and policy purposes is difficult, fluid and highly charged with
political and social subtext. See: op. cit. n. 26, (Hoffman) p. 14.
45
Legal and Practical Measures Against Illicit Trafficking in Cultural Property, UNESCO Handbook,
International Standards Section, Division of Cultural Heritage, Paris 2006.
46
Lyndel V. Prott and Patrick J. O’Keefe, ‘“Cultural Heritage” or “Cultural Property?”’, International Journal of
Cultural Property, 1992, No. 1, pp. 307-320.
47
Op. cit. n. 45 (UNESCO).
48
International Institute for the Unification of Private Law.
49
Rome, 24 June 1995; 34 ILM 1322.
50
Explanatory Report to the 1995 Unidroit Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Objects, Article 2, to be
found at: http://www.unidroit.org/english/conventions/1995culturalproperty/1995culturalpropertyexplanatoryreport-e.pdf. [Last visited 25 December 2010.] See also: Jérôme Candrian, L’immunité des Etats face
aux Droits de l’Homme et à la protection des Biens culturels, Zurich, Basel, Geneva 2005, p. 254, n. 524.
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Conflict.51 One definition of cultural property which is used the most often in the international
field, is the definition in the 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and
Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property.52 The
UNESCO Draft Declaration of Principles relating to cultural objects displaced in connection
with the Second World War, of which the UNESCO General Conference took note in October
2009,53 refers to this definition of cultural property. Also, sometimes national legislation
refers to the definition in the 1970 UNESCO Convention (for instance the Swiss immunity
from seizure legislation)54, whereas legislations of other States have their own definitions of
cultural goods or property, for instance Belgium55 the Russian Federation, 56 or Israel. 57

Article 1 of the 1970 UNESCO Convention states that the term ‘cultural property’ means
“property which, on religious or secular grounds, is specifically designated by each State as
51

The Hague, 14 May 1954; 249 UNTS 240; see also: op. cit. supra n. 45 (UNESCO); see also: Hazel Fox, The
Law of State Immunity, Second Edition, Oxford 2008, pp. 184, 647; see also: Tanya Evelyn George, ‘Using
customary international law to identify “fetishistic” claims to cultural property’, New York University Law
Review, 2005, Vol. 80, No. 4, pp. 1207-1236 at p. 1213. And at p. 1216 George refers to the 1954 Hague
Convention as the first modern effort to protect cultural property.
52
Paris, 14 November 1970; 823 UNTS 231.
53
Resolution 35 C/COM CLT/DR.3 REV, dated 19 October 2009.
54
Swiss Federal Act on the International Transfer of Cultural Property (Cultural Property Transfer Act) of 20
June 2003, Article 2(1): “Cultural property is defined as significant property from a religious or universal
standpoint for archaeology, pre-history, history, literature, arts or sciences belonging to the categories under
Article 1 of the UNESCO Convention of 1970.” The second paragraph states that “cultural heritage is considered
the entirety of cultural property belonging to one of the categories under Article 4 of the UNESCO Convention
1970”.
55
Article 1412 ter(2), of the Belgian Judicial Code: ”Pour l’application de cet article, sont considérés comme des
biens culturels les objets qui présentent un intérêt artistique, scientifique, culturel ou historique.”
56
The definition of cultural property in Article 7 of the Law on Export and Import of Cultural Property, dated 15
April 1993, contains the following categories:
“- Historical valuables associated with, but not limited to, historical events in the life of the nation, society and
state development, history of science and technics, life and activities of outstanding personalities (state, politics
and public figures, thinkers, scholars, literature or arts figures);
- Items and their fragments obtained from archeological excavations;
- Arts valuables including fully handwork paintings and drawings, original works of sculpture, original artistic
compositions and designs, cult items with artistic finish (icons etc.), engravings, prints, lithographies, works of
decorative and applied arts, and works of traditional folk arts;
- Elements or fragments of architectural, historical or arts monuments, and works of monument art;
- Old age folios and publications presenting certain interest (either historical, artistic, scientific or literary);
- Rare manuscripts and document relics;
- Archives (including photography, phonography, cinematography and video);
- Unique or rare musical instruments;
- Postage stamps or other philatelic materials;
- Old age coins, orders, medals, stamps and other numismatic items;
- Rare flora/fauna collections and specimens, items presenting interest for such science branches as mineralogy,
anatomy and paleontology;
- Other movable items, including copies representing historical, artistic, scientific or other cultural value,
historical and cultural monuments preserved by the state.”
See: http://www.montreal.mid.ru/cust-08.html. [Last visited 30 June 2011.]
57
Loan of Cultural Objects (Restriction of Jurisdiction) Law of 1 May 2007, Article 2: “cultural property means
a property with artistic value, historic value or other cultural value that is of importance to the public in Israel.”
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being of importance for archaeology, prehistory, history, literature, art or science and which
belongs to [eleven specified] categories.”58 The 1970 UNESCO Convention does not give a
definition of cultural heritage, but lists in Article 4 five categories of property forming part of
the cultural heritage of each State.59 The 1972 UNESCO Convention concerning the
Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage60 defines the term ‘cultural heritage’
for the purpose of that convention. 61 Likewise, the Council of Europe primarily uses the
notion of ‘heritage’ in its international instruments.

The 1995 Unidroit Convention states in Article 2 that for the purposes of that convention,
“‘cultural objects’ are those which, on religious or secular grounds, are of importance for
archaeology, prehistory, history, literature, art or science and belong to one of the categories

58

“(a) Rare collections and specimens of fauna, flora, minerals and anatomy, and objects of palaeontological
interest;
(b) property relating to history, including the history of science and technology and military and social history, to
the life of national leaders, thinkers, scientists and artist and to events of national importance;
(c) products of archaeological excavations (including regular and clandestine) or of archaeological discoveries;
(d) elements of artistic or historical monuments or archaeological sites which have been dismembered;
(e) antiquities more than one hundred years old, such as inscriptions, coins and engraved seals;
(f) objects of ethnological interest;
(g) property of artistic interest, such as:
(i) pictures, paintings and drawings produced entirely by hand on any support and in any material (excluding
industrial designs and manufactured articles decorated by hand);
(ii) original works of statuary art and sculpture in any material;
(iii) original engravings, prints and lithographs;
(iv) original artistic assemblages and montages in any material;
(h) rare manuscripts and incunabula, old books, documents and publications of special interest (historical,
artistic, scientific, literary, etc.) singly or in collections;
(i) postage, revenue and similar stamps, singly or in collections;
(j) archives, including sound, photographic and cinematographic archives;
(k) articles of furniture more than one hundred years old and old musical instruments.”
59
Article 4: “The States Parties to this Convention recognize that for the purpose of the Convention property
which belongs to the following categories forms part of the cultural heritage of each State:
(a) Cultural property created by the individual or collective genius of nationals of the State concerned, and
cultural property of importance to the State concerned created within the territory of that State by foreign
nationals or stateless persons resident within such territory;
(b) cultural property found within the national territory;
(c) cultural property acquired by archaeological, ethnological or natural science missions, with the consent of the
competent authorities of the country of origin of such property;
(d) cultural property which has been the subject of a freely agreed exchange;
(e) cultural property received as a gift or purchased legally with the consent of the competent authorities of the
country of origin of such property.”
60
Paris, 16 November 1972; 1037 UNTS 157.
61
“For the purpose of this Convention, the following shall be considered as ‘cultural heritage’:
- monuments: architectural works, works of monumental sculpture and painting, elements or structures of an
archaeological nature, inscriptions, cave dwellings and combinations of features, which are of outstanding
universal value from the point of view of history, art or science;
- groups of buildings: groups of separate or connected buildings which, because of their architecture, their
homogeneity or their place in the landscape, are of outstanding universal value from the point of view of history,
art or science;
11

listed in the [annex to the convention].” The listing in that annex is similar to the listing in
Article 1 of the 1970 UNESCO Convention.

The 1976 UNESCO Recommendation Concerning the International Exchange of Cultural
Property has its own, broad definition of ‘cultural property’62 and the European Union has its
own definition in its rules and regulations as well. Council Directive 93/7/EEC on the return
of cultural objects unlawfully removed from the territory of a Member State states that for the
purposes of the directive, a ‘cultural object’ means an object which is classified among the
‘national treasures possessing artistic, historic or archaeological value’ under national
legislation. Additionally, the object must either belong to one of the categories listed in the
annex to the directive63 or form an integral part of public collections listed in the inventories

- sites: works of man or the combined works of nature and man, and areas including archaeological sites which
are of outstanding universal value from the historical, aesthetic, ethnological or anthropological point of view.”
62
“‘Cultural property’ shall be taken to mean items which are the expression and testimony of human creation
and of the evolution of nature which, in the opinion of the competent bodies in individual States, are, or may be,
of historical, artistic, scientific or technical value and interest, including items in the following categories:
(a) zoological, botanical and geological specimens;
(b) archaeological objects;
(c) objects and documentation of ethnological interest;
(d) works of fine art and of the applied arts;
(e) literary, musical, photographic and cinematographic works;
(f) archives and documents[.]”
63
Categories referred to in the second indent of Article 1(1) to which objects classified as 'national treasures'
within the meaning of Article 36 of the Treaty must belong in order to qualify for return under the directive:
A. 1. Archaeological objects more than 100 years old which are the products of:
- land or underwater excavations and finds,
- archaeological sites,
- archaeological collections.
2. Elements forming an integral part of artistic, historical or religious monuments which have been
dismembered, more than 100 years old.
3. Pictures and paintings, other than those included in Category 3A or 4, executed entirely by hand on any
material and in any medium (which are more than fifty years old and do not belong to their originators).
3A. Water-colours, gouaches and pastels executed entirely by hand on any material (which are more than fifty
years old and do not belong to their originators).
4. Mosaics in any material executed entirely by hand, other than those falling in Categories 1 or 2, and drawings
in any medium executed entirely by hand on any material (which are more than fifty years old and do not belong
to their originators).
5. Original engravings, prints, serigraphs and lithographs with their respective plates and original posters (which
are more than fifty years old and do not belong to their originators).
6. Original sculptures or statuary and copies produced by the same process as the original (which are more than
fifty years old and do not belong to their originators) other than those in category 1.
7. Photographs, films and negatives thereof (which are more than fifty years old and do not belong to their
originators).
8. Incunabula and manuscripts, including maps and musical scores, singly or in collections (which are more than
fifty years old and do not belong to their originators).
9. Books more than 100 years old, singly or in collections.
10. Printed maps more than 200 years old.
11. Archives and any elements thereof, of any kind, on any medium, comprising elements more than 50 years
old.
12. (a) Collections and specimens from zoological, botanical, mineralogical or anatomical collections;
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of museums, archives or libraries' conservation collection or in the inventories of
ecclesiastical institutions.64 Also Council Regulation (EEC) No. 116/2009 of 18 December
2008 on the export of cultural goods65 has its own 15 categories of cultural objects.
The Washington Conference Principles on Nazi-Confiscated Art66 uses the term ‘art’
consistently, without explaining what kind of objects and items are qualified as ‘art’. The
Vilnius Forum Declaration, 67 which can be seen as a follow-up to the Washington
Principles,68 uses the term ‘cultural assets’, whereas the Terezin Declaration69 of the
Holocaust Era Assets Conference70 refers to both ‘art’ and ‘cultural property’ as seemingly
two different categories. But none of these documents uses a definition.

It is thus fair to say that there is not one single definition of ‘cultural objects’, ‘cultural
goods’, ‘cultural property’, or ‘cultural assets’. One has to look into the relevant international
instrument or the national legislation concerned to determine what falls within the notion. In
this study, I use the term ‘cultural objects’, unless I refer to a specific paragraph or statement
where one of the other phrases has been used in that original paragraph or statement. When I
use the term ‘cultural objects’ in this study, I use it in a comprehensive manner, which can
include each of the categories in the overlapping lists of either the 1970 UNESCO
Convention, the 1976 UNESCO Recommendation, Council Directive 93/7/EEC or Council
Regulation No 116/2009.

(b) Collections of historical, palaeontological, ethnographic or numismatic interest.
(Collections means collections as defined by the Court of Justice in its Judgment in Case 252/84, as follows:
'Collectors' pieces within the meaning of Heading No. 99.05 of the Common Customs Tariff are articles which
possess the requisite characteristics for inclusion in a collection, that is to say, articles which are relatively rare,
are not normally used for their original purpose, are the subject of special transactions outside the normal trade in
similar utility articles and are of high value.)
13. Means of transport more than 75 years old.
14. Any other antique item not included in categories A 1 to A 13, more than 50 years old.
The cultural objects in categories A 1 to A 14 are covered by the directive only if their value corresponds to, or
exceeds, the financial thresholds under part B of the listing [not included in this footnote].
64
Article 1(1).
65
Interestingly, Article 1 states that the term ‘cultural goods’ shall refer to the items listed in Annex I. In Annex
I, however, the term ‘cultural object’ is used, instead of ‘cultural good’.
66
Washington, 3 December 1998, to be found at: http://www.lootedartcommission.com/Washington-principles.
[Last visited 30 March 2011.]
67
Vilnius, 5 October 2000, to be found at: http://www.lootedartcommission.com/vilnius-forum. [Last visited 30
March 2011.]
68
And refers to it as such.
69
Terezin, 30 June 2009, to be found at: http://www.lootedartcommission.com/NPNMG484641. [Last visited
30 March 2011.]
70
Held from 26 until 30 June 2009 in Prague and Terezin, Czech Republic.
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1.6

Cultural objects as good will ambassadors?

In the literature, links have been made between cultural objects and diplomatic relations.
Laura Popp, for instance, referred to such a diplomatic link. She stated that transnational loans
can symbolise and foster diplomatic relations.71 Andrea Gattini argued that international loans
are increasingly understood by the States as an important tool of ‘diplomacy of good-will’.72
And Rodney Zerbe stated: “Art is a ‘good ambassador’ […] helpful in breaking down
parochialism and in fostering international understanding.”73

The idea of considering cultural objects as ‘good will ambassadors’, however, has originally
been used by Erik Jayme. Jayme stated, for instance, that international exhibitions quite often
are the first contacts between former ‘enemy’ States. According to Jayme, cultural objects
have a mission; they break the ice of misunderstandings and can be the first steps in new
bilateral ties. Culture and diplomacy are interlinked.74 He also noted that loaned cultural
objects can be regarded as ‘peace envoys’. 75 Jayme furthermore stated that in continental
Europe, the terms sauf conduit or freies Geleit, to be found in immunity from seizure
legislation of different States and illustrating the return guarantee, are used to underline the
idea that cultural objects are seen as ambassadors of good will and therefore enjoy
international protection during their voyage across the boundaries of the States.76

71

Laura Popp, ‘Arresting Art Loan Seizures’, Columbia-VLA Journal of Law & Arts, 2001, Vol. 24, Issue 2, pp.
213-233, at p. 233.
72
Andrea Gattini, ‘The International Customary Law Nature of Immunity from Measures of Constraint for State
Cultural Property on Loan’, in: Isabelle Buffard, James Crawford, Alain Pellet, Stephan Wittich (eds.),
International Law between Universalism and Fragmentation – Festschrift in Honour of Gerhard Hafner, Leiden,
Boston 2008, pp. 421-439, at p. 424.
73
Rodney M. Zerbe, ’Immunity from Seizure for Artworks on Loan to United States Museums’, Northwestern
Journal of International Law & Business, Winter 1984-1985, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 1121-1145, at p. 1124.
74
Interview with Erik Jayme by the author, 17 January 2011. Jayme referred also to Die Kunst der Diplomatie,
Auf den Spuren des kaiserlichen Botschafters Leopold Joseph Graf von Lamberg (1653-1706) [The Art of
Diplomacy, On the trail of the emperor’s ambassador Leopold Joseph Count of Lamberg (1653-1706)],
Friedrich Polleroß, Petersberg 2010. The book provides by means of a biography of ambassador Count of
Lamberg an overview with regard to the role art played in the European diplomacy of the 17th and early 18th
century.
75
Erik Jayme, ‘Neueste Entwicklungen im internationalen Kunstrecht’ [Recent developments in international art
law], Kunst im Recht, Graz Jurisprudential Faculty 2004, at p. 15; see also: Anna Blume Huttenlauch, ‘Diplomat
Kunst’, 28 March 2007, to be found at http://www.artnet.de/magazine/immunitat-fur-kunstwerke/. [Last visited
30 March 2010.]
76
Erik Jayme, ‘Globalization in art law: clash of interests and international tendencies’, Vanderbilt Journal of
Transnational Law, October 2005, Vol. 38, Issue 4, pp. 927-946. See also: Erik Jayme, Das Freie Geleit für
Kunstwerke [The Safe Conduct for Artworks], Vienna 2001, p. 3.
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Cultural objects of foreign States are in that way of thinking considered as diplomatic envoys,
and could consequently fall in that view under the 1961 Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations.77 The convention itself does not refer to cultural objects78, and although it has been
stated that cultural objects of foreign States which are loaned for an international exhibition
should be seen as some kind of diplomatic agent, this should not be taken too literally.

Although literature seems to make this rather literal link between cultural objects of foreign
States and diplomatic envoys,79 States themselves are more hesitant to see it that way. In
December 2008, I asked 19 States80 whether cultural objects of foreign States could be seen as
diplomatic envoy and whether consequently they would fall under the diplomatic immunity of
the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations. It turned out that, according to these States,
this is a bridge too far. States do agree that cultural objects can promote the mutual
understanding between countries. And several States saw a possibility for diplomatic
immunity when the objects were located within an embassy or diplomatic residence.
However, the States did not see a direct link between cultural objects and protection under the
Vienna Convention. I will therefore not elaborate on a possible link between cultural objects
of States and the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations.

1.7

What is a State?

This study is focused on cultural objects belonging to foreign States. I already paid attention
to the term ‘cultural object’, so now it is time to pay attention to the other relevant term: the
notion of ‘State’.

In literature, it has been stated that there are four conditions which must be fulfilled for the

77

Vienna, 18 April 1961; 500 UNTS 95. Article 29 of the convention states: “The person of a diplomatic agent
shall be inviolable. He shall not be liable to any form of arrest or detention. The receiving State shall treat him
with due respect and shall take all appropriate steps to prevent any attack on his person, freedom or dignity.”
78
However, Article 3(1)(e) of the convention refers to cultural relations: “The functions of a diplomatic mission
consist, inter alia in: […] promoting friendly relations between the sending State and the receiving State, and
developing their economic, cultural and scientific relations.”
79
Although Erik Jayme stated that he did not intend to propagate that cultural objects should be protected under
Article 29 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations. It should merely be seen as a metaphorical
characterisation. Interview with the author, 17 January 2011.
80
Austria, Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, Czech Republic, Germany, France, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel,
Italy, Japan, Poland, Romania, Spain, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, the United States.
This has been done through the Royal Netherlands Embassies in those States.
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existence of a State. There must be a people, a territory in which the people is settled, a
government, which should be a sovereign one.81 Also the Montevideo Convention of 1933 on
the Rights and Duties of States provides in Article 1 that a State as a person of international
law should possess a permanent population, a defined territory, a government and the capacity
to enter into relations with other States.82 Only States of North, Middle and South America are
Parties to this convention, but the European Union followed this definition in the Montevideo
Convention in its Badinter Committee.83

So now the conditions for the existence of a State in general are described. But how has a
State been defined in instruments related to jurisdictional immunity of States and their
property?
The 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property84 states in
Article 2(1)(b) that for the purposes of that convention:
“State means:
(i)
the State and its various organs of government;
(ii)
constituent units of a federal State or political subdivisions of the State, which
are entitled to perform acts in the exercise of sovereign authority, and are acting
in that capacity;
(iii)
agencies or instrumentalities of the State or other entities, to the extent that they
are entitled to perform and are actually performing acts in the exercise of
sovereign authority of the State;
(iv)
representatives of the State acting in that capacity[.]”
So, the 2004 UN Convention does not differentiate between the State and State entities to the
extent that they are entitled to perform acts in the exercise of sovereign authority of the State.
Thus, it is not the structure or nature of the entity that matters, but the act it performs. 85
The European Convention on State Immunity86 has a different approach. It does not give a
81

Oppenheim’s International Law, Ninth Edition, Robert Jennings and Arthur Watts (eds.), London, New York
1996, Vol. 1, pp. 120-123.
82
Montevideo, Uruguay, 26 December 1933. To be found at:
http://www.taiwandocuments.org/montevideo01.htm. [Last visited 30 March 2011.]
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The Arbitration Commission of the Conference on Yugoslavia (commonly known as Badinter Arbitration
Committee) was a commission set up by the Council of Ministers of the European Economic Community on 27
August 1991 to provide the Conference on Yugoslavia with legal advice.
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New York, 2 December 2004, UN Doc. A/Res/59/38.
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Judith Spiegel, Vreemde Staten voor de Nederlandse rechter [Foreign States in Dutch courts], Amsterdam,
2001, p. 18.
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Basel, 16 May 1972; ETS 074; 1495 UNTS 181.
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definition of a State, but explains what is excluded from that notion:
“For the purposes of the present Convention, the expression ‘Contracting State’ shall
not include any legal entity of a Contracting State which is distinct therefrom and is
capable of suing or being sued, even if that entity has been entrusted with public
functions.”87
The Explanatory Report on the European Convention on State Immunity mentions political
subdivisions or national banks and railway administrations as examples of such State entities,
which thus are not included in the notion of a State.88 In my view, it would be possible for
State museums to fall under that exclusion as well. Also, constituent States of a Federal State
are excluded from the scope of this convention. 89

The definition of a foreign State under the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act of the United
States of America is rather broad:90
“(a) a ‘foreign state’[ … ] includes a political subdivision of a foreign state or an
agency or instrumentality of a foreign state as defined in subsection (b).
(b) an ‘agency or instrumentality of a foreign State’ means any entity (1) which is a separate legal person, corporate or otherwise, and
(2) which is an organ of a foreign state or political subdivision91 thereof, or a majority
of whose shares or other ownership interest is owned by a foreign state or political
subdivision thereof, and
(3) which is neither a citizen of a State of the United States as defined in Section
1332(c) and (e) of this title, nor created under the laws of any third country.”
Where the US immunity legislation uses a rather broad definition of a State, the approach that
the United Kingdom follows in its State Immunity Act92 is much more limited. The Act
states93 that
“references to a State include references to 87

Article 27(1). As a consequence, proceedings may be instituted against any entity referred to in paragraph 1
before the courts of another Contracting State in the same manner as against a private person; however, the
courts may not entertain proceedings in respect of acts performed by the entity in the exercise of sovereign
authority (Article 27(2)).
88
See also: Explanatory Report on the European Convention on State Immunity, para. 109, reprinted in: State
immunity: Selected Materials and Commentary, A. Dickinson et al. (eds.), 2004, p. 62. Also available at:
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/EN/Reports/Html/074.htm. [Last visited 2 March 2011.]
89
Article 28(1): “[…] the constituent States of a Federal State do not enjoy immunity”.
90
28 U.S.C. Section 1603.
91
The term ‘political subdivisions’ includes all governmental units beneath the central government, including
local governments, according to the Act’s legislative history. More about this law in Ch.4.1.2.
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State Immunity Act 1978; 17 ILM 1123 (1978).
93
Article 14(1).
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(a) the sovereign or other head of that State in his public capacity;
(b) the government of that State; and
(c) any department of that government,
but not to any entity […] which is distinct from the executive organs of the government
of the State and capable of suing or being sued.”94
Although strictly speaking it does not regard State practice, finally in this subchapter some
words regarding the definition of a State used by the International Law Association (ILA).95
The ILA concluded at the 1994 Buenos Aires Conference96 a ‘Final Report on Developments
in the Field of State Immunity and Proposal for a Revised Draft Convention on State
Immunity’. In its proposal, Article 1B states:
“The term ‘foreign State’ includes:
1. The government of the State;
2. Any other State organs;
3. Agencies and instrumentalities of the State not possessing legal personality distinct
from the State.
An agency or instrumentality of a foreign State which possesses legal personality
distinct from the State shall be treated as a foreign State only for acts or omissions
performed in the excercise of sovereign authority, i.e. jure imperii.”
What we can actually conclude from these examples, is not only that there is not one single
definition for a State, but also that it can depend on the acts performed by an agency or
instrumentality of a State whether or not it falls under the definition of a State (or whether or
not it enjoys the same immunity as the State). In practice, this can mean that it is up to
national courts to consider, whether in an actual situation an organ or entity can be identified
as falling under the definition of a State.97

1.8

International agreements related to international cultural cooperation and
immunity from seizure98

94

According to Article 14(2), such an entity is immune from the jurisdiction of the courts of the United Kingdom
if, and only if the proceedings relate to anything done by it in the exercise of sovereign authority and the
circumstances are such that a State would have been so immune.
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The International Law Association was founded in Brussels in 1873. Its objectives, under its Constitution, are
“the study, clarification and development of international law, both public and private, and the furtherance of
international understanding and respect for international law”. The ILA has consultative status, as an
international non-governmental organisation, with a number of the United Nations specialised agencies.
See: http://www.ila-hq.org/en/about_us/index.cfm. [Last visited 30 March 2011.]
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ILA Report of the 66th Conference, Buenos Aires, 14-20 August 1994.
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This has also been stated by Judith Spiegel, op. cit. n. 85 (Spiegel), pp. 19 and 285.
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Separately, in Ch. 3, I shall address the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their
Property.
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There are a number of international agreements which are related to, or of influence on, the
topic of immunity from seizure of cultural objects belonging to foreign States.99 These include
especially agreements aiming to promote the mobility of collections, agreements with antiseizure provisions, or agreements aiming to guarantee the safe return of a cultural object to
the State of origin. Many States have committed themselves through international legal
instruments to supporting the exchange of cultural objects. It has been stated by Andrea
Gattini, and I can subscribe to his view, that nowadays there is a well-established and
universally shared interest to protect and enhance the international cooperation of museums
and other cultural institutions. 100
Charter of the United Nations101
The Charter of the United Nations attaches importance to international cultural cooperation as
helpful for the creation of conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary for
peaceful and friendly relations among nations. 102 The Charter can be considered as the
fundamental international agreement, as Article 103 of the Charter states that in the event of a
conflict between the obligations of the Members of the United Nations under the Charter and
their obligations under any other international agreement, their obligations under the Charter
shall prevail. This gives extra weight to, for instance, the promotion of international cultural
cooperation as foreseen in the Charter.

UNESCO
The 1950 UNESCO Agreement for the Importation of Educational, Scientific, or Cultural

99

I will not go into the Convention Related to International Exhibitions (Paris, 22 November 1928). Although
this convention is the only global international agreement which deals with international exhibitions, it does not
address questions with regard to seizure or mobility of collections. Furthermore, Article 1 excludes cultural
exhibitions from the scope of the convention: “The provisions of the said Convention do not apply to the
following: […] 3. Exhibitions of the fine arts; 4. Exhibitions organised by one country in another country on the
invitation of the latter.”
100
Op. cit. n. 72 (Gattini), p. 424.
101
Signed in San Francisco, United States, on 26 June 1945. To be found at:
http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/index.shtml. [Last visited 30 March 2011.]
102
Article 55: “With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary for
peaceful and friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and selfdetermination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote:
a. […];
b. solutions of international economic, social, health, and related problems; and international cultural and
educational cooperation; and
c. […].”
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Objects103 states in its preamble that “the free exchange of ideas and knowledge and, in
general, the widest possible dissemination of the diverse forms of self-expression used by
civilizations are vitally important both for intellectual progress and international
understanding, and consequently for the maintenance of world peace[.]” It goes on by
considering that “this interchange is accomplished primarily by means of books, publications
and educational, scientific and cultural materials[.]” According to Article III(1),
“the Contracting States undertake to give every possible facility to the importation of
[…] cultural materials, which are imported exclusively for showing at a public
exhibition approved by the competent authorities of the importing country and for
subsequent re-exportation.”
Article III(2) may even be read as a provision empowering the host-State to guarantee the
return of cultural material on loan to exhibitions, as it states: “Nothing in this article shall
prevent the authorities of an importing country from taking such steps as may be necessary to
ensure that the materials in question shall be re-exported at the close of their exhibition.”104

In its preamble, the 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing
the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property105 expresses the
notion that “the interchange of cultural property among nations for scientific, cultural and
educational purposes increases the knowledge of the civilization of Man, enriches the cultural
life of all peoples and inspires mutual respect and appreciation among nations.”106 With this
convention, while promoting the mobility of collections, UNESCO intends to give a clear
message that exchange of cultural objects with a doubtful provenance, or which have been
illegally acquired or replaced, cannot be tolerated.107

In 2005, UNESCO Member States adopted the Convention on the Protection and Promotion
103

Florence, 22 November 1950. To be found at: http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=12074&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html. [Last visited 30 March 2011.]
This Agreement is more customs related and therefore formally falls outside of the scope of my dissertation.
However, I cannot refrain from mentioning it here, as it has an obvious link with the mobility of collections and
anti-seizure.
104
See also: Matthias Weller, ‘Immunity for artworks on loan? A review of international customary law and
municipal anti-seizure statutes in the light of the Liechtenstein litigation’, Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational
Law, October 2005, Vol. 38, Issue 4, pp. 997-1040, at p. 1010.
105
Op. cit. n. 52.
106
Preamble, second paragraph. However, it considers thereafter rightly in the seventh preambular paragraph
that “the illicit import, export and transfer of ownership of cultural property is an obstacle to that understanding
between nations”.
107
I shall come back to this convention in Ch. 11, where I shall look into some international instruments which at
the same time may be at odds with the notion of immunity from seizure.
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of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions.108 The objectives of the convention are, inter alia,
“to encourage dialogue among cultures with a view to ensuring wider and balanced cultural
exchanges in the world in favour of intercultural respect and a culture of peace;”109 “to foster
interculturality in order to develop cultural interaction in the spirit of building bridges among
peoples;”110 and “to strengthen international cooperation and solidarity in a spirit of
partnership with a view, in particular, to enhancing the capacities of developing countries in
order to protect and promote the diversity of cultural expressions.”111 The preamble expresses
that “cultural diversity is strengthened by the free flow of ideas, and that it is nurtured by
constant exchanges and interaction between cultures”112 and reflects the conviction that
“cultural activities, goods and services have both an economic and a cultural nature, because
they convey identities, values and meanings, and must therefore not be treated as solely
having commercial value[.]”113 In my view, that conviction may also provide guidance with
regard to cultural objects on loan: the cultural, non-commercial, aspects may never be lost
sight of. Article 7 of the convention states that Parties “shall endeavour to create in their
territory an environment which encourages individuals and social groups [...] to have access
to diverse cultural expressions from within their territory as well as from other countries of
the world.”114 Article 12 states that “Parties shall endeavour to strengthen their bilateral,
regional and international cooperation for the creation of conditions conducive to the
promotion of the diversity of cultural expressions [...].” These articles can in my view also be
seen as supporting the international mobility and exchange of cultural objects.

Next to legally binding agreements, also some important politically and morally binding
obligations have been developed under the auspices of UNESCO, relevant for the topic of the
mobility of collections. The 1966 Declaration of Principles of International Cultural Cooperation115 can serve as an example thereof. 116
108

Adopted on 20 October 2005 by the 33rd UNESCO General Conference and entered into force in 2007. To be
found at: http://www.unesco.org/new/en/unesco/themes/2005-convention/the-convention/convention-text/. [Last
visited 22 January 2011.]
109
Article 1(c).
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Article 1(d).
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Article 1(i).
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11th preambular paragraph.
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18th preambular paragraph.
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Article 7(1)(b).
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Paris, 4 November 1966. To be found at: http://www.un-documents.net/dpicc.htm. [Last visited 30 2011.]
The aims of international cultural cooperation are listed [in Article 4] as follows:
“1. To spread knowledge, to stimulate talent and to enrich cultures.
2. To develop peaceful relations and friendship among the peoples and bring about a better understanding of
each other's way of life.
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The UNESCO Recommendation Concerning the International Exchange of Cultural Property
was adopted in 1976.117 The recommendation considers that
“the extension and promotion of cultural exchanges directed towards a fuller mutual
knowledge of achievements in various fields of culture, will contribute to the
enrichment of the cultures involved, with due appreciation of the distinctive character of
each and of the value of the cultures of other nations making up the cultural heritage of
all mankind”118
and that “the circulation of cultural property [...] is a powerful means of promoting mutual
understanding and appreciation among nations[.]”119 Article II.2 of the recommendation
directs that,
”bearing in mind that all cultural property forms part of the common cultural heritage of
mankind and that every State has a responsibility in this respect, not only towards its
own nationals but also towards the international community as a whole,”
UNESCO Member States should adopt, within the sphere of their competence, different
measures “to develop the circulation of cultural property among cultural institutions in
different States in co-operation with regional and local authorities as may be required.” States
should also
“give special attention to the problem of covering the risks120 to which cultural property
is exposed throughout the duration of loans, including the period spent in transport, and
should, in particular, study the possibility of introducing government guarantee and
compensation systems for the loan of objects of great value, such as those which already
exist in certain countries.”121
3. To contribute to the application of the principles set out in the United Nations Declarations that are recalled in
the Preamble to this Declaration.
4. To enable everyone to have access to knowledge, to enjoy the arts and literature of all peoples, to share in
advances made in science in all parts of the world and in the resulting benefits, and to contribute to the
enrichment of cultural life.
5. To raise the level of the spiritual and material life of man in all parts of the world.”
116
Article 5 emphasises that cultural cooperation is a right and a duty for all peoples and all nations, which
should share with one another their knowledge and skills. Article 8 states that cultural cooperation shall be
carried on for the mutual benefit of all the nations practicing it. Exchanges to which it gives rise shall be
arranged in a spirit of broad reciprocity. Article 9 goes on by stating that cultural cooperation shall contribute to
the establishment of stable, long-term relations between peoples, which should be subjected as little as possible
to the strains which may arise in international life.
117
Nairobi, 26 November 1976. To be found at: http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=13132&URL_DO=DO_PRINTPAGE&URL_SECTION=201.html. [Last visited 30 March 2011.]
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‘Government guarantee’ here does not so much refer to a guarantee with regard to immunity
from seizure, but rather regards an indemnity guarantee. However, the text illustrates that art
loans are being considered as a cardinal form of modern cultural exchange. 122 John Henry
Merryman argued that the recommendation, while supporting the international exchange of
cultural property, opposes international trade. Merryman bases his view on the fourth
preambular paragraph, which reads:
“Considering that the international circulation of cultural property is still largely
dependent on the activities of self-seeking parties and so tends to lead to speculation
which causes the price of such property to rise, making it inaccessible to poorer
countries and institutions while at the same time encouraging the spread of illicit
trading.”
The recommendation rejects the market and relies exclusively on inter-institutional
(government to government and museum to museum) exchanges as the medium through
which to promote enrichment of cultures and mutual understanding and appreciation among
nations, according to Merryman. 123 And Merryman has a point here, as during the discussions
resulting in the recommendation the air was pregnant with aversion against the market. The
Report of the Special Committee of Governmental Experts124 stated:
“The Draft Recommendation […] was designed to extend both the concept and the
practice of international exchanges of cultural property, which would be certain to have
good effects on international co-operation and understanding while, at the same time,
removing the free circulation of such objects from the harmful pressures of the
international market and encouraging cultural institutions to display, for the benefit of
all, the artistic and cultural wealth which was often unused.”125
In 1978 a separate UNESCO Recommendation for the Protection of Movable Property was
adopted.126 The preamble127 notes
“the great interest in cultural property now finding expression throughout the world in
122

This has been stated as well by Norman Palmer in ‘Adrift on a sea of troubles: cross-border art loans and the
specter of ulterior title’, Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law, October 2005, Vol. 38, Issue 4, pp. 947-996.
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2005, Vol. 12, pp. 11-39, at p. 23.
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Paris, 28 November 1978. To be found at: http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=13137&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html. [Last visited 30 March 2011.]
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the creation of numerous museums and similar institutions, the growing number of
exhibitions, the constantly increasing flow of visitors to collections, monuments and
archaeological sites, and the intensification of cultural exchanges”
and considers “that this is a very positive development which should be encouraged, in
particular

by

applying

the

measures

advocated

in

the

[aforementioned

1976

Recommendation]”. But just as the 1976 Recommendation, in addressing possible risks
during transport and temporary exhibitions, the focus is more on the indemnity guarantee than
the guarantee with regard to immunity from seizure.

Unidroit
Just as the 1970 UNESCO Convention, the Parties to the 1995 Unidroit Convention on Stolen
or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects128 are “convinced of the fundamental importance of the
protection of cultural heritage and of cultural exchanges for promoting understanding between
peoples, and the dissemination of culture for the well-being of humanity and the progress of
civilisation[.]”129 The convention intends, inter alia, to facilitate the restitution and return of
cultural objects.130

Council of Europe
The 1954 European Cultural Convention of the Council of Europe131 was designed to foster
among the nationals of all members of the Council of Europe, and of such other European
States as may accede thereto, the study of the languages, history and civilisation of the others
and of the civilisation which is common to them all. Article 1 states that “[e]ach Contracting
Party shall take appropriate measures to safeguard and encourage the development of its
national contribution to the common cultural heritage of Europe.” Article 4 obliges the
Parties, “insofar as may be possible, [to] facilitate the movement and exchange of persons as
well as of objects of cultural value [...].” Article 5 obliges Parties to “regard the objects of
European cultural value placed under [their] control as integral parts of the common cultural
heritage of Europe [and to] take appropriate measures to safeguard them as well as to ensure
reasonable access thereto.”
128

Op. cit. n. 49.
Second preambular paragraph.
130
Fifth preambular paragraph. In Chapter 11 I shall come back to this convention, to see how this restitution
and return provision relates to the immunity from seizure legislation that certain States have enacted. After all,
an immunity from seizure guarantee may secure the return of the cultural object, but may on the other hand also
prevent the return to requesting State under Unidroit.
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The European Convention of 1969 on the Protection of Archaeological Heritage of the
Council of Europe132 stated in Article 5 that
“With a view to the scientific, cultural and educational aims of this Convention, each
Contracting Party undertakes to:
a. facilitate the circulation of archaeological objects for scientific, cultural and
educational purposes;
b. encourage exchanges of information on:
i. archaeological objects,
ii. authorised and illicit excavations
between scientific institutions, museums and the competent national departments.”
The European Convention of 1992 on the Protection of Archaeological Heritage of the
Council of Europe133 replaced the 1969 Convention. It states in Article 8, basically as
successor article of Article 5 of the 1969 Convention:
“Each Party undertakes:
i. to facilitate the national and international exchange of elements of the archaeological
heritage for professional scientific purposes while taking appropriate steps to ensure that
such circulation in no way prejudices the cultural and scientific value of those elements;
ii. to promote the pooling of information on archaeological research and excavations in
progress and to contribute to the organisation of international research programmes.”
Article 9 regards the promotion of public awareness. It states, among other things, that each
Party undertakes to “encourage the display to the public of suitable selections of
archaeological objects.”

European Union
The European Union is very active with regard to the mobility of collections, as we shall see
in Chapter 6, which concerns the actions within the European Union.

The Treaty establishing the European Community and its successor, the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union, has a separate title on culture.134 Article 167 of the Treaty
on the Functioning of the European Union135 states in the first two (of the five) paragraphs:
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“1. The Union shall contribute to the flowering of the cultures of the Member States,
while respecting their national and regional diversity and at the same time bringing the
common cultural heritage to the fore.
2. Action by the Union shall be aimed at encouraging cooperation between Member
States and, if necessary, supporting and supplementing their action in the following
areas:
- improvement of the knowledge and dissemination of the culture and history of the
European peoples,
- conservation and safeguarding of cultural heritage of European significance,
- non-commercial cultural exchanges,
- artistic and literary creation, including in the audiovisual sector.”
The third paragraph exceeds the geographical borders of the Union, stating that “[t]he Union
and the Member States shall foster cooperation with third countries and the competent
international organisations in the sphere of culture, in particular the Council of Europe.”

Thus, it can be concluded that in different fora international agreements and recommendations
exist which promote the exchange and accessibility of cultural objects. The promotion and
enhancement of collection mobility is one of the ways to implement the aims and provisions
of these instruments. Immunity from seizure plays a role in this as well. After all, as we saw,
immunity from seizure guarantees may be a means to overcome the reluctance of lenders to
send their cultural objects temporarily to another State, thereby contributing to a better
collection mobility.

1.9

Method and structure of this study

As the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property has not
yet entered into force,136 currently no legally binding treaty exists with provisions relating to
State immunity and cultural objects on loan. It is thus fair to state, that currently there is no
international rule of treaty law, 137 immunising cultural objects on loan and belonging to
foreign States from seizure.

As it occurred to me that it was not clear whether States actually knew what the current state
136

Eleven States are currently party to it. Thirty ratifications or accessions are needed in order for the convention
to enter into force.
137
With the exception of the Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological, Historical, and Artistic
Heritage of the American Nations, which convention has a rule on immunity from seizure for cultural objects on
loan, as we shall see infra, in Ch. 11.1.5.
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of affairs was with regard to the topic of State immunity and cultural objects on loan, I
decided to investigate whether, in the absence of an existing rule of treaty law, another rule of
international law would already be applicable: a rule of customary international law. After all,
that rule would be binding upon States, without necessarily becoming a party to a convention.
That led to my central research questions, as already formulated supra in Chapter 1.4:

Does a rule of customary international law exist, to the effect that cultural objects belonging
to foreign States are immune from seizure while on temporary loan to another State or foreign
museum for an exhibition? If such a rule does not yet exist, is it emerging? Further, if such a
rule does exist or is emerging, what is the scope of this rule, and what are its limitations?

When researching whether such a rule of customary international law already exists or is
emerging, the practice of States was the main focus of my investigations. I thereby also tried
to find out whether that State practice was based on opinio juris, on pragmatism, or maybe on
a combination of both.

I consulted a wide range of sources for this study. Not only did I examine the relevant treaty
law and literature, I also assessed the available relevant case law. Furthermore, I looked into
national legislation on State immunity and immunity for cultural objects, enacted by various
States, and tried to discover what brought States to enact specific legislation immunising
cultural objects on loan from seizure. 138 Also, I looked into the way in which States raised
their voices in the deliberations of the International Law Commission while discussing the
topic of immunity of States and their property. Regarding those Member States of the
European Union which took part in the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’139 of the EU OMC
Expert Working Group ‘Mobility of Collections’,140 I followed their oral observations during
the meetings of the subgroup.

I utilised two questionnaires. One concerned the enquiry of the aforementioned subgroup
‘Immunity from Seizure’. The aim of that enquiry was to get insight into the immunity from
138

Hazel Fox stated that of the three main forms of State practice, acts of the executive, legislation and decisions
of national courts, the last two have provided the main source of the law. According to Fox, there is little
alternative but to accept that law-making on State immunity in municipal systems provides sound evidence of
international custom relating to State immunity. See: Hazel Fox, The Law of State Immunity, Oxford 2002, pp.
74, 100.
139
Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, the Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Portugal,
Spain, and the United Kingdom.
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seizure regulations and policy of the EU Member States. All the 27 Member States answered
this questionnaire in the spring of 2009.

However, before that enquiry had been sent out, I had sent an enquiry with a similar
purpose141 to Austria, Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, the Czech Republic, France,
Germany, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Poland, Romania, the Russian Federation, Spain,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States.142 These States were chosen because
it was known to me that they had specific immunity from seizure legislation for cultural
objects on loan, or because they had been vocal in this matter to a certain extent. Later,
questions to Brazil, Colombia, Egypt, Guatemala, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Morocco,
Mexico, Nigeria, Senegal, South Africa, Venezuela and Zambia followed in order to try to
follow a somewhat more balanced geographical approach.143

I visited Belgium, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, France, the United Kingdom,
Hungary, Israel, the Russian Federation and the United States of America in order to
investigate and discuss the issue in depth ‘on the spot’ and to receive more information
regarding the specific situation in that State and the reasons for certain State practice. During
those visits I spoke with the people most involved in the actual lending and borrowing of
cultural objects and governmental officials who have competence in the matter of immunity
for cultural objects on loan.144

Finally, I discussed the relevant issues with highly valued academics and lawyers to analyse
the findings. All that led to the conclusions, which are to be found in Chapter 12.

The present study will consist of the following chapters after this introductory Chapter 1.

As the search for a rule of customary international law goes as a connecting thread through
my study, a chapter on the formation of customary international law can not be missed.
Custom as a source of international law, State practice and opinio juris, and relevant
judgments of, inter alia, the International Court of Justice will therefore be addressed in
140

More about this infra, in Ch. 6.
And to compare the situation in that specific State with the approach followed in the Netherlands.
142
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143
The enquiry and the separate questions had been forwarded with the kind assistance of the Royal Netherlands
Embassies in those States.
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Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 is called ‘State immunity and cultural objects’. In that chapter, first the
development of immunity from jurisdiction is described: from absolute to restrictive
immunity. This is followed by a general evaluation of the developments regarding the
doctrine of immunity from measures of constraint. Thereafter the chapter addresses the 2004
UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property. After a general
introduction, and having addressed the terms ‘commercial transaction’ and ‘State enterprise’,
I continue with addressing the way the 2004 UN Convention deals with immunity from
measures of constraint. I specifically pay attention to the special place cultural objects on loan
have in that part of the convention. After the 2004 UN Convention, I shall briefly discuss the
European Convention on State Immunity, the Inter-American draft Convention on
Jurisdictional Immunity of States, the Final Report of the Asian-African Legal Consultative
Committee on Immunity of States, the Draft Convention on State Immunity of the
International Law Association and the Resolutions on State immunity of the Institute of
International Law.

Chapter 4 regards the situation in the United States of America. As stated supra, the United
States was the very first State ever introducing immunity from seizure legislation for cultural
objects. Moreover, in 1976 the United States enacted its State immunity legislation. The
United States is also the State where most case law can be found. All this made it logical to
take the United States as the first State for my assessment. One may notice, that not all the
case law in Chapter 4 relates to immunity from seizure, but to immunity from jurisdiction as
well. Although I am aware of the fact, that this formally exceeds my central research
questions, the reason why I decided to address this case law is twofold. First of all, it will help
to understand the US legislation on State immunity and its limitations. Secondly, as I already
stated in my foreword, several States and State institutions have been (or are being)
confronted with the situation where their cultural objects (although not on loan abroad) are the
involuntary subject matter of legal disputes before foreign (generally US) courts. I thus
thought that it was appropriate to pay some attention to these related cases as well.

I continue in Chapter 5 with the other parts of the American continents and address the
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Furthermore, I had contact with State officials from Finland and Canada through email.
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situation with regard to immunity for cultural objects on loan in Canada and in Central and
South America.

In Chapter 6 I turn to the European Union; not to assess the situation in different EU Member
States, but to see how the European Union as an institution deals with the doctrine of
immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan. As we shall see, the discussion in regard
to immunity from seizure forms part of the broader notion of mobility of collections.

Thereafter, I will address in Chapter 7 the situation in the United Kingdom. In 1978, the
United Kingdom enacted its State Immunity Act, and as from 31 December 2007, it has its
own immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan. The fact that the United
Kingdom has both State immunity legislation and specific immunity from seizure legislation
concerning cultural objects, and the fact that within the United Kingdom intense discussions
occurred with regard to this specific legislation, led me to believe that it deserved a standalone chapter.

That chapter is followed by Chapter 8, where I will address the situation in the Netherlands.
As we shall see, the Netherlands has no specific immunity legislation for cultural objects, but
is still able to provide legal protection on the basis of its more general legislation. In the
course of this study, I discovered that it was not common knowledge that the Netherlands
follows this specific path: no specific legislation, but general immunity legislation which
includes in the view of the Dutch Government immunity of cultural objects belonging to
foreign States and on loan from abroad. I considered it therefore necessary to address the
situation in the Netherlands in a separate chapter.

Chapter 9 regards the situation in various other European States. I will start with those States
which enacted specific immunity legislation for cultural objects: France, Germany, Austria,
Belgium, Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Finland and the Czech Republic. Then I turn to those
European States which are in the process of enacting legislation, followed by a short look at
other European States which expressed an opinion on the possible development of specific
immunity from seizure legislation in regard to cultural objects on loan. A brief description of
the situation in the Russian Federation could not be ommitted in this chapter, as that State is
very involved in especially the lending of cultural objects.
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Chapter 10 is the last country related chapter, where I will examine the situation in Asia,
Australia and on the African continent.

In many States discussions have taken place on whether immunity from seizure legislation
would not be at odds with obligations under international law, such as return obligations
under different conventions, or human rights obligations as the right to access to court and the
right to peaceful enjoyment of one’s possessions. I shall briefly address this question in
Chapter 11. The European Court of Human Rights has several times examined whether State
immunity could infringe upon these obligations and rights. The most relevant judgments are
referred to.

All this will bring me to the concluding chapter, Chapter 12, where finally the question will
be answered whether or not a rule of customary international law exists or is emerging, to the
effect that cultural objects belonging to foreign States are immune from seizure while on
temporary loan to another State or foreign museum for an exhibition; and if such a rule does
exist or is emerging, what the limitations to this rule are.
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Chapter 2

The notion of customary international law

“It is indisputable that national anti-seizure legislation must be taken as relevant State
practice and an expression of opinio juris.”1

Since in this study I examine the question whether cultural objects belonging to foreign States
are immune from seizure on the basis of customary international law while loaned to another
State for a temporary exhibition, a short chapter on customary international law cannot be
absent in this study.
Without going into too much detail2 on whether and when a rule could be considered as a rule
of customary international law, certain questions need to be raised and answered. Such as:
what is necessary for a rule of customary law to be established? When can we consider
something as being a rule of customary international law? What constitutes State practice?
How much practice is needed? How much consistency is required? What evidence is required
of opinio juris? And more questions can be asked. I will therefore touch upon custom as a
source of international law, address State practice and opinio juris, and will illustrate my text
with several judgments of the International Court of Justice.

2.1

Custom as a source of international law

For centuries, customary law has been the main and most important source of international
law, evolving from the practice of States. Nowadays, although still of utmost importance,

1

Matthias Weller, ‘Immunity for artworks on loan? A review of international customary law and municipal antiseizure statutes in the light of the Liechtenstein litigation’, Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law, October
2005, Vol. 38, Issue 4, pp. 997-1040, at p. 1006.
2
There is a wealth of textbooks on international law, addressing the notion of customary law in an extensive
way. See for instance Malcolm N. Shaw, International Law, Sixth edition, Cambridge 2008; or: Ian Brownlie,
Principles of Public International Law, Oxford 2003; or: Peter Malanczuk, Akehurst’s Modern Introduction to
International Law, London, New York 1997; or Jan Wouters, ‘Bronnen van het internationale recht’ [Sources of
international law], in: Nathalie Horbach, René Lefeber and Olivier Ribbelink (eds.), Handboek Internationaal
Recht [Handbook International Law], The Hague 2007, pp. 81-122; see also: Final Report of the ILA Committee
on Formation of Customary (General) International Law, London, 2000, to be found at the ILA website:
http://www.ila-hq.org/en/committees/index.cfm/cid/30. [Last visited 24 March 2011.]
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customary law is one of the various sources of international law.3 This can be illustrated by
the Statute of the International Court of Justice4 that acknowledges the existence of customary
international law in Article 38(1)(b) and forms an integral part of the UN Charter by virtue of
Article 92 of the Charter.5 Article 38(1) of the Statute reads:
“The Court whose function is to decide in accordance with international law such
disputes as are submitted to it, shall apply:
a. international conventions, whether general or particular, establishing rules expressly
recognized by the contesting States;
b. international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
c. the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations;
d. subject to the provisions of Article 59, judicial decisions and the teachings by the
most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the
determination of rules of law.”
Since all member States of the United Nations are ipso facto parties to the Statute by virtue of
Article 93 of the UN Charter,6 it may be assumed that Article 38(1) expresses “the universal
perception as to the enumeration of the sources of international law”.7
In the Nicaragua case8 it appeared that customary law can be an extremely important source
of international law, even if the norms belonging to treaty law and customary law are identical
in content. The International Court of Justice (ICJ) stated:
“There are a number of reasons for considering that, even if two norms belonging to two
sources of international law appear identical in content, and even if the States in
question are bound by these rules both on the level of treaty law and on that of
customary international law, these norms retain a separate existence […].”9
3

In 1997, it has been stated in literature that customary law has still retained its predominance over treaty law or
other sources in several areas, such as State immunity. See: Ibid. (Malanczuk), p. 35. Meanwhile, the 2004 UN
Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property has been adopted. However, the
convention did not yet enter into force.
4
The Statute can be found on the website of the International Court of Justice:
http://www.icj-cij.org/documents/index.php?p1=4&p2=2&p3=0. [Last visited 27 May 2011.]
5
Article 92 of the UN Charter: “The International Court of Justice shall be the principal judicial organ of the
United Nations. It shall function in accordance with the annexed Statute, which is based upon the Statute of the
Permanent Court of International Justice and forms an integral part of the present Charter.”
6
Article 93 of the UN Charter: “All Members of the United Nations are ipso facto parties to the Statute of the
International Court of Justice. […]”
7
Op. cit. n. 2 (Shaw), p. 71.
8
Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua, Nicaragua v. United States of America, Merits,
Judgment, ICJ Reports 1986, p. 14, hereinafter the Nicaragua case. In this case, Nicaragua accused the United
States of recruiting, training, arming, equipping, financing, supplying and otherwise encouraging, supporting,
aiding, and directing (para)military actions in and against Nicaragua, and that by these actions the United States
had violated its obligations under international law to Nicaragua. See: Summary of the Judgment of 27 June
1986, to be found at http://www.icj-cij.org.
9
Ibid., pp. 14, 95.
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Thus, both treaty law10 and customary international law are separate sources of international
law.11 Treaties are written conventions and bind only those States which have expressed their
consent to be bound by them, usually through ratification or accession. Customary
international law, on the other hand, is unwritten, and because of that it may be difficult to
prove that a certain rule can be considered as a rule of customary international law. However,
the distinction is not that strict as presented here: customary international law can be
embodied in a treaty, or treaty provisions may become customary law.

In practice, the drafting of treaty norms may have a very considerable influence on the
subsequent behaviour and legal convictions of States. The International Court of Justice
recognised this already in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases,12 but formulated in its
judgment in the Continental Shelf case very accurately that “[...] multilateral conventions may
have an important role to play in recording and defining rules deriving from custom, or indeed
in developing them.”13

It happens regularly that certain States are not a Party to important conventions. If the rules in
those conventions can be considered as customary law, then those States are bound by those
rules, although they are not a Party to the convention concerned. Furthermore, there may be
situations or areas where a convention does not yet exist. It can thus be important to know
whether a rule of customary international law is existing.

Before a rule of customary international law exists, it first needs to be formed. The starting
point can be the conduct of one single State, which is followed by others.14 A proposal made
10

The Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties (Vienna, 23 May 1969; 1155 UNTS 331) gives in Article
2(1)(2) the following definition of a treaty: “An international agreement concluded between States in written
form and governed by international law, whether embodied in a single instrument or in two or more related
instruments and whatever its particular designation.”
11
There is no hierarchy between custom and treaties; they are of equal status. See also: Abdul Ghafur Hamid,
‘Sources of International Law: a Re-evaluation’, International Islamic University Malaysia Law Journal, 2003,
Vol. 11, No. 2, pp. 203-240, para. 8. See also: op. cit. n. 2 (Malanczuk), p. 56.
12
North Sea Continental Shelf cases, Federal Republic of Germany v. Denmark; Federal Republic of Germany
v. the Netherlands, ICJ Reports 1969, p. 3. The North Sea Continental Shelf cases concerned a dispute between
Germany, on the one hand, and the Netherlands and Denmark, on the other hand, with regard to the delimitation
of their respective continental shelves.
13
Continental Shelf case, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya v. Malta, ICJ Reports 1985, pp. 13, 29-30.
14
See: H. Meijers, Fasen van volkenrechtsvorming en het nut van internationaal gewoonterecht, Alphen aan den
Rijn, The Hague 1979, p. 6, where he gives an example of such an act. See also the English version: ‘How is
international law made? - The stages of growth of international law and the use of its customary rules’,
Netherlands Yearbook of International Law, 1978, Vol. IX, pp. 3-26, at p. 6.
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by the International Law Commission can also be a point of departure, especially when in the
end adopted by consensus by the international community of States. Such a proposal is
normally followed by comments from States and deliberations between States,15 for instance
in the Sixth (Legal) Committee of the UN General Assembly. In Chapter 3, we will see that
process in regard to the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their
Property. As provisions of treaty law can eventually become customary law, also a convention
(or a provision thereof) can be the starting point of the formation of a rule of customary
international law. But what in the end matters the most, is whether States exhibit a certain
pattern of conduct, thereby giving rise to a rule which is suitable to be transformed into a rule
of customary law. 16

It is important that the rule is being applied in practice. Customary international law is built
on repetition. A convention is a written text and characterised by its explicit acceptance by the
parties to it; a rule of customary law is to be distinguished from treaty law through repeated
practice. To use the words of H. Meijers: “Without repetition of similar conduct in similar
situations there can be no custom, and without custom, there can be no customary law.”17

2.2

State practice and opinio juris

In order to be considered as a rule of customary law, a rule needs to be based on a widespread,
representative and virtually uniform practice (or usage) of States, accompanied by the
conviction that this practice is accepted as law18 (often referred to as opinio juris).

The ICJ noted in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases:
“Not only must the acts concerned amount to a settled practice, but they must also be
such, or be carried out in such a way, as to be evidence of a belief that this practice is
rendered obligatory by the existence of a rule of law requiring it. The need for such a
belief, i.e., the existence of a subjective element, is implicit in the very notion of the
opinio juris sive necessitatis. The States concerned must therefore feel that they are
conforming to what amounts to a legal obligation.”19
15

See related to this also the positions of Denmark and the Netherlands in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases,
op. cit. n. 12, pp. 3, 55.
16
Ibid.
17
Op. cit. n. 14 (Meijers), p. 16 (Dutch version); p. 13 (English version).
18
As stated in Article 38(1)(b) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice.
19
Op. cit. n. 12 (North Sea Continental Shelf cases), pp. 3, 44.
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And in the Continental Shelf case, 20 the ICJ stated that the substance of customary
international law must be “looked for primarily in the actual practice and opinio juris of
States”:
“It is of course axiomatic that the material of customary international law is to be
looked for primarily in the actual practice and opinio juris of States, even though
multilateral conventions may have an important role to play in recording and defining
the rules deriving from custom, or indeed in developing them.”21
Thus, we see here that the determination of whether there is a rule of customary law depends
upon two elements: general State practice and opinio juris of States. Or, as the ICJ states:
“The Court must satisfy itself that the existence of the rule in the opinio juris of States is
confirmed by practice.”22

The International Law Association has pointed out that customary law by its very nature is
“the result of an informal process of rule-creation, so that the degree in precision found in
more formal processes of law-making is not to be expected here.”23 It considered State
practice as the most characteristic and most important component of customary international
law.24 Sources or evidence of practice can be: judgments, diplomatic correspondence, policy
statements, legal advice by governmental legal counsels, rules and regulations, reservations
and declarations when signing or ratifying treaties or memoranda of understanding.25 So,
State practice can cover in principle any act or statement by a State from which views about
customary law may be inferred.26

But it is important that these acts or statements are

In the Nicaragua case, the ICJ followed a similar approach. See: op. cit. n. 8, pp. 14, 108-109.
20
Op. cit. n. 13 (Continental Shelf case). The central question in this case was: “What principles and rules of
international law are applicable to the delimitation of the area of continental shelf which appertains to the
Republic of Malta and the area of continental shelf which appertains to the Libyan Arab Republic, and how in
practice such principles and rules can be applied by the two Parties in this particular case in order that they may
without difficulty delimit such area by an agreement as provided in Article III [of the Special Agreement
between the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Malta for the purpose of submitting to the Court the dispute between
them concerning the delimitation of their respective continental shelves].” Op. cit. n. 13, p. 16.
21
Ibid., pp. 13, 29.
22
Op. cit. n. 8 (Nicaragua case), pp. 14, 98.
23
Op. cit. n. 2 (ILA).
24
Ibid., p. 13.
25
See also: op. cit. n. 11 (Ghafur Hamid), para. 4.1.2. With regard to judgments of national courts, Ghafur
Hamid states: “Even decisions of domestic courts, if they deal with matters of international law, may provide
important evidence as to the practice of States, particularly in fields such as State immunity […].” See para. 5.1.
26
M. Akehurst, ‘Custom as a Source of International Law’, British Yearbook of International Law, 1974-1975,
Vol. 47, pp. 1-53, at p. 10.
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recognisable to a reasonably alert State.27 It is not only necessary to assess what States do, but
also what States say.28

Also resolutions of the UN General Assembly or Security Council can be of importance for
the formation of customary international law.29 Resolutions of the UN General Assembly
“may in some instances constitute evidence of the existence [of a rule of] customary
international law; [or] help to crystallize emerging customary law; or contribute to the
formation of new customary law. But as a general rule [...], they do not ipso facto create new
rules of customary law.”30 Not only with regard to State practice, but also with regard to
opinio juris General Assembly Resolutions may be of importance. In its Nuclear Weapons
Advisory Opinion, 31 the International Court of Justice stated that “General Assembly
resolutions, even if they are not binding, may sometimes have normative value. They can, in
certain circumstances, provide evidence important for establishing the existence of a rule or
the emergence of an opinio juris.” And the International Criminal Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia (ICTY) stated in the Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadić case that certain resolutions
unanimously adopted by the Security Council are of great relevance to the formation of opinio
juris.32 Infra, I shall come back to opinio juris.

Practice can also take the form of jurisprudence. In this study, a number of national court
cases will be addressed, as well as opinions expressed by national authorities. Thus, in
determining whether a rule of customary international law exists with regard to immunity

27

Op. cit. n. 14 (Meijers), p. 9 (Dutch version); p. 7 (English version).
Op. cit. n. 2 (Malanczuk), p. 43.
29
Op. cit. n. 2 (ILA), p. 19. The ILA pointed out that organs of international organisations, and notably the UN
General Assembly, from time to time adopt resolutions containing statements about international law. Formally,
since the decision is recorded as a resolution of the organ of the organisation, its adoption is a piece of practice
by the organisation. However, in the context of the formation of customary international law, it is probably best
regarded as a series of verbal acts by the individual Member States participating in that organ, according to the
ILA. Such verbal acts consisting in voting in favour, voting against or abstaining, along with explanations of
vote. As the UN General Assembly is composed of representatives of States, its practice can be regarded as the
practice of the States. The same goes for other international organisations or institutions composed of States.
30
Op. cit. n. 2 (ILA), p. 55.
31
Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, ICJ Reports 1996, pp. 226, 254-255.
32
Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadić, Case No. IT-94-1-AR72, Decision on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory
Appeal on Jurisdiction, ICTY Appeals Chamber, 2 October 1995, para.133: “Of great relevance to the formation
of opinio juris to the effect that violations of general international humanitarian law governing internal armed
conflicts entail the criminal responsibility of those committing or ordering those violations are certain resolutions
unanimously adopted by the Security Council. Thus, for instance, in two resolutions on Somalia, where a civil
strife was under way, the Security Council unanimously condemned breaches of humanitarian law and stated
that the authors of such breaches or those who had ordered their commission would be held ‘individually
responsible’ for them. (See UN Security Council Res. 794 (3 December 1992); UN Security Council Res. 814
(26 March 1993).)”
28
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from seizure of works of art of foreign States, those cases and opinions are, without any
doubt, of relevance. 33 It is first and foremost the actions of States in their international legal
relations which give rise to rules of customary international law. In its working definition, the
ILA describes a rule of customary international law as “one which is created and sustained by
the constant and uniform practice of States and other subjects of international law in or
impinging upon their international relations, in circumstances which give rise to a legitimate
expectation of similar conduct in the future.”34

National legislation also can play a role in providing proof of customary law. The enactment
and application of a law is a form of State practice.35 Different States, for instance Turkey,
France and the United States, have cited the laws of various States as proof of a rule of
customary law. 36 And in the North Sea Continental Shelf cases, some of the judges included
national laws or parliamentary bills among the State practice which could give rise to rules of
customary law concerning the continental shelf.37

2.3

Duration of the practice

When considering the particular practice by States, elements that need to be taken into
account are its duration, consistency, repetition and generality. With regard to the duration,
this is not considered to be the most important aspect of State practice. 38 In international law,
there is no rigid time element; it all depends upon the circumstances of the case and the nature

33

Thus, decisions of national courts can be considered as evidence of national State practice. Decisions of
international courts are of importance, as a ruling by an international court that a rule of customary international
law exists constitutes persuasive authority to that effect. However, it should be kept in mind, that sometimes the
Executive Branch and the Judicial Branch have different views. We will see that, for instance, in the country
related (sub)chapters of the United States and Germany.
34
Op. cit. n. 2 (ILA), pp. 8-9 and n. 19.
35
The International Law Commission also treats national laws, regulations and judgments ‘as primary evidence
of State practice’. See: op. cit. n. 26 (Akehurst), p. 9.
36
Ibid., pp. 8-9.
37
Op. cit. n. 12 (North Sea Continental Shelf cases), pp. 3, 129 (Ammoun), 175 (Tanaka) and 228-229 (Lachs);
see also: op. cit. n. 26 (Akehurst), p. 9. In the literature, it has also been stated that it is indisputable that national
anti-seizure legislation must be taken as relevant State practice and an expression of opinio juris. See: op. cit. n.
1 (Weller), p. 1006. The same would be true for immunity from seizure declarations, issued by States. I agree
that indeed it can be seen as evidence of State practice. However, enactment of anti-seizure legislation or the
issuance of immunity from seizure declaration does not necessarily need to be based on opinio juris; it is very
well possible that it is primarily based on pragmatism, or comity. In my investigations, I got the impression that
the acts were based on a combination of the two: both legal belief and pragmatism played a certain role, as I will
show later in this study.
38
Op. cit. n. 2 (Shaw), p. 76, n. 19.
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of the practice in question.

In the North Sea Continental Shelf cases, the ICJ ruled that when there is a very short period
of practice, which is in itself not a bar to the formation of a rule of customary international
law, the conduct of the States should be both extensive and virtually uniform. The short
period is therefore balanced by heavier demands on the State practice. This was held to be
indispensable to the formation of a new rule of customary international law:
“Although the passage of only a short period of time is not necessarily, or of itself, a bar
to the formation of a new rule of customary international law on the basis of what was
originally a purely conventional rule, an indispensable requirement would be that within
the period in question, short though it might be, State practice, including that of States
whose interests are specially affected, should have been both extensive and virtually
uniform in the sense of the provision invoked; - and should moreover have occurred in
such a way as to show a general recognition that a rule of law or legal obligation is
involved.”39
By using the qualification of ‘virtually uniform’, the ICJ made clear that it was not a question
of repetition of identical conduct, but only of similar conduct.40

In the literature, it has been stated that the number of States taking part in an act or acts is
considered as more important than the time over which the acts are spread.41 That brings me
to the uniformity of the practice.

2.4

Uniformity of the practice

With regard to the consistency or uniformity, it should be pointed out that complete
uniformity is not required, but a substantial uniformity is. In the Fisheries case, 42 the ICJ
emphasised its view that a certain level of uniformity amongst State practices was essential
before a custom could come into existence:
“[…] the Court deems it necessary to point out that although the ten-mile rule has been
39

Op. cit. n. 12 (North Sea Continental Shelf cases), pp. 3, 43.
Op. cit. n. 14 (Meijers), p. 17 (Dutch version); p. 14 (English version).
41
Op. cit. n. 26 (Akehurst), p. 16.
42
Fisheries case, United Kingdom v. Norway, ICJ Reports 1951, p. 116. The case concerned a dispute between
the United Kingdom and Norway with regard to the method of measuring the breadth of the territorial sea. See:
ICJ Communiqué No. 51/58, 18 December 1951.
40
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adopted by certain States both in their national law and in their treaties and conventions,
and although certain arbitral decisions have applied it as between these States, other
States have adopted a different limit. Consequently, the ten-mile rule has not acquired
the authority of a general rule of international law.”43
However minor inconsistencies do not prevent the creation of a customary rule:
“The Court considers that too much importance needs not be attached to the few
uncertainties or contradictions, real or apparent, which the United Kingdom
Government claims to have discovered in Norwegian practice.”44
It is not necessary that a rule is entirely accepted worldwide. A practice should reflect wide
acceptance among the States particularly involved in the relevant activity. 45 In the words of
the ICJ, “States whose interests are specially affected”46 must belong to those participating in
the creation of the rule. The absence of practice by other States does not prevent the creation
of a rule of customary law. 47

This can also be seen from the Advisory Opinion of the ICJ in the Legality of Nuclear
Weapons case, where it found that it could not ignore the “practice referred to as ‘policy of
deterrence’, to which an appreciable section of the international community adhered for many
years”.48 This referred to the practice of certain nuclear weapon-States, not to the practice of
the international community at large.49

The ILA argued along the same line. It stated:
“Given the inherently informal nature of customary law, it is not to be expected, neither
is it the case, that a precise number or percentage of States is required. Much will
depend on circumstances and, in particular, on the degree of representativeness of the
practice [...]. Provided that participation is sufficiently representative, it is not normally
43

Ibid., pp. 116, 131.
Op. cit. n. 42 (Fisheries case), pp. 116, 138.
45
Op. cit. n. 14 (Meijers), p 19 (Dutch version); pp 15-16 (English version).
46
Op. cit. n. 12 (North Sea Continental Shelf cases), pp. 3, 43.
47
See also Jean-Marie Henckaerts and Louise Doswald-Beck, Customary International Humanitarian Law,
Cambridge 2005, p. xxxviii: “One reason why it is impossible to put a precise figure on the extent of
participation required is that the criterion is in a sense qualitative rather than quantitative. That is to say, it is not
simply a question of how many States participate in the practice, but also which States.”
48
Op. cit. n. 31 (Legality of Nuclear Weapons case), pp. 226, 263: “Nor can [the Court] ignore that practice
referred to as ‘policy of deterrence’, to which an appreciable section of the international community adhered for
many years. The Court also notes the reservations which certain nuclear-weapon States have appended to the
undertakings they have given, notably under the Protocols to the Treaties of Tlatelolco and Rarotonga, and also
under the declarations made by them in connection with the extension of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons, not to resort to such weapons.”
49
See: op. cit. n. 2 (Malanczuk), p. 42.
44
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necessary for even a majority of States to have engaged in the practice, provided that
there is no significant dissent.”50
The ILA stated that “it is not simply a question of how many States participate in the practice,
but which States.”51

‘Uniformity’ also does not mean that the practice needs to be worldwide. It is possible that
there is a regional or local rule of customary international law, thus restricted to a certain
region. Custom may in fact be created by only a few States,52 provided those States are
intimately connected with the issue at hand, for instance because of their special relationship
with the subject-matter of the practice.53 In the Asylum case,54 a regional or local customary
rule was addressed, and also here the ICJ stated that a customary rule needs to find ground in
“a constant and uniform usage”:
“The Party which relies on a custom of this kind55 must prove that this custom is
established in such a manner that it has become binding on the other Party. The
Colombian Government must prove that the rule invoked by it is in accordance with a
constant and uniform usage practiced by the States in question, and that this usage is the
expression of a right appertaining to the State granting asylum and a duty incumbent on
the territorial State. This follows from Article 38 of the Statute of the Court, which
refers to international custom ‘as evidence of a general practice accepted as law’.”56
In the Right of Passage over Indian Territory case57 the ICJ stated that
“[w]here [...] the Court finds a practice clearly established between two States which
was accepted by the Parties as governing the relations between them, the Court must
attribute decisive effect to that practice for the purpose of determining the specific rights
and obligations. Such a particular practice must prevail over any general rules.”58
The ICJ explicitly recognised the possible existence of bilateral customary law in this case:
50

Op. cit., n. 2 (ILA), p. 25.
Ibid., p. 26.
52
Matthias Weller states that a rule of customary international law may well emerge quickly and even on the
basis of one particular act of practice if supported by general acceptance as law. See: op. cit. n. 1 (Weller), p.
1006, thereby referring to Albert Bleckman, Völkerrecht, Baden-Baden 2001, p. 74.
53
See: the ICJ in the Nicaragua case (op. cit. n. 8), where it judged that States which interests are specially
affected should be involved.
54
Asylum case, judgment of 20 November 1950, Colombia v. Peru, ICJ Reports 1950, p. 266.
55
Referred to is an alleged regional or local custom peculiar to Latin-American States.
56
Op. cit. n. 54 (Asylum case), pp. 266, 276.
57
Right of Passage over Indian Territory case, Portugal v. India, Judgment of 12 April 1960, ICJ Reports 1960,
p. 6. Portugal claimed that there existed a right of passage over Indian territory as between the Portuguese
enclaves and referred to local custom; India denied this and stated that no local custom could be established
between two States.
51
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“It is difficult to see why the number of States between which a local custom may be
established on the basis of long practice must necessarily be larger than two. The Court
sees no reason why long continued practice between two States accepted by them as
regulating their relations should not form the basis of mutual rights and obligations
between the two States.”59

2.5

Practice accepted as law: opinio juris

As stated supra, the requirement that this practice be ‘accepted as law’ is often referred to as
opinio juris. So, there is a first element, a material or objective part, being the actual
behaviour of States, and a second element, the psychological factor, regarding the belief by a
State that it was under a legal obligation to act in a certain way. In legal terminology it is
known as opinio juris sive necessitates. So, it is important, even essential, that there has to be
an aspect of legality about the behaviour60 and that States do not regard their behaviour as
merely a political or moral gesture.61 Mostly, the element of acceptance as law is fulfilled
tacitly.62

Supra, in Chapter 2.2, I referred to the North Sea Continental Shelf cases, where the Court
emphasised the importance of the aspect of opinio juris. With regard to opinion juris, the
Court stated:
“The States concerned must [...] feel that they are conforming to what amounts to a
legal obligation. The frequency, or even habitual character of the acts is not in itself
enough. There are many international acts, e.g., in the field of ceremonial and protocol,
which are performed almost invariably, but which are motivated only by considerations
of courtesy, convenience or tradition, and not by any sense of legal duty.”63
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Ibid., pp. 6, 44.
Op. cit. n. 57 (Indian Territory case), pp. 6, 39.
60
Whereby we have to take into account that certain behaviour can be ‘legal’, without being customary law.
61
It is interesting to realise that the ILA was of the opinion that “it is not always and probably not even usually,
necessary to prove the existence of any sort of subjective element in addition to the objective element […].” See:
op. cit. n. 2 (ILA), p.31; see also: Jan Wouters and Cedric Ryngaert, The Impact of Human Rights and
International Humanitarian Law on the Process of the Formation of Customary International Law, Catholic
University Leuven, Faculty of Law, Institute for International Law Working Paper No. 121 - February 2008, p.
5, n. 6. And Malcom N. Shaw stated: “The existence of customary rules can be deduced from the practice and
behaviour of States and this is where the problems begin. How can one tell when a particular line of action
adopted by a State reflects a legal rule or is merely prompted by, for example, courtesy?” Malcolm N. Shaw,
International Law, Fifth Edition, Cambridge 2003, p. 69.
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Op. cit. n. 11 (Ghafur Hamid).
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Op. cit. n. 12 (North Sea Continental Shelf cases), pp. 3, 44.
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But how to ‘prove’ an opinio juris? Malanczuk argued, correctly in my view, that “the
modern tendency is not to look for direct evidence of a State’s psychological convictions, but
to infer opinio iuris indirectly from the actual behaviour of States.”64 It may be very difficult
and largely theoretical to strictly separate the elements of practice and legal conviction. Quite
often, the same act reflects both practice and legal conviction. 65 The International Law
Association also stated that it is in fact often difficult or even impossible to disentangle the
two elements.66 It appeared to the ILA that “in the conduct of States and international courts
and tribunals, a substantial manifestation of acceptance (consent or belief) by States that a
customary rule exists may compensate for a relative lack of practice, and vice versa.”67

Frederic Kirgis has speculated that there might be a ‘sliding scale’:
“On the sliding scale, very frequent, consistent State practice establishes a customary
rule without much (or any) affirmative showing of an opinio juris so long as it is not
negated by evidence of non-normative intent. As the frequency and consistency of the
practice decline in any series of cases, a stronger showing of an opinio juris is required.
At the other end of the scale a clearly demonstrated opinio juris establishes a customary
rule without much (or any) affirmative showing that Governments are consistently
behaving in accordance with the asserted rule.”68
In the Advisory Opinion of the ICJ with regard to the Legality of Nuclear Weapons, the Court
held that if States are clearly divided on whether a certain conduct constitutes the expression
of opinio juris, then it is impossible to find that there is such opinio juris:
“[…] the members of the international community are profoundly divided on the matter
of whether non-recourse to nuclear weapons over the past 50 years constitutes the
expression of an opinio juris. Under these circumstances, the Court does not consider
itself able to find that there is such opinio juris.”69
The International Court did not always put so much emphasis on the element of opinio juris,
but sometimes simply referred to the practice of States, without any reference to the
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See: op. cit. n. 2 (Malanczuk), p. 44.
Jean-Marie Henckaerts, ‘Study on customary international law: A contribution to the understanding and
respect for the rule of law in armed conflict’, International Review of the Red Cross, March 2005, Vol. 87, No.
857, pp. 175-212, at p. 182; see also: op. cit. n. 61 (Wouters/Ryngaert), p. 6.
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Op cit. n. 2 (ILA), p. 7, para. 10(c).
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Ibid., p. 40.
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Frederic Kirgis, ‘Custom on a Sliding Scale’, American Journal of International Law, 1987, Vol. 87, pp. 146151. See also: op. cit. n. 2 (ILA), p. 42 and n.103.
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Op. cit. n. 31 (Legality of Nuclear Weapons case), pp. 226, 254.
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subjective element.70 On the other hand, however, the Court has not expressly said that opinio
juris is unnecessary.

2.6

Dissenting States

A rule of customary international law is in principle binding upon all States, even if the States
concerned did not take part in the formation of the rule, except for such States that have
dissented from the start of that custom.71 Evidence of objection must be clear, repeated as
often as circumstances require, and be illustrated by consistent behaviour; probably there is
even a presumption of acceptance which needs to be rebutted.72 Generally when States are
silent with regard to the behaviour of other States, the assumption will be that such behaviour
is accepted as being legitimate.73 This is called the ‘doctrine of acquiescence’ or the rule of
‘presumed consent’ or ‘tacit acceptance’.74 States concur in the creation of customary
international law by absence of protests, thus, by not reacting. 75

However, it should not be ruled out that the silence stems from lack of time or lack of interest.
The ICJ in the Gulf of Maine case defined acquiescence as “equivalent to tacit recognition
manifested by unilateral conduct which the other party may interpret as consent” and as
founded upon principles of good faith and equity. 76

What we see here, is a situation that differs from treaty law. For becoming a party to a
convention, one has to do something, whereas for becoming bound to a rule of customary
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See: op. cit. n. 42 (Fisheries case), p. 116. See also: Nottebohm case (Second Phase), Liechtenstein v.
Guatemala, ICJ Reports 1955, p. 4. See also: Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Limited, case,
Belgium v. Spain, ICJ Reports 1970, p. 3. See also: Fisheries Jurisdiction case, United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland v. Iceland, ICJ Reports 1974, p. 3. See also: op. cit. n. 2 (ILA), p. 41 and n. 99.
71
See: op. cit. n. 12 (North Sea Continental Shelf cases), pp. 3, 38, 130; see also: op. cit. n. 26 (Akehurst), p. 24.
The ILA mentions that there is fairly widespread agreement that a persistent objector rule only applies when the
customary rule is in the process of emerging. Op. cit. n. 2 (ILA), p. 27.
72
It is well recognised by international tribunals. See: op. cit. n. 54 (Asylum case), pp. 266, 277-278; op. cit. n.
42 (Fisheries case), pp. 116, 131. See also: op. cit. n. 12 (North Sea Continental Shelf cases), pp. 3, 26-27.
73
“Even silence on the part of states is relevant because passiveness and inaction with respect to claims of other
state scan produce a binding effect creating legal obligations for the silent state under the doctrine of
acquiescence.” See: op. cit. n. 2 (Malanczuk), p. 43.
74
Op. cit. n. 14 (Meijers), p. 23 (Dutch version); p. 18 (English version).
75
Op. cit. n. 14 (Meijers), p. 24 (Dutch version); p. 19 (English version).
76
Gulf of Maine case, Canada v. United States of America, ICJ Reports 1984, pp. 246, 305. This case concerned
the delimitation of the maritime boundary in the Gulf of Maine area.
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international law, it is generally sufficient to do nothing.77 The fact that a treaty has received
few ratifications is not in itself necessarily an argument for not regarding it as an expression
of customary law. It may even be the case that States are not ratifying a treaty because they
consider the rules contained in that treaty already as reflecting customary law.

Thus, even if not followed by some States, a rule can be considered customary law. Dissent
by some States does therefore not necessarily prevent the creation of new rules of customary
international law by other States; it is merely that the persistently dissenting States in the
formation period of a rule of customary international law are not bound by these new rules.78
Furthermore, when a rule of customary international law is violated or denied by a State, but
such violation or denial is generally condemned by other States, “this practice tends to
reinforce the existence of the rule rather than to weaken it.”79 Moreover, the ICJ stated:
”If a State acts in a way prima facie incompatible with a recognized rule, but defends its
conduct by appealing to exceptions or justifications contained within the rule itself, then
whether or not the State’s conduct is in fact justifiable on that basis, the significance of
that attitude is to confirm rather than to weaken the rule.”80
The customary law process is a continuing one; it does not stop when a rule has emerged.
“[C]onforming practice after the rule has emerged helps to strengthen it [...], while contrary
practice can undermine and, if sufficiently constant and widespread, destroy an existing
customary rule.”81
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In 1971, the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) instigated a study into the causes
and factors that delay or prevent acceptance (in the form of ratification, accession, adherence, succession or any
other form by which a State expresses its consent to become a party to a treaty) by States of multilateral treaties
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accession. See: O. Schachter, M. Nawaz and J. Fried, Towards a wider acceptance of U.N. treaties, New York
1971; see also: op. cit. n. 14 (Meijers), p. 5 (Dutch version); p. 5 (English version).
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‘Customary international humanitarian law: questions and answers’, ICRC Resource Centre, 15 August 2005,
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2.7

Concluding

It has been stated by Malcolm Shaw that
“[i]n a society constantly faced with new situations because of the dynamics of
progress, there is a clear need for a reasonably speedy method of responding to such
changes by a system of prompt-rule formulation. In new areas of law, customs can be
quickly established by state practices by virtue of the newness of the situations
involved, the lack of contrary rules to be surmounted and the overwhelming necessity to
preserve a sense of regulation in international relations.”82
The issue of immunity from seizure of foreign cultural objects can be considered as one of the
new areas in law, as I already illustrated in the introductory chapter of this study.

It can be concluded that “[f]or a custom to be accepted and recognised it must have the
concurrence of the major powers in that particular field [...]. The duration and generality of a
practice may take second place to the relative importance of the States precipitating the
formation of a new customary rule in a given field”.83

It can therefore be argued that it is not necessary for a rule of customary international law,
stating that cultural objects belonging to foreign States are immune from seizure while on
temporary loan, to be accepted worldwide or be entirely uncontested. “A practice can be
general even if it is not universally followed; there is no precise formula to indicate how
widespread a practice must be, but it should reflect wide acceptance among the states
particularly involved in the relevant activity.”84 Thus, in determining whether a rule of
customary international law exists with regard to immunity from seizure of loaned cultural
objects belonging to foreign States, special attention needs to be paid to those States which
are the most active and involved in the field of loaning and borrowing cultural objects for
temporary cross-border exhibitions.

A rule of customary international law with regard to immunity from seizure may, in principle,
be established within a limited timeframe, as well as between a limited number of States.

It is possible that a proposal made, for instance, by the International Law Commission serves
82
83

Op. cit. n. 2 (Shaw), pp. 78-79.
Ibid., p. 80.
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as a starting point of the formation of a rule of customary international law, especially when
in the end adopted by consensus by the international community of States. Such a proposal is
normally followed by comments from States and deliberations between States, for instance in
the UNGA Sixth (Legal) Committee.85

Next to concrete State practice with regard to immunity from seizure of cultural objects
belonging to foreign States, it is necessary that States not only act this way because of
courtesy or pragmatism, but because they consider it a legal obligation to act that way.

National laws, regulations and judgments can be considered as primary evidence of such State
practice. The same goes for statements and behaviour of State representatives. National
immunity from seizure legislation and immunity guarantees in other form, as well as other
behaviour of State institutions in order to protect cultural objects on loan, can also be
considered as relevant State practice.

Whether this also can be considered as an expression of opinio juris will be more difficult to
ascertain. As I referred to supra, it may be very difficult and largely theoretical to strictly
separate elements of practice and legal conviction, as quite often the same act reflects both
practice and legal conviction.

When States are silent in respect of behaviour of other States in regard to the provision of
immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan, this may be an indication that such
behaviour is accepted as being legitimate. Even practice followed by a very small number of
States can, in principle, create a rule of customary international law if there is no practice
which conflicts with the rule.86
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Chapter 3

State immunity and cultural objects1

“If one perceives States or State entities as the owner of property situated abroad, such as a
travelling artwork, it is logical to resort to the general principles of sovereign immunity.”2

3.1

Immunity from jurisdiction;3 from absolute to restrictive immunity

The International Law Commission has pointed out that the doctrine of State immunity “is the
result of an interplay of two fundamental principles of international law: the principle of
territoriality and the principle of State personality, both being aspects of State sovereignty.”4
It has been argued that the topic of State immunity is of importance to States broadly from
two opposing points of view:
“States as territorial sovereigns for the exercise of their sovereign authority over the
entirety of their territorial units, and States as foreign sovereigns being pleaded or
pursued in litigation or suits by individual or corporate plaintiffs before the judicial or
administrative authorities of another State exercising territorial jurisdiction over cases
involving foreign States.”5
Until the second half of the nineteenth century, it was believed that sovereign immunity from
the jurisdiction of foreign courts was an absolute one, and therefore left no room for
exception. 6 The principle known as par in parem non habet imperium derives from the
1

I would like to thank Hazel Fox, Barrister at Grays Inn and Bencher of Lincoln’s Inn in London, United
Kingdom, Gerhard Hafner and August Reinisch, both University of Vienna, Austria and Matthias Weller,
University of Heidelberg, Germany for their thoughts and time and for the useful discussions I could have with
them on this issue.
2
Matthias Weller, ‘Immunity for artworks on loan? A review of international customary law and municipal antiseizure statutes in the light of the Liechtenstein litigation’, Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law, October
2005, Vol. 38, Issue 4, pp. 997-1040, at p. 1007.
3
Jurisdiction means the exercise of authority and power. The Institute of International Law defined ‘jurisdiction’
in its ‘Resolution on the Immunity from Jurisdiction of the State and of Persons Who Act on Behalf of the State
in case of International Crimes’ (Napoli Session 2009) as: “the criminal, civil and administrative jurisdiction of
national courts of one State as it relates to the immunity of another State or its agents conferred by treaties or
customary international law”. To be found at: http://www.idi-iil.org/idiE/resolutionsE/2009_naples_01_en.pdf.
[Last visited 3 March 2011.]
4
‘Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its thirtieth session’, UN Doc. A/33/10, Yearbook
of the International Law Commission, 1978, Vol. II, Part Two, p. 153, para. 11.
5
Ibid., p. 153, para. 13.
6
The doctrine of absolute immunity appears to have been entrenched in the judicial practice of the 19th century.
See: ‘Second report on jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, by Mr. Motoo Ogiso, Special
Rapporteur’, Doc. A/CN.4/422, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1989, Vol. II, Part One,
Documents of the forty-first session, p. 61, para. 5.
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sovereign equality of States and it was thought to be a consequence of this equality that one
State could not exercise jurisdiction over another State.7 “Inherent in the recognition of the
foreign State’s independence is an acknowledgement that it alone is responsible for the
determination of its policy and conduct of its public administration, and that courts should
refrain from hampering the foreign State in the achievement of these purposes”, as Hazel Fox
stated in 2002. 8 She argued as well that the municipal court’s inability to enforce its
judgments against a foreign State remains as well an important reason for the retention of
immunity, as demonstrated by the fact that a separate immunity from execution is afforded to
States and largely remains an absolute bar on enforcement of judgments against State
property. 9 In 2008, she followed a somewhat more nuanced approach, as we shall see in the
next subchapter, making a distinction between State property in use for a sovereign or a
commercial purpose.
The Special Rapporteur of the International Law Commission10 argued in his eighth report
that it is significant to note that, “even at the very beginning, the rule of State immunity was
never expressed in completely absolute terms. The doctrine of ‘absolute immunity’ has never
found general acceptance.” From the start, the rule of State immunity was applied “subject to
limitations, qualifications and exceptions”, the Special Rapporteur stated.11

I would hesitate to say that the doctrine of ‘absolute immunity’ has never found general
acceptance. Before the end of the nineteenth century, there were just very few States and
courts which followed a more restricted approach. As early as 1879, for instance, a Belgian
court denied immunity in proceedings arising out of a contract for the sale of guano,
observing that there can no longer be any question of sovereignty when a foreign government
“takes actions and enters into contracts which, always and everywhere, have been considered
7

Lassa Oppenheim, Hersch Lauterpacht, International Law. A Treatise, Vol. I, London 1947, p. 239.
See also Explanatory Report of the European Convention on State Immunity, para. 1.
8
Hazel Fox, The Law of State Immunity, Oxford 2002, p. 31.
9
Ibid., p. 56.
10
In 1947, the International Law Commission was established by the General Assembly to promote the
progressive development of international law and its codification.
11
The Special Rapporteur, Sompong Sucharitkul, specially referred to practice in Italy, Belgium, Egypt, and
France; see: ‘Eighth report on the jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, by Mr. Sompong
Sucharitkul, Special Rapporteur’, UN Doc. A/CN.4/396, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1986,
Vol. II, Part One, Documents of the thirty-eighth session, pp. 23-37, at p. 36, para. 56. The Italian and Belgian
courts did not invoke the traditional principle of par in parem non habet imperium, but the entirely different
principle of princeps in alterius territorio privatus. That was the origin of the distinction between acts jure
imperii and acts jure gestionis. See: Luigi Condorelli and Luigi Sbolci, ‘Measures of execution against the
property of foreign States: the law and practice in Italy’, Netherlands Yearbook of International Law, 1979, Vol.
X, pp. 197-231, at p. 199.
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to be commercial contracts, subject to the jurisdiction of commercial courts”.12 But this
decision was at that time still an exception to the rule.

Hazel Fox brings into memory that Hersch Lauterpacht launched a strong attack on the
absolute rule in 1952: “He challenged its justification by reference to the independence and
equality of States; such a rule should prohibit all proceedings against a foreign State, yet
many States [...] exercised jurisdiction against foreign States in respect of acts of a private law
or jure gestionis character.”13 And indeed, as governments became increasingly engaged in
commercial activities, the view emerged that immunity of States engaged in such activities
should not be supported by international law. After all, it deprived private parties that dealt
with a State of their effective remedies and it gave States an unfair advantage in competition
with private commercial enterprises.

The doctrine of absolute immunity has thus gradually given way to a doctrine of restrictive
immunity, under which a State is immune from the exercise of judicial jurisdiction by another
State in respect of claims arising out of governmental activities (acts jure imperii); it is not
immune, however, from the exercise of such jurisdiction in respect of claims arising out of
activities of a kind carried on by private persons (acts jure gestionis). Hazel Fox stated in
2002 that “[t]here has been a steady trend, with the current main exception of the People’s
Republic of China, towards all States accepting a restrictive doctrine.”14 Meanwhile, China
signed the 2004 Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and their Property,15 where
a more restrictive approach is followed.

Several ‘common law’ States, for instance the United States of America and the United
Kingdom, codified the restrictive theory in their national legislation.16

But how to determine whether an activity should be considered as an act jure imperii or as an
act jure gestionis? Should just the nature of the activity be considered, or also the purpose of
the activity be taken into account? The purpose criterion has been largely rejected in judicial
practice and criticised by international lawyers because all acts performed by a State could be
12

Rau, Vanden Abeele et Cie. v. Duruty case, Pasicrisie Belge, Brussels 1879, Part 2, p. 175 ; see also op. cit. n.
6 (ILC 1989), p. 62, para. 6.
13
Op. cit. n. 8 (Fox), p. 36.
14
Ibid., n. 8 (Fox), p. 2.
15
More about the convention infra, Ch. 3.3.
16
I shall come back to that in the country related chapters.
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assumed to have some public purpose.17 The question whether and when an activity should be
considered as jure imperii or jure gestionis must, in the view of the countries which adhere to
the doctrine of restrictive immunity, first and foremost be answered by assessing the nature of
the activity, as opposed to its purpose.18 According to the nature test, the foreign State is not
entitled to immunity if the act is of such a nature that a private person could perform it.19 But
the nature test gives also rise to difficulties. The nature test would not, for example, protect a
developing State that sought to boost its economy (a sovereign act) through normal
commercial contracts with foreign investors.20

The purpose criterion has not been completely put aside, as it is merely impossible to see the
nature of an activity completely separated from its purpose. Moreover, during the negotiations
of the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property, several
developing countries wanted to stick to the purpose criterion, and as a result of that, the
applicable provision with regard to ‘commercial acts’ in the 2004 UN Convention is
somewhat ambiguous, as we shall see.

3.2

Immunity from measures of constraint

Immunity from jurisdiction is essentially different from immunity from measures of
constraint. The ILC pointed out that “‘[i]mmunity from jurisdiction’ refers to exemption from
the judicial competence of the court or tribunal having power to adjudicate or settle disputes
by adjudication. On the other hand, ‘immunity [from measures of constraint]’ relates more
specifically to the immunity of States in respect of their property from pre-judgment
attachment and arrest, as well as from execution of the judgment rendered.”21

17

See also Dutch jurisprudence: Russian Federation v. Pied-Rich B.V., Supreme Court 28 May 1993, NJ 1994,
329, where the Dutch Supreme Court clearly spoke out in favour of the nature criterion (see para. 3.2). The
ruling of the Supreme Court was preceded by a conclusion of Attorney General L. Strikwerda. He pointed in
para. 11 of his conclusion at the lack of distinctiveness of the purpose criterion, as the behaviour of States is
almost always, either directly or indirectly, aimed at defending the public interest.
18
However, as we will see infra, according to the 2004 UN Convention the purpose should also be taken into
account if the parties have so agreed, or if, in the practice of the State of the forum, that purpose is relevant to
determine the non-commercial character of a contract or transaction.
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See, inter alia: op. cit. n. 6 (ILC 1989), p. 63, para. 12.
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Martin Dixon, Textbook on international law, 6th Edition, Oxford 2007, p. 182.
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‘Seventh Report on jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, by Mr. Sompong Sucharitkul,
Special Rapporteur’, UN Doc. A/CN.4/388, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1985, Vol. II, Part
One, Documents of the thirty-seventh session, p. 26, para. 16.
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The principle of immunity from measures of constraint was deemed to flow “from the same
principle as immunity from jurisdiction, namely par in parem imperium non habet, and [was]
thus founded on the principles of the independence and sovereign equality of States.”22 The
restrictive doctrine in respect of immunity from jurisdiction also led to a more critical
approach towards immunity from measures of constraint.23

As I just stated, immunity from measures of constraint involves, however, a separate rule of
international law, and should therefore not be confused with immunity from jurisdiction. The
fact that a national court can have jurisdiction with regard to acts jure gestionis of a foreign
State does not necessarily imply that measures of constraint can be taken.24 States are still
relatively reluctant to accept the restrictive concept of immunity also for measures of
constraint. The reason for this is their more drastic effect on State sovereignty than the mere
adjudication. 25 Fox stated that the “[e]nforcement against State property constitutes a greater
interference with a State’s freedom to manage its own affairs and to pursue its public purposes
than does the pronouncement of a judgment or order by a national court of another State.”26
“Immunity in respect of property owned, possessed, or used by States […] is all the more
meaningful for States in view of the growing practice of private litigants, including
multinational corporations, to seek relief through attachment of property owned, possessed or
used by developing countries […]”, thus the ILC.27

Although the notion of immunity from measures of constraint is still much more firmly
established than the notion of immunity from jurisdiction, there seems to be a trend also in
22
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24
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April 1993 (Kamerstukken [Parliamentary Papers] 23081, No. 3): “Both in treaties and in customary
international law, immunity from execution is more readily accepted than immunity from jurisdiction. Although
the matter is not absolutely clear, and opinions differ, it can be said that, in accordance with both customary and
codified international law, it should be assumed that the property of a foreign State enjoys immunity from
execution.”
25
See Ian Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law, Sixth Edition, Oxford 2003, p. 338; see also: Eva
Wiesinger, State Immunity From Enforcement Measures, Univ. of Vienna, July 2006, p. 23. To be found at:
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Op. cit. n. 23 (Fox), p. 601.
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respect of the immunity from measures of constraint whereby absolute immunity is changing
towards a more restrictive approach. Hazel Fox stated in 2008 that “immunity from
enforcement28 continues to be largely absolute save in respect of property which is in use by a
foreign State or intended for use for commercial purposes.”29 Indeed it can be stated that in
many States, there is an upward trend in favour of allowing measures of constraint in respect
of property in use or intended for use in commercial transactions or for commercial purposes.

As we saw, the purpose criterion has been largely rejected in judicial practice as a means to
determine whether an act should be considered as jure gestionis or jure imperii. It is merely
the nature of the act which determines whether a State is entitled to immunity from
jurisdiction. Does the same criterion apply to immunity from measures of constraint? Should
the nature or purpose be taken into account? And should it be the nature or purpose of the act,
or of the property?

Matthias Weller argued:
“Under the modern restrictive and no longer absolute approach towards sovereign
immunity, a State enjoys immunity only with respect to acts de iure imperii, not with
respect to acts de iure gestionis. As far as jurisdictional immunity is concerned, the
characterization depends on the nature of the act in question rather than the purpose the
State claiming immunity pursues. [...] Sovereign immunity, however, also includes
immunity from enforcement measures, and on this level it is the purpose rather than the
nature of the act in question that determines the characterization of the act or the use of
property as de iure imperii vel gestionis. As a rule of customary international law, the
forum State must not levy any kind of enforcement measures including interim
protective measures, seizures, attachments, and the like against the foreign State with
respect to property situated in the forum State and serving purposes de iure imperii of
the foreign State invoking immunity.”30
A bit further, he stated:

28

Meant are here measures of constraint, as she stated: “Immunity from execution also concerns immunity from
the imposition without its consent of forcible measures against the property of a foreign State by the judicial or
administrative authorities of another State. Such measures may be directed against the property of the State or its
agencies by way of orders such as arrest, attachment, Mareva order, saisie-conservatoire, or saisie-arrêt.” Op.
cit. n. 23 (Fox), pp. 624-625. Also, she speaks about ‘immunity from execution’ where she refers to both Articles
18 and 19 of the UN Convention. Op. cit. n. 23 (Fox), p. 386. Judith Spiegel stated: “[…] moreover, execution
also includes the conservatory measures which can be taken before having received an enforceable award.”
[Bovendien wordt onder executie ook verstaan de bewarende maatregelen die een procespartij kan nemen
alvorens een vonnis in de bodemprocedure verkregen te hebben.] See: Judith Spiegel, Vreemde staten voor de
Nederlandse rechter [Foreign States in Dutch courts], Amsterdam 2001, p. 103.
29
Op. cit. n. 23 (Fox), p. 8.
30
Op. cit. n. 2 (Weller), pp. 1007-1008.
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“The assumption of immunity for artworks on loan from foreign States […] is based on
the condition that the purpose of the loan is one de iure imperii”[31] and “[…] one may
consider that loaned artwork is in the forum State for the purpose of cultural exchange
between States – a purpose de iure imperii, protected from seizure by customary
international law”.32
In the end, he comes to the conclusion that immunity for cultural objects “is grounded in the
generally acknowledged principle in international law that sovereign immunity exists in
enforcement measures where property is used by a State for purposes de iure imperii.”33

The above cited lines give the impression that there may be some kind of shift from the nature
test to the purpose test in assessing the relevant act. After all, Weller states that as far as
jurisdictional immunity is concerned, the characterisation depends on the nature of the act in
question rather than the purpose the State claiming immunity pursues, but as far as immunity
from measures of constraint is concerned, it is the purpose rather than the nature of the act in
question that determines the characterisation of the act or the use of property.34

Hazel Fox seems to endorse this opinion as well. She stated
“[…] it is the purpose and not the nature of the transaction which determines whether
the State property is or is not immune. That purpose which allows State property to
satisfy a claim is described as its use or intended use for other than government noncommercial purposes.”35
So, both Weller and Fox assert that in determining immunity from jurisdiction the nature test
is determinative, whereas in the determination of immunity from measures of constraint it is
the purpose test which is applicable. But according to them, it is the purpose of the act that
31

Ibid., p. 1009.
Ibid., p. 1012.
33
Ibid., pp. 1023-1024.
34
Weller confirms this view in an interview with the author on 17 January 2011. In case a loan serves the
cultural exchange and mutual understanding between States, or intends to promote the cultural heritage of a
State, then the loan can be considered as having a public purpose, and consequently the cultural objects would be
immune from measures of constraint. However, in case the loan is led by financial and commercial aspects (with
the aim of making profit), then the purpose of the loan is one jure gestionis, and consequently, the cultural
objects involved would not be entitled to immunity from measures of constraint, according to Weller. Weller is
under the impression that States are nowadays increasingly lending cultural objects with commercial aims. When
Weller refers in his articles to a possible rule of customary international law for cultural objects on loan and
belonging to foreign States, he only refers to those loans which serve a public purpose, as explained by him in
the interview.
35
Fox continues by referring to Article 21 of the 2004 UN Convention, to which I shall come infra, stating that
this article identified five types of State property which by the purpose of the use – diplomatic, military,
monetary, cultural, and for display on exhibition – are declared as such a government non-commercial purpose.
Op. cit. n. 23 (Fox), p. 616.
32
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counts, not the purpose of the property.36 I do not completely follow that line. I agree that the
purpose test is applicable. However, in my view, in determining whether immunity from
measures of constraint is justified, it is the purpose of the property that should be in the focus
of the attention, not first and foremost that of the act concerned. This view is supported by
Judith Spiegel:
“In the case of immunity from jurisdiction, it is the foreign State or an entity of that
State that performs acts iure imperii that is entitled to a right to immunity. Immunity
from execution, however, is not directly related to the nature of the transaction at stake.
For immunity from execution it is more the qualification, or better: the purpose of
certain goods that counts. In case the purpose is the public service of a foreign State,
immunity from execution could apply with regard to these goods, rather than with
regard to the foreign State or entity acting iure imperii. […] It is therefore not to say,
that the fact that an act iure gestionis is at stake makes that also all objects of the foreign
State should be labelled as intended for commercial purposes.”37
And: “The nature or characterization of the objects determines the possibility of measures of
constraint, not the nature of the undertaking or the acts involved in that undertaking.”38 So,
Judith Spiegel points out that not the foreign State enjoys immunity from measures of
constraint, but the objects intended for the public service of that State.39

August Reinisch expressed the same opinion, and has stated that “contrary to the requirements
of immunity from jurisdiction, the distinctive criterion [for immunity from measures of
constraint] is not the nature of the act in issue but rather the purpose of the property to be
subjected to enforcement measures.”40 He went on by saying that the view, “confirming a
basic distinction between property serving sovereign, on the one hand, and non-sovereign
purposes, on the other hand, is reflected in many [...] court decisions in European countries.”41
36

But they do not stand alone. The Berlin Court of Appeals followed the same approach, as we shall see infra,
Ch. 9.2.3. Also the United States seems to follow an approach where the act plays a decisive factor in the
question whether State property is immune from measures of constraint, as we shall see infra, Ch. 4.2.1.
37
Op. cit. n. 28 (Spiegel), pp. 105-106.
38
Ibid., p. 212.
39
Ibid., p. 273.
40
August Reinisch, ‘European Court Practice Concerning State Immunity from Enforcement Measures’,
European Yearbook of International Law, 2006, Vol. 17, No. 4, pp. 803-836, at p. 804. At p. 807, he states:
“While in the field of jurisdictional immunity the nature of an act as iure imperii or iure gestionis is decisive,
concerning immunity from execution it is prevailingly the purpose of the property against which enforcement
measures are sought that determines whether or not immunity will be granted.”
41
Ibid., at p. 808. He refers for instance to the Philippine Embassy Bank Account Case in Germany,
Bundesverfassungsgericht, 13 December 1977, 46 BVerfG 342; 65 ILR 146, at 167; to the Swiss case
République Arabe d’Egypte v. Cinetel, Tribunal federal Suisse, 20 July 1979, 65 ILR 425, at 430; to the Italian
case Libya v. Rossbeton SRL, Case No. 2502. 25 May 1989, 87 ILR 63, at 66; to the Italian case Condor and
Filvem v. Ministry of Justice, Case No. 329, 15 July 1992, 101 ILR 394, at 402; to the Belgian case Leica AG v.
Central Bank of Iraq et Etat Irakien, Cour d’appel, Brussels, 15 February 2000 [2001] JT6; and to the Greek
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Similarly, Andreas Fischer-Lescano stated that with regard to immunity from measures of
constraint the purpose of the objects are decisive. 42

The Austrian authorities stated, when ratifying the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional
Immunities of States and Their Property in 2005 that the essentially decisive criterion for
distinguishing between the subject of enforcement and other assets results primarily from the
purpose that serves the property. 43 Switzerland followed that line as well and stated during the
national ratification process of the 2004 UN Convention that measures of constraint can under
circumstances be excluded because of the purpose of the State property.44 Germany stated
when ratifying the European Convention on State Immunity:45 “The decisive criterion is
rather whether the object of the execution serves sovereign purposes of the foreign state at the
time at which the execution is bound to commence.”46 Already in 1977 the Federal
Constitutional Court of the Federal Republic of Germany stated:
“There is a general rule of international law that execution by the State having
jurisdiction on the basis of a judicial writ of execution against a foreign State, issued in
relation to non-sovereign action [...] of that State upon that State’s things located or
occupied within the national territory of the State having jurisdiction, is inadmissible
without the assent by the foreign State, insofar as those things serve sovereign purposes
of the foreign State at the time of commencement of the enforcement measure.”47
case Prefecture of Boeteia v. Germany, Areiopagos, Full Court, Judgment Nos. 36 and 37/2002, 28 June 2002.
The same view is repeated by Reinisch, see: August Reinisch, ‘Enforcement of Investment Awards’, in: Katia
Yannaca-Small (ed.), Arbitration under international investment agreements, Oxford 2010, pp. 671-697, at p.
683.
42
Andreas Fischer-Lescano, Ausnahmen vom Grundsatz der Staatenimmunität im Erkenntnis- und
Vollstreckungsverfahren [Exceptions to the principle of State Immunity in the adjudication and enforcement
process], 20 January 2010, p. 39, on file with the author: “Dabei kommt es beim Vollstreckungsverfahren allein
auf den Zweck des Vermögensgegenstandes an.”
43
“Das im Wesentlichen entscheidende Kriterium zur Unterscheidung zwischen dem der Vollstreckung
unterliegenden und dem anderen Vermögen ergibt sich vor allem aus dem Zweck, dem dieses Vermögen dient.”
http://www.parlament.gv.at/PG/DE/XXII/I/I_01161/fnameorig_051285.html. [Regarding Part IV of the
Convention] [Last visited 3 March 2011.]
44
“Die Zwangsvollstreckung kann jedoch under Umständen durch die Zweckbestimmung ausgeschlossen
werden, die der ausländische Staat seinen Vermögenswerten gibt.” See: Botschaft über die Genehmigung und die
Umsetzung des UNO-Übereinkommens über die Immunität der Staaten und ihres Vermögens von der
Gerichtsbarkeit, No. 09.024, 25 February 2009, pp. 1721-1776, at p. 1728.
45
See infra, Ch. 3.4.
46
Explanatory memorandum of the Federal Government of Germany to the European Convention on State
Immunity. This quotation is found at:
http://www.coe.int/t/dlapil/cahdi/state_immunities/documents/Cahdi%20(2005)%206%20bil%20PartI%20Germ
any.pdf, under D/2. [Last visited at 20 March 2011.] See also: Gerhard Hafner, Marcelo G. Kohen and Susan C.
Breau, State Practice Regarding State Immunities, Leiden, Boston 2006, p. 359.
47
Federal Constitutional Court, 13 December 1977. Quotation found at:
http://www.coe.int/t/dlapil/cahdi/state_immunities/documents/Cahdi%20(2005)%206%20bil%20PartI%20Germ
any.pdf, under D/9. See also: ibid. (Hafner c.s.), p. 368.
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Also the International Law Commission (ILC) raised the question whether distinctions such
as between acts jure imperii and acts jure gestionis persist in the practice of States beyond the
immunity from jurisdiction stage.48 The ILC focused as well on the property concerned
instead of on the transaction and stated that
“[w]hile the case-law of States has not unsettled the general rule of State immunity from
attachment and execution, it may furnish ample grounds for supporting the distinction
between certain types of property that are not normally subject to attachment or
execution, such as property devoted to public service (publicis usibus destinata), and
other types of property in use or intended for use in commercial transactions or for
commercial purpose, which are clearly intended for possible seizure if the need
arises[.]”49
In the process of drafting Part IV of the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of
States and Their Property the ILC Special Rapporteur stated in 1985 that
“[t]he question of jurisdictional immunities relates, in this property connection, to the
nature of the use of State property or the purpose to which property is devoted rather
than to the particular acts or activities of States which may provide a criterion to
substantiate a claim of State immunity.”50
As a logical consequence Part IV on immunity from measures of constraint has an article
listing property of a State which shall not be considered as property specifically in use or
intended for use by the State for other than government non-commercial purposes.
Consequently, this property cannot be seized, unless the State to which the property belongs
has explicitly consented to the taking of measures of constraint or has allocated or earmarked
the property for the satisfaction of the claim which is the object of the related proceeding.

3.3

2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and
Their Property

3.3.1

General introduction

48

Op. cit. n. 21 (ILC 1985), p. 26, para. 19.
Ibid., p. 36, para. 77.
50
Ibid., p. 25, para. 9.
49
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On 2 December 2004, the UN General Assembly adopted without a vote51 Resolution
A/Res/59/3852 regarding the UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their
Property. 53 It came a long way, as the General Assembly invited the ILC to start working on
the issue of jurisdictional immunities of States and their property as early as 1977.54 Actually,
the issue came up for the first time already in 1949, as at its first session, the ILC selected the
subject of jurisdictional immunities of States and their property as one of the topics for
codification without, however, including it in the list of topics to which it gave priority. 55 It
lasted until 1977 before the topic was recommended for selection in the near future for active
consideration by the ILC, bearing in mind its day-to-day practical importance as well as its
suitability for codification and progressive development.56 At its thirtieth session, in 1978, the
ILC set up a Working Group and appointed Sompong Sucharitkul as Special Rapporteur for
the topic.57 In 1987, the ILC appointed Motoo Ogiso as his successor.

In 1980, the ILC began the first reading of the draft articles, which reading was concluded in
1986.58 From 1989 to 1991 the second reading of the draft articles was held. This resulted in
1991 in the adoption by the ILC of a text of twenty-two draft articles, with commentaries.59
The draft articles were submitted to the UN General Assembly (UNGA), accompanied with a
recommendation that the UNGA convene an international conference of plenipotentiaries to
examine the draft articles and to conclude a convention on the subject.60 The Sixth (Legal)
Committee of the General Assembly established an open-ended working group to consider the

51

Therefore, by consensus.
The text of the 2004 UN Convention is attached to this UNGA resolution.
53
For a comprehensive article on this issue, see Gerhard Hafner and Ulrike Köhler ‘The United Nations
Convention on the Immunity of States and Their Property’, Netherlands Yearbook of International Law 2004,
2005, Vol. 35, pp. 3-48. See also David P. Stewart, ‘Current Developments - The UN Convention on
Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property’, American Journal of International Law, January 2005,
Vol. 99, No. 1, pp. 194-211 and David P. Stewart, ‘Introductory note on the UN Convention on jurisdictional
immunities of States and their property’, International Legal Materials, 2005, Vol. 44, pp. 801-802. The Sixth
Committee of the UN General Assembly noted “that the adoption of a convention would constitute a significant
achievement and lead to a harmonization of the practice of States, particularly for those States that relied on
customary international law to shape their practice.” See UN General Assembly, 59th Session; Sixth Committee:
summary of work (4 March 2005), p. 7. See also: Op. cit. n. 23 (Fox), p. 391 and n. 49.
54
GA Res. 32/151 of 19 December 1977.
55
See the site of the International Law Commission at http://untreaty.un.org/ilc/summaries/4_1.htm. [Last
visited 6 March 2011.]
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Op. cit. n. 4 (ILC 1978), p. 153, para. 186.
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Ibid., p. 6, para. 10, p. 152 paras. 179, 180 and p. 153, paras. 188-190.
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‘Report of the Commission to the General Assembly on the work of its thirty-eighth session’, UN Doc.
A/41/10, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1986, Vol. II, Part Two, p. 7 et seq. See also:
http://untreaty.un.org/ilc/summaries/4_1.htm. [Last visited 30 June 2011.]
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Op. cit. n. 27 (ILC 1991).
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Ibid., p. 13, para. 25.
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draft articles. This working group met for two sessions. 61 At the invitation of the General
Assembly, the ILC took up the subject again in 1999. It focussed on five main issues which
were identified on the basis of deliberations in the Sixth (Legal) Committee. These issues
were: (1) the concept of a State for purposes of immunity; (2) the criteria for determining the
commercial character of a contract or transaction; (3) the concept of a State enterprise or other
State entity in relation to commercial transactions; (4) contracts of employment; and (5)
measures of constraint against State property. In 2000, the UNGA decided to establish an Ad
Hoc Committee on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property, with a view to
elaborating a generally acceptable instrument based on the draft articles.62 The Ad Hoc
Committee convened in different sessions until March 2004. It adopted its report containing
the text of a draft United Nations Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their
Property and recommended its adoption by the General Assembly. 63

It was generally understood during the negotiations that the convention does not cover
criminal proceedings. 64 This restriction was already made in the 1991 commentary65 and the
General Assembly explicitly agreed with that interpretation in its resolution adopting the
convention.66

The convention consists of 33 articles. The text reflects a compromise between the advocates
of the absolute theory of State immunity, and the supporters of the restrictive theory. The
preamble expressly refers to State immunity as a principle of customary international law67
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UN Docs. A/C.6/47/L.10 (1992) and A/C.6/48/L.4 (1993).
UNGA Resolution 55/150 of 12 December 2000.
63
Official Records of the General Assembly, fifty-ninth session, Suppl. No. 22 (A/59/22), paras. 13-14.
64
This led to a remark made by Andrea Gattini: “The generic language of the title of Part IV was aptly adopted
in order to make sure that immunity [from measures of constraint] applies to any kind of claims. However, it
does not seem that the immunity guaranteed by the Convention extends to criminal proceedings, having regard to
operative paragraph 2 of Resolution A/Res/59/38 [...].” See: Andrea Gattini, ‘The International Customary Law
Nature of Immunity from Measures of Constraint for State Cultural Property on Loan’, in: Isabelle Buffard,
James Crawford, Alain Pellet, Stephan Wittich (eds.), International Law between Universalism and
Fragmentation – Festschrift in Honour of Gerhard Hafner, Leiden, Boston 2008, pp. 421-439, at p. 434.
65
Op. cit. n. 27 (ILC 1991), p. 14, para. 2.
66
Para. 2 of Resolution UN Doc. A/Res/59/38 states that the General Assembly “agrees with the general
understanding reached in the Ad Hoc Committee that the United Nations Convention on Jurisdictional
Immunities of States and Their Property does not cover criminal proceedings.” See also: op cit. n. 53
(Hafner/Köhler), p. 46.
67
“Considering that the jurisdictional immunities of States and their property are generally accepted as a
principle of customary international law.” However, in the third preambular paragraph, the believe is expressed
that “an international convention on the jurisdictional immunities of States and their property would enhance the
rule of law and legal certainty […] and would contribute to the codification and development of international law
and the harmonization of practice in this area.”
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and states that developments in State practice had been taken into account.68 Article 5
expresses the basic principle of State immunity and declares that “[a] State enjoys immunity,
in respect of itself and its property, from the jurisdiction of the courts of another State subject
to the provisions of the Convention.”69 Subsequently, Part III of the convention (Articles 1017)70 enumerates the proceedings in which State immunity cannot be invoked.

The text of the convention makes clear, that the convention should be considered as of a
subsidiary nature. Article 26, which was only formulated at the third meeting of the Ad Hoc
Committee in March 2004, gives priority to any other international agreement in this field:
“Nothing in the present Convention shall affect the rights and obligations of States
Parties under existing international agreements which relate to matters dealt with in the
present Convention as between the parties to those agreements.”
The convention was open for signature by all States until 17 January 2007. 71 28 States signed
the convention. According to Article 18 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,72
“a State is obliged to refrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of the treaty
when it has signed the treaty […]”. The 2004 UN Convention will enter into force when thirty
instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession have been deposited with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations. 73 Eleven States did that so far: Austria, Iran, Japan,
Kazakhstan, Lebanon, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Saudi-Arabia, Sweden and Switzerland.74

In 2008, Hazel Fox stated that,
“even if entry into force is delayed, the adoption of the Convention by the UN General
Assembly and its Sixth Committee and the support already indicated by it, particularly
Hazel Fox stated that the 2004 UN Convention can be seen as a harmonisation and articulation of the
international law on State immunity, and that the preamble to the convention stressed that the rules of customary
international law continue to govern matters not regulated by the provisions of the convention. Op. cit. n. 23
(Fox), pp. 373, 393 and 397.
68
“Taking into account developments in State practice with regard to the jurisdictional immunities of States and
their property”.
69
In its commentary to the 1991 draft articles, the ILC stated that Article 5 does not prejudge the question of the
extent to which the articles, including Article 5, should be regarded as codifying rules of existing international
law.
70
Article 10: commercial transactions; Article 11: contracts of employment; Article 12: personal injuries and
damage to property; Article 13: ownership, possession and use of property; Article 14: intellectual and industrial
property; Article 15: participation in companies or other collective bodies; Article 16: ships owned or operated
by a State; Article 17: effect of an arbitration agreement.
71
Article 28.
72
23 May 1969; 1155 UNTS 311.
73
Article 30.
74
As of 1 July 2011.
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by China, India and Russia, would seem to establish an international standard - a source
of customary law and an agreed framework for international law making - at any rate so
far as private law and commercial transactions are concerned, for the treatment of
immunity by individual national legal systems and their courts.”75
In any event, “the treaty form of the rules relating to State immunity is likely to aid the
process of crystallization of some if not all of its provisions into rules of customary law”, thus
Fox.76 August Reinisch has expressed the opinion that the rules contained in the 2004 UN
Convention are regarded as widely reflecting customary international law. He stated that “it is
to be expected that the rules contained in [the] Convention, which are also regarded as widely
reflecting customary international law, will provide important guidelines for the enforcement
of investment awards against assets owned by respondent States.”77 According to Andrew
Dickinson, the content of the convention is to be derived primarily from the custom and
practice of States.78

The Swiss authorities were very explicit in their communication with regard to the Swiss
ratification of the 2004 UN Convention and stated that the Federal Court had determined that
the convention had codified the general principles of international law in the field of State
immunity, and that the convention should be seen as a codification of customary international
law.79 Also the Russian Federation is of the opinion that the 2004 UN Convention is a
reflection of customary international law. 80

In Llanos Oil Exploration v. the Republic of Colombia, the State of the Netherlands and
Ecopetrol S.A., the Netherlands declared before the District Court as well as before the
Supreme Court that the 2004 UN Convention is an important and recent source for
75

Op. cit. n. 23 (Fox), p. 4. And at p. 100 she argues that even without the required ratifications the convention
represents a coherent statement of the current international law based on State practice in a text prepared by the
International Law Commission and subsequently completed in discussions in the Sixth Legal Committee of the
General Assembly and its working party.
76
Ibid., p. 393.
77
Op. cit. n. 41 (Reinisch) p. 683. See for the relationship between treaty law and customary international law
the International Court of Justice, which recognised in its judgment in the Continental Shelf case that
“multilateral conventions may have an important role to play in recording and defining rules deriving from
custom, or indeed in developing them”. Continental Shelf case, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya v. Malta, ICJ Reports
1985, pp. 13, 29-30.
78
Andrew Dickinson, ‘State Immunity and State-Owned Enterprises’, Clifford Chance London, December 2008.
79
“Dieses [das Bundesgericht] hat festgestellt, dass das UNO-Übereinkommen die allgemeinen
völkerrechtlichen Grundsätze im Bereich der Staatenimmunität kodifiziert und dass es als Kodifikation des
Völkergewohnheitsrechts zu betrachten ist.” See: op. cit. n. 44, pp. 1752-1753.
80
Information obtained from the Legal Adviser of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation
(through the Legal Department of the Russian Embassy in The Hague, the Netherlands) on 28 February 2011
and 2 March 2011, and from the Deputy Legal Adviser on 20 and 30 June 2011.
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international legal practice, as well as in providing an answer to the question if and to which
extent foreign States enjoy immunity of execution in the Netherlands.81 The 2004 UN
Convention could in a sense be seen as a reflection of generally accepted rules under public
international law, according to the Netherlands before the Dutch Supreme Court.82

3.3.2

Commercial transactions and international art loans

In Chapter 1, I already referred to the definition of a ‘State’ under this convention. 83 I will
now address another important term under the convention. Commercial transactions constitute
one of the most important exceptions to immunity under this international instrument.
According to Article 2(1)(c) of the 2004 UN Convention, a ‘commercial transaction’ means:
“(i) any commercial contract or transaction for the sale of goods or supply of services;
(ii) any contract for a loan or other transaction of a financial nature, including any
obligation of guarantee or of indemnity in respect of any such loan or transaction;
(iii) any other contract or transaction of a commercial, industrial, trading or professional
nature, but not including a contract of employment of persons.”
Article 2(2) states that in determining whether a contract or transaction is a ‘commercial
transaction’ under the convention,
“reference should be made primarily to the nature of the contract or transaction, but its
purpose should also be taken into account if the parties to the contract or transaction
have so agreed, or if, in the practice of the State of the forum, that purpose is relevant to
determining the non-commercial character of the contract or transaction.”84
The consequence of the above is that the application of either the nature criterion or the
purpose criterion can lead to very different results. Application of the purpose criterion will in
general result in a (much) more extensive immunity of a foreign State than the application of
the nature criterion, and could therefore undermine the basic assumption of restrictive State
immunity.
81

Llanos Oil Exploration v. the Republic of Colombia, the State of the Netherlands and Ecopetrol S.A., trial brief
of the Dutch State at the hearing of the Court of Appeals, The Hague, 9 April 2009, and written defence of the
Dutch State at the Supreme Court, 20 November 2009, para. 3.3.1. On file with the author.
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84
The approach, which provides for the consideration not only of the nature, but in some instances also of the
purpose of the contract or transaction, is designed to provide an adequate safeguard and protection for
developing countries, especially in their endeavours to promote national economic development, as the ILC
stated in its commentary to the 1991 draft articles (Article 2(2)).
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Thus, as it has been established that the characterisation of a commercial transaction depends
on the nature of the act in question rather than its purpose, although under circumstances the
purpose could also be taken into account, how should an international loan of cultural objects
belonging to a foreign State be considered? In literature, some attention has been paid to this
question. Laura Popp is of the opinion that “[a]rt loans undoubtedly do have the earmarks of
commercial acts. First, they consist of lending property in exchange for compensation.
Additionally, art exhibitions frequently involve the sale of tickets and memorabilia by the
lender itself.”85 Norman Palmer also emphasised this financial linkage by stating that “art
loans are frequently rewarded by direct monetary payment, which may consist of a flat-rate
sum or a percentage of the admission fees.”86 One should not forget, however, that in general
the compensation will merely go towards reimbursing the lending institute for its costs.87
Matthias Weller stated: “If a state lends an artwork to a museum abroad, the loan or the
constructive possession must be considered the legal relationship in question. Loans and
possessory relations, however, are legal relationships equally open to individuals and thus
have to be qualified as an act de iure gestionis.”88 He went on by saying a bit further: “The
assumption of immunity for artworks on loan from foreign states, however, is based on the
condition that the purpose of the loan is one de iure imperii.”89 Isabel Kühl joined Weller in
expressing the view that indeed cultural exchange between States constitutes a purpose jure
imperii, as many States have committed themselves to supporting cultural exchanges through
international legal instruments.90 Finally, Sabine Boos explained that in Germany the nature
of the transaction is decisive. But then she made a distinction between claims addressed to the
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lending State and those to the borrowing State: if the legal action for claiming the property is
addressed against the borrowing State,91 then, according to Boos, the loan agreement needs to
be taken into account. By using the nature test, you are likely to come to the conclusion that
an act jure gestionis is at stake. However, if the complaint is addressed to the lending State,
then Boos argued that it depends on the peculiarities of the facts: if the complaint focuses on
an act of nationalisation of the lending State, then this act will most likely be considered as an
act jure imperii and State immunity will apply; the purchase of stolen property, however,
would be seen as an act jure gestionis, as this can be done by States and individuals
likewise.92

How should an international art loan between States be considered under the 2004 UN
Convention? As an act jure imperii, or an act jure gestionis? I would say, that according to its
nature, the act should be regarded as a commercial activity, as not only States can perform
international art loans, but also private individuals or foundations can lend and borrow
cultural objects on an international scale. However, as States indeed have committed
themselves to supporting the exchange of cultural objects through international legal
instruments, it seems quite plausible that lending and borrowing States act with a public, noncommercial, aim, for instance mutual understanding for each other’s (cultural) history or reestablishment of bilateral diplomatic relations. It could thus indeed very well be stated that the
nature of the art loan would be an act jure gestionis, whereas the purpose of the art loan could
be one jure imperii. Consequently, a lending State may be immune from jurisdiction, if the art
loan indeed has a governmental non-commercial purpose and the parties involved in the act
have agreed to take the purpose into account, or if, in the practice of the State of the forum,
that purpose is relevant to determining the non-commercial character of the act. However,
most jurisdictions take solely or primarily the nature of the act into account, as we also will
see in the country related chapters.

In the light of this study, focusing on immunity from seizure, a question could be how
relevant it is to assess whether an art loan is an act jure imperii or jure gestionis. If Stateowned cultural objects should indeed by definition be considered as goods intended for public
use, thus putting the emphasis on the property instead of the act, then the question whether an
91
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art loan is a commercial transaction could be left aside.93 Having said that, in the next chapter
regarding the United States, I will already show that in determining whether property is
immune from seizure under US State immunity legislation, it is of importance whether the
property has been used for a commercial activity in the United States. In that sense, it may be
important to pay some attention to the question whether an art loan should fall within that
notion of commercial activity.

3.3.3

State enterprises

The third paragraph of Article 10 needs some reflection as well. David Stewart pointed out
that “[a] number of states were concerned during the negotiations to clarify that the immunity
of a state would not automatically be waived when one of its enterprises engages in a
commercial transaction. Others wanted to make it abundantly clear that legally distinct Stateowned commercial enterprises do not enjoy derivative immunity simply by virtue of their
State ownership or interests.”94 Paragraph 3 of Article 1095 therefore states:
“Where a State enterprise or other entity established by a State which has an
independent legal personality and is capable of:
(a) suing or being sued; and
(b) acquiring, owning or possessing and disposing of property, including property which
that State has authorized it to operate or manage,
is involved in a proceeding which relates to a commercial transaction in which that
entity is engaged, the immunity from jurisdiction enjoyed by that State shall not be
affected.”
In Chapter 1, I already referred to the definition of a ‘State’ under this convention96, i.e.
‘State’ means:
“(i) the State and its various organs of government;
(ii) constituent units of a federal State or political subdivisions of the State, which are
entitled to perform acts in the exercise of sovereign authority, and are acting in that
capacity;
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(iii) agencies or instrumentalities of the State or other entities97, to the extent that they
are entitled to perform and are actually performing acts in the exercise of sovereign
authority of the State;
(iv) representatives of the State acting in that capacity[.]”
It follows from this article that an agency, instrumentality or another entity of a State falls
under the definition of a State to the extent that they are entitled to perform and are actually
performing acts in the exercise of sovereign authority of the State. The commentary on the
1991 version of the draft articles states that even private entities can be considered as included
in the definition of a State, “but only to the extent that they are entitled to perform acts in the
exercise of prérogative de la puissance publique. Beyond or outside the sphere of acts
performed by them in the exercise of the sovereign authority of the State, they do not enjoy
any jurisdictional immunity.”98 The wording ‘acts performed [...] in the exercise of the
sovereign authority of the State’ requires to determine whether the acts concerned are acts
jure imperii or acts jure gestionis. Only acts jure imperii “are to be equated with things done
‘in the exercise of sovereign authority’”.99 Thus, what is decisive are the characteristics of the
act this agency/instrumentality/entity performs.

The concept of ‘agencies or instrumentalities of the State or other entities’ could theoretically
include State enterprises or other entities established by the State performing commercial
transactions. For the purpose of the articles under the convention, however, “such State
enterprises or other entities are presumed not to be entitled to perform governmental
functions, and accordingly, as a rule are not entitled to invoke immunity from jurisdiction of
the courts of another States”,100 as we saw just above in Article 10(3). In the specific context
of commercial transactions, it occurs that a legal distinction is made between a State and
certain entities within that State. That would reflect actual practice, whereby commercial
transactions are normally conducted by State enterprises or other entities established by a
State, which have an independent legal personality. In that sense, those State entities engage
in commercial transactions not on behalf of the State as such, but on their own behalf as a
separate State entity. As a result, that entity may be sued before the courts of another State.
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That does not affect the immunity of the parent State, since it is not a party to the commercial
transaction. 101

Thus, what is decisive is whether an entity of a State performs an act jure imperii, in which
case Article 2(1)(b)(iii) is applicable, or whether it performs an act jure gestionis, in which
case Article 10(3) applies.

When it concerns a State museum, the case is not all that easy: in principle, State museums
will have a legal personality, independent from the State, and would be capable of suing or
being sued. The decisive question is then, whether the State museum is performing an act jure
imperii, or jure gestionis. We saw above, on the one hand, that art loans do have the earmarks
of a commercial transaction; an art loan is an act which can be performed by an individual
private person. On the other hand, we have seen that there may be reasons to attach a public
purpose to the art loan, and some academics indeed put emphasis on the purpose of the act.
However, we also saw that for the determination whether an act is to be considered as jure
imperii or jure gestionis, in most jurisdictions solely or primarily the nature of the act has to
be taken into account. And that would then mean that an art loan is considered to be an act
jure gestionis.

3.3.4

Immunity from measures of constraint

Part IV of the 2004 UN Convention deals with State immunity from measures of constraint in
connection with proceedings before a court. It “provides in general, but subject to certain
limitations, for the immunity of a State from all such measures of constraint in respect of the
use of its property or property in its possession or control.”102 Immunity from measures of
constraint has been described as “the last bastion of State immunity”. 103

As we already saw above, the Special Rapporteur stated in 1985 that
“[t]he question of jurisdictional immunities relates, in this property connection, to the
nature of the use of State property or the purpose to which property is devoted rather
101
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than to the particular acts or activities of States which may provide a criterion to
substantiate a claim of State immunity.”104
As to the scope of the draft articles in this Part,
“the intention was that they should cover attachment, arrest and execution where
ordered by a court of law or tribunal, but not decrees of an executive or legislative
nature under which property was nationalised or requisitioned.”105
The final wording of the 2004 UN Convention makes a distinction between pre-judgment
measures of constraint and post-judgment measures of constraint. This has not always been
the case; the first reading of the draft articles in 1986 and the second reading of the draft
articles of 1991 had only one article with regard to measures of constraint. Article 18 of the
second reading reflected the principle that no measures of constraint against the property of a
State could be taken, which was followed by exceptions to that principle; measures of
constraint could be taken with the express consent of the State, or against property that was
allocated or earmarked for the satisfaction of the claim. Moreover, measures of constraint
could be taken to the extent that the property was specifically in use for other than
government non-commercial purposes that was in the territory of the forum State and had a
connection with the claim which was the object of the proceeding or with the agency or
instrumentality against which the proceeding was directed.106

However, several States favoured a distinction between pre-judgment, or interim, measures
and measures of execution. 107 The Working Group concluded that a distinction between prejudgment and post-judgment measures of constraint may help to sort out the difficulties in this
issue.108 In the end, this resulted in 1999 in a proposal of the Chairman of the Working Group
of the Sixth Committee, Carlos Calero Rodrigues, to make a distinction between pre-
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judgment measures and post-judgment measures in two separate articles. 109 This was
introduced in the draft convention in 2002. 110

Article 18 of the convention, regarding State immunity from pre-judgment measures of
constraint111 reads:
“No pre-judgment measures of constraint, such as attachment or arrest112 against
property of a State may be taken in connection with a proceeding before a court of
another State unless and except to the extent that:
(a) the State has expressly consented to the taking of such measures as indicated:
(i) by international agreement;
(ii) by an arbitration agreement or in a written contract; or
(iii) by a declaration before the court or by a written communication after a dispute
between the parties has arisen; or
(b) the State has allocated or earmarked property for the satisfaction of the claim which
is the object of that proceeding.”
Pre-judgment measures of constraint can be taken in anticipation of a judgment, so also when
it is not at all clear whether a foreign State may rely on immunity from jurisdiction.
Furthermore, in some legal systems the pre-judgment measures of constraint can create a
competent forum, the forum arresti.113 Jin Sun calls it that
“[p]re-judgment attachment, whether to establish jurisdiction or to secure assets for post
judgment execution, has the results of execution of assets of a foreign State before a
decision on the merits, has great potential to infringe the traditional immunities of a
sovereign state” [sic].114
That may be a reason why the applicable article in the 2004 UN Convention is so protective.

The Special Rapporteur stated in this regard:
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“This type of immunity in respect of State property is connected with a proceeding or
litigation in progress. An order may be issued by a court to secure performance or
satisfaction of a prospective judgment through the assets attached. This immunity from
attachment appears to be more absolute in the sense that pre-judgment or pre-trial
attachment is not normally permitted against State property or property in the
possession or control of a State.”115
The Special Rapporteur concluded: “In normal circumstances, the general rule does not
appear to support such attachment against State property without its consent.”116 Unlike
Article 19, which I will discuss infra, Article 18 does not consider it relevant whether the
property is or is not ‘specifically in use or intended for use for other than government noncommercial purposes’; immunity from pre-measures of constraint is applicable in either
situation.

It is not clear, to what extent this provision in the 2004 UN Convention should be considered
as a codification of a rule of customary international law. 117 It has been stated in literature that
the established practice in most European courts uses the same test with regard to the
permissibility of pre-judgment measures of constraint, as with regard to post-judgment
measures of constraint,118 thus whether the property is specifically in use or is intended for
use for commercial or for governmental non-commercial purposes.119 A holding of the Italian
Supreme Court of Cassation stated for example: “According to an international customary law
principle, the assets of a foreign State are exempt from provisional and executive measures,
provided that the assets are used in the exercise of sovereign functions or to attain public
goals.”120
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With regard to Article 18, already on 11 November 1994, Germany made an intervention in
the UNGA Sixth (Legal) Committee, stating: “With regard to prejudgment measures we hold
it necessary that they be subject to the same legal regime as postjudgment measures [...]”.121

So far, only Norway (which became the first State Party in March 2006) made a reservation,
which reservation also refers to the same distinction. It stated:
“[…] in cases where it has been established that property of a State is specifically in use
or intended for use by the State for other than government non-commercial purposes
and is in the territory of the State of the forum, it is the understanding of Norway that
Article 18 does not prevent pre-judgment measures of constraint from being taken
against property that has a connection with the entity against which the proceeding was
directed.”
Thus, it seems that also for Norway it is decisive whether the property is used (or intended for
use) for commercial purposes or for government non-commercial purposes.122

Article 19 of the convention regards post-judgment measures of constraint. The ILC Special
Rapporteur stated in 1985:
“Execution is subsequent to, and dependent upon, a positive judgment requiring
satisfaction and sometimes also upon failure on the part of the debtor to comply with the
award within a reasonable time limit. Execution is not automatic but is a process that
serves to expedite and secure payment or satisfaction of a judgment debt. Immunity
from execution is, in this way, linked to the existence of a judgment whereby a foreign
State is an adjudged debtor.”123
Article 19 states with regard to immunity from post-judgment measures of constraint the same
as Article 18 with regard to immunity from pre-judgment measures of constraint, but gives an
extra exemption:
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“No post-judgment measures of constraint, such as attachment, arrest or execution,
against property of a State may be taken in connection with a proceeding before a court
of another State unless and except to the extent that:
[...]
(c) it has been established that the property is specifically in use or intended for use by
the State for other than government non-commercial purposes and is in the territory of
the State of the forum, provided that post-judgment measures of constraint may only be
taken against property that has a connection with the entity124 against which the
proceeding was directed.”125
Before a Dutch court, the Netherlands has stated that ‘it has been established’ should be seen
as that it should have been proven that the objects concerned have a non-governmental,
commercial purpose. So, the immunity from execution is the rule, unless the exception
(commercial use of State property) has been established.126

One should be aware that the property should be specifically in use or intended for use by the
State for other than government non-commercial purposes. This means that objects which are
indivisible and serve both public and non-public uses would be immune from measures of
constraint.127
With regard to the same subparagraph (c), the annex128 of the 2004 UN Convention reflects
the following understanding: “The words ‘property that has a connection with the entity’ in
subparagraph (c) are to be understood as broader than ownership or possession.” This
actually shows, that subparagraph (c) should be interpreted in a somewhat extensive way and
that the understanding in the annex has a wider impact on the exception of immunity from
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post-judgment measures of constraint. It is not clear, however, how wide this exemption to
immunity from measures of constraint exactly is, as a further explanation has not been
given.129 Hazel Fox argued that as the understanding to Article 19 states that the words
‘property that has a connection with the entity’ in subparagraph (c) of Article 19 should be
understood as broader than ownership or possession, “[t]his would seem to suggest that the
word ‘property’ used on its own [elsewhere in the convention] is restricted to the State having
a title, either a proprietary or possessory one.”130 Gerhard Hafner, 131 however, is of the clear
view that the understanding in the annex concerning Article 19(c) cannot be considered as
applicable to the whole convention text; the understanding only serves its goal for this
paragraph, and should thus be seen as such and can therefore not give an interpretation with
regard to ‘property’ in other articles of the convention.132

While the 2004 UN Convention proceeds from the principle that no measures of constraint
may be taken against property of a State, it also provides for certain exceptions to that
principle. Most exceptions to the principle that no measures of constraint may be taken
against property of a State apply to both pre-judgment and post-judgment measures of
constraint, as subparagraphs (a) and (b) of Article 18 and 19 are identical. However, I
indicated above that there is one situation that applies to post-judgment measures only and
where State property is not immune from post-judgment measures of constraint, namely
where it has been established that the property is specifically in use or intended for use by the
State for other than government non-commercial purposes and is in the territory of the State
of the forum, provided that post-judgment measures of constraint may only be taken against
property that has a connection with the entity against which the proceeding was directed.

Article 21 of the convention, however, limits the foregoing exception by stating that certain
categories of property are excluded from the exception of Article 19(c), and as a consequence
are after all immune from post-judgment measures of constraint:
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“1. The following categories, in particular, of property of a State shall not be considered
as property specifically in use or intended for use by the State for other than government
non-commercial purposes under Article 19, subparagraph (c):
(a) property, including any bank account, which is used or intended for use in the
performance of the functions of the diplomatic mission of the State or its consular posts,
special missions, missions to international organizations or delegations to organs of
international organizations or to international conferences;
(b) property of a military character or used or intended for use in the performance of
military functions;
(c) property of the central bank or other monetary authority of the State;
(d) property forming part of the cultural heritage of the State or part of its archives and
not placed or intended to be placed on sale;
(e) property forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical
interest and not placed or intended to be placed on sale.
2. Paragraph 1 is without prejudice to Article 18 and Article 19, subparagraphs (a) and
(b).”
The first draft of the article was based on a list approved by the International Law Association
in its draft Montreal Convention of 1982.133 That list, in turn, was based upon Section 1611 of
the US Foreign Sovereign Immunity Act (FSIA) of 1976. 134 The FSIA provided that the
property of international organisations, the property of a foreign central bank or monetary
authority, and property used or intended to use in connection with a military activity were all
immune from measures of constraint. In addition, the category of property forming part of the
cultural heritage of a State was included in the 1985 draft of the 2004 UN Convention.135

The article was designed to provide some protection for certain specific categories of property
by excluding them from any presumption of consent to measures of constraint. Paragraph 1
sought “to prevent any interpretation to the effect that property classified as belonging to any
one of the categories specified is in fact property specifically in use or intended for use by a
State for commercial non-governmental purposes [...].”136 So, “[e]ach of these specific
categories of property by its very nature must be taken to be in use or intended for use for
governmental purposes removed from any commercial considerations.”137 The Special
Rapporteur explained that the provision was designed “to protect the higher interests of
weaker developing nations from the pressure generating from industrialised or developed
133
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countries and multinational corporations to give prior consent to possible attachment and
execution against certain types of property that are entitled to protection under public
international law in the form of inviolability [...].”138
In this regard, it is interesting to read the commentary to Article 21(2):139
“Notwithstanding the provision of paragraph 1, the State may waive immunity in
respect of any property belonging to one of the specific categories listed, or any part of
such a category by either allocating or earmarking the property within the meaning of
article [18(b) and 19(b)], or by specifically consenting to the taking of measures of
constraint in respect of that category of property, or that part thereof, under article [18
(a) and 19(a)]. A general waiver or a waiver in respect of all property in the territory of
the State of the forum, without mention of any of the specific categories, would not be
sufficient to allow measures of constraint against property in the categories listed in
paragraph 1.”
Especially the last sentence of the citation is of interest: that paragraph 1 of Article 21 is
without prejudice to Article 18(a) and (b) and Article 19(a) and (b) gives the impression that
also for the categories of Article 21(1) a general consent to the taking of measures of
constraint, or earmarking for the satisfaction of a claim, would be sufficient. However, the
abovementioned citation shows that this is not the case; a general consent or earmarking is
considered not to include any of the specific categories listed in Article 21(1). In line with the
afore mentioned aim “to protect the higher interests of weaker developing nations” the
specific category or categories of property should be mentioned, in order to be susceptible for
measures of constraint.140

The Special Rapporteur also emphasised that “[…] the taking, even as a judicial sanction, of
property constituting the cultural heritage of a nation […] cannot be condoned by mere
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judicial confirmation by a municipal tribunal”141 and that “the permanence of such
unattachability or untouchability by legal process is based on State practice”.142

Hazel Fox stated that the Special Rapporteur proposed this article identifying ‘untouchable’
State property in 1985 as a counterbalance to the wide exceptions permitting attachment for
‘commercial non-governmental’ property and to accommodate the views of those opposed to
execution of State property.143 I would not like to withhold one other conclusion of Hazel Fox
with regard to this article:
“Although the ownership of the State served as a justification, the emphasis on the
public use and purpose which State property served led to the property rather than the
owner being the basis for immunity”.144
This goes back to what I said supra, in Chapter 3.2, that with regard to immunity from
measures of constraint, the focus is first and foremost on the property of the State and not on
the State as such or the act performed by it.

At the time of the ILC meeting in 1985, Doudou Thiam from Senegal stated:
“There were certain types of property which, by their nature or because of the use to
which they were put, seemed to have to be regarded as unattachable. In internal law that
was true of property relating to the integrity and dignity of the individual, and the
parallel at the international level was the property relating to the integrity, dignity and
sovereignty of the State […].”145
In 1985, at the time of the meetings of the thirty-seventieth session, current subparagraph (e)
did not yet form part of the article. The only culture-related term was ‘property forming part
of the national archives of a State or of its distinct national cultural heritage’, as the text could
be read in its original version of 1985. 146 The insertion of a provision on the protection of
national cultural heritage has been supported to a very large extent by the members of the
ILC.147 Ian Sinclair from the United Kingdom observed that “there was ample authority for
141
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the proposition that the immunity of foreign State property from attachment, arrest and
execution was not absolute, but dependent upon the uses to which the property was being put
or had been put.”148 Abdul G. Koroma from Sierra Leone was of the opinion that “[t]he
Special Rapporteur had [...] rightly provided that certain State properties were permanently
immune from attachment and execution.” However, the list of property contained in - at that
time - Article 24 should not be considered as exhaustive, according to Koroma. 149

The intervention of Paul Reuter from France during the 1919th Meeting of the ILC probably
hinted already towards a separate category for property forming part of an exhibition of
objects of scientific, cultural or historical interest. He stated:
“Property forming part of ‘the national archives of a State or its distinct national cultural
heritage’ should be designated by other terms. The property in question would be
registered in the State of origin but perhaps temporarily taken to another State on the
occasion of, say, an exhibition.”150
So, as from the thirty-eighth session in 1986, ‘property forming part of the cultural heritage of
the State or part of its archives which is in the territory of another State and not placed or
intended for sale’ has been supplemented with a subparagraph (e) reading “property forming
part of an exhibition of objects of scientific or historical interest which is in the territory of
another State and not placed or intended to be placed on sale”.151 It is, however, important to
keep in mind that “State-owned exhibits for industrial or commercial purposes” were not
covered by this subparagraph, according to the ILC.152
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Without much discussion, the ILC agreed in 1986 to adopt provisionally the revised version
of the article, with the new reference to property forming part of an exhibition.153 However, in
1991 one single, but important, word had been inserted: the word ‘cultural’.154 Subparagraph
(e) from that time mentioned “property forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific,
cultural or historical interest”. But again no explanation in the ILC Report155 or commentary.

So, cultural valuables play a certain special role in the convention when it comes to immunity
from measures of constraint, and I consider it as an illustration of the growing sentiment and
acceptance in international law that the cultural property of a State should not be subject to
measures of constraint.156

When Austria was in the process of ratifying the 2004 UN Convention in 2005, it stated that it
is in the self-interest of a State especially to protect cultural heritage against measures of
constraint. Based on a similar motive, according to subparagraph (e), also property is
protected that is the subject of scientific, cultural or historical exhibitions, Austria argued.157
In the United States, the National Iranian-American Council called Article 21 of the UN
Convention the reflection of the international consensus on the treatment of cultural property
in domestic litigation.158

Thus, property forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical
interest belonging to the State is protected from enforcement measures, unless it regards
objects designated for industrial or commercial purposes.159 Moreover, the property must not
be placed or intended to be placed on sale, otherwise, - to quote the words of the Austrian
153
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academic Eva Wiesinger - “it is not worth protection from enforcement measures, since even
the State itself does not have interest to keep the property”.160
But what does ‘property of a State’161 or ‘belonging to the State’162 mean? Does the article
only refer to ‘State-owned’ objects, or should it be considered as having a broader meaning?

It is a somewhat open question which property falls under the categories of immunised
property. To get a better understanding of which property should be immune from measures
of constraint, one has to assess the deliberations of the ILC. Examining these deliberations
gives the clear impression, that it has been the intention from the beginning, not only to
protect property owned by a State, but also property in its possession or control. However, it
is also clear from these deliberations that especially the term ‘control’ gave rise to several
requests for clarification.

The Special Rapporteur, Sompong Sucharitkul, clarified that he took the definition of State
property of Article 8 of the 1983 Vienna Convention on Succession of States in Respect of
State Property, Archives and Debts163 as a point of departure for the debate in the ILC on the
jurisdictional immunities of States and their property. 164 That definition reads: “‘State
property of the predecessor State’ means property, rights and interests which, at the date of
the succession of States, were, according to the internal law of the predecessor State, owned
by that State.” The Special Rapporteur was, however, of the opinion that this definition was
inappropriate, “for what was at issue was property in a much wider sense.”165 For that reason,
the then Article 2 on the use of terms had in subparagraph 1(e) a broader definition on ‘State
property’, meaning “property, rights and interests which are owned, operated or otherwise
used by a State according to its internal law”. In particular, the wording ‘operated or
otherwise used’ had been inserted in the text. The main purpose of defining ‘State property’ in
this paragraph was “to determine which State property would or would not enjoy
immunity”.166 Abdul G. Koroma (Sierra Leone) stated that although certain categories of
160
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rights and interests in property mentioned in the definition did not exist under some legal
systems, it did cover all the different categories of States rights in property.167 However, with
regard to this article, there was a diversion of opinion in the ILC. Especially the words
‘otherwise’ and ‘according to its internal law’ were contested. Moreover, it was proposed that
the definition as proposed by the Special Rapporteur should be more in alignment with the
one under the 1983 Vienna Convention, although it was understood that both definitions
served different purposes. It was also proposed that the article would be deleted, since the
various aspects of State property had been elaborated in other articles of the draft, inter alia
the draft articles regarding immunity from measures of constraint.168 The Special Rapporteur
was not unwilling to delete draft Article 2(1)(e).169 Not much later, the paragraph indeed was
deleted170 and eventually only definitions of ‘court’, ‘State’ and ‘commercial contract’
remained in the text of the convention.171

Already in 1981, when the deliberations were still in an early stage, Special Rapporteur
stated: “Possibly the criterion to be adopted whether, in a given case, immunity from
jurisdiction or, as the case might be, from attachment or execution, should be granted was
whether the property in question was in the possession and control of the State.”172

At certain times, possibly in order to get a better understanding, a comparison was made with
the situation of State vessels:
“There were also proceedings affecting State property or property in the possession or
control of a foreign State. State practice seemed to suggest that a State would be
impleaded if a vessel in its possession or control was attached without due consideration
being given to the kind of activity in which the vessel was engaged, with a view to
determining the extent of its immunities and how amenable it was to the jurisdiction of
the court.”173
The third report of the Special Rapporteur reads:
refer in the relevant articles on immunity from measures of constraint simply to ‘State property’. It was also
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“[...] it is necessary to note that actions involving seizure or attachment of public
properties or properties belonging to a foreign State or in its possession or control have
been considered, in the practice of the States, to be proceedings which implead the
foreign sovereign or seek to compel the foreign State to submit to the local jurisdiction.
Such proceedings include not only actions in rem or in admiralty against State-owned or
State-operated vessels for defence purposes and other peaceful uses, but also measures
of prejudgement attachment or seizure [...] as well as execution or measures in
satisfaction of judgement [...]. The criterion for the foundation of State immunity is not
limited to the claim of title or ownership by the foreign Government, but clearly
encompasses cases of properties in actual possession or control of a foreign State.”174
In 1983, the Special Rapporteur stated in his fifth report that “there may be different types of
property that can enter and leave the territory of another State. It is no longer enough that the
foreign State merely asserts its title; it may be required to give evidence to prove title or to
establish its ownership or possession or its right to use.”175

In 1985, Part IV of the draft convention had a specific article concerning the scope of that
part. The then draft Article 21 read: “The present part applies to the immunity of a State in
respect of State property, or property in its possession or control or in which it has an interest,
from attachment, arrest and execution by order of a court of another State.” Draft Article 22
started with: “[...] State property, or property in the possession or control of a State, or
property in which a State has an interest, is protected by the rule of State immunity from
attachment, arrest and execution by order of a court of another State, as an interim or
precautionary pre-judgment measure, or as a process to secure satisfaction of a final judgment
of such a court, [...].”176

Several ILC members expressed some doubts with regard to the terminology used by the
Special Rapporteur in the draft Articles 21 and 22. Doudou Thiam (Senegal), for instance,
argued:
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“under article 22, paragraph 1, the rule of State immunity applied to ‘State property or
property in the possession or control of a State’. The concepts of ownership and
possession posed no difficulties, but the same could not be said of the concept of
control. To give it a significance other than those of holding or keeping [...] would be to
open the way to uncertainty.”177
Paul Reuter (France) also questioned the term ‘control’:
“[...] article 21 related to state property or property in the State’s possession or control
or in which the State had an interest. Instead of that long enumeration, which might
cause difficulties, it might perhaps be preferable to use a phrase such as ‘any property to
which the State can claim legal title’. The question arose, however, whether in addition
to legal title, the State could not also claim a de facto power, which possibly explained
the Special Rapporteur’s use of the term ‘control’.”178
Also Alexander Yankov (Bulgaria) asked for a clarification of the meaning of the term
‘control’,179 whereby Nikolai Ushakov (Soviet Union) stated that “[t]the concept of State
property [...] had to be defined more clearly, since the formulae used in draft articles 21 and
22, namely ‘property in its possession or control’ and ‘property in the possession or control of
a State’ were confusing.”180

In a reaction to these comments, the Special Rapporteur explained that
“‘possession’ applied to cases in which the property was in the possession of the State
itself or through one of its agents. Similarly, property such as a ship or aircraft could be
under the control of a State through the captain or crew of the ship or aircraft in
question. But article 21 was not intended to cover the assets of companies in such a way
as to entitle them to immunity from arrest, attachment or execution.”181
The Special Rapporteur concluded in his seventh report182 in 1985: “[…] States are immune
not only in respect of property belonging to them, but also invariably in respect of property in
their possession or control or in which they have an interest183, from attachment, arrest and
execution by order of a court of another State.”184 He explained: “Immunity from attachment
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is sustainable even if the property is not owned by the State but is used by it or is under its
control for public services[.]”185

At the time of the eighth report of the Special Rapporteur, in 1986, the article on State
immunity from measures of constraint at that time, Article 21, stated: “A State enjoys
immunity, in connection with a proceeding before a court of another State, from measures of
constraint […] on the use of its property or property in its possession or control […]”.186 The
Special Rapporteur namely noted that “[t]he notion of “State property” has to be expanded to
cover not only the relation to the State through ownership, but also the connection through
operation and use […].”187 Also at that time, in 1986, it was said that the property protected
by immunity from measures of constraint was to be understood, not solely as State property or
as property belonging to a State, but as comprehending property owned by the State or
property in its possession or control.

The clause ‘or property in which it has a legally protected interest’ still formed part of the
aforementioned Article 21, but had meanwhile been placed within square brackets, and was
therefore still under explicit discussion. 188 The summary records of the ILC Meetings of the
thirty-eighth session reveal that this was due to a difference of opinion in the Drafting
Committee “on whether it was proper to provide protection in the case of a State having a
legally protected interest in property, but not owning, possessing or controlling that
property.”189 “The interest of the State may be so marginal as to be unaffected by any measure
of constraint.” Or the interest of a State may by nature “remain intact, irrespective of the
measure of constraint placed upon the use of the property.”190 According to the Dutch ILC
representative Riphagen, the notions of possession and control were justified, 191 and immunity
from measures of constraint could be acceptable in the case of an object in the possession or
control of a State, “since measures of constraint on the use of the object were likely to affect
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the activities of that State.” That did not, according to Riphagen, apply to legally protected
interests in an object.192

After the UN General Assembly urged States to make comments and observations on the draft
articles, in 1988 several States made critical remarks concerning the notions of ‘property in its
control’ or ‘property in which it has a legally protected interest’. Belgium, for instance, stated
that these terms were too vague193 and France considered the term ‘control’ and, a fortiori,
‘interest’ as “extremely imprecise”. 194 Also the German Democratic Republic was of the view
that these terms were “not sufficiently clearly defined”, “unsuitable” and therefore “tend to
complicate the application of the future convention”.195 Czechoslovakia stated that the
wording ‘property in which it has a legally protected interest’ should be deleted.196 Also the
Nordic countries197 argued for the deletion, stating that ‘property in which it has a legally
protected interest’ “might permit a widening of the present scope of State immunity from
execution, which has little to say for it, since the preceding words ‘on the use of its property
or property in its possession or control’ must be regarded as covering all State interest in
property that is neither marginal nor, by its very nature, unaffected by the various measures of
constraint.”198 The United Kingdom considered the reference to ‘interest’ “vague in itself and
uncertain in its effect”.199 Only Chile200, Thailand201 and Venezuela 202 were of the opinion
that ‘property in which it has a legally protected interest’ should be retained.

The Special Rapporteur proposed to delete the text in square brackets (thus the wording ‘or
property in which it has a legally protected interest’), as a majority of commenting States was
of the opinion that this phrase was too vague in itself and uncertain in its effect.203 The words
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‘its property or property in its possession or control’ were kept in the draft of the article on
immunity from measures of constraint.

In the commentaries to the draft articles as adopted in second reading in the year 1991, we
find: “[...] State immunity may be invoked even though the proceeding is not brought directly
against a foreign State but is merely aimed at depriving that State of its property or of the use
of property in its possession or control.”204 That having said, I cannot refrain from pointing at
something remarkable in the commentaries: in the article regarding State immunity from
measures of constraint, at that time Article 18, only the term ‘property of a State’ is used. The
commentary states:
“The property protected by immunity under this article is State property, including, in
particular, property defined in Article 19 [on specific categories of property; final
Article 21]. The original text of the chapeau of former Article 21 and of paragraph 1 of
former Article 22 as provisionally adopted on first reading [in 1986] contained the
phrase [, or property in which it has a legally protected interest,], over which there were
differences of view among members of the Commission. In their written submissions, a
number of Governments criticized the phrase as being vague and permitting broadening
of the scope of immunity from execution. The bracketed phrase was therefore deleted
and replaced by the words ‘property of a State’.”205
However, also the words ‘its property or property in its possession or control’ disappeared,
without any explanation given. So it seems that the term ‘property of a State’ in fact replaced
the wording ‘its property or property in its possession or control [, or property in which it has
a legally protected interest,]’.206

When focussing on the wording of Article 21(1)(e), the question comes up which property
would be included in the wording “property [of a State] forming part of an exhibition of
objects of scientific, cultural or historical interest and not placed or intended to be placed on
204
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sale”? It is important not to be put on the wrong foot by what is now Article 21(1)(d). In 1986,
the ILC stated with regard to that subparagraph:
“The purpose of subparagraph 1(d) is to protect only property characterized as forming
part of the cultural heritage or archives of the State which is owned by the State. Such
property benefits from protection under the present articles when it is in the territory of
another State and is not placed or intended to be placed on sale. Subparagraph 1(e)
extends such protection207 to property forming part of an exhibition of objects of
scientific or historic interest belonging to the State and in the territory of another
State.”208
If subparagraph 1(e) would be a mere extension of subparagraph 1(d), would that mean that
also 1(e) only refers to ‘State-owned’, not even ‘possessed’? Gerhard Hafner, who has been
intensely involved in the conclusion of the 2004 UN Convention as Chairman of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property, is of the firm opinion
that Article 21(1)(d) and (1)(e) should be considered separately; the one does not connect with
the other. From the 1991 commentary, it is clear that Article 21(1)(d) refers solely to property
owned by a State. According to Hafner, paragraph 1(e) should, however, be seen more
broadly, in the ‘regular’ meaning of ‘State property’ under the convention. This means that all
cultural property on loan owned by a foreign State, but also all property towards which a
foreign State can serve as a custodian or has a right of disposal209 may fall under the notion of
Article 21(1)(e), Hafner argued.210 And why would it indeed not be possible to think of the
situation that a State possesses someone else’s artwork and uses it for the purpose of
international cultural exchange?211 Matthias Weller seems to follow this approach, and so
does Sabine Boos, by stating that regardless whether the ownership is clear, already the
possession by a foreign State of a cultural object makes it immune from measures of
constraint.212
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It may be fair to say that not only loaned cultural objects owned by foreign States are
protected under Article 21(1)(e) of the convention against immunity from measures of
constraint, but also loaned objects which have a connection with the lending State through
possession and control. Through that latter connection, cultural objects housed in (State)
museums may be entitled to immunity (depending on the relationship between the State and
the objects). After all, with reference to Chapter 3.3.3 supra, it would be rather questionable
whether a State museum as such would be entitled to immunity. 213

That makes the protection under the 2004 UN Convention a rather broad one, although the
exact scope has not yet been determined in practice.214 It may be necessary in concrete
situations to assess the actual relationship between the foreign State and the cultural property
on loan in order to determine the possible immunity.

3.4

European Convention on State Immunity

By Resolution (63)29 of 13 December 1963, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of
Europe included the subject of State immunity in the Council of Europe Intergovernmental
Work Programme.215 A Committee of Experts, set up by recommendation of the Third
Conference of European Ministers of Justice in 1964, drafted during 14 meetings a text,
resulting in the conclusion on 16 May 1972 of the European Convention on State Immunity
with its Additional Protocol. On 11 June 1976, it entered into force. Currently it has eight
European States Parties.216 The convention is based on the outline supra, in Chapter 3.1,
regarding the extensive competence of a foreign court to declare cases with or against foreign
213
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(Dickinson).
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States regarding acts jure gestionis of those States admissible. The aim of the convention is to
secure to individuals (legal) protection in their private law claims against States.217 It has no
specific provisions on cultural objects.

On the basis of Article 15 of the convention, “[a] Contracting State shall be entitled to
immunity from the jurisdiction of the courts of another Contracting State if the proceedings
do not fall within the enumeration of Articles 1 to 14 […].” The convention has a somewhat
different approach when it comes to ‘commercial transactions’. A ‘commercial transaction’ as
such is not mentioned as one of the exceptions. Article 4(1) states that “a Contracting State
cannot claim immunity from jurisdiction of the courts of another Contracting State if the
proceedings relate to an obligation of the State, which, by virtue of a contract, 218 falls to be
discharged in the territory of the State of the forum.”219 Article 7(1) goes on by saying that
“[a] Contracting State cannot claim immunity from the jurisdiction of a court of another
Contracting State if it has on the territory of the State of the forum an office, agency or
other establishment[220] through which it engages, in the same manner as a private
person, in an industrial, commercial, or financial activity, and the proceedings relate to
that activity of the office, agency or establishment.”221
The Explanatory Report222 on Article 7 states that that article covers the principal activities of
a State jure gestionis. The report makes a link between the requirement under the convention
to give effect to judgments rendered against a Contracting State and the way of drafting of the
article:
“Had the Convention dealt simply with questions of jurisdictional immunity, it might
have been possible to frame the article in more general terms so as to extend, [sic] it to
cover all cases where a State engages in industrial, commercial or financial activities
having a territorial connection with the State of the forum. As the Convention requires
States to give effect to judgments rendered against them, it was necessary to insert a
connecting link to found the jurisdiction of the courts of a State of the forum, namely
the presence on the territory of this State of an office, agency or other establishment of
the foreign State. This limitation is counter-balanced by the broad terms of Article 4:
most industrial, commercial or financial activities carried on by a State on the territory
217
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of another State where it has no office, agency or establishment would probably give
rise to contractual obligations which are dealt with by Article 4.”223
Certain States were of the opinion that Article 15 was “too rigid either because some acts iure
gestionis fall outside the cases covered by [Articles 1 to 13224], or because the connecting
links prescribed in these articles do not correspond, with the rules of jurisdictional
competence applied in those States.”225 Article 24 gives therefore States the opportunity to
derogate from Article 15. It states that
“any State may, when signing this Convention or depositing its instrument of
ratification, acceptance or accession, or at any later date, […] declare that, in cases not
falling within Articles 1 to 13, its courts shall be entitled to entertain proceedings
against another Contracting State to the extent that its courts are entitled to entertain
proceedings against States not party to the present Convention. Such a declaration shall
be without prejudice to the immunity from jurisdiction which foreign States enjoy in
respect of acts performed in the exercise of sovereign authority (acta jure imperii).”226
Let me go now from immunity from jurisdiction to immunity from measures of constraint.
The system of the convention “represents a compromise in that it combines an obligation on
States to give effect to judgments […] with a rule permitting no execution.”227 As an
explanation for that system, the Explanatory Report states:
“In some States the rule which prohibits measures of constraint against property of a
foreign State is regarded as a rule of international law; in other States, measures of
constraint against property of foreign States is considered permissible under strictly
defined conditions. [...] it is one of the objectives of the Convention to protect the rights
of individuals.”228
It has been stated in literature that the convention therefore does not, and does not purport to,
codify existing customary law on this subject.229
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Article 23 reads that “[n]o measures of execution or preventive measures against the property
of a Contracting State may be taken in the territory of another Contracting State except where
and to the extent that the State has expressly consented thereto in writing in any particular
case.” So, this seems to reflect an absolute immunity from both pre-judgment as postjudgment measures of constraint. However, from the Explanatory Report, it appears that
‘preventive measures’ in Article 23 cover only such measures as may be taken with a view to
eventual execution.230 That would mean that pre-judgment measures of constraint which are
not taken with a view to eventual execution are not ruled out.231 The Explanatory Report, or
the literature, does not dwell upon this point. In Chapter 4 of this study, regarding the
situation in the United States, I will address the case Deutsch v. Metropolitan Museum of
Art.232 Joram Deutsch wanted to seize a painting in order, inter alia, to have the possibility to
examine the painting with the aim of preserving evidence whether or not the painting was a
copy of the original. He stated that he was not given permission to analyse the painting before
the end of the exhibition and therefore made an emergency application, in order to prevent the
painting from leaving the United States after termination of the exhibition. Would such an
action be possible under Article 23 of the European Convention? It is a measure to prevent the
immediate return of the painting after termination of the exhibition; it is not a preventive
measure with a view to eventual execution. Thus, maybe Article 23 is not as absolute as it
seems at first instance.

Article 23 should be seen in relation to the notion of mutual confidence within a close
community of States. That confidence is illustrated by an undertaking by each Contracting
State to honour a judgment given against it. That undertaking is reflected in Article 20(1) of
the convention, which states that a Contracting State shall give effect to a judgment given
against it by a court of another Contracting State:
“(a) if, in accordance with the provisions of Articles 1 to 13, the State could not claim
immunity from jurisdiction; and
(b) if the judgment cannot or can no longer be set aside if obtained by default, or if it is
not or is no longer subject to appeal or any other form of ordinary review or to
annulment.”
The undertaking by a Contracting State under Article 20(1) is limited by paragraph 2, which
exonerates a Contracting State from giving effect to a judgment given against it, inter alia,
230
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“where it would be manifestly contrary to public policy in that State to do so […]”; “where
proceedings between the same parties, based on the same facts and having the same purpose”
are pending before another court; or “where the result of the judgment is inconsistent with the
result of another judgment given between the same parties[.]” Paragraph 3 of Article 20 gives
another exemption whereby a Contracting State is not obliged to give effect to a judgment in a
proceeding related to a right in movable or immovable property arising by way of succession,
gift or bona vacantia. It can therefore be concluded that the undertaking to give effect to a
judgment contains certain exceptions. On the other hand, in order to ensure that the
undertaking is effectively discharged, judicial safeguards are provided in Article 21.
According to paragraph 10(3) of the Explanatory Report, these judicial safeguards have been
inserted “because Article 23 prohibits execution being levied in one Contracting State against
property in another Contracting State.”233

Above, I already referred to the declaration which States may make under Article 24. That
declaration also has consequences for the general rule which prohibits execution against the
property of a foreign State. Article 26 introduces, “for the purposes of the optional regime
provided for in Article 24”, an exception to the rule as contained in Article 23:
“execution may be levied in the State of the forum against any property of a foreign
State used exclusively in connection with an industrial or commercial activity,234
provided that the proceedings relate exclusively to such an activity of the State, and
both States have made the declaration provided for in Article 24.”235
In that situation, “conservatory measures may also be taken against such property with a view
to ensuring eventual execution of the judgment.”236

Finally some words about what is meant by a ‘Contracting State’ under the convention. As we
saw in the Introductory Chapter of this study, the European Convention does not give a
definition of a State, but explains what is excluded from that notion. The convention states in
Article 27 that “[f]or the purposes of the present Convention, the expression ‘Contracting
State’ shall not include any legal entity of a Contracting State which is distinct therefrom and
233
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is capable of suing or being sued, even if that entity has been entrusted with public
functions.”237 The Explanatory Report states:
“In practice, proceedings are frequently brought by an individual, not, strictly speaking,
against a State itself, but against a legal entity established under the authority of the
State and exercising public functions. As an important consequence of paragraph 1
provisions of the Convention which lay down special rules for proceedings to which one
of the parties is a State (Articles 16-19), those dealing with the obligation to comply
with a judgment or a settlement (Articles 20-22), and those prohibiting execution in the
territory of the State of the forum (Article 23), do not apply to such entities.”238
Thus, as an important consequence, provisions of the convention which lay down special rules
for proceedings to which one of the parties is a State, but also those prohibiting execution or
preventive measures in the territory of the State of the forum, do not apply to such entities;239
according to Article 27(2), proceedings may be instituted against such entity before the courts
of another Contracting State in the same manner as against a private person. However, Article
27(2) continues, stating that the courts may not entertain proceedings in respect of acts
performed by the entity in the exercise of sovereign authority.240
The Explanatory Report241 states that the applicable paragraph 2 of Article 27 “is worded in
such a way that where an entity is authorised to exercise public functions in the State of the
forum an action may be brought against it provided the proceedings do not relate to acts
performed by the entity in the exercise of sovereign authority (acta iure imperii).”242 The
Explanatory Report cites political subdivisions or national banks and railway administrations
as examples of these entities.243 In my view, it would be possible that State museums fall
under that notion of entity as well. Thus in summary: the basic principle is that such a State
entity does not enjoy immunity from jurisdiction in cases where it is not involved in sovereign
activities244 and also lacks immunity from pre- and post-judgment measures of constraint,245
237
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unless it performs acts jure imperii. This then goes back to the discussion as described
supra,246 whether international art loans should be considered as acts jure gestionis or jure
imperii.

Inter-American Draft Convention on Jurisdictional Immunity of States247

3.5

On 21 January 1983, the Inter-American Juridical Committee of the Organization of
American States248 adopted an Inter-American Draft Convention on Jurisdictional Immunity
of States.249

Article 1 provides as basic principle that “[a] State is immune from the jurisdiction of another
State”, but notwithstanding that article, Article 4 states that “a State may be brought before
the adjudicatory authorities of another State under the circumstances foreseen in this
Convention.” According to Article 3,
“[a] State is granted immunity from jurisdiction for acts performed by virtue of
governmental powers. Immunity from jurisdiction applies equally to activities regarding
property owned and to assets which the State uses by virtue of its governmental
powers.”
There are certain exceptions to the immunity from jurisdiction. Article 5 refers to the
commercial exception and states that “States shall not invoke immunity against claims
relative to trade or commercial activities undertaken in the State of the forum. Trade or
246
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commercial activities of a State are construed to mean the performance of a particular
transaction or commercial or trading act pursuant to its ordinary trade operations.”
For the purpose of the convention, the definition of State includes:250
“a) the government and its departments, its decentralized agencies and self-governing or
self-sustaining entities;
b) its agencies, whether or not endowed with a separate legal personality, and any other
entity, of legal national interest, whatever its technical and legal form;
c) national, regional or local political or administrative institutions.”
With regard to execution of a judgment, Article 14 states that “[f]inal judgment given in
accordance with this Convention shall be executed in the foreign State Party to the
proceeding, subject to the provisions of treaties in effect between the States involved or, in
default thereof, to its national legislation.” The draft convention has a very straightforward
article on immunity from pre-judgment measures of constraint. The foreign State shall,
according to Article 15, “always be immune to foreclosure or other preventive measures,
unless it formally waives immunity.”251 This therefore means that, as is the case in the 2004
UN Convention, immunity from pre-judgment measures of constraint is more absolute than
immunity from post-judgment measures of constraint.

The text of the Draft Convention has no provisions in regard to cultural objects.

3.6

Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee252

The Asian-African Legal Consultative Committee253 examined the topic of State immunity, in
the years 1957-1960.254 The Final Report of its Committee on Immunity of States in respect
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of Commercial and Other Transactions of a Private Character was finalised in Colombo in
February 1960. The question which was put before the Committee was
“whether a Foreign State or a State Trading Organization should be regarded as immune
from jurisdiction of the Courts in respect of commercial and other transactions which do
not strictly fall within the ambit of ‘Governmental Activities’ as traditionally
understood.”255
It was observed by the Committee that many States did not confine their activities to the
traditional functions of a State. Reference was made to the fact that States also entered into
trading contracts with merchants in foreign States in the exercise of their State functions. Such
contracts were usually entered into on behalf of the State, a government department or a State
trading organisation. The Committee pointed out that it was being “increasingly realised that
the doctrine of sovereign immunity of foreign states was not meant to include these new and
extended functions […]. In these circumstances it was thought to be opportune for the AsianAfrican Nations to consider if they should also place restrictions on the immunity granted to
foreign States in respect of such activities.”256

All delegations, except Indonesia, were of the view that “a distinction should be made
between different types of state activity and [that] immunity to foreign States should not be
granted in respect of their activities which may be called commercial or of private nature.”257
All the delegations agreed, however, “that a state trading organisation which is part of the
government and is not a separate juristic entity should be treated on the same footing as the
government proper.” All the delegations also agreed that where a state trading organisation is
considered to be a separate legal entity under the national laws of a State258, immunity should
not be available to it.259 So it basically depends upon whether the State trading organisation
was or was not a separate legal entity. In the first case, it would receive the same treatment as
a State, in the latter, it would not.
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All delegations also agreed “that a decree obtained against a foreign State could not be
executed against its public property.” The property of a State trading organisation which
constitutes a separate legal entity may, however, be eligible for such execution. 260

Thus, with regard to property of a State, post-judgment measures of constraint could only be
taken against property that is not considered as ‘public’. No post-judgment measures of
constraint are possible against public State property. The same goes for property of a State
trading organisation which is not separate from the State. Property of a separate State trading
organisation is, however, not in any case immune from post-judgment measures of constraint.
The Committee did not refer to conservatory measures or pre-judgment measures of
constraint in its report.

Based on the foregoing, the Committee decided to recommend as follows:
“(i) The State Trading Organizations which have a separate juristic entity under the
Municipal Laws261 of the country where they are incorporated should not be entitled to
the immunity of the state in respect of any of its activities in a foreign state. Such
organisations and their representative could be sued in the Municipal Courts of a foreign
state in respect of their transactions or activities in their State.
(ii) A State which enters into transactions of a commercial or private character, ought
not to raise the plea of sovereign immunity if sued in the courts of a foreign state in
respect of such transactions. If the plea of immunity is raised it should not be admissible
to deprive the jurisdiction of the Domestic Courts.”262

3.7

Draft Convention on State Immunity by the International Law Association

The International Law Association (ILA)263 established its Committee on State Immunity in
1979. At its sixtieth Conference in Montreal from 29 August to 4 September 1982, the
Council of the ILA adopted the Montreal Draft Convention on State immunity. 264 In 1988 the
Council decided to reactivate the Committee for the purpose of studying the more recent
developments in the field of State immunity. “At the Cairo Conference in 1992, the
260
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Committee was given the task to give a final evaluation of the 1982 Montreal Draft
Convention in the light of new state practice and the work of other international learned
bodies, especially the ILC, the Institut de Droit International and scholars of international
law.”265 Finally, in 1994 at its sixty-sixth Conference in Buenos Aires from 14 to 20 August,
the ILA Council adopted the revised draft articles for a Convention on State immunity. 266 In
literature, it has been stated that the ILA Draft Convention “comes closer to a codification of
trends perceived in the actual practice of State immunity decisions”. 267

Article II of the draft convention is the centrepiece of the text and stipulates that “[i]n
principle268 a foreign State shall be immune from the adjudicatory jurisdiction of a forum
State for acts performed by it in the exercise of its sovereign authority, i.e. jure imperii. It
shall, however, not be immune in the circumstances provided in Article III.” That article
states in Section B that a foreign State shall not be immune from the jurisdiction of the forum
State where the cause of action arises out of a commercial activity carried on by the foreign
State, or an obligation of the foreign State arising out of a contract269 unless the parties have
otherwise agreed in writing. According to Article I(C), the term ‘commercial activity’ refers
“either to a regular course of commercial conduct or a particular commercial transaction or
act. It shall include any activity or transaction into which a foreign State enters or in which it
engages otherwise than in the exercise of sovereign authority […].”270 Article I(C), ends by
saying that “[i]n applying this definition, the commercial character of a particular act shall be
determined by reference to the nature of the act, rather than by reference to its purpose.”

Article III(G) states that a foreign State shall not be immune from the adjudicatory
jurisdiction of the forum State “[w]here the cause of action relates to rights in property taken
in violation of international law and that property or property exchanged for that property is
[either] in the forum State in connection with a commercial activity carried on in the forum
State by a foreign State or owned or operated by an agency or instrumentality of the foreign
265
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State and that agency or instrumentality is engaged in a commercial activity in the forum
State.” A similar article can be found in the United States Foreign Sovereign Immunity Act,
Section 1605(a)(3),271 on which this ILA article has been based. The drafters of the ILA text
were of the opinion that an article like this was necessary, as ownership claims of
expropriated objects are often subject to international disputes.272
As we saw in Chapter 1.7, the term ‘foreign State’ in the draft convention includes:273
“1. The government of the State;
2. Any other State organs;
3. Agencies and instrumentalities of the State not possessing legal personality distinct
from the State;
An agency or instrumentality of a foreign State which possesses legal personality
distinct from the State shall be treated as a foreign State only for acts or omissions
performed in the exercise of sovereign authority, i.e. jure imperii.”
Article VII concerns the immunity from attachment and execution, and establishes the
principle of immunity of State property from measures of constraint. It reads: “A foreign
State’s property in the forum State shall be immune from attachment, arrest and execution,
except as provided in Article VIII.” Article VIII states in Section A that
“[a] foreign State’s property in the forum State shall not be immune from any measure
for the enforcement of a judgment or an arbitration award if:
1) The foreign State has waived its immunity […];
2) The property is in use for the purpose of commercial activity or was in use for the
commercial activity upon which the claim is based; or
3) Execution is against property which has been taken in violation of international law,
or which has been exchanged for property taken in violation of international law and is
pursuant to a judgment or arbitrational award establishing rights in such property.”
Section B of Article VIII deals with mixed financial accounts and limits immunity to that
proportion of an account duly identified as used for non-commercial activities. Section C
gives a list of the types of property in respect of which attachment or execution shall not be
permitted:
“Attachment or execution shall not be permitted, if:
271
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1. The property against which execution is sought to be had is used for diplomatic or
consular purposes; or
2. The property is of a military character or is used or intended for use for military
purposes; or
3. The property is that of a State national bank held by it for central banking purposes;
or
4. The property is that of a State monetary authority held by it for monetary purposes
[…].”
Thus, this draft convention follows more or less the same approach as the 2004 UN
Convention: first it lists which property of State is not immune from post-judgment measures
of constraint and in which situations, and then it sums up against what kind of specific
categories of property cannot be made subject to measures of constraint. However, unlike the
2004 UN Convention, property forming part of the cultural heritage of the State or part of its
archives, or property forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or
historical interest is not included in this listing. As we saw supra in Chapter 3.3.4, at the time
of the revised ILA Draft in 1994, the two ‘cultural categories’ were already included in the
ILC Draft.

Section D of Article VIII, finally, provides for the possibility of pre-judgment measures of
constraint in exceptional circumstances. It says that
“[i]n exceptional circumstances274, a tribunal of the forum State may order interim
measures against the property of a foreign State, available under Article VIII A to C [of
this convention] for attachment, arrest or execution, including prejudgment attachment
of assets and injunctive relief, if a party presents a prima facie case that such assets
within the territorial limits of the forum State may be removed, dissipated or otherwise
dealt with by the foreign State before the tribunal renders judgment and there is a
reasonable probability that such action will frustrate execution of any such
judgment”.275
As this citation refers to the possibilities of Article VIII A to C, it means that also with regard
to interim measures, State property which is in use for a public, non-commercial purpose is
not eligible for measures of constraint.276 However, as cultural property is not separately listed
in Article VIII under C, cultural objects are only immune, if they can be considered as

274

The opening phrase ‘in exceptional circumstances’ is described by the ‘if’ clause later in the sentence and no
further exceptional circumstances are required. See: op. cit. n. 265 (ILA), p. 498.
275
Hazel Fox is of the opinion that the ILA text primarily expresses the Western developed States’ wishes, and
goes further than State practice supports. Op. cit. n. 8 (Fox), p. 93.
276
Unless it regards property taken in violation of international law; see Article VIII(A)(3).
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sovereign, public, non-commercial property of the State and are not taken in violation of
international law.

3.8

Institute of International Law277

In 1891, the Institute of International Law278 adopted its first Resolution on State immunity.279
Already in that resolution, “[i]mmunity was expressly reserved for acts of sovereignty and
public debt. It was provided that there should be no attachment of movables or immovables
directly in use of the service of the State but execution was allowed, subject to adequate
notice, in respect of property expressly given as security for payment of a debt[.]”280

During its session in Aix-en-Provence in 1954, the Institute adopted a Resolution on
immunity of foreign States in relation to jurisdiction and enforcement.281 Article 1 states that
immunity should be enjoyed for claims relating to acts of sovereign power performed by a
foreign State or by a separate legal person acting on behalf of that State. Article 5 of this
resolution says that no measures of constraint or preventive attachment may be carried out in
respect of property belonging to a foreign State if the property is used for the performance of
activities of its government not connected with any form of economic exploitation.

The resolution has been followed by the one adopted by the Institute during its session in
Basel in 1991, entitled ‘Contemporary Problems Concerning the Immunity of States in
Relation to Questions of Jurisdiction and Enforcement’.282

277

The non-governmental Institute of International Law was founded on 8 September 1873 at the Gent Town
Hall in Belgium. Eleven international lawyers of renown had decided to join together to create an institution
independent of any governmental influence which would be able both to contribute to the development of
international law and act so that it might be implemented. One of the founders was the Dutchman Tobias M.C.
Asser. In 1904 the Institute of International Law was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. In 1911, T.M.C. Asser
received the Nobel Peace Prize himself. See http://www.idi-iil.org. [Last visited 7 April 2011.]
278
Or in French: l’Institut de Droit International.
279
‘International Regulation of the jurisdiction of courts relating to process against sovereign States and foreign
heads of State’, Hamburg, 11 September 1891.
280
Op. cit. n. 8 (Fox), p. 89.
281
Annuaire de l’Institut de Droit International, 1954, Vol. 45, pp. 293-294. Also to be found at: http://www.idiiil.org/idiF/resolutionsF/1954_aix_02_fr.pdf. (Resolutions adopted before 1957 are only available in French.)
[Last visited 6 March 2011.]
282
Annuaire de l’Institut de Droit International, 1991, Vol. 64-1, pp. 84-89. See also: http://www.idiiil.org/idiE/resolutionsE/1991_bal_03_en.PDF. [Last visited 6 March 2011.]
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That resolution gives in Article 2 criteria which are in the absence of agreement to the
contrary indicative of the competence of the relevant organs of the forum State to determine
the substance of a claim. It says under a) that “[t]he organs of the forum State are competent
in respect of proceedings relating to a commercial transaction to which a foreign State (or its
agent) is a party.” This is followed by subparagraph b), stating that “the organs of the forum
State are competent in respect of proceedings concerning legal disputes arising from
relationships of a private law character to which a foreign State (or its agent) is a party […].283
This is broadened in subparagraph c), which subparagraph regards contracts of employment
and contracts for professional services, and subparagraph d), stating:
“The organs of the forum State are competent in respect of proceedings concerning
legal disputes arising from relationships which are not classified in the forum State as
having a “private law character” but which nevertheless are based upon elements of
good faith and reliance (legal security) within the context of the local law.”
The criteria are also applicable “to activities of agencies and political subdivisions of foreign
States” regardless of “their formal designation or constitutional status in the State concerned.”
“The fact that an agency or political subdivision of a foreign State possesses a separate legal
personality […] under the law of the foreign State does not in itself preclude immunity in
respect of its activities.”284

Article 4 of the resolution concerns measures of constraint. The first paragraph gives as basic
rule that “[t]he property of a foreign State is not subject to any process or order of the courts
or other organs of the forum State for the satisfaction or enforcement of a judgment or order,
or for the purpose of prejudgment measures in preparation for execution285 (hereafter referred
to as measures of constraint).” However, the Article286 provides in paragraph 3 for an
exception to that rule: property allocated or earmarked by the State for the satisfaction of the
claim in question is not immune from measures of constraint. And where that property “has
283

These include but are not confined to: commercial contracts; contracts for the supply of services; loans and
financing arrangements; guarantees or indemnities in respect of financial obligations; ownership, possession and
use of property; the protection of industrial and intellectual property; the legal incidents attaching to incorporated
bodies, unincorporated bodies and associations, and partnerships; actions in rem against ships and cargoes; and
bills of exchange.
284
See Article 3 of the resolution.
285
Just like Article 23 of the European Convention on State Immunity speaks about preventive measures with a
view to eventual execution, Article 4(1) of the IIL Resolution speaks about pre-judgment measures in
preparation for execution. Again, this would mean that other pre-judgment measures of constraint are not
covered, and that the property of a foreign State could be subject to those pre-judgment measures.
286
Also Article 5 gives an exception to the immunity rule, namely in case of explicit consent to measures of
constraint or a waiver of immunity.
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been exhausted or is shown to be clearly inadequate to satisfy the claim”, also “other property
of the State within the territory of the forum State which is in use or intended for use for
commercial purposes” would not be immune from measures of constraint.

However, certain categories of property of a State in particular are immune from measures of
constraint, according to Article 4(2). When it comes to culture-related property, the only
category is “property identified as part of the cultural heritage of the State, or of its archives,
and not placed or intended to be placed on sale”. There is no separate category for property
forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical interest.287
Theoretically, this could be problematic: it would follow from the resolution that in case that
the property which the State has allocated or earmarked for satisfaction of a claim is
exhausted or clearly inadequate to satisfy the claim, and if the property exhibited during an
international art loan would be considered as in use or intended for use for commercial
purposes, those loaned cultural objects would not be protected against measures of constraint,
unless the objects are identified as part of the cultural heritage of that State.

Article 4 applies also to property of or in the possession of State agencies and political
subdivisions of a State.

3.9

Concluding

Until the end of the nineteenth century, it was believed that sovereign immunity from the
jurisdiction of foreign courts was absolute. The doctrine of absolute immunity has, however,
gradually given way to a doctrine of restrictive immunity; as governments became
increasingly engaged in commercial activities, the view emerged that immunity of States
engaged in such activities should not be supported by international law. After all, it deprived
private parties that dealt with a State of their effective remedies and it gave States an unfair
advantage in competition with private commercial enterprises.

287

The other categories of property of a State immune from measures of constraint are:
“a) property used or set aside for use by the State’s diplomatic or consular missions, its special missions or its
missions to international organizations;
b) property in use or set aside for use by the armed forces of the State for military purposes;
c) property of the central bank or monetary authority of the State in use or set aside for use for the purposes of
the central bank or monetary authority[.]”
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Immunity from jurisdiction is essentially different from immunity from measures of
constraint; both in kind as well as in the stage at which it occurs. Immunity from jurisdiction
refers to exemption from the judicial competence of the court or tribunal having power to
adjudicate or settle disputes by adjudication. Immunity from measures of constraint relates
more specifically to the immunities of States in respect of their property from pre-judgment
attachment and arrest, as well as from execution of a judgment rendered.

With the adoption of a restrictive doctrine of immunity from jurisdiction came also a more
critical approach to immunity from measures of constraint. However, States are still reluctant
to accept the restrictive concept of immunity for measures of constraint. The reason for this is
their more drastic effect on State sovereignty than the mere adjudication. Enforcement against
State property constitutes a greater interference with a State’s freedom to manage its own
affairs and to pursue its public purposes than does the pronouncement of a judgment or order
by a national court of another State.

Although the notion of immunity from measures of constraint is still broader and more
absolute than the notion of immunity from jurisdiction, there is also in respect of the
immunity from measures of constraint a trend whereby absolute immunity is changing to a
more restrictive approach. The case law of many States may be said to have begun a trend in
favour of allowing measures of constraint in respect of property in use or intended for use in
commercial transactions or for commercial purposes. But it may be safe to say that under
customary international law, State property in use or intended for use for government noncommercial purposes is immune from measures of constraint.

On 2 December 2004, the UN General Assembly adopted without a vote the UN Convention
on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property. The preamble expressly refers to
State immunity as a principle of customary international law and states that developments in
State practice had been taken into account. Article 5 expresses the basic principle of State
immunity and declares that a State enjoys immunity, in respect of itself and its property, from
the jurisdiction of the courts of another State subject to the provisions of the convention.
Subsequently, the convention enumerates the proceedings in which State immunity cannot be
invoked. The convention does not cover criminal proceedings.
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Commercial transactions constitute one of the most important exceptions to immunity under
the convention. When it comes to the notion of immunity from jurisdiction, it has been
established that the characterisation of a transaction depends on the nature of the act in
question rather than its purpose, although under circumstances the purpose could also be
taken into account. An international art loan between States has the features of a commercial
transaction, as it can be performed by private individuals as well. The purpose of the loan
could be very well a governmental, non-commercial one. However, that purpose can only be
taken into account if the parties involved so decide, or if in the practice of the forum State the
purpose is of relevance for the determination.

The definition of a State under the convention is rather broad. It includes agencies or
instrumentalities of a State, or other entities, to the extent that they are entitled to perform and
are actually performing acts in the exercise of the sovereign authority of the State. If not, then
they would rather be seen as State enterprises. For the determination of a State museum, this
brings us back to the question whether an art loan should be considered as an act jure imperii.
In my view that would only be the case if the loan concerned indeed has a governmental, noncommercial purpose, and there is room (either through the consent between the parties or
through the practice of the forum State) to take that purpose into account. If that is not the
case, then a State museum should rather be considered a State enterprise than an
instrumentality of the State. However, if a State museum does not enjoy immunity from
jurisdiction, that does not by definition mean that its cultural objects lacks immunity from
measures of constraint as well. After all, immunity from measures of constraint is not directly
related to the nature of the transaction at stake; it is more the purpose attached to the objects
that counts, although some academics consider the purpose of the transaction concerned as the
decisive criterion.

Part IV of the 2004 UN Convention deals with State immunity from measures of constraint in
connection with proceedings before a court. It provides in general, but subject to certain
limitations, for the immunity of a State from all such measures of constraint in respect of its
property or property in its possession or control. The 2004 UN Convention makes a
distinction between pre-judgment measures of constraint and post-judgment measures of
constraint.
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Article 18 of the 2004 UN Convention, regarding State immunity from pre-judgment
measures of constraint, states that no pre-judgment measures of constraint against property of
a State may be taken in connection with a proceeding before a court of another State unless
and except to the extent that the State has expressly consented to the taking of such measures
or the State has allocated or earmarked property for the satisfaction of the claim which is the
object of that proceeding.

With regard to post-judgment measures of constraint Article 19 has the same content as
Article 18 with regard to pre-judgment measures of constraint, but gives an extra exception:
no post-judgment measures of constraint against property of a State may be taken unless it has
been established that the property is specifically in use or intended for use by the State for
other than government non-commercial purposes and is in the territory of the State of the
forum, provided that post-judgment measures of constraint may only be taken against
property that has a connection with the entity against which the proceeding was directed.

It has been stated in literature that the established practice in most European courts uses the
same test with regard to the permissibility of pre-judgment measures of constraint, as with
regard to post-judgment measures of constraint, thus depending on whether the property is in
use or intended for use for other than government non-commercial purposes.

Part IV of the 2004 UN Convention also has an article where property of a State is listed
which shall not be considered as property specifically in use or intended for use by the State
for other than government non-commercial purposes. Consequently, this property is immune
from seizure, unless the State to which the property belongs has explicitly consented to the
taking of such measures or has allocated or earmarked property for the satisfaction of the
claim which is the object of that proceeding. The relevant article, Article 21, is designed to
provide protection for certain specific categories of property by excluding them from any
presumption or implication of consent to measures of constraint. According to the ILC,
paragraph 1 seeks to prevent any interpretation to the effect that property classified as
belonging to any one of the categories specified is in fact property specifically in use or
intended for use by a State for commercial non-governmental purposes. Thus, each of these
specific categories of property by its very nature must be taken to be in use or intended for use
for governmental purposes removed from any commercial considerations. The fifth category
reads “property forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical
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interest and not placed or intended to be placed on sale.” State-owned exhibits for industrial
or commercial purposes are not covered by this subparagraph. Without much discussion,
dispute or counterpoise the International Law Commission agreed to adopt this article with
the reference to property forming part of an exhibition. I have to admit that cultural objects on
loan cannot considered to be one of those ‘classical’ categories of protected objects, such as
military property, diplomatic property or property of the central bank of a State. But the fact
that cultural objects can be important for the identity of a State, the fact that cultural objects
may help to understand the culture, history and development of a State, as well as the fact that
cultural objects can be used as a means in the promotion of international cultural exchanges
(codified in several international agreements) and the strengthening of bilateral or multilateral
diplomatic relations, makes it fair to consider these cultural objects on loan as an additional
category of protected State property.

It may be fair to say that not only exhibited cultural objects owned by foreign States are under
the 2004 UN Convention protected against immunity from measures of constraint, but also
objects forming part of an exhibition which have a connection with the lending State through
possession and control. That makes the protection under the convention a rather broad one,
although the exact scope has not yet been determined in practice.

Thus, in case a State museum has to be considered as a State enterprise instead of an
instrumentality of a State, the cultural objects located in that museum can under
circumstances still be immune from measures of constraint when loaned abroad. After all, a
(State) museum can house a lot of different cultural objects; some of those objects may be
owned by a State, a State may be able to exercise control over other objects, and some objects
may not have a link with the State at all. In case a State owns, possesses or controls these
objects, and the objects form part of an exhibition of scientific, cultural or historical interest
and are not placed or intended to be placed on sale, then the objects would fall under the
protection of Article 21(1)(e) of the 2004 UN Convention and consequently enjoy immunity
under that convention.

The European Convention on State Immunity, the Inter-American Draft Convention on
Jurisdictional Immunity of States, the Final Report on Immunity for States of the AsianAfrican Legal Consultative Committee, the Draft Convention on State Immunity by the
International Law Association, and the Resolution of the Institute of International Law
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entitled ‘Contemporary Problems Concerning the Immunity of States in Relation to Questions
of Jurisdiction and Enforcement’, none of them have provisions included specifically related
towards immunity from measures of constraint for cultural objects on loan belonging to
foreign States.

However, certain aspects need to be taken into account. First of all, all these instruments,
reports, doctrines and resolutions have been developed in a time when cultural property on
loan was not as much an ‘issue’ as it is nowadays. All of these have been developed before
actual State practice had emerged, and most of the aforementioned documents originate from
the time before (in 1986) the notion of ‘property forming part of an exhibition of objects of
scientific, cultural or historical interest’ had been inserted in the draft UN Convention.

Moreover, as the European Convention contains a fairly absolute immunity from measures of
constraint - although I concluded that the protection may be less absolute than so far assumed
- cultural objects on loan would benefit from that fairly absolute approach as well. The InterAmerican Draft Convention has a very straightforward article on immunity from prejudgment measures of constraint: the foreign State shall always be immune to foreclosure or
other preventive measures, unless it formally waives immunity. The Asian-African Legal
Consultative Committee recognised that a decree obtained against a foreign State could not be
executed against its public property, whereas the ILA Draft Convention on State Immunity
established the principle of immunity of State property from measures of constraint. It reads
that a foreign State’s property in the forum State shall be immune from attachment, arrest and
execution, except as provided elsewhere in the text. One of the main exceptions is when the
property is in use for the purpose of a commercial activity or was in use of a commercial
activity upon which the claim is based. The ILA Draft Convention also has a list of the types
of property in respect of which attachment or execution shall not be permitted. Unlike the
2004 UN Convention, property forming part of the cultural heritage of the State or part of its
archives, or property forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or
historical interest is not included in this listing. Finally, the resolution of the Institute of
International Law gives as basic rule that the property of a foreign State is not subject to
measures of constraint, although the rule has certain exceptions. Certain categories of
property of a State in particular are immune from measures of constraint. When it comes to
culture related property, the only category is property identified as part of the cultural heritage
of the State, or of its archives, and not placed or intended to be placed on sale. There is no
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separate category for State property on loan to another State and forming part of an exhibition
of objects of scientific, cultural or historical interest.

Thus, although with the exception of the 2004 UN Convention none of these documents
mention cultural objects on loan, they generally all provide for immunity from measures of
constraint for State property with a public purpose. I will now assess how States in practice
deal with the protection against seizure of cultural objects on temporary loan and belonging to
foreign States.
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Chapter 4

Situation in the United States of America1

As I already recounted in my introductory chapter, in the early days of the 1960s, it had been
agreed between France and the United States that the Mona Lisa, the masterpiece of Leonardo
da Vinci, would be given on loan to the United States. It was an unprecedented event, and a
lot needed to be thought of. However, nobody seemed to worry that an individual or a
company would have in mind to seize the painting; immunity from seizure was not an issue at
all.2 That would not take long, though: only a few years thereafter, the United States was
pressed to enact immunity from seizure legislation, as I shall illustrate infra.3

4.1

State immunity: situation in the United States of America

Several States, especially but not only common law States, have national legislation with
regard to State immunity. Examples are the United States of America, the United Kingdom,4
Canada,5 Argentina, 6 Israel, 7 Pakistan, 8 Singapore,9 Japan, 10 Australia,11 and South Africa.12
Below, I shall touch shortly upon the State immunity legislation of the United States, as this
legislation has played a role in recent cases with regard to State property and immunity of
cultural objects from measures of constraint.

1

Special thanks go to Michael Peay, Assistant Legal Adviser for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs, US
Department of State. Many thanks go also to Lorie J. Nierenberg, Carol Epstein and Paul Manning, all of the US
Department of State, as well as to Patty Gerstenblith, Distinguished Research Professor, Director, Center for Art,
Museum and Cultural Heritage Law, DePaul University, Chicago, United States.
2
It has been confirmed by Julian Saenz, Associate General Counsel, National Gallery of Art, Washington and
Jean-Paul Mercier-Baudrier, Head of the Bureau for the movement of works and inventory, Collections
Department, Directorate of Museums of France, Ministry of Culture. [Chef du bureau du mouvement des œuvres
et de l’inventaire, département des collections, direction des musées de France] that research did not give any
indication that immunity from seizure was a topic of concern.
3
See: Ch. 4.3.
4
See: Ch. 7.
5
See: Ch. 5.1.1.
6
See: Ch. 5.2.
7
See: Ch. 10.1.1.
8
See: Ch. 10.1.4.
9
See: Ch. 10.1.6.
10
See: Ch. 10.1.7.
11
See: Ch. 10.2.
12
See: Ch. 9.3.2.
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4.1.1

General approach of the United States in respect of State immunity

Nowadays, the United States adheres to a restrictive view on sovereign immunity. However,
as in other States, this has not always been the case.
As an established principle of international law,13 foreign sovereign immunity has been
applied by the United States as early as 1781 when the Admiralty Court of Pennsylvania
precluded exercise of jurisdiction over a French warship. 14 The theory of absolute sovereign
immunity was first expressed in 1812 in the Schooner Exchange case. 15 Until 1952, foreign
States enjoyed absolute immunity from law suits in federal courts.

In 1952, in response to changing practices among States, Jack B. Tate, the then Acting Legal
Adviser at the State Department, explained in a letter to the Attorney General that the State
Department would from that moment on apply the ‘restrictive theory’ of sovereign
immunity. 16 Under the restrictive theory, foreign sovereign immunity “is confined to suits
involving the foreign sovereign’s public acts and does not extend to cases arising out of a
foreign State’s strictly commercial acts.”17 This change was considered necessary in the light
13

“The immunity of a State from the jurisdiction of the courts of another State is an undisputed principle of
customary international law”, Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations Law of the United States: Introductory
Note to Part IV (5)(A)(1987).
14
Moitez v. The South Carolina, Bee 422, 17 F. Cas. 574, No. 9.697 (Admiralty Court of Pa., 1781), holding that
“mariners enlisting on board a ship of war, or vessel belonging to a sovereign independent State, cannot libel
against a ship for wages due”. See: Arjun Gupta, ‘A portrait of justice deferred: Retroactive application of the
FSIA and its implications for Holocaust era art restitution. Republic of Austria v. Altmann, 124 S. CT. 2240
(2004)’, University of Dayton Law Review, 2005, Vol. 30, No. 3, pp. 373-400.
15
The Schooner Exchange v. McFadden, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 116 (1812). In that case, American plaintiffs
claimed to be the rightful owners of an armed French ship found in a United States port. The plaintiffs sought
execution on the vessel. Citing international custom, Justice Marshall determined that State immunity was based
upon the “perfect equality and absolute independence of sovereigns and [a] common interest impelling them to
mutual intercourse.” Referring to the importance of maintaining friendly relations with other nations, the
Supreme Court confirmed that State immunity is based upon international comity among nations. The Supreme
Court ultimately endorsed a suggestion of the Executive Branch and refused to permit the exercise of jurisdiction
by a US court over the French war ship. See: Tom Mc Namara, ‘A Primer on Foreign Sovereign Immunity’,
Davis Graham & Stubbs LLP, Colorado, Presented to the Union Internationale des Avocats, Winter Seminar on
International Civil Litigation and the United States of America, February/March 2006. To be found at:
http://www.dgslaw.com/attorneys/ReferenceDesk/McNamara1.pdf. [Last visited 5 March 2011.]
16
Letter from Jack B. Tate, Acting Legal Adviser, US Department of State, to Acting US Attorney General
Philip B. Perlman (19 May 1952), repr. in 26. Dept. State Bull. 984-985 (1952). Also known as the Tate Letter.
This letter states: “A study of the law of sovereign immunity reveals the existence of two conflicting concepts of
sovereign immunity, each widely held and firmly established. According to the classical or absolute theory of
sovereign immunity, a sovereign cannot, without his consent, be made a respondent in the courts of another
sovereign. According to the newer or restrictive theory of sovereign immunity, the immunity of the sovereign is
recognized with regard to sovereign or public acts (jure imperii) of a state, but not with respect to private acts
(jure gestionis) […] [I]t will hereafter be the Department’s policy to follow the restrictive theory of sovereign
immunity in the consideration of requests of foreign governments for a grant of sovereign immunity.”
17
Verlinden B.V. v. Central Bank of Nigeria, 461 U.S. 480 (1983).
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of the “widespread and increasing practice on the part of governments of engaging in
commercial activities”18 and the need for a judicial forum to resolve disputes stemming from
these activities.

In practice, however, this change had little impact on federal courts, as they continued to
abide by the Department’s specific immunity suggestions in individual cases, despite of the
Tate letter.19 Furthermore, diplomatic pressure by other States became an instrument of
importance: it sometimes prompted the State Department to file suggestions of immunity in
cases in which immunity would not have been available under the restrictive theory. And
when foreign States were not asking the State Department for immunity, the courts had to
determine whether immunity existed. So, the conclusion can be drawn that in practice the
Tate letter did not work as it was intended, and the responsibility for immunity determinations
became in practice a competence for both the Executive and Judicial Branch.

Also, in the Victory Transport case, it became clear that the Tate letter was not a sufficient
basis for the judiciary to rely on because it offered “no guidelines or criteria for differentiating
between a sovereign’s private and public acts”.20 However, in the Victory Transport case, the
court determined that
“acts [jure imperii] are generally limited to the following categories:
(1) internal administrative acts, such as expulsion of an alien.
(2) legislative acts, such as nationalization.
(3) acts concerning the armed forces.
(4) acts concerning diplomatic activity.
(5) public loans.”
Everything else was to be considered as an act jure gestionis. But as, regardless of the Tate
letter, the US State Department kept on issuing suggestions for immunity as well, the whole
system became rather unpredictable.21

18

Alfred Dunhill of London, Inc. v. Cuba, 425 U.S. 682 (1976).
See also: Lawrence M. Kaye, ‘Art Loans and Immunity from Seizure in the United States and the United
Kingdom’, International Journal of Cultural Property, 2010, Vol. 17, Issue 2, pp. 335-359, at p. 338: “The new
policy announced in the Tate letter was difficult to implement because it provided no criteria for the application
of this “restrictive theory” of sovereign immunity. Consequently, American courts began seeking advice from
the U.S. Department of State on the question of sovereign immunity, which filed “suggestions of immunity”
when it deemed them appropriate.”
20
Victory Transport Inc. v. Comisaria General de Abastecimientos y Transportes, 336 F. 2d 354 (2nd Cir.
1964). See also: Tim Staal, The Malewicz case: The Downfall of Art Exchanges with United States Museums?,
Thesis Univ. of Amsterdam 2008, pp. 16-17.
19
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In view of these inconsistent standards in applying the restrictive theory of sovereign
immunity between those two branches, on 21 October 1976, the Congress adopted the Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act (FSIA)22 to codify the restrictive theory of sovereign immunity and
to place the primary responsibility for immunity determinations with the Judicial Branch. 23 A
draft of the FSIA was first introduced with the House of Representatives on 31 January
1973.24 There were four reasons for enacting the FSIA:

“1) to codify the so-called restrictive principle of sovereign immunity
2) to ensure that the restrictive principle of sovereign immunity was always applied in
litigation before US courts
3) to provide a statutory procedure to effect service of process on a foreign government
4) to provide some means for plaintiffs to execute judgments obtained against foreign
governments.”25

The FSIA grants federal courts jurisdiction over civil actions against foreign States and - as
we shall see later in this chapter - singles out expropriation and other exceptions to the general
grant of immunity. 26 At the same time, it seeks to limit the role of the Executive Branch in
suits against foreign governments by precluding the State Department from making decisions
on State immunity. 27 The FSIA is the exclusive basis of jurisdiction in State and federal courts
in the United States in suits involving foreign States.28 The FSIA became effective on 19
21

Ibid. (Staal), p. 17.
Public Law 94-583, 90 Stat. 2891, 28 U.S.C. Sec. 1330, 1332(a), 1391(f) and 1601-1611). 15 ILM 1388
(1976).
23
The Congress itself described the purpose as “to define the jurisdiction of the United States courts in suits
against foreign states, the circumstances in which foreign states are immune from suit and in which execution
may not be levied on their property, and for other purposes.”
24
Andrew Dickinson, Rea Lindsay and James P. Loonam, State Immunity – selected materials and commentary,
Oxford 2004, p. 218.
25
Ibid., p. 226 and n. 50. See also: H.R. Rep. [House of Representatives Report] No. 94-1487, Jurisdiction of
United States Courts in Suits Against Foreign States, 94th Cong. (9 September 1976) at p. 7-8 (repr. in 1976
U.S.C.C.A.N. [United States Code Congressional and Administrative News] 6604-6606).
26
In Transaero Inc. v. La Fuerza Aerea Boliviana, 30 F.3d 148 (D.C.Cir. 1994), where the Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit considered whether the Bolivian Air Force “count[ed] as a ’foreign State’ or
rather as an ‘agency or instrumentality’” of a foreign State for the purposes of 28 U.S.C. Section 1608, which
sets forth the FSIA’s service of process provisions, the court established that the undisputed purpose of the FSIA
was to codify the “‘restrictive’ theory of sovereign immunity, under which immunity is continent to suits
involving the foreign sovereign’s public acts, and does not extend to cases arising out of a foreign State’s
strictly commercial acts”. The court thereby quoted Verlinden B.V. v. Central Bank of Nigeria, 461 U.S. 480,
103 S.Ct. 1962, 76 L. Ed.2d 81 (1983).
27
By a circular note dated 10 December 1976, the Department of State informed all foreign embassies in
Washington of the enactment of the FSIA.
28
Garb v. Republic of Poland, 440 F.3d 579 ) (2nd Cir 2006): “It is well settled that the only source of subject
matter jurisdiction over a foreign sovereign in the courts of the United States is the Foreign Sovereign
22
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January 1977.

4.1.2

State immunity under the FSIA

The objectives of the FSIA are set out at 28 U.S.C.29 Section 1602:
“The Congress finds that the determination by United States courts of the claims of
foreign states to immunity from the jurisdiction of such courts would serve the interests
of justice and would protect the rights of both foreign states and litigants in United
States courts. Under international law, states are not immune from the jurisdiction of
foreign courts insofar as their commercial activities are concerned, and their commercial
property may be levied upon for the satisfaction of judgments rendered against them in
connection with their commercial activities. Claims of foreign states to immunity should
henceforth be decided by courts of the United States and of the States in conformity
with the principles set forth in this chapter.”
As a matter of fact, Section 1602 codifies the restrictive immunity as described in the Tate
letter.

As I already mentioned in Chapter 1.7, the definition of a foreign State under the FSIA can be
found in 28 U.S.C. Section 1603:
“For purposes of this chapter (a) a ‘foreign state’[ … ] includes a political subdivision of a foreign state or an agency
or instrumentality of a foreign state as defined in subsection (b).
(b) an ‘agency or instrumentality of a foreign state’ means any entity (1) which is a separate legal person, corporate or otherwise,[30] and
(2) which is an organ of a foreign state or political subdivision[31] thereof, or a majority
of whose shares or other ownership interest is owned by a foreign state or political
subdivision thereof, and
(3) which is neither a citizen of a State of the United States as defined in Section
1332(c) and (e) of this title, nor created under the laws of any third country.”32
Immunities Act of 1976, 28 U.S.C. Sections 1330, 1602-1611, which codifies several exceptions to the longestablished doctrine of foreign sovereign immunity.” See also: op. cit. n. 17. See also: Argentine Republic v.
Amerada Hess Shipping Corp., 488 U.S. 428 (1989).
29
United States Code.
30
The criterion that the entity be a separate legal person is intended to include a corporation, association,
foundation or any other entity which under the laws of the foreign State where it was created can sue or be sued
in its own name or hold property in its own name. See: op. cit. n. 24 (Dickinson c.s.), p. 232 and n. 94. See also:
op. cit. n. 25 (HR Rep.), p. 15 (repr. in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6604, 6614).
31
The term ‘political subdivisions’ includes all governmental units beneath the central Government, including
local Governments, according to the Act’s legislative history.
32
In Transaero Inc. v. La Fuerza Aerea Boliviana, 30 F.3d 148 (D.C.Cir. 1994) the court examined the
background and legislative history of the FSIA and concluded that a foreign entity’s status as a ‘separate legal
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Although an ‘agency or instrumentality’ thus is included in the definition of a foreign State, it
is sometimes subject to other statutory rules than the foreign State itself. This is the case, for
instance, infra, with regard to measures of constraint (Section 1610(a) and (b)). Thus, a court
often needs to decide whether the defendant in a case is the foreign State itself, or an agency
or instrumentality of that foreign State. Courts apply the so-called ‘core functions’-test: if the
agency’s or instrumentality’s predominant activities, or ‘core functions’ are to be considered
‘governmental’, then courts will treat that agency or instrumentality as if it were the State
itself, applying stricter protective rules and standards. However, if the agency’s or
instrumentality’s ‘core functions’ are predominantly ‘commercial’ in character, courts will
apply the less protective rules and standards reserved for agencies and instrumentalities of the
State in the FSIA.33

Section 1603(d) contains the following formulation of ‘commercial activity’:
“A ‘commercial activity’ means either a regular course of commercial conduct or a
particular commercial transaction or act. The commercial character of an activity shall
be determined by reference to the nature of the course of conduct or particular
transaction or act, rather than by reference to its purpose.”
Section 1603(e) specifically refers to a commercial activity carried out by a foreign State:

person’ from a foreign State depends on “whether the core functions of the foreign entity are predominantly
governmental or commercial.” This ‘core functions approach’ has been adopted in Magness v. Russian
Federation, 247 F.3d 609 (5th Cir. 2001), where the court held that “[w]hether an entity is a ‘separate legal
person’ depends upon the nature of its ‘core functions’ - governmental vs. commercial - and whether the entity is
treated as a separate legal entity under the laws of a foreign State.” The Transaero court analysed the broader use
of the phrase ‘agency or instrumentality of a foreign state’ by Congress in the light of “a rich background of
federal and international law”, including (1) the emergence of the ‘restrictive’ theory of sovereign immunity,
which differentiates between the public and commercial acts of foreign States, (2) the venue provisions of 28
U.S.C. Section 1391, which permit parties to bring suit against an ‘agency or instrumentality’ in any judicial
district in which the agency or instrumentality is licensed to do business or is doing business and (3) language
used in the enabling charters of governmental corporations, both in the United States and abroad. See:
Transaero, 30 F.3d at 151-152. See also: Garb v. Republic of Poland, 440, F.3d 579 (2nd Cir. 2006) in which
Transaero has been cited. From the legislative history of the FSIA, it appears also of importance whether under
the law of the foreign State where it was created, the agency or instrumentality can sue or be sued in its own
name, contract in its own name, or hold property in its own name. See: op. cit. n. 25 (HR Rep.), p. 15 (repr. in
1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6604, 6614). In a case reviewed by the District of Columbia Circuit, the holding of
Transaero has been reaffirmed. In TMR Energy Ltd. v. State Prop. Fund of Ukraine, 411 F.3d 296 (D.C. Cir
2005), the court stated: “In Transaero we held that for the purpose of determining the proper method of service
under the FSIA an entity that is an ’integral part of a foreign State’s political structure’ is to be treated as the
foreign State itself, whereas an entity the structure and core function of which are commercial is to be treated as
an ’agency or instrumentality’ of the State”.
33
Birgit Kurtz a.o., The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, 2009 Year in Review, Crowell and Moring LLP, New
York 2010, p. 9, in possession with the author.
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“A ‘commercial activity carried on in the United States by a foreign state’ means
commercial activity carried on by such State and having substantial contact34 with the
United States.”35
Sovereign immunity of foreign States is provided in 28 U.S.C. Section 1604:
“Subject to existing international agreements to which the United States is a party at the
time of enactment of this Act36 a foreign state shall be immune from the jurisdiction of
the courts of the United States and of the States except as provided in Sections 1605 to
1607 of this chapter.”
So, under the FSIA, a foreign State is presumed to have immunity from jurisdiction of the
State and federal courts in the United States, unless one of the exceptions applies. 37

Section 1604 works in tandem with 28 U.S.C. Section 1330(a), which reads:
“The district courts shall have original jurisdiction without regard to amount in
controversy of any nonjury civil action against a foreign state as defined in Section
1603(a) of this title as to any claim for relief in personam with respect to which the
foreign state is not entitled to immunity either under Sections 1605-1607 of this title or
under any applicable international agreement.”
In Argentine Republic v. Amanda Hess Shipping Corp., the US Supreme Court held: “section
1604 bars federal and State courts from exercising jurisdiction when a foreign state is entitled
to immunity, and section 1330(a) confers jurisdiction on districts courts to hear suits brought
by United States citizens and aliens when a foreign state is not entitled to immunity. 38

34

The text of the FSIA does not provide us with guidelines on how to determine the substantiality of contacts.
However, the legislative history gives some examples: “commercial transactions performed in whole or in part in
the United States, import-export transactions involving sales to, or purchases from, concerns in the United States,
business torts occurring in the United States … and an indebtedness incurred by a foreign State which negotiates
or executes a loan agreement in the United States, or which receives financing from a private or public lending
institution located in the United States […]. This definition however, is intended to reflect a degree of contact
beyond that occasioned simply by U.S. citizenship or U.S. residence of the plaintiff.” See: op. cit. n. 25 (HR
Rep.), p. 17 (repr. in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6604, 6615-6616). See also: op. cit. n. 20 (Staal), p. 21.
35
As we shall see below, in the Malewicz case, and in the more widely noted US Supreme Court Case Austria v.
Altmann and yet another federal case Cassirer v. Kingdom of Spain, US courts have held that temporary
exhibition of cultural objects in the jurisdiction and the marketing of foreign exhibitions in the jurisdiction
constituted such a commercial activity.
36
US Congress added the qualification “subject to existing international agreements […]” to accommodate the
possibility that foreign sovereign immunity might be addressed in international conventions, in which case the
international agreement would supercede the FSIA insofar it is conflicting with the provisions of the FSIA. See:
op. cit. n. 24 (Dickinson c.s.), p. 238 and n. 138. See also: op. cit. n. 25 (HR Rep.), p. 17 (repr. in 1976
U.S.C.C.A.N. 6604, 6616).
37
Saudi Arabia v. Nelson, 507 U.S. 349, 113 S.Ct. 1471, 123 L.Ed. 2d 47 (1993).
38
Argentine Republic v. Amanda Hess Shipping Corp., 488 U.S. 428 (1989).
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On the basis of Section 1605(a)(2), a foreign State shall not be immune from the jurisdiction
of the courts of the United States or of the States in any case
“in which the action is based upon a commercial activity carried on in the United States
by the foreign state; or upon an act performed in the United States in connection with a
commercial activity of the foreign state elsewhere; or upon an act outside the territory of
the United States in connection with a commercial activity of the foreign state
elsewhere and that act causes a direct effect in the United States[.]”
This is called the ‘commercial exception’. An effect is direct if it follows as an immediate
consequence of the defendant’s activity. 39

Section 1605(a)(3) states that a foreign State shall not be immune from the jurisdiction of the
courts of the United States or of the States in any case
“in which rights in property taken in violation of international law are in issue and that
property or any property exchanged for such property is present in the United States[40]
in connection[41] with a commercial activity carried on in the United States by the
foreign state; or that property or any property exchanged for such property is owned or
operated by an agency or instrumentality of the foreign state[42] and that agency or
instrumentality is engaged in a commercial activity in the United States.”43
This has been known as the ‘takings’ or ‘expropriation’ exception. The US Congress stated
that
“Section 1605(a)(3) provides for the possibility of in personam jurisdiction over foreign
states in expropriation cases without the need for the prior attachment of the property in
question.”44
39

Republic of Argentina v. Weltover, 504 U.S. 607 (1992).
As we shall see infra in Chapter 4.4.5, in the Malewicz case the question has been raised whether cultural
objects under protection from seizure by the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act can be considered as present in
the United States, as their immunity would supposedly render it legally absent.
41
In Garb v. Republic of Poland, 440, F.3d 579 (2nd Cir. 2006), the US Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
stated that the statutory term ‘in connection’ as used in the FSIA, is a term of art, and that it needs narrow
interpretation. Accordingly, the court had noted that acts are ‘in connection’ with commercial activity so long as
there is a ‘substantive connection’ or ‘causal link’ between them and the commercial activity. Hanil Bank v. Pt.
Bank Negara Indonesië (Persero), 148 F.3d 127 (2nd Cir 1998) and Drexel Burnham Lambert Group Inc. v.
Comm. Of Receivers for A.W. Galadari, 12 F.3d 317 (2nd Cir. 1993) had been cited. (In Garb v. Republic of
Poland, the court ruled that the Government of Poland was immune under the FSIA for suits to recover property
seized by the communist Polish Government following World War II. Plaintiffs’ claims arose from the
mistreatment of Jews in Poland after World War II.)
42
So, this means that in this case no nexus is necessary between the commercial activity and the owning and
operating of the property in dispute. Through the entity’s commercial activities in the United States, an
alternative nexus is considered to be established.
43
Under this second category, the property does not need to be present in connection with a commercial activity
of the agency or the instrumentality.
44
Op. cit. n. 25 (HR Rep.), p. 8 (repr. in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6604, 6606).
40
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So, the ‘property present in the United States’ requirement does not make an action under the
FSIA the equivalent of an in rem action.

The Congress, in the legislative history of the Act, defined the term ‘taken in violation of
international law’ as “a nationalization or expropriation of property without payment of the
prompt, adequate and effective compensation required by international law” or “takings
which are arbitrary or discriminatory in nature.”45 US case law has been developed in such a
way, that not only expropriations without compensation, but also expropriations not providing
for just compensation are in violation of international law.46 Not all governmental takings are
a violation of international law. For example, a State’s expropriation of the property of its
own nationals does not violate settled principles of international law.47
No similar exception is to be found in other countries. 48 Hazel Fox stated that in giving a
remedy for State takings of property contrary to international law the FSIA goes beyond any
recognised position under international law. 49

Section 1605(a)(7) concerned another exception in the FSIA which cannot be found in other
State immunity legislation. This was called the ‘terrorism exception to immunity’ and made
See also: op cit. n. 20 (Staal), p. 20.
45
Op. cit. n. 25 (HR Rep.), p. 19 (repr. in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6604, 6618). See also: op. cit. n. 24 (Dickinson
c.s.), p. 258. See also: op. cit. n. 20 (Staal), pp. 18-19.
46
Siderman de Blake v. Republic of Argentina, 965 F.2d 699 (9th Cir. 1992). Crist v. Republic of Turkey, 995
F.Supp. 5 (D.D.C. 1998). See also: op. cit. n. 20 (Staal), p. 19.
47
Op. cit. n. 24 (Dickinson c.s.), p. 260, and nn. 271-272. See also: Restatement (Third) of the Foreign Relations
Law of the United States, Section 712: “A state is responsible under international law from injury resulting from:
(1) a taking by the state of the property of the national of another state [...].” As early as in 1960, the European
Commission on Human Rights also stated that “measures taken by a State with respect to the property of its own
nationals are not subject to these general principles of international law in the absence of a particular treaty
clause specially so providing.” See: Gudmundsson v. Iceland, App. No. 511/59, Yearbook European Convention
on Human Rights, 1960, p. 394 et seq., at p. 424. See also: decision of the European Court of Human Rights of 8
July 1986 in Lithgow and others v. United Kingdom, where the court had the same opinion as the above quoted
holding of the Commission. It stated in para. 119 that “the general principles of international law are not
applicable to a taking by a State of the property of its own nationals.” 8 EHHR 329. In the United States, in 1937
the Supreme Court refused in United States v. Belmont, 301 U.S. 324 (1936), to interfere with the Bolshevik
nationalisation of a Soviet citizen’s private property, stating that what another country has done in the way of
taking over property of its nationals is not a matter for judicial consideration of the court, as such nationals have
to look to their own government for any redress to which they may be entitled. And in Dreyfus v. Von Finck, 534
F.2d 24 (2nd Cir. 1976), where a former German citizen sought restitution for the wrongful confiscation of his
property in Nazi Germany in 1938, the US District Court rejected his claim because “violations of international
law do not occur when the aggrieved parties are nationals of the acting State.” See: Joseph P. Fishman, ‘Locating
the International Interest in International Cultural Property Disputes’, The Yale Journal of International Law,
2010, Vol. 35, pp. 247-404, at pp. 355-356.
48
Only the International Law Association followed this example, as we saw supra, Ch. 3.7.
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an exception for State-sponsored terrorism to the immunity of foreign States and their
property under the FSIA. It had been inserted in the FSIA in 1996. However, on 28 January
2008, Section 1605(a)(7) has been taken out of the FSIA and replaced by Section 1605A. This
has been done by means of Section 1083 of the National Defense Authorization Act for the
Fiscal Year 2008. Section 1605A(1) FSIA reads:
“A foreign state shall not be immune from the jurisdiction of courts of the United States
or of the States in any case not otherwise covered by this chapter in which money
damages are sought against a foreign state for personal injury or death that was caused
by an act of torture, extrajudicial killing, aircraft sabotage, hostage taking, or the
provision of material support or resources for such an act if such act or provision of
material support or resources is engaged in by an official, employee, or agent of such
foreign state while acting within the scope of his or her office, employment, or agency.”
According to Section 1610(g)(1), the property of a foreign State against which a judgment is
entered under section 1605A, and the property of an agency or instrumentality of such a State,
including property that is a separate juridical entity or is an interest held directly or indirectly
in a separate juridical entity, is subject to attachment in aid of execution, and execution. I will
come to that issue in Chapter 4.2.

In reaction to this ‘terrorism exception’, the Archaeological Institute of America (AIA) issued
a statement on this matter on 9 February 2009. 50 The AIA feared that cultural objects on loan
to or present in US institutions were under threat. It referred to the situation the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York was confronted with in 2008. The Metropolitan Museum was
organising an exposition entitled Beyond Babylon: Art, Trade and Diplomacy in the Second
Millennium B.C. Syria had agreed to give 55 cultural objects on loan. However, because of
the ‘terrorism exception’ in de FSIA, Syria was seemingly concerned that an immunity from
seizure notice from the State Department on the basis of the Federal Immunity from Seizure
Act51 might not protect the objects from seizure by private individuals who may have claims
against Syria for supporting terrorist activities.52 Apparently for that reason, the loan did not
take place.

49

Hazel Fox, The Law of State Immunity, Oxford 2002, p. 216.
Statement of the Archaeological Institute of America ‘On the Attachment of Cultural Objects to Compensate
Victims of Terrorism’, 9 February 2009. On file with the author.
51
See infra, Ch. 4.3.1.
52
See also infra, Ch. 9.2.3, where I mention that in 2000 the Arabic Republic of Syria had been found guilty by
a Berlin court of complicity in an attack on a cultural centre in Berlin.
50
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4.1.3

Retroactive application: Republic of Austria v. Altmann

On 7 June 2005, in its first litigation case involving looted art during the Nazi era, the US
Supreme Court held in Republic of Austria v. Altmann53 in a 6-3 ruling that the FSIA should
be applied retroactively to acts that occurred prior to the FSIA’s 1976 enactment and even
prior to the United States’ 1952 adoption of the so-called ‘restrictive theory’ of sovereign
immunity. Prior to this precedent, there was an overall presumption that foreign States and
instrumentalities had absolute immunity regarding their pre-1952 acts.
Altmann regarded a dispute over six Gustav Klimt paintings54 that belonged to the sugar
magnate Ferdinand Bloch-Bauer55 before being seized by the Germans after the 1938
Anschluss and allegedly expropriated by Austria following World War II in 1948. Maria
Altmann, a niece of the late Ferdinand Bloch-Bauer, filed an action in a Californian federal
court against Austria and its instrumentality, the Austrian National Gallery (Belvedere), to
recover the paintings, asserting jurisdiction under the FSIA. A central question in this case
was whether Austria and its instrumentality would have immunity under the FSIA. 56 Altmann
asserted jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. Section 1330(a), which authorises civil suits against
foreign States as to any claim for relief in personam with respect to which the foreign State is
not entitled to immunity under Sections 1605-1607 of the FSIA or under any applicable
international agreement. She further asserted that Austria c.s. were not entitled to immunity
under the FSIA’s ‘expropriation exception’, Section 1605(a)(3). She contended that even
though the paintings were expropriated before 1952, the US policy of restrictive immunity as
expressed by the FSIA could be applied retroactively. Austria c.s. moved to dismiss based on,
inter alia, the two-part claim that (1) as of 1948, when much of the alleged wrongdoing took
place,57 they would have enjoyed absolute sovereign immunity from suit in the US courts, and

53

142 F.Supp.2d 1187 (C.D. Cal. 2001), 317 F.3d 954 (9th Cir. 2002), 327 F.3d 1246 (9th Cir. 2003), and 541
U.S. 677, 124 S.Ct.2240 (2004). See also: Patty Gerstenblith and Bonnie Czegledi, ‘International Cultural
Property (2005)’ The International Lawyer, Summer 2006, Vol. 40, No. 2, pp. 441-452, at pp. 441-446.
54
The paintings concerned were: Adèle Bloch-Bauer I (1907), Adèle Bloch-Bauer II (1912), Amalie Zuckerkandl
(1917-18), Apple Tree I (1912), Beechwood (1903) and Houses in Unterach on Lake Atter (1916).
55
Ferdinand’s wife, who was Adèle Bloch-Bauer and died in 1925, left a will “kindly” requesting that Ferdinand
would hand over the paintings to the Austrian National Gallery, but he never did. Adèle was one of Gustav
Klimt’s primary patrons. Klimt painted the first portrait of Adèle Bloch-Bauer in 1907, the second in 1912.
56
She initially intended to file suit in Austria, but because of the high filing fee, she sought refuge to a US court
in California.
57
In 1948, Bloch-Bauer family members, including Maria Altmann, asked Austria to return a large number of
family artworks. At that time Austrian law prohibited export of “artworks […] deemed to be important to
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that (2) nothing in the FSIA retroactively divested them of that immunity. 58 Rejecting this
argument, the District Court concluded that the FSIA applied retroactively to pre-1976
actions. The Court of Appeals affirmed.

The Supreme Court analysed the FSIA for indications of whether Congress may have
intended for it to apply retroactively. In the view of the Supreme Court, the preamble of the
FSIA expressed Congress’ understanding that the FSIA would apply to all post-enactment
claims of sovereign immunity. As shown above, that section reads (in part): “Claims of
foreign States to immunity should henceforth be decided by courts of the United States and of
the States in conformity with the principles set forth in this chapter.”59 The Supreme Court
emphasised that this language suggests that the Congress intended courts to resolve all such
claims “in conformity with the principles set forth” in the FSIA, regardless of when the
underlying conduct occurred. The purpose of the word ‘henceforth’ was to make the statue
effective with respect to claims to immunity thereafter asserted.
According to the Supreme Court,60 the FSIA’s overall structure strongly supported this
conclusion. The Supreme Court had no doubt that the FSIA’s procedural provisions relating
to venue, removal, execution, and attachment applied to all pending cases, consequently also
to cases arising out of conduct that occurred before 1976. Thus, the Supreme Court concluded
that the FSIA clearly applied to conduct that occurred prior to 1976 and, for that matter, prior
to 1952 when the State Department adopted the restrictive theory of sovereign immunity. 61

In this case, besides the retroactivity discussion, another interesting topic was touched upon: I
specifically refer to the fact that Maria Altmann argued that by selling a catalogue in the
United States containing photos of the paintings, Austria had forfeited its immunity under the

Austria’s cultural heritage”. But Austria granted Altmann permission to export some works of art in return for
Altmann’s recognition, in a legal agreement, of the ownership of the Austrian National Gallery of the Klimt
paintings.
58
The US Government supported Austria by means of an amicus curiae letter. It feared that the lawsuit could
influence the relationship with foreign States, and that a verdict in favour of Altmann could have consequences
for the position of the United States before foreign courts. See also: Sue Choi, ‘The Legal Landscape of the
International Art Market After Republic of Austria v. Altmann’, Northwestern Journal of International Law &
Business, 2005, Vol. 26, Issue 1, pp. 167-200, at p. 175.
59
28 U.S.C. Section 1602. The emphasis has been added, as the word ‘henceforth’ was a central element in the
discussion.
60
The Supreme Court assessed only the question whether the FSIA should be applied retroactively.
61
The court emphasised that this holding was extremely narrow. The issue here concerned only the issue of the
FSIA’s general applicability to conduct that occurred prior to the Act’s 1976 enactment, and more specifically,
prior to the State Department’s 1952 adoption of the restrictive theory of sovereign immunity. It was not
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FSIA, and had been engaged in a commercial activity in the United States. The District Court
and the Court of Appeals held indeed that the Austrian National Gallery’s activities in the
United States, such as publishing a book in the United States in English with the paintings, as
well as advertising its collection in order for Vienna and the Belvedere to receive visitors
from the United States, satisfied the condition of the FSIA that the Austrian National Gallery,
as an agency or instrumentality of a foreign State, had been engaged in commercial activity in
the United States and that therefore the courts could have competence in this case, 62 even
without those paintings being present in the United States.63 Charlene Caprio stated that
Altmann stirred awareness about how the museum-related activities of a foreign State can be
considered commercial activities under the FSIA.64

In January 2006, an Austrian arbitration panel awarded five of the six Klimt paintings to the

addressing other defences that might bar claims against foreign sovereigns for acts pre-dating the FSIA.
62
Erik Jayme states, correctly in my view, that the basis for assuming a commercial activity based on
distributing books on the paintings in order to establish personal jurisdiction over de defendant is fairly slight.
See: Erik Jayme, ‘Globalization in art law: clash of interests and international tendencies’, Vanderbilt Journal of
Transnational Law, October 2005, Vol. 38, Issue 4, pp. 927-946, esp. n. 74.
63
See Altmann v. Republic of Austria, 317 F.3d 954, (9th Cir. 2002) : “Altmann argues that the Gallery engaged
in commercial activity in the United States by authoring, editing, and publishing in the United States both a book
entitled Klimt's Women, as well as an English-language guidebook, containing photographs of the looted
paintings. She also contends that the advertisements in the United States of Gallery exhibitions, particularly
those relating to the Klimt paintings, as well as operation of the Gallery itself, constituted commercial activity.
The key commercial behavior of the Gallery here is not its operation of the museum exhibition in Austria,
however, but its publication and marketing of that exhibition and the books in the United States. Klimt's Women,
for example, is published in English in the United States by Yale University Press and capitalizes on the images
of three of the paintings at issue. That book was published in conjunction with a large exhibition at the Gallery
featuring the expropriated paintings. Furthermore, the Austrian Gallery asserts copyright ownership as “authors”;
two employees of the Gallery edited the book; and the director of the Gallery is listed as responsible for its
content. The museum guidebook is also published in English and features the painting Adele Bloch-Bauer I on
its cover. The publication and sale of these materials and the marketing of the Klimt exhibition in the United
States are commercial activities in and of themselves, but are also a means to attract American tourists to the
Gallery. Given that the commercial activity is centered around the very paintings at issue in this action and far
exceeds that which we found sufficient to justify applying § 1605(a)(3) in Siderman de Blake, 965 F.2d at 709,
we must conclude that the Gallery is engaging in commercial activity sufficient to justify jurisdiction under the
FSIA […]. The Republic and the Gallery have sufficient minimum contacts with the United States such that
maintenance of the suit does not offend traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice. As previously
noted, the Gallery edits and publishes several publications in the United States, two of which capitalize on the
very paintings at issue here. The Gallery's publication and marketing of these books is designed to solicit tourism
by United States citizens in Austria and to attract those visitors to the Gallery, in particular to view the Klimt
works. Both the Republic and the Gallery profit from the sales of the books and the resulting United States
tourism. Furthermore, it is not only the Gallery's activities in the forum, but also actions taken by the
Government on behalf of the Gallery that support personal jurisdiction. See Texas Trading & Milling Corp. v.
Fed. Republic of Nigeria, 647 F.2d 300, 314 (2d Cir.1981). The Austrian Press and Information Service of the
Austrian Embassy has published a tourism brochure advertising the Klimt exhibition at the Austrian Gallery and
featuring the portrait of Adèle Bloch-Bauer on its cover. This brochure is available at Austrian consulates
throughout the United States, distributed to a large mailing list of individuals in the United States, and is widely
available on the Internet. The advertisement and promotion of this exhibition directly benefit the Gallery.”
64
Charlene A. Caprio, ‘Artwork, Cultural Heritage Property, and the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act’,
International Journal of Cultural Property, 2006, Vol. 13, Issue 3, pp. 285-309, at p. 286.
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Ferdinand and Adèle Bloch-Bauer heirs. With regard to the painting Portrait of Amalie
Zuckerkandl, the arbitrators decided that there was not sufficient proof for giving the painting
back to the heirs.65

4.1.4

The ‘commercial exception’: Westfield v. Federal Republic of Germany

In this case, the heirs66 of Walter Westfeld67 tried to recover the value of his art collection
from the Federal Republic of Germany. 68 The lawsuit started on 3 October 2008, on which
date the complaint was filed.

Walter Westfeld had attempted to remove his collection to Tennessee, United States, where a
brother lived, but Nazi officials seized and sold it in a German auction house in December
1939 and in late 1943-1944. The heirs69 argued that Germany improperly seized the collection
from Walter Westfeld, and that Germany’s actions had a direct effect in the United States
under the FSIA, as by the seizure, Germany prevented the objects from reaching the United
States, thereby depriving Westfield’s family members living in the United States of the
benefit of the property intended for them. According to the heirs, the auctioning in 1939 and
1943-1944 by the Nazi-Government should be considered as a commercial activity under the
FSIA.

As we saw supra, on the basis of Section 1605(a)(2), a foreign State shall not be immune
from the jurisdiction of courts of the United States or of the States in any case in which the
action is based upon an act outside the territory of the United States in connection with a
commercial activity of the foreign State elsewhere and that act causes a direct effect in the
United States.

65

Later in 2006, the auction house Christie’s in London sold in different auctions the five paintings for a total of
US $ 327 million.
66
Walter Westfeld is the uncle of plaintiff Fred Westfield. However, there are differing views over who is
Westfeld’s rightful heir. Westfeld was never married and had no children. In a last will, he declared his fiancée
Emilie Scheulen as his heir. Scheulen was compensated by the German Government for the loss of Westfeld’s
art works in the 1950s. See: Catherine Hickley, ‘Nazi Victim’s Family Sues Germany for Looted El Greco,
Pissarro’, Bloomberg.com, 26 October 2008.
67
Walter Westfield was Jewish and a prominent German art dealer in the 1930s.
68
The heirs did not seek the return of the objects, as the current whereabouts of these objects are unknown.
69
Now named Westfield.
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Germany filed a motion to dismiss for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.

On 28 July 2009, the US District Court, Middle District of Tennessee, Nashville Division,
granted Germany’s motion to dismiss and ruled that the claims of the heirs were barred by the
FSIA and did not fall within the commercial exception.70 The court concluded that the actions
upon which the complaint of the heirs was based were not taken in connection with a
commercial activity of Germany. The seizure of the art collection of Walter Westfield could
not be considered a commercial act; the seizure was unique to a sovereign power rather than a
private person. The subsequent disposition of the collection on the private art market through
privately owned auction houses did not render the initial act of seizure a commercial activity,
thus the court. As plaintiffs had failed to establish an exception under the FSIA, Germany was
presumed to be immune from suit.

On 11 February 2011, the Court of Appeals dismissed the case for lack of jurisdiction and
ordered that the district court did not err by granting the motion to dismiss for lack of subject
matter jurisdiction.71 The Court of Appeals was of the opinion that, based on Germany’s sale
of the collection at auction to raise capital, the seizure of Westfeld’s collection was
sufficiently ‘in connection with commercial activity’. However, there are more conditions to
fulfil in order to establish jurisdiction under the FSIA, as the commercial activity should cause
a direct effect in the United States. Although, according to the Court of Appeals, Germany’s
actions could have effects in the United States, it cannot be said that these were direct effects,
as Germany was under no obligation to send the collection to the United States. “The seizure
undoubtedly prevented Westfeld from disposing of his collection, but any effects felt in the
United States did not follow as an immediate consequence of Germany’s actions”; the seizure
caused direct effect in Germany and not in the United States, according to the court.

4.1.5

The ‘takings exception’: Cassirer v. Kingdom of Spain

In Cassirer v. Kingdom of Spain,72 the US District Court for the Central District of California
70

Fred Westfield v. Federal Republic of Germany, No. 3:09-0204 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 65133 (M.D. Tenn. 2009).
Case No. 09-6010.
72
See: Lauren Fielder Redman, ‘The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act: Using a “Shield” Statute as a “Sword”
for Obtaining Federal Jurisdiction’, Art and Antiquities Cases, Fordham International Law Journal, February
2008, Vol. 31, No. 3, pp. 781-829. Also available at:
71
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was asked to consider the application of the FSIA to cultural objects expropriated by the
Nazis in the course of World War II. In this case, the plaintiff, Claude Cassirer, was the
grandson of Lilly Cassirer Neubauer, who was forced to sell her Camille Pissarro painting73 to
the Nazi art dealer Jakob Scheidwimmer in 1939 for about US $ 360 in exchange for an exit
visa out of Germany. The painting ultimately ended up as part of the collection of Baron
Thyssen-Bornemisza, and was displayed with the rest of the collection in a State-owned
palace in Spain. In 1988, Spain paid the Baron US $ 50 million to lease his collection for ten
years. In 1993, however, Spain paid the Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection Foundation US $ 327
million to purchase the entire collection, including the Pissarro painting. As part of the
agreement, Spain provided the Villahermosa Palace in Madrid to the Foundation, free of
charge, for use as the Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum. 74 In 2000, Mr. Cassirer learned that the
painting was held in the Foundation’s Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum. On 10 May 2005, he
filed a suit against Spain and the Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection Foundation (as agency or
instrumentality of the Kingdom of Spain) in the US District Court of California without
having ever brought the case before a Spanish court.

The case before the District Court solely concerned the question whether the court could
assert jurisdiction over the case under the exception in Section 1605(a)(3) of the FSIA for
cases involving property expropriated in violation of international law. On 30 August 2006,
the court concluded that the taking of the Pissarro painting was discriminatory and without
just compensation75 and ruled that Section 1605(a)(3) required only that property was seized

http://works.bepress.com/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1000&context=lauren_redman. [Last visited 30 June
2011.] See also: Kevin Chamberlain, ‘Claude Cassirer v. Kingdom of Spain: The U.S. Foreign Sovereign
Immunity Act and its application to Nazi-expropriated works of art’, Art, Antiquity and Law, 2006, Vol. XI,
Issue 4, pp. 371-382. See also: IFAR Case Summary at
http://www.ifar.org/case_summary.php?docid=1184255486. [Last visited 6 January 2011.] See also: Onell R.
Soto, ‘Holocaust survivor wants art returned’, The San Diego Union-Tribune, 11 May 2005. See also: Patty
Gerstenblith, ‘International Art and Cultural Heritage (2009)’, The International Lawyer, Spring 2010, Vol. 44,
No. 1, pp. 485-501, at pp. 492-493.
73
Camille Pissarro was a founding member of the Impressionist movement. The painting concerned was painted
in 1897 and was named Rue St. Honoré, Après-Midi, Effet de Pluie. The painting was originally purchased in
1898 by plaintiff’s great-grandfather, Julius Cassirer. After the expropriation in 1939, the painting was traded
and transported to the Netherlands. The Nazis seized it and sold it to an unidentified collector in 1943. By 1952,
the painting had entered the inventory of New York gallery owner Stephen Hahn, who sold it to Baron ThyssenBornemisza in 1976. In 1958 Lilly Cassirer Neubauer accepted 120,000 German Marks from the West German
Government in compensation for her loss.
74
Claude Cassirer v. Kingdom of Spain and Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection Foundation, No’s 06-56325 and
06-56406, D.C. No. 05-CV-03459-GAF; 2010 WL 3169570 (9th Cir. 12 August 2010). See also: Derek
Fincham, ‘Profile of Claude Cassirer’, 8 April 2010, to be found at: http://illicit-culturalproperty.blogspot.com/2010/04/profile-of-claude-cassirer.html. [Last visited 16 April 2011.] See also: Carol J.
Williams, ‘Pissarro masterpiece travels a twisted history’, Los Angeles Times, 7 April 2010.
75
Lilly Cassirer only received an amount of an equivalent of US $ 360, which money had to be paid in a blocked
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in violation of international law, not that the foreign sovereign itself violated international
law.76 The court was of the opinion that there was a sufficient basis for the exercise of
jurisdiction.

The court found that the Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection Foundation could be considered an
‘agency or instrumentality’ of the Kingdom of Spain under Section 1603(b) FSIA. 77 The
question was now, whether this ‘agency or instrumentality of a foreign State’ was engaged in
a commercial activity in the United States. The FSIA states that a ‘commercial activity’ can
mean either a regular course of commercial conduct or a particular commercial transaction or
act. In view of the court, the term ‘commercial activity’ in Section 1603(d) FSIA included a
broad spectrum of endeavour from an individual commercial transaction or act to a regular
course of commercial conduct. It was not necessary that the commercial activities occurred
entirely in the United States. It included a commercial transaction or act having a ‘substantial
contact’ with the United States. The threshold for ‘substantial contact’ was not a high one and
even limited commercial activity was sufficient to bring it within the expropriation exception
to sovereign immunity. 78

The court was of the opinion that the Foundation had engaged in a number of activities that
fell under the notion of ‘commercial’. 79 One of these activities was the entering into loan
agreements to borrow cultural objects from US museums or lend the Foundation’s cultural
objects to US museums - although never the Pissarro painting -, whereby sometimes a

bank account.
76
Cassirer v. Kingdom of Spain, 461 F.Supp.2d 1157 (C.D. Cal. 2006). Parties agreed that Germany, and not
Spain, allegedly took the painting in violation of international law.
77
The court stated that an ‘agency or instrumentality’ of a foreign sovereign, as distinct from the sovereign itself,
engages in ‘core functions’ that are predominantly commercial rather than governmental. With reference to Garb
v. Republic of Poland, 44 F.3d 579 (2nd Cir. 2006) and Transaero Inc. v. La Fuerza Aerea Boliviana, 30 F.3d
148 (D.C. Cir. 1994).
78
See also: Siderman de Blake v. Republic of Argentina, 965 F.2d 699 (9th Cir. 1992).
79
The Foundation had made several sales and purchases in the United States. This included media licensing
agreements with museums for posters, postcards, and other related materials. The Foundation also purchased
items from the United States, like books, and used its credit card for this purpose. As a seller, the Foundation had
sold to US residents posters and books. Included among the sales was a reproduction of the Pissarro painting
concerned purchased by a Californian resident, and charged to her American Express credit card. Other
commercial activities included the hiring of a lecturer from the Institute of Fine Arts in New York to lecture at
the Foundation’s Museum in Spain; the fact that the painting concerned was shown, accompanied with a lengthy
five-minute explanation of the painting and its history and location, on Iberia flights between the United States
and Spain, which resulted in the fact that numerous airline passengers viewed the Pissarro presentation, being a
powerful marketing tool; marketing and commercial promotion of the Foundation in the United States by way of
advertising several of its exhibitions in internationally distributed art magazines, including those circulated in the
United States.
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nominal fee was paid. 80 Although the exchanges were aimed at promoting international
understanding and appreciation of art and the mobility of collections, the court held that the
purpose was not relevant in assessing a commercial activity.

Thus, the court concluded that the defendants had engaged in numerous commercial contacts
with the United States and that the ‘commercial activity’ element of the expropriation
exception was easily established.81 The court also ruled that it had jurisdiction over the
Kingdom of Spain and the Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection Foundation, since defendants were
‘doing business’ in the District of California.

On 8 September 2009 the US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit ruled that Cassirer’s suit
against the Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum in Madrid and the Spanish Government could go
forward.82 The court found that it did not matter that Germany, rather than Spain expropriated
the painting. The plain language of the FSIA or the legislative history of the Act did not
require that the foreign State against whom the claim is made be the entity who expropriated
the property in violation of international law. Also, the court confirmed that the museum
Foundation and through it, the Spanish Government, was involved in extensive commercial
activity in the United States by conducting advertising and promotional activity, purchase and
sale of goods and services, and the exchange of cultural objects with persons and entities, all
within the United States.
On 12 August 2010, the US Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit ordered en banc83 that the
Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection Foundation and Spain could indeed be sued for the return of
the Pissarro painting. 84 The Court of Appeals concluded that Section 1605(a)(3) did not
80

In the Malewicz case, to which the court referred, it held that the loan of paintings to US museums constituted
an commercial activity, as it considers nothing ‘sovereign’ about the act of lending cultural objects, even though
the objects might belong to a sovereign. Besides, the court explained that “because the international loan of
artworks between museums can and does occur with potential sales of the works contemplated by the parties
(which is undoubtedly ‘commerce’ in the traditional sense), and because it is the type of activity - not its purpose
- that must guide the analysis” the argument that the exchange of cultural objects between not-for-profit
organisations in different States was not commerce must fail, according to the court.
81
Op. cit. n. 76.
82
580 F.3d 1048 (9th Cir. 2009). See also: Martha Lufkin, ‘Restitution case targets Thyssen museum’, The Art
Newspaper, February 2010, No. 210.
83
On 30 December 2009, the Court of Appeals decided to rehear the case en banc (which means that all the
judges of the court will take place in the hearing of a case, rather than a panel of them). Claude Cassirer v.
Kingdom of Spain and Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection Foundation, 590 F.3d 981 (9th Cir. 2009).
84
Claude Cassirer v. Kingdom of Spain and Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection Foundation, 616 F.3d 1019 (9th
Cir. 2010). See also: Martha Lufkin, ‘Nazi loot case against Spain can move forward’, The Art Newspaper, 27
August 2010 (web only), to be found at: http://www.theartnewspaper.com/articles/Nazi-loot-case-against-Spain-
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require the foreign State against whom the claim was made to be the one that took the
property in violation of international law.85 The statute stated that the property at issue must
have been “taken in violation of international law”; it did not state “taken in violation of
international law by the foreign State being sued”, thus the court. The Court of Appeals found
en banc as well that the Foundation engaged in numerous commercial activities in the United
States, including some that encourage Americans to visit the museum where the Pissarro is
featured, and some that relate to the painting itself. It did not matter that the Foundation’s
activities (as an agency or instrumentality of the Kingdom of Spain) were undertaken on
behalf of a non-profit museum to further its cultural mission.86 The important thing is that the
actions are the type of actions by which a private party engages in trade and traffic or
commerce. The Court of Appeals thus affirmed the order that the expropriation exception
applied and that consequently the court had subject matter jurisdiction over the action as to
both Spain and the Foundation.87

On 14 December 2010, Spain and the Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection Foundation filed a
petition to the US Supreme Court. Spain and the Foundation stated that the case should not
proceed, because in their view the FSIA does not apply in cases where the allegedly stolen
property was taken by a completely different State, namely Germany. 88

4.1.6

Once more the ‘takings exception’: Agudas Chasidei Chabad of United
States v. Russian Federation et al.89

can-move-forward/21334. [Last visited 16 April 2011.] See also: Sheppard Mullin, ‘Grandma Robbed by Nazis Grandson Sues Spain to Recover Stolen Paintings’, Art Law Gallery, 2 September 2010, to be found at:
http://www.artlawgallery.com/2010/09/articles/art/grandma-robbed-by-nazis-grandson-sues-spain-to-recoverstolen-paintings/. [Last visited 16 April 2011.]
85
Neither Spain nor the Foundation contended that Germany’s actions with respect to the painting were not a
taking in violation of international law. Judge Gould (with whom Judge Kozinski joined) stated in his dissenting
opinion that the property must be taken by the foreign State for whom immunity is to be waived. He ended his
opinion stating: “I am concerned that by indulging now the sympathetic claim of Cassirer as a Jewish heir with
entitlement to priceless art stolen by Nazi Germany, but doing so at the cost of fairness to Spain and disrespect of
its sovereignty, we will likely sow the seeds of maltreatment of the United States and its officials in foreign
courts.”
86
The court referred to Sun v. Taiwan, 201 F.3d 1105 (9th Cir. 2000), were it was held that Taiwan’s promotion
and operation of a cultural tour was commercial activity despite being free and having been done to foster
understanding.
87
Soon after this affirmation, on 25 September 2010, Mr. Cassirer passed away.
88
Martha Lufkin, ‘Spain and Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection petition U.S. Supreme Court’, The Art Newspaper
(web only), 15 December 2010. To be found at: http://www.theartnewspaper.com/articles/Spain-and-ThyssenBornemisza-Collection-petition-US-Supreme-Court/22138. [Last visited 16 April 2011.]
89
Civ. Action No. 05-01548 (RCL); 466 F.Supp.2d 6 (D.D.C. 2006); 528 F.3d 934 (D.C. Cir. 2008).
Next to the Russian Federation, the other defendants were the Russian Ministry of Culture and Mass
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Although this case did also not concern cultural objects on loan to the United States, the case
had considerable consequences for art loans between the Russian Federation and the United
States, as we will see at the end of this subchapter. I therefore chose to describe this case a bit
more in detail.
On 9 November 2004 Chabad90 commenced an action in the United States District Court for
the Central District of California against the Russian Federation and several Russian State
agencies. According to Chabad, the Russian Federation had violated international law by
illegally taking and continuing to hold an important collection of Jewish religious books and
manuscripts. Chabad claimed to be the rightful owner. On 14 July 2005, the case had been
transferred to the District Court for the District of Columbia. At issue were two distinct sets of
property: a Library91 and an Archive. 92 The contents passed down from Rebbe to Rebbe and
belonged to the Fifth Rebbe93 before the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution. The Library came into
possession of the Soviets during the Bolshevik Revolution and in the early 1920s, the Library
had been moved to a State facility by the Soviet Department of Scientific Libraries. The
Archive had been brought by the Sixth Rebbe, Yosef Yitzchak Schneersohn,94 from Russia to
Latvia and from Latvia to Poland. In 1940 the Rebbe fled to the United States, where he tried
to recover for Chabad’s benefit books and manuscripts (including the Archive) he left behind
when fleeing for the German invasion of Poland. During World War II, the Archive was taken
by Nazi Germany and in 1945 taken by the Soviet Army as German ‘war booty’ and
transferred to Russia. In October 1991, the Russian State Arbitration Tribunal ordered the
Russian State Library (RSL), which was in the possession of the Library, to return the Library
to Chabad, 95 which was affirmed in January 1992 by the Russian authorities,96 but nullified
Communication, the Russian State Library and the Russian State Military Archive.
See also: op. cit. n. 47 (Fishman), pp. 383-387.
90
A non-profit Jewish organisation incorporated in New York. It serves as an umbrella organisation for ChabadLubavitch, a worldwide Chasidic spiritual movement, founded in Russia in the late 18th century. It has more
than 3000 international branches. Chabad is organised around a dynastic line of spiritual leaders, each known as
Rebbe.
91
The origins of the Library date back to 1772. The Library consists of more than 12,000 books and 381
manuscripts.
92
The Archive is comprised of over 25,000 pages of handwritten teachings, correspondence and other records.
93
Shalom Dov Baer.
94
Who succeeded the Fifth Rebbe who died in 1920.
95
State Arbitration Tribunal, Russian Socialist Federative Soviet Republic, Case No. 350/13, 8 October 1991.
On request of Chabad, on 18 November 1991 the Chief State Arbiter ordered the transfer of the Library to the
newly established Jewish National Library.
96
On 29 January 1992, Deputy Chairman of the Russian Federation Aleksandr Shokhin ordered the Russian
State Library to relinquish the Library.
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subsequently on 14 February 1992 by the Russian Federation Deputy Chief State Arbiter,
after which the case was closed. Thereafter, on 19 February 1992, the Russian Federation
decreed that movement of the Library could only take place on the basis of Russian
legislation.97

In the claim for the return of the Archive and the Library, Chabad relied on Section
1605(a)(3) of the FSIA, the expropriation exception, and that they were ‘taken in violation of
international law’. The Columbia District Court set out that a taking occurs in violation of
international law if the taking was not for a public purpose; if it was discriminatory; or no just
compensation was provided for the property taken. In answer to the allegations of the
claimant, the Russian Federation relied on the principle that international law does not govern
disputes between a sovereign nation and its citizens. As the Fifth Rebbe was a Russian citizen,
the expropriation of the Library by the Soviet authorities could not have violated international
law, and thus could not form the basis of jurisdiction under the FSIA’s expropriation
exception, the Russian Federation stated.

Chabad claimed that the taking of the Library took place in 1992, on the occasion of the
nullification by the Deputy Chief State Arbiter and the subsequent Russian decree. Chabad
argued that the physical taking in 1920 was not a taking in the legal sense, as the Soviet
authorities allegedly did not nationalise the Library at that time. At the time of the taking in
1992, Chabad was an alien in relation to the government accused of the taking.

The District Court of Columbia was of the opinion that in 1991 the Russian tribunal ordered
the return of the Library to the living Rebbe rather than to Chabad and that the 1991 and 1992
orders could not be read as giving Chabad ownership of the Library. The court concluded that
the Library taking took place in or around 1920, when the Soviet Government sealed it and
moved it to a State facility, or, at the latest in 1921, when, under unclear circumstances, the
Sixth Rebbe had the opportunity to retrieve it but could not afford to. The Library’s
possession and control by the Soviet authorities for over 70 years strongly support the finding
that it was, indeed, expropriated in the 1920s, when its owner was a Soviet citizen, and its
taking did not violate international law, thus the District Court.98
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Supreme Soviet of the Russian Federation, Decree No. 2377-1, 19 February 1992.
The District Court also ordered that the Act of State doctrine applied here and that if the court would have
jurisdiction under the FSIA, the claim regarding the Library would be barred by the Act of State doctrine. More
98
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With regard to the Archive, Chabad claimed that the taking in violation of international law
took place in 2004, when the Russian authorities and the Russian State Military Archive
(RSMA) allegedly ceased all dialogue with Chabad concerning the transmission of the
Archive. However, the District Court based its jurisdiction over Chabad’s claims to the
Archive on Nazi Germany’s illegal appropriation of the Archive in Poland during World War
II and its subsequent illegal appropriation by the Soviet Army in Poland in 1945. The court
pointed out, that for the purposes of the FSIA the defendant-State need not be the State that
took the property in violation of international law.99 Nazi Germany’s taking of the Archive
clearly violated international law. Therefore, one of the requirements of the FSIA’s
expropriation exception was satisfied. In addition, the District Court held that the Soviet
Army’s seizure and appropriation of the Archive from its Nazi captors as ‘war booty’ was
also a taking in violation of international law. Had the Sixth Rebbe managed to retrieve the
Archive from Poland when fleeing to the United States, it would have become property of
Chabad. The court therefore considered that for jurisdictional purposes Chabad had a property
right in the Archive, thereby satisfying another requirement of Section 1605(a)(3) of the
FSIA.

Another requirement to be satisfied was that the entity that owns or operates the property at
issue be engaged in a commercial activity in the United States. The RSMA, where the
Archive was stored, entered into contracts with two American companies for the reproduction
and sale of materials of that Archive worldwide, including the United States, as a result of
which the RSMA received royalties from US sales of its materials. The RSMA also entered
into other contracts in the United States, which contracts generated income for the RSMA.
Consequently, the court was of the opinion that the RSMA ‘engaged in a commercial activity
in the United States’. The court therefore decided that it had subject matter jurisdiction over
Chabad’s claims to the Archive. 100

Summarising, the court concluded on 4 December 2006 that it had jurisdiction over Chabad’s
claims relating to the Archive, but not the Library. 101

about the Act of State doctrine infra in n. 103 of this chapter.
99
We saw that also in the Cassirer case.
100
It also ordered that the Act of State doctrine did not preclude these claims.
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In June 2008, in appeal, the US Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit referred
to the plaintiff’s contention that it is the worldwide Chabad organisation, and not any Soviet
citizen, who owned the Library, thereby in view of the Court of Appeals creating at least a
substantial and non frivolous claim of a taking in violation of international law. At this stage
of the proceedings, the jurisdictional question was only whether the plaintiff’s claim was
wholly insubstantial or frivolous, and the Court of Appeals held that it was not.

The Court of Appeals held that Chabad never recovered possession of the Library, but that “a
final court decree in its favour,[102] subject to no lawful appeal”, as the Court of Appeals
called it, “might be considered as a recovery, such that government frustration of the decree’s
enforcement could qualify as a renewal of the earlier taking.”

The Court of Appeals also found that both the RSMA and the RSL, as ‘agencies or
instrumentalities’ of the Russian Federation engaged in sufficient commercial activity in the
United States to satisfy that element in Section 1605(a)(3). They both had entered contracts
with American corporations for cooperative commercial activities in the United States.

The Court of Appeals also addressed the question of the application of the Act of State
doctrine,103 according to which the US courts will not question the legality of an official act
101

466 F.Supp.2d 6 (D.D.C. 2006).
Meant is the October 1991 decision.
103
The Act of State doctrine precludes the US courts from inquiring into the validity of the public acts a
recognised foreign sovereign power committed within its own territory. Under that doctrine, the courts of one
State will not question the validity of public acts performed by other sovereigns within their own borders, even
when such courts have jurisdiction over a controversy in which one of the litigants has standing to challenge
those act. It prevents a US court from deciding a case when the outcome turns upon the legality or illegality of
official action by a foreign sovereign performed within its own territory. It is not considered as a self-imposed
limitation on a court’s ability to resolve politically sensitive disputes. In 1964, the Congress decided to narrow
the scope of the Act of State doctrine by requiring the courts to decide on the merits whether a foreign
expropriation violated international law, and not to reflexively invoke the Act of State doctrine. This had been
called the Second Hickenlooper Amendment; 22 U.S.C. Section 2370(e)(2). It has been stated that the Act of
State doctrine was at least partially created to reduce the fear that a court’s interpretation of international law
might conflict with US foreign policy. The Act of State doctrine depends upon the confluence of four factors: 1)
the taking must be by a foreign government; 2) the taking must be within the territorial limitations of that
government; 3) the foreign government must be extant and recognised by this country at the time of suit; and 4)
the taking must not be in violation of a treaty obligation. See: Menzel v. List, 267 N.Y.S.2d 804 (N.Y. App. Div.
1966). The Act of State is based on international ‘comity’, but also described as the reflection of the strong sense
of the Judicial Branch that its engagement in the task of passing on the validity of foreign acts of State may
hinder the conduct of foreign affairs. Unlike sovereign immunity, the Act of State doctrine is not codified.
See: Jane Graham, ‘“From Russia” without love: Can the Shchukin heirs recover their ancestor’s art collection?’,
Sports and Entertainment Law Journal, Spring 2009, Vol. 6, pp. 66-107, at p. 98 and n. 108. See also: Jeffrey
Rabkin, ‘Universal Justice: The Role of Federal Courts in International Civil Litigation’, Columbia Law Review,
1995, Vol. 95, No. 8, pp. 2120-2155, at p. 2137. See also: Patty Gerstenblith, Art, Cultural Heritage and the
Law, Second Edition, Durham 2008, p. 556.
102
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taken by another State within its own territory. It referred to an earlier ruling in Banco
Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino104 whereby it was stated that
“the Judicial Branch will not examine the validity of a taking of property within its own
territory by a foreign sovereign government, extant and recognised by this country at the
time of suit, in the absence of a treaty or other unambiguous agreement regarding
controlling legal principles, even if the complaint alleges that the taking violates
customary international law”
and “the doctrine rests on a view that such judgments might hinder the conduct of foreign
relations by the branches of government empowered to make and execute foreign policy”.
The Court of Appeals ordered that the burden of providing a factual basis for Acts of State
rests on the Russian Federation, and that the Russian Federation had not met that burden with
respect to the Archive. With respect to the Library, the court deferred an ultimate solution and
simply vacated105 the ruling of the District Court.

So, on the basis of the considerations as referred to supra, on 13 June 2008 the Court of
Appeals affirmed the judgment of the District Court finding jurisdiction over Chabad’s claims
concerning the Archive and reversed its finding of Russia’s immunity as to the Library
claims. The court also affirmed the rejection by the District Court of the Act of State defence
of the Russian Federation to the Archive claims, and vacated its application of the Act of State
doctrine to the Library claims. 106

On 7 January 2009, Chabad filed a motion at the Columbia District Court seeking entry of a
preliminary injunction by the court directing the Russian Federation to produce for inspection
the full Archive and Library that were at issue in this case, to provide specific conditions
under which the Archive and the Library would be maintained in a secure and complete state,
pending the final judgment, and to secure the return to the RSMA of any document that was
part of the Archive and in the custody, control or possession of the RSMA when the litigation
began but was no longer in the custody, control or possession of the RSMA and to take all
possible measures to prevent future removal of any document from the Archive or the
Library. Reason for this motion was the reporting of removal and offering for sale of twelve
original pages of religious manuscripts that were part of the Archive. It was supposed that the
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376 U.S. 398 (1964).
‘To vacate’ means ‘to cancel or to rescind’ or ‘to make void or annul’. See:
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/vacate. [Last visited 6 March 2011.]
105
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pages were transported to Israel for possible sale to private parties. The Russian Federation
had not rebutted the allegations. The court therefore was of the opinion that relief was needed
to maintain the status quo of the Library and the Archive and to preserve the jurisdiction of
the court. On 27 January 2009, the court therefore preliminarily enjoined and restrained the
Russian Federation from taking any steps that would compromise or injure the existence or
integrity of the Archive and the Library, from changing the current location of the Archive
and the Library and from releasing or transferring from their custody, control or possession
any of the material that comprised the Library and Archive at issue in the litigation. It further
ordered that plaintiff and defendants should file with the court a proposed plan under which
the integrity and security of the Archive and the Library would be maintained until the entry
of the final judgment in this case. Meanwhile, the parties had to undertake to locate and return
any original material of the Library and the Archive that had been removed from the RSL or
the RSMA.

On 26 June 2009, the Russian Federation informed the District Court that it declined to
participate further in the litigation and that it considered the court of having no authority to
pursue the case and to enter orders with respect to the property owned and possessed by
Russia. The Russian Federation stated not to consider any such orders to be binding on it. It
was of the view that the United States should use diplomatic channels to address any concerns
it may have about the collection, and that Chabad could file claims in Russian courts. On 27
October 2009, the US District Court for the District of Columbia entered a default judgment
against the Russian Federation, as according to the court the Russian Federation had wilfully
refused to continue in the litigation.107 The court ordered as well that Chabad should, pursuant
to the FSIA, move for judgment on default with proof satisfactory to the court.

On 30 July 2010, the US District Court for the District of Columbia granted the ‘Motion for
Entry of Default Judgment Against All Defendants’.108 The court was of the opinion that
Chabad had demonstrated its right to the property at issue in this case and had sufficiently
established its claim to the Library and the Archive that the Russian Federation unlawfully
possessed and refused to relinquish. Furthermore, the court was of the opinion that Chabad
had satisfactorily shown to the court that the Russian Federation expropriated both the
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528 F.3d 934 (D.C. Cir. 2008).
Agudas Chasidei Chabad of United States v. Russian Federation et al., No. 05-01548 (D.D.C. 27 Oct. 2009).
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Archive and Library from Chabad in violation of international law;109 the taking was
discriminatory, not for a public purpose, and did not result in payment of just compensation,
thus the court. Thirdly, Chabad had shown that the property at issue was owned or operated
by agencies or instrumentalities of a foreign State, namely the Russian Federation. Finally, the
agencies or instrumentalities in possession of the illegally expropriated property were engaged
in commercial activity in the United States.

The District Court ordered the Russian Federation to surrender to the US Embassy in Moscow
or to the duly appointed representatives of Agudas Chasidei Chabad in the United States the
complete collection of religious books, manuscripts, documents, and things that comprise the
Library and the Archive, at that moment held at the RSL and the RSMA, and further ordered
the Russian Federation to assist and authorise the transfer of the collection and to provide
whatever security and authorisation was needed to insure prompt and safe transportation of
the collection to a destination of Chabad’s choosing.
Russia rejected the court’s order as a “rude violation” of international law. 110 As a
consequence of and in response to the outcome of the case, Russian State-owned museums
cancelled loans to American institutions. Russian officials and museum executives argued that
the decision by the court demonstrated a kind of judicial overreaching in American courts that
might also lead to cultural objects from Russia being seized. Especially, as a legal
spokesperson for Chabad stated that it would exercise every legal remedy in order to enforce
the judgment.111 However, in May 2011, Chabad assured the US authorities that it will not
“disrupt in any manner the non-profit exchange of art and cultural objects between the
Russian and American people.”112
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According to the court, regarding the Library, there were three distinct ‘takings’ at issue. First during the
Bolshevik Revolution and Russian Civil War between 1917 and 1925. Second when promises to return the
Library were unfulfilled by the newly constituted Soviet Government. And third when, in 1992, the Russian
Federation decided by official decree to close to plaintiff all executive and judicial avenues of possible retrieval
of the Library.
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According to a notice of Associated Press of 12 August 2010. To be found at:
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visited 16 April 2010.]
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Carol Vogel and Clifford J. Levy, ‘Dispute Derails Art Loans From Russia’, The New York Times, 2 February
2011.
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Helen Stoilas and Charlotte Burns, ‘US-Russia cultural cold war continues’, The Art Newspaper, 26 May 11
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4.1.7

One more time the ‘takings exception’: Orkin v. Switzerland

On 7 December 2009 Andrew Orkin113 filed suit 114 in the US District Court of the Southern
District of New York against the Swiss Confederation and the Museum Oskar Reinhart am
Stadtgarten. The action sought, inter alia, the recovery of possession of a drawing by Vincent
van Gogh, 115 called Les Saintes-Maries de la Mer. 116 The drawing was previously owned by
Orkin’s great-grandmother117 and according to Orkin sold, in 1933, under duress during the
Nazi era in Germany below the market value of that time to the Swiss art collector Oskar
Reinhart.118 Reinhart allegedly took advantage of the hopeless situation of Orkin’s greatgrandmother at that time, who needed money in order to flee the country. 119

On 1 March 2010 Orkin filed an amended complaint, whereby also the Sammlung
[Collection] Oskar Reinhart ‘Am Römerholz’ was sued. According to Orkin’s attorney in
media reports, New York was chosen as place of suit because “the District Court has with
regard to these difficult cases the most experience”.120 Officially, it was said that New York
was chosen as defendants were doing business there.

That besides against the Swiss Confederation, Orkin filed suit against both the Museum, as
well as against the Collection, gives the impression that either he was not completely sure
who was the current owner of the drawing, or that he wanted to establish a ‘commercial
activity’ connection with the Collection through the Museum. Or maybe the answer can be
found in paragraph 10 of his complaint, in which Orkin referred to an announcement on the
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A US resident but Canadian national.
Complaint, dated 7 December 2009; First Amended Complaint, 1 March 2010; No. 09-CV-10013 (LAK). See
also: Dan McCue, ‘Holocaust Survivor Heirs Sue for Van Gogh Drawing’, Courthouse News Service, 9
December 2009. See also: Martha Lufkin, ‘Canadian sues Swiss museum for Van Gogh drawing’, The Art
Newspaper, June 2010, No. 214.
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Created in June 1888.
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In April 2006, Orkin made already a demand to the Collection for the return of the drawing. This had been
done through the New York Holocaust Claims Processing Office. In December 2006 the Swiss Federal Office of
Culture sent a letter of refusal, in which it was said that the purchase of the drawing concerned was “connected
to normal negotiating practices” and that Reinhart “neither found out anything about the financial and political
predicament of the Mauthners family […] nor did he take advantage of any such predicament by exercising
pressure on the negotiating partners, at any time phase of the negotiations […].”
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Margarethe Mauthner.
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Through the German art dealer Erich Hancke.
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Reinhart donated around 1940 his art collection to the Swiss city of Winterthur. In 1958 he made a will,
according to which the remaining part of his collection and his villa ‘Am Römerholz’ would be bequeathed to
the Swiss Confederation upon his death. Reinhart died in 1965. At that moment, the Van Gogh drawing passed
to the Swiss Confederation as part of his bequest.
120
But also probably because plaintiff’s chances were considered of being bigger than before other courts.
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website of the Museum that the Museum and the Collection were to merge temporarily. 121 In
the course of the procedure, it appeared that it was the Oskar Reinhart Foundation that was
erroneously sued as the Museum Oskar Reinhart.

Orkin argued in his complaint that the drawing was taken within the meaning of Section
1605(a)(3) of the FSIA, thus in violation of international law, so that an immunity exception
applied, and stated that both the Museum and the Collection were agencies or
instrumentalities of the Swiss Confederation.

Orkin stated that the Swiss Confederation performed commercial activities in the United
States through, among other things, its National Tourist offices in New York, Chicago,
Illinois and El Segundo (California), as well as through its consular office in New York that
promotes Swiss cultural and business interests in New York.122 The Museum derived benefits
from these promotional activities, according to Orkin. Among other things, the Museum
exhibited part of its works during an exhibition in the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art
and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art in California. The Collection had published
illustrated English-language catalogues of the works in its collection, that were available in
the United States, and from which sales the Collection and the Museum derived income.

Orkin asked the District Court a declaration that he was entitled to restitution of the drawing.
He also asked for a judgment declaring that he was entitled to the sole possession of and title
to the drawing. Furthermore, he stated that he was entitled to the rescission of the original
contract for the sale of the drawing, and to the rescission of Reinhart’s donation of the
drawing, and to the restitution of the drawing to him. 123

The Oskar Reinhart Foundation filed a motion to dismiss the claims against it, for lack of
subject matter jurisdiction. The Foundation stated that the Museum, which it owned and
operated, is simply a collection of works of art and not a legal entity capable of being sued.
Even if the plaintiff were to amend the amended complaint to sue the Foundation in the
Museum’s place, dismissal would be necessary. The Foundation contended that it did not
121

Interestingly, the ‘Notice of Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint’, filed on 17 May 2010, was only
filed on behalf of the Swiss Confederation and the Sammlung Oskar Reinhart ‘Am Römerholz’.
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Furthermore, Orkin argued that the Swiss Confederation owned and leased immovable property in New York.
123
Moreover, Orkin stated that he was entitled to damages against the defendants, as well as to compensatory
damages as a result of the alleged violation of international law.
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possess or own, and never possessed or owned the drawing.

On 13 January 2011 the US District Court for the Southern District of New York stated that
according to the court, the evidence indeed indicated that the Foundation had no connection to
the drawing at all, save that the Foundation was established by the same person who, years
later, separately bequeathed the drawing to the Swiss Confederation. The court argued that
plaintiff’s decision to sue the Foundation was at best naïve, most obviously because the
Foundation did not seem to own or possess the drawing that plaintiff sued to recover.
Nevertheless, Orkin was afforded a final opportunity to make out a claim against the
Foundation and submit whatever evidence or affidavit he deemed necessary. 124

On 11 March 2011, the District Court concluded that the Foundation never possessed the
drawing, and that it would therefore not be a proper defendant to this action, quite apart from
questions of jurisdiction. Moreover, the court ordered that the expropriation exception of
Section 1605(a)(3) of the FSIA applies only where the property at issue passed in the first
instance from the plaintiff or his predecessor to a sovereign or to some person or entity acting
on a sovereign’s behalf. Here, the drawing passed from Orkin’s great-grandmother
Margarethe Mauthner to Oskar Reinhart. As this case involved an acquisition by a private
individual, the court ordered that there is no subject matter jurisdiction under the FSIA’s
expropriation exception. The court therefore dismissed Orkin’s amended complaint for lack of
subject matter jurisdiction.125

4.1.8

The ‘commercial exception’ and the ‘takings exception’ combined: the
Herzog case

On 27 July 2010, David de Csepel, 126 Angela Maria Herzog127 and Julia Alice Herzog128 filed
suit at the US District Court for the District of Columbia against the Republic of Hungary, the
Hungarian National Gallery in Budapest, the Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest, the Museum
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Andrew Orkin v. The Swiss Confederation et al., Case No. 09 Civ. 10013 (LAK), 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
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of Applied Arts in Budapest and the Budapest University of Technology and Economics.129
The Museums and the University are considered agencies or instrumentalities of the Republic
of Hungary.

The Herzog heirs seek the recovery of artworks which used to belong to the family of Baron
Mór Lipót Herzog,130 who was a well-known Jewish Hungarian art collector.131 The
collection132 included masterpieces by El Greco, Lucas Cranach the Elder, Van Dyck and
others. According to the Herzog heirs, 44 works from the collection are known to be in the
possession133 of the Museum of Fine Arts, the Hungarian National Gallery, the Museum of
Applied Arts, and the Budapest University of Technology and Economics. In their complaint
the heirs stated that Hungary, the Museums and the University never acquired more than a
custodial interest in the artworks,134 that the ownership rights to the Herzog collection
remained at all times with the Herzog heirs and that the heirs were entitled to full and
complete accounting and restitution of all the objects of the Herzog collection that are
currently in the possession of Hungary, the Museums and the University, as well as of any
additional objects from the collection that may subsequently be returned to Hungary from
Russia or elsewhere.

The heirs’ complaint stated, that during World War II the Herzog family tried to save their
works of art from damage and confiscation by hiding the bulk of it in the cellar of one of the
family’s factories. However, the place was discovered, the artworks seized and partly shipped
off to Germany. The remaining part stayed in Hungary. Some other artworks were taken from
the Herzog homes.

The heirs invoked the ‘takings exception’ under the FSIA. The action concerned rights in
property that were wrongfully taken from the Herzog family allegedly in violation of
international law by the Hungarian Government during World War II. The seizure of art
owned by Jews, including the Herzog collection, constituted “an act or acts of genocide”
129

Case No. 1:2010cv01261. See also: Carol Vogel, ‘Hungary Sued in Holocaust Art Claim’, The New York
Times, 27 July 2010.
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1869-1934.
131
These objects are now in the ownership of the Republic of Hungary, and are held by the three mentioned
museums and the university.
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The collection consisted of approx. 2,500 pieces at its peak. After his death, the collection was inherited by
his wife; after her death in 1940, it was inherited and divided among the three children.
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Or ‘wrongful possession’ according to the heirs.
134
Pursuant to the 1947 Treaty of Peace between Hungary and the Allies.
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against the Hungarian Jews in general and the Herzog heirs in particular and also constituted a
war crime and a crime against humanity, the heirs argued in their complaint.

Alternatively, the heirs invoked the ‘commercial exception’ under Section 1605(a)(2) of the
FSIA. According to the heirs, the post-war relationship between Hungary, the Museums, the
University and the Herzog heirs with respect to the Herzog collection was in essence a
bailment, whereby Hungary, the Museums and the University retained possession of the art
and displayed it for financial gain in the Museums and University. This possession of the
collection and the failure to restitute it following demand by the Herzog heirs caused a direct
effect in the United States, the heirs stated. Furthermore, the heirs argued that the Museum,
the University and the Republic of Hungary engaged in commercial activities in and with the
United States, whereby cultural objects from the Herzog collection were specifically used for
those commercial activities.135

As from 1999, the Herzog heirs tried to recover twelve cultural objects, as in October 1999,
David de Csepel’s aunt, Martha Nierenberg, filed suit in Hungary. 136 One painting was
returned by the Museum of Fine Arts. On 10 January 2008, the Budapest Court of Appeals
rejected the claim in regard to the other eleven paintings. 137 Review of this decision by the
Hungarian Supreme Court has not been sought. The heirs stated now that they felt that further
135

According to the heirs, all of the following activities should be considered as commercial activities under the
FSIA: the Museums had loaned cultural objects to museums in the United States and had thereby received
reciprocal benefits. Moreover, the Museums encouraged US tourism and accepted fees from US visitors.
Furthermore, guidebooks had been published, featuring paintings from the Herzog collection, which guidebooks
were sold to US visitors, and whereby payments by US credit cards had been accepted. The University
participated in student exchange programs with US universities and participated in the Fulbright Program
sponsored by the US State Department’s Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. Finally, the Republic of
Hungary was engaged in commercial activities in and with the United States, as among other things it
maintained an embassy in the District of Columbia as well as consulates in New York and Los Angeles, each of
which were involved in and hosted events serving to promote Hungarian cultural and business interests in the
United States. Furthermore, the Hungarian National Tourist Office conducted advertising campaigns promoting
tourism to Hungary throughout the United States, the heirs stated.
136
Mrs. Nierenberg sought the return of ten paintings which formed part of the Herzog collection. In an
amendment of the complaint she broadened the claim from ten to twelve paintings. Interestingly, current
plaintiffs Angela Maria and Julia Alice Herzog were in this Hungarian court case among the defendants against
claimant Martha Nierenberg.
137
The Court of Appeals was of the view that the Republic of Hungary had a legally sound title of ownership
with regard to the disputed objects. According to the Hungarian Press Agency MTI, the Court of Appeals stated
as well that the heirs had already received financial compensation. See: ‘Erven Herzog claimen kunst uit
Hongarije’ [Herzog heirs claim art from Hungary], NRC Handelsblad, 29 July 2010. And The New York Times
reported about a letter sent in 2008 by the then Hungarian Minister for Foreign Affairs Kinga Goncz to the then
New York Senator Hillary Clinton, stating that the Herzog family already received financial compensation under
a 1973 American-Hungarian claims settlement. See: Judy Dempsey, ‘Roadblocks Remain in Case of Paintings
Lost to Nazis’, The New York Times, 28 October 2010. Under this settlement, Hungary paid approx. US $ 19
million as compensation, in exchange for the United States and its citizens giving up the right for further
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demands for restitution in Hungary would be futile. So, they sought recourse in the US
District Court in July 2010.

Plaintiffs stated that they were entitled to restitution of the Herzog works, or payment of their
interest in the Herzog collection. 138
On 15 February 2011, Hungary filed a motion to dismiss. 139 In its motion, Hungary referred to
the International Claims Settlement Act,140 enacted by US Congress in 1949. On 9 August
1955, the Act was amended to authorise the Claims Commission to consider claims of US
nationals for property losses in Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania that occurred prior to that
date.141 Martha Nierenberg, aunt of plaintiff David de Csepel filed a claim with the Claims
Commission and received an amount of nearly US $ 103,000. Elizabeth Weiss de Csepel,
plaintiff’s de Csepel’s grandmother (and the mother of Martha Nierenberg), also filed a claim
and was rewarded an amount of nearly US $ 500,000. In the motion to dismiss, Hungary
pointed out that at least ten of the twelve paintings for which Elizabeth Weiss de Csepel
sought and received compensation were included in plaintiff’s complaint.

An important place in the motion to dismiss was given to the ‘Agreement between the
Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Hungarian People’s
Republic Regarding the Settlement of Claims’, dated 6 March 1973. According to Article 1 of
the agreement, Hungary agreed to pay, and the government of the United States agreed to
accept, the lump sum of US $ 18,9 million “in full and final settlement and in discharge of all
claims of the Government and nationals of the United States against the Government and
nationals of the Hungarian People’s Republic [...].” The agreement concerned “claims of
nationals and the US Government for property, rights and interests affected by Hungarian

damages or restitution of cultural objects.
138
In addition, the heirs stated to be entitled to an accounting (or inventory) of the artworks of the collection.
This inventory would regard the artworks of the collection which are currently in the possession, custody or
control of Hungary, but also those which may later come to be in its possession, custody or control, as these
works are still in the Russian Federation or other States. Moreover, the heirs asked for a declaratory judgment
declaring them to be the owners of the Herzog collection, which judgment would also direct Hungary and its
agencies or instrumentalities to return to the heirs any works from the collection that are now, or which may later
come to be, in Hungary’s possession.
139
Motion to dismiss by the Republic of Hungary, the Hungarian National Gallery, the Museum of Fine Arts, the
Museum of Applied Arts, and the Budapest University of Technology and Economics. No. 1:10-cv-01261(ESH).
See also: Martha Lufkin, ‘Hungary seeks dismissal in Nazi restitution case’, The Art Newspaper, 16 February
2011 (web only).
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measures of nationalization, compulsory liquidation, expropriation, or other talking on or
before the date of this Agreement [...].”142 It included property taken during World War II.
According to Article 6(1) of the agreement, in exchange for the payment of US $ 18,9 million
by Hungary, the United States expressly agreed that it discharged the Hungarian Government
and Hungarian nationals from their obligations to the US Government and US nationals in
respect of all claims referred under the agreement. “Upon their discharge, the Government of
the United States will consider as finally settled all claims for which compensation is
provided under Article 1 [of the agreement], whether or not they have been brought to the
attention of the Government of the Hungarian People’s Republic.”143 After the entry into
force of the agreement, neither government would present to the other any claims which had
been referred to in the agreement and neither government would support such claims. In the
event that such claims were presented directly by nationals of one State to the government of
the other, such government would refer them to the government of the national concerned.144

Hungary and Italy (plaintiffs Angela Maria Herzog and Julia Alice Herzog have Italian
citizenship) signed a similar agreement on 26 April 1973, and in total Hungary signed similar
agreements with 17 States.

The 1973 agreement between Hungary and the United States funded a second Hungarian
Claims Program to permit the Claims Commission to adjudicate claims of US nationals which
arose subsequent to 8 August 1955 and prior to 6 March 1973. It made also more money
available for certain awards granted under the (first) Hungarian Claims Program that had not
yet been paid in full.
According to Hungary in its motion to dismiss, international agreements to which the United
States is a party, concluded and entered into force before the adoption of the FSIA by the US
Congress on 21 October 1976, would prevail over the FSIA. It based itself on Section 1604 of the

FSIA, which states that
“Subject to existing international agreements to which the United States is a party at the
time of enactment of this Act a foreign state shall be immune from the jurisdiction of the
courts of the United States and of the States except as provided in sections 1605 to 1607 of
this chapter.”
142
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Article 6(1) of the agreement.
144
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Therefore, in this case the bilateral 1973 Agreement prevails, and US claimants should go to their
own US authorities, Hungary argued.

Furthermore, the Hungarian motion to dismiss referred to the lawsuit that plaintiff’s aunt filed
in Hungary in 1999. As we saw, the same eleven paintings are part of the artworks that the
plaintiffs now seek to obtain through this lawsuit in the US court. The other 33 artworks had
not been subject to a Hungarian court case, and Hungary pointed out in the motion that the
plaintiffs did not exhaust legal remedies in Hungary.

Hungary also argued in the motion to dismiss that plaintiffs failed to demonstrate that an
exception to the FSIA existed. Neither the commercial activity exception nor the takings
exception applied in this case, Hungary stated. Hungary pointed out that the basis of
plaintiffs’ claims was the Hungarian nationalisation of property during the communist regime;
that should be considered a sovereign act, not a commercial one, furthermore, the act had not
a ‘direct effect’ in the United States. Moreover, the taking was not ‘in violation of
international law’, as at the time of the taking the predecessors of plaintiffs were still
Hungarian citizens. Finally, Hungary argued that the plaintiffs were unable to demonstrate the
requisite ‘substantial contact’ between the United States and the Hungarian museums. 145

Currently, the case is only at the beginning of its procedural phase. Based on the information
known to me, I would find it quite remarkable if the US court would assert jurisdiction over a
case that recently had become final before the national court of another sovereign State.146

4.2

Immunity from measures of constraint for State property

4.2.1

Sections 1609-1611 of the FSIA

Before the FSIA was enacted in 1976, and regardless of the Tate letter, in practice no foreign
State could be subject to US jurisdiction (including measures of constraint) without a waiver
145

Hungary also argued that plaintiffs’ claims were barred by the statute of limitations of the District of
Columbia and by the Act of State doctrine, but I will leave that aside here.
146
With regard to eleven of the 44 works of art. This does, however, not mean that I follow an a contrario
approach with regard to the other works.
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of immunity. In Telkes v. Hungarian National Museum a New York Court dismissed an
action where the plaintiff had attached property of the Hungarian Museum as security. The
court held that if the Hungarian Museum was an agent of the Hungarian State, there would be
no jurisdiction.147

In Sections 1609 to 1611 of the FSIA, the United States established a general rule of
immunity from measures of constraint, but created limited exceptions to that immunity in
specified circumstances for assets located in the United States.

Section 1609 of the FSIA restricts subject matter jurisdiction over foreign sovereigns to in
personam148 jurisdiction, not in rem149 and quasi in rem150 jurisdiction as a basis for
jurisdiction against a foreign State. The House Report for the FSIA stated that “one of the
fundamental purposes of this bill is to provide a long-arm statute that makes attachment for
jurisdictional purposes unnecessary.”151 By eliminating in rem and quasi in rem jurisdiction,
the FSIA drastically reduced the number of situations in which attachment against a foreign
State could occur.152 The immunity extends not only to execution, but “to any other process
utilized to attach or seize assets in the collection of judgments, including attachments and
garnishments.”153

28 U.S.C. Section 1609 reads as follows:
“Subject to existing international agreements to which the United States is a party at the
time of enactment of this Act the property in the United States of a foreign state shall be
147

Telkes v. Hungarian National Museum, 265 N.Y.A.D. 192 (1st Dept. 1942). See also: Laura Popp, ‘Arresting
Art Loan Seizures’, Columbia-VLA Journal of Law and the Arts (2001), volume 24, issue 2, pp. 213-233, at p.
219 and n. 36.
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Op. cit. n. 25 (HR Rep.), p. 27 (repr. in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6604, 6626).
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Northwestern Journal of International Law & Business, Winter 1984-1985, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 1121-1145, at p.
1142.
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Alejandre v. Telephonica Larga Distancia de Puerto Rico, Inc., 183 F.3d 1277, 1283 (11th Cir. 1999). See
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immune from attachment, arrest and execution except as provided in Sections 1610 and
1611 of this chapter.”
Section 1609, read together with Sections 1610 and 1611, was intended to conform the rules
regarding immunity from measures of constraint more closely to the rules on immunity from
jurisdiction, as provided in Sections 1604 and 1605.154 Section 1610(a) identifies the
exceptions to immunity from execution that are applicable to the property of all foreign
States, whereby Section 1610(b) identifies additional exceptions applicable to an agency or
instrumentality of a foreign State engaged in commercial activity in the United States.

Subsection (a) of Section 1610, which is titled ‘exceptions to the immunity from attachment
or execution’, reads:
“The property in the United States of a foreign state, as defined in section 1603(a) of
this chapter, used for a commercial activity in the United States, shall not be immune
from attachment in aid of execution, or from execution, upon a judgment entered by a
court of the United States or of a State after the effective date of this Act, if (1) the foreign state has waived its immunity from attachment in aid of execution or
from execution either explicitly or by implication, notwithstanding any withdrawal of
the waiver the foreign state may purport to effect except in accordance with the terms of
the waiver, or
(2) the property is or was used for the commercial activity upon which the claim is
based,[155] or
(3) the execution relates to a judgment establishing rights in property which has been
taken in violation of international law or which has been exchanged for property taken
in violation of international law, or
(4) the execution relates to a judgment establishing rights in property 154

Op. cit. n. 24 (Dickinson c.s.), p. 303 and n. 517.
See also: op. cit. n. 25 (HR Rep.), p. 8 (repr. in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6604, 6606).
155
This means that a genuine link is required between any commercial property against which a judgment may
be executed and the underlying claim upon which the judgment to be executed is based. So, the commercial
activity must have given rise to the claim upon which the judgment is based. See also: op. cit. n. 24 (Dickinson
c.s.), pp. 308-309. This subsection was meant to mirror the commercial activities exception to jurisdictional
immunity. Therefore, property will not be immune from measures of constraint if it is used for a commercial
activity in the United States and is the subject of a suit brought under the commercial activities exception of
Section 1605(a)(2). If the property in question is predominantly used for sovereign activities, ancillary
commercial use will not strip the entire property of its immunity from measures of constraint. See: op.cit. n. 24
(Dickinson c.s.), p. 315. On 7 December 2010, I discussed this with Attorney-Advisers of the US Department of
State. In their view, and based on the FSIA, property that has been used commercially is not entitled to immunity
from measures of constraint. Thus, in determining whether cultural objects belonging to foreign States are
immune from seizure, two options occur: either the loan is considered a commercial act and as a consequence the
cultural objects are not immune from seizure, or the loan is considered a sovereign act while promoting mutual
cultural understanding between States, in which situation the property is immune. (However, to consider the loan
as a sovereign act brings that one uses the ‘purpose test’, whereas also the FSIA states in Section 1603(d) that the
activity shall be determined by reference to the nature of the act.) That approach is in line with the approach
Matthias Weller and Hazel Fox follow, and that I addressed supra in Chapter 3.2. The Attorney-Advisers did not
foresee a situation in which the act regards a commercial transaction, but where the property at the same time is
immune from seizure because a public purpose has been attached to the property.
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(A) which is acquired by succession or gift, or
(B) which is immovable and situated in the United States: Provided, That such property
is not used for purposes of maintaining a diplomatic or consular mission or the
residence of the Chief of such mission, or
(5) the property consists of any contractual obligation or any proceeds from such a
contractual obligation to indemnify or hold harmless the foreign state or its employees
under a policy of automobile or other liability or casualty insurance covering the claim
which merged into the judgment, or
(6) the judgment is based on an order confirming an arbitral award rendered against the
foreign state, provided that attachment in aid of execution, or execution, would not be
inconsistent with any provision in the arbitral agreement, or
(7) the judgment relates to a claim for which the foreign state is not immune under
section 1605A regardless of whether the property is or was involved with the act upon
which the claim is based.”
Even if one of the exceptions in Section 1610(a) applies, property that is not located in the
United States, or that is not used for commercial activity in the United States is not subject to
measures of constraint in the United States. These limitations reflect recognition by Congress
that involvement by the US courts in the seizure of assets of foreign governments has the
potential for creating tension in international relations and should be limited to commercial
property that is located in the United States.156 Thus, this limits the effect of Section 1610(a)
to a certain extent.
In Aurelius Capital Partners, LP, v. Republic of Argentina,157 the US Court of Appeals158
held that the fact that property of a State will or could potentially be used for a commercial
activity is not sufficient to satisfy the elements of the definition of ‘commercial activity’. The
property in the United States and belonging to a foreign State must be used for a commercial
activity in the United States upon the judgment entered by a US court.159

The phrase ‘used for’ in Section 1610 (a) is intended to narrow the type of property owned by
the foreign State which can be seized. In contrast, Section 1610(b), regarding property owned
by an agency or instrumentality of a foreign sovereign, lacks the wording ‘used for
156

See: op. cit. n. 25 (HR Rep.), p. 27 (repr. in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6604, 6626); see also: op. cit. n. 153
(Lipe/Omar). The United States argued in its ‘Second Statement of Interest of the United States’ (dated 3 March
2006) in the case Jenny Rubin, et al. v. The Islamic Republic of Iran, et al. (see infra, Ch. 4.2.2): “This limitation
is directly reflective of the restrictive theory of sovereign immunity adopted by the United States and is intended
to ensure that only the commercial property and not the public property of foreign sovereigns is made available
for attachment in U.S. courts.”
157
Aurelius Capital Partners, LP, v. Republic of Argentina, 584 F.3d 120 (2nd Cir. 2009).
158
For the 2nd Circuit.
159
Birgit Kurtz a.o., The Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, 2009 Year in Review, Crowell and Moring LLP,
New York 2010, p. 32, in possession with the author.
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commercial activity’:
“In addition to subsection (a), any property in the United States of an agency or
instrumentality of a foreign state engaged in commercial activity in the United States
shall not be immune from attachment in aid of execution, or from execution, upon a
judgment entered by a court of the United States or of a State after the effective date of
this Act, if (1) the agency or instrumentality has waived its immunity from attachment in aid of
execution or from execution either explicitly or implicitly, notwithstanding any
withdrawal of the waiver the agency or instrumentality may purport to effect except in
accordance with the terms of the waiver, or
(2) the judgment relates to a claim for which the agency or instrumentality is not
immune by virtue of Section 1605(a)(2), (3), or (5),160 1605(b)161 or 1605A162 of this
chapter, regardless of whether the property is or was used for the activity upon which
the claim is based.”
Subparagraph (b) is followed by subparagraphs (c) to (g), of which I will quote subparagraphs
(c) and (d) below:
“(c) No attachment or execution referred to in subsections (a) and (b) of this section
shall be permitted until the court has ordered such attachment and execution after
having determined that a reasonable period of time has elapsed following the entry of
judgment and the giving of any notice required under section 1608(e) of this chapter.
(d) The property of a foreign state, as defined in section 1603(a) of this chapter, used for
a commercial activity in the United States, shall not be immune from attachment prior
to the entry of judgment in any action brought in a court of the United States or of a
State, or prior to the elapse of the period of time provided in subsection (c) of this
160

Section 1605(a)(5) reads: “A foreign State shall not be immune from the jurisdiction of courts of the United
States or of the States in any case not otherwise encompassed in paragraph (2) above, in which money damages
are sought against a foreign state for personal injury or death, or damage to or loss of property, occurring in the
United States and caused by the tortious act or omission of that foreign state or of any official or employee of
that foreign state while acting within the scope of his office or employment; except this paragraph shall not apply
to (A) any claim based upon the exercise or performance or the failure to exercise or perform a discretionary
function regardless of whether the discretion be abused, or
(B) any claim arising out of malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit, or
interference with contract rights[.]”
161
Section 1605(b) reads: “A foreign state shall not be immune from the jurisdiction of the courts of the United
States in any case in which a suit in admiralty is brought to enforce a maritime lien against a vessel or cargo of
the foreign state, which maritime lien is based upon a commercial activity of the foreign state: Provided, That (1) notice of the suit is given by delivery of a copy of the summons and of the complaint to the person, or his
agent, having possession of the vessel or cargo against which the maritime lien is asserted; and if the vessel or
cargo is arrested pursuant to process obtained on behalf of the party bringing the suit, the service of process of
arrest shall be deemed to constitute valid delivery of such notice, but the party bringing the suit shall be liable for
any damages sustained by the foreign state as a result of the arrest if the party bringing the suit had actual or
constructive knowledge that the vessel or cargo of a foreign state was involved; and
(2) notice to the foreign state of the commencement of suit as provided in section 1608 of this title is initiated
within ten days either of the delivery of notice as provided in paragraph (1) of this subsection or, in the case of a
party who was unaware that the vessel or cargo of a foreign state was involved, of the date such party determined
the existence of the foreign state’s interest.”
162
Inserted on 28 January 2008.
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section, if (1) the foreign state has explicitly waived its immunity from attachment prior to
judgment, notwithstanding any withdrawal of the waiver the foreign state may purport
to effect except in accordance with the terms of the waiver, and
(2) the purpose of the attachment is to secure satisfaction of a judgment that has been or
may ultimately be entered against the foreign state, and not to obtain jurisdiction.”163
Section 1610(g) has been amended on 28 January 2008 and states now, inter alia, in
paragraph (1) that
“[…] the property of a foreign state against which a judgment is entered under section
1605A, and the property of an agency or instrumentality of such a state, including
property that is a separate juridical entity or is an interest held directly or indirectly in a
separate juridical entity, is subject to attachment in aid of execution, and execution,
upon that judgment as provided in this section […].”
Paragraph (2) states that
“any property of a foreign state, or agency or instrumentality of a foreign state, to which
paragraph (1) applies shall not be immune from attachment in aid of execution, or
execution, upon a judgment entered under section 1605A[…].”
Section 1610 is followed by Section 1611, which considers ‘certain types of property which
are immune from executions’:
“(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1610 of this chapter, the property of
those organizations designated by the President as being entitled to enjoy the privileges,
exemptions, and immunities provided by the International Organizations Immunities
Act shall not be subject to attachment or any other judicial process impeding the
disbursement of funds to, or on the order of, a foreign state as the result of an action
brought in the courts of the United States or of the States.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1610 of this chapter, the property of a
foreign state shall be immune from attachment and from execution, if (1) the property is that of a foreign central bank or monetary authority held for its own
account, unless such bank or authority, or its parent foreign government, has explicitly
waived its immunity from attachment in aid of execution, or from execution,
notwithstanding any withdrawal of the waiver which the bank, authority or government
may purport to effect except in accordance with the terms of the waiver; or
(2) the property is, or is intended to be, used in connection with a military activity and
(A) is of a military character, or
(B) is under the control of a military authority or defense agency.”164

163

So this section requests an explicit waiver in order to make pre-judgment measures of constraint possible, and
prohibits pre-judgment attachments in order to establish the jurisdiction of US courts (forum arresti). See also:
August Reinisch, ‘European Court Practice Concerning State Immunity from Enforcement Measures’, European
Yearbook of International Law, 2006, Vol. 17, No. 4, pp. 803-836, at p. 835.
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Contrary to the 2004 UN Convention, cultural objects are not mentioned as a separate
category.

4.2.2

Seizure attempts in practice: Rubin v. the Islamic Republic of Iran165

In the Rubin case,166 plaintiffs were using the precedents of Altmann and Malewicz167 to
invoke the exceptions under the FSIA against the Islamic Republic of Iran and to try to attach
Persian antiquities owned by Iran, but currently present in museum collections in the United
States. They were seeking execution of a September 2003 judgment of the District Court of
the District of Columbia against Iran for Iran’s support of a deadly Hamas-organised
September 1997 suicide bombing on Ben Yehuda Street in Jerusalem, Israel. 168 After winning
that earlier lawsuit, plaintiffs unsuccessfully tried to make Iran pay the default judgment.
They made unsuccessful efforts to attach Iranian bank accounts in the United States, and
164

Subsection (c) is not of relevance for this study.
See: op. cit. n. 64 (Caprio), pp. 285-309. See also: James Wawrzyniak, ‘Rubin v. the Islamic Republic of Iran:
a Struggle for Control of Persian Antiquities in America’, Harvard Law School Student Scholarship Series,
2007, Paper 17. See also: Travis Sills, ‘Judicial Conversion of Culture: Attaching Embodiments of Ancient
Culture to Judgments in Civil Proceedings’, in: Sherry Hutt (ed.), Yearbook of Cultural Property Law, 2007, pp.
237-256. In his article, Sills is very vocal in arguing that cultural objects should not be considered assets
attachable in execution of judgment. See pp. 238, 251. See also: Claire R. Thomas, ‘“That belongs in a
Museum!” Rubin v. Iran: Implications for the Persian Collection of the Oriental Institute of the University of
Chicago’, Loyola Los Angeles International & Comparative Law Review, 2009, Vol. 31, No 2, pp. 257-289. At
p. 258 Thomas states that cultural property should be immune from plaintiff’s rights to recovery and that it is
legally and morally unjust for such property to be used to satisfy a legal judgment against a sovereign. See also:
Jennifer Anglin Kreder, Kimberly De Graaf, ‘Museums in the Crosshairs: Unintended Consequences of the War
on Terror’, 2010, to be found at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1648929. [Last visited 26 May 2011.] See also:
Gabrielle Goodwin, Rubin v. Islamic Republic of Iran: Legal Threats to Cultural Property, 2010, to be found at:
http://iub.academia.edu/GabrielleGoodwin/Papers/302492/Rubin_V._Islamic_Republic_of_Iran_Legal_Threats_
to_Cultural_Property. [Last visited 26 May 2011.] See also: Laina Lopez, Should National Treasures Be Subject
to Judicial Auction?: The Implications of Rubin v. Iran, American Bar Association Panel FSIA as Sword or
Shield, 7 April 2011, to be found at: http://adwww2.americanbar.org/calendar/section-of-international-law-2011spring-meeting/Documents/Thursday/Shield%20or%20Sword/ABA%20CLE%20FINAL
%20re%20Rubin%203.10.11.pdf [Last visited 26 May 2011.]
166
Many thanks go to Jennifer Kreder, Associate Professor of Law, Chase College of Law, Northern Kentucky
University, United States, and Ben Bauer, Chase College of Law, Northern Kentucky University, United States.
167
To which I shall come in Ch. 4.4.5.
168
See Campuzano, et al. v. the Islamic Republic of Iran, et al., 281 F.Supp. 2d 258 (D.D.C. 2003). In a
bombing carried out by the Palestinian organisation Hamas in Jerusalem in 1997, several Americans were
wounded. These victims or family members filed suit in a US court to recover damages from Iran on the ground
that it was a sponsor of Hamas. Iran’s liability was premised on the court’s finding that Iran was actively funding
Hamas’s terrorist activities and that the bombing that injured the plaintiffs would not have occurred without the
involvement of Iran and its officials. The District Court found that Iran’s support for Hamas brought Iran within
the jurisdiction of the US courts pursuant to Section 1605(a)(7) [replaced by Section 1605A] of the FSIA, that
creates an exception to sovereign immunity for certain acts of ‘extrajudicial killing’ committed by or supported
by a State sponsor of terrorism. The court found Iran liable to the plaintiffs for personal injuries from the
bombing in the amount of US $ 71,5 million. Plaintiffs also received an award of punitive damages against other
non-sovereign defendants (high Iranian officials) in the amount of US $ 300 million. The judgment against Iran
165
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obtained only a meagre amount of US $ 400,000 as a result of the forced sale of an Iranian
real property in Texas.

The plaintiffs then sought to attach antiquities that allegedly belonged to Iran and were
currently in the possession of several US institutions. The Rubin plaintiffs argued that cultural
objects belonging to Iran should be sold in order to compensate victims of Iran-financed
terrorism. 169 They discovered that the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago had in its
possession Persian antiquities belonging to Iran, namely two collections of approximately
30.000 ancient Persian seal impressions and cuneiform writings found on clay tablets and
table fragments that were recovered in excavations in Iran. The collections are known as the
Persepolis Fortification Texts170 and the Chogha Mish collection.171 The antiquities were
loaned to the University of Chicago in the 1930s and 1960s following their excavations by the
university for study purposes and would return to Iran at the moment the studies were
completed.172 The university conceded that these were on loan from Iran and therefore were
the property of Iran. The plaintiffs also found antiquities in the Field Museum of Natural
History in Illinois. They wanted to execute the so-called Herzfeld collection. 173 Herzfeld sold
the collection to the Field Museum in 1945, so the museum was of the opinion that it owned
the collection, not Iran. The University of Chicago and the Field Museum in Illinois were
parties in a litigation plaintiffs initiated at the Northern District of Illinois (Eastern
Division).174 For the purpose of attaching the three collections, the plaintiffs registered the
September 2003 judgment in the Northern District of Illinois.
Furthermore, plaintiffs filed suit at the District Court for the District of Massachusetts.175

was entered in default in 2003, as Iran refrained from appearing in the lawsuit.
169
Rubin v. the Islamic Republic of Iran, 349 F.Supp. 2d 1108 (N.D. Ill. 2004).
170
This collection includes tablets and tablet fragments from the reign of Darius I (500 B.C.). The researchers of
the University of Chicago found that the tablets appeared to be administrative records dealing with the daily lives
of ordinary people living in the Persian Empire. See: op. cit. n. 165 (Thomas), p. 264.
171
The Chogha Mish excavations yielded evidence of cultures in the area much earlier than had previous been
known. It also extended backward the known length of human occupation on the plain by more than a
millennium, to ca. 6000 B.C. The Chogha Mish collection was loaned in the early 1960s.
172
Moreover, the objects awaited return to Iran pending the outcome of a case pending at the Iran-United States
Claims Tribunal in The Hague, the Netherlands.
173
This collection consists of a group of objects Professor Ernst Herzfeld of Princeton University collected
during his archaeological excavations of Persian sites in the 1920s and 1930s. It consists of prehistoric pottery,
metal objects and ornaments. Plaintiffs believed that Herzfeld may have illegally removed the objects from Iran,
which then – according to plaintiffs – would mean that the cultural objects remained the property of Iran.
174
Op. cit. n. 169.
175
Case No. 1:06-cv-11053-GAO.
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They wanted to execute Iranian artefacts from Harvard University176 as well as the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts in Massachusetts. Harvard University and the Museum of Fine Arts,
however, stated that they did not hold antiquities owned by Iran (but owned those objects
themselves).

The plaintiffs invoked Section 1609 and 1610(a) to try to attach the cultural objects. We
already saw that Section 1609 grants immunity from measures of constraint of property
except when an exception applies under Section 1610 or 1611. Section 1610(a), invoked by
the plaintiffs, states that property of a foreign State, used for a commercial activity in the
United States, shall not be immune from attachment in aid of execution, or from execution.
The plaintiffs argued that the Persian antiquities fell under Section 1610(a) because they have
been used for publishing and selling books in the United States. They specifically referred to
Section 1610(a)(7) which states, as we saw:
“The property in the United States of a foreign state, […], used for a commercial
activity in the United States, shall not be immune from attachment in aid of execution,
or from execution, upon a judgment entered by a court of the United States or of a State
after the effective date of this Act, if the judgment relates to a claim for which the
foreign state is not immune under section 1605(a)(7)[177] regardless of whether the
property is or was involved with the act upon which the claim is based.”178
In Illinois, the University of Chicago and the Field Museum sought a protective order, which
was granted by the court on the grounds that in accordance with Section 1610(a) only the
actions of the foreign sovereign and not the university or museum matter when determining
whether immunity should be waived. 179 The university’s activities, whether commercial or
not, where not of relevance in this case.

Plaintiffs responded by declaring that the cultural institutions did not have standing to assert
an exemption from immunity under Section 1609 on behalf of Iran. The Illinois Court
confirmed that indeed the commercial use is determined by the activities of the foreign State

176

Plaintiffs did not specify which artefacts they wanted to seize. They kept it general, with the exception of “at
least six antiquities on display at the Sackler Museum at Harvard University that relate to the ancient civilization
at Persepolis.” James Wawrzyniak concluded that plaintiffs referred to six limestone reliefs in the Near East
room at the museum, which, according to the placards, were donated by Grenville L. Winthrop to the museum in
the 1940s.
177
Meanwhile Section 1605A.
178
And as we saw supra in n. 168, the District Court found that Iran’s support for Hamas brought Iran within the
jurisdiction of the US courts pursuant to section 1605(a)(7) of the FSIA.
179
Op. cit. n. 169.
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and not by the US possessor of the assets at stake, but agreed with the plaintiffs that immunity
from seizure must be affirmatively raised by the judgment debtor, and that it is the judgment
debtor who bears the burden of proof.180 It also held that the foreign sovereign must appear in
court and argue an affirmative defence under Section 1609 and 1610 to establish immunity
and prevent the seizure from occurring.181

The Massachusetts Court had a partly different opinion. That court held that third parties in
possession of property of a sovereign had standing to assert that the property was immune
from seizure under the FSIA on behalf of an absent foreign State.182 It stated that a district
court should determine whether or not immunity was available in every case, whether or not
raised by the sovereign. The Massachusetts Court also ruled that it was the clear intention of
the Congress, when enacting the FSIA, to allow execution upon sovereign property only
when the sovereign itself was engaged in its commercial use (and not an American museum
or institution). Since Iran did not use the property for commercial activity in the United States,
the commercial use exception under the FSIA was not applicable. The cultural objects
concerned therefore remained immune from seizure by the plaintiffs.

So, the judgments of the Illinois Court and the Massachusetts Court differed regarding the
question who would have standing to claim that sovereign property is immune from seizure
(only the sovereign or also others on behalf of the sovereign), but had the same opinion as to
whose activities matter to determine whether the commercial use exception under the FSIA is
applicable: only those of the foreign State. Thus, the plaintiffs did not overcome the
presumption of immunity from seizure in Section 1610 of the FSIA in either the Illinois or the
Massachusetts suit.
180

The university could not rely on the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act, 22 U.S.C. Section 2459, as the
artefacts concerned were loaned before the enactment of that Act, and therefore were not eligible to receive
immunity. In Ch. 4.3.1 I shall come back to the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act. For the Field Museum, this
was not of possible relevance, as it stated that it was owner of the artefacts.
181
Rubin v. the Islamic Republic of Iran, et al., 408 F.Supp.2d 549 (N.D. Ill. 2005). So, this verdict concerned
the question who would be entitled to raise an immunity defence. On 3 March 2006, the US Assistant Attorney
General and the US Attorney filed a ‘Second Statement of Interest of the United States’. In that Statement of
Interest, the US argued that “the decision of the Magistrate Judge, if it is upheld and applied in later stages of the
proceedings, undercuts the purposes intended to be served by the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, denies a
foreign sovereign the ‘grace and comity’ to which it is ordinarily entitled, and threatens the foreign policy
interests of the United States.” It was stated that “[t]he statutory presumption of sovereign immunity is
applicable to the property at issue in these proceedings and plaintiffs should have been required to meet their
burden of demonstrating that one of the statutory exemptions to that presumption applies, regardless of the
presence of the foreign sovereign in this litigation.” And: “In all cases - whether the topic is a sovereign’s
immunity from suit or the immunity of a sovereign’s property – the baseline presumption adopted by the FSIA is
that the sovereign is immune.”
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The US authorities opposed the Illinois judge’s ruling that immunity should be actively
invoked by the sovereign, stating that “the baseline presumption adopted by the FSIA is that
the sovereign is immune.” Also the authorities stated that “plaintiffs should have been
required to meet their burden of demonstrating that one of the statutory exemptions to that
presumption applies, regardless of the presence of the foreign sovereign in this litigation”. 183

However, on 22 June 2006, an Illinois Federal Court affirmed the District Court magistrate’s
ruling that the foreign sovereign immunity under Section 1609 is an affirmative defence that
must be asserted by the foreign sovereign.184 The court came to this conclusion by arguing
that the word ‘shall’ was used in other places of the FSIA to create affirmative defences, so
that this should be seen in the same manner in Section 1609 which uses the wording ‘shall be
immune’. House Report 94-1487185 stated that foreign sovereign immunity is an affirmative
defence under Section 1604 of the FSIA, and, according to the court, used language to imply
that this was also the case under Sections 1609 and 1610. This means that as from that
moment, it seems that a court appearance by the foreign sovereign is necessary before the
elements of an immunity exception can even exist.186

As a matter of fact, Iran had appeared in the Illinois Court and asserted an affirmative defence
of foreign sovereign immunity. It stated that only property put to commercial use by the
sovereign itself could qualify for the exception to immunity in the FSIA, and that neither Iran
nor one of its instrumentalities commercially used the property concerned. So, it was
consequently for the plaintiffs to show, in accordance with Section 1610(a) that the antiquities

182

456 F.Supp.2d 228 (D. Mass. 2006), 2006 U.S. Dist LEXIS 73383.
Second Statement of Interest of the United States, 3 March 2006. The US authorities filed different statements
of interest in the subsequent stages of the Rubin case. In these statements, where the US authorities stood against
plaintiffs, the US authorities stated among other things that the restrictive theory on sovereign immunity applied
only to jurisdictional immunity and did nothing to modify the complete immunity enjoyed by foreign sovereigns
from execution against their property. Judicial incursion on foreign sovereign’s property is often likely to be far
more problematic from a foreign relations point of view than simply requiring the sovereign to appear to defend
a lawsuit on the merits. The baseline presumption that the US Congress adopted when enacting the FSIA was
that foreign sovereign property was to be treated as immune. See: op. cit. n. 165 (Sills), pp. 241-242. See also:
op. cit. n. 165 (Thomas), p. 272.
184
436 F.Supp.2d 938 (N.D. Ill. 2006).
185
Op. cit. n. 25 (HR Rep.), p. 17 (repr. in 1976 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6604, 6616).
186
This would be at odds with Article 6(1) with the United Nations Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of
States and Their Property, which reads: “A State shall give effect to State immunity under article 5 by refraining
from exercising jurisdiction in a proceeding before its courts against another State and to that end shall ensure
that its courts determine on their own initiative that the immunity of that other State under article 5 is respected.”
183
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owned by Iran were used for a commercial activity in the United States.187

The court did not address the special nature and character of the Persian antiquities, as
addressed under Article 21(1)(d) of the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of
States and Their Property. The Persian artefacts were generally considered irreplaceable
tablets offering unique insights into ancient Persian cultures, and not available for the
commercial market. Also the University of Chicago and the US State Department were of the
view that the antiquities were part of Iran’s national patrimony and therefore did not fit the
definition of ‘property used for the commercial activity’ that could be seized to satisfy
judgment.188 However, as we saw supra in Chapter 4.2.1, cultural heritage of a foreign State
is not listed as one of the certain types of property which are immune from measures of
constraint under Section 1611.

Plaintiffs also tried to approach the issue from a different angle: they stated that because the
University of Chicago was an agent of Iran, the activities of the university should be
attributed to Iran. Consequently, if the activities of the university constituted commercial use,
then that exception under the FSIA would apply.
Furthermore, plaintiffs argued that under the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TRIA)189 the
cultural objects could be seized if they were classified as ‘blocked assets’.190 Section 201(a) of
the TRIA states that
“[…] in every case in which a person has obtained a judgment against a terrorist party
on a claim based upon an act of terrorism, or for which a terrorist party is not immune
under section 1605(a)(7) of title 28, United States Code, the blocked assets of that
terrorist party (including the blocked assets of any agency or instrumentality of that
terrorist party) shall be subject to execution or attachment in aid or execution in order to
satisfy such judgment to the extent of any compensatory damages for with such terrorist
party has been adjudged liable.”
Plaintiffs argued that the TRIA overrode the FSIA.
187

And even if a commercial activity is found under Section 1610(a), the question of substantial contacts, as
under Section 1603(3)(e), needs to be addressed.
188
Barry Meier, ‘Antiquities and Politics Intersect in a Lawsuit’, The New York Times, 29 March 2006.
189
Public Law 107-297, 116 Stat. 2322 (26 November 2002).
190
In 1979, at the time of holding US hostages in the US Embassy in Tehran, Iran, all Iranian assets located in
the United States were blocked by means of Executive Order No. 12,170, issued on 14 November 1979. After
the release of the hostages in 1981, and following up the Algiers Accord (the bilateral agreement that resolved
the hostage crisis), Executive Order No. 12,281, dated 19 January 1981, foresaw in the unblocking of the assets
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Harvard University and the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston stated that they did not have any
cultural objects belonging to Iran in their possession; plaintiffs disagreed. That led the District
Court in Massachusetts to conclude that the ownership of the property is contested, and that
therefore the objects should still be considered as ‘blocked assets’. 191 If the plaintiffs could
successfully argue that the cultural objects belonged to Iran, then the objects would be subject
to seizure and execution under the TRIA.

With regard to the Persepolis, Chogha Mish and Herzfeld collections, plaintiffs also stated
that the ownership of these objects was contested, and thus should still be considered as
‘blocked assets’ and that all were subject to execution to satisfy the plaintiff’s judgment
debt.192 The Illinois Court ordered that the plaintiffs were entitled to further discovery
regarding the collections at the University of Chicago, in order to demonstrate that the objects
concerned were ‘blocked assets’ and that the University of Chicago was acting as Iran’s
agent, so that any commercial activity conducted by the university could be attributed to
Iran.193

In March 2011, the Illinois case reached a new phase, as on 29 March 2011 the US Court of
Appeals for the Seventh Circuit ordered that the earlier Illinois’ orders were “seriously
flawed” and reversed the orders.194 The Court of Appeals stated that “as a general matter, it is
widely recognized that the FSIA’s immunity provisions aim to protect foreign sovereigns
from the burdens of litigation, including the cost and aggravation of discovery” and that
“[t]he district court’s approach to this case cannot be reconciled with the text, structure,
and history of the FSIA. Section 1609 of the Act provides that ‘the property in the
United States of a foreign state shall be immune from attachment’ unless an enumerated
exception applies. [Emphasis added by the author.] This section codifies the
longstanding common-law principle that a foreign state’s property in the United States
is presumed immune from attachment.”

again, but only to the extent that the assets were “uncontested and non-contingent” property interests of Iran.
191
Op. cit. n. 182.
192
The University of Chicago argued that it has consistently stated that Iran owns the Chogha Mish Collection,
and that therefore there is no discussion with regard to Iran’s ownership.
193
Rubin v. the Islamic Republic of Iran, No. 03C9370, 2007 WL 1169701 (N.D. Ill. 17 April 2007).
194
Jenny Rubin et al., and Deborah D. Peterson, et al., v. the Islamic Republic of Iran and Field Museum of
Natural History and University of Chicago, the Oriental Institute, No. 08-2805 (7th Cir. 29 March 2011).
See also: Martha Lufkin, ‘Iran wins immunity in artefacts case’, The Art Newspaper, May 2011, No. 224.
See also: David Glenn, ‘U. of Chicago and Museums Win Key Ruling in Legal Battle Over Iranian Antiquities’,
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The Court of Appeals continued by stating that a presumption of immunity also requires the
court to determine whether an exception to immunity applies, regardless of whether the
foreign State appears, as the immunity inheres in the property itself. It also referred to two
other appellate judgments where it was concluded that it was not necessary for a State to
appear in order to assert immunity for its property.195

Finally, the court remanded the case to the District Court, for further proceedings consistent
with this opinion, which means that the lower court now has to determine whether immunity
applies.

Thus, both the case in Illinois and the case in Massachusetts is still pending. The question is:
if Rubin in the end succeeds, would then all universities in the United States be put on notice
that their research loan collections are not protected from US judicial interference and
seizure? In my view, this is only partly the case. The objects could not be seized under the
FSIA, and measures of constraint may only be possible under the TRIA, which addresses a
very specific situation,196 which does not occur on a regular basis. I therefore would consider
the TRIA an exception to the general rule of immunity from seizure.

4.3

Special legislation involving immunity from seizure for cultural objects

4.3.1

Federal immunity from seizure legislation197

The United States was the first country to introduce immunity from seizure protection for
cultural objects in 1965. The direct occasion for the legislation was a pending exchange
between a Soviet museum and the University of Richmond, through which the Virginia
Gallery sought to import cultural objects that had been expropriated by the Soviet
Government from art collectors. As a condition to the loan, the Soviet Union insisted on an
immunity from seizure guarantee as a protection against former Soviet citizens who might
The Chronicle of Higher Education, 29 March 2011.
195
Walker Int’l Holdings Ltd. v. Republic of Congo, 395 F.3d 229 (5th Cir. 2004) and Peterson v. the Islamic
Republic of Iran, 627 F.3d 1117 (9th Cir. 2010).
196
As it only regards those States which are considered as State sponsor of terrorism.
197
See also: op. cit. n. 152 (Zerbe). See also: R. Wallace Stuart, ‘Immunity from Seizure of Cultural Objects –
the Experience in the United States’, in: Marc-André Renold and Pierre Gabus (eds.), Claims for the restitution
of looted art, Geneva 2004, pp. 183-204.
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want to claim the cultural objects concerned.198

The Federal Immunity from Seizure Act, 22 U.S.C. Section 2459, was approved by Congress
on 19 October 1965.199 The full name of this Act is ‘Exemption from Judicial Seizure of
Cultural Objects Imported for Temporary Exhibition’.200 The gist of this Act is that a cultural
object brought into the United States from any foreign State for temporary non-profit
exhibition will be immune from measures of constraint or a US court process for the purpose
or having the effect of depriving a US cultural institution or carrier of the custody or control
of that cultural object if before the importation the President or his designee had determined
that such object is of cultural significance and that the temporary exhibition or display thereof
within the United States is in the national interest,201 and a notice to that effect has been
published in the Federal Register.202

The US authorities may thus issue a notice stating that a certain object is of cultural
significance and that the temporary exhibition or display thereof within the United States is in
the national interest, on the basis of which the object is exempt from seizure. However,
formally the US court always has the last word. It may always be possible that the notice
issued by the US authorities will be challenged in court, for instance because a claimant is of
the opinion that the notice had wrongly been issued by the State Department. But as we shall
see infra, once such notice is given, third parties are hesitant to challenge it, as it is being
considered as a strong determination, and when courts are being confronted with the question,
they do not seem to be too keen to set the notice aside. Moreover, when contested in court, the
US Executive Branch made interventions in order to emphasise the importance of the notices.
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Op. cit. n. 152 (Zerbe), n. 21. See also: Malewicz v. City of Amsterdam, ‘Brief For the United States as
Amicus Curiae in Support of Appellant’, 31 January 2008. See also: Yin-Shuan Lue, Polly Clark and Marion R.
Fremont-Smith, Countering a Legal Threat to Cultural Exchanges of Works of Art: The Malewicz Case and
Proposed Remedies, The Hauser Center for Nonprofit Organizations, December 2007, Working Paper No. 42.
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Public Law 89-259 (S.2273), 79 Stat. 985, approved 19 October 1965, No. 185.
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Its subtitle reads: “an act to render immune from seizure under judicial process certain objects of cultural
significance imported into the United States for temporary display or exhibition, and for other purposes”.
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Rebecca Noonan stated that the US national interest is served by increasing public access to the cultural
objects and fostering positive attitude toward cultural exchange and friendly relations between the United States
and other nations. A legal dispute over a loan exhibition could jeopardise these interests. A competing claim of
ownership does not necessarily forestall a declaration that the exhibition is in the national interest. See: Rebecca
Noonan, ‘Immunity from Seizure’, in: Kate Fitz Gibbon (ed.), Who owns the past? Cultural Policy, Cultural
Property and the Law, New Brunswick, New Jersey, London 2007, pp. 45-56, at p. 47 and p. 48.
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The statute had not only been introduced to prevent seizure, but also with the aim of
preventing the filing of ownership claims. In the Malewicz case203 the US Executive Branch
stated in its Brief:204
“The statute sought to ensure that exhibits provided immunity protection by the State
Department would not form the basis of suit, and the statute has achieved that goal since
its enactment in 1965 […]. Congress’ explicit aim […] was to ensure that foreign
lenders would not be subject to jurisdiction when they loaned immunized artwork for
temporary exhibits in the United States that the Executive Branch determined to be
culturally significant and in the national interest. When Congress enacted Section 2459
in 1965, the primary jurisdictional concern as to sovereigns was the exercise of in rem
and quasi in rem jurisdiction over artwork to resolve claims as to its ownership, because
in personam jurisdiction over foreign states was generally not at issue.”205
In my conversations with legal representatives of the US State Department in December 2010,
this broader aim at the time of the enactment has been confirmed. As a matter of fact, when
one now visits the website of the US State Department one gets the impression that the statute
is encompassing, more than just providing exemption from seizure:
“The U.S. Department of State administers the Immunity from Judicial Seizure statute
(22 U.S.C. 2459), which protects from seizure or other judicial process206 certain
objects of cultural significance imported into the United States for temporary display or
exhibition.”207
Later in this chapter, I will come back to this.208

22. U.S.C. Section 2459 reads:

203

See infra, Ch. 4.4.5.
Leonard Malewicz et al. v. City of Amsterdam, ‘Brief for the United States as amicus curiae in support of
appellant’ (in that phase, the City of Amsterdam was the defendant-appellant), January 2008.
205
The United States explained in its brief the reasoning for the statute: “In 1965, foreign governments
considering loans of state-owned art could not rely with certainty on sovereign immunity defenses if they
entrusted custody of the artwork to others in the United States, given ambiguities in the law regarding sovereign
and commercial activity and in rem jurisdiction. Under the “restrictive” theory of foreign sovereign immunity to
which the United States then adhered, the State Department would generally recommend that foreign states be
granted immunity for their sovereign or public acts, but would not recommend a grant of immunity for their
commercial acts […]. Immunity defenses might thus provide little assurance to lenders considering the loan of
culturally significant artwork.” It was further explained in the brief that prior to the enactment of the Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act, the seizure of property in the United States provided the only practical means of
establishing jurisdiction over a foreign State.
206
Emphasis by the author.
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See: http://www.state.gov/s/l/c3432.htm. [Last visited 6 March 2011.]
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See also: op. cit. n. 19 (Kaye), p. 335: “In the United States, laws at the federal and state level may prevent
the seizure of artworks loaned for temporary exhibition, but recent cases show that immunity is not absolute and
that such artworks may be subject to suit in the United States.”
204
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“a) Whenever any work of art or other object of cultural significance is imported into
the United States from any foreign country, pursuant to an agreement entered into
between the foreign owner or custodian thereof and the United States or one or more
cultural or educational institutions within the United States providing for the temporary
exhibition or display thereof within the United States at any cultural exhibition,
assembly, activity, or festival administered, operated, or sponsored, without profit, by
any such cultural or educational institution, no court of the United States, any State, the
District of Columbia, or any territory or possession of the United States may issue or
enforce any judicial process, or enter any judgment, decree, or order, for the purpose or
having the effect of depriving such institution,[209] or any carrier engaged in
transporting such work or object within the United States of custody or control of such
object if before the importation of such object the President or his designee has
determined that such object is of cultural significance and that the temporary exhibition
or display thereof within the United States is in the national interest, and a notice to that
effect has been published in the Federal Register.[210]
b) If in any judicial proceeding in any such court any such process, judgment, decree, or
order is sought, issued or entered, the United States attorney for the judicial district
within which such proceeding is pending shall be entitled as of right to intervene as a
party to that proceeding, and upon request made by either the institution adversely
affected, or upon direction by the Attorney General if the United States is adversely
affected, shall apply to such court for the denial, quashing or vacating thereof.
c) Nothing contained in this Act shall preclude (1) any judicial action for or in aid of the
enforcement of the terms of any such agreement or the enforcement of the obligation of
any carrier under any contract for the transportation of any such object of cultural
significance; or (2) the institution or prosecution by or on behalf of any such institution
or the United States of any action for or in aid of the fulfilment of any obligation
assumed by such institution or the United States pursuant to any such agreement.”
Thus, the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act provides the President with the authority to
grant immunity from seizure for cultural objects temporarily in the United States under a loan
agreement with a museum in the United States. That is to say, as long as the exhibition of the
objects is not of a commercial nature, as the Act explicitly states that the temporary exhibition
should be administered, operated, or sponsored without profit. That an exhibition can be
considered as being of a non-profit nature, does not touch upon the opinion of a US court that
the lending of cultural objects by a foreign State can be considered as a commercial activity.
As we shall see infra in the Malewicz case, although a declaration had been issued, holding
209

This means that the focus of protection of the Act is the borrower. The lender can receive a statement from
the US authorities, saying: “The Government of the United States has published a notice of its determinations
that the exhibition objects are of cultural significance and that their temporary display in the United States is in
the national interest. As these determinations have been made and published in the Federal Register prior to the
importation of the objects, and assuming all other provisions of 22 U.S.C. 2259 have been met, no court in the
United States may issue or enforce any judicial process, or enter any judgment, decree or order, which would
deprive [the borrowing museum] of custody or control of the exhibition objects.” See: Stephen J. Knerly, Jr.,
International Loans, State Immunity and Anti-Seizure Laws, Ali-Aba Course of Study – Legal Issues in Museum
Administration, 1-3 April 2009, Boston, United States.
210
The publication in the Federal Register makes that potential claimants are aware of the fact that the cultural
objects concerned are protected from seizure.
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that the exhibition was of a non-profit nature, the US District Court was of the opinion that
the City of Amsterdam, by lending cultural objects to two United States cultural institutions
had been engaged in a commercial activity. Thus, commercial activity under the US
legislation has not as such by definition to do with the profit or non-profit nature of the
exhibition; the activities can be considered as commercial, notwithstanding the non-profit
character of the exhibit of the borrowing institution. Reason for this is that a ‘commercial
activity’ is considered to be every activity that (also) can be performed by private individuals.

The Act should be seen as a means to assure foreign lenders that their cultural objects will be
safely and promptly returned to them. It has been pointed out by the US Department of State
and the Department of Justice that Congress enacted the Act to facilitate cultural exchanges
with foreign States.211 Indeed, the legislative history of the Act reveals a determination of
Congress to promote and increase the number of temporary exhibitions of cultural objects on
loan, particularly from States with which the United States has had hostile or volatile
relations. 212 As Representative Rogers (Colorado) explained in Congress, the Act was
designed to assure the foreign lender that it could lend works of art to the United States
without incurring the risk that the works of art would be seized, or the lender would become
subject to suit.213 The House Judiciary Committee’s Report cited correspondence with the
Department of State, which declared that “the bill is consistent with the Department’s policy
to assist and encourage educational and cultural interchange. Its enactment would be a
significant step in international cooperation [...].” The report also included a communication
from the Department of Justice,214 which stated that “the commendable objective of this
legislation is to encourage the exhibition in the United States of objects of cultural
significance which, in the absence of assurances such as are contained in the legislation,
would not be made available.”215 Congress recognised that cultural exchange can produce
substantial benefits, both artistically and diplomatically, and as a consequence, art can be
considered as a ‘good ambassador’ for the exporting country. 216 Thus, the Act’s primary goal
211

See: op. cit. n. 198 (Malewicz).
Op. cit. n. 152 (Zerbe), p. 1124 and n. 21.
213
“If a foreign country or an agency should send exhibits to this country in the exchange and cultural program
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See also: op. cit. n. 198 (Malewicz).
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Ramsay Clark, Attorney General.
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was to encourage and assist cultural exchange with other States.

If it has been determined that the object is of ‘cultural significance’ and the temporary
exhibition within the United States is ‘in the national interest’, no State, federal, or territorial
court may issue any judicial process or enforce any order or judgment against the object. It
has been stated by Rodney Zerbe, that this evidences a preference of the Legislative Branch
for a broad cloak of immunity which is intended to apply to virtually all situations in which
cultural objects could be seized while on temporary loan to a United States institution.217 All
proceedings which would require a court to issue an order would be barred under the Act.218
Subsection a) of the Act would, however, not preclude seizure by the US museum or
institution exhibiting the cultural objects, or by the carrier transporting the objects. As the text
of the Act reflects, it does not protect the foreign lender of the cultural objects, but rather the
importing cultural institution or carrier from measures of constraint.

Prior to the establishment of the Act, it was possible for a court to adjudicate in rem or quasi
in rem on any property present within the jurisdiction of the court. If the property belonged to
a foreign State, it could plead sovereign immunity as a defence, or could try invoke the
assistance of the Executive Branch to suggest immunity to the court on its behalf. 219 As the
United States, however, had switched from an absolute to a restrictive theory of sovereign
immunity, 220 the protection afforded by the doctrine of sovereign immunity had become more
limited. So, “immunity defenses might thus provide little assurance to lenders considering the
loan of culturally significant artwork.”221 The Federal Immunity from Seizure Act gave
therefore the necessary security at which foreign States were aiming and which the US
authorities felt necessary to provide as well.

Between October 1965 and March 1978 the Act was administered by the Department of State,
which had the power to determine that the cultural objects for which immunity had been
requested were of ‘cultural significance’ and that the temporary exhibition of the works of art
within the United States was in the ‘national interest’. The US Information Agency (USIA)
217
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became responsible for administering the Act as from 27 March 1978, pursuant to Executive
Order No. 12047.222 On 2 July 1985, the Director of the USIA transferred his authority to
make determinations to the General Counsel of the USIA. 223 In 1999, the Department of State
resumed responsibility for administering Section 2459 when it was consolidated with the US
Information Agency pursuant to the Foreign Affairs Reform and Restructuring Act of 1998.224

The importing museum is responsible for filing an application for immunity. No formal
requirements exist for the filing of the application, although certain information with regard to
the objects and the exhibition needs to be given, as well as - among other things - a copy of
the loan agreement concerned, and a statement that the exhibition is administered, operated
and sponsored without profit.225 No statutory or administratively defined procedures exist for
appeal with regard to the granting or denying of immunity under the Act.226

In recent years, the US Government has seen a rise in the number of immunity applications.
American museums have increasingly availed themselves of the federal protection afforded
222

Federal Register, Vol. 43, p. 13,359 (1978); amended by Executive Order No. 12,388, published in the
Federal Register, Vol. 47, p. 46,245 (1982). The text (as amended) reads in part:
“Section 1: The Director of the United States Information Agency is designated and empowered to perform the
functions conferred upon the President by the above-mentioned Act and shall be deemed to be authorized,
without the approval, ratification, or other action of the President, (1) to determine that any work of art or other
object to be imported into the United States within the meaning of the Act is of cultural significance, (2) to
determine that the temporary exhibition or display of any such work of art or other object in the United States is
in the national interest, and (3) to cause public notices of the determinations referred to above be published in the
Federal Register.
Section 2: The Director of the United States Information Agency, in carrying out this Order, shall consult with
the Secretary of State with respect to the determination of national interest, and may consult with the Secretary
of the Smithsonian Institution, the Director of the National Gallery of Art, and with such other officers and
agencies of the Government as may be appropriate, with respect to the determination of cultural significance.
Section 3: The Director of the United States Information Agency is authorized to delegate within the Agency the
functions conferred upon him by this Order.”
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There are eight checklist points for applications:
- A schedule of all the important items to be covered (including description).
- Copy of the loan agreements between the foreign owner or custodian thereof and the US cultural or educational
institutions providing for the temporary exhibition.
- Copy of related commercial documents between any or all of the US institutions and the lender or other parties.
- List of expected venues and dates of exhibition, especially the date of arrival into the US.
- Statement indicating that the exhibition does not provide profit to the borrowing or participating institutions.
- An appraisal of the national interest issue concerning the works to be borrowed and information as to why
anyone might want to attach the property in the United States.
- Cultural Significance Statement concerning the imported objects.
- Educational and cultural nature of US participants.
Information from Lorie Nierenberg, Assistant Legal Adviser for Public Diplomacy, US Department of State.
See: http://www.rcaam.org/IMMUNITYFROMSEIZUREGUIDELINES.htm. [Last visited 6 March 2011.]
See also: Marie C. Malaro, A Legal Primer on Managing Museum Collections, Second Edition, Washington
1998, p. 317. See also: op. cit. n. 152 (Zerbe), p. 1135.
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by Section 2459 - sometimes on their own, and sometimes at the insistence of foreign lenders.
In their Statement of Interest227 in the Malewicz case,228 the US authorities explained that in
the years 1994-2004, as indicated by a search of the Westlaw Federal Register database, the
US Information Agency and Department of State have published immunity notices under
Section 2459 for more than 600 exhibits. More than 900 such notices have been published
since between 1980 and 2004.229 Since 1981 (and until January 2008), the US Information
Agency and the Department of State have published immunity notices for more than 1200
exhibits, whereby more than half of these have been published between January 2000 and
January 2008. 230 Currently, the US State Department issues each year approximately 90
notices.231
Rodney Zerbe has concluded that several problems exist in regard to the current legislation.232
He has pointed out that “[t]he procedure employed for the determination of immunity and the
vague, or almost absent, decision-making criteria of ‘cultural significance’ and ‘national
interest’ afford the [...] State Department broad discretion in passing on applications for
immunity.” No defined method for the review of decisions granting or denying immunity
exists. Moreover, in the view of Zerbe, the Act “does not adequately describe the scope of
immunity and may not fully protect the interests of a foreign lender. A grant of immunity
under the [Act] does not encompass all of the circumstances under which an artwork might be
seized.”233 Zerbe called Section 12.03 of the New York Arts and Cultural Affairs Law (see
infra, Chapter 4.3.2) as a preferable alternative to the Act, “as the New York statute provides
immunity for all artworks on temporary loan to New York museums, without regard to the
national interest and without resort to administrative discretion”. I recall here, that it was, and
226
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still is, the aim of the US authorities to apply the federal immunity statute as comprehensive
as possible.

In cases in which the immunity statute applies, the Convention on Cultural Property
Implementation Act,234 enacted in response to the 1970 UNESCO Convention235 is not
applicable. 236 The Convention on Cultural Property Implementation Act states that it does not
apply to any cultural object which is imported into the United States for temporary exhibition
or display if such material or article is immune from seizure under judicial process pursuant to
section 2459 of Title 22.237 This actually means, that in case the 1965 immunity statute
applies, it is possible that the United States will not be able to fulfil its obligations under the
1970 UNESCO Convention, more specifically it may not be in a position to secure the
restitution of a cultural object to a requesting State under Article 7 of the convention. 238 As we
shall see in the following chapters of this study, States follow different approaches with
regard to the question whether the obligations which arise out of the 1970 UNESCO
Convention prevail.

4.3.2

Immunity from seizure legislation in the State of New York239

234

Title III of Public Law 97-446, 19 U.S.C. Section 2601 et seq. The Act was enacted in December 1982 and
signed into law by then President Reagan in January 1983. For more about this Act, see also Barbara T.
Hoffman, ‘International Art Transactions and the Resolution of Art and Cultural Property Disputes’, in: Barbara
T. Hoffman (ed.), Art and Cultural Heritage - Law, Policy, and Practice, Cambridge 2006, pp. 159-177, at pp.
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London, The Hague, Boston 1997, p. 110, n. 91.
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U.S.C., Title 19, Section 2611: Certain Material and Articles Exempt from Title.
“The provisions of this Chapter shall not apply to
(1) Any archaeological or ethnological material or any article of cultural property which is imported into the
United States for temporary exhibition or display if such material or article is immune from seizure under
judicial process pursuant to the Act entitled ‘An Act to render immune from seizure under judicial process
certain objects of cultural significance imported into the United States for temporary display or exhibition, and
for other purposes’ approved October 19, 1965, (22 U.S.C. 2459) […].”
238
See also James A.R. Nafziger, ‘Seizure and Forfeiture of Cultural Property by the United States’, Villanova
Sports and Entertainment Law Journal, 1998, Vol. 5, pp. 19-30. This has been confirmed in my conversation
with legal representatives of the US State Department on 6 December 2010. As the 1970 UNESCO Convention
is not self-executing, it had to be implemented in national legislation, which serves on the same level as the
federal immunity from seizure legislation. The United States seems to follow a same kind of approach as Canada
did with the Dead Sea Scrolls (see infra, Ch. 5.1.3): as the cultural objects are only temporary on US territory,
the United States considers it as an issue between the State of origin and the lending State where the objects are
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In 1968, the State of New York enacted its own immunity from seizure statute, Section
12.03240 of the Arts and Cultural Affairs Law (ACAL). The rationale for introducing the
statute was partly the seizure, in the mid 1960s, by the Marlborough-Gerson Gallery in New
York City of a group of sculptures by the artist Naum Gabo, a resident of Connecticut with
whom the gallery was engaged in a contractual dispute. At the time of the seizure, the
sculptures were in a one man exhibition of the artist’s work at the Albright-Knox Art Gallery
in Buffalo, New York.241 The statute was aimed to be used as an effective shield against
possible harassment and to help New York to obtain many loans that would otherwise have
been denied.242 It was the intention of the bill, as well as its drafter, Attorney General Louis J.
Lefkovitz, that it provides the broadest possible protection of artwork against measures of
constraint.243 The Arts and Cultural Affairs Law is modelled after Section 1404a of the New
York Code of Civil Procedure.244
Section 61.081 ‘Exemption when en route to or in an exhibition’. Contrary to the ACAL, the immunity
legislation of the State of Texas states explicitly in Section 1(d) that the general immunity declared in Section
1(a) “does not apply if theft of the work of art from its owner is alleged and found proven by court.” [Section
1(a) states: “Subject to the limitations of this Section, a court may not issue and a person may not serve any
process of attachment, execution, sequestration, replevin, or distress or of any kind seizure, levy, or sale on a
work of fine art while it is (1) en route to an exhibition; or (2) in the possession of the exhibitor or on display as
part of the exhibition.”] See: Norman Palmer, Museums and the Holocaust, London 2000, pp. 45-46.
Also Rhode Island and Tennessee have immunity from seizure provisions in their legislation. Chapter 5-62 of the
Rhode Island General Laws entitled ‘Works of Art – Artists’ Rights’ states in Section 5-62-8: “No process of
attachment, execution, sequestration, replevin, distress or any kind of seizure shall be served or levied upon any
work of fine art while the work is en route to or from, or while on exhibition or deposited by a non-resident
exhibitor at any exhibition held under the auspices or supervision of any museum, college, university or other
non-profit art gallery, institution or organization within any city or county of this State for any cultural,
educational, charitable or other purpose not conducted for profit to the exhibitor, nor shall the work of fine art be
subject to attachment, seizure, levy or sale, for any cause whatever in the hands of the authorities of the
exhibition or otherwise.” The Tennessee statute states: “No process of attachment, execution, sequestration,
replevin, distress, subpoena or any kind of seizure, whether civil or criminal, shall be served or levied upon any
work of art, as defined in Tennessee Code Annotated, Section 47-25-1002, while the same is en route to or from,
or while on exhibition or deposited by an exhibitor at any exhibition held under the auspices or supervision of
any museum, visual arts center, college, university or other nonprofit art gallery, institution or organization
within any city or county of this state for any cultural, educational, charitable or other purpose not conducted for
profit to the exhibitor, nor shall such work of art be subject to attachment, seizure, levy or sale, for any cause
whatever while in the hands of the authorities of such exhibition or otherwise. Nothing in this act shall prevent a
lawsuit being brought against an owner of a work of art in any court having proper jurisdiction over such
owner.” Public Acts, 2000, Chapter 728, House Bill No. 2715.
240
Titled ‘exemption from seizure’.
241
F. Feldman, S.E. Weil, D. Biederman, S. Biederman, Art Law: Rights and Liabilities of Creators and
Collectors, Boston 1986, p. 447. See also: Alexander Kaplan, ‘The need for statutory protection from seizure for
art exhibitions: the Egon Schiele seizures and the implications for major museum exhibitions’ Journal of Law &
Policy, 1999, Vol. 7, pp. 691-744, n. 58.
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The statute states:
“No process of attachment, execution, sequestration, replevin, distress, or any kind of
seizure shall be served or levied upon any work of fine art while the same is en route to
or from, or while on exhibition or deposited by a nonresident exhibitor at any exhibition
held under the auspices or supervision of any museum, college, university, or other nonprofit art gallery, institution or organization within any city or country of this State for
any cultural, educational, charitable or other purpose not conducted for profit to the
exhibitor, nor shall such work of fine art be subject to attachment, seizure, levy or sale,
for any cause whatever in the hands of the authorities of such exhibition or otherwise.”
The New York statute applies automatically to any cultural object on loan in the State,
without the need for a formal application to an administrative body. It applies to loans from
other institutions within the United States as well as to loans from foreign States as covered
by the federal statute. There is no determination of cultural significance and national interest,
and neither a reference to public benefit. The New York statute can be considered narrower in
so far as it applies to works of fine art only. Immunity is granted to the artwork itself, not to
the borrowing institution.
As a result of the Portrait of Wally case,245 New York amended in May 2000 its ACAL to
narrow the scope of immunity for loaned cultural objects, so that prosecutors would be able to
seize stolen cultural objects for criminal investigations. 246 The rationale of New York
Governor Pataki was that “New York should not, and with this legislation, will not be a safe
haven for artwork stolen by the Nazis”. 247 The word ‘civil’ was added in two places. As
amended, the law protected works of fine art on loan to a New York museum only from
seizure based on civil claims. A loaned artwork subject to a criminal claim, as was the case in
the Schiele matter, would then no longer be protected from action under New York law.
However, to meet concerns raised by museums, a sunset clause was introduced to allow the
amendment to expire on 1 June 2002, so that the ACAL currently applies again to both civil

934, Section 1). That Section, which was incorporated in the General Business Law, was renumbered and
moved several times and is now, since 1983, embodied in Arts and Cultural Affairs Law, Section 12.03. The
statute has since its inception always resided in sets of laws that contain also criminal penalties. This contrary to
the New York Civil Practice Law and Rules, where civil remedies, such as attachment, are generally located.
The Association of the Bar of the City of New York, Committee on State Legislation, had originally suggested
that the new statute would find a place there.
245
With which I shall deal infra, Ch. 4.4.7.
246
Act of May 24, 2000, 2000 N.Y. ALS 39 (amending the Arts and Cultural Affairs Law, in relation to
subpoenas duces tecum for works of art).
247
Op. cit. n. 147 (Popp), p. 229.
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and criminal seizures.248

4.4

Case law with regard to immunity from seizure legislation249

4.4.1

Romanov v. The Florida International Museum Inc.250

From 11 January 1995 until 11 June 1995, one of the largest collections of Romanov treasures
ever was on display in the Florida International Museum in St. Petersburg, Florida. The
exhibition Treasures from the Czars: From the Moscow Kremlin Museums consisted of 272
items from the reign of the Romanov czars, 1613 to 1917. Highlights included the Crown of
Monomach251 and a Fabergé Easter Egg of gold, silver and diamonds with miniature portraits
of all eighteen czars and czarinas that Nicholas II presented to his wife Alexandra Feodorovna
on Easter 1913. The US authorities had issued a notice that the objects were of cultural
significance and that the exhibition was in the national interest.252 Pursuant to such a notice
and the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act, the objects of the exhibition were immune from
judicial seizure or any other action that would have the effect of depriving the museum of
custody or control of the cultural objects.

At the time of the exhibition, an alleged heir of the Romanov dynasty, calling herself Princess
Anastasia Romanov and stating that she was the surviving granddaughter of the Tsarevitch,
brought suit against the Florida International Museum. 253 She claimed ownership of the
Fabergé Egg that was temporary on loan to the museum and demanded repossession. She also
asked the court to issue an order that the Easter Egg could not leave Pinellas County until the
ownership of the egg was determined.

However, as federal immunity had been granted to the exhibition, the museum moved to

248

Op cit. n. 242 (O’Connell), p. 10.
Special thanks go to Josh Knerly, Attorney at Law, Hahn Loeser and Parks LLP, Cleveland, United States.
250
Romanov v. Florida International Museum, No. 95-001285-CI-008 (Cir. Ct. Pinellas County, Florida 1995).
See also: op. cit. n. 209 (Knerly), p. 11. See also: ‘Travel Advisory; The Romanovs in Florida’, The New York
Times, 8 January 1995. See also: Robert N. Jenkins, ‘The key to success: Caring, timing and striving’, St.
Petersburg Times, 6 January 1995.
251
An Eastern-styled, sable-trimmed and jewel-studded headdress worn by Peter I at the age of 10 in his dual
coronation with his older half brother Ivan in 1682.
252
Notice dated 27 September 1994, published on 30 September 1994 in the Federal Register, Vol. 59, p. 50,038.
253
Dated 6 March 1995.
249
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dismiss on the grounds of the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act, which motion was granted
for lack of subject matter jurisdiction on 5 May 1995.

4.4.2

Magness v. Russian Federation254

In the year 2000, in the US District Court of Alabama, the immunity from seizure declaration
was seriously challenged. 255 The facts of this case are the following. In July 1997, the
descendants of the Magness family filed suit in Texas, seeking a Temporary Restraining
Order (TRO)256 that would prevent the travelling exhibit of Russian Romanov family jewels,
Jewels of the Romanovs: Treasures of the Russian Imperial Court,257 at that moment on
display in Houston, from leaving the United States. The court, however, denied the TRO
request.258

The claim of Lee Magness c.s. was based on his family holdings in St. Petersburg, Russia,
including a piano factory, a shopping centre and a mansion. The suit alleged that the Russian
Federation had nationalised the property of the Magness family in 1918 (as State successor of
the Soviet Union) and further had expropriated several antique pianos owned by the plaintiffs
in the 1990s. In 1994, plaintiffs had travelled to St. Petersburg to reclaim the family
possessions, as they believed that the changes in the laws of the Russian Federation would at
that time authorise the recovery of their property.259 The Russian Federation, however, denied
the claim and proclaimed the property part of Russia’s ‘national treasures’. Magness c.s.
considered this a ‘taking in violation of international law’.

In August 1998, the US District Court for the Southern District of Texas ordered the Magness
254

Suit was also filed against the Russian Ministry of Culture, the Russian State Diamond Fund (an agency of
the Russian Federation created to house and oversee Russia’s collection of precious stones), and the AmericanRussian Cultural Cooperation Foundation, sponsoring the exhibition. The default judgment eventually awarded
against the Foundation was later dropped by the court.
255
Magness v. Russian Federation, 84 F.Supp.2d 1357 (S.D. Ala. 2000).
256
A Temporary Restraining Order is an order of the court that states that a person is to refrain from particular
acts or to stay away from particular places. In this case, Magness filed for a TRO, in order to guarantee that the
objects would stay in the United States pending the suit.
257
On 1 November 1996, notice was published that the objects were of cultural significance and the display was
in the national interest. Federal Register, Vol. 61, p. 56,606 (1996).
258
Magness v. Russian Federation, US District Court, Southern District of Texas, Houston Division, Civil No.
97-2498, 25 July 1997.
259
A Russian property law, approved in 1994, allowed foreigners, whose descendants were title owners of real
property in the Russian Federation prior to the Bolshevik Revolution, to reclaim their descendants’ expropriated
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descendants to serve the summons and the complaint on the defendants, thus the Russian
Federation c.s. The descendants attempted to serve the defendants in several ways. On 19
November 1998, the Magness family filed a motion for a default judgment. The court held a
default hearing, and determined that the defendants had been properly served and entered a
default judgment, as the defendants did not answer or appear in the underlying action. The
court approved the Magness descendants’ proposed findings of facts and conclusions of law
on 8 June 1999, and entered a final judgment in the civil action in favour of the Magness
family and against the Russian Federation c.s.260 Magness received an award of a substantial
amount, namely US $ 234 million. The court found that the defendants were not immune from
jurisdiction under the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act. The court was of the opinion that
the defendants had expropriated261 property belonging to Magness in violation of international
law and that defendants had engaged in ‘commercial activity’ through the marketing and sales
of books, T-shirts, sweat shirts, jewellery, posters, post cards, and other typical Russian items
at the exhibition sites, whereby they had received payments in the United States through cash,
checks, money orders and credit cards related to these ‘commercial activities’. The
‘commercial activities’ were those which a private party might engage in, the court held. 262
The defendants moved to vacate or set aside the default judgment,263 which was, however,
denied on 12 January 2000.264 The court found that the defendants had received ‘actual
notice’ of the proceedings and that they were not immune from suit under the Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act, and that the defendants had expropriated property belonging to the
plaintiffs in violation of international law. Appeal by the Russian Federation c.s. followed.

However, in the meantime, on 26 January 2000, plaintiffs filed a petition for writ of execution
in the US District Court for the Southern District of Alabama, seeking to execute against
assets of the Russian Federation which were part of the exhibition Nicholas and Alexandra:
The Last Imperial Family of Tsarist Russia, temporarily located in Mobile, Alabama. Among
real property.
260
Magness v. Russian Federation, 54 F.Supp.2d 700 (S.D. Tex.1999).
261
In 1994.
262
In the wake of the Magness decision awarding claimants US $ 234 million, the Russian Government
threatened to stop all loans to the United States. Russia’s threat caused Ohio and New Jersey Museums to
postpone planned Russian exhibits, and an Oregon Museum to reconsider its scheduled Russian exhibit. See: op.
cit. n. 147 (Popp), p. 226 and nn. 79-82.
263
They urged, among other things, public policy considerations for setting aside the judgment because it was
hindering the cultural exchanges between the United States and Russia through plaintiff’s efforts to execute on
the judgment against the travelling exhibit of Russian art treasures.
264
Magness v. Russian Federation, 79 F.Supp.2d 765 (S.D. Tex. 2000).
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other things, plaintiffs tried to seize the Golden Coronation Carriage,265 the Grand Piano of
Empress Alexandra Feodorova,266 a Miniature Copy of Imperial Regalia by Fabergé Jewels267
and several works of art. The items were scheduled to leave Mobile a few days later, on
Sunday 30 January 2000.
The US authorities intervened268 in the proceedings pursuant to 22 U.S.C. Section 2459(b). It
opposed the petition on the ground that “the cultural artefacts that petitioners seek to attach
are immune from seizure under federal law”. 269 Plaintiffs additionally filed a motion for a
TRO seeking an order prohibiting removal of the exhibit for the time being.

The court stated that the property of a foreign State is generally immune from attachment or
execution pursuant to the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act (28 U.S.C. Section 1609).
Plaintiffs relied on certain statutory exceptions that apply when property of a foreign State is
used for a commercial activity in the United States. The court was of the opinion that it did
not need to determine the applicability of those exceptions, because seizure is not permitted in
this case due to another law “which specifically forbids the use of judicial process to seize
another country’s works of art or objects of cultural significance”. The court referred to the
Federal Immunity from Seizure Act, 22 U.S.C. Section 2459. On 4 June 1998, the General
Counsel of the US Information Agency, acting as the President’s designee, published a notice
determining that the objects were imported from abroad for a temporary non-profit exhibition
and were of cultural significance.270 In addition, the President’s designee found that the
objects were imported pursuant to a loan agreement with a foreign lender, and that the
exhibition was in the national interest. Therefore, as the items upon which plaintiffs sought to
execute were immune from measures of constraint pursuant to the Federal Immunity from
Seizure Act, the court denied the petition for writ of execution, as well as the application for a
TRO.271

Thus, the court held that the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act prohibited the court from
ordering the seizure of objects from the Nicholas and Alexandra exhibition to satisfy the
265

Built in 1793.
Built in 1898.
267
1899-1900.
268
On 28 January 2000.
269
Opposition Filed by United States, p. 2.
270
Federal Register, Vol. 63, p. 30,567 (1998).
271
Magness v. Russian Federation, 84 F.Supp.2d 1357 (S.D. Ala. 2000).
266
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default judgment against the Russian Federation for expropriation of property, as the Russian
Federation obtained immunity in full conformity with the Act.272

The US Court of Appeals concluded on 24 April 2001 that the default judgment in favour of
the Magness descendants should be vacated as to all the defendants,273 that the case must be
remanded for further proceedings and that the Magness descendants should be allowed a
reasonable time to perfect service upon the defendants.274 Magness’ petition for an appeal to
the US Supreme Court was denied by the Supreme Court in October 2001.275

4.4.3

Delocque-Fourcaud v. Los Angeles County Museum of Art276

On 15 July 2003, a lawsuit was filed against the Los Angeles County Museum of Art
(LACMA) which was exhibiting 76 paintings on loan from the Pushkin Museum in Moscow,
including 25 paintings from the former collection of Sergei Ivanovich Shchukin. 277 It was
André-Marc Delocque-Fourcaud, grandson of the Russian aristocrat and collector, who sued
the LACMA, seeking an order compelling LACMA to withdraw the 25 contested cultural
objects from the exhibition.278 André-Marc Delocque-Fourcaud and his family had also been
fighting in European courts over masterpieces collected by his grandfather and taken by the
1918 Russian Bolshevik Government.279 He demanded greater ‘recognition’ of the

272

The court stated that “seizure [is] not permitted […] due to [a] law which specifically forbids the use of
judicial process to seize another country’s works of art or objects of cultural significance”, whereby the Federal
Immunity from Seizure Act was meant.
273
As it held that service of the complaint on the Russian defendants was not proper under the FSIA.
274
Magness v. Russian Federation, 247 F.3d 609 (5th Cir. 2001).
275
Magness v. Russian Federation, 534 U.S. 892 (2001).
276
Delocque-Fourcaud v. Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Case No. CV-03-5027 R (CTx) (C.D. Cal. 2003,
filed 15 July 2003). See also: http://www.morozov-shchukin.com/html/dossier_presse_ang.html. [Last visited 6
March 2011.] See also: op. cit. n. 242 (O’Connell), pp. 13-14. See also: op. cit. n. 200 (Knerly), p. 11. See also:
Christopher Reynolds, ‘Lawsuit seeks to block LACMA’s Pushkin show’, Los Angeles Times, 16 July 2003. See
also: Susan McRae, ‘Heir Sues to Halt LACMA Exhibit’, Wall Street Journal, 16 July 2003. See also: David
Holley, ‘She works the system’, Los Angeles Times, 27 July 2003. See also: Daniel W. Eck and Patty
Gerstenblith, ‘Cultural Property (2003)’, The International Lawyer, Summer 2004, Vol. 38, No. 2, pp. 469-476.
277
More about Shchukin and his collection infra in Ch. 7.2.
278
He called it himself a ‘symbolic act of harassment’, making a comparison with the lawsuit in Rome in 2000
(see Ch. 8.9.1.2). See: op. cit. n. 276 (Holley). When paintings formerly owned by his grandfather were
exhibited in Las Vegas in 2001, he did not take any action. According to Delocque-Fourcaud this was due to lack
of resources. See: ‘Notice of Motion and Motion of Defendant-in-Intervention United States for order
Dismissing the First Amended Complaint with Prejudice’, dated 5 September 2003.
279
As we shall see in Ch. 7.2 regarding the United Kingdom and Ch. 9.1.1 and 9.9.1.2 regarding France and
Italy.
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descendants of the owners whose works were expropriated by the Bolsheviks. 280 That
recognition should include a substantial compensation payment281 and a share in the
museum’s revenue from the exhibition.282

The exhibition, entitled Old Masters, Impressionists and Moderns: French Masterworks
From the State Pushkin Museum, Moscow, was scheduled to open on 27 July 2003283 and
included works by Van Gogh,284 Matisse, 285 Monet, Manet, Picasso,286 Cézanne287 and others.
The paintings were granted immunity from seizure by the US State Department before they
entered the United States.288 According to the legal representative of Delocque-Fourcaud, the
immunity from seizure was improperly granted and should be nullified, as the US State
Department was not aware of the claim of the plaintiff.

LACMA answered by stating that the State Department already had notice of such claims
when it provided immunity, as “the file describes the 1917 nationalisation of the Pushkin
paintings and the plaintiff’s prior lawsuits.”289 Moreover, LACMA stated that it was
immunised from this lawsuit, as the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act expressly stated that

280

That demand is understood as subsidiary to his primary demand of withdrawing the objects from the
exhibition.
281
Delocque-Fourcaud stated: “The museums showing my grandfather’s pieces have received substantial income
from receipts for admission. That income has been derived from the exploitation of pieces of property that
belong to my family.” Delocque-Fourcaud also pointed out that the sponsor of the exhibition was the cigarette
maker Altea (Marlboro) for whom the Russian market is essential as the anti-tobacco laws have become much
tougher in the West.
282
Eduard Klein, one of Delocque-Fourcaud’s attorneys, stated: “One of the prime reasons why the case was
brought was to make it crystal clear to museums around the world that they can’t do this without protecting and
taking care of the actual heirs of the artwork” and that they give “greater recognition at the exhibition of the role
played by the Shchukin Family and a major explanation of the improper taking of the art from that family”.
283
The exhibition was to run till 13 October 2003 and was co-organised by the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston,
the Moscow Pushkin Museum and the Foundation for International Arts and Education. Before, the exhibition
was in the Museum of Fine Arts in Houston (from 15 December 2002 till 9 March 2003) and the High Museum
in Atlanta (from 5 April 2003 till 29 June 2003).
284
For instance Portrait of Doctor Rey (1889).
285
Among other things Goldfish (1911).
286
Including Harlequin and His Companion (The Saltimbanques) (1901), Spanish Woman From Mallorca
(1905) and The Violin (1912).
287
Pierrot and Harlequin (1888) and The Pipe Smoker (1890).
288
This immunity has been given on 22 August 2002, and the notice has been published in the Federal Register
on 30 August 2002, Federal Register Vol. 67, p. 55,907 (2002).
289
Op. cit. n. 201 (Noonan), pp. 45-56, at p. 51 and n. 28. Indeed, the ‘Notice of Motion and Motion of
Defendant-in-Intervention United States for order Dismissing the First Amended Complaint with Prejudice’,
dated 5 September 2003, referred to the “common knowledge that numerous art treasures in the Hermitage
[museum] were confiscated from their former private owners”. It stated that in the early 1960s the Department of
Justice had received “numerous” inquiries as to whether, given that history, the Justice Department could give
assurances that if cultural objects were lent by foreign museums to American museums, the objects would be
immune from seizure in American courts. The Federal Immunity from Seizure Act was intended to protect
precisely that sort of objects at issue, thus the ‘Notice’. The ‘Notice’ even called the plaintiff’s supposition
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one would be immune from ‘any judicial process’ in ‘any court’ in the United States that
would in any way have the effect of depriving LACMA of sole ‘custody or control’290 of the
cultural objects, which “broad-based protection serves to provide foreign sovereigns with
assurance that their invaluable cultural artefacts will not be subject of American litigation.”
By this lawsuit, plaintiff sought to control the objects himself, by “dictating when, to whom,
or for what entrance fee, if any, the artworks may be exhibited”. Furthermore, LACMA stated
that Delocque-Fourcaud’s claim impermissibly interfered with US foreign policy as he
attempted to commandeer control over Russia’s cultural objects and criticised the foreign
sovereign’s ownership rights. If that would be endorsed by the court, that would have “a
direct impact upon foreign relations and may well adversely affect the power of the central
government to deal with those problems.” In addition, LACMA argued that the claim was
non-justiceable because it asked the court to adjudicate a political question (as a disagreement
with the State Department constituted such a political question in view of LACMA) and it
required the court to invalidate an Act of State by the Russian Government.291
On behalf of the United States, the US State Attorney and Assistant US Attorney292
intervened in this case in favour of the LACMA, whereby the US Attorneys referred to the
above cited Magness judgment.293 They emphasised that the very purpose of the Federal
Immunity from Seizure Act - to provide advance assurances of a safe harbour from litigation
– would be undermined if the propriety of the State Department’s determinations were to be
allowed to be called into question after the objects have already been imported into the United
States. Both borrowing and lending institutions rely on these determinations and such reliance
would be impossible if those determinations could be retroactively overturned by the courts,
thus the US Attorneys. While Delocque-Fourcaud did not seek to seize the cultural objects at
issue outright, the US Attorneys pointed out that the protection by the Federal Immunity from
Seizure Act extended well beyond ‘seizure’ to include “any judicial process […] for the
purpose of or having the effect of depriving” an exhibiting institution of “custody or control”
of a cultural object. Plaintiff’s request for an order enjoining LACMA from exhibiting the 25
contested cultural objects directly threatened LACMA’s ‘control’ over the objects, thus the
US intervention, which held the opinion that “depriving a museum of the means to recoup the

“absurd”.
290
Underlining also in the original Motion of LACMA.
291
LACMA’s Notice of Motion and Motion to Dismiss, dated 15 August 2003.
292
Attorneys for Defendant-in-Intervention United States of America.
293
Notice of Motion and Motion of Defendant-in-Intervention United States for order Dismissing the First
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costs of an exhibition has the same deterrent effect in this sense as enjoining the museum
from putting on the exhibition at all.”294 Finally, the US Attorneys pointed out that there was
no standard set forth in the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act by which a court could
evaluate State Department determinations that certain objects are of ‘cultural significance’
and that their exhibition in the United States is in the ‘national interest’ and that Congress
sought to leave these determinations to the unfettered discretion of the Executive Branch.
Eventually, the suit was withdrawn as Delocque-Fourcaud voluntarily dismissed his action. 295

4.4.4

Deutsch v. Metropolitan Museum of Art296

In 2003, the Historical Museum of Crete in Iraklion, Greece, decided to lend a painting of El
Greco, Mount Sinai, to the New York Metropolitan Museum of Art for an El Greco exhibition
lasting three months.297 The exhibition closed on 11 January 2004. Shortly before the museum
planned to ship back the picture, Joram Deutsch, a Swiss national, filed in the New York State
Court a request for a Temporary Restraining Order, in order to prevent the museum from
moving the painting out of New York State.298 The gist of the case was that Germany had
stolen the painting from its Hungarian Jewish owner, Ferenc Hatvany, at the end of World
War II, and that consequently, after its return to Hungary, it had been illegally expropriated by
the Hungarian Government after World War II.299 The plaintiff was the son of the lawyer300

Amended Complaint with Prejudice, dated 5 September 2003.
294
When discussing the case with the legal representatives of the US State Department on 6 December 2010, the
same view was expressed. The action of Delocque-Fourcaud was aimed at ‘controlling’ the cultural objects; even
demanding part of the proceeds of the exhibition would fall within that notion.
295
‘Notice of Voluntary Dismissal’, 23 September 2003.
296
Deutsch v. Sotheby’s Holding Inc.; a/k/a Sotheby’s New York; a/k/a Sotheby’s London; Metropolitan Museum
of Art, A. and M. Kalokairinos Foundation; Historical Museum of Crete of Crete Iraklion, Index # 04100902,
No. 04 Civ. 8587 (S.D.N.Y. 2004). See also: op. cit. n. 209 (Knerly), p. 11. See also: IFAR Case Summary at:
http://www.ifar.org/case_summary.php?docid=1184609944. [Last visited 8 January 2011.] See also: op. cit. n.
201 (Noonan), pp. 52-53. See also: Pete Bowles, ‘Met sued over art Nazis allegedly stolen’, The New York
Times, 21 January 2004. See also: Barry Meier, ‘Painting ordered back to Greece’, The New York Times, 24
January 2004. See also: Peter Watson, ‘Who owns this masterpiece?’, The Times, 27 January 2004.
297
Mount Sinai, painted in the years 1570-1572, was the only painting of El Greco in his native Crete. It is an oil
and tempera depiction of the peaks of Mount Sinai and a small group of pilgrims greeting a figure resembling
John the Baptist.
298
Filing date: 20 January 2004. Filing date of an amended complaint: 26 January 2004.
299
Baron Ferenc Hatvany purchased the painting in 1925. At the time of World War II, the painting had been
placed by him in a Budapest bank for safe-keeping. The bank was looted by Russian or German forces at the
aftermath of World War II. There is a report that Hatvany repurchased Mount Sinai in 1947 from a Soviet
officer, but probably the family wasn’t aware of the fact that the painting was hidden in Hungary. In 1960 it had
been transferred to Vienna, and in 1989 it was purchased from a Viennese private collector by the A. and M.
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who died in 2002 and represented the claiming Hatvany family in reparations claims against
the German Government.301

Deutsch filed a case not only against the Metropolitan, where the painting was on loan, but
also against Sotheby’s Holding Inc.,302 the A. and M. Kalokairinos Foundation, 303 as well as
the Historical Museum of Crete. The plaintiff did not claim ownership of the painting. He did,
however, want to recover the painting or the value thereof,304 as well as in first instance to
examine, inspect, photograph and videotape the painting, in order to preserve evidence that
the painting was not a copy, but the original of which Deutsch stated that it was stolen from
the Hatvany family by the Nazis. As he stated that he had not been given permission to
analyse the painting before the end of the exhibition, he therefore made an emergency
application, in order to prevent that the painting would be allowed to leave the United States.

As the painting had been granted immunity from seizure by the US Government on the basis
of the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act,305 the New York State Supreme Court dismissed
the initial complaint of Deutsch on 22 January 2004306 and ordered the return of the painting
to the lender. It was planned that the painting would be subsequently exhibited in London, but
the Historical Museum was reluctant to expose the painting to possible further court action in
London, so the painting was shipped back to Crete.307

4.4.5

Malewicz v. City of Amsterdam308

Kalokairinos Foundation, which donated it to the Historical Museum in Heraklon, Greece.
300
Hans Deutsch.
301
So, the suit was not brought by the heirs of the former owner, but by an heir of the former legal representative
of the family, which gave rise to a lot of confusion with regard to the aim of the lawsuit. There are reports that
indeed Joram Deutsch was acting on behalf of the Hatvany family, but it seems that additionally Deutsch had
some personal motives as well. Deutsch has stated that in the 1960s the German Government had unjustly
accused his father of falsifying claims involving Hatvany’s paintings. Also, in 1964, Hans Deutsch was suddenly
arrested and accused of fraud by the West German Government. Eventually, all charges against Hans Deutsch
were dropped and he was acquitted. However, he never received any compensation and his career and practice
were ruined.
302
Stating that Sotheby’s disregarded evidence that the painting was stolen, when selling it to the Kalokairinos
Foundation.
303
Deutsch stated that the Foundation disregarded evidence that the painting was stolen, so that it could make the
purchase of the painting through Sotheby’s in 1989.
304
It is unclear whether he did that on behalf of the Hatvany family.
305
Federal Register, Vol. 68, p. 44,831 (2003).
306
And his amended complaint in July 2004.
307
‘Greeks withdraw El Greco painting’, BBC News, 30 January 2004.
308
Special thanks go to Pieter Bekker, Attorney at Law at Crowell and Moring LLP, New York, United States.
See also: Nout van Woudenberg, ‘Declarations of Immunity from Seizure of Foreign Artworks and the Legal
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In this case, the immunity from seizure of cultural objects was not at stake, as there was no
attempt to seize the objects. However, the case shows how close immunity from seizure and
immunity from jurisdiction can be interlinked. Not at least, because it again309 clearly turned
out that the aim of the authorities of the United States was not only to provide immunity from
seizure, but immunity from suit as well. As this case encompasses about all the aspects which
are addressed in this study, I will address this Malewicz310 case a bit more extensively, in
which an instrumentality of the State of the Netherlands was involved. 311

On 9 January 2004, a group of 35 heirs of the world-renowned Russian artist Kazimir
Malevich312 filed suit in the US District Court for the District of Columbia in Washington
D.C. against the City of Amsterdam. The heirs sought the recovery313 of 14 cultural objects by
Malevich,314 loaned by the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam315 for a special exhibition at the
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York316 and the Menil Collection in Houston.317
The complaint was filed two days before the exhibition in Houston closed. The 14 cultural
objects were part of a larger collection of some 84 paintings, gouaches, drawings and

Position of Sovereign Art Lenders before U.S. Courts: the Malewicz case’, in: Niels Blokker, René Lefeber,
Liesbeth Lijnzaad, Ineke van Bladel (eds.), The Netherlands in Court. Essays in Honour of Johan G. Lammers,
Leiden 2006, pp. 223-245.
309
As we already saw supra, Ch. 4.3.1.
310
When I refer to the court case, I write ‘Malewicz’, whereas when I refer to the painter, I write ‘Malevich’.
311
Also, during the training courses I provide for museum directors and registrars, it generally turns out, that one
does not realise that while receiving immunity from seizure, it may well be possible that a foreign court has
jurisdiction to adjudicate a case. Museums and State entities generally do not have in mind that something like
the Malewicz case may actually happen to them. I therefore address this case a bit more in detail.
312
Kazimir Malevich was born on 11 March 1879 not far from Kiev. In his development as a painter, he
launched the Suprematist movement (‘supremus’ means excellent), which brought abstract art to a geometric
simplicity more drastically than anyone had done previously. Malevich described his aesthetic theory, known as
Suprematism, as “the supremacy of pure feeling or perception in the pictorial arts”. See: Howard N. Spiegler,
‘Surviving War and Peace: The Long Road to Recovering the Malevich Paintings’, The Journal of Art Crime,
Spring 2009, p. 4. Malevich died in Leningrad (St. Petersburg) on 15 May 1935.
313
The lawsuit brought by the Malevich heirs was based on actions in replevin, rescission and conversion.
For the definition of replevin, see supra, Ch. 1, n. 29. Rescission means “a party’s unilateral unmaking of a
contract for a legally sufficient reason, such as the other party’s material breach”. Black’s Law Dictionary, 3rd
pocket ed., 2006, p. 616. Conversion means “the wrongful possession of another’s property as if it were one’s
own; an act or series of acts of willful interference, without lawful justification, with an item of property,
inconsistent with another’s right, whereby that other person is deprived of the use and possession of the
property”. Ibid., pp. 147-148. See also: op. cit. n. 20 (Staal), p. 34.
314
13 paintings and one drawing.
315
The court did not have to go into the question of whether the Stedelijk Museum itself is an ‘agency or
instrumentality of a foreign State’, since, although the museum manages the collection, the City acquired and
possessed it. That is also illustrated by the wording of the press release of the City of Amsterdam on the occasion
of the amicable settlement: “[…] the remaining works in the collection will remain with the City […].” See: ‘The
City of Amsterdam and the Heirs of Kazimir Malevich reach an amicable settlement regarding the Malevich
collection in Amsterdam’, Press release City of Amsterdam, 24 April 2008.
316
This exhibition took place from 22 May 2003 until 7 September 2003.
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theoretical cards318 that were purchased by the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam in 1958.

On 11 April 2003, prior to the loan of the Malevich objects to the US institutions, the US
Department of State issued Public Notice No. 4335, which notice was published in the
Federal Register.319 In this notice, 320 Patricia S. Harrison, Assistant Secretary for Educational
and Cultural Affairs, Department of State, declared that the objects to be included in the
Malevich exhibitions at the Guggenheim Museum and the Menil Collection were of ‘cultural
significance’ and that the exhibitions were ‘in the national interest’.321

The heirs did not try to seize cultural objects. Rather, they sued the City of Amsterdam for
monetary damages, as opposed to an attempted seizure of the objects. Such action is in fact
permissible, as the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act simply precluded an attempt to keep
the objects from being seized, but did not prevent the foreign lender from being sued.322

In the lawsuit, the principal question to be determined at the outset of the proceedings was of
a procedural nature, namely, whether the court had jurisdiction to entertain the claim of the
heirs. The heirs were claiming323 that the City of Amsterdam wrongfully acquired the
Malevich artworks that are in the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam when the City had purchased
them from the German architect Hugo Häring, a friend of Malevich, in 1958. Therefore, the
heirs maintained that they were entitled to a rescission of the sale of the cultural objects as
well as to recovery of the objects from Amsterdam. They also claimed to have been damaged
by the conversion of their property and that they were entitled to either a recovery of the
cultural objects or payment of their interest in the objects, which interest they said should be
valued in excess of US $ 150 million. Finally, the heirs claimed that the City of Amsterdam
had unjustly enriched itself, and that they had suffered damages entitling them to
317

That exhibition took place from 2 October 2003 until 11 January 2004.
Technical drawings.
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Federal Register, Vol. 68, pp. 17,852-17,853 (2003). The heirs had filed an objection against the issuance of
the declaration, but the Department of State decided to stick to its determination.
320
The notice carried the title ‘Culturally Significant Objects Imported for Exhibition Determination: Kazimir
Malevich: Suprematism’.
321
“I hereby determine that the objects to be included in the exhibition Kazimir Malevich: Suprematism imported
from abroad for temporary exhibition within the United States, are of cultural significance. These objects are
imported pursuant to loan agreements with foreign lenders. I also determine that the exhibition or display of the
exhibit objects at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, New York, from on or about May 22, 2003,
to on or about September 7, 2003, the Menil Collection, Houston, Texas, from on or about October 2, 2003, to
on or about January 11, 2004, and at possible additional venues yet to be determined, is in the national interest.”
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See also: op. cit. n. 198 (Lue, c.s.).
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See for claims of the heirs: ‘Plaintiffs’ Amended Complaint’, 9 January 2004.
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compensatory damages in an amount to be determined by the court.324

Specifically, the heirs invoked the ‘expropriation exception’ of the FSIA, Section 1605(a)(3).
The heirs claimed that the City of Amsterdam had violated international law, and they relied
on the recent presence of the 14 cultural objects in the United States in connection with an
alleged commercial activity. In the heirs’ view, the exhibition of the objects in the two US
museums fulfilled the conditions of the FSIA, as the cultural objects were present in the
United States at the time the heirs filed their complaint, and the heirs considered the loan by
the Stedelijk Museum to constitute a commercial activity.

On 30 April 2004, the City of Amsterdam filed its motion for summary dismissal of the
complaint.325 As a political subdivision of the Netherlands, the City of Amsterdam qualified
as a ‘foreign State’ under the FSIA. As such, the City of Amsterdam presumably was immune
from jurisdiction and suit in the US courts and claims against the City were barred unless an
exception to immunity applied. The City of Amsterdam claimed that the heirs were not able to
satisfy any of the required elements of the expropriation exception, 326 so that the court lacked
subject-matter jurisdiction. The City pointed out that the heirs could not claim an
expropriation in violation of international law, unless they first had exhausted all of their
remedies in the Dutch courts. The heirs refrained from doing so, even though the courts in the
Netherlands were available to them and courts in the United States had acknowledged the
adequacy of the legal system in the Netherlands, the City argued. The 14 cultural objects at
issue were temporarily present in the United States in connection with exhibitions in New
York and Houston. After these exhibitions, the objects returned to Amsterdam. The City of
Amsterdam emphasised that this was insufficient to be considered ‘present in the United
States’ under the FSIA, and that, in any event, the objects were no longer ‘present in the
United States’ at the relevant time. An important reason why the City believed in this case the
‘present in the United States’-condition had not been fulfilled for legal purposes, was that the
objects were brought into the United States while enjoying immunity (according to the City
324

I will not go into the afore mentioned acquisition of the objects in 1958 by the City of Amsterdam, as the
principal question is of a procedural nature; the heirs claim that the court in the United States has jurisdiction
over the dispute under the 1976 Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, as in this case the City should not be entitled
to immunity.
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‘The City of Amsterdam’s motion to dismiss the amended complaint in its entirety’ (‘Motion to dismiss’), 30
April 2004.
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These elements were: rights in property taken in violation of international law are at issue, the property is
present in the United States, in connection with a commercial activity carried on in the United States by a foreign
State.
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also from judicial process) under the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act. The City of
Amsterdam stated furthermore that, in spite of what had been claimed by the heirs, the loan of
the objects by the Stedelijk Museum did not constitute a ‘commercial activity’. 327 The loan
was not the type of activity by which a private actor would engage in trade and traffic or
commerce. In the view of the City, the loan and exhibition should be regarded as a noncommercial cultural exchange between non-profit educational institutions. Thus, as none of
the required elements of the FSIA’s expropriation exception could be deemed fulfilled, the
City maintained that it was immune from suit and that the complaint should be dismissed. 328
On 22 December 2004, the US Assistant Attorney General filed a ‘Statement of Interest’,329 to
inform the District Court of the background and purpose of the Federal Immunity from
Seizure Act and to present their concerns as to the potential effects of the heirs’ lawsuit upon
the interests that Section 2459 is designed to foster.330 The US Assistant Attorney General
pointed out that under the Act, the cultural objects concerned were considered to be immune
from seizure and other forms of judicial process while in the United States and that until the
present proceeding, it has served as an effective and efficient means for protecting these kinds
of objects from litigation. He recalled in the ‘Statement of Interest’ that Congress’ stated
purpose in enacting the immunity from seizure legislation was “to encourage the exhibition in
the United States of objects of cultural significance which, in the absence of assurances such
as are contained in the legislation, would not be available.” At the time the Act was enacted,
such objects had become more vulnerable to lawsuits as a result of the enactment of the
Second Hickenlooper Amendment,331 approximately one year prior to the promulgation of the
Act. The US Assistant Attorney General said:
“That amendment sharply restricted application of the Act of State doctrine as a barrier
to jurisdiction over claims to property allegedly taken in violation of international law.
The immunity provided by section 2459 thus addressed the threat to cultural exchange
posed by the increased vulnerability to lawsuits of foreign artwork on temporary loan to
this country’s cultural institutions”.
327

The City referred to the FSIA, which defines ‘commercial activity’ as ‘either a regular course of commercial
conduct or a particular commercial transaction or act’, as well as to the judgment of the US Supreme Court in
Republic of Argentina v. Weltover, Inc, 504 U.S. 607 (1992), in which the Supreme Court explained that
determining whether ‘commercial activity’ exists requires an inquiry into ‘whether the particular actions that the
foreign sovereign performs are the type of actions by which a private party engages in trade and traffic or
commerce’.
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The City submitted a number of additional arguments challenging the US Court’s jurisdiction, which go
beyond the scope of this analysis.
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The US Assistant Attorney General stated that the ‘unprecedented’ approach of the heirs “has
introduced great uncertainty as to whether sovereign lenders will face greater litigation
exposure simply through the introduction of an immunized exhibit into the United States.” He
also called it “undisputed that plaintiffs could not seek to seize the artwork while it was in this
country under a grant of immunity. It also appears to be undisputed that if plaintiffs had filed
their lawsuit prior to the importation of these works, or following their departure, the Court
would have had no jurisdiction over their claims.” The heirs were therefore, in view of the US
authorities, “using the window of opportunity afforded by the Malewicz exhibition[s] as the
jurisdictional hook for their claims” and they feared that this could result in frictions in
foreign relations between the United States and other countries.

Regarding the condition in Section 1605(a)(3) of the FSIA that cultural objects at stake should
be ‘present in the United States in connection with a commercial activity carried on in the
United States by a foreign State’, the US Assistant Attorney General emphasised:
“Foreign states are unlikely to expect that this standard is satisfied by a loan of an
artwork for a U.S. Government-immunized exhibit that must be carried out by a
borrower on a non-profit basis. The possibility that such a minimal level of contact will
necessarily suffice to provide jurisdiction threatens to chill the willingness of sovereign
lenders to participate in the section 2459 program. Just as a foreign lender will be less
likely to send valuable artwork to the United States if the artwork is subject to seizure
while it is here, such a lender will be discouraged from lending such works if the loan
will provide the sole jurisdictional basis for an expropriation lawsuit that could not have
occurred in the absence of the loan.”332
He ended the Statement with an appeal to the District Court to consider the interest of the
United States where appropriate in evaluating the City’s motion to dismiss.
On 17 March 2005, the US authorities filed a ‘Supplemental Statement of Interest’,333 “to
explain further its concerns that a finding of jurisdiction based solely on lending immunised
artwork for a cultural exhibition will undermine the purposes of Section 2459”.334 The
authorities restated that
“if jurisdiction over a sovereign lender could be established solely by virtue of
introduction into the United States of an exhibit immunised under section 2459, foreign
332
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States would be far less likely to agree to share their artwork with the American public,
undermining the principal objective of section 2459. This view should be accorded
deference by the Court ‘as the considered judgment of the Executive on a particular
question of foreign policy’.”
“A finding of no jurisdiction in this case would merely prevent claimants from transforming
into a sword what was intended to be only a shield”, thus the Supplemental Statement of
Interest of the United States.335

On 30 March 2005, the US District Court for the District of Columbia issued an Order stating
that “Defendant’s motion to dismiss is denied”.336 In the ‘Memorandum Opinion’
accompanying the Order, the District Court stated that it intended to convene a status
conference to determine whether the parties wished to proceed by way of affidavits or limited
jurisdictional discovery to develop record evidence on whether, through its immunised loan of
cultural and educational artworks, the City of Amsterdam had ‘substantial contacts with the
United States’ within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. Section 1603(e). The court came to its
conclusion on the basis of the following reasoning.

The court acknowledged that the FSIA is the “sole basis for obtaining jurisdiction over a
foreign State in our courts”. The court went on to point out that the City of Amsterdam is
therefore immune from the jurisdiction of the courts of the United States, unless one of the
FSIA statutory exceptions would apply.

The court concluded that the heirs’ filing of the complaint while the cultural objects were
physically present in the United States was sufficient to meet the ‘present in the United States’
factor. Whether the objects were present in the United States also for purposes of legal
process raised a different question. After all, the City argued that the 14 Malevich artworks at
issue were protected by the immunity legislation and therefore were not ‘present in the United
States’ for legal purposes. The court considered it beyond doubt that Section 2459 protected
loaned cultural objects from seizure or judicial process “for the purpose or having the effect of
depriving such [U.S. cultural] institution […] of custody or control of such object”.337 “A
litigant with a claim against a foreign sovereign may not seize that sovereign’s property that is
335
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in this country on a cultural exchange and the litigant may not serve the receiving museum
with judicial process to interfere in any way with its physical custody or control of the
artworks”, according to the court. The court noted that the Malevich heirs had tried to do
neither, as they had sued the City of Amsterdam, not the Guggenheim or the Menil
Collection:
“[h]ad this lawsuit begun and concluded before the Malewicz Collection left this
country, no order of this Court would have, or could have, affected the custody or
control that the museums (and carriers) exercised over the artworks. The Immunity from
Seizure Act deprives all U.S. courts from taking any action to obtain physical custody of
the Malewicz Collection or other cultural icons granted immunity while in this
country.”
The presence or absence of the property made no difference during the litigation, as long as it
was ‘present’ when the suit was filed, the court explained. Because the Malevich heirs were
not seeking judicial seizure of the cultural objects, the court considered the City’s reliance on
Section 2459 misplaced, as “[i]mmunity from seizure is not the same as immunity from suit
for a declaration of rights or for damages arising from an alleged conversion if the other
conditions for FSIA jurisdiction exist.” The court therefore concluded that the Foreign
Immunity from Seizure Act and the FSIA did not interfere with each other and were not
inconsistent and that the 14 objects were ‘present in the United States’ for purposes of FSIA
jurisdiction.

With reference to 28 U.S.C. Section 1603(e), the court held that ‘commercial activity carried
out in the United States by a foreign State’ meant ‘commercial activity carried out by such
State and having substantial contact with the United States’. Regarding these commercial
activities, the key question was whether the foreign sovereign’s contract was ‘of the same
character as a contract which might be made by a private person’. The court in this case
referred to the judgment of the Supreme Court in Republic of Argentina v. Weltover, Inc.:338
“because the Act provides that the commercial character of an act is to be determined
by reference to its ‘nature’ rather than its ‘purpose’ […], the question is not whether the
foreign government is acting with a profit motive or instead with the aim of fulfilling
uniquely sovereign objectives. Rather, the issue is whether the particular actions that the
foreign state performs (whatever the motive behind them) are the type of actions by
which a private party engages in ‘trade and traffic or commerce’.”
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Emphasis of the author.
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And also 28 U.S.C. Section 1603(d) states: “The commercial character of an activity shall be
determined by reference to the nature of the course of conduct or particular transaction or act,
rather than by reference to its purpose.” With that understanding, the court concluded that the
City of Amsterdam had engaged in ‘commercial activities’ when it loaned the 14 Malevich
artworks to museums in the United States. The lending of the objects constituted a
commercial activity because a loan is an activity that also a private person or entity can
engage in, even if the loan were purely educational and cultural in purpose, as the City of
Amsterdam stated. The court stated “there is nothing ‘sovereign’ about lending art pieces,
even though the pieces themselves might belong to a sovereign”, because it is an act both
public and private parties can engage in and do so regularly.

Regarding the key element of ‘substantial contact with the United States’, the City of
Amsterdam argued that the City’s contacts with the United States were insubstantial and
insufficient to expose it to FSIA jurisdiction. The court concluded that it could not at this
stage of the proceedings determine whether the City of Amsterdam’s contacts with the United
States in connection with the loan of the Malevich artworks were ‘substantial’339 within the
meaning of the FSIA, 28 U.S.C. Section 1603(e) to support jurisdiction. The extent and nature
of the City of Amsterdam’s contacts with the United States therefore had to be identified and
addressed before it would be possible for the court to determine its own jurisdiction, or lack
thereof, over the heirs’ complaint.

On 27 June 2007, the US District Court for the District of Columbia ordered that the contacts
of the City of Amsterdam with the United States in connection with the loan of the Malevich
artworks were sufficiently ‘substantial’ to establish jurisdiction under the FSIA’s
expropriation exception.340 The reasons for this were mainly341 that five escorts of the
Stedelijk Museum were in the United States for a total of 34 days in connection with the loan;
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Op. cit. n. 39.
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the American museums paid all costs (travel, accommodation, etc.) associated with the
couriers of the Stedelijk Museum who accompanied the objects and oversaw their handling.
Furthermore, the Stedelijk Museum demanded an administrative fee of US $ 300 per object342
from each museum in consideration for the lending of art.343 In addition, the Stedelijk
Museum required the American museums to pay the cost of transporting the paintings from
the Stedelijk Museum to their various locations.344 In total the sum reached the amount of
nearly 25,000 euros. Taken separately, the relevant contacts may not be sufficient, but the
court did not follow that line. It criticised the City of Amsterdam for approaching each of the
facts in isolation, rather than collectively.

The court also discarded the argument of the City of Amsterdam that this lawsuit could chill
further cultural exchanges. “The loan of the artwork from the City to the American museums
was not a matter touching upon ‘foreign relations’ [...]. It was a private transaction, admittedly
with an altruistic public purpose, that had no far-reaching national or international
implications”, the court said.345

The City of Amsterdam filed an appeal with the US Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia Circuit, and on 31 January 2008, the US Executive Branch filed a ‘Brief for the
United States as Amicus Curiae in Support of Appellant’.346 It considered it necessary to file
342
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this Brief, as the ruling of the District Court, if affirmed, “will discourage foreign states and
other lenders from providing their artwork for temporary exhibit in the United States, and will
significantly impair the ability of the United States to facilitate cultural exchanges as
instruments of foreign policy.”

The Brief pointed out that Congress enacted 22 U.S.C. Section 2459(a) in 1965 “to permit
foreign entities to lend works of cultural significance without fear that the loan of the cultural
objects would subject them to the jurisdiction of United States courts.” If cultural objects are
immunised, and therefore placed out of bounds for jurisdictional purposes on the basis of
Section 2459, a court should not conclude that the requirements of the FSIA had been met, the
Brief stated. “There was no indication that Congress believed that loaning artwork for a
temporary exhibit protected from judicial process under Section 2459 would constitute the
type of ‘substantial contact’ with the United States necessary to establish jurisdiction under 28
U.S.C. Section 1603(e) and Section 1605(a)(3) of the FSIA.” So, the Brief basically restated
that the intention of the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act was not only to provide immunity
from seizure, but immunity from suit as well.

According to the Brief, a court should not read a statute in a manner that would undermine the
purpose of another statute, if other plausible constructions were available. 347 The US
Executive Branch stated that it was “not consistent with notions of fair play and substantial
justice to assure a foreign sovereign that artwork is not subject to jurisdiction in the United
States by providing protection under Section 2459 and then to assert in personam jurisdiction
over the sovereign for a claim based on that artwork.” The Brief stated:
“[t]he willingness of lenders to make their art available is threatened by the district court
decision, and will be dramatically altered if this Court holds that foreign sovereigns
submitted to United States jurisdiction by sharing their artwork with the American
public under the conditions of the section 2459 program. Such a holding threatens to
undermine the interests that section 2459 is designed to foster and to create tension in
United States relations with other States [...].”
Therefore the Brief ended by saying that the orders of the District Court should be reversed.

After intense deliberations between the heirs and the City of Amsterdam, on 23 April 2008 an

amici curiae on 28 January 2008.
347
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amicable settlement was reached. 348 The amicable settlement concerned not only the fourteen
cultural objects that were the subject of the US action, but covered the entire group of
Malevich objects in the City’s collection. Pursuant to the settlement, the artist’s descendants
received five important paintings from the City’s collection;349 the remaining works in the
collection remained with the City, and the heirs’ action before a US court was permanently
withdrawn. The City acknowledged that the heirs had title to the five paintings being
transferred to them, and the heirs acknowledged that the City had title to the objects in the
collection remaining with the City. The City has given these objects on a long term loan to
the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam. 350

4.4.6

Berckheyde painting The Golden Bend in the Herengracht in Amsterdam351

Not long after the Malewicz-case came to an end in 2008, a new issue arose. This time the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam was involved. The case concerned a painting by Gerrit Adriaenz
Berckheyde352, called The Golden Bend in the Herengracht in Amsterdam, Seen from the
Vijzelstraat.353

In September 2008, the State of the Netherlands had acquired the painting for the benefit of

348

See, inter alia: ‘The City of Amsterdam and the Heirs of Kazimir Malevich reach an amicable settlement
regarding the Malevich collection in Amsterdam’, Press release City of Amsterdam, 24 April 2008, to be found
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the Rijksmuseum. 354 Prior to that time, it had been owned by the Dutch investor and former
family doctor Louis Reijtenbagh.355 However, at the time Reijtenbagh sold the painting, it was
apparently used by him as part of the collateral to secure a US $ 50 million loan from the New
York-based bank JP Morgan Chase in 2006. Reijtenbagh has since defaulted on his loan. At
the time of the purchase, the Netherlands apparently was not aware of any claim or contention
that the painting had been pledged as collateral for any loan made to Mr. Reijtenbagh, who
had indemnified the Rijksmuseum and the State of the Netherlands against any claims
whatsoever to the painting by third parties. At the time of the painting’s acquisition, it was
located in the Netherlands and the purchase agreement provided that the purchase was
governed by Dutch law. The Netherlands believed that it had acquired the painting in good
faith. Pursuant to Article 86 of Book 3 of the Dutch Civil Code, any interest or lien was
extinguished through the good faith acquisition of the painting by the Dutch State.356
Therefore, not only became the Dutch State the lawful owner of the painting, but also no
security interest or lien whatsoever existed for purposes of Dutch law.

In January 2009 the painting was shipped to Washington to form part of a special exhibition
at the National Gallery of Art, called Pride of Place: Dutch Cityscapes of the Golden Age,
which lasted from 8 February to 3 May 2009. In addition, 15 other cultural objects were
loaned from Dutch national museums for the exhibit in the National Gallery, including five
other objects from the Rijksmuseum. On 15 December 2008, the US State Department issued
a Public Notice, that the cultural objects loaned to the exhibition were of cultural significance,
were being imported for temporary exhibition pursuant to loan agreements with foreign
owners or custodians, and that the exhibition of the cultural objects within the United States at
the National Gallery and other possible venues was in the national interest.357 The effect of
these determinations and the Public Notice in the Federal Register was that the cultural
objects were immune from seizure pursuant to 22 U.S.C. Section 2459 during their exhibition
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‘Rijksmuseum verwerft topstuk Berckheyde’ [Rijksmuseum acquires master piece Berckheyde], Press
release Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, 6 October 2008.
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within the United States and during transport for the exhibition.

JP Morgan Chase became aware of the presence of the Berckheyde painting in the National
Gallery exhibition in early 2009 and in April 2009 the bank notified the Rijksmuseum and the
National Gallery of its intention to claim the rights to the artwork, given the bank’s assertion
of a security interest in the Berckheyde painting as collateral358 for Mr. Reijtenbagh’s loan.359
However, as the painting had been declared immune from seizure through the Public Notice
of the US State Department, and the Justice Department assured in its contacts that it would
support the application of the federal anti-seizure statute for the painting while it was in the
United States and intervene for the purpose of asserting the immunity in the event the bank
sought to seize the Berckheyde painting, following discussions between the bank’s counsel
and representatives of the Rijksmuseum and the Dutch Government, JP Morgan Chase
refrained from any legal action aimed at obstructing the safe return of the painting to the
Netherlands, which was scheduled to take place on 5 May 2009.

Indeed, on 5 May 2009 the painting was returned safely to the Netherlands, without being
hindered by any legal action and went back on public view at the Rijksmuseum. 360 Finally, JP
Morgan Chase decided to abandon its claim to the painting in September 2009.361

Let us now look at some experience in practice with the New York Arts and Cultural Affairs
Law. There was one long-time pending case, which deserves the attention in that sense. I am
talking about the Portrait of Wally case.

4.4.7

Portrait of Wally case362

358

There was a dispute between Reijtenbagh and JP Morgan Chase on whether the Berckheyde painting and
other paintings which the bank claimed had been improperly removed or sold by Reijtenbagh and still served as
collateral for the bank’s loan or whether there had been a substitution of collateral by Reijtenbagh.
359
See also: ‘Bank legt claim op topwerk Rijksmuseum’ [Bank claims master piece Rijksmuseum], NRC
Handelsblad, 17 April 2009. See also: Folkert Jensma, ‘Juridische strijd over schilderij ‘Gouden Bocht’’ [Legal
dispute over painting ‘Golden Bend’], NRC Handelsblad, 24 April 2009. See also: Loes de Fauwe, ‘Geen
garantie ‘De Bocht’ terug in Amsterdam’ [No guarantee that ‘The Bend’ will return to Amsterdam], Parool, 25
April 2009.
360
See also: ‘‘De bocht van de Herengracht’ te zien in Rijksmuseum’ [‘The Bend in the Herengracht’on display
in the Rijksmuseum], Press Release Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, 6 May 2009.
361
‘Rijksmuseum mag ‘De Bocht’ houden’ [Rijksmuseum may keep ‘The Bend’], NRC Handelsblad, 28
September 2009.
362
See: Jennifer M. Anglim, ‘Crossroads in the Great Race: Moving Beyond the International Race to Judgment
in Disputes over Artwork and Other Chattels’, Harvard Journal of International Law, Winter 2004, Vol. 45, No.
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On 7 January 1998, the New York Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) was served with the
Grand Jury subpoena duces tecum,363 issued by New York County District Attorney Robert
Morgenthau, ordering the MoMA not to return two paintings to Vienna until questions over
the ownership were settled and to investigate whether the paintings were stolen property being
criminally possessed contrary to New York law. It concerned paintings by the Austrian
expressionist painter Egon Schiele, 364 namely Portrait of Wally365 and Dead City III.366 The
paintings were among 150 cultural objects on loan from the Leopold Museum in Vienna,
Austria, and displayed at the Museum of Modern Art from 8 October 1997 till 4 January 1998
in an exhibition entitled Egon Schiele: The Leopold Collection, Vienna. The exhibition had
been on a worldwide tour for three years, and was displayed before in the United Kingdom,

1, pp. 239-301, more specifically pp. 250-253 and pp. 297-299. See also: op. cit. n. 103 (Gerstenblith), pp. 568586. See also: Stephen Clark, ‘An illustration: The Schiele case in the New York State and Federal Courts’, in:
Marc-André Renold and Pierre Gabus (eds.), Claims for the restitution of looted art, Geneva 2004, pp. 33-44.
See also: Stephen Clark, ‘The Schiele Matter’, in: Kate Fitz Gibbon (ed.), Who owns the past? Cultural Policy,
Cultural Property and the Law, New Brunswick, New Jersey, London 2007, pp. 71-82. See also: Ronald B.
Kowalczyk, ‘Case note. Section 12.03 of the New York Arts and Cultural Affairs Law: civil by association’,
International Journal of Cultural Property, 2001, Vol. 10, Issue 1, pp. 95-121. See also: op. cit. n. 242
(O’Connell), pp. 6-7. See also: Susan B. Bruning, ‘US Arts Law Update. New York Legal Decision Provides
Protection to Experts for Art. Authentication Opinions’, Media & Arts Law Review, 2001, Vol. 6, No. 1, pp. 5361. See also: Stacey Gannon, The Museum of Modern Art, Egon Schiele and Issues of Borrowed Art, 1 April
2001; to be found at http://www.gwu.edu/~mstd/Publications/2001/stacey%20gannon.pdf. [Last visited 10 June
2011.] See also: Laurie Brook Zimmerman, The People of the State of New York Versus The Museum of Modern
Art, 19 April 2000; to be found at http://www.commercialdiplomacy.org/ma_projects/zimmerman.htm. [Last
visited 10 June 2011.] See also: op. cit. n. 241 (Kaplan), pp. 691-744. See also: Shira T. Shapiro, ‘Case Note:
How Republic of Austria v. Altmann and United States v. Portrait of Wally relay the past and forecast the future
of Nazi looted art restitution litigation’, William Mitchell Law Review, 2008, Vol. 34, Issue 3, pp. 1147-1176.
See also: Patricia Youngblood Reyhan, ‘A chaotic palette: conflict of laws in litigation between original owners
and good-faith purchasers of stolen art’, Duke Law Journal, February 2001, Vol. 50, No. 4, pp. 955-1043, esp.
pp. 1029-1033. See also: ‘Judge says disputed paintings can return to Austria’, CNN US, 13 May 1998. See also:
‘Museum wins dispute over art allegedly stolen by Nazis’, CNN US, 21 September 1999. See also: Case
summary: United States v. Portrait of Wally, International Foundation for Art Research, at
http://www.ifar.org/case_summary.php?docid=1184707188. [Last visited 10 January 2011.] See also: Martha
Lufkin, ‘Whistling past the graveyard isn’t enough: U.S. may seek to confiscate painting lent by Austrian
Museum which allegedly knew it was Nazi loot’, Art Antiquity and Law, September 2002, Vol. 7, Issue 3, pp.
207-230. See also: Marilyn Henry, ‘Metro Views: A whimper, not a bang’, Jerusalem Post, 12 September 2009.
363
A ‘subpoena’ is a process of a court directing the person to whom it is addressed to attend and appear as a
witness in a designated action or proceeding in such court. A ‘subpoena duces tecum’ is a subpoena requiring the
witness [in this case the MoMA] to bring with him and produce specified physical evidence. See: New York
Criminal Procedural Law, 1995, para. 610.10. Stephen Clark defines a ‘subpoena duces tecum’ as “a writ issued
by a court at the request of one of the parties to a suit; it requires a witness to bring to court or to a deposition
any relevant documents under the witness’s control.” See: op. cit. n. 362 (Clark 2007), p. 82, n.1.
364
12 June 1890 - 31 October 1918. Schiele was one of the most important Austrian artists of the beginning of
the twentieth century. He was the founder of Austrian Expressionism. He produced more than 3000 works on
paper and approximately 300 paintings. Schiele made eroticism one of his major themes and was even briefly
imprisoned for obscenity in 1912. He is considered of having been a protégé of Gustav Klimt.
365
Portrait of Wally is an oil-on-wood painting, painted in 1912. It depicts Valerie (Wally) Neuzil, a model and
mistress of Egon Schiele.
366
Painted in 1911.
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Germany and Japan, before arriving in the United States of America.367 No federal immunity
protection was sought for the paintings and MoMA instead relied on the New York statute.
The subpoena resulted in a statement of the Austrian Minister of Culture, Elisabeth Gehrer,
stating that “this deals a heavy blow to the international exchange of art […] and shakes the
foundation of trust that one should also be given back pictures one has lent out.”368

Before, on 31 December 1997, the MoMA received letters from persons who stated that the
two paintings were misappropriated from the rightful owners during the Nazi annexation of
Austria. According to Henry Bondi, one of the letter writers, Portrait of Wally was owned by
his aunt Lea Bondi Jaray, when Nazi agents forced her to sell her art for greatly undervalued
prices and that the money then was seized when she left for the United Kingdom.369 He asked
the museum not to return the paintings to the lenders until the matter of true ownership had
been clarified. Rita and Kathleen Reif wrote on behalf of the heirs of Fritz Gruenbaum, stating
that the painting Dead City III was taken from Mr. Gruenbaum’s collection without his
consent by Nazi agents after his arrest in Austria.370 Gruenbaum was a Jewish cabaret singer
and died in January 1941 in the concentration camp of Dachau. His heirs stated being the true
and lawful owners of the painting and asked the museum to turn over the painting to them and
that the museum take no steps to move the painting to another jurisdiction, or to transfer title
to or possession of the painting to anyone but the heirs.

Both paintings were acquired by Dr. Rudolf Leopold, who in the 1950s and 1960s acquired a
large number of paintings of Egon Schiele. It has been alleged that Lea Bondi sought the
assistance of Dr. Leopold to recover Portrait of Wally from the Belvedere, but that instead, he
367

After closing, the Schiele exhibition was to move to the Picasso Museum in Barcelona, Spain.
Reuters report 8 January 1998.
369
In 1938, Friedrich Welz acquired the Würthle Gallery belonging to Lea Bondi in a process called
‘aryanisation’, in which Jews were forced to sell their property against very low prices. After that acquisition,
Welz saw Portrait of Wally in the private apartment of Bondi and insisted to take possession of that painting as
well (the Leopold Museum declared that Bondi sold the painting to Welz for 200 Reichsmarks). After the war,
Welz was arrested on suspicion of committing war crimes, and all of his possessions, including the painting
Portrait of Wally were seized under the authority of the Reparations, Deliveries, and Restitution Division of the
US armed forces in Austria. US armed forces transferred the painting to the Austrian Government authority
designated to take custody of such seized artwork, the ‘Bundesdenkmalamt’. From that moment on, the work
seemed to be confused with a Schiele drawing of the collection of Heinreich Rieger (who had been expropriated
as well and who had died in the Holocaust), entitled Portrait of His Wife. The ‘Bundesdenkmalamt’ mistakenly
restituted Portrait of Wally to the Rieger heirs. In the late 1950, the Rieger heirs negotiated the sale of art from
the Rieger collection to the Austrian National Gallery Belvedere. Also Portrait of Wally eventually ended up at
the Belvedere.
370
Since the claim was made, documents have apparently surfaced showing that the painting had gone to
Gruenbaum’s sister-in-law, Mathilde Lukacs, who sold it to a Swiss art dealer, Klipstein and Kornfeld Gallery in
Bern, in 1956.
368
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acquired it for himself on 1 September 1954, without telling Bondi. In August 1994, Dr.
Leopold sold his art collection to the Leopold Foundation in Vienna, of which he was the
Director and the Museological Director for life. 371

After the MoMA stated on 3 January 1998 that it was not in a position to pass on the factual
or legal foundation of the claims of the heirs,372 three days after the closing of the exhibition,
and one day before the paintings would be shipped out of the country, the museum was served
with the Grand Jury subpoena on 7 January 1998.

The case hinged on the interpretation of the New York immunity from seizure statute and
whether it was intended to apply only to civil cases and therefore excluded criminal acts, such
as theft, as falling under the scope of the law. The museum was of the opinion that the law
was absolute and all encompassing. If the New York statute would not provide protection
from both criminal and civil proceedings, the museum feared that the ability of New York
cultural institutions to borrow cultural objects from within the country as well as from abroad
would be seriously compromised. The New York County District Attorney stated that the law
was limited to seizures in civil actions and did not extend to criminal investigations.373
According to the District Attorney, nothing in the statute indicated that the legislature
intended to restrict the Grand Jury power to issue subpoenas for cultural objects.

371

Dr. Leopold owned more than 5,400 cultural objects, including 250 by Egon Schiele. Most of his collection
he sold to the Foundation in 1994. In German the Foundation is called the Leopold Museum Privat Stiftung.
The Leopold Foundation is financed by the Austrian Government (it paid 160 million euros) and the Austrian
Government appoints half of its directors. Dr. Leopold was a member of the board of directors and, as stated,
museological director for life. Dr. Leopold passed away on 29 June 2010. In case the Foundation ceases, the
ownership will be transferred to the Austrian State. See: Karl Korinek, Armin Bammer, Richard Potz, Wolfgang
Weishaider (eds.), Kulturrecht im Überblick [Art law in overview], Vienna 2004, p. 96.
372
The letter stated: “The exhibition is scheduled to be returned to the Leopold Foundation shortly after closing
on Sunday, January 4. I am advising you, therefore, that the museum intends to ship the painting to the lender on
January 8 or shortly thereafter. The intervening period should afford you ample time to take such action as you
deem appropriate to protect your interests.” Before this letter, the museum had sent another letter. In that letter,
of 31 December 1997, it said among other things that, while having sympathy for the heirs’ ownership claims, it
had a contractual obligation to return the entire Leopold collection to the lender after the exhibition closed. The
letter further stated: “Art museums […] depend on art loans from foreign institutions to organize exhibitions that
make it possible for the public to see and appreciate art from all over the world. It is important for U.S. museums
to offer foreign institutions the security of knowing that loan agreements will be honored and, indeed, New York
has a statute which specifically provides that works of art brought to New York for exhibition may not be seized
or made subject to attachment.”
373
According to the District Attorney, the subpoena was appropriate because the Grand Jury was investigating
whether specific paintings were stolen by a Nazi agent or collaborator just before World War II, and if so,
whether the stolen property was, very recently, possessed in New York County in violation of Article 165 of the
Penal Code (‘other offenses relating to theft’); more exactly: Article 165.54 (Criminal possession of stolen
property; first degree).
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In this case, the subpoena was in practice a seizure of the paintings. The paintings were
scheduled to leave New York on the 8 January 1998, to continue on tour in Spain and
ultimately to return to Austria. Instead, the paintings remained in New York, because of the
subpoena.
The New York Supreme Court374 decided on 13 May 1998 that MoMA’s motion to quash375
the Grand Jury subpoena was granted.376 The court stated that a “review of the statutory
history confirms that the Legislature intended to act to provide the broadest possible
protection for out of State artwork on loan to New York cultural institutions.” After all, in a
memorandum approving the statute, Governor Nelson Rockefeller stated:
“Many of the most important events of the artistic year through the State consist of
special shows devoted to a special theme, period, or the works of one or a group of
artists. These exhibitions […] rely in most instances on loans of works of art for their
success. The promotion and continuation of these events is necessary to maintain New
York’s status as the art center of the Nation and is beneficial to the general cultural
atmosphere of the State. Works of art lent by non-resident exhibitors are currently
subject to seizure by legal process in the State. The bill, by exempting such works of art
from legal process where their presence in the State of New York is solely by the
generosity of the exhibitor and not for any commercial purpose, will go far to allay the
fears of potential exhibitors and enable the State of New York to maintain its preeminent position in the arts.”377
The court stated that
“[u]ndoubtedly, the focus of the legislators in enacting the statute was to address the
consequences of civil remedies executed against art on loan. However, the statutory
history reveals that the intent of the Legislature was to provide the covered art even
broader protection than from just civil remedies. The effect of the proposed statute on
stolen art work was brought directly before the Legislature. The Committee on State
Legislation of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York (‘the Bar
Association’), in disapproving the bill, expressed concern that the statute would prevent
a rightful owner from recovering stolen art.”378
The Bar Association proposed that at the very least an exception be made for judgment-

374

The lowest court of the State New York.
‘To quash’ means to annul or set aside. In law, a motion to quash asks the judge for an order setting aside or
nullifying an action. See: http://dictionary.law.com/Default.aspx?typed=quash&type=1. [Last visited 10 June
2011.]
376
People v. Museum of Modern Art: In the Matter of the Application to Quash Grand Jury Subpoena Duces
Tecum Served on the Museum of Modern Art, 677 N.Y.S.2d 872 (Sup. Ct. 1998).
377
Governor Rockefeller’s Memorandum of Approval, 22 June 1968, Governor’s Bill Jacket to L.1968, ch. 1065
at p. 29.
378
Memorandum No. 122, Governor’s Bill Jacket to 1968 N.Y. Laws 1065 at p. 18.
375
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creditors. This has been rejected. Attorney General Louis Lefkowitz stated that this would
force “‘potential-lenders-in-good-faith’ to seek legal advice before lending their works to
museums of this State, which would be self-defeating, since non-resident artists and patrons
can exercise their free alternative to stay out of trouble by keeping their possessions safely at
home.”379 “[T]he direct references by the Bar Association and the Attorney General to the
effect of the statute on stolen art, albeit in the context of civil action, removes any doubt that
the enactment was intended to provide coverage for all seizures, whether in the context of
civil action or criminal investigation”, according to the court. The court continued, stating that
the Legislature determined “that it was in the State’s interest to protect cultural institutions
and their ability to encourage the exchange of art for the benefit of the entire populace over
the needs of a few individuals to recover their art, even if the art was stolen [...]. The statute
merely precludes the use of a temporary exhibition as a mechanism to seize art.”380 The New
York Supreme Court stated that the claimants did not lose potential rights they might have in
the art; they simply cannot use a temporary exhibition in New York to avoid pursuing their
claims where the art originated.

However, despite MoMA’s court victory, the case had an immediate and profound effect on
the museum community. Suddenly the assurance that cultural objects would be returned was
thrown into doubt. As the case was pending, two lenders backed out of an agreement to loan
paintings for a Pierre Bonnard retrospective. One of the lenders wrote to the exhibition curator
saying “the news of the arrest of the two Schiele paintings in your museum made me very
anxious and unsure and you certainly will understand that I’m not in a position to lend you my
painting under such circumstances.”381 Also, thirteen museum directors protested in writing
by means of a brief amicus curiae against the subpoena of the New York District Attorney,
arguing that the legal action over the paintings would put at risk the ability of New York
379

Supplemental Memorandum for the Governor from Attorney General Lefkowitz, 14 June 1968, Governor’s
Bill Jacket to L. 1968, ch. 1065 at p. 9.
380
The court also viewed the relationship between the federal law and the New York statute. It stated that the
federal statute is not comprehensive nor does it contain any implicit intent that a complementary State regulation
is pre-empted. It said: “Exposure of citizens to works of fine art may be legitimate aims of both federal and State
governments. Without a clear and manifest intent expressed by Congress to limit state regulation in this area, the
federal law cannot be found to pre-empt the State statute because of a dominance of a federal interest.” The court
saw no conflict between the federal and the New York statutes: “Both statutes seek to protect foreign art from
judicial process while on loan to not-for-profit institutions. Both statutes seek to accomplish this end to advance
cultural benefits to the residents of the United States and New York. The difference between the two statutes is
that, under the New York law, the art is given automatic protection whereas under the federal statute one must
apply for protection. However, if protection is not granted under the federal law, the art is not barred from the
country.”
381
Judith H. Dobrzynski, ‘Lenders Pull Two Bonnards from a Show at the Modern’, The New York Times, 29
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museums to put together exhibitions with foreign cultural objects on loan, since foreign
museums would hesitate to loan cultural objects to American museums because of fear for
seizure or litigation.382

The Appellate Division of the State of New York reversed on 16 March 1999 the Supreme
Court’s ruling, finding that the statute did not immunise loans seized pursuant to criminal
investigations.383 That justified Morgenthau’s criminal investigation into the Schiele paintings
at the time of the ruling. Further, since the subpoena did not constitute a seizure in view of the
Appellate Division, it did not violate section 12.03’s prohibition against “seizure […] upon
any work of art”.384

MoMA asked the highest State court, the New York Court of Appeals, to review the lower
court’s finding. Again MoMA argued that the New York State immunity from seizure statute
barred any seizure of art loaned to New York institutions.

The New York State Court of Appeals, the State’s highest judicial body, ruled on 21
September 1999 in a 6-1 decision that the MoMA was free to return the loaned objects.385
Dead City III was thereafter returned to Austria. The Court of Appeals quashed the Appellate
Court’s ruling and was of the opinion that the New York statute applied to criminal as well as
civil proceedings. Judge Richard Wesley wrote: “The law protects lenders from any kind of
seizure in New York State”.386 Although the court was of the opinion that as such a subpoena
duces tecum does not authorise a seizure, “we concluded that the subpoena here has interfered
significantly with the Leopold Foundation’s possessory interests in the paintings by
compelling their indefinite detention in New York, and thus effectuating a seizure.” This
while the statute’s intention was “to insulate non-resident lenders from seizures” and “to

April 2008.
382
Op. cit. n. 147 (Popp), p. 226.
383
253 A.D. 2d 211, 688 N.Y.S. 2d 3 (App. Div. 1999). The court stated that a section of the Arts and Cultural
Affairs Law, which is a virtual carbon copy earlier consolidated in the code of Civil Procedure and the Personal
Property Law, with no reference whatsoever to the criminal statutes, cannot, without more, be considered to have
been intended to affect the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Law.
384
The Appellate Division cited Matter of Heisler v. Hynes, 42 N.Y. 2d 250 (N.Y. 1977), in which New York’s
highest court had determined that “a [subpoena duces tecum] does not authorize the seizure, imprisonment or
other disruption in possession […]. Its function is to cause the physical evidence to which it is directed to be
brought before the court.” See also: op. cit. n. 147 (Popp), p. 221 and n. 51.
385
The Matter of the Grand Jury Subpoena Duces Tecum Served on the Museum of Modern Art, 719 N.E. 2d
897, 93 N.Y.2d 729 (N.Y. 1999).
386
It was considered that this in no way suggests that the Legislature meant terms to be either exclusive or
exhaustive.
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protect State cultural institutions that depend on the free flow of art.” As the MoMA was
precluded from returning the paintings to the Leopold Foundation387, the subpoena effectuated
a seizure of the paintings in violation of the New York anti-seizure statute.

It was the intention of the MoMA, to return the paintings back to Austria as soon as possible.
However, immediately after the New York Court of Appeals issued its decision, a US
Magistrate Judge issued a seizure warrant for the painting Portrait of Wally.388 The day
thereafter, the US Attorney’s Office initiated civil forfeiture proceedings389 in a federal court
under the National Stolen Property Act (NSPA),390 a federal statute which authorises
confiscation of property imported into the United States worth more than US $ 5,000 and
known to be stolen, converted or taken by fraud. 391 The US Attorney stated that the Leopold
Museum never acquired good title to the painting as it knew that the art was stolen by a Nazi
in 1939 from a Jewish owner, and therefore the painting is ‘stolen’ within the meaning of the
NSPA. Because of the violation of the NSPA, the importation of the painting into the United
States was unlawful and contrary to various criminal customs statutes, according to the US
Attorney.
A motion to dismiss the complaint, brought by the Leopold Museum, 392 was granted on 19
July 2000,393 on the grounds that the object was not considered stolen under US law since it
was recovered by US forces at the end of World War II, who were acting as the true owner’s
387

Also referred to as Leopold Museum Foundation or Leopold Museum.
The US Customs Service took custody over the painting, holding it in a Department of Homeland Security
warehouse.
389
A civil forfeiture proceeding, a proceeding in rem against particular property, is premised on the association
of the property to a crime that has been committed. It is a civil procedure, although often based on the alleged
violation of criminal law. See also Ch. 1, n. 26.
390
18 U.S.C. Section 2314-2315 (1948, as amended in 1994). “Whoever transports, transmits, or transfers in
interstate or foreign commerce any goods, wares, merchandise or money, of the value of US $ 5,000 or more,
knowing the same have been stolen, converted , or taken by fraud shall be guilty of a crime.” The NSPA does
not define ‘stolen’. However, the New York Court of Appeals has held that the term should be broadly construed
to encompass “all felonious takings [...] with intent to deprive the owner of the rights and benefits of ownership,
regardless of whether or not the theft constitutes common-law larceny.” See: United States v. Long Cove
Seafood, Inc., 582 F.2d 159 (2nd Cir. 1978), thereby quoting United States v. Turkey, 352 U.S. 407 (1957).
Determination of whether property is ‘stolen’ in the NSPA context depends on “whether there has been some
sort of interference with a property interest”. An item is stolen if it “belonged to someone who did not [...]
consent” to its being taken. See: United States v. Schultz, 333 F.3d 393 (2nd Cir. 2003).
391
The government claimed that Portrait of Wally was stolen by the Nazis, not restituted to its rightful owner
after the war, converted by Dr. Leopold, and remained stolen when it was temporary imported into the United
States in 1997.
392
On 3 December 1999, the MoMA also moved to dismiss the government’s complaint. The basis for that
motion was that where there was a genuine dispute over title to property, it is inappropriate to treat the property
as contraband, subject to forfeiture.
393
United States of America v. Portrait of Wally, 105 F.Supp.2d 288 (S.D.N.Y 19 July 2000).
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agents. The court applied the common law ‘recovery doctrine’ that “one cannot be convicted
of receiving stolen goods if, before the stolen goods have reached the receiver, the goods had
been recovered by their owner or his agent, including the police”. The court was of the view
that the US Army acted as agent for Lea Bondi in taking possession of the paintings from the
Nazis. Once having entered the hands of the US law enforcement agents, the painting ceased
to be stolen. Therefore, the painting was not forfeitable to the US Government because it did
not enter the United States in violation of the National Stolen Property Act.

However, the judge left the seizure warrant in place pending a request from the US
Government to file an amended complaint. Judge Michael Mukasey granted the leave to
amend the complaint by the US authorities, referring to the substantive issues of public policy
in this case, relating to property stolen during World War II as part of a program implemented
by the then German Government.394 The government filed an amended complaint, and on 12
April 2002, the Manhattan federal trial court rescinded its earlier holding. 395 It now held that
the armed forces’ possession of the painting did not amount to legal ‘recovery’ and that the
US Government may seek to confiscate the painting; the court therefore allowed the forfeiture
action to proceed.

The court held that the government had sufficiently set forth probable cause to believe that
under Austrian law Bondi owned that painting, and that the lawsuit was not barred under
various statutes of limitations and treaties. 396 Also it said: “It can no longer be said that the
United States military acted as Bondi’s agent, when it came into possession of Wally. Rather
than ‘recovering’ stolen property, the United States armed forces were simply collecting all
property. They did not even know that Wally was stolen.”397 On the other hand, the court
considered it reasonable to believe that Dr. Leopold either knew or could deduce that Portrait
394

United States v. Portrait of Wally, No. 99 Civ. 9940, 2000 WL 1890403 at 1 (S.D.N.Y. 28 December 2000).
United States v. Portrait of Wally, No. 99 Civ. 9940, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6445 (S.D.N.Y. 12 April 2002).
See also: Daniel W. Eck and Patty Gerstenblith, ‘International Cultural Property (2001)’, The International
Lawyer, Summer 2002, Vol. 36, No. 2, pp. 607-618, at pp. 611-613. See also: Daniel W. Eck and Patty
Gerstenblith, ‘International Cultural Property (2002)’, The International Lawyer, Summer 2003, Vol. 37, No. 2,
pp. 565-574.
396
For instance, The Leopold Museum and MoMA argued that the case should be dismissed under the US Act of
State doctrine. The Leopold Museum and MoMA stated that the court could not invalidate Austria’s disposition
of the painting to the Austrian National Gallery Belvedere as part of the collection of Rieger. The court stated,
however, that it was not clear at all that the doctrine applied here, as the Austrian Government had mistakenly
attributed the painting to the Rieger collection and then shipped it with that collection to the Austrian National
Gallery. These do not seem to have been ‘public acts of a sovereign’, the court stated.
397
The recovery doctrine should not be applied, the court said, where property merely “passed through the
hands” of unaware government officials.
395
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of Wally was stolen. So, the ruling had as a result, that the US authorities could pursue their
claim that the Leopold Museum violated American law by bringing a stolen painting into the
United States and, thus, that the painting was subject to civil forfeiture.

After this holding, extensive investigations took place, and the parties moved for summary
judgment.398 On 30 September 2009,399 the US District Court Southern District of New York
concluded that there was no genuine dispute that Portrait of Wally was, and remained, stolen.
However, there was a triable issue of fact as to whether Dr. Leopold, and thus the Leopold
Museum, knew that Portrait of Wally was stolen when they imported it to the United States.
Therefore, the trier of fact must determine whether Dr. Leopold, and hence the Leopold
Museum, knew that the painting was stolen when shipped to the United States.

The court determined that the museum had not demonstrated that the Act of State doctrine
required abstention from this case and also the court would not exercise its discretion to
dismiss the case on the basis of international comity. The court further ruled that the US
Government had met its threshold burden of showing probable cause to believe that Mr.
Welz400 stole Portrait of Wally by demanding it from Lea Bondi at a time when she could not
refuse. The government had to show that the painting was not only stolen in 1938, but also
that it remained stolen at the time the museum shipped it to the United States in 1997. In the
view of the court, the government succeeded in this and had shown probable cause to believe
that the painting was stolen and remained so until it arrived in the United States. The
government had also to show that the museum imported the painting into the United States
knowing it was either stolen or converted. In view of the court, the government had produced
sufficient evidence to support a finding of probable cause to believe Dr. Leopold knew the
painting was stolen or deliberately avoided that fact. Thus, according to the court, the
government had met its threshold burden of showing probable cause to believe Dr. Leopold
knew the painting was stolen. However, the Leopold Museum’s arguments to the contrary
were sufficient to raise a triable issue of fact as to whether Dr. Leopold had the requisite
intent to effect a criminal conversion.401 At trial, the Leopold Museum would bear the burden
398

A summary judgment is a determination made by the court without a full trial. Summary judgment is
appropriate only if the evidence demonstrates that there is no genuine issue of material fact and that the movant
is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. See: Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 56(c), at
http://www.law.cornell.edu/rules/frcp/Rule56.htm. [Last visited 6 March 2011.]
399
United States of America v. Portrait of Wally, 99 Civ. 9940 (S.D.N.Y. 30 September 2009).
400
See supra, n. 369.
401
The court was of the view that Dr. Leopold could not have acquired good title to the painting, either as a bona
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of proving that he did not. The conclusion of the court was therefore that trial was warranted
on the issue of whether Dr. Leopold knew the painting was stolen when the museum imported
it into the United States for exhibition at the MoMA.402

On 20 July 2010, the US Government, the Leopold Museum Foundation and the Bondi Estate
came to a final settlement over the painting.403 The case was about to go to trial in federal
court in Manhattan on 26 July 2010, but as a result of the settlement, all claims were dropped.
The major terms of the settlement agreement were as follows:
(a) the Leopold Museum paid the Estate US $ 19 million;
(b) the Estate released its claim to the painting;
(c) the US Government dismissed the civil forfeiture action it brought against the Leopold
Museum and released the painting to the Leopold Museum;
(d) the Leopold Museum will permanently display signage next to the painting at the Leopold
Museum, and at all future displays of the painting of any kind that the Leopold Museum
authorises or allows anywhere in the world, that sets forth the true provenance of the painting,
including Lea Bondi Jaray’s prior ownership of the painting and its theft from her by a Nazi
agent before she fled to London in 1939; and
(e) before it would be transported to the Leopold Museum in Vienna, the painting had to be
publicly exhibited at the Museum of Jewish Heritage.404

With regard to the immunity issue, the basic problem in the Portrait of Wally case seemed to
be that MoMA did not seek immunity from seizure under the federal legislative system, but

fide purchaser or by prescription. He was not a bona fide purchaser because he had objective reason to doubt the
Austrian National Gallery’s ownership before he acquired the painting, and his minimal efforts did not dispel
that doubt. Nor, with respect to acquisition by prescription, did he perform an adequate investigation after he
acquired the painting. Reasonable grounds have been provided to believe that Dr. Leopold effectively knew that
the painting was stolen.
402
The parties’ summary judgment motions were therefore denied.
403
See: ‘$19 million settlement in case of painting stolen by Nazis’, U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, News Releases, 20 July 2010. See also: ‘United States announces $19 million settlement in case of
painting stolen by Nazi’, United States Attorney, Southern District of New York, 20 July 2010, to be found at:
http://www.justice.gov/usao/nys/pressreleases/July10/portraitofwallysettlementpr.pdf. [Last visited 6 March
2011.] See also: Judith Dobrzynski, ‘Settled At Last: Portrait of Wally, Now Purchased By Leopold (Museum),
To Return to Vienna’, Artsjournal, 21 July 2010, http://www.artsjournal.com/realcleararts/2010/07/wallysettlement.html. [Last visited 6 March 2011.] See also: Martha Lufkin, ‘The case that changed everything’, The
Art Newspaper, September 2010, No. 216.
404
‘The United States of America, the Estate of Lea Bondi Jaray and the Leopold Museum Settle the LongStanding Case Involving “Portrait of Wally” by Egon Schiele’, Press release by Herrick, Feinstein LLP, 20 July
2010, to be found at:
http://info.herrick.com/rs/vm.ashx?ct=24F76A15D4AE4EE0CDD881AFD42F921E91907ABFDA9818CF5AE1
75767CEAC80BDF416. [Last visited 16 April 2011.]
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that it assumed that the legislation of the State of New York would be sufficient.405 In the
federal proceedings, the NSPA pre-empted the New York statutory prohibition against
seizure. This seems to be logical, as it is almost axiomatic in US jurisprudence that federal
law pre-empts conflicting State law.406 Also District Attorney Robert Morgenthau conceded
that he could not have subpoenaed the paintings if the MoMA had had the protection of the
federal statute.407 Of course, it will be an open question whether immunity from seizure under
the federal statute would have been granted if the US authorities would have come to the
conclusion that the temporary import into the United States of Portrait of Wally would have
been contrary to the NSPA. After all, under the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act, the US
authorities decide whether to grant immunity from seizure, presumably after considering the
risks and advantages of granting this immunity.

4.5

Concluding

Since the 1950s, the United States adheres to a restrictive view on sovereign immunity. US
State immunity legislation, the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act (FSIA) was adopted in
October 1976 and entered into force in January 1977. The FSIA is the exclusive basis of
jurisdiction in State and federal courts in the United States in suits involving foreign States.
Under the FSIA, a foreign State is presumed to be immune, unless one of the exceptions
under the FSIA applies. The US Supreme Court held that the FSIA has retroactive effect.

The FSIA has a broad definition of the term foreign State, which includes an agency or
instrumentality of a foreign State. We have seen in this chapter that the Austrian National
Gallery in Vienna, the Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection Foundation in Madrid, the Russian
State Library in Moscow, the Russian State Military Archive in Moscow, the Oskar Reinhart
Foundation in Winterthur, the Hungarian National Gallery, the Museum of Fine Arts, the

405

In the three years prior to the lawsuit, the MoMA had applied for the federal statute for only four of the
eighty-nine exhibitions that it held. See: Affidavit of Glen d. Lowry, Memorandum of Law in Support of the
Museum of Modern Art’s Application to Quash the Grand Jury Subpoena, 16 January 1998, p.7. See also: op.
cit. n. 362 (Gannon), p. 7 and n. 15.
406
Op. cit. n. 362 (Anglim), p. 298. Also Laura Popp stated that the ACAL cannot protect against Federal law.
See also: op. cit. n. 147 (Popp), p. 232. And Ronald B. Kowalczyk stated that the litigation surrounding the
paintings might have been unnecessary had the MoMA sought protection under the Federal Immunity from
Seizure Act. See: op. cit. n. 362 (Kowalczyk), p. 106.
407
Op. cit. n. 362 (Gannon), p. 7 and n.16. See also: Judith Dobrzynski, ‘Already, Schiele Case is Reining in Art
World’, The New York Times, 10 January 1998.
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Museum of Applied Arts, all in Budapest, and the Budapest University of Technology and
Economics are considered by the US court as State instrumentalities to which the FSIA is
applicable (with regard to the Budapest institutions, the court did not yet come to a
determination; the institutions were presented as State instrumentalities by plaintiffs).

One of the most important exceptions from immunity under the FSIA can be found in Section
1605(a)(3) and has been called the ‘takings exception’ or ‘expropriation exception’. It states
that a foreign State shall not be immune from the jurisdiction of courts of the United States or
of the States in any case “in which rights in property taken in violation of international law are
in issue and that property or any property exchanged for such property is present in the United
States in connection with a commercial activity carried on in the United States by the foreign
State; or that property or any property exchanged for such property is owned or operated by
an agency or instrumentality of the foreign State and that agency or instrumentality is engaged
in a commercial activity in the United States.” A ‘commercial activity’ is considered every
activity that (also) can be performed by private individuals.

Most cases before US courts against foreign States or agencies or instrumentalities of foreign
States and involving cultural objects belonging to those foreign States were brought by
plaintiffs by invoking the ‘takings exception’. I have showed this supra, addressing the
Cassirer case (Chapter 4.1.5), the Chabad case (Chapter 4.1.6), the Orkin case (Chapter
4.1.7), the Herzog case (Chapter 4.1.8) and the Malewicz case (Chapter 4.4.5). The United
States is the only country which has this kind of exception in its national immunity
legislation.

Another important exception from jurisdiction under the FSIA is the ‘commercial exception’,
in Section 1602(a)(2), on the basis of which a foreign State shall not be immune from the
jurisdiction of the courts of the United States or of the States in any case “in which the action
is based upon a commercial activity carried on in the United States by the foreign state; or
upon an act performed in the United States in connection with a commercial activity of the
foreign state elsewhere; or upon an act outside the territory of the United States in connection
with a commercial activity of the foreign state elsewhere and that act causes a direct effect in
the United States[.]” The Westfield case addressed this exception,408 and so does the still

408

See supra, Ch. 4.1.4.
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ongoing Herzog case.409

As the cultural objects were not within the territory of the United States, these cases
concerned (in the procedural phase) the question of immunity from jurisdiction; not the
question of immunity from seizure. However, I chose to address these cases for two reasons.
First, because they give insight in how US courts, but also the Executive Branch, approached
and applied the provisions under the FSIA. It thus helps to understand the US legislation on
State immunity and its limitations. Secondly, as I already stated in Chapter 1.9, several States
and State institutions have been (or are being) confronted with the situation where their
cultural objects (although not on loan abroad) are the involuntary subject matter of legal
disputes before foreign (generally US) courts. I thus thought that it was appropriate to pay
some attention to this type of related cases as well.

According to Section 1609, a foreign State shall be immune from measures of constraint,
except as provided in Sections 1610 and 1611. Section 1610(a) identifies the exceptions to
immunity from measures of constraint that are applicable to the property of all foreign States,
whereby Section 1610(b) identifies additional exceptions applicable to an agency or
instrumentality of a foreign State engaged in commercial activity in the United States.

Section 1610(a) states, inter alia, that the property in the United States of a foreign State, used
for a commercial activity in the United States, shall not be immune from measures of
constraint, if the property is or was used for the commercial activity upon which the claim is
based, or the execution relates to a judgment establishing rights in property which has been
taken in violation of international law or which has been exchanged for property taken in
violation of international law. Even if one of the exceptions in Section 1610(a) applies,
property that is not located in the United States, or that is not used for commercial activity in
the United States is not subject to measures of constraint by courts in the United States.

The phrase ‘used for’ in Section 1610 (a) is intended to narrow the type of property owned by
the foreign State which can be seized.

In contrast, Section 1610(b), regarding property owned by an agency or instrumentality of a

409

See supra, Ch. 4.1.8.
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foreign sovereign, lacks the wording ‘used for commercial activity’. This means that any
property in the United States of an agency or instrumentality of a foreign State engaged in
commercial activity in the United States shall not be immune from attachment in aid of
execution, or from execution, upon a judgment entered by a court of the United States (as the
FSIA calls it) if the judgment relates to a claim for which the agency or instrumentality is not
immune by virtue of the FSIA, regardless of whether the property is or was used for the
activity upon which the claim is based.

Both Section 1610(a) and 1610(b) refer to an engagement in commercial activity as one of the
conditions for the lack of immunity. It is thus interesting to examine whether an international
art loan between States should be considered as such a commercial activity. Some of the cases
which I addressed in this chapter dealt with that question.

In the Cassirer case, the District Court was of the opinion that the Thyssen-Bornemisza
Collection Foundation had engaged in commercial activities. Borrowing cultural objects from
and lending to US institutions was one of these activities. Although the cultural exchanges
were aimed at promoting international understanding and appreciation of art and the mobility
of collections, the court held that the purpose of the act was not of relevance in determining
whether a commercial activity was at issue. In the Malewicz case, the District Court held that
the lending of 14 cultural objects constituted a commercial activity, as a loan is an activity
that also a private person or entity can engage in. It considered nothing ‘sovereign’ about the
act of lending cultural objects, even though the objects might belong to a sovereign. Also
here, the court did not consider it relevant that the loan was purely educational and cultural in
purpose. Moreover, the fact that the exhibition was of a non-profit nature was not of relevance
for determining whether or not the activity had to be considered as a commercial activity. In
the Herzog case, plaintiffs referred to the lending of cultural objects by the defendant
Hungarian Museums as commercial activities. In that case, the court did not yet come to a
position.

The Attorney-Advisers of the US State Department were not very outspoken when I discussed
this issue with them in December 2010. They were of the opinion that theoretically two
options where possible: either the art loan is considered a commercial act and as a
consequence the cultural objects are not immune from seizure under the FSIA, or the loan is
considered a sovereign act while promoting mutual cultural understanding between States, in
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which situation the property is immune. However, to consider the loan as a sovereign act
because of its purpose implies that the ‘purpose test’ is used, whereas the FSIA states in
Section 1603(d) that the activity shall be determined by reference to the nature of the act,
rather than by reference to its purpose. The Attorney-Advisers did not foresee a situation in
which the act regards a commercial transaction, but where the property at the same time is
immune from seizure because a public purpose has been attached to the property. Unless it
regards one of the types of property listed in Section 1611 of the FSIA as immune from
measures of constraint. But cultural objects are not mentioned as a separate category.

Therefore, although several cultural institutions referred to in this chapter are considered as
instrumentalities of a foreign State with presumed immunity, their lending of cultural objects
would not be considered as acts jure imperii, as such acts are activities that also a private
person or entity can engage in. Consequently, the cultural objects would not be immune from
measures of constraint under the FSIA.

Although the US Executive Branch is of the opinion that foreign cultural objects on
temporary loan in the United States deserve legal protection, it does not seem too concerned
that the FSIA seemingly does not provide this protection. After all, already in 1965, the
United States introduced immunity from seizure protection for cultural objects by means of its
Federal Immunity from Seizure Act (22. U.S.C. Section 2459). The gist of this Act is that a
cultural object brought into the United States from any foreign State for temporary non-profit
exhibition will be immune from measures of constraint or a US court process for the purpose
or having the effect of depriving a US cultural institution or carrier of the custody or control
of that cultural object if before the importation the President or his designee had determined
(on application) that such object is of cultural significance and that the temporary exhibition
or display thereof within the United States is in the national interest, and a notice to that effect
has been published in the Federal Register. The Act explicitly states that the temporary
exhibition should be administered, operated, or sponsored without profit. Although the full
name of this Act is ‘Exemption from Judicial Seizure of Cultural Objects Imported for
Temporary Exhibition’ the statute has not only been introduced to prevent seizure, but also
with the aim of preventing the filing of ownership claims.

The Act should be seen as a modus to assure foreign lenders that their cultural objects will be
safely and promptly returned to them. It has been pointed out by the US Department of State
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and the Department of Justice that US Congress enacted the Act to facilitate cultural
exchanges with foreign States. However, as the text of the Act reflects, it does not as such
protect the foreign lender or the cultural objects, but rather the importing cultural institution or
carrier from measures of constraint.

In cases in which the immunity from seizure under the Act applies, the US legislation
implementing the 1970 UNESCO Convention is not applicable. According to the State
Department, the 1970 UNESCO Convention gives room for this interpretation. This actually
means, that in case the 1965 immunity statute applies, it is possible that the United States will
not be able to fulfil its obligations under the 1970 UNESCO Convention. Thus, in case a
borrowed stolen, illicitly exported or misappropriated cultural object receives immunity under
the Act (for instance, because it was not known that the object was illicitly exported), that
immunity prevails over the obligations under the 1970 UNESCO Convention. This does not
mean that such an object is by definition “safe” in the United States. From the interviews
which I had with the US State Department in December 2010, it was clear that the United
States does not want to give the impression that it does not take the object and purpose of the
1970 Convention serious.410 Moreover, when immunity from seizure has been given on US
State, not federal, level to a cultural object, and thereafter it turns out that under federal US
legislation (the National Stolen Property Act) the object should be considered as stolen, the
immunity from seizure can be set aside. In case immunity from seizure would have been
provided on a federal level, then there would be a conflict of provisions between two federal
Acts (namely the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act and the National Stolen Property Act),
the outcome of which I cannot predict.

When lending a cultural object to the United States, and after receiving a Public Notice
resulting in the immunity of the object, it may always be possible that the notice issued by the
US authorities will be challenged in court, for instance because a claimant is of the opinion
that the notice had wrongly been issued by the State Department. But it has been experienced
that, once such notice is given, third parties are hesitant to challenge it, as it is being
considered as a strong determination. Also, US authorities have stated that in case of suit they
would support the application of the federal anti-seizure statute and intervene for the purpose
of asserting the immunity. When courts are being confronted with such challenges in practice,
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More about the object and purpose of the 1970 UNESCO Convention infra, Ch. 11.1.
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they do not seem to be too keen to set such an already existing notice aside. Moreover, when
contested in court, the US Executive Branch indeed made interventions in order to emphasise
the importance of the notices and the immunity under the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act.
Although the judiciary will put weight to those interventions, in the end it can always decide
to put these amicus curiae briefs or Statements of Interests aside.

The Malewicz case has shown how close immunity from seizure and immunity from
jurisdiction can be interlinked. Not at least, because it again clearly turned out that with regard
to the borrowed cultural objects the aim of the US authorities was not only to provide an
immunity from seizure, but an immunity from suit as well. The US authorities pointed out that
Congress enacted 22 U.S.C. Section 2459(a) in 1965 to permit foreign entities to lend objects
of cultural significance without fear that the loan of the cultural objects would subject them to
the jurisdiction of US courts. Congress’ explicit aim was to ensure that foreign lenders would
not be subject to jurisdiction when they loaned immunised artwork for temporary exhibits in
the United States that the Executive Branch determined to be culturally significant and in the
national interest.

As a result of the rulings of the District Court in the Malewicz case, especially its
interpretation of the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act, it is unclear whether foreign
museums and institutions now must fear being brought within the jurisdiction of a US court,
notwithstanding the issuance of an Immunity from Seizure declaration by the US Department
of State. As we saw from the Statements of Interest by the US Attorneys on behalf of the
Executive Branch, it can be concluded that it was the intention to safeguard cultural objects
against any measures of constraint or judicial process whatsoever, whereas the court gave a
more limited interpretation. If such a declaration did not shield the foreign lending museum
from the jurisdiction of a US court, this interpretation, if allowed to stand, could have a
‘chilling effect’ on the cultural exchange between the United States and the rest of the world,
according to the US authorities. It could lead to foreign museums, including especially those
that otherwise might enjoy sovereign immunity, becoming hesitant to provide cultural objects
on loan to American museums and institutions. This presumably was the reason why the US
Attorney filed several Statements of Interest, and why US museums filed their amici curiae
motions.

In the end, it might turn out to be necessary for US Congress to amend the Federal Immunity
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from Seizure Act to reflect more appropriately the purpose of the US Government in issuing
immunity from seizure declarations so as to provide foreign institutions and museums with
the full protection they desire, so that it covers not only seizure, but any proceedings for
damages or for any ownership related interest whatsoever. When I discussed this topic with
the US State Department in December 2010, an amendment to the Federal Immunity from
Seizure Act was not foreseen.

From my conversations with the US State Department, it became clear to me that the US
authorities indeed acknowledge a legal obligation to protect cultural objects belonging to
foreign States or foreign institutions against seizure and to facilitate cultural exchanges
between States. The US authorities see this obligation as even going further, namely also as
an obligation to provide immunity from suit in case of borrowed cultural objects. That is also
the reason why the US authorities were intervening so actively in the Malewicz case.
However, regardless of the legal belief that it is necessary to protect against seizure, the US
authorities did not consider it safe to count on a possible rule of customary international
law.411

Apart from the legal belief, other reasons can be given for the behaviour of the US authorities.
Not only did the United States want to be considered as a safe haven for international art loans
and thereby keeping its importance in the field of mobility of collections, it also did not want
to risk that, on a reciprocal basis, its cultural objects on loan would not be protected against
seizure while abroad.

But I think that it is fair to say that, although the United States does not want to rely on a rule
of customary international law immunising cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on
temporary loan from seizure, its State practice as well as its belief in a legal obligation
contributes to the formation of such a rule.
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Conversation by the author with legal representatives of the US State Department, 6 and 7 December 2010.
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Chapter 5

Situation in Canada and Central and South America

In this chapter, I will give a short outline regarding the situation in Canada and Central and
South America. I could have opted for one chapter describing the situation on the continents
of North and South America. In my opinion, however, because of the extensiveness of its
legislation as well as the amount of case law, the situation in the United States deserved a
separate chapter.

5.1

Situation in Canada

5.1.1

State immunity

The Canadian State Immunity Act1 has originally been enacted in 1980 and came into force
on 15 July 1982. 2 The Act does not apply to criminal proceedings or proceedings in the
nature of criminal proceedings. 3

Section 2 gives a definition of a State, at least it states what a foreign State includes, namely
“(a) any sovereign or other head of the foreign state or of any political subdivision of
the foreign state while acting as such in a public capacity,
(b) any government of the foreign state or of any political subdivision of the foreign
state, including any of its departments, and any agency of the foreign state, and
(c) any political subdivision4 of the foreign state[.]”
The same section refers to an agency of a foreign State as “any legal entity that is an organ of
the foreign state but that is separate from the foreign state[.]”

1

State Immunity Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. S-18; 21 ILM 798 (1982). See http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/laws/stat/rsc1985-c-s-18/latest/. [Last visited 30 December 2010.] See also: Andrew Dickinson, Rae Lindsay and James P.
Loonam, State Immunity – Selected Materials and Commentary, Oxford 2005, pp. 488-495.
2
Act to provide for State immunity in Canadian courts, The Canada Gazette, Part III (Ottawa, Vol. 6, No. 15 (22
June 1982), p. 2949, ch. 95. See also: ‘Seventh report on jurisdictional immunities of States and their property,
by Mr. Sompong Sucharitkul, Special Rapporteur’, UN Doc. A/CN.4/388, Yearbook of the International Law
Commission 1985, Vol. II, Part One, Documents of the thirty-seventh session, pp. 21-48, at p. 33, para. 61 and n.
60.
3
Section 18.
4
A political subdivision means according to the Act a province, state or other like political subdivision of a
foreign state that is a federal State.
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A commercial activity has been defined in Section 2 as “any particular transaction, act or
conduct or any regular course of conduct that by reason of its nature is of a commercial
character[.]”

Under the Act, a foreign State is immune from the jurisdiction of any court in Canada, except
as provided by the Act.5 One of the exceptions of State immunity is a commercial activity:
“[a] foreign state is not immune from the jurisdiction of a court in any proceedings that relate
to any commercial activity of the foreign state.”6

According to Section 12(1)(b) of the Act, “property of a foreign state that is located in Canada
is immune from attachment and execution and, in the case of an action in rem, from arrest,
detention, seizure and forfeiture except where [...] the property is used or is intended for a
commercial activity [...].”7
This is subject to Section 12(2) and (3), whereby subsection (3) regards military property8 and
subsection (2) states that
“property of an agency of a foreign state is not immune from attachment and execution
and, in the case of an action in rem, from arrest, detention, seizure and forfeiture, for the
purpose of satisfying a judgment of a court in any proceedings in respect of which the
agency is not immune from the jurisdiction of the court by reason of any provision of
this Act.”
So, in that event, the fact that there is no immunity from jurisdiction for the State agency
makes that the property of that agency is not immune from measures of constraint either.

With regard to the United States, Canada enacted in 1997 the Order Restricting Certain
Immunity In Relation to the United States.9 As the US Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act
only accords immunity to an agency or instrumentality of a foreign State that is a separate
legal person if a majority of its shares or other ownership interest is owned by the foreign

5

Section 3(1).
Section 5.
7
This is a similar provision to that of Section 13(2), of the State Immunity Act of the United Kingdom, to which
I shall come infra, in Ch. 7.
8
“Property of a foreign state that is used or is intended to be used in connection with a military activity, and that
is military in nature or is under the control of a military authority or defence agency is immune from attachment
and execution and, in the case of an action in rem, from arrest, detention, seizure and forfeiture.”
9
SOR/97-121, dated 18 February 1997.
6
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State or a political subdivision of the foreign State,10 and Canada was of the opinion that the
Canadian State Immunity Act exceeded the immunities accorded by the FSIA, Canada
decided to follow an approach of reciprocity. Section 1 of the Order therefore states that
“[t]he immunity accorded under the State Immunity Act, in relation to the United States,
shall not extend to a legal entity, whether or not it is a corporate entity, wherever
registered, that is acting on behalf of, on instructions from or at the request of the United
States, unless a majority of the shares or other ownership interest of the legal entity is
owned by the United States or a political subdivision of the United States.”
Based on the above, the central question thus seems once more to be how an international art
loan should be seen: as a sovereign act, or as a commercial activity? As the State Immunity
Act reflects the approach that the nature of the act is decisive, it is likely that the art loan will
be considered to be a commercial activity. Consequently, the State or State agency will not
enjoy immunity, and also its cultural property may be vulnerable to seizure.

It should therefore be concluded that the State Immunity Act does not provide immunity from
seizure for cultural State property on loan. It has therefore to be considered, whether Canada
has specific immunity legislation for these cultural objects, or whether Canada counts on a
rule of customary international law, immunising these objects.

5.1.2

Immunity from seizure of cultural objects

With respect to immunity from seizure legislation currently in force in Canada, Canada is a
federal State, and under the Canadian Constitution, the exercise of jurisdiction over the
attribution of immunity from seizure to property in general falls predominantly within the
ambit of the provinces, rather than the federal government. Consequently, Canada does not
have a federal immunity from seizure act, specially addressed to cultural objects. The
Canadian federal authorities were not able to express an explicit opinion with regard to the
question whether immunity of cultural State property on loan is covered by a rule of
customary international law. 11

10

See the FSIA, 28 U.S.C. Section 1603(b).
Regular email exchange between the author and a qualified representative of the Canadian Federal authorities,
as well as involvement of the Royal Netherlands Embassy in Ottawa, did not lead to concrete results.
11
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Five of its provinces adopted immunity legislation in the late 1970s and the early 1980s.12
These provinces are British Columbia, Ontario, Québec, Alberta and Manitoba. In each case,
this legislation is specific to cultural objects, and does not distinguish between (foreign) Stateowned and non State-owned cultural property.

In Manitoba, the Foreign Cultural Property Immunity from Seizure Act has been enacted in
1976.13 It states in the first Section:
“When any work of art or other object of cultural significance from a foreign country is
brought into Manitoba pursuant to an agreement between the foreign owner or custodian
thereof and the Government of Manitoba or any cultural or educational institution,
providing for the temporary exhibition or display thereof, in Manitoba by the
Government of Manitoba or the cultural or educational institution, no proceeding or
action shall be taken or permitted in any court and no judgment, decree or order shall be
enforced in Manitoba for the purpose of, or having the effect of depriving the
Government of Manitoba or the institution or any carrier engaged in transporting the
work or object within Manitoba, of the custody or control thereof, if, before the work or
object is brought into Manitoba the Lieutenant Governor in Council where the
agreement is with the Government of Manitoba, on the recommendation of the member
of the Executive Council who executed the agreement for and on behalf of the
Government of Manitoba and where the agreement is with a cultural or educational
institution, on the application of the institution determines
(a) that the work or object is of cultural significance; and
(b) that the temporary exhibition or display thereof in Manitoba is in the interest of the
people of Manitoba;
and the Order in Council is published in the Manitoba Gazette.”
Thus, the Government of Manitoba has to determine that the cultural object is of cultural
significance and that the temporary exhibit is in the interest of the people of Manitoba. The
notice of the determination has to be published in the Manitoba Gazette before the cultural
object is imported into Manitoba.
This provision is more or less similar to the US Foreign Immunity from Seizure Act.14

Section 2 states that Section 1

12

Anna O’Connell, ‘Immunity from seizure: an overview’, Art Antiquity and Law, January 2006, Vol. XI, Issue
1, p. 7.
13
C.C.S.M. c. F140; To be found at: http://www.canlii.org/mb/laws/sta/f-140/20080818/whole.html. [Last
visited 7 March 2011.]
14
See supra, Ch. 4.3.1.
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“does not preclude any judicial action for or in aid of the enforcement of any of the
terms of an agreement referred to in that section or the enforcement of the obligation of
a carrier under any contract for the transportation of the work or object in the fulfilment
of any obligation assumed by the Government of Manitoba or the cultural or
educational institution pursuant to the agreement.”
The Foreign Cultural Objects Immunity from Seizure Act in Ontario has been enacted in
1978.15 It follows the same approach as the Manitoba Act. It states in Section 1(1) that
“[w]hen any work of art or other object of cultural significance from a foreign country
is brought into Ontario pursuant to an agreement between the foreign owner or
custodian thereof and the Government of Ontario or any cultural or educational
institution in Ontario providing for the temporary exhibition or display thereof in
Ontario administered, operated or sponsored by the Government of Ontario or any such
cultural or educational institution, no proceeding shall be taken in any court and no
judgment, decree or order shall be enforced in Ontario for the purpose or having the
effect of depriving the Government of Ontario or such institution, or any carrier
engaged in transporting such work or object within Ontario, of custody or control of
such work or object if, before such work or object is brought into Ontario, the Minister16
determines that such work or object is of cultural significance and that the temporary
exhibition or display thereof in Ontario is in the interest of the people of Ontario and
notice of the Minister's determination is published in The Ontario Gazette.”
Subsection 2 states that subsection 1
“does not preclude any judicial action for or in aid of the enforcement of the terms of
any such agreement or the enforcement of the obligation of any carrier under any
contract for the transportation of any such work or object or the fulfilment of any
obligation assumed by the Government of Ontario or such institution pursuant to any
such agreement.”
In Ontario, an object is also immune while en route to an exhibition.
The Alberta Foreign Cultural Property Immunity Act17 has been enacted in 1985 and has a
specific definition of cultural property in Section 1.18
15

R.S.O. 1990, Ch. F.23 ; to be found at: http://canlii.org/on/laws/sta/f-23/20040128/whole.html. [Last visited 7
March 2011.]
16
According to Section 3, ‘Minister’ means the Minister of Culture or such other member of the Executive
Council to whom the administration of the Foreign Cultural Objects immunity from Seizure Act may be assigned
under the 2002 Executive Council Act.
17
R.S.A. 2000 c. F-17; to be found at: http://www.canlii.org/ab/laws/sta/f-17/20070813/whole.html. [Last visited
7 March 2011.]
18
In the Act, ‘cultural property’ means property belonging to any one or more of the following categories:
“(a) collections and specimens of fauna, flora, minerals and objects of paleontological interest;
(b) property relating to history, including the history of science and technology and military and social history, to
national leaders, academics and scientists and to events of national importance;
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Section 2(1) states that
“[w]hen any cultural property ordinarily kept in a foreign State is brought into Alberta
pursuant to an agreement between the owner or custodian of the cultural property and
the Government of Alberta or any cultural, educational or research institution for the
purpose of the temporary exhibition or display of the cultural property or the temporary
use of the cultural property for research purposes by the Government of Alberta or the
institution, no proceedings shall be taken in any court and no judgment, decree or order
shall be enforced in Alberta for the purpose of, or having the effect of, depriving the
Government of Alberta or the institution or any carrier engaged in transporting the
cultural property into, within or out of Alberta of the custody or control of the cultural
property if, before the cultural property is brought into Alberta,
(a) the Lieutenant Governor in Council, by order, determines that the cultural property
is of significance, and
(b) the order is published in The Alberta Gazette.”
Subsection 3 states that subsection 1
“does not preclude any judicial action for or in aid of the enforcement
(a) of any of the terms of an agreement referred to in subsection (1), or
(b) of the obligation of a carrier under any contract for the transportation of the cultural
property in the fulfilment of any obligation assumed by the Government of Alberta or
the cultural, educational or research institution pursuant to an agreement referred to in
subsection (1).”
The Alberta Act is broader than the immunity Acts in the other Canadian provinces, as it also
offers coverage to cultural objects that are brought into Alberta for use in research and need
not be on display or exhibition.19

(c) products of archaeological excavations or of archaeological discoveries;
(d) elements of artistic or historical monuments or archaeological sites that have been dismantled or
dismembered;
(e) antiquities, including inscriptions, coins and engraved seals;
(f) objects of ethnological interest;
(g) property of artistic interest, including:
(i) pictures, paintings and drawings produced entirely by hand on any support and in any material;
(ii) works of statuary art and sculpture in any material;
(iii) engravings, prints and lithographs;
(iv) artistic assemblages and montages in any material;
(h) manuscripts, books, documents and publications of special interest;
(i) postage, revenue and similar stamps;
(j) archives, including sound, photographic and cinematographic archives;
(k) articles of furniture and musical instruments.”
19
Op. cit. n. 12 (O’Connell), p. 8. See also: Stephen J. Knerly, ‘International Loans, State Immunity and AntiSeizure Laws’, ALI-ABA Course of Study – Legal Issues in Museum Administration, 1-3 April 2009, Boston,
United States.
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In British Columbia, the Court Order Enforcement Act20 is the applicable legislation. The
protection under the Act is automatic, so without any application process, unlike the acts in
the other provinces. It provides the broadest protection, compared with the other Canadian
provinces. Section 72 regards ‘art exempt from seizure’. The first subsection states: “Works
of art or other objects of cultural or historical significance brought into British Columbia for
temporary public exhibit are exempt from seizure or sale under any process at law or in
equity.” However, the second subsection states that Section 72(1) does not apply “(a) to
execution on a judgment respecting a contract for the transportation or warehousing or
exhibition in British Columbia of the work or object, or (b) to a work or object that is offered
for sale”.
Furthermore, the Law and Equity Act21 states in Section 55(1)22 that “[a] proceeding for
possession or for a property interest must not be brought in respect of works of art or objects
of cultural or historical significance brought into British Columbia for temporary public
exhibit.” The second subsection states that subsection (1) does not apply “(a) to proceedings
in respect of a contract for transportation, warehousing or exhibition in British Columbia of
the work or object, or (b) to a work or object that is offered for sale.”
In Québec the Code of Civil Procedure23 states in Section 553(1) that
“[w]orks of art or historical property brought into Québec and placed or intended to be
placed on public exhibit in Québec are [also] exempt from seizure if the Government
declares them so and for such time as it determines. Such works or property must not
have been originally conceived, produced or created in Québec. […] Exemption from
seizure as prescribed in this article does not prevent the execution of judgments
rendered to give effect to service contracts relating to the transportation, warehousing
and exhibition of the works and property referred to in the first paragraph.”

20

R.S.B.C. 1996 Ch. 78; to be found at:
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_96078_01. [Last visited 7 March
2011.]
21
R.S.B.C. 1996, Ch. 253; to be found at:
http://www.bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_96253_01#section55. [Last visited 7
March 2011.]
22
Also called ‘art exempt from seizure’.
23
R.S.Q., Ch. C-25, Code of Civil Procedure, Book IV: Execution of Judgments, Title II, Compulsory
Execution, Chapter I Preliminary Provisions, Division III, Exemptions from Seizure, Section 553(1); to be found
at:
http://www2.publicationsduquebec.gouv.qc.ca/dynamicSearch/telecharge.php?type=2&file=/C_25/C25_A.HTM
. [Last visited 7 March 2011.]
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5.1.3

Exhibition of the Dead Sea Scrolls

From 27 June 2009 until 3 January 2010, the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto exposed, in
cooperation with the Israel Antiquities Authority, seventeen of the Dead Sea Scrolls.
The Dead Sea Scrolls24 were found in eleven caves on the northwest shore of the Dead Sea in
Qumran in different phases from 1947 until 1956. They contain original, 2000 years old, texts
from the Bible (Old Testament) as well as writings that tell about the laws and society of the
Jewish culture.25 They belonged to a Jewish religious group that lived in the settlement of
Qumran and hid the texts in the surrounding caves in order to keep them away from the
advancing Roman troops around the year 68 A.D.
When the exhibition was coming to an end, Jordan asked Canada26 to seize the Dead Sea
Scrolls.27 Jordan argued that Israel had illegally seized the ancient texts in East Jerusalem
during the six-day war in 1967.28 According to the Jordanian Minister for Tourism, the scrolls
came under the control of the Jordanian Government at the end of the 1940s after Bedouins
found them in caves near the Dead Sea. 29 A similar request for seizure was received from the
Palestinian Authority, which did its request already in April 2009, so before the exhibition
started.30

24

The scrolls contain more than 900 documents. See also: Wojciech Kowalski, ‘Legal Aspects of the Recent
History of the Qumran Scrolls: Access, Ownership, Title and Copyright’, in: Timothy H. Lim, Hector L.
MacQueen, Calum R. Carmichael (eds.), On Scrolls, Artifacts and Intellectual Property, Sheffield 2001, pp.
128-158. See also: Cindy Alberts Carson, ‘Raiders of the Lost Scrolls: The Right of Scholarly Access to the
Content of Historic Documents’, Michigan Journal of International Law, Winter 1995, Vol. 16, pp. 299-348.
The author wants to thank Mladen Popovic, Director Qumran Institute, Faculty of Theology and Religious
Studies, University of Groningen (the Netherlands) for his information.
25
The texts are considered invaluable to our knowledge of Judaism in the Greco-Roman period (3rd century
B.C. until 1st century A.D.)
26
Through the Canadian Embassy in Amman, Jordan.
27
‘Jordan Asks Canada to seize Dead Sea Scrolls’, The Globe and Mail, 1 January 2010.
28
See: ‘Jordan claims Dead Sea Scrolls from Israel’, The Art Newspaper, February 2010, No. 210. Jordan stated
that this was at odds with the obligations under the 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict.
29
When the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered, the area where the scrolls were found, as well as East Jerusalem,
was occupied and administered by the Emirate of Transjordan, which in 1949 changed its name to the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan. The majority of the scrolls found its way into the Palestine Archaeological Museum /
Rockefeller Museum in East Jerusalem (the first seven scrolls were sold to Israel). In August 1966, Jordan
nationalised the scrolls, and in 1966 the Palestine Archaeological Museum. In June 1967 the museum came into
Israeli hands, and from that moment, the Israel Antiques Authority acted as a custodian. In 1968 the scrolls were
transported to West Jerusalem, and form part of the collection of the Israel Museum from that moment on.
30
See: Oakland Ross, ‘Dead Sea Scrolls stir storm at ROM’, The Star, 9 April 2010, to be found at:
http://www.thestar.com/News/World/article/616059. [Last visited 7 March 2011.]
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However, the Canadian authorities were of the opinion that this was an issue that should be
settled between Jordan and Israel, and that it would not be appropriate for Canada to intervene
as a third party. 31 Jordan and the Palestinian Authority argued that they did not want Canada
to determine who should be the legitimate owner, but that Canada would act as a safekeeper
until the ownership had been determined. 32 But Canada refused and the scrolls could leave
Toronto unhindered.33

Israel is not asserting ownership of the scrolls. According to the Israel Antiquities Authority,
Israel considers itself as custodian or trustee, and states that it has accordingly a right to
exhibit and conserve the scrolls. 34

After the exhibition in Toronto, the Dead Sea Scrolls have been exhibited at the Milwaukee
Public Museum from 22 January 2010 until 6 June 2010, and at the Minnesota Science
Museum in St. Paul, from 12 March to 24 October 2010. The Jordanian Minister for Tourism
stated that she would write the US Government in another attempt to seize the scrolls. 35

5.2

Situation in Central and South America

States in Central and South America are known for their rich cultural heritage. Loans concern
mostly cultural heritage in the form of ethnological objects, with generally a clear

31

Before the exhibition was due to start, Israel asked Canada for an anti-seizure declaration. This was refused by
Canada, as its province Ontario has its own immunity from seizure legislation, and such a declaration therefore
was considered as unnecessary. Information: Royal Netherlands Embassy in Ottawa, Canada, 6 July 2010,
obtained from the Canadian Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
32
Op. cit. n. 27.
33
See: ‘Canada Neutral on Dead Sea Scrolls Controversy’, Artinfo.com, 5 January 2010. To be found at:
http://www.artinfo.com/news/story/33545/canada-neutral-on-dead-sea-scrolls-controversy/. [Last visited 7
March 2011.] See also: Kevin Jess, ‘Canada rejects Jordan’s claim to Dead Sea Scrolls’, Digital Journal, 3
January 2010, to be found at: http://www.digitaljournal.com/print/article/284978. [Last visited 7 March 2011.]
34
See: ‘Jordan Asks Canada to seize Dead Sea Scrolls’, The Globe and Mail, 1 January 2010. See also: Hillel
Fendel, ‘Jordan, PA Claim Dead Sea Scrolls’, IsraelNationalNews.com, 2 January 2010, to be found at:
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/135318. [Last visited 25 June 2011.] See also: Arieh
O’Sullivan, ‘Palestinians claim Dead Sea Scrolls’, The Jerusalem Post, 3 January 2010.
The same information reached the author from the Israel Antiquities Authorities in December 2010.
35
‘Jordan to ask U.S. and Italy to seize visiting Dead Sea Scrolls’, Deutsche Presse-Agentur, 14 January 2010.
To be found at: http://www.monstersandcritics.com/news/middleeast/news/article_1525509.php/Jordan-to-askUS-and-Italy-to-seize-visiting-Dead-Sea-Scrolls. [Last visited 7 March 2011.] However, in December 2010, the
US State Department denied (in an interview with the author) that Jordan filed a request for seizure; a reason
could be, that the United States is not a party to the (First) Protocol to the 1954 Hague Convention for the
Protection of Cultural Objects in the Event of Armed Conflict, and that Jordan in its request to Canada primarily
based its return claim on that (First) Protocol.
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provenance. 36 When it comes to lending and borrowing works of art, these States seem to be
less in the vanguard. As a consequence, the focus in the legislation is more with regard to the
protection of its own cultural heritage than with the issue of immunity from seizure for
cultural objects on loan. Venezuela, for instance, has several laws with regard to cultural
heritage, such as legislation on how to protect Venezuelan cultural heritage, or how to export
cultural objects from Venezuela. But the legislation contains no provisions regarding to
immunity from seizure for foreign cultural objects.37 The same goes, for instance, for
Colombia38 and various other States of the region.
Guatemala, however, can maybe called an exception to the rule. 39 Chapter III of the Law on
the Protection of Cultural Heritage of the Nation,40 entitled ‘Exhibitions of archaeological,
historical, ethnological and artistic objects’, has an Article 1941 that reads in the second
paragraph: “The included cultural property of the exhibition cannot be seized and the
receiving country will guarantee its protection and safe return.”42 However, it is my
impression that this provision does not regard foreign cultural objects temporarily on
Guatemalan soil, but that it expresses the condition that Guatemala imposes on borrowing
States.

Mexico has put in its loan contracts a clause stating that its loaned objects are the property of
the Mexican nation, inalienable and not subject to an action of revindication or any permanent
or temporary dispossession.43 It signed the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities
of States and Their Property on 25 September 2006.

36

We thereby also have to realise that through the years many (archaeological or ethnological) objects belonging
to the cultural heritage of Central or South American States have been expropriated. The Museums Association
of the Caribbean (MAC) adopted a resolution during its annual meeting in St. Kitts in November 2008, stating:
“MAC will consult with museums and other institutions around the world to identify and inventory tangible
artifacts, records of intangible heritage and research records which relate to the Caribbean, for further research,
and the economic and cultural benefit for the people of the Caribbean.” (With thanks to Ieteke Witteveen,
Director, National Archaeological Anthropological Memory Management, Curaçao.)
37
Information obtained from the Royal Netherlands Embassy in Caracas, 22 September 2010.
38
Information obtained from the Royal Netherlands Embassy in Bogota, 14 September 2010.
39
Information obtained from the Royal Netherlands Embassy in Guatemala City, 18 August 2010.
40
Ley para la Proteccion del Patrimonio Cultural de la Nacion. Decreto No. 26-97, published on 12 May 1997 in
the Diario de Centro América, No. 46, Vol. 256, pp. 1361-1365.
41
As amended by Decree No. 81-98 of the Congress of the Republic of Guatemala.
42
In original Spanish language: “Los bienes culturales incluidos en la exposición son inembargables y el país
receptor garantizará su protección y devolución.”
43
Information obtained from the Royal Netherlands Embassy in Mexico City, 11 August 2010.
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With regard to State immunity, I should mention that Argentina enacted specific legislation,
viz. the Act on Immunity of Foreign States from Jurisdiction of Argentine Courts of 31 May
1995.44 The Statute was preceded by a 1994 decision of the Supreme Court in which the court
followed for the first time the restrictive approach of State immunity. 45 Article 1 gives the
basic rule that foreign States46 are immune from the jurisdiction of the Argentine courts.
Article 2(c) states that “[f]oreign States may not invoke jurisdictional immunity [...] where the
claim affects a commercial or industrial activity carried out by the foreign State and the
jurisdiction of the Argentinean Courts is applicable under the corresponding contract or under
international law[.]” Article 7 states that “[i]f a claim is brought against a foreign State, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, International Commerce and Culture may express its opinion on
any factual or legal issue before the intervening court, in its role as ‘friend of the court’.” The
Act regards only immunity from jurisdiction and does not contain provisions with regard to
(immunity from) measures of constraint.

Paraguay signed the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their
Property on 16 September 2006.

Finally, I shortly refer to the 1976 Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological,
Historical, and Artistic Heritage of the American Nations, 47 adopted by the members of the
Organization of American States, and to which I shall come in Chapter 11.1.5. Argentina,
Bolivia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay and Peru are parties to the convention, whereas Chile only signed the convention.
Article 16 of that convention states that “articles on loan to museums, exhibitions or scientific
institutions that are outside the state to whose cultural heritage they belong shall not be
subject to seizure as a result of public or private lawsuits.”

5.3

Concluding

In North, Central and South America, excluding the United States, States seem not to be too
involved when it comes to the international borrowing and lending of (non ethnological)
44

Ley de Inmunidad Jurisdiccional de los Estados Extranjeros ante los Tribunales Argentinos 1995; Law No.
24.488; published in the Boletín Oficial of 28 June 1995.
45
Jürgen Bröhmer, State immunity and the violation of human rights, The Hague, Boston, London 1997, p. 100.
46
The Act does not contain a definition of a foreign State.
47
Also called the Convention of San Salvador. See also infra, Ch. 11, n. 79.
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cultural objects. Even less States do feel the need for enacting specific legislation. Most States
did not face a problem so far, and did therefore not think of enacting specific legislation or
regulations, or did not linger over the legal basis for immunity from seizure for cultural
objects.

According to the Canadian State Immunity Act, property of a foreign State that is located in
Canada is immune from attachment and execution and, in the case of an action in rem, from
arrest, detention, seizure and forfeiture except where, inter alia, the property is used or is
intended for a commercial activity. As under the Act the nature of the activity is decisive, and
the Act does not offer the possibility to take a possible purpose into account, it is likely that
international art loans are to be seen as commercial activities. Consequently, cultural objects
on loan and belonging to foreign States may not be immune from seizure under the Act.

Although Canada does not have specific provisions on immunity from seizure for cultural
objects in its federal State Immunity Act, nor does it have federal immunity from seizure
legislation especially for cultural objects, five of its provinces did adopt immunity legislation
in the late 1970s and the early 1980s. These provinces are British Columbia, Ontario, Québec,
Alberta and Manitoba.

When the Dead Sea Scrolls where on loan in Toronto and both Jordan and the Palestinian
Authority filed a claim, the federal Canadian authorities did not only refer to the immunity
from seizure legislation of Ontario (as cultural aspects are considered to fall within the ambit
of the Canadian provinces), it also refused to take the scrolls into custody itself, as it did not
want to be caught up in an ownership dispute between Israel, Jordan and the Palestinian
Authority. Thus, although there is no immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on
loan on a federal level, the objects left Canada unhindered.

The question whether cultural objects belonging to foreign States are immune from seizure on
the basis of customary international law does not seem to have arisen so far in Canada. But
keeping in mind that five of the Canadian provinces have immunity from seizure legislation,
that there are no dissenting sounds within Canada, and that the federal Canadian authorities
refused to act upon Jordanian and Palestinian seizure requests, it can be regarded that
Canadian State practice supports the immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan.
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With regard to States in Central and South America, it is safe to say that these States are
known for their rich cultural heritage. Nevertheless, also these States do not seem to be
confronted with the issue of immunity for cultural objects on loan. They seem to be more
concerned with the protection of their own cultural heritage than with the issue of immunity
from seizure (although 12 States are party to the 1976 Convention on the Protection of the
Archaeological, Historical, and Artistic Heritage of the American Nations, which has an antiseizure provision). Guatemala can be called an exception to the rule, although it seems that
Guatemala especially wants to make sure that its cultural objects are immune from seizure
when on loan abroad.
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Chapter 6

Situation in the European Union1

“The mobility of museum collections is a decisive factor in the dissemination of knowledge,
experience, mutual inspiration and cooperation in the cultural sector.”2

6.1

The genesis of mobility of collections

The cooperation within the European Union in the field of culture is based on Article 1673 of
the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union,4 previously Article 151 of the Treaty
establishing the European Community. Article 167 states that the “Union shall contribute to
the flowering of the cultures of the Member States” and that action by the Union “shall be
aimed at encouraging cooperation between Member States and, if necessary, supporting and
supplementing their action” in the area of non-commercial cultural exchanges.
The notion of the mobility of collections,5 of which immunity from seizure is considered an
element, is a key issue within the European Union since 2003. The Netherlands has been one
of the driving forces in putting the issue on the agenda. This mobility (exchange of cultural
and historical objects from museum’s collections in the European Union) should enable the
public everywhere in Europe to enjoy the common cultural heritage.

1

In this chapter, I address the European Union as institution. Different EU Member States shall be addressed
infra, Ch. 7, 8 and 9.
2
Tanja Saarela, Finnish Minister of Culture, during the European Conference Encouraging the mobility of
collections, Helsinki, 20 and 21 July 2006.
3
See supra, Ch. 1.8, for the relevant paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 167. Paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 read:
“3. The Union and the Member States shall foster cooperation with third countries and the competent
international organisations in the sphere of culture, in particular the Council of Europe.
4. The Union shall take cultural aspects into account in its action under other provisions of the
Treaties, in particular in order to respect and to promote the diversity of its cultures.
5. In order to contribute to the achievement of the objectives referred to in this Article:
- the European Parliament and the Council acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative
procedure and after consulting the Committee of the Regions, shall adopt incentive measures,
excluding any harmonisation of the laws and regulations of the Member States,
- the Council, on a proposal from the Commission, shall adopt recommendations.”
4
Official Journal C115 of 9 May 2008, p. 47.
5
It has been considered that the mobility of collections fits in with the fundamental principles of the European
Union, such as the free movement of persons, goods, services and capital. See: Lending to Europe,
Recommendations on collection mobility for European Museums, A report produced by an independent group of
experts, set up by Council resolution 13839/04, April 2005, p. 8.
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In the years 2003-2004, an extensive study was carried out on State indemnity systems6 at the
request of the European Commission. On the subject of immunity from seizure, the study
group stated that “it is better for both borrowers and lenders to be protected from any third
party action. It therefore seems wise for each country to introduce a law ensuring immunity
from seizure.”7

During the Dutch Presidency of the EU in the second half of 2004, the Netherlands hosted
two relevant conferences. First, from 27 till 29 October 2004, the conference Museum
Collections on the Move, followed, on 8 and 9 November 2004, by a conference called Illicit
Trade: Fighting illicit traffic in cultural goods within the European Union. That latter
conference identified that an area for a discussion on possible action at the EU level could be
“anti-seizure law, being the provisions through which countries guarantee that their courts
have no jurisdiction in cases involving a seizure of certain cultural goods that have entered
those countries on loan […].”8

Building on this last conference, Norman Palmer was asked to identify and, where necessary,
develop the main areas in which the European Union might successfully adopt concerted
action to counteract the illicit cross-border removal of cultural objects.9 In doing so, Palmer
identified legal concepts, principles or mechanisms on which States might constructively
evolve a common Community-wide policy, while retaining national jurisdiction over the
resulting solutions. One of the areas Palmer identified concerned ‘anti-seizure statutes for the
safeguarding of in-loans’.

Also during its Presidency, the Netherlands proposed the issue of mobility of collections to be
taken up in the Work Plan for Culture for 2005-2006. Consequently, the EU Council of
Ministers adopted Resolution 13839/04 on the ‘Work Plan for Culture 2005-2006’, which
focused on five priority areas.10 One of these areas was the mobility of works of art and
6

Whereby the national State provides financial compensation directly to the lender should a borrowed object be
damaged or destroyed.
7
Study No. 2003-4879: An inventory of national systems of public guarantees in 31 European countries,
Réunion des Musées Nationaux, Etablissement Public à Caractère Industriel et Commercial (EPIC) Paris
(France) in collaboration with Staatliche Museen zu Berlin Preussischer Kulturbesitz Berlin (Germany), June
2004.
8
Recommendation No. 4 on European Action.
9
Norman Palmer, Cultural Objects; Countering Illicit Movement within the European Community; Initiatives
and Avenues of Progress, November 2004, on file with the author.
10
These priorities areas are: Lisbon strategy (Contribution of creativity and cultural industries to European
growth and cohesion); coordination of digitisation (provide citizens with unrestricted, sustainable and reliable
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collections and exhibitions. The aims and measures set out in these areas were intended to
improve cultural cooperation and to remove the main obstacles to such cooperation.11

Within this context, the EU Council Presidency set up a working group of museum experts,
under chairmanship of Ronald de Leeuw, at that moment Director General of the
Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, the Netherlands. “The mandate of the group was to prepare
practical recommendations for improving the mobility of museum collections, with a special
emphasis on questions related to insurance and indemnity, standards and guidelines and the
role of the registrar.”12 The working group produced Lending to Europe, Recommendations
on collection mobility for European Museums in the spring of 2005. The report has been
presented to the Council by De Leeuw on 23 May 2005. The aim of the European Union was
once more expressed, to encourage museums to exchange their treasures on the basis of
reciprocity and to enhance the preparation of exhibitions.

As well as the initial mandate, other subjects related to collection mobility were discussed in
the working group, including immunity from seizure. The problems around the issue of
immunity from seizure were considered by the group to be a major obstacle to the mobility of
museum collections on a wider scale.13

In the view of the group, the complexity of the subject made it necessary to carry out a
detailed comparative study of the various systems of immunity from seizure currently applied.
The study would take into account the wishes of those European countries that do not yet
have anti-seizure laws, and would furthermore analyse the American system, which – as the
oldest system of that kind – would offer the greatest number of practical examples. The study
should conclude by making precise recommendations as to the relevant law. The group
stressed the importance of establishing a good policy on immunity from seizure. A Europewide legal system of immunity from seizure should be based on the outcome of the study.14
digital access to Europe’s cultural heritage; support the move towards a digital Europe with rapid sharing of
cultural knowledge and thus contribute to the establishment of a knowledge economy); cultural Portal with a
view to improving information on mobility of artists, mobility of works and intercultural dialogue; mobility of
works of art and collections and exhibitions; mobility of persons; solving obstacles caused by taxation of mobile
artists.
11
Op. cit. n. 5, p. 9.
12
Ibid.
13
However, because of the problematic nature of the subject, the group was not in a position to recommend a
detailed proposal for immunity from seizure.
14
Op. cit. n. 5, p. 16. It should be kept in mind, however, that in line with Article 151 of the Treaty establishing
the European Community [Article 167 of the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union] any measures to
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The group further recommended that Member States of the European Union that do not have
an immunity from seizure system should develop one. 15

During the Austrian Presidency, in the first half of 2006, a team representing six successive
presidencies (2004-2007)16 met in Vienna to draw up an action plan concerning loans for
exhibitions between museums in the European Union. The draft Action Plan for the EU
Promotion of Museum Collections’ Mobility and Loan Standards was discussed in the
conference titled Encouraging the Mobility of Collections, in Helsinki on 21 July 2006 and
endorsed by the EU Cultural Affairs Committee on 17 October 2006.17 The aim of the Action
Plan was “to facilitate the access to Europe’s cultural heritage, make it available for all
citizens and find new ways to improve co-operation, trust and good practice for lending
between museums.”18 Furthermore, six working groups were established to encourage the
implementation of the Action Plan.19 One of the working groups regarded the issue of
immunity from seizure.20 One of the aims was to prepare a compendium of relevant
international treaty obligations and related international and European background, as well as
to prepare recommendations on the possibility of introducing immunity from seizure
legislation.21

harmonise national legislation were excluded.
15
Ibid., p. 23.
16
The Netherlands, the United Kingdom, Luxembourg, Austria, Finland and Germany. During the UK
Presidency, in the second half of 2005, the Department for Culture, Media and Sport of the United Kingdom
hosted the museum conference Increasing the mobility of collections. The conference was held on 27 and 28
November 2005 and was organised by the UK Museums Association.
17
The action plan can be found at: http://www.ne-mo.org/index.php?id=104&STIL=0&C_PID=&C_UID=7.
[Last visited 8 March 2011.]
18
Action Plan, p. 4.
19
These working groups were: loan administration and loan standards; State indemnity schemes; valuation, selfinsurance and non insurance of cultural objects; immunity from seizure; loan fees and long term loans; building
up trust and networking. There was a 7th theme, being digitisation. That area was promoted by the National
Representatives Group for the EU coordination of the digitisation of cultural and scientific content.
20
This working group was led by Hillary Bauer, Head of the Cultural Property Unit of the Department for
Culture, Media and Sports of the United Kingdom.
21
Th.M. de Boer advocates enacting immunity regulations not on European (thus regional) level, but on a global
level. Competent bodies which should take the initiative could be the UN (specifically UNESCO) or the Hague
Conference on Private International Law. Such an agreement should not only guarantee immunity from measures
of constraint, but also immunity from jurisdiction (suit). The agreement should also contain a provision, stating
that lending cultural objects may never be regarded or used as an act of the lender which creates jurisdiction.
See: Th.M. de Boer, ‘Internationale kunstuitleen: een hachelijke onderneming?’ [International art loans: a
perilous undertaking?], Nederlands Juristenblad [Dutch Lawyers Journal], 19 May 2006, No. 20, pp. 10971107, at p. 1102.
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6.2

The OMC Expert Working Group and the subgroup ‘Immunity from
Seizure’

The working group on immunity from seizure did not finalise its work at the time the Council
of the European Union adopted Resolution 2007/C 287/0122 on a European Agenda for
Culture or when the Work Plan for Culture 2008-201023 had been concluded. 24 The Council
Resolution endorsed the promotion of cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue25, to be
specified inter alia by “promoting cultural heritage, namely by facilitating the mobility of
collections and fostering the process of digitisation, with a view to improving public access to
different forms of cultural and linguistic expressions[.]”26 The Annex to the Council
Resolution identified the five priority areas for action for the period 2008-2010. The second
mentioned priority was promoting access to culture, in particular through the promotion of
cultural heritage, multilingualism, digitalisation, cultural tourism, synergies with education,
especially art education, and greater mobility of collections. 27

The Work Plan for Culture 2008-2010 set out the activities to be pursued under these five
priority areas of action defined in the Council Resolution, by describing the initiatives, time
frame and objectives. An OMC28 Expert Working Group ‘Mobility of Collections’ had been
set up for the mobility of collections and activities of museums, comprising of experts of EU
Member States.29 This OMC Expert Working Group30 built on the work of the six working
22

Dated 16 November 2007, to be found in the Official Journal C 287 of 29 November 2007.
To be found at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:42008X0610(01):EN:NOT.
[Last visited 8 March 2011.]
24
10 June 2008 (2008/C 143/06).
25
Op. para. 2(a) of the Council Resolution.
26
Op. para. 3A, second dash.
27
The other four were:
- Improving the conditions for the mobility of artists and other professionals in the cultural field;
- Developing data, statistics and methodologies in the cultural sector and improve their comparability;
- Maximising the potential of cultural and creative industries, in particular that of SMEs [Small and Medium
Enterprises];
- Promoting and implementing the UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of
Cultural Expressions.
28
Open Method of Coordination. The Open Method of Coordination has been introduced by Council Resolution
of 16 November 2007 (2007/C 287/01) as an overall new way of cooperation in the field of culture that provides
a flexible and non binding framework and fosters exchanges of best practices. See also: ‘Conclusions of the
Council and of the Representatives of the Governments of the Member States, meeting within the Council, on
the Work Plan for Culture 2008-2010’, No. 2008/C 143/06. Official Journal C 143 of 10 June 2008. To be found
at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2008:143:0009:0016:EN:PDF. [Last visited 8
March 2011.]
29
This was one of the four OMC groups which had been set up. The other OMC groups addressed the links
between culture and education; the mobility of artists and other cultural professionals; and the potential of
cultural and creative industries and museum activities.
23
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groups established in the framework of the Action Plan agreed under the Finnish Presidency
and followed one of the central objectives of the Culture Programme 2007-2013 of the
European Commission, 31 namely to encourage the circulation of cultural and artistic works
and products. Within the Expert Working Group, this time five subgroups were established,
one of them being the ‘Immunity from Seizure’ subgroup.32 The objectives of the subgroup
were:
“- To collect, compare and summarize the present state of action and developments in
legislation concerning Immunity from Seizure
- To stress the importance of relevant international treaty obligations and the related
international and European background when considering the introduction of immunity
from seizure legislation
- To collate all the existing regulations applied by museums in the EU
- To share and exchange information and best practices.”33
The subgroup on ‘Immunity from Seizure’ met seven times between November 2008 and
May 2010 and consisted of thirteen Member States.34 Between autumn 2008 and spring 2009
the subgroup prepared an enquiry and circulated it to all EU Member States. The enquiry
consisted of ten questions. The aim of the enquiry was to get an insight into the existing
regulations regarding immunity from seizure for foreign cultural objects temporarily
borrowed for a public exhibition, possible foreseen amendments and approaches and to
investigate whether immunity from seizure legislation is planned in those Member States
where such immunity legislation is not yet existent.35

The 8th question of this enquiry had a direct link with the topic of this study and read:
Find more on the website of the European Commission: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policydevelopment/doc1575_en.htm. [Last visited 8 March 2011.]
30
The first meeting took place on 12 November 2008 in Brussels.
31
Education, Audiovisual and Culture Executive Agency. The Agency operates under supervision from its three
parent Directorates-General of the European Commission: DG Education and Culture, DG Information Society
and Media and DG Europe Aid Cooperation Office.
32
Co-chaired by Poland (Dorota Folga Januszewska) and Germany (Günther Schauerte). The other subgroups
were: State indemnity and shared liability agreements, long-term loans, prevention of theft and illicit trafficking,
and mobility of museum professionals/exchange of expertise.
33
OMC Expert Working Group on the Mobility of Collections ‘Final Report and Recommendations to the
Cultural Affairs Committee on Improving the Means of Increasing the Mobility of Collections’, June 2010, p. 20,
to be found at: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policydevelopment/doc/library/OMC_mobility_collections_reportRome_07_10.pdf. [Last visited 3 March 2011.]
34
Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Spain, and the United Kingdom. All the EU Member States were represented in the overall OMC Expert
Working Group ‘Mobility of Collections’. However, it was deliberately agreed that not all the Member States
would take actively part in all the five subgroups.
35
The enquiry can be found at: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policydevelopment/doc/mobility_collections_report/questionnaires/qunnaire_imm_seiz_4Mar09.pdf. [Last visited 3
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“Does your country, on the basis of (customary) international law, treat cultural
property belonging to foreign States as goods intended for public use, and as meaning
that those goods are considered to be non-commercial?”
Thirteen of the twenty-seven EU Member States36 answered this question explicitly in a
positive way, and this led to the following text in the final report of the subgroup ‘Immunity
from Seizure’:37
“Several States are of the opinion that the above mentioned provision [Article 21(1)(e)
of the 2004 UN Convention] can be considered a rule of customary international law, or
that this rule is emerging. That would imply that the content of the provisions of the
Convention are applicable, without the necessity of becoming a Party to the Convention.
Based on the questionnaire, the following States were explicit in stating that a rule of
customary international law exists: Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Malta,
the Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom.”38
However, certain States, for instance Germany, expressed in their answers doubts as to
whether sufficient State practice had been developed so far, whereas also a few States were of
the opinion that a rule of customary international law had not (yet) been developed.39 It can
therefore be concluded that the answers were not uniform.

Although some States answered the aforementioned question with “yes”, they still established
immunity from seizure legislation. 40 The latest of these States is Finland, which enacted
legislation in the year 2011. One reason for this legislation may be that it does not only
protect cultural property of foreign States from seizure, but also cultural property of private
individuals, temporary on loan in Finland. What I stated about the Finnish approach also
counts for Belgium and the United Kingdom: those States answered this 8th question with
“yes” as well, but nonetheless, they did develop legislation.

March 2011.]
36
Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia,
Spain and the United Kingdom. Although Poland answered the question with “yes”, outside of the framework of
the enquiry, Poland made clear that Polish cultural property taken out of Poland as war trophies during World
War II can never be considered as foreign cultural property and consequently immune from seizure. For that
reason, Poland refrained from being put in this listing of States in para. 2.1.3 of the final report of the subgroup
‘Immunity from Seizure’, so that the report only lists 12 States.
37
June 2010. To be found at: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policydevelopment/doc/mobility_collections_report/reports/immunity_seizure.pdf. [Last visited 3 March 2011.]
Answers also on file with the author.
38
The listing is to be found at p. 12, para. 2.1.3, of the Report.
39
Austria and Sweden. Furthermore, several States had not developed an explicit opinion with regard to this
question.
40
See infra, Ch. 7 and 9.
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6.3

Conclusions of the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’

One of the main conclusions which the ‘Immunity from Seizure’ subgroup drew in the course
of its work in 2010 is that “there is no best or preferred way to address immunity from
seizure”.41 The following approaches have been adopted by EU Member States (sometimes in
combination):42
“1. immunity from seizure legislation, specifically addressing cultural objects;
1.1 specifically addressing cultural objects of foreign States;[43]
1.2 specifically addressing cultural objects of both foreign States and private
individuals;[44]
2. general immunity from seizure legislation, not specifically addressing cultural
objects, but focusing on property of foreign States, intended for official/public use;[45]
3. considering cultural objects of foreign States, temporarily on loan, immune from
seizure on the basis of customary international law;
4. the issue of immunity from seizure guarantees in the form of ‘letters of comfort’.[46]”
The subgroup concluded therefore that different States followed different approaches, which
may work best for them, depending “on their respective legal tradition and system, and also
on the amount of international art loans they are conducting, temporary exhibitions they are
hosting, or the demands of lending States or museums. When considering immunity from
seizure guarantees (including legislations) States should assess which approach would fit
them best.”47 The subgroup therefore stated that “it is not recommended that the European
Commission, or an expert group falling under the auspices of the EC, should attempt to
prepare model legislation”,48 or to determine the content of possible immunity from seizure
41

The report of the subgroup Immunity from Seizure has been drafted by co-chair Dorota Folga Januszewska, in
cooperation, among others, with the author. See: op. cit. n. 37, Section 7. Conclusions and Recommendations, p.
31. See also: Conclusions and Recommendations subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’, Expert Group ‘Mobility of
Collections’, p. 2, Recommendation 1A, to be found at: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policydevelopment/doc/mobility_collections_report/conclusions/immunity_seizure.pdf.
42
Op. cit. n. 37, p. 31.
43
France, Belgium.
44
Germany, Austria, the United Kingdom.
45
The Netherlands.
46
14 EU Member States (Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Poland,
Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom) were able of issuing letters of comfort. A ‘letter of
comfort’ has been described by the subgroup ‘Immunity of Seizure’ as a written confirmation from a
representative of the government that the borrower of the cultural object or the borrowing State will do
everything within its power to safeguard the item from seizure. As a rule, such a ‘letter of comfort’ cannot be
considered as 'hard law', contrary to immunity from seizure legislation, according to the subgroup. See: op. cit. n.
37, p. 26, para 4.5.
47
Op. cit. n. 37, p. 31.
48
Op. cit. n. 37, p. 32, recommendation 2.
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legislation. It was recommended, however, that the European Commission would provide a
platform for sharing and exchanging best practices.49

The subgroup also stressed that as the granting of an immunity from seizure guarantee could
be in conflict with other obligations under international law,50 caution is required when
providing such guarantees. It stated rightly that careful research into such obligations will be
necessary to identify any possible conflicts with such obligations, in order to reduce the
chance of any such conflict.51

In June 2010, the recommendations of all the subgroups were bundled in the ‘Final Report
and Recommendations to the Cultural Affairs Committee on Improving the Means of
Increasing the Mobility of Collections’ by the OMC Expert Working Group on the Mobility
of Collections. The Group recommended that
“the European Council (Cultural Affairs Committee - CAC) and the European
Commission now pursue and develop, in the near future, their efforts in these areas, for
example through a standing committee of experts on Mobility of collections.”52
The Group also recommended that the issue of collections mobility should be included in the
future Council Work Plan for Culture 2010-2012.53

With regard to immunity from seizure, a key recommendation of the OMC Expert Working
Group was to explore possibilities of overcoming problems related to introducing immunity
from seizure. 54
On 19 July 2010,55 the European Commission stated that the OMC Expert Working Group on
Mobility of Collections had made a thorough comparison of practices in several fields,
49

Op. cit. n. 37, recommendation 4.
As most important ones the subgroup mentioned the 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting
and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property, the 1995 Unidroit
Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects and the 1993 European Council Directive on the
Return of Cultural Objects Illegally Removed from the Territory of a Member State. They all include return
obligations to third States of origin within their provisions (that is another State than the lending or borrowing
State), whereby also seizure may sometimes be necessary in order to secure the return to such a third State.
51
Op. cit. n. 33, p. 21.
52
Ibid., p. 4.
53
Ibid., p. 37. Meant is the Work Plan for Culture 2011-2014, as there is no Work Plan for Culture 2010-2012.
54
Ibid., p. 12.
55
Commission Report to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee
and the Committee of the Regions on the implementation of the European Agenda for Culture, Doc. COM
50
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including incentives and obstacles to lending. In September 2010, the European Council
discussed the Final Report of the OMC Expert Working Group, but no definite conclusions
were drawn.

6.4

Future work

The Work Plan for Culture 2011-2014 refers to mobility of collections as well. The Work
Plan as adopted by the European Council during its meeting on 18-19 November 201056 states
in paragraph 6 of the preamble:
”Taking note of the results of the work carried out in the framework of the Council
Work Plan for Culture 2008-2010 and notably the identification and sharing of good
practices by all the working groups established by the Member States as well as the
recommendations of these groups.”
The Council then states that the Work Plan 2011-2014 should draw on this work and the
resulting recommendations. It thus adopted the Work Plan 2011-2014 as well as the principles
relating to the setting up and functioning of the working group established by the Member
States.

The Work Plan 2011-2014 has six priority areas. Priority area D is called ‘Cultural heritage,
including mobility of collections’.57 Within that priority area, immunity from seizure is no
longer explicitly mentioned. The reason for that is - as already stated - that the OMC Expert
Working Group and the ‘Immunity from Seizure’ subgroup were of the opinion that besides
providing a platform for sharing and exchanging best practices, there was not a concrete role
for the EU to fulfil. Therefore, now the Work Plan solely states: “Experts will identify good
practices on all relevant issues in the context of mobility of collections”.58

(2010)390 final, dated 19 July 2010.
56
To be found at: http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_Data/docs/pressdata/en/educ/117795.pdf. [Last
visited 8 March 2011.]
57
The other priority areas are:
Priority area A: Cultural Diversity, Intercultural Dialogue and Accessible and Inclusive Culture.
Priority area B: Cultural and Creative Industries.
Priority area C: Skills and Mobility.
Priority area E: Culture in External Relations.
Priority area F: Culture Statistics.
58
Work Plan for Culture 2011-2014, p. 15.
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6.5

Concluding

The notion of the mobility of collections, of which immunity from seizure is considered an
element, is a key issue within the European Union since 2003. It is fair to conclude that
States, also under auspices of the EU, want to protect cultural objects belonging to foreign
States against immunity from seizure for the sake of the mobility of collections and in order to
learn from and understand each other’s culture, history and development. There are different
ways to fulfil that aim. Therefore, one of the main conclusions which the ‘Immunity from
Seizure’ subgroup drew in the course of its work in 2010, was that there is no best or
preferred way to address immunity from seizure. In the next chapters, the different approaches
followed by European States will be addressed.
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Chapter 7

Situation in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

“Culture should have no borders.”1

7.1

State immunity in the United Kingdom2

The State Immunity Act 19783 has been enacted in order to implement the European
Convention on State Immunity of 1972 into British law. 4 Thereby, the doctrine of absolute
State immunity was changed to the doctrine of restrictive State immunity. On 22 November
1978, the Act came into force. In a case to which the State Immunity Act does not apply, it is
necessary to apply the common law of State immunity. 5 Rules of customary international law
form part of the common law. 6

Under the State Immunity Act, “[a] State is immune from the jurisdiction of the courts of the
United Kingdom except as provided in [the provisions of Part I of the Act].”7 The provisions
of Part I of the Act, regarding proceedings in the UK by or against foreign States, do not
apply to criminal proceedings.8

The Act only applies to (property of) a State, whereby a reference to a State includes
references to “the sovereign or other head of State in his public capacity; the government of
that State; and any department of that government, but not to any entity [...] which is distinct
from the executive organs of the government of the State and capable of suing or being
1

David Lammy, Ministry for Culture of the United Kingdom, 27 November 2005 during the international
museum conference Increasing the mobility of collections.
2
See also: Gerhard Hafner, Marcelo G. Kohen and Susan C. Breau, State Practice Regarding State Immunities,
Leiden, Boston, 2006, pp. 679-688.
3
State Immunity Act 1978, 17 ILM 1123 (1978).
4
And also the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules concerning the Immunity of State-owned Ships,
Brussels, 10 April 1926.
5
This is stated by the UK authorities and can be found in the Council of Europe data base on State practice
regarding State immunities. See:
http://www.coe.int/t/dlapil/cahdi/state_immunities/documents/Cahdi%20_2005_%206%20bil%20PartII%20UNI
TED%20KINGDOM.pdf, under ‘The State Immunity Act 1978’. [Last visited 20 March 2011.] See also:
Sengupta v. Republic of India, Employment Appeal Tribunal, 17 November 1982, 64 ILR 352, to be found at:
http://www.coe.int/t/dlapil/cahdi/state_immunities/documents/Cahdi%20_2005_%206%20bil%20PartII%20UNI
TED%20KINGDOM.pdf, under GB/13. See also: op. cit. n.2 (Hafner c.s.), p. 685.
6
Ibid. (Council of Europe), under ‘Introduction’.
7
Section 1(1) of the Act.
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sued.”9 Although a separate entity is separated from the notion of a ‘State’, it is immune from
the jurisdiction of the courts of the United Kingdom “if, and only if (a) the proceedings relate
to anything done by it in the exercise of sovereign authority; and (b) the circumstances are
such that a State [...] would have been so immune”.10 According to F.A. Mann, it can only be
in rare circumstances that a separate entity will be entitled to immunity. 11

Section 3 of the Act concerns commercial transactions and contracts to be performed in the
United Kingdom. 12 This section was designed “to avoid the well-known problem of deciding
whether a contract to supply boots for the army was a commercial or a public act of the
purchasing State.”13
“A State is not immune as respects proceedings relating to (a) a commercial transaction entered into by a State; or
(b) an obligation of the State which by virtue of a contract (whether a commercial
transaction or not) falls to be performed wholly or partly in the United Kingdom.”14
A commercial transaction has been defined as
“(a) any contract for the supply of goods or services;
(b) any loan or other transaction for the provision of finance and any guarantee or
indemnity in respect of any such transaction or of any other financial obligation; and
(c) any other transaction or activity (whether of a commercial, industrial, financial,
professional or other similar character) into which a State enters or in which it engages
otherwise than in the exercise of sovereign authority[.]”15
Section 13(2)(b) of the Act states that “the property of a State shall not be subject to any
process for the enforcement of a judgment or arbitration award or, in an action in rem, for its
arrest, detention or sale.” There are certain exceptions to that provision. The paragraph “does
8

See Section 16(4).
Section 14(1). Thus, the State Immunity Act 1978 does not give a definition of a State, but describes what is
included in the reference to a ‘State’. See also supra, Ch. 1.7.
10
Section 14(2).
11
F.A. Mann, ‘The State Immunity Act 1978’, British Yearbook of International Law, 1979, Vol. 50, pp. 43-62,
at p. 61.
12
This article should be seen as a reflection of the terms in Articles 4 and 7 of the European Convention on State
Immunity. See: Andrew Dickinson, Rae Lindsay and James P. Loonam, State Immunity – Selected Materials and
Commentary, Oxford 2005, p. 355.
13
Hazel Fox, ‘A “Commercial Transaction” Under the State Immunity Act’, International and Comparative Law
Quarterly, January 1994, Vol. 43, pp. 193-202, p. 194.
14
Section 3(1). Subsection 2 states: “This section does not apply if the parties to the dispute are States or have
otherwise agreed in writing; and subsection (1)(b) above does not apply if the contract (not being a commercial
transaction) was made in the territory of the State concerned and the obligation in question is governed by its
administrative law.”
15
Section 3(3) of the Act.
9
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not prevent the giving of any relief or the issue of any process with the written consent of the
State concerned[.]”16 More importantly, it “does not prevent the issue of any process in
respect of property which is for the time being in use or intended for use for commercial
purposes[.]”17 When years later the UK enacted specific immunity from seizure legislation,18
the UK Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) stated that “[t]he definition of
commercial purposes [in the State Immunity Act] is very extensive, and it is far from clear
whether works of art or cultural objects on loan to exhibitions in this country would be
considered to fall into this category.”19
The assurance of the head of a State's diplomatic mission in the United Kingdom20 “to the
effect that any property is not in use or intended for use by or on behalf of the State for
commercial purposes” has to be accepted as sufficient evidence of that fact, unless the
contrary is proved.21

What does all this mean for my study? How useful can the Act be considered?

“The Act may be useful in respect of countries such as Russia, where the State does own the
national collection, but it is otherwise of limited application.”22 In most cases, museums
(including the national museums of a State) would be considered to be separate entities.
Hence such museums would not be entitled to claim immunity from jurisdiction in the event
of any claim against the museum for any of its normal activities, such as exhibiting its
collection, lending cultural objects to other institutions, etc.

The State Immunity Act provides, however, some protection for cultural objects lent to
16

Section 13(3). The text goes on: “and any such consent (which may be contained in a prior agreement) may be
expressed so as to apply to a limited extent or generally; but a provision merely submitting to the jurisdiction of
the courts is not to be regarded as a consent for the purposes of this subsection.”
17
Section 13(4). The text goes on: “but, in a case not falling within section 10 above [ships used for commercial
purposes], this subsection applies to property of a State party to the European Convention on State Immunity
only if
(a) the process is for enforcing a judgment which is final within the meaning of section 18(1)(b) below and the
State has made a declaration under Article 24 of the Convention; or
(b) the process is for enforcing an arbitration award.”
18
More about that infra, in Ch. 7.3.
19
Consultation Paper on anti-seizure legislation, Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), 8 March
2006, para. 1.12. To be found at:
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/+/http://www.culture.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/1E4A4FF8-C515-4F959B75-D0090579266B/0/Consultation_paper_on_antiseizure_legislation.pdf. [Last visited 8 March 2011.]
20
Or the person for the time being performing his functions.
21
Section 13(5).
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exhibitions in the United Kingdom where such objects are the property of a foreign State.23
This protection does not apply to property which is in use, or intended for use, for commercial
purposes. But as we saw in Section 13(5), the assurance of the head of a foreign State's
diplomatic mission, to the effect that any property is not in use or intended for use by or on
behalf of the State for commercial purposes, shall be accepted as sufficient evidence of that
fact unless the contrary is proved. That may lead to the result that an act of lending may
probably be seen as a commercial transaction, but that the State property involved should be
considered as not having a commercial purpose.

All this makes that the application of the Act to cultural objects which are lent to the United
Kingdom for exhibitions is not entirely clear. “Protection may not be available where, when
making the loan, the State is pursuing a commercial activity [and where an ambassador did
not proclaim the non-commercial character of the objects; or where he did, the contrary was
proved], or where the lending institution, although State-owned, is constituted as a separate
entity.”24 It is therefore understandable that the Russian Federation was not completely at ease
with this Act, as we shall see in the next subchapter. But it is equally understandable that the
UK authorities tried to reassure the Russian authorities by referring to the State Immunity Act.

As we shall see infra, in November 2006, the UK authorities introduced a bill providing
immunity from seizure for cultural objects. But before that was the case, the United Kingdom
signed the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property, on
30 September 2005.

7.2

The way towards immunity from seizure legislation

Immunity from seizure for cultural objects lent to the United Kingdom for a temporary
exhibition in a museum or gallery has been included in a bill which was introduced into the
House of Lords on 16 November 2006: the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Bill. 25
22

Op. cit. n. 19, para. 1.11.
Whereby we have to realise that the definition of State under the UK State Immunity Act is more limited than
under, for instance, the US Foreign Sovereign Immunity Act, or the 2004 UN Convention.
24
See also ‘Immunity from Seizure’, Withersworldwide, 1 August 2006, to be found at:
http://www.withersworldwide.com/news-publications/51/immunity-from-seizure.aspx. [Last visited 8 March
2011.]
25
The bill is a broad measure designed to implement a number of very different proposals regarding changes to
23
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One of the important cases which gave rise to the enactment of immunity from seizure
legislation was the Noga case in Switzerland. In November 2005, a collection of French
masterpieces which belonged to the Pushkin Museum in Moscow was temporarily seized in
Switzerland, as the Swiss company Noga claimed Russia owed to it millions of dollars in
alleged debts. The objects were quickly released, following an intervention by the Swiss
Government, but the Russian Federation became increasingly nervous about lending to the
United Kingdom and other States without sufficient immunity from seizure guarantees.26
Moreover, as we will see infra, in Chapter 9.11, the Russian national legislation demands that
the borrowing State provides the Russian lending institution with a return guarantee.

Earlier, already in December 1998, the French authorities decided to re-route the Monet
painting Waterlilies 1904. The painting had been loaned to an exhibition called Monet in the
Twentieth Century at the Boston Museum of Fine Art, and would return to France via the
Royal Academy at London. Just before, however, the work had been claimed by the heirs of
its alleged owner Paul Rosenberg and placed on the Art Loss Register. The French authorities
based their refusal to allow the work to visit the United Kingdom on a lack of sufficient legal
guarantees that this cultural object would be immune from measures of constraint.27 Also, the
State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, Russia, refused to lend Titian’s St. Sebastian to
the UK National Gallery in 200328 and it threatened not to support the Tate Modern’s 2006
Kandinsky exhibition. Furthermore, “[a]n important Chinese exhibition planned by the British
Museum for 2004 was cancelled after a major loan from Taiwan could not be secured because
the lender could not be assured that the material would be protected from seizure while it was
in the United Kingdom.”29 The Tate withdrew Constantin Brancusi’s The Kiss (1907-1908)30
and The Thigh from the first major display of the sculptor’s works in the United Kingdom

the structure of the courts and fundamental legal procedures. These include the establishment of a new tribunals
system, reforming the criteria for judicial appointment and the introduction of new rules to ensure the protection
of cultural objects on loan within the United Kingdom. See: The Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Bill,
Research Paper 07/22, 1 March 2007, to be found at:
http://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons/lib/research/rp2007/RP07-022.pdf. [Last visited 8 March 2011.]
A high ranking official of the DCMS informed the author that the officials of the DCMS were searching for a
bill in which the specific immunity from seizure provisions could be inserted. The Ministry of Justice reacted
positively to such a request, and the immunity provisions could form part of the Tribunals, Courts and
Enforcement Bill.
26
I will address the Noga case in more detail in Ch. 9.5.1.
27
See: Norman Palmer, Museums and the Holocaust, London 2000, pp. 47-48. Palmer also mentioned that
through the Art Loss Register, the painting was eventually returned to the Rosenberg family in April 1999.
28
‘Art is to be out of reach for ‘cultural kidnappers’’, Times Online, 13 March 2006.
29
Op. cit. n. 25, p. 50.
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because the Romanian Culture Ministry vetoed the loan to it by the Craiova Art Museum on
the basis of a potential ownership claim if the work was brought into the United Kingdom. 31

So, it was felt necessary to introduce concrete immunity from seizure legislation, as an
increasing number of international lenders were refusing to lend items to museums in the
United Kingdom without a guarantee of their safe return. The Welsh Assembly Government
declared it in its Statement of Information of 15 April 2008 as follows:
“In recent times, some owners of cultural objects who are resident outside of the UK
have been reluctant to loan such objects to UK museums or galleries for exhibition.
There have been a number of cases where people have threatened proceedings in
national courts of countries to whose cultural institutions such objects have been loaned
to claim ownership of cultural objects. Often such claims arise from allegations that
cultural objects have, at some point in the past, been unlawfully taken from the
claimant’s ancestors.”32
DCMS stated in its Consultation Paper:33
“The absence of immunity from seizure legislation in the UK has made foreign lenders
increasingly reluctant to lend cultural objects to the UK, such that the quality of major
exhibitions had begun to suffer.”
Also, the Museums, Libraries and Archives Council (MLA) stated that there was an urgent
need for the United Kingdom to introduce anti-seizure legislation, as “[w]ithout it, the
willingness of international lenders to lend to UK venues would be severely jeopardised as
such legislation became more and more common in other parts of the world. Without the
introduction of the legislation, the UK would be put at a serious disadvantage”, the MLA
said.34
30

Other carvings called the Kiss (1908) and (1916) were not withdrawn.
‘Romania blocks Tate exhibit’, The Guardian, 27 January 2004.
Unsatisfactory immunity guarantees and a potential claim were not the only reasons for the withdrawal. Bogdan
Bruma, spokesman for the Romanian Ministry of Culture said that information had been received that the
insurance did not provide cover for every possible expense if anything were to happen to the sculptures during
their stay in the United Kingdom. Also, it was considered as a problem that the sculptures would be under UK
jurisdiction in insurance matters, whereas Romania wanted them to be under Romanian jurisdiction, according to
Bogdan Bruma.
32
http://cymru.gov.uk/publications/accessinfo/drnewhomepage/leisuredrs2/Leisuredrs2008/2257301/;jsessionid=
JjG7KHvLx2v2bwJ8G0QhdJv6WdWdGXwnsv52ywQdJmznzpN0qhpL!-774995877?lang=en&ts=1. [Last
visited 8 March 2011.]
33
Consultation Paper on Draft Regulations for the Publication by Museums and Galleries of Information for the
Purpose of Immunity from Seizure under Part 6 of the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act 2007, September
2007, para.1.1.
34
DCMS Consultation on Anti-Seizure Legislation; Response of MLA Museums, Libraries and Archives Council,
to be found at http://www.culture.gov.uk/images/publications/MLA.rtf. [Last visited 8 March 2011.]
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However, it was not completely true that any guarantee for the safe return was non-existent.
Three remarks need to be made in that regard. First of all, it should be emphasised that the
UK authorities are of the view that cultural property belonging to foreign States is already
immune from seizure on the basis of customary international law. As already mentioned in
Chapter 6, the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of the OMC Expert Working Group on
Mobility of Collections issued an enquiry addressed to each Member State concerning
immunity from seizure for cultural objects on temporary loan. As stated, the eighth question
of this enquiry was: “Does your country, on the basis of (customary) international law, treat
cultural property belonging to foreign States as goods intended for public use, and as meaning
that those goods are considered to be non-commercial?” And the clear British answer was:
“Yes, if the goods are sent for an exhibition for the enjoyment of the public”.35

Secondly, and in relation to the above, I have to refer to the State Immunity Act 1978. As we
saw, the Act provides to a certain extent protection for cultural objects lent to exhibitions in
the United Kingdom, where such objects are State property. The protection does not apply to
objects which are in use, or intended for use, for commercial purposes. Yet, as we saw above,
British authorities consider cultural objects belonging to foreign States as goods intended for
public use, in the sense that those goods are considered to be non-commercial, provided that
the objects are sent for an exhibition for the enjoyment of the public. So, those objects would
be covered by the Act. However, because of the definition of the term ‘State’ in the State
Immunity Act, objects of State museums would not automatically be treated likewise. That
makes the application of the Act to cultural objects which are lent to the United Kingdom for
temporary exhibitions not entirely clear.36 So far, there has not been an occasion where this
issue could be considered by the British Judicial Branch.

Thirdly, before the legislation was enacted, the United Kingdom issued on occasion so called
35

Answers on file with the author. The Royal Academy exhibition, to which I shall come infra, should definitely
be seen as an exhibition for the enjoyment of the public, and the Russian items concerned are considered as
State-owned cultural property. So, if solely based on the legal opinion of the British authorities, legislation to
make this exhibition happen can be seen as superfluous. See also: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policydevelopment/doc/mobility_collections_report/reports/immunity_seizure.pdf. In the Report of the subgroup
‘Immunity from Seizure’ of the Expert Working Group ‘Mobility of Collections’, p. 12, para. 2.1.3, the United
Kingdom is mentioned as part of the group of States which stated that a rule of customary international law
exists, holding that ‘State property forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical
interest and not placed or intended to be placed on sale’ is to be considered goods intended for public service,
with the consequence that these cultural objects are by definition immune from measures of constraint.
36
Op. cit. n. 25, p. 48.
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‘letters of comfort’, or ‘immunity declarations’. These letters were signed by the Head of the
International and Cultural Property Unit for and on behalf of the Minister for Culture.37 It is
true that such a letter of comfort was not considered as hard law, but could be considered as a
best endeavours obligation. In practice, lending and borrowing institutions attached great
importance to it.

All this shows that the views expressed that before the enactment of the immunity from
seizure legislation no return guarantees were available, is not entirely correct as:
- the UK authorities already consider the cultural State property on loan to be immune under
customary international law;
- State-owned cultural objects are covered by the State Immunity Act, and
- additionally, a written best endeavours obligation could be issued.

The way towards the anti-seizure legislation was not very smooth. In preparation for the
enactment of the legislation, the DCMS ran a consultation38 on proposals for possible antiseizure legislation from March to May 2006. 39 In total, responses were given by 23 British
institutions. 40 One of the responses came from the Commission for Looted Art in Europe,
which argued that, if implemented, the proposals “would make the United Kingdom a safe
haven for stolen, illicitly traded, criminally acquired and looted works of art as well as for
those who have assets but unpaid debts”.41 Furthermore, The Times published on 28
November 2006 a letter written by Lord Janner and ten other members of the House of Lords
who had serious concerns regarding the proposed immunity from seizure legislation. 42 The
37

The text of this letter was as follows:
“I am writing with the authority vested in me as a civil servant on behalf of [Minister for Culture’s name], MP,
Minister for Culture. In connection with the loan of [item(s)] to the exhibition [title of exhibition], I confirm that
under English law, property of a State, including works of art lent to an exhibition in this country, which are
judged by the court not to be in use, or intended for use, for commercial purposes, will be immune from any
process to enforce a judgment or arbitration award unless the State itself has waived its immunity. This
immunity will extend to applications to seize or attach the property in question. The Government will use its best
endeavours, in accordance with the law of England, to ensure the safe return of all objects lent by the [lending
museum] to the [exhibiting museum].”
38
Op. cit. n. 19.
39
Op. cit. n. 25, p. 49.
40
Art Loss Registration, British Library, CLAE, English Heritage, Freda Matassa, Leeds Museums and
Galleries, Museums, Libraries and Archives Council, Museums Association, National Library of Wales,
National Maritime Museum, National Museums of Wales, National Museums of Scotland, National Museum
Directors’ Conference, National Museum Directors’ Conference: Spoliation Advisory Committee, National
Museum of Science and Industry, Professor Norman Palmer, Royal Academy of Arts, Sotheby’s, Tate, National
Gallery, The Society of London Art Dealers, Victoria and Albert Museum, Welsh Assembly Wales.
41
http://www.culture.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/F60E7306-46A2-466F-A2EB0FCFA078C97B/0/Commission_for_LAEU.pdf. [Last visited 8 March 2011.]
42
‘Stolen art works’, The Times, 28 November 2006.
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members stated to be
“deeply concerned at the Government’s proposal to give complete immunity to those
who wish to display stolen and looted art works by making them available in this
country [the United Kingdom] […]. Do we really wish to educate our children to have
no respect for history, legality and ethical values by providing museums with the
opportunity freely to exhibit stolen property?”43
The following day, Lord Howarth of Newport44 responded that safeguards already exist, in the
form of ‘due diligence’ exercised by art institutions and existing obligations on the UK under
European and international law:
“The Government’s proposals would not promote an “international free-for-all” or give
“complete immunity” to those who wish to display what may be stolen and looted art in
public exhibitions […]. Immunity from seizure will not mean immunity from suit.
[DCMS] guidance on due diligence, together with the code of practice of the Museums
Association and the principles promulgated by the National Museum Directors
Conference, makes it clear that museums and galleries should borrow items only if they
are “legally and ethically sound”. The Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Bill allows
the Secretary of State to withdraw approval, and therefore immunity from seizure, from
an institution that she considers not to be performing due diligence adequately. The
Government has also made it clear that the immunity will not apply where a UK court is
required to make an order for the seizure or confiscation of property under European or
international law. The Return of Cultural Objects Regulations 1994 provide for a
procedure whereby an object that was removed unlawfully from a member state and is
found in the territory of another member state can be returned to the state from which it
was removed. The Unesco convention, to which the Government subscribed recently,
provides for the recovery and return of stolen cultural property [...]. The issue to
examine is whether the Government has or has not succeeded in its declared aim of
striking a “fair balance” between the rights of the claimant and the public interest. The
Government has sought strenuously to resolve the tension between two public goods:
the continuation of great art exhibitions […] and access to legal remedy in our
jurisdiction for aggrieved claimants of works of art.”45
The letter of 28 November 2006 in The Times by Lord Janner c.s. resulted in some outrage
within the DCMS,46 as it considered the accusations to be ill-founded. However, several
amendments were made in response to the criticisms made. More guarantees were put in the
Bill regarding, among other things, the central role for due diligence and the DCMS
guidelines, as well as the obligation for a UK museum or gallery to publish specified
information about the objects it intended to borrow in advance of the objects entering the
43

Op. cit. n. 25, pp. 52-53 and n. 121.
From 1998 until 2001, Alan Howarth (Baron Howarth of Newport) acted as the UK Minister for Culture.
45
Op. cit. n. 25, pp. 53-54 and n. 122. See also: ‘Law on displays of looted art’, The Times, 29 November 2006.
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country.47 Lord Janner declared to be satisfied: “[…] once claimants visit the register and
recognize artwork that they know or believe to be theirs, they will now have what they have
not had before – the opportunity to pursue their claims in the countries of origin […].”48

On 6 December 2006, the Joint Committee on Human Rights of the House of Commons
issued its view with regard to the question of compatibility of the Tribunals, Courts and
Enforcement Bill with the United Kingdom’s human rights obligations. 49 The Committee of
the House of Commons stated, inter alia, that
“[a]n immunity against all forms of execution which might be made against an object,
against any order made in civil proceedings and any measure taken in criminal
proceedings (or for the purposes of criminal investigation) appears to be extraordinarily
wide and may give rise to incompatibility with Article 6 and Article 1, Protocol 1 [of
the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)].”
Furthermore, “[t]he exclusion of the possibility of seizure in relation to criminal prosecutions
may possibly frustrate the performance by law enforcement authorities of positive obligations
imposed on them to investigate certain criminal offences [...].” In particular the Committee
questioned “the compatibility of the exclusion of rights of seizure in connection with criminal
cases with an individual’s right to a fair determination of any criminal charge, as guaranteed
by Article 6 ECHR and the United Kingdom’s positive obligations to pursue a criminal
investigation of certain offences.”

In a reaction, the Minister for Justice explained that the government considered that
“any restriction on access to court or to the individual's right to the peaceful enjoyment
of property would be considered justified and proportionate as a) there would be limited
circumstances when the Court would be able to exercise its jurisdiction (but would be
unable to order seizure or forfeiture); b) if the Court were able to exercise jurisdiction, a
claimant would face significant difficulties in pursuing a claim against property
‘founded on events which took place many years ago’; and c) there were alternative
remedies available50 for those claimants.”51
46

According to a high ranking official of the DCMS.
Op cit. n. 25, pp. 54-55.
48
Ibid., p. 55 and n. 129.
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This has been done by means of a letter by Andrew Dismore MP, Chair of the Joint Committee on Human
Rights, to Baroness Ashton of Upholland, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, Department for Constitutional
Affairs. The letter is on file with the author.
50
The claimant is not prevented from bringing any claim in relation to the object in the jurisdiction where it is
normally situated, or in any other place where jurisdiction may be lawfully claimed.
51
Joint Committee On Human Rights Second Report, para. 6.47.
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/jt200607/jtselect/jtrights/34/3410.htm. [Last visited 8 March 2011.]
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In a follow-up report, the Joint Committee did not seem fully satisfied with the answer and
stated that, having considered the Minister's explanation of the government's views, it
appeared to the Joint Committee that “the Government’s assessment of compatibility is
largely based upon its view that it was highly unlikely that a case will arise which will give
rise to a risk of Convention incompatibility.”52 The DCMS recognised in its Consultation
paper on Anti-Seizure Legislation of 8 March 2006 that “in practice, the legislation is likely to
prevent claims being made to works of art which are temporarily in the jurisdiction”. The
Joint Committee emphasised, however, that
“[w]ithout a right to enforce a judgment, or to ensure an object remains traceable during
proceedings, a right to take proceedings may lose its inherent value. The European
Court of Human Rights has clearly stated that the guarantees of Article 6 include the
implementation and enforcement of court decisions. The right would be ‘illusory’ if a
domestic legal system allowed a final, binding judicial decision to remain inoperative to
the detriment of one party[.]”53
The Joint Committee considered that,
“should a case arise in which the domestic courts have jurisdiction, refusing an
injunction to prevent the removal of the relevant protected object from the jurisdiction
before the hearing of the claim, or barring the seizure of the property in enforcement of
a judgment in the claimant's favour, could lead to a risk of incompatibility with Article
6(1) of the [European Convention].”54
In the House of Lords debate of 29 November 2006, this relationship between the UK
legislation and Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights has also been the
focus of discussion. The UK Government “appeared satisfied that preventing a potential
claimant from seeking a particular form of relief in one jurisdiction for a limited period of
time struck a fair balance between the rights of the claimant and the public interest”, but Lord
Howarth of Newport stated that it was for the Parliament to see whether that fair balance had
been struck in the government’s proposal. 55

In reaction to the British draft legislation with regard to immunity from seizure, Norman
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Ibid., para. 6.48.
Ibid., para. 6.49.
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Ibid., para. 6.50.
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Op. cit. n. 25, p. 51 and n. 116.
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Palmer56 stated:57
“An effective anti-seizure statute must deprive the claimant of his or her right of
immediate possession, or suspend the claimant’s power to invoke it, for the prescribed
period. That period may (according to policy) be expressed to endure for as long as the
object is in the jurisdiction. An immediate right to the possession of goods has been
classed as a form of property, both under statute and common law. It could also
constitute a possession for the purposes of Article 1 of the First Protocol to the
European Convention on Human Rights. The abrogation of such right would require
careful drafting to avoid offence to the Convention.”58
The Explanatory Notes to the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Bill explain with regard to
Article 6(1) ECHR, that “[t]he right of access to court under Article 6 is not an absolute right,
but subject to limitations, provided that any limitations imposed serve a legitimate aim, are
proportionate to that aim and do not restrict or reduce the access left to the individual in such
a way, or to such an extent that the very essence of the right is impaired.”59 The Notes
continue:

“In this case, we are considering a temporary limitation on one form of relief available
to a claimant in this [the UK] jurisdiction. This limitation would serve the legitimate
aims of assisting museums and galleries, and so protecting the welfare of an important
sector of the UK economy, and of facilitating public access to works of art from other
States through major exhibitions. We [the UK authorities] consider the restriction is
proportionate to these aims, and that it does not impair the essence of the rights
guaranteed under Article 6.”60
Furthermore, the Explanatory Notes explain that the UK Government considered that a right
to pursue a substantive claim in relation to a cultural object which is loaned to the United
Kingdom is a ‘possession’ or ‘property’ for the purposes of Article 1, Protocol 1, ECHR.

“Interference with property is justified under Article 1, Protocol 1 of the European
Court on Human Rights if it is lawful, proportionate and strikes a fair balance between
the demands of the community and the protection of the individual’s interests [...] We
56

Professor Norman Palmer acted as consultant in the consultation process on proposals for possible anti-seizure
legislation. See also supra n. 40.
57
See also: op. cit. n. 27 (Palmer), p. 48: “In making a claimant’s recovery efforts more difficult, do they offend
human rights legislation (such as the right to peaceful enjoyment of one’s possessions and freedom from
deprivation)?”
58
Norman Palmer, Comments on the DCMS consultation paper on anti-seizure legislation for cultural objects on
loan, paras. 11-12. See: www.culture.gov.uk/images/publications/Palmer_Prof_Norman.rtf. [Last visited 8
March 2011.]
59
Explanatory Notes to the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Bill, para. 611. To be found at:
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200607/ldbills/005/en/07005x-d.htm. [Last visited 8 March 2011.]
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consider that preventing a potential claimant from seeking a particular form of relief in
this jurisdiction for a limited period of time does strike a fair balance between the rights
of the claimant and the public interest in promoting cultural exchanges and enhancing
understanding of other cultures by facilitating public access to works of art from other
countries through major exhibitions.”61
It can also be argued that “by contributing to the mobility of collections, anti-seizure
legislation or guarantees may increase information available on the whereabouts of particular
works of art, assisting claimants to make claims in the most appropriate jurisdiction.”62

When the DCMS held a consultation on introducing legislation to provide immunity from seizure
for cultural objects on loan in the United Kingdom, the need to ensure that Holocaust survivors

were not denied access to justice was explicitly stressed by the respondents.63 In the
deliberations on the law in the House of Lords, Lord Howarth of Newport stated on 29
November 2006:
“We should in particular be very heedful of the anguish of a survivor of a Nazi
concentration camp or the descendant of someone who was killed in the Holocaust era
for no other reason than that he was Jewish. They may seek restitution of a work of art
which they claim belongs to their family, not only because that is an act of justice but
because, in a much broader sense, it is a way to bring settlement or put wrong to
right.”64
And Norman Palmer stated that “[t]o deny a Holocaust survivor access to justice is an austere
and arguably disproportionate response to the administrative, economic and cultural concerns
of lenders and borrowers”, how legitimate those concerns might be. 65 Also the Scottish
Council of Jewish Communities raised its concern. It stated, among other things, that “[a]
curtailment of Holocaust survivors’ legal and moral rights would be incompatible with the
UK support for the Principles laid down at the 1998 Washington Conference on Holocaust
Era Assets [...].”66 It called it “entirely disproportionate to deny access to justice, particularly
61

Ibid., para. 612. See also: op. cit. n. 19, para. 1.20.
Op. cit. n. 19, para. 1.16. So, what can be discovered here, is that paras. 6.11 and 6.12 basically give the same
kind of reasoning. In Ch. 11 I will come back to this topic.
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Consultation on anti-seizure legislation: summary of responses, DCMS, 8 August 2006. To be found at:
http://www.culture.gov.uk/images/publications/cons_responsessummary_asl.pdf. [Last visited 8 March 2011.]
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January 2007. http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/business/legConMem/LCM-20062007/TribunalsCourtsEnf/2007-01-04-SubmissionSCJC.pdf. [Last visited 8 March 2011.] It stated as well that
“the Bill also creates a potential conflict between immunity from seizure legislation and legislation relating to
the enforcement of judgments made in other jurisdictions, for example, Chapter III of Council Regulation (EC)
44/2001.” It also stated to have received legal advice that “the Bill may be in breach of the ECHR. Provisions
governing protection of property on loan engage Convention rights of access to a Court (ECHR Article 6) and
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when the object of a Holocaust survivor’s claim may be the only tangible reminder of their lost
family or home. It would also be entirely unjust to prioritise cultural exchange over moral rights”,
thus the Scottish Council of Jewish Communities.

Eventually, the immunity legislation received Royal Assent on 19 July 2007 as Part 6 of the
Tribunal Courts and Enforcement Act 2007. The Department’s public consultation on the
draft Protection of Cultural Objects on Loan (Publication and Provision of Information)
Regulations ended on 21 December 2007. The intention was to bring Part 6 of the Act into
effect at the same time as the Regulations, which would be submitted to Parliament at the
beginning of January 2008, once the responses to the consultation had been analysed and the
draft Regulations finalised.67 That would, however, have meant that this legislation would
have not been applicable for a very important upcoming exhibition of important Russian
cultural objects, and that might have caused some problems.

In relation to this, towards the end of 2007, a large turmoil occurred in the British and
international press. 68 Subject was an important exhibition of Russian-held cultural objects,
planned at the Royal Academy of Arts in London.69 The exhibition, called From Russia:
French and Russian Masterpieces of Painting 1870-192570 was threatened to be cancelled as
Russian authorities refused to grant licenses for the works to be exhibited in the United
Kingdom. The cultural objects belonged to the Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow, the
State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, the State Russian Museum in St. Petersburg, as
well as the Tretyakov Gallery in Moscow.

The 120 masterpieces, including works by Van Gogh, Gauguin, Cézanne, Renoir, Matisse,

protection of property (ECHR First Protocol, Article 1)”, thus the Scottish Council of Jewish Communities.
67
DCMS Memorandum to the Joint Committee on Statutory Instruments, December 2007, para. 4, to be found at:
http://www.england-legislation.hmso.gov.uk/si/si2007/em/uksiem_20073613_en.pdf. [Last visited 8 March
2011.]
68
See, for instance: ‘Russian art loan to London exhibition in doubt amid fears paintings could be seized’,
International Herald Tribune, 19 December 2007. See also: ‘Russia calls off major art loan as ties with UK
worsen’, The Guardian, 19 December 2007. See also: ‘Russian-held art in centre of row after Moscow refuses
export to London exhibition’, Daily Mail, 20 December 2007. See also: Andrew Curry, ‘Russia Threatens to
Withhold Artworks’, Spiegel Online, 21 December 2007. See also: ‘They Won’t Let Matisse Go to Britain’,
Kommersant, 20 December 2007. See also: ‘Britain Guarantees Guarantee by Jan 7’, Kommersant, 27
December 2007.
69
See also: Jane Graham, ‘“From Russia” without love: Can the Shchukin heirs recover their ancestor’s art
collection?’, Sports and Entertainment Law Journal, Spring 2009, Vol. 6, Spring 2009, pp. 66-107.
70
The exhibition was about Russians who lived in Paris, collecting French art and then bringing it back to
Russia where it influenced Russian artists and therefore highlighted the exchange in ideas between French and
Russian art. One of the eye-catchers of the exhibition was The Dance by Matisse.
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Picasso, Kandinsky and Malevich were already on display in Düsseldorf, Germany, and were
planned to be brought to London after termination of the Düsseldorf exhibition in the Kunst
Palast [Art Palace], where the exhibition took place from 25 September 2007 till 6 January
2008. In London, the objects were to go on display as from 26 January 2008. The Russian
authorities, however, feared that some of the cultural objects might be seized by the
descendants of two well-known 19th and 20th century art collectors and textile tycoons from
Russia, Sergei Shchukin71 and Ivan Morozov72, whose works were nationalised by decrees
signed by V.I. Lenin of 29 October 191873 and 19 December 1918 respectively. 74 Of the more
than 120 works for the exhibition, 23 once belonged to Shchukin, and 13 to Morozov. The
descendants concerned, André-Marc Delocque-Fourcaud75 who is the grandson of Sergei
71

Sergei Ivanovich Shchukin was born in 1852 and died in 1936 in Paris. He came from an old merchant family
and he led a company that dealt in textiles. He became known as a collector of works of French Impressionists.
His collection included, amongst others, works by Monet (13), Cézanne (8), Gauguin (16), Renoir, Van Gogh,
Derain, Signac, Toulouse-Lautrec and Rousseau, as well as 38 paintings and drawings by Matisse and 50 works
by Picasso. In total, the collection consisted of 264 works of art. He began his Matisse collection in 1908. In
1909 Shchukin ordered Henri Matisse to paint two large murals: La Danse and La Music. Until 1923 the
Shchukin collection had been publicly displayed in a museum called First Museum of Modern Western Painting.
In that year it was merged with the collection of another famous Russian art collector, I.A. Morozov, which
collection was displayed in the Second Museum of Modern Western Painting. Until 1941, the merged collection
had been displayed in the State Museum of Modern Western Art. After the World War II, part of the collection
was transferred to the Pushkin Museum in Moscow and part to the State Hermitage Museum in Leningrad (St.
Petersburg). Two paintings are in Baku, Azerbaijan, and one is in Odessa, Ukraine. See also:
http://www.morozov-shchukin.com/html/AhistoA.html. [Last visited 6 March 2011.] See also: Volkmar Essers,
Henri Matisse (1869-1954), Master of Colour, Cologne 2006, pp. 28-33.
72
Ivan Morozov (1871-1921). Morozov started with a collection of contemporary Russian artists, before he
gradually began to focus on French art. He was a great admirer of Cézanne en Gauguin, but bought - contrary to
Shchukin - more art painted by different painters, with the aim to coming to a broader overview of art
expressions.
73
The text of the decree read: “Considering that Shchukin's art gallery constitutes an exceptional collection of
major works by great Europeans artists, mostly French, from the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th
century; and that, by its very high artistic quality, it presents for the People's education a national interest , the
Council of the People's Commissars decrees :
1°) That Sergei Ivanovitch Shchukin's art gallery is to become the public property of the Socialist Federative
Republic of Russia and is to be allocated to the People's Commissariat for Public Education according to the
general dispositions applicable to the State Museums.
2°) That the building housing the gallery (Bolchoï Znamenskiï pereoulok, n°8), and as well, the adjacent land
constituting the previous property of S.I. Shchukin and all the furniture, are allocated to the People's
Commissariat for Public Education.
3°) That the Committee for the Museums and Protected Buildings and the People's Commissariat for Public
Education are given the mission to elaborate and put in practice rapidly, a new mode of management and activity
for the previous Shchukin gallery which responds to the present needs and to the aim of democratisation of the
cultural and artistic establishments of the Socialist Federative Republic of Russia.”
See: http://www.morozov-shchukin.com/html/AhistoA.html.
74
That decree read: “That the I.A. MOROZOV’s, I.S. OSTROUKHOV’s and V.A. MOROZOV’s art collections
have become State property of the Russian Federative Socialist Soviet Republic and are transferred to the
authority of the Educational People’s Commissariat, which is entrusted to urgently elaborate and put into force
Regulations about the use of the collections in accordance with the actual needs and tasks of democratization of
the artistically-educational Institutions of the Russian Federative Socialist Soviet Republic.”
See: http://www.morozov-shchukin.com/html/sa_vie_anglais.html. [Last visited 6 March 2011.]
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André-Marc Delocque-Fourcaud unsuccessfully started legal action in the United States in 2003 in an attempt
to remove 25 cultural objects, including paintings by Van Gogh, Degas and Picasso from the travelling
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Shchukin, and Pierre Konowaloff who is the great-grandson of Ivan Morozov, stated,
however, that they would not make any legal ownership claims, although they believed that
they deserved final compensation. 76 They wanted first and foremost to receive attention for
the way the assets of their grandfathers had been expropriated by the Russian Communist
regime in 1918. In their view, an agreement should be made that reasonably compensated and
paid a percentage of the material benefits that accrued from the exploitation of the works.77

Moreover, the Russian Federation feared that other third party claims, as in the Noga case in
Switzerland, might be initiated. As Germany had enacted anti-seizure legislation, the Russian
Federation considered the cultural objects in Germany as sufficiently safe. Russia urged the
United Kingdom to have the legislation in place before the objects would enter the United
Kingdom. This Russian demand was also based upon the conditions in its own Russian
legislation, as we will see infra, in Chapter 9.11.

In an effort to reassure the Russian Federation, the British authorities stated that the cultural
objects would be under the protection of the State Immunity Act 1978.78 After all, the State
Immunity Act 1978 provides some level of protection for objects lent to the United Kingdom.
When the Russian Federal Agency for Culture was concerned that cultural objects to be
loaned by four of its national museums to the United Kingdom might not be covered by the
State Immunity Act 1978, the United Kingdom was assured by the evidence provided that all
the objects from the four museums were State property. As a consequence the United
Kingdom informed the Russian Federation that the objects to be lent to the United Kingdom

exhibition of Pushkin Museum valuables. He claimed the objects were stolen from his grandfather in 1918,
after which they were put in the Pushkin museum. See supra, Ch. 4.4.3. Already earlier, in 2000, he started legal
action in Italy. See infra, Ch. 9.9.1.2. And in 1993, his mother filed suit in Paris. See infra, Ch. 9.1.1.
76
The Morozov and Shchukin heirs state at http://www.morozov-shchukin.com/html/dossier_presse_ang.html:
”Though none of Morozov’s or Shchukin’s heirs have ever declared any intention of starting legal proceeding in
Great Britain, a controversy has ensued over the fact that the Russian authorities insist that the British
Government has not provided satisfactory guarantees for the safe keeping of these pictures, hired from Russian
museums, against possible seizure claims from these heirs.” See also: Mark Brown, ‘Russian collectors’ heirs
want compensation for lost art’, The Guardian, 22 January 2008.
77
Ibid. (Brown). Press articles stated that the Royal Academy had offered the two heirs £5,000,= each in
exchange for their promise not to make claims on the paintings in London. Both turned down the offer. See:
Konstantin Akinsha and Grigorij Kozlov, ‘Fighting for Their Rights’, Art News, April 2008, Vol. 107, No. 4.
78
See e.g.: John Varoli and Farah Nayeri, ‘Russia Cancels UK Art Show, Cites Lack of Guarantee’, 19
December 2007, www.bloomberg.com and ‘UK Disputes Russia's Claim of Cancelled Exhibition’, Artinfo, 19
December 2007. The articles state that the UK Culture Secretary James Purnel confirmed in writing to the head
of the Russian Federal Agency for Culture and Cinematography on 7 December 2007 that the artworks would
come under the State Immunity Act 1978. See also: Lawrence M. Kaye, ‘Art Loans and Immunity from Seizure
in the United States and the United Kingdom’, International Journal of Cultural Property, 2010, Vol. 17, Issue
2, pp. 335-359, at p. 347.
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would be covered by the 1978 Act.79

But, as in the past there had been doubts on how to consider an international exhibition, and
whether or not a commercial importance should be attached to it, Russian legal experts
believed that the State Immunity Act failed to provide sufficient protection for the valuables. 80

Given the importance of the exhibition for cultural life in the United Kingdom and for the
cultural relations between the United Kingdom and the Russian Federation, the conclusion of
the UK authorities was, that Part 6 of the Tribunal Courts and Enforcement Act should enter
into force on 31 December 2007, well before the Regulations under Section 134(2)(e) of the
Act became effective.81 So it happened, after which on 9 January 2008, the Russian
authorities gave permission for the objects to travel to the United Kingdom.

7.3

The Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act 200782

As stated above, the immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan is found in Part 6 of
the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act 2007. This part, titled Protection of Cultural
Objects on Loan, sets out the relevant legal procedures in relation to protection from seizure
of cultural objects on display in the United Kingdom and is complementary to the protection
found in the State Immunity Act 1978. Part 6 consists of the Sections 134 to 138.83

The Explanatory Notes state that so far, the United Kingdom had only given immunity to
objects which were covered by the provisions of the State Immunity Act 1978.

79

Information obtained from Jessica Morrison, Department for Culture, Media and Sport, November 2010.
The turmoil around the exhibition came at a time when the bilateral relations between Russia and the United
Kingdom were already under pressure because of the case of former KGB agent Alexander Litvinenko, poisoned
in London in 2006. At the same time, Russia accused the British Council, a British cultural organisation of
operating illegally and ordered it to suspend all its operations outside Moscow, which meant that it had to close
its offices in St. Petersburg and Yekaterinburg. However, on 17 October 2008, the Court of Appeals in Moscow
ordered that the indictments against the British Council were unfounded.
81
Op. cit. n. 67.
82
Many thanks go to Hillary Bauer, Head of the International and Cultural Property Unit, Department for
Culture, Media and Sport and Marc Caldron, Legal Counsel of the International and Cultural Property Unit,
Department for Culture, Media and Sport. The author would also like to warmly thank Anna O’Connell,
Solicitor and Consultant, Klein Solicitors, London.
83
The provisions came into effect in England on 31 December 2007 [Order 2007, SI 2007/3613], in Scotland on
21 April 2008 [Order 2008, SSI 2008/150] and in Wales and Northern Ireland on 22 April 2008 [Order 2008, SI
2008/1158].
80
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“The absence of a more general immunity for [cultural objects] which are lent for a
temporary exhibition in [the United Kingdom] has made museums and private owners
in other countries increasingly reluctant to lend to such exhibitions without a guarantee
that their cultural objects would be returned.”84
After all, the immunity under the State Immunity Act 1978 does not apply to loans from
museums (not even objects owned by State museums) or private owners, but only to State
property, which of course may be housed in a museum. The sections regarding immunity
from seizure in the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act should therefore provide lenders
with a (firmer) guarantee that their cultural objects on loan in the United Kingdom would be
returned home at the termination of the exhibition.

The protection given in this Act is intended to exclude any form of seizure of an object which
has been lent to an exhibition in the United Kingdom (save the exception as stated in Section
135(1)(b) to which I shall come below), either by a claimant to the object, a creditor, or any
law enforcement authority and no matter whether seizure has been ordered in a criminal or a
civil procedure.
“It will apply to objects of any description which are owned by a person or an institution
which is not resident in [the United Kingdom] which are lent for temporary exhibitions
to the public at any museum or gallery within the United Kingdom, provided that the
import of the object in question complies with the law on the import of goods, and that
the museum or gallery has published information about the object as required in
regulations made by the Secretary of State.”85
The protection given to an object does not include any protection from prosecution for those
persons who are dealing with the object, when this dealing would constitute an offence.

Section 134 defines the conditions which need to be met for an object to be protected from
seizure. It also specifies where and for how long the protection will be given. An object will
only be protected if five conditions are satisfied, according to subsection 2:
“a) the object is usually kept outside the United Kingdom,
b) it is not owned by a person resident in the United Kingdom, 86
84

Tribunals, Court and Enforcement Bill [HL], Explanatory Notes (as brought from the House of Lords on 20
February 2007), Part 6: Protection of cultural objects on loan, para. 42. Meant is more encompassing than the
immunity under the State Immunity Act 1978, which immunity only regards State property.
85
Ibid., para. 41. Meant is the Secretary of State of the DCMS.
86
Section 137(6): “An individual is resident in the United Kingdom if he is ordinarily resident in the United
Kingdom for the purposes of income tax, or would be if he were receiving income on which tax is payable.”
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c) its import does not contravene a prohibition or restriction on the import of goods,
imposed by or under any enactment, that applies to the object, a part of it or anything it
conceals,
d) it is brought to the United Kingdom for public display in a temporary exhibition at a
museum or gallery, and
e) the museum or gallery has complied with any requirements prescribed by regulations
made by the Secretary of State under this paragraph about the publication of specified
information about the object.”
The above shows that different conditions need to be fulfilled, but not that the cultural objects
should be owned by a State.87 Also cultural objects of foreign private institutions or
individuals can be protected, provided that all the other conditions under the Act are fulfilled.

According to Section 134(7), the protection lasts only as long as the object is in the United
Kingdom for any of the following purposes:
“a) public display in a temporary exhibition at a museum or gallery;
b) going to or returning from public display in a temporary exhibition at a museum or
gallery;
c) related repair, conservation or restoration;88
d) going to or returning from related repair, conservation or restoration;
e) leaving the United Kingdom.”
The protection lasts for a maximum period of twelve months, beginning with the day when
the object enters the United Kingdom.89 That period can only be extended if the object has
suffered damage while protected (thus, since coming to the United Kingdom) and is
“undergoing repair, conservation or restoration in the United Kingdom because of the
damage”, until it has left the United Kingdom “following this repair, conservation or
restoration because of the damage”. 90 This means that objects on long term loans to museums
are not being protected under this law.
87

That is in line with the view expressed by MLA (Museums, Libraries and Archives Council), which stated
that immunity from seizure should be available for loans from public and private ownership. It argues that it is
often the exceptional items that can be borrowed from private owners and which have rarely been seen at a
public exhibition which add special interest to an exhibition. Private owners would be extremely reluctant to lend
to the United Kingdom without the same immunity granted to items from public collections. Also, bodies such as
parishes which often own important works of religious art in countries such as Italy and Spain are not strictly
public bodies in the same sense as state-financed museums. Many ‘foundations’ which hold important
collections are also in a similar position, according to MLA. See: op. cit. n. 34.
88
Subsection 8:
“Repair, conservation or restoration is related if it is carried out in the United Kingdom and is done (a) to prepare the object for public display in a temporary exhibition at a museum or gallery, or
(b) because of damage suffered in the course of something within subsection (7).”
89
Section 134(4)(b).
90
Section 134(5).
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Protection is not being received automatically. Lenders need to request the borrowing
museum or gallery to obtain immunity for the item concerned. As a condition for obtaining
protection, a museum or gallery is obliged to publish certain concrete information on its
website, thereby following the requirements regarding publication in the Protection of
Cultural Objects on Loan (Publication and Provision of Information) Regulations 2008.91
According to the Explanatory Note to the Regulations, the Regulations set out the information
which must be published by a museum or gallery which borrows an object from abroad for a
temporary public exhibition if that object is to be protected from seizure or forfeiture under
Part 6 of the Act. It also sets out at what stage of the procedure certain information needs to
be published and where. This way, a balanced approach has been sought. On the one hand, the
UK approach aims to give potential claimants sufficient information, necessary for the
identification of the cultural object concerned, which on the other hand would not be overly
burdensome for the institution concerned. Moreover, the United Kingdom tries to ensure in
this way that looted or stolen cultural objects would not arrive in the United Kingdom under
the flag of international loans and thus receive protection in the form of immunity from
measures of constraint. Much of the information required by the Regulations is already
required in relation to the indemnity cover as foreseen under the Government Indemnity
Scheme;92 if a borrower wishes to obtain coverage under the GIS, it must provide the same
kind of information.

Section 135 defines the effect of the protection. It states in the first paragraph:
“While an object is protected under this section it may not be seized or forfeited93 under
any enactment or rule of law, unless –
(a) it is seized or forfeited under or by virtue of an order made by a court in the United
Kingdom, and
(b) the court is required to make the order under, or under provision giving effect to, a
Community obligation or any international treaty.”94
91

Protection of Cultural Objects on Loan (Publication and Provision of Information) Regulations 2008 No. 1159,
to be found at: http://www.opsi.gov.uk/si/si2008/uksi_20081159_en_1. [Last visited 8 March 2011.] The
Regulations came into force on 20 May 2008, but were already provisionally applied before that date (according
to information provided by Hillary Bauer, Head of the International and Cultural Property Unit, DCMS).
92
The Government Indemnity Scheme is an arrangement whereby the UK Government is responsible for
payment of compensation in the event of loss of, or damage to, object which are on loan to a museum, gallery or
similar institution in the United Kingdom.
93
Thus, Section 135 does not only speak about ‘seizure’, but about ‘seizure and forfeiture’. In my study, I use
‘seizure’ as comprehensive term. See supra, Ch. 1.2.
94
One can think of the 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import,
Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property, or the 1993 EU Directive on the Return of Unlawfully
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This means that where measures of constraint are necessary to make the United Kingdom
comply with its obligations under international law or European law, or under a United
Kingdom provision giving effect to such an obligation, the object concerned will not be
protected.95 An example is given in the situation where a UK court is asked to enforce an
order for the seizure of an object made by the courts of another country to confiscate proceeds
of crime. 96 As we shall see, more national immunity legislations have an exemption, stating
that immunity from seizure is not applicable if it contravenes (other) international legal
obligations.

Where reference is made to seizure or forfeiture in relation to a protected object, it includes
references to97
“a) taking control of the object under Schedule 12;98
b) execution or distress;99
c) diligence100 or sequestration;101
d) seizure, confiscation or forfeiture, or any other measure relating to the custody or
control of the object, in the course of criminal investigation or criminal proceedings
(against the owner, the museum or gallery or any other person);
e) the making or enforcement of an order relating to the custody or control of the object
in civil proceedings (against the owner, the museum or gallery or any other person).”
Section 136 defines a museum or gallery for the purpose of Part 6 of the Act. Only objects
which are loaned to those institutions which have been approved by the relevant UK authority
will qualify for immunity under this part of the Act. So, actually, that is the first step in the
whole process: first, a museum or gallery needs to apply for the status of approved institution.
A ‘museum or gallery’ is defined under the Act102 as ‘an institution in the United Kingdom

Removed Cultural Objects.
95
Section 135(1)(b).
96
Op. cit. n. 25, p. 48 and n. 104.
See also: http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200607/ldbills/005/en/07005x--.htm#end, para. 544 [Last
visited 8 March 2011.]
97
Section 135(3).
98
In England and Wales. Schedule 12 regards the powers for bailiffs to take control of goods and sell them to
recover debts.
99
In England and Wales or Northern Ireland.
100
A legal process for the recovery of unpaid or overdue debts.
101
In Scotland.
102
See also the definition of a ‘borrowing institution’ under Section 2(c) of the Protection of Cultural Objects on
Loan (Publication and Provision of Information) Regulations 2008: a museum or gallery approved under section
136 of the Act at which the object is, or is to be displayed in a temporary exhibition in the United Kingdom.
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approved under that section by the appropriate authority’. 103

When deciding whether or not a particular institution should be approved, the appropriate
authority assesses the institution’s due diligence104 procedures for establishing the provenance
and ownership of objects and, in particular, whether the institution complies with guidance
about such procedures, published by the Secretary of State from time to time. Also other
factors may be considered by the approving authority. 105 These due diligence guidelines play
a very important role and build on standards already disseminated within the UK, such as the

103

The appropriate authority means the Secretary of State in relation to an institution in England, the Welsh
Ministers in relation to an institution in Wales, the Scottish Ministers in relation to an institution in Scotland, and
the Department for Culture, Art and Leisure in relation to an institution in Northern Ireland. The following
museums have been approved under Section 136 of the Act: The British Museum (London) , Compton Verney
(Warwickshire), Dulwich Picture Gallery (London), Manchester City Gallery (Manchester), The Courtauld
Gallery (London), The Fitzwilliam Museum (Cambridge), The Henry Moore Foundation (Hertfordshire), The
National Gallery (London), The National Portrait Gallery (London), The Royal Academy (London), The Royal
Armouries (Leeds), The Science Museum (London), Tate (London), The Victoria and Albert Museum, The
Whitechapel Gallery (London) and Wolverhampton Arts and Museums (Wolverhampton).
104
See for instance: Combating Illicit Trade: Due diligence guidelines for museums, libraries and archives on
collecting and borrowing cultural material, October 2005, Department for Culture, Media and Sport, Cultural
Property United. To be found at: http://www.culture.gov.uk/images/publications/Combating_Illicit_Trade05.pdf.
[Last visited 8 March 2011.] The due diligence guidelines aim to assist museums, libraries and archives when
considering the acquisition by purchase, gift or bequest of items of cultural property. They contain due diligence
procedures to determine whether a proposed acquisition or loan of cultural objects is ethically and legally sound.
Items should be rejected if there is any suspicion about it, or about the circumstances surrounding it, after
undertaking due diligence. The Report of the EU OMC Expert Working Group ‘Mobility of Collections’,
subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ describes due diligence as follows: “Due diligence can be defined as stated in
the original ‘Lending to Europe’ Report as ‘undertaking efforts before acquisition [or loan] to ensure that any
object offered for purchase, gift, loan, bequest or exchange has not been illegally obtained in, or exported from,
its country of origin or any intermediate country in which it might have been owned legally (including the
museum's own country). Due diligence in this regard should establish the full history of the item from discovery
or production.’ ‘Due diligence’ can be also differently defined […] but all definitions relate to the requirement
for museums and galleries borrowing or acquiring items to be certain that they never acquire or exhibit any
stolen or illegally exported works; that these have no uncertain ethical status and that they have been legally
acquired and exported/imported legally at all stages in their history, as far as this can reasonably be established.
In short they should reject an item if there is any suspicion about it, or about the circumstances surrounding it.
‘Due diligence’ is deemed to involve five components: (1) initial examination of the item; (2) consideration of
the type of item and its likely place of origin; (3) taking expert advice; (4) determining whether the item was
lawfully exported to the country of (temporary) import; (5) evaluating the account given by the donor.
Undertaking due diligence into the history and provenance of a work may include: visits to the lender to discuss
the objects concerned, taking expert advice on any items which have a potentially uncertain ethical status, checks
with stolen art and cultural property advice databases and websites and obtaining warranties or guarantees from
lenders as to their ownership of the items concerned.” See: Report of the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of
the Expert Group ‘Mobility of Collections’, pp. 25-26, para. 4.4.
105
Once a museum or agency has received approval, it does not need to apply for it again in relation to each and
every single exhibition. However, approval may be withdrawn at any time, for instance because the museum or
agency no longer complies with a requirement under the Protection of Cultural Objects on Loan (Publication and
Provision of Information) Regulations 2008. The withdrawal, however, does not affect the application of
Sections 134 and 135 above to any object which is a protected object immediately before the withdrawal.
Therefore, objects which are already in the museum or gallery or on its way to it on the date of the withdrawal of
the approval do not lose their protected status. However, objects loaned to a museum or gallery after the
withdrawal will not qualify for immunity.
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Museums Association’s Ethical Guidelines on Acquisition106 and the Spoliation Guidelines of
the National Museum Director’s Conference. 107 Without fulfilling the due diligence criteria, a
museum is not eligible for becoming an approved institution. It is even possible that the
immunity from seizure is void, if it turns out that the due diligence guidelines have not been
followed.

Section 137 consists of several interpretations of the relevant terms. For instance, ‘public
display’ means “display to which the public are admitted, on payment or not, but does not
include display with a view to sale”. Cultural objects, for instance, exhibited by auctioneers
with the aim of selling the objects are therefore excluded from immunity. Another relevant
term to be addressed is ‘temporary exhibition’; it means “an exhibition of one or more objects
which is open to the public for a period of less than twelve months, whether at a single
location, or at a succession of locations”. There is no definition of cultural objects.

It should not be forgotten, that although the object may leave the United Kingdom and be
returned to the lender, the Act does not by definition prevent claims against the lender, the
museum or agency or foreign State being the owner of the cultural valuable concerned; the
immunity will only provide protection from seizure, and only during the period of the loan
(with a maximum of twelve months). During the debate in the Parliament, it was said during
the second reading: “The immunity will provide protection only from seizure. It will not
protect museums in the UK or lenders from being subject to a claim in conversion.” And: “Of
course, legal proceedings may be brought, notwithstanding the immunity, which applies only
to the item itself. For instance, during the loan period actions for damages could be
brought.”108 Or, as Jane Graham formulated it: “It is important to note that the bill109 only
precludes physical seizure of a tangible work. Under the bill, it is still possible to bring an
action for damages against the museum or for restitution for unjust enrichment, conversion,110
or declaration of title.”111 So, to that extent it will neither protect museums in the United

106

Acquisition: guidelines on the ethics and practicalities of acquisition, Museums Association, 2004.
http://www.nationalmuseums.org.uk/spoliation.html. [Last visited 8 March 2011.]
108
Information obtained from Jessica Morrison, Department for Media, Culture and Sport.
109
Meanwhile the Act.
110
In law, wrongfully taking possession of goods, disposing of them, destroying them, or refusing to give them
back are acts of ‘conversion’. Under UK law, an action in conversion is the usual method for recovering property
from a party in possession who unlawfully detains it. See also: op. cit. n. 25, p. 50 and n. 112.
111
Op. cit. n. 69 (Graham), p. 79 and n. 51.
107
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Kingdom nor lenders.112

Legal actions, for instance, for conversion or declaration of title, can be brought by any
person who has possession or the immediate right of possession of the object.113 The key
elements of these actions are to be found under the Torts (Interference with Goods) Act of
1977. According to Anna O’Connell, 114 although formally the anti-seizure legislation does not
protect against a claim in conversion and such a claim is theoretically possible, it is also
theoretically thinkable that the Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act as currently drafted
might deprive a claimant of his or her immediate right of possession. After all, in case of
immunity from seizure, it is not possible for somebody else than the borrower to obtain an
immediate right of possession. So far, no UK court has assessed this situation yet. If the issue
were tested by a UK court, it is unlikely that it would conclude that it was Parliament’s
intention to deny a claimant access to other forms of legal relief, according to O’Connell.

7.4

Concluding

The United Kingdom describes what is meant by a State in its State Immunity Act 1978.
Reference to a State includes a reference to the sovereign or other head of State in his public
capacity, the government of that State and any department of that government. It does not
include any entity which is distinct from the executive organs of the government of the State
and capable of suing or being sued. We saw supra, in Chapters 3 and 4 that, for instance, the
112

At 687 Parl. Deb., H.L. (5th ser.) (2006) 784, available at
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200607/ldhansrd/text/61129-0006.htm. [Last visited 8 March 2011.],
we can read: “We should note that while the Bill precludes seizure of the work of art, it does not preclude suit.”
In defending the draft in the House of Lords against the critique that the Act would deprive dispossessed owners
of any judicial redress, the then Secretary of State for Constitutional Affairs and Lord Chancellor relied upon the
argument that the envisaged immunity would provide protection only from the material seizure of the object, but
would not cover a claim in conversion or a claim for damages. See: Andrea Gattini, ‘The International
Customary Law Nature of Immunity from Measures of Constraint for State Cultural Property on Loan’, in:
Isabelle Buffard, James Crawford, Alain Pellet, Stephan Wittich (eds.), International Law between Universalism
and Fragmentation – Festschrift in Honour of Gerhard Hafner, Leiden, Boston 2008, pp. 421-439, at p. 428 and
n. 37.
113
In a claim against a borrower in possession, the claimant will normally allege that the critical act of
conversion is the refusal by the borrower to comply with the claimant’s lawful demand that the object be yielded
to the claimant. Since the claimant in a case of demand and refusal would necessarily lack possession at the time
of refusal, the claim would have to be founded on the immediate right of possession. See also: op. cit. n. 58
(Palmer), paras. 8-12.
114
Interviews (by the author) with Anna O’Connell, Solicitor and Consultant, Klein Solicitors, London, held on
29 October 2009 and 5 November 2010.
The Act can be found at http://www.opsi.gov.uk/RevisedStatutes/Acts/ukpga/1977/plain/cukpga_19770032_en.
[Last visited 8 March 2011.]
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definitions of ‘State’ under the 2004 UN Convention or the US Foreign Sovereign Immunities
Act are considerably broader. It has been stated in the literature that only in rare
circumstances a separate entity will be entitled to immunity under the UK State Immunity
Act.

The State Immunity Act provides for immunity from seizure for State property, but does have
some important exceptions to that rule. The protection does not apply to State property which
is in use, or intended for use, for commercial purposes. The UK Department for Culture,
Media and Sport has stated in that regard that it is far from clear whether objects on loan to
exhibitions in the United Kingdom would be considered to belong to that category. But if
there was any doubt, it is always possible for the head of a State's diplomatic mission in the
United Kingdom (or someone who acts on his behalf) to assure that the objects concerned are
not in use or intended for use by or on behalf of the State for commercial purposes. This shall
be accepted as sufficient evidence of that fact unless the contrary is proved. Moreover, in their
communication to the Russian Federation, the UK authorities stated that the cultural objects
loaned by four Russian State Museums and owned by the Russian State would be under the
protection of the State Immunity Act 1978.

Thus, a State museum may not be immune from jurisdiction under the State Immunity Act, as
such a museum would mostly be considered as a separate entity and such an entity is only
immune from the jurisdiction of the courts of the United Kingdom if the proceedings relate to
anything done by it in the exercise of sovereign authority and the circumstances are such that
a State would have been so immune. The normal activities of a museum such as exhibiting its
collection and lending cultural objects to other institutions would most likely be considered as
falling under the definition of a commercial transaction. However, in case such a museum
houses cultural objects and the UK authorities are convinced of the fact that these objects
indeed regard State property which is not in use or intended for use for commercial purposes,
then the objects may be immune from seizure under the Act. That may lead to the result that
an act of lending may be seen as a commercial transaction, but that the State property
involved should be considered as not having a commercial purpose. All this makes the
application of the Act to cultural objects which are lent to the United Kingdom for exhibitions
not entirely clear, as has been admitted by the DCMS as well. DCMS stated that the Act may
be useful with respect to States such as the Russian Federation, where the State owns the
national collection, but that it is otherwise of limited application.
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In order to provide more legal certainty, and in order to cover cultural objects on loan which
do not belong to a State but to a separate entity (such as a museum) or to private lenders
(institutions or individuals), the UK authorities enacted Part 6 of the Tribunals, Courts and
Enforcement Act for additional protection. The sections regarding immunity from seizure in
that Act should provide lenders with a (firmer) guarantee that their cultural objects on loan in
the United Kingdom will be returned at the termination of the exhibition. The protection given
in the Act is intended to exclude any form of seizure of an object which has been lent to an
exhibition in the United Kingdom, no matter whether seizure has been ordered in a criminal
or a civil procedure. Protection is not being received automatically. Lenders need to request
the borrowing museum or gallery to obtain immunity for the item concerned. Only objects
which are loaned to those UK institutions which have been approved by the relevant UK
authority will qualify for immunity under the Act. When deciding whether or not a particular
UK institution should be approved, importance is given to the institution’s due diligence
procedures for establishing the provenance and ownership of cultural objects.

If the conditions of the Act are met, an object that has been loaned from abroad for an
exhibition cannot be seized, except where required to under EU law or the UK’s international
obligations. Thus, a substantiated claim from a State party to the 1970 UNESCO Convention,
or a request from another EU Member State for the return of an object on loan to the United
Kingdom under the European Council Directive 93/7/EEC on the Return of Illegally
Removed Cultural Property would be permitted to proceed, and return obligations under these
instruments may prevail. The same would apply in case of obligations under the United
Nations Transnational Organized Crime Convention.115 Thus, where measures of constraint
are necessary to make the United Kingdom comply with its obligations under international
law or European law, or under a United Kingdom provision giving effect to such an
obligation, the object concerned will not be protected.

This way, together with the important role of the due diligence guidelines in the whole
process, the United Kingdom tries to ensure that looted or stolen cultural objects would not
115

Adopted by UN General Assembly Resolution 55/25 of 15 November 2000. It entered into force on 29
September 2003. To be found at:
http://www.unodc.org/documents/treaties/UNTOC/Publications/TOC%20Convention/TOCebook-e.pdf. [Last
visited 8 March 2011.] The United Kingdom took this convention into account when drafting its immunity from
seizure legislation; it should be possible to seize proceeds of crime, or to preserve evidence, if this is necessary
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arrive in the United Kingdom under the flag of international loans, or that immunity
provisions would not hinder the return to the country of origin.

It should be kept in mind, that although the object may leave the United Kingdom and be
returned to the lender, the Act does not contain any provision preventing claims against the
lender, the museum or agency or foreign State that owns the cultural object concerned; the
immunity will only provide protection from seizure, and only during the period of the loan.
However, for a claim for conversion or declaration of title, a claimant needs to have the
immediate right of possession of the object. It is possible that the Tribunals, Courts and
Enforcement Act as currently drafted might deprive a claimant of his or her immediate right
of possession. So far, no UK court has assessed this situation yet.

Finally, it should be kept in mind that the UK authorities hold the view that cultural property
of foreign States is already immune from seizure on the basis of customary international law
“if the goods are sent for an exhibition for the enjoyment of the public”. It is thereby likely
that the UK follows the definition of a State as referred to in its own State Immunity Act.
With its State practice and its efforts to increase legal security, the United Kingdom
contributes to the actual formation of a rule of customary international law.

under this UN Convention.
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Chapter 8

Situation in the Netherlands

8.1

State immunity in the Netherlands1

The Netherlands has a rather interesting legislative system concerning immunity for States
and their property. The combination of provisions contained in the Act on General Provisions
of Kingdom Legislation, the Code of Civil Procedure and the Court Bailiffs Act gives a fairly
overlapping protection, whereby it is of course always the judiciary has the last say when it
comes to the judicial interpretation of these provisions.

8.1.1

Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation

Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation2 only contains a very
general directive for the Judicial Branch, viz.: “The jurisdiction of the courts and the
execution of judicial decisions and deeds are subject to the exceptions recognised in
international law.”3 It is thus recognised that under conventional and customary international
law certain persons or institutions cannot be made defendants in proceedings in Dutch courts
and certain property cannot be made the subject of enforcement proceedings.4 However, the
content and the scope of this exemption recognised by international law are being determined

1

See also information provided by the Netherlands for the Council of Europe data base on State practice
regarding State immunities:
http://www.coe.int/t/dlapil/cahdi/state_immunities/documents/Cahdi%20_2005_%206%20bil%20PartI%20NET
HERLANDS.pdf. [Last visited 20 March 2011.] See also: Gerhard Hafner, Marcelo G. Kohen and Susan C.
Breau, State Practice Regarding State Immunities, Leiden, Boston 2006, pp. 458-493. See also: Nout van
Woudenberg, ‘Immunity from Seizure of Cultural Objects Belonging to Foreign States: Dutch Legislation and
Practice’, Cultural Heritage & Arts Review, 2010, Vol. 1, Issue 2, pp. 16-18. See also: Rosanne van Alebeek,
’Staatsimmuniteit’ [State Immunity], in: Nathalie Horbach, René Lefeber and Olivier Ribbelink (eds.),
Handboek Internationaal Recht [Handbook International Law], The Hague 2007, pp. 232-273. Many thanks go
to Hans Smit, Legal Counsel, Civil Law Department, Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
2
Wet Algemene Bepalingen.
3
“De regtsmagt van den regter en de uitvoerbaarheid van regterlijke vonnissen en van authentieke akten worden
beperkt door de uitzonderingen in het volkenregt erkend.”
4
Explanatory Memorandum to the Bill for the approval of the European Convention on State Immunity, 1 July
1984, Kamerstukken Tweede Kamer [Parliamentary Papers House of Representatives] 17485, No. 3. According
to C.C.A. Voskuil there is no doubt that well-established rules of international law are regarded as legally
binding within the Dutch legal system. See C.C.A. Voskuil, ‘The International Law of State Immunity, as
reflected in the Dutch Civil Law of Execution’, Netherlands Yearbook of International Law, 1979, Vol. X, pp.
245-289, at p. 252.
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by the Judicial Branch. This means in practice that the Dutch law of State immunity is to a
large extent formed by the case law of the courts.

Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation was introduced through
the Act on the Prevention of Infringement of International Legal Obligations by the State,5 of
26 April 1917. A conflict between the Judicial and the Executive Branch in regard to State
immunity was the reason for introducing this provision. The Rotterdam District Court had
awarded a claim, whereby a Dutch plaintiff6 was seeking compensation for damages sustained
in Belgium as a result of action undertaken by the German State during World War I and
intended the seizure of German State-owned railway carriages.7 The Minister of Justice
communicated that he considered the verdict contrary to international law and that he wanted
to prevent the enforcement of the verdict on the objects which were on Dutch territory but
belonged to the German State. In order to prevent that judgments would be contrary to
applicable rules of international law as much as possible, which judgments consequently
could be executed by bailiffs, and to accomplish that eventually the Executive Branch could
intervene in order to prevent execution, the government initiated this draft legislation on 12
January 1917, which became law on 26 April 1917.8
Also Article 13(4), of the Regulations concerning the Bailiff9 owes its creation to this Act on
Prevention of Infringement of International Legal Obligations by the State. This paragraph
reads:
“The bailiff shall be bound to refuse serving a writ where he has been informed by or on
behalf of the Minister [of Justice] that serving a writ would be contrary to the
obligations of the State under international law. Such refusal shall not entail liability to
the parties involved.”
In the specific case referred to, the Minister of Justice had requested the Public Prosecutor on
behalf of the Minister of Foreign Affairs to take action to prevent or obstruct enforcement
measures. Because this request could at the time not be based on any known statutory

5

In Dutch: Wet tot Voorkoming van Inbreuk op de Volkenrechtelijke Verplichtingen van de Staat.
Mr. De Booy.
7
De Booy v. the German Empire, District Court Rotterdam, 22 September 1916, W. 10022, NJ 1917, 13. See
also: op. cit. n. 4 (Voskuil), p. 260.
8
M. Teekens, De gerechtsdeurwaarder [The Court Bailiff], Deventer 1973, p. 74.
9
Gerechtsdeurwaardersreglement.
6
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provision, shortly thereafter provisions to that end were made through the introduction of
Article 13(4) of the Regulations concerning the Bailiff. 10

In reference to Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation, the
Hague Court of Appeals stated in 1968 that judgments against a foreign State are in principle
enforceable, but may not in any case be enforced against property destined for public use. 11
The court stated that
“it had already been decided that the international rule of sovereign immunity in this
case does not bar the jurisdiction of the Dutch court; that a judicial decision is by its
very nature enforceable; that if immunity does not bar jurisdiction, it also does not, in
principle, bar execution; that, however, as also appears from Article 13a of the Act on
General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation, it is possible for a rule of international law
to restrict enforceability; that the only public international rule applicable to this case is
the rule that property destined for public use is not subject to measures of execution in
another country.”
In 1973, the Dutch Supreme Court clearly emphasised the relative concept of State immunity
in the case SEEE v. Yugoslavia.12 The Supreme Court came to the conclusion that there is no
rule of international law that considers the jurisdictional immunity to which foreign States are
entitled as absolute; there is clearly a tendency apparent in the international practice of treaties
and in literature, as well as in the case law of national courts, to limit the extent to which a
State may invoke immunity before a foreign court. The Supreme Court continued by noting
that this trend has been induced by, inter alia, the fact that in many States the government had
increasingly engaged in activities in areas of society where the relations are governed by
private law, and where, consequently, the State enters into a legal relationship based on equal
footing with private individuals. In such cases, it was considered reasonable by the court to
grant a similar legal protection to the (private) opposing party of the State concerned, as
10

I shall revisit the Regulations concerning the Bailiff later in this chapter.
N.V. Cabolent v. National Iranian Oil Company, Court of Appeals The Hague of 28 November 1968, NJ
1969, 484. The basis of the claim was an agreement between the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) en
Sapphire Petroleums Limited, a Canadian company, concerning the exploitation of petroleum in South Iran. A
Swiss arbitration tribunal ordered NIOC to pay a certain sum. Now, N.V. Cabolent claimed payment of the
award in the Netherlands and validation of a conservatory attachment of debts payable to the defendant.
See also: Netherlands Yearbook of International Law, 1970, Vol. I, pp. 225-229.
12
Société Européenne d’Etudes et d’Entreprises en liquidité volontaire (SEEE) v. Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, Supreme Court 26 October 1973, NJ 1974, 361. The plaintiff applied for an enforcement order with
regard to a Swiss arbitral award of 2 July 1956, obtained against the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,
on the basis of which Yugoslavia was ordered to pay a certain sum of money. Yugoslavia pleaded immunity
from jurisdiction. The background of the case was a private law agreement between the former Kingdom of
Yugoslavia and SEEE, on the basis of which SEEE constructed a railway, but Yugoslavia was behind in its
payments.
11
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would be granted if that party had dealt with an individual instead of with a State. The court
did not consider ‘commercial activities’ as a separate category, but qualified them as private
law acts, wherein the State placed itself on an equal footing with private individuals. It was
therefore considered reasonable that both parties enjoyed the same degree of legal protection,
with the consequence that the State could no longer hide behind its State immunity.

In the same court ruling the question of enforcement of awards was further examined. The
Supreme Court took the following position:
“to apply for a grant of enforcement of the current award could be deemed to be
contrary to the immunity from execution to which a foreign State is entitled under
international law only if international law is opposed to any execution against foreign
State-owned property situated in the territory of another State; however, such a rule
does not exist under international law.”
Therefore, because there is no case of absolute immunity of execution, the Supreme Court
deemed that there was no conflict with international law to grant enforcement. However:
where property was involved that is meant for public service of the foreign State concerned
(in casu Yugoslavia) and that actually was to be executed, the possibility remained to seek
resort to immunity from execution.13

With regard to Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation, it is
interesting to note that recently, there has been a process to insert a reference to that Article in
Article 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure, in an effort to make sure that Dutch courts are taking
internationally recognised exceptions into account. Article 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure
originally stated: “Without prejudice to the content of treaties and EC-regulations concerning
jurisdiction, the jurisdiction of the courts in the Netherlands is determined by the following
provisions”14 (meaning the provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure). However, the
jurisdiction is not only limited by the jurisdictional provisions in treaties and EC-regulations,
but also by other obligations under international law, such as for example rules of customary
international law. The latter was not apparent in the text of Article 1. As we have seen above,
Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation mentions that the
jurisdiction of the courts is restricted by ‘exceptions recognised in international law’. These
13

See also: Judith Spiegel, Vreemde staten voor de Nederlandse rechter [Foreign States in Dutch courts],
Amsterdam 2001, pp. 128-129.
14
In Dutch: “Onverminderd het omtrent rechtsmacht in verdragen en EG-verordeningen bepaalde wordt de
rechtsmacht van de Nederlandse rechter beheerst door de volgende bepalingen.”
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‘exceptions’ encompass, amongst others, the existing immunities of jurisdiction and execution
under international law. The State of the Netherlands is obliged to respect these immunities
under international law. To more emphatically point out the existence of immunities under
international law to a law enforcer, a reference is made to Article 13a of the Act on General
Provisions of Kingdom Legislation in Article 1 of the Code of Civil Procedure. The amended
article now reads: “Without prejudice to the content of treaties and EC-regulations concerning
jurisdiction as well as the content of Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom
Legislation,15 the jurisdiction of the courts in the Netherlands is determined by the following
provisions.”16 Through this reference to Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of
Kingdom Legislation the exercise of jurisdiction which is in conflict with Dutch obligations
concerning State immunity should be prevented.17 The amendment has become effective on 1
July 2011.

8.1.2

Code of Civil Procedure

When it comes to the question of immunity from measures of constraint, the Dutch court
bases itself not only upon Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom
Legislation, but also upon the provisions in the Code of Civil Procedure. As it was deemed
inexpedient to have the performance of public duties thwarted by the seizure of properties
intended for the fulfilment of these duties, a rule has been introduced in the Code barring
enforcement proceedings which are liable to affect the public interest. This rule exempts
‘goods intended for public service’ from seizure and, consequently, from all forms of
execution performed through seizure. 18 Article 436 of the Code of Civil Procedure regards
post-judgment measures of constraint, whereas Article 703 regards pre-judgment measures of
constraint.

15

Emphasis by the author.
‘Amendment to the Judiciary (Organisation) Act, the Judiciary (Territorial Division) Act, the Code of Civil
Procedure and various other statutes following the evaluation of the modernisation of the judicial system and in
connection with the provisions governing the right of complaint about acts of judicial officers (Act to evaluate
the modernisation of the judicial system)’; Amended Bill, Parliamentary Papers Senate, 2009-2010, 32021,
No. A.
17
‘Amendment to the Judiciary (Organisation) Act, the Judiciary (Territorial Division) Act, the Code of Civil
Procedure and various other statutes following the evaluation of the modernisation of the judicial system and in
connection with the provisions governing the right of complaint about acts of judicial officers (Act to evaluate
the modernisation of the judicial system)’; Explanatory Memorandum, Parliamentary Papers House of
Representatives, 2008-2009, 32021, No. 3.
18
“Beslag mag niet worden gelegd op goederen, bestemd voor de openbare dienst.”
16
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The Articles 436 and 703 of the Code of Civil Procedure have been originally enacted for
domestic purposes. Yet their scope has in practice been extended to cover foreign public
property, not just State-owned but all property intended for public service (publicis usibus
destinata).19 The District Court of Amsterdam ruled that neither the text nor the scope [of
Article 436] leads to the conclusion that the protection should be limited to Dutch
Government bodies. 20 Also the District Court of The Hague21 followed the line that Article
703 of the Code of Civil Procedure not only refers to Dutch public service, but to public
service by foreign States as well. 22

The decisive factor is not whether the objects belong to a central or lower public body. On the
one hand such objects need not be intended for public service per se, while on the other hand
other public bodies such as those mentioned in Article 134 of the Constitution23 or other legal
entities can also perform a public service.24 The true purpose of the public service determines
whether these objects are or are not immune from seizure.25 Based upon those statutory
definitions the only question that needs to be answered is whether the property is intended for
19

See also: op cit. n. 4 (Voskuil), p. 262.
The Arab Republic of Egypt v. Hong Kong Southern Pacific Properties (Middle East) Limited, District Court
Amsterdam, 5 April 1984, KG 1984, 123: “Text nor interpretation thereof bear foundation on which to limit the
effects of the article [436] to Dutch public bodies.” [In this case a seizure had been enforced upon the AMRO
Bank at the expense of Egypt, that resulted in freezing the bank account of the Egyptian Embassy.] Th.M. de
Boer stated: “It can be argued that this provision is also applicable in international cases, as issues of procedural
law, including issues regarding (admissibility of) attachment and execution, are covered by the lex fori.” See:
Azeta v. Japan Collahuasi Resources and the State of the Netherlands, Dutch Supreme Court, 11 July 2008, with
annotation by Th.M. de Boer, Nederlandse Jurisprudentie; Uitspraken in burgerlijke en strafzaken [Dutch
Jurisprudence; Rulings in civil and penal cases], 2010, No. 42, pp. 5176-5187, at p. 5185, para. 2.
21
District Court The Hague, 10 August 2006, LJN AY6030, KG 06/839 (Republic of Kenya v. Nedermar
Technology).
22
A seizure had been enforced upon the Republic of Kenya under a claim of Nedermar Technology BT Ltd.
upon three properties as well as a third party seizure upon the ABN AMRO Bank NV, where the Embassy of
Kenya hold all its accounts. Kenya was allegedly in default concerning the payment of an amount of money
intended for payment of the design and construction of a communication centre by Nedermar in Kenya.
23
Article 134 Constitution:
“1. Public bodies for the professions and trades and other public bodies may be established and dissolved by or
pursuant to Act of Parliament.
2. The duties and organisation of such bodies, the composition and powers of their administrative organs and
public access to their meetings shall be regulated by Act of Parliament. Legislative powers may be granted to
their administrative organs by or pursuant to Act of Parliament.
3. Supervision of the administrative organs shall be regulated by Act of Parliament. Decisions by the
administrative organs may be quashed only if they are in conflict with the law or the public interest.”
24
Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering, Tekst & Commentaar [Civil Procedure, Text & Commentary], A.I.M. van
Mierlo, C.J.J.C. van Nispen, M.V. Polak (eds.), Deventer 2008 (third edition), p. 702.
25
M.M.L. Herreman, Conservatoire beslagen tot afgifte en levering; een studie naar de werking en problematiek
van het 730 Rv-beslag, mede in rechtshistorisch perspectief [Prejudgment attachments for the surrender and
delivery of property; a study of the operation and problems of attachment under Article 730 of the Code of Civil
Procedure, viewed partly from historical legal perspective], Rotterdam 2007, pp. 51-52.
20
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public service.26 In that case seizure is not allowed, regardless of whether the seizure in fact
hinders the public service or not. The presumption on which the articles are based seems to be
that a seizure acts restrictively and that there is no need to examine the exact nature of the
restriction as such.27 I shall return to this later in reference to the case Llanos v. the Republic
of Colombia et al.

In 1998, the President of the District Court of Rotterdam, at the request of the Dutch State,
lifted the seizure of the bank account of the Chilean Embassy on the basis of Article 436.28
The Dutch company Azeta had arranged for the credit balances of the Chilean Embassy in an
account at a Dutch bank29 in Amsterdam to be attached by way of execution of a judgment
against Chile. After the bank had informed the Chilean ambassador of the attachment, he
lodged a protest with the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The ambassador demanded that
the Minister would take steps to have the attachment terminated on the ground of the
Netherlands’ obligation under international law to respect the immunity of the diplomatic
mission of Chile from attachment. On 14 May 1998, the District Court of Rotterdam held that
as a point of departure - pursuant to (unwritten) international law - a foreign State is entitled
to immunity from execution when execution measures are employed against the State
concerned involving the attachment of property intended for the public service of that State.30
The court also stated that in principle more importance should be attributed to the rules of
international law than to the rules of Dutch (procedural) law.31 The District Court then
nullified the seizure with immediate effect.32

26

Th.M. de Boer states that the wording ‘goods intended for public service’ should be interpreted in line with
internationally accepted criteria, as opposed to Dutch criteria, if it regards foreign State property. Article 13a of
the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation refers directly to international law, and as a consequence
a rule of Dutch attachment law that would be at odds with the international rules regarding immunity from
measures of constraint can be set aside by Article 13a. De Boer concludes that thus the primacy lies with the
rules of international law and not with provisions in Dutch Codes. See: op. cit. n. 20 (De Boer), p. 5186, para. 2.
27
However, in the so called Nedermar case the District Court of The Hague was of the opinion that the
functioning of the representation of Kenya wasn’t hindered by the actual measure of constraint, and that it
therefore was allowed. See for the Nedermar case also supra, nn. 21-22 and infra, n. 44.
28
State of the Netherlands v. Azeta, District Court Rotterdam, 14 May 1998, KG 1998, 251. See also:
Netherlands Yearbook of International Law, 2000, Vol. XXXI, pp. 264-267. The seizure was effective during
approx. six weeks.
29
ABN AMRO.
30
Para. 3.2.
31
With the result that the interest of the uninterrupted functioning of a diplomatic mission should in this case
prevail over the interests of executing (by expeditious means) a judgment given in the Netherlands. See para. 3.3.
32
Azeta did not file an appeal against this decision.
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This first Azeta case was followed by a second Azeta case. 33 In this case, the question was
whether foreclosure by means of third party seizure of a foreign State’s tax claim is
irreconcilable with the rules of State immunity from execution under public international
law.34

The Amsterdam Court of Appeals overruled the earlier ruling of the District Court of
Amsterdam (which court had allowed the seizure) by judgment of 7 December 2006,35 and
had the seizure lifted.36 The Court of Appeals ruled:
“In principle a creditor can recover his claim on all properties of his debtor. However,
one must presume that international law accepts an exception to this rule as meant by
Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation, which entails that
property which is meant for public service in a foreign State is exempt from measures of
constraint within the Netherlands. The claim of the Republic of Chile also falls under
this exception [...].”37
Azeta appealed to the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court confirmed the ruling of the Court
of Appeals on 11 July 2008. 38 The Supreme Court declared inter alia:
“The immunity of execution under current unwritten public international law as
accepted by the Netherlands [...] is not absolute. State property with a public purpose is
in any case not subject to forced execution [...].”39
Annexed to the Supreme Court ruling was an conclusion by Supreme Court Attorney General
L. Strikwerda.40 He concluded among others things:
33

Azeta v. Japan Collahuasi Resources and the State of the Netherlands.
Due to its ownership of shares in a Chilean partnership, Japan Collahuasi Resources BV [JCR] owed the
amount of around 1,3 million euros in dividend to the Republic of Chile. In 1984 the Republic of Chile was
ordered by default by the District Court of Rotterdam to pay Azeta an amount of US $ 15 million, increased with
the expense of interest. In May 1998, the Republic of Chile contested that ruling. The President of the District
Court of Amsterdam (judge in interlocutory proceedings) approved a third party seizure for Azeta in March 2005
upon JCR to secure its claim upon the Republic of Chile. JCR demanded annulment of the seizure by offering
the argument that by virtue of Article 436 and 703 of the Code of Civil Procedure this seizure is impossible,
because it has been enforced upon financial resources that are intended for the public service of the Republic of
Chile. The President of the District Court of Amsterdam stated that the tax revenues to be paid that were
involved in this case had not yet been appropriated towards a specific governmental body. That is the reason why
the annulment of the seizure was not awarded. On appeal, the Court of Appeals had allowed the State of the
Netherlands to intervene as separate party in the process. The State demanded that the court would order the
annulment of the third party seizure by Azeta, primarily on the basis that the tax claim of the Republic of Chile
towards JCR was not eligible for seizure based upon international law of immunity from measures of constraint.
35
Complemented by the decree dated 21 December 2006. Published in JBPr 2008, 7.
36
These facts are phrased in the ruling of the Supreme Court dated 11 July 2008, Nr. C07/054HR.
Also: NJ 2010, 525; see also: op. cit. n. 20 (De Boer).
37
Consideration 4.5.
38
NJ 2010, 525; see also: op. cit. n. 20 (De Boer).
39
Consideration 3.5.
34
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“Like the rule that a State cannot unwillingly be subjected to the jurisdiction of a court
of another State (immunity from jurisdiction), the rule that property of a State cannot be
subject to measures of constraint of another State (immunity from execution), is not an
absolute one under the currently prevailing views. However, the willingness to allow
exceptions to the immunity from execution, that pertain to pre-judgment measures of
constraint as well as to post-judgment measures of constraint, is in fact not as farreaching as with regard to the immunity from jurisdiction. Property of a State with a
public purpose is in any case not subject to forced execution, not even if the execution is
founded upon a claim that is based upon an ‘actum iure gestionis’ of the foreign State
and thus falls outside the boundaries of the immunity from jurisdiction. Only in cases
where it is possible to determine that the property of the foreign State is not meant for a
public service and will be used for commercial ends, under the prevailing views of a
growing number of States, including the Netherlands, the invocation of immunity from
execution can be denied.”41
In 2009 before the Court of Appeals of The Hague in the case Llanos Oil Exploration Ltd v.
the Republic of Colombia, the State of the Netherlands and Ecopetrol S.A.42 the question was
raised whether Llanos was allowed to make the official residence of the ambassador of
Colombia subject to seizure in a claim against Colombia.43 Llanos claimed that it was allowed
to do so under international law, if the seizure would not impair the functioning of the
machinery of government.44

40

It is customary in the Netherlands that a ruling of the Supreme Court is preceded by a ‘conclusion’ by the
Attorney General. That conclusion is annexed to the ruling.
41
Conclusion Attorney General at the Supreme Court L. Strikwerda, 9 May 2008, para. 14. In the case Russian
Federation v. Pied-Rich, Supreme Court 28 May 1993, NJ 1994, 329, Attorney General Strikwerda came to a
similar conclusion: “Willingness to tolerate exceptions to immunity from execution is not as far-going and
general as with regard to immunity from jurisdiction. After all, the enforcement of execution measures against a
foreign State is more serious and will lead to more ‘political embarrassment’. In any case, State property with a
public purpose is not susceptible to forced execution. Only in the case where the property is not destined for
public service and is applied towards commercial ends, it is possible to deny a plea for immunity from execution
according to the current opinions in public international law. In general in this context there is no distinction
between pre-judgment and post-judgment measures of constraint.” [Paragraph 16]
42
The Hague Court of Appeals, 19 May 2009, LJN BI3872.
43
Llanos stated to have quite a substantial claim against, amongst others Colombia concerning the wrongful
termination of a concession agreement which was entered into with Ecopetrol, a privatised State enterprise of
which Colombia is principal shareholder. Amongst others Llanos wanted to make the diplomatic residence of the
ambassador of Colombia subject to seizure as guarantee for this claim. The President of the District Court of The
Hague had denied granting permission to this end, because he ruled that the diplomatic residence serves a public
purpose and Article 703 of the Code of Civil Procedure impedes the intended seizure.
44
The basis of the Llanos defence was formed by a memorandum by Prof. P.J.I.M. de Waart, retired professor of
international law, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam. The core of the memo was that measures of constraint upon the
diplomatic residence of the ambassador or other embassy buildings are admissible under current international
law, in such a fashion that the constraint does not limit or frustrate the ‘hard core of immunity of the diplomatic
residence’ (in this case entering of such buildings by the hosting State without permission from the sending
State). De Waart seemed to base himself upon the judgment in the Nedermar case by the District Court of The
Hague, where the President of the court stated 10 August 2006: “The question whether a number of buildings
that have become subject to seizure are objects designated for the public service of Kenya, and whether these
seizures already for that reason should now be nullified, has to be answered negatively. […] it is important that
serving these public duties is not frustrated by these seizures, especially those pertaining to the representation of
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The Court of Appeals rejected this view. According to Article 31(1) of the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties, a treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the
ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in its context and within the scope of
its object and purpose. According to the Court of Appeals, the ordinary meaning of the
relevant articles of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations was clear: measures of
constraint on the residence of the ambassador are not permitted. The Court of Appeals
refrained from examining whether the functioning of the mission was truly impaired. The
court decided that it would be impossible to demand that such cases each separately be
assessed. Consequently, the court decided that, also in accordance to Article 13a of the Act on
General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation, the diplomatic residence is not subject to seizure.
The ruling was based on diplomatic immunity as embodied in the 1961 Vienna Convention on
Diplomatic Relations. The court did not address the question whether its ruling (also)
extended to properties intended for public service, as mentioned in Articles 436 and 703 of
the Code of Civil Procedure. The State of the Netherlands did argue the case to this extent.

The State of the Netherlands stated before the Supreme Court that there was no basis for
seizure of the diplomatic residence of the ambassador of Colombia, which is owned by the
Republic of Colombia. Not upon the basis of unwritten rules of public international law
concerning (general) State immunity from execution as applied in the Netherlands, nor on the
basis of the (internal) law of the Netherlands.45

Attorney General L. Strikwerda concluded in the Llanos case that according to the common
interpretation of the law, the Articles 436 and 703 of the Code of Civil Procedure were also
applicable – either directly or by virtue of Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of
Kingdom Legislation – to objects present in the Netherlands that were meant for the public
Kenya in the Netherlands. It cannot be said that in that situation these real estate properties would be affected by
an injunction under Article 703 Code of Civil Procedure[…].” [Republic of Kenya v. Nedermar Technology.]
The Dutch State emphatically disputed De Waart’s point of view during the court session of the Llanos case of 9
April 2009, under reference to the Supreme Court ruling of 11 July 2008 (Azeta case). The Supreme Court
formulation “State property with a public purpose is in any case not subject to forcible execution” does with
regard to objects destined for public service not leave any leeway to differentiate in the ‘level of immunity’ as to
how much such public protection would actually be impeded by measures of constraint. Rosanne van Alebeek
finds the Nedermar-ruling “rather odd” See: op. cit. n. 1 (Van Alebeek), p. 262; also the Dutch State has stated in
subsequent defences in other cases that it does not consider the decision to be correct.
45
Thus, the State of the Netherlands had a more all-encompassing approach than just on the basis of the Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations. Attorney General Strikwerda arrived at a similar conclusion. Conclusion
regarding Llanos Oil Exploration Ltd. v. the Republic of Colombia, the State of the Netherlands and Ecopetrol
S.A, 11 June 2010.
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service of a foreign State.46 The Supreme Court confirmed the judgment of the Hague Court
of Appeals.47

How should it be determined that certain objects are meant for the public service? In the
Netherlands goods have been considered intended for public service when an ambassador
declares that the properties or assets that have been seized or which are under threat of seizure
are intended for public service, just as we saw, for example, in the British legislation
concerning State immunity. In the middle of the 1980s, the President of the Judicial Division
of the Council of State had to assess, whether bank accounts of the Turkish Embassy in The
Hague should be considered as goods intended for public service. The President ordered that
although there is no rule of international law that prohibits executions levied on the assets of a
foreign State which are in the territory of another State, it is equally beyond doubt that rules
of customary law prescribe immunity from execution if the execution relates to assets
intended for public purposes. The Turkish Embassy provided a note verbale, which declared
that all the money in the bank accounts was necessary and intended for the functioning of the
Turkish Embassy. The President of the Judicial Division of the Council of State held that such
a declaration must be deemed sufficient proof that these funds were intended for public
purposes of the Turkish Republic, as petitioner could not convince the Council of the
opposite, and the Council had no reason to doubt the correctness of the declaration given by
Turkey. 48 In other cases the Judicial Branch has also ruled that a declaration of the embassy is
deemed as sufficient proof of the public purpose of the assets.49

46

Ibid. (Strikwerda), para. 31.
Llanos Oil Exploration v. the Republic of Colombia, the State of the Netherlands and Ecopetrol S.A., 24
September 2010, NJ 2010, 507.
48
M.K. v. State Secretary for Justice, Council of State, President of the Judicial Division, 24 November 1986,
KG 1987, 38. See also Netherlands Yearbook of International Law, 1988, Vol. XIX, pp. 435-443. See for a short
description of the case infra, n. 59.
49
Op. cit. n. 28 (Azeta), consideration 3.2: “[…] The plaintiff has lodged in this connection a letter of 8 May
1998 from the deputy Foreign Minister of the Republic of Chile and a ‘note verbale’ from the Chilean Embassy
in The Hague of 11 May 1998, in which it is stated that the credit balances in the attached bank account are
intended for the running of the Chilean Embassy. Contrary to what the defendant has alleged in this connection,
the President [of the court] considers that these statements are sufficient in this case to support the assumption
that the present moneys are intended for the public service of the Republic of Chile […].” See also the case
Sodipo v. ABN AMRO, District Court Amsterdam 24 February 1999, NJ 1999, 622. By verdict of the President
of the District Court of The Hague of 24 April 1997, Nigeria was sentenced by default to pay 70,000 guilders
(approx. 32,000 Euros) to its former employee Sodipo for overdue salary and damages. In connection with this
sentence Sodipo served a writ of garnishment on ABN AMRO Bank freezing assets of Nigeria pursuant to a
judgment order. By a letter of June 1997 the Nigerian Embassy stated that the Embassy of Nigeria’s accounts
with ABN AMRO in the Netherlands were meant for the day to day running of the Embassy of Nigeria and as
such are immune. As a consequence, the bank stated that the accounts should be considered as goods intended
for public service and that measures of constraint would be at odds with Article 436 of the Code of Civil
Procedure. The District Court agreed.
47
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Finally, a brief reference to another article on the basis of which attention can be asked for
aspects of State immunity: Article 44 of the Code of Civil Procedure. In the first paragraph,
this article mentions that where the Public Prosecutor is not a party to the proceedings, he may
still be heard in cases where he has shown the wish to be heard.50 This is a way for the Public
Prosecutor to make sure that the court takes notice of all aspects of State immunity in its
rulings. In proceedings in the Netherlands, this possibility is rarely used. In appeals in
cassation before the Supreme Court, however, the Attorney General of the Supreme Court is
always heard.51

So, the legislation of the Netherlands does not allow measures of constraint in respect of
property belonging to a foreign State and ‘intended for public service’, even though it is
situated in the Netherlands.52 One might question whether cultural objects are intended for the
public service of a State. It may not be possible to determine unequivocally that cultural
property affects the public functioning of the State. However, it is possible to claim that the
exchange and exhibition of cultural objects could be seen as part of the public function of a
State. After all, such international cultural exchanges are frequently part of treaties in which
States have committed themselves to each other. It is an important factor in preserving and
promoting cultural heritage and also an awakening to cultural identity that cultural objects are
shown in exhibitions, not only within their own territory, but also in the territory of foreign
States. All this gives reason to believe that cultural objects should be considered to serve a
public purpose for the State concerned, as has been stated by Article 21 of the 2004 UN
Convention as well, and to which I shall come back in Chapter 8.1.4.

8.1.3 Regulations concerning the Bailiff and Court Bailiffs Act

50

Article 44(1): “If the Public Prosecution Service does not appear as a party it will be heard, either at the
request of the judge or otherwise, if it has expressed a wish to this effect.”
51
Article 44(2) Code of Civil Procedure: “The Procurator General at the Supreme Court will always be heard in
cassation appeal proceedings.” (The Procurator General is assisted by several Attorney Generals.) Another
possibility could be offered, perhaps, by Article 217 Code of Civil Procedure: “Any person who has an interest
in an action pending between other parties may apply to be joined or to intervene in the action.” Within the
context of this study I will not further elaborate on this option.
52
Seventh report on jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, by Mr. Sompong Sucharitkul, Special
Rapporteur’, UN Doc. A/CN.4/388, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1985, Vol. II, Part One,
Documents of the thirty-seventh session, pp. 21-48, at p. 34, para. 57.
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Acts of post-judgment measures of constraint and pre-judgment measures of constraint for the
preservation of rights are acts by a bailiff carried out on the basis of a court judgment or a
court consent.53 Granting of such consent is generally a rather simple operation, as the
summary trial judge decides after ‘summary review’.54 By means of Article 767 of the Code
of Civil Procedure, Dutch legislation recognises the so called forum arresti.55 Jurisdiction can
be created by means of seizure. In cases where seizure is nullified by judicial ruling or when
seizure is not allowed based upon national and international rules of State immunity,
jurisdiction is non-existent. In general the forum arresti is deemed an exorbitant forum,
because it stands in tense opposition to the natural forum, being the place of residence of the
defendant.56

Article 13(4) of the Regulations concerning the Bailiff made it mandatory for the bailiff to
refuse serving a writ (notification) in cases where by or on behalf of the Minister of Justice
notice has been given that the writ is in conflict with obligations of the State under
international law.57 This paragraph empowered the Minister of Justice to intervene if he was
of the view that the service of a notification would be contrary to the obligations of the
Netherlands under international law. As we saw earlier in this chapter, it reads:
“The bailiff shall be bound to refuse serving a writ where he has been informed by or on
behalf of the Minister [of Justice] that serving a writ would be contrary to the
obligations of the State under international law. Such refusal shall not entail liability to
the parties involved.”58

53

Article 700(1) Code of Civil Procedure.
Article 700(2) Code of Civil Procedure.
As we saw, Articles 436 and 703 of the Code of Civil Procedure state that goods intended for public service may
not be seized. It may also be assumed that a summary trial judge will not approve such a seizure.
55
Article 767: “In the absence of a different way of obtaining an enforceable order in the Netherlands, the claim
in the principal action – including the claim in respects of the costs of attachment – may be instituted before the
District Court of which the interim relief judge has granted leave for the attachment that has been levied or that
has been avoided or lifted in consideration of the provision of security. In the case of leave for garnishment, this
applies only if the property to be attached is explicitly described in the petition.”
56
Op. cit. n. 13 (Spiegel), p. 136. See also supra, Ch. 1, n. 16.
57
Judith Spiegel is of the opinion that notices by the Minister of Justice (either with regard to pre-judgment
measures of constraint or with regard to post-judgment measures of constraint) as referred to in Article 13(4) are
in infringement upon the independence and autonomy of the Judicial Branch. See: Ibid. (Spiegel), p. 249. I do
not follow this line. After all, also according to the legislation, the Judicial Branch has always the last say. See
also the final part of Ch. 8.1.3 infra.
58
There is not foreseen in sanctions for non-compliance.
54
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In November 1986, the President of the Judicial Division of the Council of State,59 ordered
with regard to that Article:
“It should be said at the outset that the State and its organs are obliged to refrain from
acts or omissions in relation to another State and its organs which are in breach of the
obligations to which a State is subject under international law. In this context, Article
13(4) of the Regulations concerning the Bailiff empowers the respondent [the State
Secretary for Justice] to intervene if he considers that the service of a notification would
be contrary to these obligations. Only in this case may the respondent use his power and
is also therefore bound to do so, in view of the obligations to which the Dutch State is
subject in this case. There is therefore no scope for a weighing of the interests and
everything that the petitioner has submitted on this subject, notably her argument that an
indemnity should not have been omitted in any weighing of the interests, does not need
to be taken into consideration. The dispute therefore revolves around the question
whether the execution of the judgment would be contrary to the obligations of the State
under international law.”
There has been renewed interest dating back to the beginning of the 1990s concerning the
question how measures can be taken to prevent the State of the Netherlands from being
compromised by the fact that a civil procedure is brought against a foreign State, or property
of a foreign State is seized in the Netherlands, both in a situation that this could be contrary to
obligations of the Dutch State under international law. At the root of this query lie judicial
proceedings where the question arose whether a Dutch court would be competent to declare a
foreign State bankrupt. In one of such cases ‘cassation appeal in the interest of the law’60 was
filed by the Supreme Court Procurator General, after which the Supreme Court decided by
ruling of 28 September 199061 that a Dutch court did not have jurisdiction to declare a foreign
power bankrupt.62

59

Op. cit. n. 48 (M.K.). The Dutch plaintiff was employed as secretary at the Turkish Embassy in The Hague.
She was dismissed without the consent of the Director of the Regional Employment Office and without
observing the statutory period of notice. The court declared her dismissal to be void and ordered Turkey to pay a
sum of nearly 8,000 guilders (3,500 euros). As payment did not occur, she instructed a bailiff in The Hague to
attach a bank account of the Republic of Turkey at the Algemene Bank Nederland (ABN) in Amsterdam, by way
of execution of an earlier judgment. The State Secretary for Justice gave notice in written form to the bailiff
under Article 13(4) of the Regulations concerning the bailiff that he should refuse to serve any notification in
connection with the execution of the judgment since that would be contrary to the international obligations of the
State of the Netherlands. Plaintiff appealed against that decision to the Judicial Division of the Council of State.
60
In Dutch: Cassatie in belang der wet. The definition of cassation given in the Oxford Companion to Law is
“[a] mode of review of judicial decisions found in civil law countries under which a decision may be brought up
to a superior court and its rightness in law challenged. If the Court of cassation upholds the challenge it does not,
as in an appeal, substitute its own ruling on law and also the decision of the court below, but strikes down
(casser) the decision as incorrect and remits the case to another inferior court of the same grade to decide the
case afresh [...]”. Cassation appeal in the interest of the law is a power vested in the Procurator General at the
Supreme Court to institute cassation proceedings in order to allow the Supreme Court to assess the correctness of
a judgment that has become res judicata.
61
W.L. Oltmans v. the Republic of Suriname, NJ 1991, 247.
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The government decided that additional legislative measures were necessary to provide the
government better means to realise and substantiate its international legal obligations.
Therefore, the decision was made in 1993 to amend a 1992 draft of the Court Bailiffs bill and
to supplement it with a number of stipulations for further definition of the consequences of the
actions performed by bailiffs that are contrary to the international legal obligations of the
State. The Explanatory Memorandum stated: “Although the case is not black and white and
there may be differences of opinion, it is possible to state that in accordance with written and
unwritten customary law concerning the property of a foreign State one must assume
immunity of execution.”63

In case seizure of objects intended for public service is imminent or has already taken place,
the Minister of Justice has since 2001 the possibility to prevent or forbid it, or order to lift it
under Article 3a of the 2001 Court Bailiffs Act.64 The article empowers the State to intervene
if it considers that the service of a notification of seizure would be contrary to the obligations
of the Netherlands under international law.65 One can say that for the Dutch State Article 3a
of the Court Bailiffs Act is a new and improved version of Article 13(4) of the Regulations
concerning the Bailiff, as will be explained infra. Under this Article 3a, a bailiff who is
instructed to perform an official act shall immediately notify the Minister of Justice if he has
reason to believe that performing the seizure might be incompatible with the Netherlands'

The Supreme Court had to pass judgment on the application for bankruptcy of the Republic of Suriname by the
journalist Oltmans. The Supreme Court judged that it is not within the jurisdiction of a Dutch court to declare a
foreign State bankrupt. Previously, on 18 February 1988 (NJ 1989, 602) the Court of Appeals of The Hague had
also judged that the Dutch court was not competent under international law to declare the Republic of Zaire
bankrupt. Also see: B. Wessels, ‘Kan een provincie failliet gaan?’ [Can a province be declared bankrupt?],
Nederlands Tijdschrift voor Burgerlijk Recht [Dutch Magazine for Civil Law], 1999, No. 9, pp. 289-291.
62
Parliamentary Papers House of Representatives, 1992-1993, 23081, No. 3, p. 1.
63
‘Amendment of the Court Bailiffs Act for further regulation of the consequences of official acts by court
bailiffs that are contrary to obligations of the State under public international law’, Explanatory Memorandum,
Parliamentary Papers House of Representatives, 1992-1993, 23081, No. 3, p. 5.
64
Article 3a was added through the Law for the Amendment of the Court Bailiffs Act regarding consequences of
official acts, 26 January 2001, Staatsblad 2001, 71; became effective: 15 July 2001 (Staatsblad 2001, 327).
The full title of the amendment law reads: Law for the amendment of the Court Bailiffs Act for further regulation
of the consequences of official acts by court bailiffs that are contrary to obligations of the State under public
international law.
65
By ‘obligations under international law’ are meant the obligations defined in Article 13a of the Act on General
Provisions of Kingdom Legislation: the obligations of the Netherlands by virtue of treaties and customary
international law. Within the scope of this provision of the Court Bailiffs Act it pertains mostly to the second
part of Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation: the immunity from measures of
constraint enjoyed by the foreign State or an international organisation. See: ‘Amendment of the Court Bailiffs
Act for further regulation of the consequences of official acts by court bailiffs that are contrary to obligations of
the State under public international law’, Memorandum in response to the report, Parliamentary Papers House
of Representatives, 1993-1994, 23081, No. 5, p. 2.
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obligations under international law. In turn, the Minister may notify a bailiff that an official
act which the bailiff has been or will be instructed to perform or which the bailiff has already
performed is incompatible with the Netherlands' obligations under international law. When
preparing this notification, the Minister of Justice will consult the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
as to whether or not the official act in question would be in breach of international law. The
advice of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs66 in these matters is usually followed. The
consequence of the notification is that the bailiff is no longer competent in performing the
official act. In case he already performed it, the bailiff has to cancel the seizure. The Court
Bailiffs Act has been further implemented by means of the Court Bailiffs (Notification of
Official Acts) Order.67
The first four paragraphs of Article 3a of the Act read:68
“1. A bailiff who is instructed to perform an official act shall, if he must reasonably take
account of the possibility that performing the act in question would be incompatible
with the State’s obligations under international law, immediately inform Our Minister69
of the instruction in the manner prescribed by ministerial order.
2. Our Minister may notify a bailiff that an official act which he has been or will be
instructed to perform or which he has performed is incompatible with the State’s
obligations under international law.
3. Such notification may only be given ex officio. If the matter is urgent, notification
may be given verbally, in which case it must be confirmed in writing without delay.
4. The notification shall be published by being issued in the Government Gazette.”70
The first paragraph brings a requirement for court bailiffs into effect to provide information
concerning official acts which in all fairness could be contrary to obligations of the State
under international law. After all, a Minister of Justice is not always informed or aware on
time of the intended service of a writ or any other official act by a bailiff. 71 This requirement
to provide information is new (and thus for the State an improvement in comparison with
Article 13(4) of the Regulations concerning the Bailiff). Generally speaking this concerns all
cases in which serving a writ has been commissioned against a foreign power or an
66

Legal Affairs Department/International Law Division. See also: Johan G. Lammers, ‘The role of the Legal
Adviser of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: the Dutch approach and experience’, Tulane Journal of International
and Comparative Law, Winter 2009, Vol. 18, No. 1, pp. 177-205, at p. 205.
67
Order of the State Secretary for Justice containing rules regarding the notification of official acts of court
bailiffs that are incompatible with the obligations of the State under international law; 9 July 2001/No.
5107250/801.
68
Staatsblad 2001, 327.
69
The Minister of Justice.
70
In Dutch: Staatscourant.
71
See also: op. cit. n. 13 (Spiegel), p. 250, in which Judith Spiegel states that if the Dutch Government was
informed, this usually happened very late in the process, for example because the foreign State informed the
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the fact that it was party to a pending procedure.
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international organisation.72 The abovementioned requirement to provide information as
referred to in this article is meant to provide the Government of the Netherlands with the
means to be more alert than before in taking measures in cases where it seems necessary to
observe obligations of the State under international law.73 The requirement to provide
information does not disqualify the bailiff from serving notice. This only happens by
notification based upon the second paragraph of the article.

Paragraphs 5 and 6 deal with the effect of the notification and read:
“5. If, when he receives notification as referred to in paragraph 2, the bailiff has not yet
performed the official act, the effect of the notification shall be that the bailiff is not
competent to perform the official act. An official act performed contrary to the first
sentence shall be void.
6. If, when the bailiff receives notification as referred to in paragraph 2, the official act
has already been performed and involved a writ of seizure, the bailiff shall immediately
serve the notification on the person on whom the writ was served, cancel the seizure and
reverse its consequences. The costs of serving the notification shall be borne by the
State.”
The consequence of this sixth paragraph is that the State itself can take measures without
court intervention, in order to nullify an already existing seizure74 in cases where the seizure
is considered contrary to the international legal obligations of the State.75

Although it is the intent of the law that, because of the obligation to inform, the Minister has
the chance to act timely in order to prevent seizures which would be contrary to international
law, one cannot exclude that situations could occur where prevention is not possible, for
example because the minister was not informed beforehand of the seizure. Before, it could
come to pass that a wrongfully undertaken seizure could only be lifted through the institution
by the State of legal proceedings, which is a laborious and time-consuming path to follow. 76
As it is dictated by international law that measures of constraint against the property of a
foreign State, intended for public service, are forbidden77 it was therefore considered

72

‘Amendment of the Court Bailiffs Act for further regulation of the consequences of official acts by court
bailiffs that are contrary to obligations of the State under public international law’, Memorandum in response to
the further report, Parliamentary Papers House of Representatives, 1999-2000, 23081, No. 8, p. 2.
73
Op. cit. n. 65, p. 2.
74
The annulment has no retroactive effect.
75
Op. cit. n. 72, p. 1.
76
This was the case in the ‘first’ Azeta case.
77
Op.cit. n. 72, pp. 1-2.
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necessary to have a more effective instrument for annulling a seizure that had already been
wrongfully enforced.

It is possible to challenge the decision of the Minister of Justice before the court. In practice
this would take place in interim injunction proceedings by the President of the District Court.
But this does not in any way diminish the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts as such. The
seventh paragraph of Article 3a of the 2001 Court Bailiffs Act was prompted by the idea that
adequate legal protection should be available where a notification by the Minister has been
served. It was logical that civil law protection came to mind, because the consequences of
serving the notification are in nature governed by proprietary law. Without further definition
such a notification would be a governmental decision against which basically protection under
administrative law is available, as laid down in the General Administrative Law Act.78 The
government thought that such protection under administrative law would be less fortunate and
preferred to formulate the legal protection against serving of notice within the context of civil
law, thereby attempting to connect it with the process of seizure and also taking into account
the implicated interests of proprietary law. 79 The seventh paragraph now reads:
“7. A judge hearing applications for provisional relief may, in interim injunction
proceedings, terminate the effect of the notification referred to in the first sentence of
paragraph 5 and the obligations referred to in paragraph 6, without prejudice to the
powers of the ordinary courts. If the official act involves seizure, Article 438(4) of the
Code of Civil Procedure shall apply.”
What one should keep in mind at all times, is that whatever notification the Executive can
give, the final ruling is always up to the judiciary. I refer once more to the 1986 case M.K. v.
State Secretary for Justice where the President of the Judicial Division of the Council of State
stuck to the principle that a right of appeal exists under the Administrative Decisions Appeals
Act,80 and that neither Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation,
nor Article 13(4) of the Regulations concerning the Bailiff restricts the freedom of the
assessment given to the Judicial Division and that any such restriction cannot be based solely
on the history of legislative provisions.81 The Judicial Division could, however, concede that
when interpreting and applying customary international law in particular, the courts should
take into account the fact that the government, as the representative of the State in dealings
78

In Dutch: Algemene Wet Bestuursrecht.
Op. cit. n. 72, p. 2.
80
In Dutch: Wet Administratieve Rechtspraak Overheidsbeschikkingen.
81
The same would apply to Article 3a of the Court Bailiffs Act.
79
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with other States, also helps mould the law by disseminating its views on what the law is and
by endeavouring to observe in its dealings the practice based upon these views. Justice can be
done to the government’s special position if the courts hear the government’s advisers on
international law to ascertain its views on legal positions, either ex officio or at the
government’s request, and accord the deference to this opinion which is due on account of the
special position of the government, thus the Judicial Division of the Council of State.82 As we
have seen, Article 44 of the Code of Civil Procedure provides this possibility in civil law
cases.

8.1.4

Relationship with the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities
of States and Their Property

As already referred to in Chapter 3.3.1, in Llanos Oil Exploration v. the Republic of
Colombia, the State of the Netherlands and Ecopetrol S.A., the State of the Netherlands
declared before the District Court as well as before the Supreme Court that the 2004 UN
Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property is an important and
recent source for international legal practice, as well as in providing an answer to the question
if and to which extent foreign States enjoy immunity from execution in the Netherlands. 83 The
State of the Netherlands declared that even though the 2004 UN Convention has not yet
entered into force, the provisions included therein concerning immunity from execution do
offer an important guideline in answering the question whether immunity from execution
should be enjoyed. The 2004 UN Convention offers an important clue in putting the current
standard of views on the immunity from execution into perspective, according to the State of
the Netherlands.84 Articles 18 to 21 of the 2004 UN Convention show that in principle
measures of constraint are not allowed where State property is concerned save certain
exceptions.

82

There is also a possibility to make the attachment ‘grey’. Summarising this would mean that the party upon
whom attachment is to be placed can vent their objections towards the attachment beforehand with the President
of the District Court. If a request for attachment is subsequently made, than the President has to take the
previously made objections into account.
83
Trial brief of the Dutch State at the hearing of the Court of Appeal, The Hague, 9 April 2009.
84
Written defence of the Dutch State at the Supreme Court, 20 November 2009, para. 3.3.2. On file with the
author.
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In the opinion of the Netherlands, cultural objects, belonging to a foreign State are considered
to be included in the notion of public, non-commercial use. This view has been expressed
consistently. As we will see in the next subchapter, each time Dutch authorities issue a
guarantor’s declaration (also known as letter of comfort) with regard to immunity from
seizure for cultural objects on loan, an explanatory letter is attached to this declaration. In that
letter, it is stated among other things:
“It is established judicial practice to treat cultural objects of a foreign State that are in
the Netherlands temporarily for an exhibition as goods intended for public service.
Support for this practice can be found in international law. Article 21 of the 2004 UN
Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property explicitly states
that ‘property forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical
interest and not placed or intended to be placed on sale’ should be considered goods
intended for public service. When the Convention was drafted, there was no controversy
whatsoever among the States Parties concerning this matter. Consequently, it may be
explicitly assumed that this is an applicable rule of international law.”
In the ‘enquiry addressed to each Member State concerning immunity from seizure of cultural
objects on temporary loan’,85 initiated by the European Union Expert Working Group on
Mobility of Collections (subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’)86 the Netherlands answered on
24 April 2009:
“Based on (customary) international law, the Netherlands considers cultural property of
foreign States as ‘goods intended for public service’, as long as they do not have a
clearly commercial goal (e.g. offered for sale). Also on the basis of (customary)
international law, the Netherlands considers that property as immune from measures of
constraint. This has been reflected in national legislation as well […]. And it is also the
reason why in its letter of comfort […] the Netherlands refers to the corresponding rules
in the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and their Property,
although the Netherlands has not yet ratified the Convention […].”87
In conclusion, it can be stated that the Netherlands considers Article 13a of the Act on
General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation, Articles 436 and 703 of the Code of Civil
Procedure and Article 3a of the Court Bailiffs Act applicable to cultural objects belonging to
foreign States on temporary loan, as will also be addressed in the next subchapter.

85

To be found at: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policydevelopment/doc/mobility_collections_report/questionnaires/qunnaire_imm_seiz_4Mar09.pdf.
86
I already referred to this enquiry supra, in Ch. 6.2.
87
Answers in possession of the author.
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8.2

Immunity from seizure for cultural objects belonging to foreign States88

Since the beginning of the 21st century, the Netherlands issues so-called ‘Guarantor’s
Declarations’, which are actually letters of comfort. Approximately fifteen to twenty such
declarations are issued each year, and mostly requested by the Russian Federation, but
occasionally also by the United States, Turkey, Germany and one or more other States.
However, before these declarations were issued by the Dutch Government, it tried - on an
occasional basis - to protect cultural objects on loan in a different manner.

8.2.1

The situation during the last decades of the 20th century

It happened once, namely in 1978, that the Netherlands - in guaranteeing immunity from
seizure - chose to conclude a bilateral agreement with the lending State. The aim was to
organise an exhibition called Gods and Pharaohs in the first half of the year 1979 in the
Boijmans Van Beuningen Museum in Rotterdam. The exhibition contained exhibits of objects
from the Pharaonic and the Greek and Roman periods which objects were in the possession of
the Egyptian Museum of Cairo and the Greek and Roman Museum in Alexandria.

At first the Egyptian Government was not inclined to send this exhibition on to the
Netherlands, which originally was only intended for Germany. But several Dutch diplomatic
efforts eventually led to result. For Egypt it was, however, a conditio sine qua non, that
analogous to the agreement with Germany, 89 an agreement was entered into that primarily
honoured the Egyptian wish that the objects forming the exhibition, as well as any possible
insurance benefits, would be exempt from seizure. 90

88

See also: op. cit. n. 1 (Van Woudenberg).
Agreement between the German Republic and Egypt, 15 April 1978.
90
On two earlier occasions the Netherlands had chosen to sign a bilateral agreement to facilitate a specific
exhibition with foreign cultural objects. In November 1970 an agreement was entered into with Guatemala
concerning an exhibition of Mayan Art (Exchange of letters between the Government of the Netherlands and of
Guatemala with regard to an exhibition to be held in Rotterdam of Maya art in Guatemala, Guatemala, 11 and
25 November 1970, Dutch Treaty Series 1971, 52) and in October 1974 an agreement with China was concluded
concerning an exhibition on archaeological treasures (agreement between the Kingdom of the Netherlands and
the People’s Republic of China regarding the Exhibition of Archaeological Treasures of the People’s Republic
of China, Beijing, 24 October 1974, Dutch Treaty Series 1974, 239). These agreements however did not contain
declarations of immunity. What they did define were issues of security and the agreements also included articles
on indemnity. Moreover, in August 1965, the Netherlands entered into an agreement with the United States of
America concerning a scientific (so non-cultural) exhibition on nuclear energy (Exchange of notes between the
89
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The Netherlands seemed, however, not yet ready for the idea. In April 1977,91 the Legal
Adviser of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs communicated to the Cultural Heritage Department
within the same Ministry that it might be advisable for the Minister of Foreign Affairs to issue
a statement to ensure the success of the exhibition. The text of such a statement could,
however, not exceed the competence of the Minister; ‘assurance of non-seizure’ as initially
requested would be too far-reaching92 and for that reason it was important that the text would
not arouse false expectations to that effect.93 The last sentence in such a statement could be:
“[...] I declare that all available legal measures which are applicable will be taken to guarantee
the safe return of these objects to the States that have made them available.”94

It was, however, doubtful whether this would be sufficient for Egypt, and within the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs the question arose whether a bilateral agreement would not be the best
option. A memorandum from the Legal Adviser to the Cultural Heritage Department of
August 197795 stated that it was within reason to assume that objects, owned by Egypt (or
another State), which arrived in the Netherlands for an exhibition could become subject to
seizure in this country by request of someone who believed to have a claim against the owner
(in this case Egypt). Different options were discussed in the memorandum in order to
convince Egypt to agree with the loan, such as the option that the Netherlands, or the Dutch
museum which would have the objects on loan, could demand annulment of the seizure by
offering the argument that the exhibited objects were meant for the ‘public service’ of Egypt;
or the option that the Netherlands or the involved Dutch museum would offer Egypt
indemnity for the financial consequences of any possible seizure, in such a manner that the
Netherlands or the museum would commit itself to provide a guarantee to the same amount as
the claim, in the case that a seizure was enforced. However, to offer real protection against
seizure, it was considered as the best option that the Netherlands and Egypt would enter into
Governments of the Netherlands and the United States of America regarding the exhibition Atoms at Work; The
Hague, 24 August 1965, Dutch Treaty Series 1965, 180).
91
Memorandum of 22 April 1977, in possession of the author.
92
After all, there was not too much jurisprudence with regard to State immunity, and it was therefore considered
as insecure whether immunity promises would still be able to stand before a court.
93
It was considered that false expectations might arise more easily when the Minister of Foreign Affairs would
make a statement, because it can be expected that he communicated on behalf of the Government of the
Netherlands.
94
It is remarkable that in the current letters of comfort issued by the State of the Netherlands a similar clause still
appears. We now believe that there are stronger securities available, on the one hand because of the
developments within international law [customary international law, 2004 UN Convention] and on the other
hand because of current national legislation and the relevant jurisprudence.
95
Memorandum of 18 August 1977, in possession of the author.
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an agreement that would define this protection explicitly. It was viewed that such an
agreement could limit the applicability of Dutch national legislation as recognised by Article
13a of the Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation.
In the end, a bilateral agreement was indeed agreed upon,96 signed in Cairo on 25 October
1978.97 The agreement followed the same approach as Germany and Egypt had chosen
concerning the same exhibition. 98 In the agreement a provision was included that safeguarded
Egypt against seizure by anyone in the Netherlands who would be of the opinion it had
grounds for a claim against Egypt.99 Article 1(4) read:
“[...] The Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands undertakes to observe the
right of ownership of the loaners in respect of the exhibits and to protect those exhibits
in respect of the loaners’ rights of ownership within the framework of its statutory
powers from any kind of seizure, attachment or any form of damage.”
No claims were filed.

After years of silence, on 6 April 1999, the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science
was approached to issue an immunity from seizure declaration for an exhibition in the Jewish
Historical Museum in Amsterdam called UP FOR AUCTION; The Variegated Collection of
David Henrigues de Castro.100

In April 1999, the Head of the Cultural Heritage Department of the Ministry of Education,
Culture and Science explained by memorandum to the Director General of Culture of that
Ministry, that as a rule the Netherlands did not provide this type of immunity guarantee, as it
did not want to relinquish its possibilities for seizure of cultural objects of which there was a
real suspicion that a third party could have a valid property claim. 101 However, as in this case
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Besides the Ministry of Foreign Affairs this was also approved by the Ministries of Culture, Recreation and
Social Work (now Education, Culture and Science) and of Justice (now Security and Justice).
97
Dutch Treaty Series 1979, 2.
98
Agreement between the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany and the Government of the Arab
Republic of Egypt regarding the exhibition entitled Götter und Pharaonen, (Gods and Pharaohs), dated 15 April
1978. Article 1(3): “[…]The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany undertakes to observe the rights
of ownership of the Egyptian Museum, Cairo, and of the Greek and Roman Museum, Alexandria, in respect of
the exhibits and to protect the exhibits in respect of the loaners’ rights of ownership within the framework of its
statutory powers from any kind of seizure, attachment or any form of damage.”
99
The agreement also contained provisions concerning claims for compensation, insurance and arbitration.
100
Letter of Rivka Weiss-Blok, General Director of the Jewish Historical Museum to Rick van der Ploeg, the
then State Secretary for Culture, dated 6 April 1999.
101
Memorandum of 26 April 1999, in possession of the author.
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the cultural object concerned (De Castro Pentateuch, a richly illustrated bible102 owned by the
Israel Museum in Jerusalem) had been subject to extensive provenance research and as it
turned out that there had been no doubts raised regarding the provenance, the Ministry agreed
to make an exception to the rule and was willing to issue a declaration.

As a consequence, in a letter of 3 May 1999, the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science
informed the Director of the Israel Museum in Jerusalem103 that “The State of the Netherlands
hereby undertakes not to confiscate or seize the bible De Casto Pentateuch and to respect the
right of the ownership.”104 However, in an accompanying letter to the Jewish Historical
Museum, the Ministry explained, that in this case the State of the Netherlands only
represented the organs of the central government, not of the lower provincial and local organs.
Moreover, “the Netherlands Government cannot vouch for its nationals, who on the basis of
[…] the Civil Code may be entitled to claim the ownership of objects unlawfully possessed by
others.”105 It may be seriously questioned whether this can be called a genuine ‘immunity
from seizure declaration’. However, the museum accepted the declaration, and no seizures
occurred.

8.2.2

The situation since the beginning of the 21st century

Over the past years, Dutch museums increasingly demanded, often at the request of foreign
museums, that the Dutch Government would issue a declaration granting an exemption from
judicial seizure for the cultural objects they were planning to borrow from these foreign
museums or institutions.106 In the Netherlands, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is currently
charged with issuing such declarations. The declarations are provided by the International
Cultural Policy Unit and signed by the Secretary General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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From the year 1344.
Which was the original petitioner of the declaration.
104
Letter by Jan Riezenkamp, Director General of Culture, to Dr. J. Snyder, Director of the Israel Museum, dated
3 May 1999.
105
Letter by Jan Riezenkamp, Director General of Culture to Mrs. R. Weiss Blok, General Director of the Jewish
Historical Museum, dated 3 May 1999.
106
To say a few words about the mirror-situation: approximately 60 to 70 Dutch museums loan items for
exhibitions abroad. Foreign institutions are primarily interested in Dutch fine art works (paintings, sculptures,
drawings and prints) from the 17th and 18th century, as well as contemporary fashion, photography and Dutch
design. See: Marja van Heese, ‘Ethical Commitments and Seizure Risks’, in: Renger Afman and Riemer Knoop
(eds.), Moving Heritage, Making Movable Heritage in the EU: Bulgarian-Dutch Experiences 2005-2008, Sofia,
The Hague 2008, pp. 221-229, at p. 225.
103
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on behalf of the Minister of Foreign Affairs. The model has been drafted by the International
Law Division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in cooperation with the Department of
Cultural Heritage of the Ministry of Culture.107

From a legal point of view, these declarations, although called ‘Guarantor’s Declaration’, as
such cannot be considered ‘hard’ law. A declaration merely states that the Dutch authorities,
within their legal limits, will do their utmost to assure that the cultural objects can return to
the lending institution or person. When it concerns the property of a State, the declaration
refers to the rules under the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and
their Property. Consequently, in the area of measures of constraint, State property enjoys
more protection than privately owned cultural objects.108 But regardless of whether an
immunity declaration has been requested and issued, cultural objects belonging to foreign
States will to a large extent be immune from seizure in the Netherlands under Dutch law and
international law, as we could conclude from Chapter 8.1.

It took several steps to come to the current phrasing of the declaration. There have been
regular and ongoing contacts between the Russian and the Dutch authorities on this topic, as
the Russian Federation is the biggest lender of cultural objects to the Netherlands. 109 Although
several States developed legislation following a Russian request, as we saw in the other
country-related chapters of this study, Russia still seems to be at ease with the Dutch system.
Perhaps, this has to do with the fact that the overall majority of Russian cultural objects that
travel around the world is owned by the State itself, and therefore has a higher level of
protection in the Dutch system, as I explained supra in Chapter 8.1. However, several times,
the Dutch-Russian conversations led to the understanding within the Dutch Ministry of
Foreign Affairs that there was still room for improvement for the immunity declarations, and
adaptations were made. Furthermore, until 2006, the declarations were issued on behalf of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, not on behalf of the Dutch Government as such. Also, the
declarations were signed at high official level, not at high political level, as is now the case.

Currently, the declaration has the following form and content:
107

On a yearly basis, approx. 20 declarations are issued. Thus, for most of the exhibitions in the Netherlands,
such a declaration has not been requested.
108
As also stated by Marja van Heese, op. cit. n. 106, p. 225.
109
For instance, to the Hermitage Amsterdam Museum, which could be considered a spinoff of the Hermitage
Museum in Saint Petersburg.
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“On behalf of the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, and with reference to
Article [X] of the loan agreement between [name Dutch museum or institution] and the
[name foreign museum or institution], concerning the loan of art objects for the purpose
of [name and data of the exhibition], the Minister of Foreign Affairs herewith declares
as follows.
In accordance with international law and with the laws and regulations of the
Netherlands, the Government of the Netherlands will do everything that is legally
within its power to ensure that the art objects loaned by [name foreign museum or
institution] to the [name Dutch museum or institution] for the period [data] shall not be
encumbered at any time while they are located on Dutch territory.
For the purposes of this loan, the following also applies. In the event that it transpires
from the loan agreement that the items concerned are the property of [name of the State
concerned], the Government of the Netherlands will follow the rule as currently
reflected in the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and their
Property. In consequence, the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands will
consider these items to be State property, which as such enjoy immunity from measures
of constraint. In this regard, the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure (Articles 436 and 703),
the General Legislative Provisions Act[110] (Section 13a), and the Court Bailiffs Act
(Section 3a) are also applicable.”
The first paragraph sums up the relevant data, such as the lending and borrowing museum, the
name and dates of the exhibition, and a short description of the objects concerned. The second
paragraph regards both State and privately owned objects and reflects a general commitment
on behalf of the Dutch Government.

The third and final paragraph has been inserted in January 2006 and regards State property
only. This third paragraph has several times been adapted. The very last sentence, “In this
regard [....] applicable”, was added to the declaration at the beginning of 2009. This is a very
logical addition, as those articles in the Dutch legislation lay down the Dutch legal protection
against seizure for the cultural objects on loan belonging to foreign States.

Also at the beginning of 2009, the phrasing “it transpires from the loan agreement that” has
been inserted in the second sentence of the third paragraph. The sentence without insertion,
being “In the event that the items concerned are the property of [name foreign State]” gave
too much insecurity as to who determines in practice whether the items are indeed the
property of that foreign State. Will that be the Dutch Government? The government of the
110

In English, the Dutch ‘Wet Algemene Bepalingen’ is also sometimes translated as General Legislative
Provisions Act instead of the Act on General Provisions on Kingdom Legislation.
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foreign State? The Dutch court? The foreign court? By inserting a reference to the loan
agreement, it is clear that for the purpose of the protection under this declaration, the
determination in the loan agreement is determinative for the Dutch Government. It does not
reflect any opinion by the government with regard to the title of ownership. 111 The sentence
says only that if the loan agreement states that the property belongs to a certain foreign State,
the Dutch Government is taking that as its point of departure for applying the rules of State
immunity, if necessary.

Finally, halfway 2010, more has been added. A new first sentence was added to the third
paragraph, which reads: “For the purposes of the loan, the following also applies”. I just
explained supra, that until that time, the declaration stated that in case it transpired from the
loan agreement that cultural objects belonged to a specific State, the Netherlands in respect to
that State would follow that indication, and would apply the rules of State immunity
(including immunity from seizure). This might, however, be seen as a general directive
towards the Dutch State as to whether those objects must be considered as property of that
specific State. And that was not the intention, as this directive is and should only be valid for
the purposes of the loan. In order to be as clear as possible, it has been decided to add another
sentence to the declaration which makes it clear that it is only for the purposes of the loan that
the rules of State immunity shall be applied (if State property follows from the loan
agreement). This provides the Dutch State the possibility to solely act within the context of
the specific loan.

Each time when a declaration is issued, the Dutch authorities attach an explanatory letter to
that declaration. In that letter, reference is made to the existing Dutch legislation with regard
to State immunity and to the fact that the Netherlands considers it established judicial practice
to treat cultural objects of a foreign State that are in the Netherlands temporarily for an
exhibition as goods intended for public service, and as such immune from seizure.
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If contested before the court, there is always a possibility that the court does not accept this determination.
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8.3

Concluding

With regard to the Judicial Branch, it can be fairly stated that Dutch courts are of the opinion
that although the immunity from measures of constraint is not absolute under public
international law, State property in use or intended for use for public service is in any case not
subject to forced execution. The Dutch Government on its part has repeatedly stated that
based on customary international law it considers cultural objects belonging to foreign States
on temporary loan as such property intended for public service as long as they do not clearly
have a commercial goal (e.g. are offered for sale).

Although the Netherlands does not have specific legislation concerning immunity from
seizure for cultural objects, it provides by means of its more general legislation cultural
objects belonging to foreign States (or objects intended for public service) and temporarily on
loan in the Netherlands with considerable and satisfactory protection against measures of
constraint. The Netherlands considers Article 13a of the Act on General Provisions of
Kingdom Legislation, Articles 436 and 703 of the Code of Civil Procedure and Article 3a of
the Court Bailiffs Act applicable to those cultural objects.

Dutch legislation has no definition of a State. For the protection under the Code of Civil
Procedure, it is not by definition necessary that the objects concerned are State property.
Decisive is whether the objects are intended for public service. Thus also objects belonging to
a museum, but intended for public service, fall under the protection of the Code of Civil
Procedure.

It should be kept in mind, however, that the aforementioned provisions in the Code of Civil
Procedure only regards immunity from seizure in civil procedures. Furthermore, as the 2004
UN Convention does not cover criminal proceedings either,112 the reference to the convention
should be considered as covering only civil proceedings. It should therefore be concluded that
the Netherlands only provides immunity from seizure for cultural State property on loan in
civil proceedings.

112

See supra, Ch., 3.3.1, n. 64.
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In the Netherlands, the relationship between immunity provisions under its national
legislation and return obligations under, for instance, the 1970 UNESCO Convention or
Council Directive 93/7/EEC has not been the main focus. However, as international or
supranational obligations generally take precedence over commitments under national law, it
is likely that these obligations set aside the Dutch immunity provisions. Where the Dutch
immunity is, however, based upon rules of international law, the relationship with other return
obligations will be addressed infra, in Chapter 11.

The Netherlands has repeatedly declared that it considers it established judicial practice to
treat cultural objects of a foreign State that are in the Netherlands temporarily for an
exhibition as goods intended for public service, and as such immune from seizure. Support for
this practice can be found in international law, most obviously in Article 21 of the 2004 UN
Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property. That convention, even
though it has not yet entered into force, is an important and recent source for international
legal practice, as well as in providing an answer to the question if and to which extent foreign
States enjoy immunity of execution in the Netherlands, according to the Dutch view.

Finally, the issuance of ‘Guarantor’s Declarations’ by the Dutch State (or letters of comfort),
which for State property refer to the relevant legislation in force, seems to be a satisfactory
extra means to provide lenders with the reassurance that their objects will not be encumbered
while on Dutch territory. This commitment in the form of a best endeavours obligation
regards all cultural objects on loan, thus not only cultural objects belonging to foreign States.
But with regard to State property it is safe to say regardless of whether a declaration has been
requested and issued, cultural objects belonging to foreign States will to a large extent be
immune from seizure in the Netherlands under Dutch law and international law.
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Chapter 9

Situation in various other European States

“Art works are now being used as hostages in trading disputes.”1

The number of European States with immunity from seizure legislation is slowly growing,
although the majority of States does not have such legislation (yet). As the country reports of
the United Kingdom and the Netherlands have been dealt with in separate chapters, infra an
overview can be found of the situation in France, Germany, Austria, Belgium, Switzerland,
Liechtenstein, Finland and the Czech Republic. The States are put in chronological order (date
of legislation). This is followed by those States which are considering enacting legislation in
the foreseeable future, and by considerations of several other Member States of the European
Union concerning immunity from seizure legislation, including those States which do not see
any merit in this. The chapter will be concluded with some words regarding the situation in
the Russian Federation. I will not only pay attention to the possible legislation of the State
concerned and the way leading to that legislation, but also to the question whether that State is
of the opinion that a rule of customary international law exists, holding that cultural objects
belonging to foreign States and on temporary loan are immune from seizure.

9.1

France

9.1.1

The Shchukin case2

In 1993, a French citizen, Irina Sergeevna Shchukina, who was the daughter of Sergei

1

Mikhail Piotrovsky, the Director of the State Hermitage Museum St. Petersburg, Russian Federation, in 2006,
in reaction to the Swiss Noga case.
2
Stchoukine v. Le Centre National d’Art et de Culture Georges Pompidou, the Hermitage Museum St.
Petersburg, the Pushkin Museum Moscow and the Russian Federation, Tribunal de Grande Instance Paris, 1ère
Ch., 1ère Section, 16 June 1993, No. 6218/93, upheld on appeal by the Paris Court of Appeal. The judgment has
not been published, but is on file with the author. See also: Mark M. Boguslavskij, ‘Irina Shchukina’s Suit (On
the Decision of a French Court)’, International Journal of Cultural Property, 1995, Vol. 4, Issue 2, pp. 325-342.
See also: Ruth Redmond-Cooper, ‘Disputed title to loaned works of art: the Shchukin litigation’, Art Antiquity
and Law, February 1996, Vol. I, Issue 1, pp. 73-78. Repr. in: Norman Palmer, Art Loans, London, The Hague,
Boston 1997, Appendix IX. See also: Alexander Kaplan, ‘The need for statutory protection from seizure for art
exhibitions: the Egon Schiele seizures and the implications for major museums exhibitions’, Journal of Law &
Policy, 1999, Vol. 7, pp. 691-744, at pp. 711-713.
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Shchukin, 3 filed suit against three Russian museums:4 the State Museum of Fine Arts
(Pushkin Museum) in Moscow, the State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg and the
National Centre of Arts and Culture George Pompidou in Paris. The case was adjudicated by
the Tribunal de Grande Instance in Paris. 5

The Pompidou Centre borrowed for an exhibition, called Henri Matisse 1904-1917 which
lasted from 25 February till 21 June 1993, a total of 130 objects, 21 of which were works of
art by the French artist Henri Matisse, 6 from the Pushkin Museum and the State Hermitage
Museum. Many of the works once belonged to Sergei Shchukin, until on 29 October 1918 his
collection was nationalised.7

Just before the cultural objects were to be returned by plane to Moscow, on 25 February 1993,
a claim was filed against the Pompidou Centre, the Pushkin Museum and the State Hermitage
Museum. Irina Shchukina aimed to obtain a sequestration order in respect of the 21 works by
Matisse. She stated that the nationalisation order by Lenin of 29 October 1918, by which her
father lost his art collection without any financial compensation, constituted spoliation, which
was contrary to the French public order and could not therefore take effect in France. Irina
Shchukina stated that she should be considered as the owner of the collection, as the only
living heiress. She asked in her claim the Pompidou Centre to become a depository of the
works until the ownership claim would be settled.
3

See supra, Ch. 7.2, n. 71.
Just before the suit was brought before the court, Irina Shchukina wrote a letter to the then President Boris
Jeltsin, in which she agreed that her father’s collection should stay in Russia. However, she insisted that Russia
would repeal the ‘criminal’ nationalisation decree as a precondition for the Shchukin family handing over the
collection. She did not receive any reply from Jeltsin. See: Tatyana Andriasova, ‘Shchukin’s unique art
collection returns to Russia’, The Moscow News, 11 October 2004, to be found at:
http://www.gif.ru/eng/news/art-collection-returns. [Last visited at 18 March 2011.] See also: Leila Anglade,
‘Anti-Seizure Statutes in Art Law: the influence of “La Danse” on French Law’, in: Oonagh Breen, James Casey
and Anthony Kerr (eds.), Liber Memorialis Professor James C. Brady, Dublin 2001, pp. 3-16, p. 5.
5
In 1954, the Soviet authorities allowed paintings of Picasso forming part of the Shchukin collection to be
displayed at the House of French Thought in Paris. Ekaterina Shchukina, the eldest daughter of Sergei Shchukin
(and elderly sister of Irina) filed a suit to have it impounded. The exhibition was immediately closed and the
paintings taken to the Russian Embassy in Paris. Her claim was rejected by the French Court by verdict of 12
July 1954, as the nationalisation in the Russian Federation could not be considered as contrary to the French
public order or in violation of French law, and the collection returned to Moscow. So, now another attempt was
made. See: http://www.morozov-shchukin.com/html/dossier_presse_ang.html. See also: ibid. (Anglade), at p. 5.
6
Henri Matisse (31 December 1869-3 November 1954) was a French artist. When he painted The Dance for
Shchukin, he was called a Fauve, which means ‘wild beast’. Fauvism was characterised by the use of strong
colours, rough brush strokes and simplified and often distorted shapes. The Dutch painter Kees van Dongen
belonged to this group as well. See: Albert Kostenevich, From Matisse to Malevich, Pioneers from the modern
art from the Hermitage, Hermitage Amsterdam, p. 284, and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fauvism. [Last visited
18 March 2011.]
7
See also supra, Ch.7.2.
4
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On 5 May 1993, Ivan Konowaloff, grandson of Ivan Morozov8 intervened in the court case, as
four paintings of that collector had been on display at the Pompidou Centre as well. The
content of his claim was identical to the claim of Irina Shchukina, and the French court heard
both claims in a single hearing.

On 12 May 1993, at the hearing of the suit, Irina Shchukina declared orally that, by loyalty to
the memory and the will of her father, she did not want to paralyse the free circulation and the
exhibition of the works belonging to the Shchukin collection.9 However, she did not want to
waive her ownership claim and tried to prevent by this court action to let the paintings return
to Russia.

The Russian Federation claimed immunity from jurisdiction, as well as immunity from
measures of constraint and argued that the court should declare the claims of Irina Shchukina
inadmissible. The sequestration order would be a breach of immunity from seizure enjoyed
not only by the State, but also by the two Russian museums, which are to be considered as
State organs and which lent the cultural objects in the context of their public cultural service,
pursuant to the authorisation given by the Russian Ministry of Culture. Exhibitions and
cultural exchanges play an important role in programs of international cultural cooperation
and do not have any commercial purposes or objectives. The exhibition should therefore be
seen as a State activity under public law, according to the defendants.

The Public Prosecutor, whose oral observations were also heard, claimed that the court should
rule that, since the contested nationalisation decree constituted a governmental act, the court
had no jurisdiction to give a decision pursuant to the rules of public international law.

On 16 June 1993, the Tribunal de Grande Instance declared the claims of Irina Shchukina and
Ivan Konowalov inadmissible. 10 The French court ruled against the claimants on the basis of
sovereign immunity of the Russian Federation and its property, on the ground that the Russian
museums were public institutions, and that immunity had not been waived. Furthermore, the
court ordered that the title of the claimant’s deceased father had been revoked by a Russian

8

See: http://www.morozov-shchukin.com/html/dossier_presse_ang.html.
This sounds somewhat contradictory to me, as the sequestration of the works would mean that the free
movement of the cultural objects would be impeded.
9
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act of nationalisation in 1918, under which property of Russian citizens was taken by the
Russian Government in accordance with Russian law.11
Irina Shchukina lodged an appeal with the Paris Court of Appeals. 12 Two hearings took place,
in March and June 1994.13 Mrs. Shchukina argued that the loan of the Matisse works of art to
the Pompidou Centre was an activity which could have been performed by any individual, and
therefore was not covered by sovereign immunity. Moreover, she stated that the mere fact that
a transaction can be described as ‘cultural’, did not mean that its character was not
commercial. After all, an exhibition leads to entrance fees, production for sale of books,
catalogues, posters, and other merchandise. That court, however, did not deal with those
arguments, but founded its decision14 on the mere fact that the artworks concerned meanwhile
had already left France. 15

In 1994, Irina Shchukina passed away. Her son, André-Marc Delocque-Fourcaud continued to
disagree with the expropriation of the collection by the Soviet Government. At the same time,
he conceded that the Russian museums saved the Shchukin collection from ruin. It made him
decide in 2004, when the Pushkin Museum commemorated Shchukin’s 150th birthday with an
exhibition, to give the last six artworks he still had from his grandfather’s collection to the
Pushkin Museum in Moscow. These were four paintings by Henri Le Fauconnier and two
drawings by Raoul Dufy. 16 This way, he tried to follow the last will of his grandfather, who
wished his collection to be in one single museum in Russia.17

10

“[…] Déclare la demande irrecevable en raison de l’immunité de juridiction de la Fédération de Russie.”
See also: Anna O’Connell, ‘Immunity from seizure: an overview’, Art Antiquity and Law, January 2006, Vol.
XI, Issue 1, pp. 1-22, n. 29. See also: op. cit. n. 2 (Kaplan), p. 712.
12
See also: op. cit. n. 2 (Redmond-Cooper), pp. 571-573.
13
Information given by André-Marc Delocque-Fourcaud to the author on 30 May 2011.
14
The decision has not been published, but the information has been confirmed by the son of the plaintiff,
André-Marc Delocque-Fourcaud.
15
Would the commercial argument have any merit? Probably not, as the benefit of the entrance fees and the
merchandise would not go to the Russian Federation or its institutions. And if a certain part of the entrance fees
would go to the Russian institutions, that could merely be seen as a reimbursement of the costs made. That is
also the view of the US authorities. At the website of the US State Department the ‘Check List for Applicants’
states that applicants should provide a specific statement of whether or not the exhibition is to be administered,
operated or sponsored without profit to the borrowing or participating institutions, even though catalogue and
print sales and admission and similar fees - all of which merely cover costs - are permissible. See:
http://www.state.gov/s/l/3196.htm. [Last visited 18 March 2011.]
16
Tatyana Andriasova, ‘Shchukin’s unique art collection returns to Russia’ The Moscow News, 11 October 2004.
See also: Konstantin Akinsha and Grigorij Kozlov, ‘Fighting for Their Rights’, Art News, April 2008, Vol. 107,
No. 4.
17
At http://www.morozov-shchukin.com/html/dossier_presse_ang.html the Shchukin and Morozov heirs state:
“We, the families, have never tried, although we have all legitimacy so to do, either to prevent an exhibition to
take place nor to deprive the public of it. Every time we took the case to court, we did it in such a way that the
11
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9.1.2

Immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan18

In 1994, France was the first country in Europe that had introduced a legal system of
immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan. On 8 August 1994, the Act bearing
different economic and financial provisions19 was enacted,20 following the aforementioned
attempt by Irina Shchukina to seize paintings loaned by Russian national museums to the
Pompidou Centre in Paris, in order to determine ownership. It has also been suggested that the
Act may have been introduced as a result of non-French lenders withholding two works of art
from the Claude Monet Cathedral exhibition at the Musée des Beaux-Arts in Rouen in France
in 1994 in the wake of the claim on the works of Matisse. 21 Moreover, in 1993, the French
authorities invited the National Palace Museum in Taipei, Taiwan, to hold an exhibition of
Chinese art treasures, which was refused by Taiwan because of lack of French immunity from
seizure legislation. 22 However, the direct inducement for the French authorities for enacting
legislation was the aforementioned court case they had been confronted with just before, and
they wanted to be as sure as possible that such cases would not occur again. That was also the
reason why the immunity from seizure article ended up in this Act, and not in the Code of
Heritage23 or laws governing the museums in France. That would have taken longer to enact.
works should not run any risk. We have withdrawn from any action as soon as our cause was widely echoed by
the press and by mass opinion.” And: “Nowadays, our collections give anybody involved, except the families
who have build [sic] them up, the possibility to earn enormous sums of money, not only by the number of tickets
sold for entrance to exhibitions […], but also through the merchandising they give rise to: catalogues, post cards,
calendars, crockery, ties, fashion accessories, and so on… That is to say that our collections have not only been
plundered, but that they are used for purely mercantile ends under the cover of cultural exchanges […].” See
also: op. cit. n.4 (Anglade), at p. 4: “[Shchukin] informed the new Russian authorities that he intended to donate
his entire collection to the city of Moscow.”
18
Special thanks go to Jean-Paul Mercier-Baudrier, Head of the Bureau for the movement of works and
inventory, Collections Department, Directorate of Museums of France, Ministry of Culture, and Claire
Chastanier, Bureau for the movement of works and inventory, Collections Department, Directorate of Museums
of France, Ministry of Culture, as well as to Bruno Favel, Head of the Department for European and
International Affairs, General Directorate for Heritage, Ministry of Culture and Orane Proisy, Department for
European and International Affairs, General Directorate for Heritage, Ministry of Culture, France. See also: op.
cit. n. 11 (O’Connell), pp. 9-10. See also: Isabel Kühl, Der internationale Leihverkehr der Museen [The
international Loans of Museums], Cologne 2004, pp. 14-17.
19
Loi portant diverses dispositions d’ordre économique et financier.
20
Act No. 94-679, dated 8 August 1994. Published in Journal Official de la République Française, 10 August
1994, p. 11668.
21
Op. cit. n. 2 (Kaplan), p. 711, n. 97. See also: Norman Palmer, Art Loans, London, The Hague, Boston, 1997,
p. 103 and n. 65. See also: Norman Palmer, Museums and the Holocaust, London, 2000, pp. 104-105.
22
In 1998 the exhibition Memories of the Empire: Treasures From the National Palace Museum, Taipei still
took place in the Grand Palace in Paris. See: Linda Chang, ‘Paris to exhibit Chinese art treasures’, Taiwan
Aujourd’hui, 12 June 1998.
23
Code du Patrimoine.
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The enactment of the article on immunity from seizure has been motivated by a combination
of a feeling of legal obligation and pragmatism. The French authorities felt that they had a
legal obligation to provide a more adequate protection for cultural objects belonging to
foreign States on temporary loan in France, and - based on the experience with the Shchukin
case - were of the opinion that this legal protection might have been insufficient until that
time. Furthermore, with the article, France could show the world that it did everything in
order to become or to be a safe haven for cultural objects on loan, so an element of
pragmatism also played a role.24

Article 61 of the Act reads:
“Cultural objects loaned by a foreign power, a foreign public or cultural entity, which
are to be exhibited to the public in France, cannot be seized while they are loaned to the
French State or to any legal person designated by it. A decree issued jointly by the
Minister of Culture and the Minister of Foreign Affairs fixes, for each exhibition, the
list of cultural objects, determines the duration of their loan and identifies the organisers
of the exhibition.”25
So, it applies to temporary art loans and has a detailed application procedure. In order to
obtain protection under the French Act, an application must be made by the borrowing
museum in France to the Direction de Musées de France (DMF) with details of the exhibition,
including a list of objects requiring immunity. The DMF consults with the French Ministry of
Culture and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs who will issue a joint decree which lists the
protected works, determines the length of the exhibition and identifies the organisers of the
exhibition.26 Once granted, the decree is published in the French Journal Officiel.27 The
decree has the force of a published administrative decision under French law. As such, the
validity of the decree may, like any published administrative decision, be challenged by a

24

Information obtained from the French Ministry of Culture, 16 February 2011.
Art. 61: “Les biens culturels prêtés par une puissance étrangère, une collectivité publique ou une institution
culturelle étrangères, destinés à être exposés au public en France, sont insaisissables pour la période de leur prêt
à l'Etat français ou à toute personne morale désignée par lui. Un arrêté conjoint du ministre de la culture et du
ministre des affaires étrangères fixe, pour chaque exposition, la liste des biens culturels, détermine la durée du
prêt et désigne les organisateurs de l'exposition.”
26
An example dated 25 June 1997: “Les biens culturels prêtés par la Fédération de Russie à L’Embarcadère,
13bis, quai Rimbaud, 69002 Lyon, organisateur de l’exposition Moscou à limite des siècles, sont insaisissables,
en application des dispositions de l’article 61 de la loi du 8 août 1994 susvisée, pendant la période de leur prêt à
Lyon. La liste des œuvres concernées figure en annexe.”
27
If it turns out that there may be an ownership dispute, or if the provenance is questionable, the immunity can
be denied by the French authorities, according to Mr. Mercier-Baudrier.
25
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third party within a period of two months following publication in the Journal Officiel.28 If no
such claims are lodged, protection becomes effective upon the expiry of this period.

The Act limits coverage to cultural objects that are State property and loaned to French public
entities. Private property is not covered. In the original French language, the Act speaks of
“[…] ou une institution culturelle étrangères […]”. The French Ministry of Culture explained,
that ‘institution’ by definition has a public connotation. Therefore, ‘cultural entity’ in the
English translation, although it is considered a proper translation, wrongly gives the
impression that it could also be a private cultural entity, which is not the case; only public
property is covered under the Act.29

The Act does not describe what kind of seizure is covered by it. The French word
‘insaisissable’ suggests a comprehensive approach. The French Ministry of Culture, however,
pointed out that the article forms part of the Act bearing different economic and financial
provisions, which has no penal or criminal connection whatsoever. The immunity provided in
Article 61 of the Act would therefore only apply in civil proceedings. 30

France does not take a very firm stand on whether there exists a rule of customary
international law that considers cultural objects belonging to foreign States as goods intended
for public service by definition and therefore immune from measures of constraint. While
France considers a cultural object belonging to a foreign State and loaned by that State for a
public exhibition as having a non-commercial character by definition, it appears to rely rather
on its own national legislation31 than on a possible, but uncertain rule of customary
international law. 32

France signed the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their
Property on 17 January 2007.

28

Claimants who are French nationals have two months to challenge the order; claimants which are non-French
nationals have four months for challenging.
29
Information obtained from the French Ministry of Culture on 16 February 2011.
30
According to information obtained from Jean-Paul Mercier-Baudrier, 16 February 2011. See also: op. cit. n. 18
(Kühl), p. 16, whereby Kühl argues that to a certain extent also criminal proceedings are covered, is considered
by the French authorities as not correct. See also: op. cit. n. 2 (Redmond-Cooper) , p. 574.
31
According to Isabel Kühl, the French legislation is much related to the original idea of State immunity. See:
op. cit. n. 18 (Kühl), pp. 15-16.
32
Email exchange between Jean-Paul Mercier-Baudrier and the author, January-February 2009.
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9.1.3

The French Association of Tsarist Bond Holders33

In the summer of 2003, the French Association of Tsarist Bond Holders tried to seize cultural
objects belonging to the Russian Federation, exhibited from 30 May 2003 until 31 August
2003 at the Hôtel des Invalides in Paris for an exhibition called Paris - St. Petersburg, 18001830: When Russia Spoke French.34 According to a press statement of AFP,35 on 10 July
2003, the Tsarist Bond Holders asked the Tribunal de Grande Instance in Paris permission to
seize 240 objects coming from the State Hermitage Museum of St. Petersburg, which at that
time were on loan to the Hôtel des Invalides. 36

However, before the objects were imported into France, the Minister of Foreign Affairs and
Minister of Culture and Communications, in accordance with Article 61 of Act No. 94-679 of
8 August 1994 had issued the following declaration:37
“[…] Cultural values provided for temporary use by the Russian Federation - The State
Hermitage Museum of St. Petersburg, The State History Museum, Museums of the
Kremlin and The State Archive of the Russian Federation to the French state (Museum
of Army) organizing the exhibition Paris - St. Petersburg, 1800-1830: When Russia
Spoke French to take place in the Museum of Army at the Hôtel des Invalides from 20
May 2003, through 31 August 2003, shall be immune for the period while they are
provided for temporary use to France from 30 April 2003, through 29 September 2003
[…]”
Therefore, after the exhibition, all the objects returned to the Russian Federation unimpeded.38

9.2

Germany39

33

Many thanks go to David Guillet and Emilie Robbe, Musée de l’Armée, Hôtel des Invalides, Paris, France,
and Han Grooten-Feld, Royal Netherlands Embassy in Paris.
34
Press conference by Mikhail Piotrovsky, Director of the State Hermitage Museum St. Petersburg, Russia, on
10 July 2003, to be found at: http://www.hermitagemuseum.org/html_En/11/2003/hm11_2_115.html. [Last
visited 18 March 2011.]
35
Agence France-Press, dated 10 July 2003, in possession of the author.
36
The Tsarist Bond Holders had already tried before to enact legal action in order to obtain payments from the
Russian Federation for pre-1917 railway stocks. In June 2003 it tried to obtain permission to seize the Russian
yacht Sedov, without success.
37
Dated 7 April 2003.
38
According to the Tribunal de Grande Instance in Paris, the Museum of Army at the Hôtel des Invalides in
Paris, and the State Hermitage Museum of St. Petersburg, there has been no court order with regard to the 240
cultural objects concerned.
39
Many thanks go to Susanne Schoen, Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media,
Directorate Protection, Conservation and Return of Cultural Goods, Bonn, Germany. Many thanks as well to
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9.2.1

The way towards immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on
loan40

On 15 October 1998, Germany passed a law regarding the enforceability of an obligation to
return cultural objects.41 On that date, the Act to Prevent the Exodus of German Cultural
Property42 had been changed by means of the Law on the Alteration of the Act to Prevent the
Exodus of German Cultural Property. 43 This Law inserted a Section 20 in the aforementioned
Act, which section I will discuss below.

The most concrete motivation for the elaboration of the legislation was an exhibition already
planned in 1992 and held from November 2003 till February 2004, Treasures of the Sons of
Heaven – The Imperial Collection from the National Palace Museum, Taipei44 in Berlin45 and
Bonn.46 The Taiwanese lenders feared that without a legal return guarantee, they would be
exposed to possible action by the Chinese Government ending in the transportation of the
objects to Beijing.47 Also the exhibition Morozov and Shchukin – Russian Collectors: From

Matthias Weller, Senior Research Assistant, Institute for Foreign and Private International and Commercial Law,
University of Heidelberg, Germany and Erik Jayme, Professor emeritus of Law, University of Heidelberg,
Germany.
40
See: Susanne Schoen, ‘Die rechtsverbindliche Rückgabezusage – Das “Freie Geleit” für Kulturgut’ [The
Legally Binding Commitment to Return – “Safe Conduct” for Cultural Property], Im Labyrinth des Rechts?
Wege zum Kulturgüterschutz [In the labyrinth of the law? Ways to the protection of cultural property],
Magdeburg 2007, pp. 79-102. See also: Sabine Boos, Kulturgut als Gegenstand der grenzüberschreitenden
Leihverkehrs [Cultural property as object of international art loans], Berlin 2006, pp. 233-279. See also:
Matthias Weller, ‘The Safeguarding of Foreign Cultural Objects on Loan in Germany’, Art Antiquity & Law,
April 2009, Vol. XIV, Issue 1, pp. 63-77, as well as Aedon, 2009, No. 2, to be found at:
http://www.aedon.mulino.it/archivio/2009/2/weller.htm. [Last visited 19 March 2011.] See also: op. cit. n. 18
(Kühl), pp. 17-20. See also: op. cit. n. 11 (O’Connell), pp. 11-12. See also: op. cit. n. 21 (Palmer 2000), pp. 4647.
41
On 22 October 1998, it came into force. See: ibid. (Boos), p. 233.
42
Gesetz zum Schutz deutschen Kulturgutes gegen Abwanderung (KultSchG) of 6 August 1955, in the version
published on 8 July 1999, Bundesgesetzblatt [Federal Law Gazette], Part I, No. 42, p. 1754 (most recently
amended by Article 2 of the Act of 18 May 2007, Bundesgesetzblatt [Federal Law Gazette], Part I, p. 757).
43
Actually, the complete title was: Law on the Implementation of the European Community Directive on the
Return of Cultural Objects Unlawfully Removed from the Territory of a Member State and on the Alteration of
the Act to Prevent the Exodus of German Cultural Property [Gesetz zur Umsetzung von Richtlinien der
Europäischen Gemeinschaften über die Rückgabe von unrechtmäβig aus dem Hoheitsgebiet eines
Mitgliedstaates verbrachten Kulturgütern und zur Änderung des Gesetzes zum Schutz deutschen Kulturgutes
gegen Abwanderung], Law of 15 October 1998, published in the Bundesgesetzblatt [Federal Law Gazette]
1998, Part I, No. 70, p. 3162. The first article of the Law dealt with the implementation of the EC Directive, the
second with the alteration of the Act to Prevent the Exodus of German Cultural Property.
44
Schätze der Himmelssöhne – Die kaiserliche Sammlung aus dem Nationalen Palastmuseum, Taipeh.
45
Alten (Old) Museum in Berlin, 18 July 2003-12 October 2003.
46
Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle der Bundesrepublik Deutschland [Art and Exhibition Hall of the Federal
Republic of Germany] in Bonn, 21 November 2003-15 February 2004.
47
Op. cit. n. 18 (Kühl), p. 17. See also: op. cit. n. 40 (Boos), pp. 233-234. See also: op. cit. n. 40 (Weller), p. 63.
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Monet to Picasso in Essen in 1993 was in danger: while a case before the French court was
still pending,48 the grandson of Sergei Shchukin, André-Marc Delocque-Fourcaud announced
that an analogous claim would be filed in Germany where the next exhibition of cultural
objects from the collections of Shchukin and Morozov would take place. Therefore, a threat
existed for the planned exhibition. However, a subsequent statement was made on behalf of
Delocque-Fourcaud, stating that during the Essen exhibition and before the return of the
paintings to Moscow no legal action would be started.49

The legislation is likely to have also been prompted by a lawsuit in the German courts by
Prince Hans-Adam II of Liechtenstein, who claimed the painting Szene an einem römischen
Kalkofen alias Der große Kalkofen [A Roman Lime Quarry] 50 while it was on loan from the
Brno Historical Monuments Office of the Czech Republic to a museum in Cologne in 1991.51
The painting was seized on 17 December 1991, and could only return to the Czech Republic
after 9 June 1998, when the interim injunction was finally discharged.52 Matthias Weller
48

See supra, Ch. 9.1.1.
Op. cit. n. 2 (Boguslavskij).
50
Painted by the seventeenth-century Dutch artist Pieter van Laer.
51
See: op. cit. n. 11 (O’Connell), p. 12 n. 40.
52
See: Hans Adam II v. Germany, European Court of Human Rights No. 42527/98, 12 July 2001, RJD ECHR
2001-VIII. The applicant’s late father, the former monarch of Liechtenstein, had been the owner of this painting
of Pieter van Laer, which had formed part of his family’s art collection since at least 1767. Until the end of the
World War II the painting had been in one of the family’s castles on the territory of the now Czech Republic. In
1946 former Czechoslovakia confiscated the property of the applicant’s father, including the painting in
question, under Decree No. 12 on the “confiscation and accelerated allocation of agricultural property of German
and Hungarian persons and of those having committed treason and acted as enemies of the Czech and Slovak
people” of 21 June 1945. On 21 November 1951 the Bratislava Administrative Court dismissed the appeal
lodged by the applicant’s father. In 1991 the municipality of Cologne obtained the painting as a temporary loan
from the Brno Historical Monuments Office in the Czech Republic. On 11 November 1991 the Cologne
Regional Court (Landgericht) granted the applicant’s request for an interim injunction, ordering the municipality
of Cologne to hand over the painting to a bailiff at the end of the exhibition. The painting was sequestrated on 17
December 1991. At the beginning of 1992 Hans Adam II instituted proceedings before the Cologne Regional
Court against the municipality of Cologne, requesting that the defendant consent to the delivery of the painting
to him by the bailiff. On 10 October 1995 the Cologne Regional Court, following a hearing, declared the
applicant’s action inadmissible. In the court’s view, Chapter 6, Article 3, of the Convention on the Settlement of
Matters Arising out of the War and the Occupation of 23 October 1954 between the United States of America,
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the French Republic and the Federal Republic of
Germany (the Settlement Convention) excluded German jurisdiction over the applicant’s case. On 9 July 1996
the Cologne Court of Appeals dismissed the applicant’s appeal. Amongst others, according to the Court of
Appeals, the applicant’s constitutional rights, in particular his right to property, his right of access to a court and
his right to a decision by the legally competent court, had not been infringed. As regards the applicant’s
objections against the lawfulness, in particular under public international law, of the confiscation and
expropriation of his father’s property, the Court of Appeals found that by virtue of the Settlement Convention,
German courts had no jurisdiction. On 25 September 1997 the Federal Court of Justice refused to entertain the
applicant’s appeal on points of law, as the case was of no fundamental importance and, in any event, had no
prospect of success. On 28 January 1998 the Third Section of the Second Division of the Federal Constitutional
Court (Bundesverfassungsgericht) refused to entertain the applicant’s constitutional complaint, as it offered no
prospect of success. The Federal Constitutional Court also recalled that the exclusion of jurisdiction did not
amount to a violation of the right of property as these clauses and the Settlement Convention as a whole served
49
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stated that on the surface, the Liechtenstein case revolved around the interpretation of a treaty
concluded between the Allied Forces and Germany shortly after World War II (the Settlement
Convention) that, inter alia, excluded German courts from reviewing the legality of
expropriations of German external assets seized for reparation purposes under the authority of
occupation law. In essence, the case raised the question of the existence and extent of
immunity of cultural objects on loan from abroad, according to Weller. 53

Thus, it had happened more than once, that concerns were raised on whether the return of
loaned cultural objects would be legally guaranteed in a sufficient way. This resulted in
impediments with regard to the mobility of collections and had a negative impact on the
German position in the field of international art loans. At the initiative of the directors of the
Art and Exhibition Hall of the Federal Republic of Germany in Bonn and on the occasion of
the then occurring implementation of European Council Directive 93/7/EEC of 15 March
1993 on the return of cultural objects unlawfully removed from the territory of a Member
State, the German Government enacted the new legislation.

When it comes to cultural objects belonging to a foreign State and temporarily on loan to a
German museum, Germany takes the view that as a rule, these objects should be immune
from any measure of constraint while on German territory. However, the German authorities
did not want to count on a possible rule of customary international law stating that cultural
objects belonging to foreign States, loaned for a temporary exhibition are by definition goods
intended for public service and immune from seizure. Germany answered the question in the
enquiry concerning immunity from seizure for cultural objects on temporary loan, issued by
the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of the European Union OMC Expert Working Group
‘Mobility of Collections’54 by saying that the Federal Government had no position on the
question of whether there was evidence of a general practice accepted as law in this particular
case.55 Germany had the impression that there was not sufficient State practice to rely on the

to settle matters dating back to a time before the entry into force of the German Basic Law [Grundgesetz] on 23
May 1949. On 9 June 1998 the Cologne Regional Court discharged its interim injunction of 11 November 1991.
The bailiff thereupon handed the painting over to the Cologne municipality, which had it returned to the Czech
Republic. Infra, in Ch. 11.3 regarding international discussion and the European Court of Human Rights I shall
come back to this case.
53
Matthias Weller, ‘Immunity for artworks on loan? A review of international customary law and municipal
anti-seizure statutes in the light of the Liechtenstein litigation’, Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law,
October 2005, Vol. 38, Issue 4, pp. 997-1040, at pp. 1000-1001.
54
See supra, Ch. 6.2.
55
On file with the author.
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international customary nature of such a rule. Although cultural objects of foreign States
contribute to a better understanding of that State, and may be considered as promoting
tolerance towards foreign States,56 the German authorities also considered it a bridge too far
to see cultural objects of a foreign State as a diplomatic envoy, and therefore did not follow
that approach.57 In Chapter 9.2.3 I will show that the German judiciary has followed a
different approach with regard to the question whether a rule of customary international law
exists.

9.2.2

Immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan58

The aim of the German immunity from seizure legislation was to intensify the international
exchange of cultural objects, and to make Germany more attractive for international
exhibitions. With that aim, Section 20 has been incorporated in the already since 1955
existing Act to Prevent the Exodus of German Cultural Property. The section reads:
“(1) If foreign cultural property[59] is to be temporarily loaned for an exhibition on the
territory of the Federal Republic of Germany, the competent supreme Land authority
may, in consultation with the central federal authority, make a legally binding
commitment to the lender to return it at the appointed time. In the case of exhibitions
organised by the Federation or by a direct federal legal entity, the competent authority
shall decide on the making of this commitment.
(2) The commitment shall be made in writing before the cultural property is brought
into the country, using the wording ‘legally binding commitment to return’. It may not
be retracted or revoked.
(3) The commitment shall have the effect that no conflicting third party rights to the
cultural property may be asserted against the lender’s right to return.
(4) Legal action for recovery, orders of attachment, attachment and seizure shall be
inadmissible until after the return of the cultural property to the lender.”60
56

Op. cit. n. 40 (Schoen), p. 80.
As stated by a representative of the Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media, January
2009 and Charlotte Schwarzer, Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Directorate International Cultural Property
Protection and Recovery of Cultural Objects. Answers on file with the author.
58
See also: Matthias Weller, ‘Die rechtsverbindliche Rückgabezusage’ [The legally binding commitment to
return], in: Uwe Blaurock, Joachim Bornkamm and Christian Kirchberg (eds.), Festschrift für Achim Krämer
zum 70. Geburtstag am 19. September 2009 [Commemorative for Achim Krämer on the occasion of his 70th
birthday], Berlin 2009, pp. 721-735.
59
The law does not give a definition of ‘cultural property’. The German Government itself was not very strict in
the use of terms. In the German Parliament reference was sometimes made to ‘works of art’ instead of ‘cultural
property’. See: op. cit. n. 18 (Kühl), p. 19.
60
The official German text of Section 20 reads:
“(1) Soll ausländisches Kulturgut vorübergehend zu einer Ausstellung im Bundesgebiet ausgeliehen werden, so
kann die zuständige oberste Landesbehörde im Einvernehmen mit der Zentralstelle des Bundes dem Verleiher
die Rückgabe zum festgesetzten Zeitpunkt rechtsverbindlich zusagen. Bei Ausstellungen, die vom Bund oder
57
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Section 20 is a singularity in the Act. Whereas the first 19 sections deal with German cultural
property, with the aim of preventing the illegal transfer of that property, Section 20 is focused
on foreign cultural objects with the aim of securing the return of those objects to the lending
State.

Thus, the provision of a legally binding obligation pursuant to Section 20 of the Law plays a
central role in this new legislation, which is applicable to both publicly and privately owned
cultural objects loaned from abroad and regarding all different kinds of seizure. When foreign
cultural objects are temporarily on loan to an exhibition in Germany, the highest responsible
authority of the Land61 - which would normally be the Ministry of Education and Cultural
Affairs of that Land - may enter into an obligation, in compliance with Section 20 of the Act
and in agreement with the Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and Media
(Beauftragter der Bundesregierung für Kultur und Medien, BKM), to return the cultural
objects on the agreed date. In the case of a federal exhibition, it is the BKM itself which
enters into the agreement.62

einer bundesunmittelbaren juristischen Person getragen werden, entscheidet die zuständige Behörde über die
Erteilung der Zusage.
(2) Die Zusage ist vor der Einfuhr des Kulturgutes schriftlich und unter Gebrauch der Worte ‘Rechtsverbindliche
Rückgabezusage’ zu erteilen. Sie kann nicht zurückgenommen oder widerrufen werden.
(3) Die Zusage bewirkt, daß dem Rückgabeanspruch des Verleihers keine Rechte entgegengehalten werden
können, die Dritte an dem Kulturgut geltend machen.
(4) Bis zur Rückgabe an den Verleiher sind gerichtliche Klagen auf Herausgabe, Arrestverfügungen, Pfändungen
und Beschlagnahmen unzulässig.”
61
(Constituent) State.
62
The return agreement has the following form:
- Zentralstelle des Bundes Rechtsverbindliche Rückgabezusage gemäß § 20 Abs. 1 Satz 2 des Gesetzes zum Schutz deutschen Kulturgutes
gegen Abwanderung in der Fassung vom 08. Juli 1999 (BGBl I, S. 1754), geändert durch Art. 2 des Gesetzes zur
Ausführung des UNESCO-Übereinkommens vom 14. November 1970 über Maßnahmen zum Verbot und zur
Verhütung der rechtswidrigen Einfuhr, Ausfuhr und Übereignung von Kulturgut vom 18. Mai 2007 (BGBl I, S.
757, 2547)
Hiermit wird rechtsverbindlich zugesichert, dass die, im Schreiben der/die/des (Leihnehmer) vom
aufgeführte Leihgabe(n) der/des .............. (Museumsname/Ort/Staat): (Bezeichnung des Objektes), (Jahr der
Erstellung/Inventarnummer) nach Beendigung der Ausstellung (Name der Ausstellung), die vom (Beginn) bis
(Ende der Ausstellung) im (Museumsname/Ort) gezeigt wird, vertragsgemäß zurückgegeben wird (werden).
Diese Rechtsverbindliche Rückgabezusage gilt für den gesamten Zeitraum des Aufenthalts der oben genannten
Leihgabe(n) im Hoheitsgebiet der Bundesrepublik Deutschland.
Diese Rechtsverbindliche Rückgabezusage bewirkt, dass dem Rückgabeanspruch des Leihgebers keine Rechte
entgegen gehalten werden können, die Dritte an dem/den Objekt(en) geltend machen.
Bis zur Rückgabe an den Verleiher sind gerichtliche Klagen auf Herausgabe, Arrestverfügungen, Pfändungen
und Beschlagnahmen unzulässig. (Immunity from Judicial Seizure)
Bonn, den
im Auftrag
….
(Referat K 42 Schutz, Erhalt und Rückführung von Kulturgut)
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Pursuant to Section 20(2), the commitment must be in written form, including the words
‘legally binding commitment to return’ and must be submitted prior to transportation of the
cultural object(s) to Germany. The legally binding commitment can neither be withdrawn nor
revoked.63 The return obligation implies that no third party rights can be invoked against the
lender’s claim for return of the loan, and that until the work of art is returned back to the
lender, measures of constraint are not possible. By ‘third party rights’ not only rights or
claims of private individuals are meant, but also those of other States (thus third States,
besides the lending and borrowing State). The Explanatory Report describes the effects of
subsection (3) as follows: “Invoking private rights to the loan must stand back for the time of
the presence within the Federal Republic's territory”.64 The fact that the Act states that the
obligation cannot be withdrawn or revoked, as well as that third party rights (including rights
of other States) cannot be invoked, also means that in case there is a return obligation under
the 1970 UNESCO Convention or the European Council Directive 93/7/EEC, that return
obligation cannot be made effective. Thus, possible States of origin should either make
themselves known during the application period, thus before the commitment under Section
20(2) has been made, or should wait until the object is back on the territory of the lending
State.65
The return guarantee is not issued automatically, but by application only. 66 The application
process is rigorous and many conditions relating to the object, exhibition and competency of
the museum need to be satisfied. It is important that the benefit of the loan and the public
accessibility are established before the guarantee can be issued. Furthermore, investigation
into the provenance of the cultural objects(s) is important, whereby special attention must be
paid to the fact that the object concerned cannot be considered as war trophy.
63

In German it is called a Verwaltungakt.
However, if the return guarantee is invalid for reasons of substantive law, no withdrawal is necessary because an
invalid administrative decision does not have any legal effects, according to Section 44 of the German Act on
Administrative Procedure (Verwaltungsverfahrensgesetz, VwVfG). See: op. cit. n. 40 (Weller), p. 71.
64
Entwurf eines Gesetzes zur Umsetzung von Richtlinien der Europäischen Gemeinschaften über die Rückgabe
von unrechtmäßig verbrachten Kulturgütern und zur Abwanderung des Gesetzes zum Schutz deutschen
Kulturgutes gegen Abwanderung (Kulturgutsicherungsgesetz - KultgutSiG), BT-Drucks. 13/10789 of 26 May
1998, p. 10.
65
Which may be problematic in case the lending State is not a Party to the applicable international instrument.
66
During the first five years of the Law, only 20 applications were filed in the whole German Federal Republic.
Information obtained from Matthias Weller, 17 January 2011. However, during the last decade, the German
authorities filed an average of approx. 600 guarantees each year, some guarantees involving several objects.
Information obtained from Robert Peters, Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media, 4
February 2011.
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The legally binding obligation will not be considered in the case of war looted art (or when
there is suspicion in that sense).67 According to Article 25 of the German Basic Law, 68 the
general rules of international law are an integral part of the federal law. They take precedence
over the national laws. National laws should be used and interpreted in such a way, that they
are not at odds with general rules of public international law. To issue a return guarantee in
order to ensure the safe return of a cultural object which has been stolen, looted or otherwise
illegally obtained, would be at odds with these rules of international law (as laid down in, for
instance, the 1899 and 1907 Hague Regulations concerning the Laws and Customs of War on
Land, as well as the 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing
the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property; I will come back to
that infra, in Chapter 12.5.1). The foregoing also means, that for cultural objects which have
been taken to the Soviet Union in the aftermath of World War II, and which are now in the
possession of the Russian Federation, a return guarantee will not be given by the German
authorities. That has also to do with the fact that the general opinion in Germany is that those
cultural objects actually belong to Germany, and it is therefore even contested that these
goods belong to the category of ‘foreign cultural property’.

There has been discussion on the question whether the Act to Prevent the Exodus of German
Cultural Property, and more specifically Section 20 with its legally binding return obligation,
is at odds with the right of access to justice and the peaceful enjoyment of one’s possessions.
Article 14 of the German Basic Law69 protects ownership, whereas access to justice is legally
67

Therefore, for instance the Merowinger exhibition will not be on display in Germany, as Germany itself has an
ownership claim on the objects, as the treasures were taken out of Germany contrary to international law in
1945. See: Anna Blume Huttenlauch, ‘Diplomat Kunst’, 28 March 2007, to be found at:
http://www.artnet.de/magazine/immunitat-fur-kunstwerke/. [Last visited 18 March 2011.]
68
Grundgesetz. Article 25 reads: “The general rules of international law shall be an integral part of federal law.
They shall override laws and directly establish rights and obligations for the inhabitants of the federal territory.”
Official translation by the Press and Information Office of the Federal Government. Based on a decision of the
German Federal Administrative Court of 30 September 1988, the notion ‘general rules of international law’
includes also customary international law. See:
http://www.coe.int/t/dlapil/cahdi/state_immunities/documents/Cahdi%20(2005)%206%20bil%20PartI%20Germ
any.pdf, under D/12. See also: Gerhard Hafner, Marcelo G. Kohen and Susan C. Breau, State Practice Regarding
State Immunities, Leiden, Boston, 2006, p. 373.
69
Article 14: “Property, inheritance, expropriation
(1) Property and the right of inheritance shall be guaranteed. Their content and limits shall be defined by the
laws.
(2) Property entails obligations. Its use shall also serve the public good.
(3) Expropriation shall only be permissible for the public good. It may only be ordered by or pursuant to a law
that determines the nature and extent of compensation. Such compensation shall be determined by establishing
an equitable balance between the public interest and the interests of those affected. In case of dispute respecting
the amount of compensation, recourse may be had to the ordinary courts.”
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guaranteed by federal law as well. In the (German) literature, the opinion has been expressed
that the legally binding return obligation can coexist with human rights obligations, as the
return guarantee only leads to a temporary limitation or suspension of the judicial system.
After the return of the cultural object(s) to the lender, the third party can again fully (try to)
ascertain its rights.70 As justification for the limitation of the access to justice, it has been
stated that Germany has obligations under international law to promote the international
exchange of cultural objects.71 As a second argument, it has been stated, that without a legal
return guarantee, the cultural objects concerned would not even come within the German
borders or jurisdiction, so that the return guarantee would not bring the third party in a worse
situation in comparison with the situation where the cultural object stays in the country of the
lender.72

9.2.3

The Berlin Court: cultural objects immune under international law73

On 5 March 2010, the Berlin Court of Appeals74 rendered an interesting and important
judgment, by stating that on the basis of general rules of international law, cultural objects
belonging to foreign States or State agencies temporarily on loan are immune from measures
of constraint. With that judgment, it confirmed a decision of a lower Berlin court, which also
rejected the plea for pre-judgment measures of constraint.75

Background of the case was an attack on the Berlin Cultural Centre Maison de France on 27
August 1983, of which the Arabic Republic of Syria had been found guilty of complicity by a
Berlin court in 2000. One of the victims of that attack sued Syria to obtain a certain amount of
compensation for the harm he had suffered as a result of the attack. In securing the financial
70

See: op. cit. n. 40 (Schoen), pp. 88-89 and n. 28.
See supra, Ch. 1.8, where I addressed the relevant international instruments.
72
See: op. cit. n. 40 (Schoen), p. 89 and nn. 29-30.
See also: op. cit. n. 40 (Boos), pp. 260-263.
73
Many thanks go to Isabel Tillmann, Federal Government Commission for Culture and the Media, International
Cultural Affairs Division, and Robert Peters, Federal Government Commission for Culture and the Media,
Directorate Protection, Conservation and Return of Cultural Goods. See also: Matthias Weller, ‘Immunity from
seizure in Germany’, Cultural Heritage & Arts Review, 2010, Vol. 1, Issue 2, pp. 53-55.
74
18. Zivilsenat des Kammergerichts, Az. 18 W 2/10, on file with the author.
See also Press statement of the court No. 16/2010 of 8 March 2010, to be found at
http://www.berlin.de/sen/justiz/gerichte/kg/presse/archiv/20100308.1225.158173.html. [Last visited 5 May
2011.]
75
Landgericht Berlin, 4 February 2010, Az. 13 O 48/10. See also Press statement of the court No. 12/2010 of 24
February 2010.
71
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sources, he tried to achieve that two cultural objects76 would be seized, temporarily on loan
from Syria and belonging to the Damascus National Museum and exhibited in the exhibition
Treasures of the Ancient Syria – the Discovery of the Kingdom of Qatna,77 from 17 October
2009 until 14 March 2010 in the Landesmuseum (State Museum) Württemberg in Stuttgart.
Neither the borrowing nor the lending institution had applied for an immunity from seizure
declaration under Section 20 of the Act to Prevent the Exodus of German Cultural Property.

The court examined, whether the action of the plaintiff to seize the objects should be declared
admissible or whether general principles of international law, by virtue of Article 25 of the
German Basic Law78 would prevent this on the basis of the rules of State immunity.

The court ordered that seizure of the objects would be impermissible, as the objects served a
purpose jure imperii. The court stated that although the objects did not fall under the rules of
diplomatic immunity, 79 they did fall under the general principles of State immunity. On the
basis of general rules of international law, measures of constraint against property of a foreign
State were not allowed, as long as these objects served a public purpose. For the conclusion
that a public purpose was at stake, it was not necessary that it regarded a core area of the
foreign State. It was very well possible that also other acts performed under sovereign
authority would fall under the general notion of State immunity. Especially cultural facilities
and/or cultural objects of foreign States should fall under this notion, according to the court.
Without any doubt, the court said, Syria gave - by means of the Damascus National Museum
as lending institution - the objects on loan in the exercise of a sovereign activity, as the
purpose of the loan was the representation and circulation of Syrian cultural property.

Interestingly, the court also referred to the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities
of States and Their Property. Specifically, reference was made to Article 21(1)(d) of the
convention, stating that property forming part of the cultural heritage of the State shall not be
considered as property specifically in use or intended for use by the State for other than
76

A part of a golden hand, as well as a jewel in the form of a golden duck head with Hathor [an ancient Egyptian
goddess] mask.
77
Schätze des alten Syrien – die Entdeckung des Königreichs Qatna. The objects come from the National
Museum of Damascus. Archeologists of the University of Tübingen (Germany) discovered in 2002 below the
Royal Palace of Qatna an approximately 3500 year old burial chamber. Qatna was during the Bronze Age one of
the most important kingdoms of the old Syria.
78
See supra n. 68.
79
This means that the court did not consider the objects as being a so called ‘diplomatic envoy’ or ‘peace
envoy’. See the short discussion about cultural objects as diplomatic agent in Ch. 1.6 of this study.
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government non-commercial purposes. Although the convention had not yet entered into
force, this rule was taken into account by the court in its decision.80

The court did not consider it necessary to refer a question to the German Federal
Constitutional Court whether cultural objects of foreign States were immune on the basis of
customary international law. The judgment, however, did refer to an order of the German
Federal Constitutional Court of 1 October 2009,81 regarding the Russian House of Science
and Culture,82 which should be considered as the foreign representation of the Russian Centre
for international, cultural and scientific cooperation under the Russian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. The Federal Constitutional Court ordered that cultural and research facilities83 were to
be considered as having a sovereign purpose, especially as on the basis of Article 3 of the
1961 Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations the development of [economic,] cultural
and scientific relations belong to the task of a diplomatic mission. However, the Federal
Constitutional Court did not consider that resort could be sought to diplomatic immunity, as
the Russian House was not a diplomatic representation. But, as the Russian House was a tool
in the promotion of the Russian culture in Germany, and the international cooperation
agreements between the Russian Federation and Germany also foresaw in this kind of
institutes, resort could be sought to the general immunity rules under international law
concerning State immunity, stating that measures of constraint are not allowed if these regard
property that serves public purposes and the State concerned did not explicitly waive the
immunity.

The judgment of the Berlin Court of Appeals is a confirmation of an earlier court decision of
the Berlin Court of Appeals in 2002. 84 Plaintiff in that case was a victim of an attack at the
discotheque La Belle in Berlin on 5 April 1986. Also in this case, the plaintiff requested
compensation, now from Libya (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya), and wanted to seize Libyan

80

It may be remarkable that the court referred to Article 21(1)(d), and not to (1)(e), concerning property forming
part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical interest. The reason may be that the court had
before it a legal brief of the Director of the Centre of European Law and Politics of the University of Bremen,
Andreas Fischer-Lescano (Ausnahmen vom Grundsatz der Staatenimmunität im Erkenntnis- und
Vollstreckungsverfahren, 20 January 2010, in possession of the author), that also only referred to Article
21(1)(d) and not to 21(1)(e). Interestingly, Fischer-Lescano came to the conclusion that a rule of customary
international law was not in existence, but the court put that aside and had a different opinion.
81
Bundesgerichtshof [Federal Constitutional Court], VII ZB 37/08, 1 October 2009, on file with the author.
82
Russisches Haus der Wissenschaft und Kultur.
83
In this case the Russian House of Science and Culture, which should be considered as the foreign
representation of the Russian Centre for international, cultural and scientific cooperation under the Russian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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cultural objects on loan in Germany for the exhibition The Libyan Legacy in a former Berlin
State Council building. Also here, the court ruled that a sovereign purpose was at stake, and
that, hence, the imposition of measures of constraint was impermissible. This time, the
cultural representation was considered as a core aspect of sovereign behaviour, which
transcended by far any commercial touristic aspect, as the foreign State (Libya) made cultural
objects, which formed an integral part of the Libyan cultural heritage, available for an
exhibition in another State, according to the court.

9.3

Austria85

9.3.1

Immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan

Austria introduced immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan in 2003. 86 It
applies only to foreign cultural objects loaned to one of Austria’s nine federal museums 87 or
84

Kammergericht Berlin, 9. Zivilsenat, 26 June 2002, 9 W 176/02.
Many thanks go to Erika Pieler, Federal Ministry for Education, Art and Culture, Department for Monument
Protection, who took - together with the author - part in the OMC Expert Working Group on Mobility of
Collections, subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’, in Brussels.
86
Bundesgesetz über die vorübergehende sachliche Immunität von Kulturgut-Leihgaben zum Zweck der
öffentlichen Ausstellung [Federal Act on the Temporary Immunity of Cultural Property Loans for the Purpose of
Public Exhibition], 30 December 2003, Bundesgesetzblatt (BGBl) [Federal Gazette] I No. 133/2003, as amended
by BGBl I No. 65/2006, Article 8:
“1. In case, foreign cultural property is loaned temporarily for an exhibition by the Federal Museums for the
public interest on the territory of the Republic of Austria, the Federal Ministry for Education, Science and
Culture can, upon application by the federal museum in question, grant with legally binding effect to the lender
that the cultural property shall enjoy temporary immunity. There shall in particular also be public interest, if the
cultural property in question forms an important part of the exhibition and if without this granting of immunity it
could not or only at unreasonable expense be exhibited in Austria.
2. This grant of immunity shall be issued in writing by using the expression ‘legally binding grant of immunity’
before the import of the cultural property for the period of time necessary in connection with the exhibition, but
not longer than one year from import on. It can neither be withdrawn or revoked.
3. The grant of immunity has the effect that no rights can be asserted by a third party against the lender's right to
the return of the cultural property.
4.Until the cultural property has been returned to the lender, legal actions for surrender, seizure or enforcement
measures of any kind shall not be permitted.
5.Sections 3 and 4 shall also apply, if a statute of a federal State provides for a provision corresponding mutatis
mutandis with Sections 1 and 2 of this Federal Act, Federal Gazette I No. 65/2006, for exhibitions that do not
take place in federal museums, and for the possibility of information to third parties who can substantiate a legal
interest in the cultural property. The entire duration of the grant of immunity for a specific cultural property can
effectively amount to a maximum of one year following import.
6. The Federal Minister for Education, Science and Culture shall be responsible for enforcing Sections 1 and 2 of
this Federal Act, and the Federal Minister for Justice for enforcing Sections 3, 4 and 5.”
87
Bundesmuseen. These are the Albertina, the Kunsthistorische Museum (with the Museum für Völkerkunde
and Ősterreichischen Theatermuseum), the Ősterreichische Galerie Belvedere, the Ősterreichische Museum für
angewandte Kunst, the Museum moderner Kunst Stiftung Ludwig Wien, the Naturhistorische Museum and the
Technische Museum Wien. They have all their own separate legal personality. See: Erika C. Pieler and Leonhard
85
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to a public exhibition whereby one of the federal museums is one of the organisers.

The introduction of anti-seizure legislation was a direct result of the confiscation in 1998 of
two paintings by Egon Schiele from the collection of the Leopold Museum in Vienna, which
were on temporary loan to an exhibition in New York.88 The Austrian authorities feared that
foreign lenders would possibly hesitate to give cultural objects on loan to Austrian museums,
being afraid that as a matter of reciprocity or retaliation Austria would seize those objects as
well. This situation had a negative impact on the Austrian museums, 89 and Austria therefore
explicitly decided to enact legislation stating that foreign cultural objects would be immune
from measures of constraint.90

The procedure for an Austrian immunity declaration is as follows: following a request of the
foreign lender, the Austrian borrowing museum must make an application to the Federal
Ministry of Education, Science and Culture. The Federal Ministry can issue a guarantee which
should contain the words ‘rechtsverbindliche Immunitätszusage’ (legally binding grant of
immunity). Immunity guarantees can be issued both for State-owned cultural objects, and for
cultural objects of private lenders, as long as the cultural objects are loaned for an exhibition
by the Federal Museums in the public interest.91 The entire duration of the immunity for a
specific cultural object can effectively amount to a maximum of one year following import
into Austria. 92
The grant of immunity can neither be withdrawn nor revoked93 and has the effect that no
rights can be asserted by a third party against the lender’s right to the return of the cultural

Reis, ‘Die Leihe von Kulturgut nach der österreichischen Rechtsordnung’ [The borrowing of cultural objects
according to the Austrian legal order], KUR [Kunst und Recht] 2007, Issue 2, pp. 37-41.
88
See supra, Ch. 4.4.7
89
That was confirmed even more, when, in 2003, the Sabarsky Gallery in New York wanted to exhibit its
collection in the Historical Museum in Vienna, but cancelled the plans as the museum in Vienna could not
provide a sufficient guarantee that the loaned paintings would not be seized. See: Kurt G. Siehr, ‘Globalization
and national culture: Recent trends toward a liberal exchange of cultural objects’, Vanderbilt Journal of
Transnational Law, 2005, Vol. 38, Issue 4, pp. 1067-1096, esp. n. 161. See also: ‘Vorerst keine Sabarsky
Ausstelling in Wien’ [For the time being no Sabarsky exhibition in Vienna], Frankfurter Algemeine Zeitung, 19
May 2003.
90
Information received from the Legal Department of the Austrian Cultural Ministry, December 2008.
91
Section 1 says that there shall in particular be public interest, if the cultural objects in question formed an
important part of the exhibition and if without this granting of immunity it could not or only at unreasonable
expense be exhibited in Austria.
92
Section 5.
93
Section 2.
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object(s).94 Thus, if immunity is granted, any court action seeking possession or measures of
constraint is inadmissible, until the moment that the work of art has been returned to the
lender. We saw this approach before, when I described the situation in Germany, supra, in
Chapter 9.2.

In 2006, legislation was amended to enable Austria’s provinces to enact limited immunity
from seizure for cultural property temporarily exhibited in museums other than Federal
Museums. So far, only Lower Austria (Niederösterreich),95 Upper Austria (Oberösterreich),96
Salzburg97 and Styria (Steiermarken)98 have implemented this new legislation.

On 14 September 2006, Austria ratified the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional
Immunities of States and Their Property. With this ratification (and its previous signature on
17 January 2005), Austria subscribed to the principles enshrined in this convention. When
ratifying the convention, in the course of the national procedure the Austrian authorities
stated: “The convention reflects the codification of existing customary international law with
regard to State immunity in the field of civil law.”99 As an alternative to ratification, the
authorities stated that the provisions as laid down in the convention should then be considered
as a reflection of customary international law. However, for reasons of legal security,
ratification of the convention was considered as the preferred option. 100

In answer to the 2009 enquiry of the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of the EU OMC
Expert Working Group ‘Mobility of Collections’, 101 Austria stated that did not count on rules
of customary international law, as it considered a possible rule of customary international law
which would prohibit the seizure of cultural objects belonging to foreign States as
94

Section 3.
Landesgesetz über die vorübergehende sachliche Immunität von Kulturgut-Leihgaben [State Act on the
temporary substantive immunity for cultural objects on loan], Lower Austria, NŐ LGBl No. 83/2006.
96
Landesgesetz über die vorübergehende sachliche Immunität von Kulturgut-Leihgaben [State Act on the
temporary substantive immunity for cultural objects on loan], Upper Austria, OŐ LGBl No. 71/2008.
97
Gesetz über die Förderung der Kultur im Land Salzburg [Act on the promotion of culture in the State
Salzburg], LGBl No 14/1998, amended by LGBl No. 110/2009.
98
Gesetz über die vorübergehende sachliche Immunität von Kulturgut-Leihgaben [Act on the temporary
substantive immunity for cultural objects on loan], Styria, LGBl No. 79/2010.
99
“Das Übereinkommen stellt eine Kodifikation des bestehenden völkerrechtlichen Gewohnheitsrechts
hinsichtlich der Staatenimmunität im Bereich des Zivilrechts dar.” See: Decision of the Austrian Government of
25 October 2005, http://www.parlament.gv.at/PG/DE/XXII/I/I_01161/fnameorig_051285.html. [Last visited 18
March 2011.]
100
“Alternativen: Die Anwendung der Bestimmungen des Übereinkommens als Völkergewohnheitsrecht. Aus
Gründen der Rechtssicherheit ist jedoch die Ratifikation des vorliegenden Übereinkommens eindeutig
vorzuziehen.”
95
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insufficiently developed. The seizure of the two Schiele paintings in the United States was
considered by the Austrian authorities as an illustration of this. Moreover, it was the
experience of Austria that potential lending institutions were not satisfied with a ‘vague’
notion of customary international law, but wished an explicit statement in Austrian legislation
which needed to be followed by the Austrian judiciary. Austrian museums therefore put
pressure on the government to come up with legislation, thereby putting Austria back in the
spot of the international exchange of cultural objects. However, in the course of time, the
Austrian authorities seem to have adjusted the official position; as we shall see infra, in
Chapter 9.3.2, it is the current position of the Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs that
cultural objects on loan and belonging to foreign States are indeed immune from measures of
constraint under customary international law.

9.3.2

The seizure of Czech cultural objects on loan to the Belvedere102

On 16 May 2011, a Viennese District Court ordered the seizure of three cultural objects
owned by the Czech Republic and lent to an exhibition in the Austrian National Gallery
Belvedere in Vienna. The objects concerned were a painting by Emil Filla, 103 Two Women, a
painting by Vincenc Benes,104 The Dancer, both coming from the Prague National Gallery,
and a sculpture by Otto Gutfreund,105 The Embrace, coming from the Moravian Gallery in
Brno.

The cultural objects were on loan

for

an exhibition called

Dynamik!

Kubismus/Futurismus/Kinetismus,106 which ran from 10 February 2011 until 29 May 2011.
On 25 May 2011, the seizure was effected and the Belvedere was appointed as the court’s
custodian of the objects. Regardless of the seizure, the objects could be exhibited until the end
of the exposition, but were then to be transferred to a storage in the Belvedere.

101

See supra, Ch. 6.2.
See: ‘Austrian court seizes CzechRep’s property sought by Diag Human’, CTK Czech News Agency, 24 May
2011. See also: Tom Jones, ‘Vienna Court demands Czech artwork seizure’, Czechposition.com, 24 May 2011.
See also: ‘Kunstwerke in Belvedere-Ausstellung beschlagnahmt’ [Works of art seized in Belvedere exhibition],
Nachrichten.at, 24 May 2011. See also: ‘Belvedere: Kunst mit Kuckuck’ [Belvedere: Art with Cuckoo], Der
Standard, 25 May 2011. See also: ‘CzechRep says will prove its dispute with Diag Human not over’, Ceske
Noviny.cz, 26 May 2011. See also: ‘Diag Human plans more distraints of Czech property abroad’, CTK Czech
News Agency, 28 May 2011. See also: Tom Jones, ‘Austrian bailiffs seize Czech artworks’, Czechposition.com,
30 May 2011. See also: Claire Compton, ‘Priceless works of art seized’, The Prague Post, 8 June 2011.
103
Czech artist, 1882-1953.
104
Czech artist, 1883-1979.
105
Czech artist, 1889-1927.
102
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Before the commencement of the exhibition, the Belvedere did not make an application to the
Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, in order to receive a legally binding grant
of immunity under the Austrian anti-seizure legislation. According to spokespersons of the
Belvedere, the application had not been made, as the Czech lending institutions did not ask for
it themselves and the Belvedere did not see a reason to nevertheless apply for it.

The background of this case was the following: in the beginning of the 1990s, the Swiss
company Diag Human wanted to trade in blood plasma from Czech transfusion centres, but
failed to do so after the then Czech Minister of Health referred to the company in seemingly
negative terms. Diag Human started a legal case, asking for compensation from the Czech
Republic. Already in 1997, the Czech Republic was ordered by an arbitral ruling to pay Diag
Human a sum of 327 million Czech crowns.107 However, the company continued its legal
battle, and in August 2008, Diag Human received an arbitral award, ordering the Czech
Republic to pay a sum of almost 9 billion Czech crowns to the company. The Czech Republic
appealed against this ruling, but there are differences of view on the question whether the
appeal was signed by duly authorised Czech officials. 108 According to Diag Human, the
arbitral decision became final and effective, but the Czech authorities are of the opinion that
the legal case is still pending.

On 19 April 2011, Diag Human asked the Viennese District Court for a declaration of
enforceability of the arbitral award and for the seizure of the three cultural objects. This was
granted by the court on 16 May 2011.

The question is, regardless of whether or not the Belvedere applied for an immunity guarantee
under Austrian legislation, and regardless of whether or not the arbitration procedure between
Human Diag and the Czech Republic can be considered as finalised, whether the Czech
cultural objects should be eligible for seizure. In a more or less similar situation, the Swiss
authorities, supported by the Russian authorities, had stated that seizure was not possible
because of rules of international law, as we shall see infra in Chapter 9.5.1.

On 1 June 2011, the Austrian Ministry of Justice sent an email to the court, originating from
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Dynamic! Cubism/Futurism/Kineticism.
One euro is approx. 25 Czech crowns.
108
The appeal was signed by the then Minister of Health, Tomas Julinek and General Director of the Office for
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the Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. In the email it was said that under customary
international law, the Czech Republic was immune from measures of constraint with regard to
its three cultural objects. The Ministry stated that the relevant rule of customary international
law is set forth in Articles 18 to 21 of the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities
of States and Their Property. Specifically applicable is Article 21(1)(e), governing property of
a State forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical interest and
not placed or intended to be placed on sale. 109

On 10 June, the Czech Republic filed an appeal against the declaration of enforceability and
the granting of seizure.110 The Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs was of the opinion that the
seizure of the Czech-owned cultural objects by the Austrian court was to be considered a
breach of international law. 111 Also the renowned Czech lawyer Vladimir Balas112 argued that
it is truly questionable whether these objects could be seized, as it regards Czech property
with a sovereign, non-commercial purpose.113

During the course of the case, Diag Human stated that it aimed to also issue seizure requests
in other States, Party to the New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of
Foreign Arbitral Awards. 114 In reaction, the Czech authorities started to review all the loan
agreements with foreign institutions and to take back Czech cultural objects on loan abroad.
One of the first items was a Czech-owned painting by Eduard Manet, on long term loan to the
Musée d’Orsay in Paris.115

On 21 June 2011, the Viennese District Court ordered that seizure had to be lifted. As the
Government Representation in Property Affairs, Miloslav Vanek.
109
See judgment of the Viennese District Court, in Diag Human v. Czech Republic, Ministry of Health, Case
No. 72 E 1855/11 z-20, dated 21 June 2011.
110
It also moved to suspend the procedure on the declaration of enforceability until the foreign arbitral award
was final and binding.
111
‘Foreign Ministry says artwork seizure is breach of international law’, Radio Prague, 1 June 2011.
112
President of the Czech Branch of the International Law Association.
113
Christian Rühmkorf, ‘Kunst für “Blut-Geld“ – internationaler Rechtsstreit spitzt sich zu’ [Art for „blood
money“ – international legal dispute escalates], Radio Prague, 25 May 2011.
114
Convention of 10 July 1958, 330 UNTS 38 (1959). On 1 June 2011, the convention had 147 States Parties.
According to the convention, arbitration proceedings have to be final before a ruling can be enforced in one of
the States Parties to the convention.
Meanwhile, also a Paris court recognised the arbitration award. See: ‘Ministry receives Paris court’s ruling on
Diag Human case’, Prague Daily Monitor, 6 June 2011.
115
‘Cultural Ministry orders return of state-owned artworks from abroad to avoid seizure in arbitration case’,
Radio Prague, 1 June 2011. See also: ‘Czech reclaiming artworks for fear of seizure’, The Associated Press, 10
June 2011. See also: ‘CR reluctant to loan artifacts abroad over Diag Human suit’, Prague Daily Monitor, 8 June
2011.
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Belvedere did not apply for temporary immunity from seizure under the Austrian legislation,
immunity could only result from generally acknowledged rules of international law, thus the
court stated in its judgment. Although the 2004 UN Convention had not entered into force, the
court was of the opinion that the contents of the convention provided sufficient indications of
State practice to assume that a rule of customary international law exists immunising cultural
State property on loan. 116 The court also stated that the Federal Act on the Temporary
Immunity of Cultural Property Loans for the Purpose of Public Exhibition does not rule out
the possibility of a broader principle of customary international law.117 Until the judgment has
become final (Diag Human has the possibility of filing an appeal), the cultural objects need to
be kept in storage in the Belvedere.

On 27 June 2011 the Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs confirmed to the author, through
the Embassy of Austria in the Netherlands, the view that applicable customary international
law has been codified in Articles 18 to 21 of the 2004 UN Convention and that with regard to
cultural State property on loan and not intended for sale it considered Article 21(1)(e) of the
2004 UN Convention as the reflection of a rule of customary international law. It is thus safe
to say that a shift in the Austrian position occurred since Austria answered the questionnaire
of the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of the EU OMC Expert Working Group ‘Mobility
of Collections’ on 24 March 2009.118

9.4

Belgium119

Culture falls in Belgium under the responsibility of the constituent Walloon and Flemish
communities. At federal level immunity legislation exists.
116

The court referred to the 2005 Noga case in Switzerland and to the existing literature in this field, specifically
to an article by Matthias Weller. See also: Kerstin Odendahl, ‘Die völkerrechtliche Vollstreckungsimmunität von
Kulturgütern’ [The immunity from measures of constraint for cultural objects under international law],
Presentation Art and Law Seminar, Faculty of Law, University of Basel, Switzerland, 17 June 2011:
“Völkergewohnheitsrechtlich […] ist die Antwort klar: Österreich ist verpflichtet, die Pfändung der drei
Kunstwerke rückgängig zu machen und ihre Rückführung in die Tschechische Republik zu veranlassen. Sonst
verletzt Österreich die völkerrechtliche Immunität der Tschechischen Republik.”[“Under customary international
law […] the answer is clear: Austria is obliged to nullify the seizure of the three works of art and arrange for
their return to the Czech Republic. Otherwise Austria would violate the immunity under international law of the
Czech Republic.”]
117
See also: ‘Vienna court scraps Czech artifacts’ seizure over Diag Human case’, Ceske Noviny.cz, 1 July 2011.
The article states: “It [the Viennese court] based its decision on the U.N. Convention on Jurisdictional Immunity
of States and Their Property, which has not yet taken effect, but is binding on countries within customary law.”
118
Answers in possession of the author.
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On the basis of customary international law, Belgium considers cultural objects, belonging to
foreign States, as immune from seizure when these objects are in Belgium. This has not only
been stated individually by Belgium representatives120 and by the Kingdom of Belgium in
response to the EU subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’-enquiry concerning immunity from
seizure for cultural objects on temporary loan, 121 but can also be inferred from the explanatory
report to the legislation to be discussed below. Belgium signed the 2004 UN Convention on
Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property on 22 April 2005.

Immunity from seizure for cultural objects was introduced by the Law of 24 December 2002.
This Law granted immunity from seizure to a limited number of specified federal institutions.
The protection was automatic and applied to cultural objects loaned from a foreign State, a
public collection or foreign cultural institution, subject to the provision that the borrowing
museum provided the relevant ministry with a list of the objects on loan.122 However, this
legislation was considered as insufficient by the Russian Federation. Europalia Russia,123 an
art festival that took place in Brussels in the year 2005124 was therefore the direct reason for
renewed immunity legislation, as the Russian Federation demanded more guarantees in order
to be sure that cultural objects from Russia could not be seized. As a result, and to address the
Russian concerns, this 2002 ‘ad hoc legislation’125 was on 14 June 2004 replaced by
legislation called ‘amending the Judicial Code in order to establish immunity from seizure for
foreign cultural objects on public display in Belgium’. By this legislation a new Article
1412ter126 was inserted in the Belgian Judicial Code,127 dealing with this matter.128 This
119

Special thanks go to Hans Feys, Arts and Heritage Flanders [Kunsten en Erfgoed Vlaanderen].
Email exchange between Hans Feys and the author, February 2009, as well as with the Royal Netherlands
Embassy in Brussels, December 2008.
121
Answers in possession of the author. See also: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policydevelopment/doc/mobility_collections_report/reports/immunity_seizure.pdf. Report of the subgroup ‘Immunity
from Seizure’ of the Expert Group ‘Mobility of Collections’, p. 12, para. 2.1.3.
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See: op. cit. n. 11 (O’Connell), p. 13.
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www.europalia.eu. The festival presented 22 exhibitions, 132 concerts, 46 literary conferences, 7 dance
performances, 49 theatrical presentations and 243 films. Two of the three main exhibitions, the Russian AvantGarde and From Tsar to Emperor were hosted at the Centre for Fine Arts (BOZAR) in Brussels, while the
Trans-Siberian Express could be visited at the Royal Museum of Art and History. The exhibitions Fabergé.
Jeweller to the Romanovs, Soviet Idealism, Symbolism in Russia and Angels of History (1985-2005) presented
yet more aspects of Russia’s artistic heritage. See: http://www.europalia.eu/europalia/history/#article59. [Last
visited 18 March 2011.]
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It has been called ad hoc legislation in the Belgian answers to the EU subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’enquiry concerning immunity from seizure for cultural objects on temporary loan; in possession of the author.
See also: op. cit. n. 121, p. 17, para. 3.1.3, where the 2002 legislation has been referred to as ‘ad hoc regulation’.
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Article 1412ter:
“Section 1. Without prejudice to obligatory supranational provisions, cultural goods which belong to foreign
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article came into force on 29 June 2004. According to it, cultural objects belonging to a
foreign State cannot be seized when these objects are in Belgium in order to be displayed at a
public and temporary exhibition on the condition that the cultural objects have an artistic,
scientific, cultural or historical value, and the cultural objects are not part of an economic or
commercial activity.

In the explanatory report to the draft legislation, the Russian Federation has not been
mentioned in so many words. Literally it stated:
“The motivation for this initiative lies in the fact that several foreign States had
informed Belgium that they no longer wished to participate in exhibitions held in
Belgium, if no safeguards would be available to them, preventing that their cultural
objects would be subject to seizure. The maintenance of harmonious international
relations of Belgium requires that a favorable consideration is given to these
requests.”129
As Belgium already considered cultural objects belonging foreign States immune from
seizure, it did not itself consider specific legislation necessary. However, it did not want to
lose the opportunity of offering high ranking and important exhibitions to the public, knowing
that foreign States, and national and foreign museums do not always take ‘vague notions’ as
immunity under customary international law for granted. On the other hand, Belgium did not
have any problem in further codifying the immunity from seizure for the purpose of

States cannot be seized when they are within the territory of the Kingdom for public and temporary display.
Section 2. Objects which have an artistic, scientific, cultural or historical value are considered as cultural goods
within the framework of this Article. Cultural objects destined for an economic or commercial activity based on
private law are not covered by the immunity mentioned in Section 1.
Section 3. The immunity mentioned in Section 1 also applies to cultural goods which are owned by a federated
entity of a foreign State, even if this entity does not have a legal status recognized under the International Law.
The immunity mentioned in Section 1 also applies to cultural goods which are owned by subdivisions of a
foreign State. Organisms that operate on behalf of a foreign State or on behalf of one of its federated entities are
considered as subdivisions of a foreign State on the condition that these organisms hold part of the sovereignty
of the foreign State. The immunity mentioned in Section 1 also applies to cultural goods which are owned by
local Government bodies or of any other political subdivision of a foreign State. The immunity mentioned in
Section 1 also applies to cultural goods which are owned by an international organization recognized under
international public law.”
127
In Chapter V: ‘Goods which cannot be seized’. [Goederen die niet in beslag genomen kunnen worden.]
128
Inserted by Legal Code W 2004-06-14/33, Art. 2. Belgisch Staatsblad / Moniteur belge No. 233, 29 June
2004, p. 52.719.
129
Parlementaire Stukken Belgische Kamer van Volksvertegenwoordigers [Parliamentary Papers, House of
Representatives] 2003-2004, No. 1051/001 p. 3: “La motivation de cette initiative se trouve dans le fait que
divers Etats étrangers ont fait savoir à la Belgique qu’ils ne souhaitaient plus participer à des expositions
organisées en Belgique si des garanties ne pouvaient leur être offertes afin d’éviter que les biens culturels leur
appartenant soient l’objet de saisies. Le maintien des relations internationales harmonieuses de la Belgique
commande dès lors qu’une suite favorable soit donnée à ces demandes.”
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international art loans, and therefore wanted to follow a pragmatic approach. The explanatory
report to the draft legislation stated:
“Foreign powers enjoy in Belgium the principle of a relative immunity from execution.
The origin of this inviolability can be subscribed as custom […]. Nothing prevents that
this customary inviolability is being converted and strengthened into a rule of positive
law.”130
Affirming such immunity presupposes its existence as a rule of customary international law in
the first place. 131 A bit further, the explanatory report stated:
“[…] Also [the article] institutes an international customary immunity for objects of
‘public institutions’ which, like every international immunity, cannot be assigned by a
State itself to its own heritage.”132
The explanatory report went on by stating that, also as confirmation of a customary rule, the
intended immunity did not have an absolute character. The purpose given to the objects would
be the decisive criterion. This means, that it cannot be ruled out, that cultural objects of
foreign States can be subject to measures of constraint, in case they serve a private law
purpose, for instance a commercial activity. 133 During the enactment of the legislation, also
Mrs. Laurette Onkelinx, Vice-Prime Minister and Minister of Justice addressed the notion of
customary international law:
“The bill submitted to Parliament foresees in adding an article 1412ter to the Judicial
Code in order to integrate into the Belgian legislation a provision of customary
international law providing for the exemption from seizure of cultural property
belonging to a foreign public authority and temporarily exposed to the public in
Belgium.”134
The article covers cultural objects of foreign States (and its subjects of law, see Section 3 of
the article), but does not cover private ownership. ‘Cultural objects’ are considered as all

130

“Les puissances étrangères bénéficient déjà, en principe, d’une immunité d’exécution relative en Belgique.
L’origine de cette immunité peut être qualifiée de coutumière […]. Rien ne fait obstacle à ce que cette immunité
soit consacrée et renforcée dans une disposition de droit positif.” See: ibid., p. 4.
131
See also: op. cit. n. 53, p. 1008.
132
“Par ailleurs, il consacre une immunité internationale coutumière en faveur de biens ‘d’autorités publiques’
qui, comme toute immunité internationale, ne peut être accordée par un État à son propre patrimoine.” See: op.
cit. n. 129, p. 5.
133
Ibid.
134
“Le projet de loi qui est soumis dans l’urgence au Parlement, vise à insérer un article 1412ter au Code
judiciaire dans le but d’intégrer dans la législation belge une disposition coutumière de droit international
prévoyant l’insaisissabilité des biens culturels appartenant à une autorité publique étrangère et temporairement
exposés au public en Belgique.” See: Parliamentary Papers, House of Representatives 2003-2004, No.
1051/002, p. 3.
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objects of artistic, scientific, cultural or historical interest. Cultural objects that in any way are
on the commercial market do not fall under this immunity from seizure. The Law does not
incorporate objects which are on Belgian territory on the basis of long-term loans that have no
expiration date.
The immunity from seizure (both under civil and criminal jurisdiction)135 is granted
automatically if the conditions stipulated in the article are met. No specific act or decision is
needed in order to grant this immunity to a specific exhibition. So there is no opportunity for
the government to undertake a check prior to granting this immunity. There is only a post
factum check by the courts. If discussions arise whether or not an exhibition enjoys immunity
from seizure, it will be for the courts to judge whether or not all conditions were met to be
eligible for immunity.

The article states that it is without prejudice to supranational obligations. This means, that in
case under international or European law (for instance the 1970 UNESCO Convention or the
1993 Council Directive) the object must be returned to a claiming State, not being the lending
State, the cultural object concerned would not be eligible for immunity from seizure. 136

9.5

Switzerland137

9.5.1

The Noga case138

135

According to the Belgian authorities in communication in 2007 towards the working group on ‘Immunity
from Seizure’ as established under the 2006 Action Plan for the EU Promotion of Museum Collections’ Mobility
and Loan Standards. See supra, Ch. 6.1.
136
The advice of the Council of State states: “Selon les explications du fonctionnaire délégué, l’avant-projet n’a
pas d’incidence sur les dispositions de la loi du 28 octobre 1996 relative à la restitution de biens culturels ayant
quitté illicitement le territoire de certains États étrangers [Cette loi transpose la directive 93/7/CEE du Conseil du
15 mars 1993 relative à la restitution de biens culturels ayant quitté illicitement le territoire d’un État membre],
ni sur les dispositions de la convention d’Unidroit sur les biens culturels volés ou illicitement exportés, faite à
Rome le 24 juin 1995, que la Belgique entend ratifier […].” See: op. cit. n. 129, p. 9.
137
Many thanks go to Benno Widmer, Swiss Federal Office of Culture, Paul Seger, Swiss UN Ambassador in
New York and former Legal Adviser of the Swiss Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Evelyne Gerber, Head of the
International Law Directorate of the Swiss Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Kerstin Odendahl, University of
Kiel, Germany.
138
See for instance: Kerstin Odendahl, ‘Immunität entliehener ausländischer staatlicher Kulturguter – Eine
Analyse der Affäre um die Beslagnahmung der Gemälde aus dem Pushkin-Museum im November 2005’
[Immunity of cultural objects belonging to foreign States on loan - An analysis of the affair of the seizure of the
paintings from the Pushkin Museum in November 2005], Aktuelle Juristische Praxis, 2006, No. 10, pp. 11751184. See also: Jérôme Candrian, ‘Les tableaux du Musée Pouchkine de Moscou: poursuites, immunité et
arbitrage sous le signe de l’Etat de droit’, Blätter für Schuldbetreibung und Konkurs, 2007, Heft 3, pp. 85-99.
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In November 2005, the Swiss company Noga tried to seize a collection of 54 French cultural
objects, belonging to the Pushkin Museum in Moscow, Russia. Among the objects were
paintings by Renoir, Monet, Manet, Degas, Van Gogh and Gauguin. 139 The cultural objects
had been exhibited from 17 June 2005 till 13 November 2005 on an exhibition in the
Fondation Pierre Gianadda in Martigny, Canton of Wallis, Switzerland. Noga obtained an
order from the Cantonal Debt Enforcement Office140 in Wallis authorising the seizure and
consequently the paintings were seized as they were about to leave Switzerland to return to
Russia. Already soon thereafter the objects were released again, as we shall see infra.

The case has a remarkable and long history. In 1991 and 1992 , the Swiss company Noga and
First Vice-Premier Gennady Kulik on behalf of the Russian Government concluded an
agreement, which gave Noga the right to supply food and consumer goods to the Russian
Federation. Russia was held to pay for these goods by delivering petroleum products. The
agreement had a value of approximately US $ 14 billion.141 In the two agreements, the

See also: Jeremy Page, ‘$1bn of seized art to be returned’, Times Online, 17 November 2005. See also: ‘Bern
geeft Russen in beslag genomen schilderijen terug’ [Bern returns seized paintings to Russia], Algemeen
Dagblad, 16 November 2005. See also: ‘Noga’s Arrest a No Go’, Kommersant, 17 November 2005. See also:
‘Aftermath of the Arts Scandal’, Kommersant, 18 November 2005. See also: ‘VTB Accounts Frozen Over Swiss
Debt Claim’, Moscow Times, 15 January 2008. See also: ‘Alexander Kogan: NOGA Isn’t Done Yet’, Moscow
News Weekly, 24 January 2008.
139
The collection covered the entire history of French painting. It included Rinaldo and Armide of Nicolas
Poussin (French classicism), Jupiter and Callisto of Francois Boucher (Rococo), as well as French impressionist
and post-impressionist paintings of Claude Monet (Cliffs at Etretat and Lilacs in the sun), Edouard Manet (The
Tavern), Edgar Degas (Ballerina and Ballet Rehearsal on Stage), August Renoir (Portrait of Actress Jeanne
Samary) and Paul Cézanne (The Banks of the Marne) as well as What? Are you Jealous by Paul Gauguin and
Portrait du Docteur Rey by Vincent van Gogh.
140
In Swiss it is called ‘Betreibungsamt’.
141
Also in the United States, Noga sought to confirm and enforce the Swedish arbitration award against the
Russian Federation. The following facts were described in the case before the US Court of Appeals, Second
Circuit, 361 F3d 676 (2nd Cir. 2004), dated 16 March 2004, Compagnie Noga D’Importation et D’Exportation
S.A. v. The Russian Federation: In December 1990, Noga entered into supply contracts to provide US $ 550
million worth of food and consumer goods to foreign trade agencies of both the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics (‘USSR’), the predecessor to the Russian Federation, and the Federative Socialist Soviet Republic of
Russia (‘RSFSR’), a constituent republic of the USSR. In April 1991, Noga entered into a US $ 422,5 million
loan agreement (‘1991 Loan Agreement’) with the Government of the RSFSR, which was represented by its
Council of Ministers and defined in the agreement as the ‘Borrower’. The stated purpose of the 1991 Loan
Agreement was to finance Noga's existing supply contracts with the State-owned agencies and enterprises of the
RSFSR. As consideration for the 1991 Loan Agreement, the Borrower agreed to cause the RSFSR-owned oil
company to deliver crude oil products to Noga pursuant to a schedule extending into September 1993. In August
1991, the 1991 Loan Agreement was amended to increase the principal amount of the loan by US $ 50 million
for a television station. In November 1991, the Loan Agreement was amended to increase the principal amount
of the loan by US $ 500 million to finance the supply of foodstuffs. In January 1992, Noga and the Government
of the Russian Federation entered into a US $ 400 million loan agreement (‘1992 Loan Agreement’). The 1992
Loan Agreement provided that half of the US $ 400 million loan would be used to finance supply contracts
executed between Noga and another agency of the Russian Federation for the import of agro-chemical products
and that the other half would be used to discharge State debt to foreign suppliers for deliveries of similar
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Russian Federation waived “all right to immunity relative to the execution of the arbitral
award rendered against it in connection with the present contract” and agreed not to rely on
“any immunity from suit, from enforcement, from seizure or from any other judicial
proceedings in connection with its duties arising from the present contract.”142 The
agreements provided for binding arbitration of any disputes between the parties and their
successors in the Chamber of Commerce of Stockholm, Sweden. 143

In December 1992, Noga declared the Russian Government to be in default, claiming that it
owed Noga US $ 300 million in principal and interest. In April 1993, Noga terminated the
agreements and requested acceleration of payment on the loans. In June 1993, Noga filed a
request for arbitration with the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, seeking over US $ 275
million for unpaid balances, plus consequential damages.144

In 1997, the Stockholm Arbitration Court had ruled in two awards that the Russian
Government had to pay Noga approximately US $ 27 million. 145 On 13 March 2001, the

products to the RSFSR during the period 1990-1991. The promised consideration for the 1992 Loan Agreement
was the delivery of crude oil from an agency of the Russian Federation under a separate contract with that
agency and pursuant to a delivery schedule extending through the end of 1994. In anticipation of these deliveries
and pursuant to the 1992 Loan Agreement, Noga financed imports of agro-chemical products into the Russian
Federation. In February 1992, the 1992 Loan Agreement was amended to increase the principal amount of the
loan to US $ 440 million to pay for an insurance premium related to the loan.
142
Emmanuel Gaillard, ‘Effectiveness of Arbitral Awards, State Immunity from Execution and Autonomy of
State Entities - Three Incompatible Principles’, in: Emmanuel Gaillard and Jennifer Younan (eds.), State Entities
in International Arbitration, IAI Series on International Arbitration No. 4, Huntington 2008, pp. 179-193, at p.
184. However, this general waiver of immunity, also of immunity of execution, would not necessarily mean that
this also concerns property specially intended for public use, which benefits from a presumption of absolute
immunity. See: Jérôme Candrian, L’immunité des Etats face aux Droits de l’Homme et à la protection des Biens
culturels, Zurich, Basel, Geneva 2005, p. 382. See also supra, Ch. 3.3.4. See also: op. cit. n. 138 (Candrian), p.
86. And see also the Cour d’Appel, Paris, 1ère Ch., Section A, 10 August 2000 (No. 287) in Ambassade de la
Fédération de Russie en France v. Compagnie Noga: “Considérant que la seule mention, sans autre précision,
dans le contexte des contrats litigieux, que “l’emprunteur renonce à tout droit d'immunité relativement à
l’application de la sentence arbitrale rendue à son encontre en relation avec le présent contrat” ne manifeste pas
la volonté non équivoque de l’Etat emprunteur de renoncer, en faveur de son cocontractant, personne morale de
droit privé, à se prévaloir de l’immunité diplomatique d’exécution et d’accepter que cette société commerciale
puisse, le cas échéant, entraver le fonctionnement et l’action de ses ambassades et représentations à l’étranger,
étant en outre relevé, d’une part, que, s’agissant en l’espèce de l’application de la sentence arbitrale, il y a lieu
d’apprécier l’existence d’une telle volonté au regard des stipulations visant spécialement cette éventualité, à
savoir celles de l’article 14 de la première convention de prêt et 15 de la seconde, et, d’autre part, et en toute
hypothèse, que ce qui vient d’être dit, relativement à ces stipulations et à leur degré de précision, pour constater
l’absence de manifestation certaine de volonté de renonciation de l’Etat en cause à l’immunité diplomatique
d’exécution, vaut pareillement pour les stipulations des articles 8 et 9 desdites conventions; qu’ainsi c’est à tort
que le premier juge a estimé que les immunités d’exécution diplomatiques entraient dans le champ d’application
de la renonciation consentie.”
143
As well as the choice of Swiss law to resolve those disputes.
144
Information from: Compagnie Noga D’Importation et D’Exportation S.A. v. The Russian Federation, 361
F3d 676 (2nd Cir. 2004).
145
See Ambassade de la Fédération de Russie en France v. Compagnie Noga, Cour d’Appel, Paris, 1ère Ch.,
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arbitrators issued an award finding that Noga was entitled to approximately US $ 25 million
in consequential damages, plus interest that had accrued during the eight years since the
Arbitration Request had been filed. 146 Meanwhile, Noga was claiming that the Russian
Federation owed to it hundreds of million dollars in alleged debts and compensation
money.147

Shortly before the end of the Martigny exhibition, on 11 November 2005, Noga applied at the
Cantonal Debt Enforcement Office in Geneva for the seizure of the paintings, to secure a
claim worth US $ 120 million. In reaction, the Office ordered the Debt Enforcement Office in
Martigny to seize the paintings. The Swiss Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs (EDA) tried to
convince the Offices of both the Canton of Wallis and Geneva of the illegitimacy of this,148
but at that time, without result. On 13 November 2005, as soon as the exhibition ended and
the paintings were to be put in trucks, the seizure was effected. The next day, on 14
November 2005, the EDA again tried to convince the Offices of the illegitimacy of the
seizure, stating that on the basis of rules of international law these State-owned cultural
objects should be entitled to immunity from seizure. This led to the cancellation of the seizure
by the Cantonal Debt Enforcement Office in Martigny. The packing of the paintings in the
trucks continued, in order for the paintings to be transported through Germany and France to
Moscow.
Section A, 10 August 2000, No. 287. See also: Dominique Pellew, ‘Enforcement of the Noga arbitral awards in
France’, International Arbitration Law Review, 2005, Vol. 1, pp. 34-37.
146
Op. cit. n. 144.
147
It was not the first time that Noga seized or tried to seize Russian assets. Already in 1993, assets of the
Russian Federation, the Russian Central Bank and several other Russian banks, and of several Russian Ministries
had been temporarily frozen in Luxembourg after the agreements between Noga and the Russian Federation
shattered. In May 2000, French accounts of the Russian diplomatic service, the Central Bank, the
Vneshekonombank and several State companies such as the oil company Rosneft were temporarily frozen. In the
same month, Noga filed suit in a US court demanding seizure of Russian uranium stored in the United States.
And in June 2000, the Russian yacht Sedov was temporarily impounded in a French port while participating in
the Brest regatta. In June 2001, an attempt was made to seize Russian Su-30MK and MiG-AT aircraft at the Le
Bourget Air Show. In 2002, a New York court refused to allow the implementation in the United States of the
1997 Stockholm court decision. Also, Noga threatened to seize the Russian presidential jet when then president
Vladimir Putin was on a state visit to Paris. In 2005, a French court shortly froze the accounts of the Russian
Embassy in Paris, its trade representation and its delegation to UNESCO at the request of Noga. And in 2008, it
obtained a French court order to freeze accounts of VTB, an important Russian State-controlled bank. In March
and May, however, French courts removed the arrests and unblocked the accounts. See, for instance: Caslon
Analytics on Repatriation (version of March 2006), in possession of the author. See also: Dörte Dömeland,
Frederico Gil Sander, Carlos A. Prima Braga, ‘The Economics of Odious Debt’, in: Carlos A. Prima Braga,
Carlos A. and Dömeland, Dörte (eds.), Debt relief and beyond: lessons learned and challenges ahead,
Washington 2009, p. 270.
148
The EDA argued that cultural objects belonging to foreign States, such as these cultural objects from the
Pushkin Museum, should be considered as having a sovereign, public task. They should therefore benefit from
immunity from measures of constraint under customary international law, of which the 2004 UN Convention is
the most recent expression, according to the EDA. See: op. cit. n. 138 (Candrian), p. 91.
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Noga, however, did not accept the situation, and objected at the District Court in Martigny.
The court decided provisionally that Noga’s action in court had a suspensive effect and that
the cancellation of the seizure lacked legal effect. This made the Debt Enforcement Office to
seize the paintings once again on 15 November 2005. The trucks were not anymore in
Martigny, however, but close to the Swiss border (one truck in Geneva and three trucks in
Basel).

The Russian Federation was unpleasantly surprised by the action. After all, on 13 May 2004,
the Swiss Chancelier d’Etat of Wallis, Henri de Roten, had signed a declaration149 addressed
to the Pushkin Museum guaranteeing that the paintings would be promptly returned from the
museum to the Russian Federation and confirming that no claims against the paintings would
be allowed.150 The Swiss authorities were outraged by this action as well and tried to make the
harm undone.
At the initiative of the EDA, the Swiss Government (the Federal Council)151 ruled on 16
November 2005 that the cultural objects would be allowed to leave the country to be sent
back to the Russian Federation. This decision was based on Article 184(3) of the Swiss
Constitution, which allows it to “take necessary measures to protect national interests”.152 The
ruling went into immediate effect without possibility for appeal. 153 The ruling of the Swiss
Federal Council emphasised that “in international law, national cultural treasures are public

149

There was no formal legal basis for this declaration, as it was not grafted on Swiss Federal law.
“We guarantee that every loan to the Gianadda Foundation in Martigny will be returned immediately after the
exhibition to your museum, and that no one else as the Pushkin Museum can lay ownership claims of any of the
works.” [“Wir garantieren, dass jegliche Leihgabe an die Fondation Gianadda in Martigny sofort nach Ende der
Ausstellung an ihr Museum zurückgegeben wird, und dass niemand anders als das Puschkin-Museum
irgendeines der Werke als Eigentum beanspruchen kann.”]
151
The Swiss Federal Council is the seven-member Executive Council which constitutes the Federal
Government of Switzerland and serves as the Swiss collective Head of State.
152
Swiss Constitution, Article 184: Foreign Relations
“(1) The Federal Government shall conduct foreign relations safeguarding the Federal Parliament's participation
rights; it shall represent Switzerland abroad.
(2) It shall sign treaties and ratify them. It shall submit them to the Federal Parliament for approval.
(3) When the safeguarding of the interests of the country so requires, the Federal Government may issue
ordinances and orders. Ordinances must be limited in time.”
It is deemed that non-compliance of rules of international law by a Swiss institution affect negatively the Swiss
diplomatic relations. See also: op. cit. n. 142 (Candrian), p. 225.
153
Press statement of 16 November 2005 of the Swiss Ministry of Foreign Affairs. To be found at:
http://www.admin.ch/cp/d/437b6673_1@fwsrvg.html. [Last visited 18 March 2011.] Appeal was not possible
according to the federal law on the judicature.
150
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property and are not subject to confiscation”, 154 thereby overriding the decision of the
Martigny District Court. The Swiss authorities did so, as they were convinced that under
international law cultural objects of foreign States should be considered as intended for public
service155 and therefore not eligible for seizure.156 The authorities feared also that such an
infringement of international law would have a negative result on its bilateral relations.

9.5.2

Declarations of the Swiss Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the
Egyptian authorities

The Noga case was not the first time that the Swiss authorities ordered that cultural objects
belonging to foreign States were immune from seizure in Switzerland. On 26 October 1984,
the International Law Division of the EDA issued a note157 in which it examined the question
whether cultural objects from Egypt which were in Switzerland for the exhibition Women in
Ancient Egypt could be seized by creditors of the Egyptian State.158 The Swiss practice was
described as follows: “Regarding the participation of foreign States to the Comptoir Suisse [in
Lausanne] and the Basel Fair, it is undisputed that the items submitted by a State as an official
host are deemed to be ‘assigned to a task for the State in his public capacity [...] including the
promotion of [its] foreign trade’ [...].”159 The note then referred to a Circular of the Federal
Department for Justice and Police, dated 26 November 1979, in which it had been explained
that the purpose the foreign State gives to the objects concerned is decisive for the question

154

“Staatliche Kulturgüter gelten völkerrechtlich als öffentliches Eigentum, das grundsätzlich nicht
beschlagnahmt werden darf.”
155
As confirmed by the 2004 UN Convention, to which Swiss was to become a Party.
156
Jérôme Candrian stated that this shows the importance Switzerland attaches to the law of State immunity, and
in general, international law. See: op. cit. n. 142 (Candrian), p. 361. On the other hand, Candrian considers it not
appropriate to use such a heavy means in order to prevent a seizure in an individual case. His conclusion is:
“L'on se permettra donc de regretter, que l'Etat de droit ait été quelque peu malmené par l'autorité exécutive en
l'affaire des tableaux du Musée Pouchkine - même si c'était pour une bonne cause.” See: op. cit. n. 138
(Candrian), p. 99. On 8 December 2010, Paul Seger, Swiss UN Ambassador in New York, but in 2005 Legal
Adviser of the EDA, confirmed in a conversation with the author that Switzerland was very much driven by the
conviction that on the basis of customary international law the paintings were immune from seizure. On 18
December 2010, Roman Kolodkin, Ambassador of the Russian Federation in the Netherlands, and in 2005 Legal
Adviser of the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, confirmed that also the Russian Federation was of the view
that its cultural objects should be immune from seizure in Switzerland on the basis of customary international
law.
157
Annuaire Suisse du Droit International, 1985, Vol. 41, pp. 178-180.
158
The note did not indicate the reasoning for drafting it or the circumstances of the loan.
See also: op. cit. n. 142 (Candrian), pp. 358-359.
159
“Pour ce qui est la participation d’Etats étrangers au Comptoir Suisse [à Lausanne] et à la Foire aux
échantillons de Bâle, il est constant que les objets exposés par un Etat en tant qu’hôte officiel sont réputés être
‘affectés à une mission incombant à cet Etat en sa qualité de puissance publique […] notamment à la promotion
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whether the objects are immune from measures of constraint. Property that a foreign State
holds in Switzerland because of its diplomatic service or other public tasks is considered to be
immune.160 EDA raised, however, the question to what extent cultural objects of a foreign
State should be considered as falling under that category. The note stated that it was not
possible to answer this question with complete certainty, although the 1961 Vienna
Convention on Diplomatic Relations and the 1963 Vienna Convention on Consular Relations
foresaw in the development of cultural and scientific relations between the sending and the
receiving State as a task of a diplomatic and consular mission.

Reference was made to a proposal of EDA of 6 December 1979, on the occasion of the
preparation of an exhibition in museums in Geneva and Zurich devoted to the Egyptian
pharaoh Tutankhamun, to send to the Egyptian Embassy in Bern a letter confirming that the
objects were coming from the Museum of Cairo and were owned by the Egyptian State,
whereas the objects served a purpose related to the public interest, namely the promotion of
cultural relations between States. On the basis of constant jurisprudence of the Swiss court,
the said objects could not be subject to measures of constraint while on Swiss territory.161

Therefore, in the light of the Swiss case law, State practice and the said Vienna Conventions,
it was considered by EDA that in its view it was not at all arbitrary that immunity extended to
cultural activities.162

In 2003, the Egyptian authorities asked the EDA again to issue a declaration, in which the
EDA should guarantee that Egyptian cultural objects, on loan to the Basel Museum of Ancient
Art,163 would be immune from seizure. The Swiss authorities answered that although it was
not possible to give an absolute guarantee, it was possible to issue a diplomatic note in which
the necessary assurances could be given. Consequently, the EDA cited the relevant Swiss

de [son] commerce extérieur’ […].”
160
“L’exécution forcée peut être exclue, suivant les circonstances, par la destination que l’Etat étranger donne
aux biens à séquestrer; la protection de l’immunité s’étend en effet aux biens que l’Etat étranger possède en
Suisse et qu’il affect à son service diplomatique ou à d’autres tâches qui lui incombent comme titulaire de la
puissance publique.”
161
“[…] Ils seront affectés à une tâche incombant à la République Arabe d’Egypte comme titulaire de la
puissance publique, à savoir la promotion des relations culturelles. Ainsi, selon la jurisprudence constante du
Tribunal fédéral suisse en matière d’immunité de juridiction, les objets en question ne pourront faire l’objet
d’aucune mesure d’exécution forcée sur le territoire de la Confédération […].” See also: op. cit. n. 142
(Candrian), p. 357.
162
“[…] il n’est nullement arbitraire d’étendre l’immunité aux activités culturelles.”
163
Antikenmuseum.
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jurisprudence on State immunity, thereby emphasising that the Swiss courts until that time
never had concretely dealt with the question whether culture objects on loan were entitled to
immunity. However, in case the issue should be dealt with before a court, the Swiss
Government would vigorously argue that the seizure of such objects would be illegitimate.164
Absolute immunity for cultural objects on loan was not yet existent under Swiss law, although
the future Federal Act on the International Transfer of Cultural Property would provide a
return guarantee for cultural objects belonging to a foreign State on loan to a museum or other
institution, which implied immunity from measures of constraint.165 It could therefore be
conclusively stated that Switzerland had the firm intention to ensure that the cultural objects
would return to Egypt.166

9.5.3

Immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan167

On 1 June 2005, the Federal Act on the International Transfer of Cultural Property (Cultural
Property Transfer Act - CPTA)168 came into force.169 The Act enhances the protection of
cultural objects in Swiss collections and from foreign lenders. It encourages due diligence for
museums and galleries and aims to increase lending to Switzerland of cultural objects by
providing a return guarantee. Immunity from seizure can be obtained on a case by case
basis,170 but potential claimants can object and therefore block application of the anti-seizure
restrictions.

The Act has a definition for ‘cultural property’. It has been defined as significant property
from a religious or secular standpoint for archaeology, prehistory, history, literature, art or

164

“Si une requête allant dans ce sens était présentée, le Gouvernement Suisse ferait valoir vigoureusement,
devant la Cour, que la saisie de tels objets est contraire au droit.”
165
As stated in the Swiss Diplomatic Note of 4 July 2003.
166
Op. cit. n. 142 (Candrian), pp. 359-360.
167
See also: www.bak.admin.ch. See also: op. cit. n. 11 (O’Connell), pp. 14-15.
168
Bundesgesetz über den internationalen Kulturgütertransfer (Kulturgütertransfergesetz, KGTG) / Loi fédérale
sur le transfert international des biens culturels.
169
The Act serves also as the Swiss implementation legislation for the 1970 UNESCO Convention. The Act can
be found at: http://www.bak.admin.ch/bak/themen/kulturguetertransfer/01107/index.html?lang=en. [Last visited
18 March 2011.] Article 1(2) states: “With this Act the Confederation desires to make a contribution to the
maintenance of the cultural heritage of mankind and to prevent theft, looting and illicit import and export of
cultural property.”[“Mit diesem Gesetz will der Bund einen Beitrag zur Erhaltung des kulturellen Erbes der
Menschheit leisten und Diebstahl, Plünderung und illegale Ein- und Ausfuhr von Kulturgut verhindern.”] See:
http://www.admin.ch/ch/d/sr/4/444.1.de.pdf. [Last visited 18 March 2011.]
170
After having gone through the procedure.
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sciences, belonging to the categories under Article 1 of the 1970 UNESCO Convention. 171
Should cultural objects from a Contracting State172 be on temporary loan for an exhibition in a
museum or another cultural institute in Switzerland, the institution borrowing the cultural
property may request that the designated specialised body173 issue a return guarantee to the
borrowing institution for the period of the exhibition as stipulated in the loan agreement.174
The application must be submitted by the Swiss borrower at least three months prior to the
intended import date of the cultural objects into Switzerland, and needs to be accompanied by
relevant information, as listed in the Ordinance on the International Transfer of Cultural
Property (which accompanied the Act).175 Moreover, a copy of the loan agreement between
the Swiss and foreign institution needs to be handed over. In that loan agreement, it should be
stipulated that the cultural objects will be returned to the lending State following the
conclusion of the exhibition.
171

Article 2(1): “Als Kulturgut gilt ein aus religiösen oder weltlichen Gründen für Archäologie, Vorgeschichte,
Geschichte, Literatur, Kunst oder Wissenschaft bedeutungsvolles Gut, das einer der Kategorien nach Artikel 1
der UNESCO-Konvention 1970 angehört.”
172
A Contracting State means a State which ratified the 1970 UNESCO Convention. This means that only
objects coming from States which ratified the 1970 UNESCO Convention can receive this protection. This can
be both privately owned, as publicly owned objects.
The English translation of the Act refers to “cultural property of one Contracting State”; the original German
text says “Kulturgut aus einem Vertragsstaat”, which would be “cultural property from a contracting State”. See:
http://www.unesco.org/culture/natlaws/media/pdf/switzerland/ch_actintaltrsfertcultproties2005_engtno.pdf.
[Last visited 18 March 2011.] However, the heading of the English version says that this language version is not
legally binding.
173
In Article 18(h) it is foreseen that a Fachstelle may issue return guarantees.
174
Article 10 of the Act.
175
Article 7 (Return Guarantee) of the Ordinance on the International Transfer of Cultural Property (Cultural
Property Transfer Ordinance):
“(1) The institution borrowing one or more cultural properties must submit a request for issuance of a return
guarantee to the specialized body, at the latest three months prior to the intended import of the cultural property
into Switzerland.
(2) The application must include the following information:
a. name and address of the loaning institution;
b. a description of the cultural property;
c. as precise a description as possible of the cultural property’s origin;
d. intended timeframe for the temporary import of cultural property into Switzerland;
e. intended timeframe for the export of the cultural property from Switzerland;
f. exhibition dates;
g. application dates for the return guarantee.
(3) The application must be submitted in an official language. Information under paragraph 2(b) and (c) may also
be submitted in English.
(4) A copy of the loan agreement with the loaning institution must be appended to the application. The copy
must indicate that the cultural property will return to the contracting State from which it was borrowed at the
completion of the exhibition in Switzerland or at the completion of a travelling exhibition through multiple
countries.
(5) The specialized body will provide the borrowing institution a deadline of 10 days to improve incomplete
applications or applications without a copy of the loan agreement. It issues the deadline with the threat of
rejecting the application without publication (Article 11(2) CPTA), to the extent the application is not
completed within the deadline or a copy of the loan agreement is not submitted.”
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The application is published in the Bundesblatt [Federal Bulletin]. The publication contains a
precise description of the cultural objects and their origin. 176 If the application clearly fails to
fulfil the conditions for issuing a return guarantee, it will be denied and not published.177
Anyone who is being considered as an interested party178 may object in writing to a
designated specialist body within thirty days. 179 Failure to object precludes a claimant from
taking any further action. 180 When an application has been denied, appeal can be filed
according to Article 44 of the Administrative Procedure Act.181

Also a ‘State of origin’ under, for instance, the 1970 UNESCO Convention can be considered
as an ‘interested party’. This means that such a State would be treated accordingly: during the
aforementioned thirty days, that State can inform the designated specialist body that no return
guarantee to the lending State or institution should be issued, as that would be contrary to an
obligation under the 1970 UNESCO Convention. 182 However, if the ‘State of origin’ would
only find out during the course of the exhibition that a missing cultural object is on display,
then the return guarantee to the lending State or institution would set aside the return
provisions under the 1970 UNESCO Convention and the Swiss implementing legislation,
according to the Swiss Federal Office for Culture.183 Reason for that is that the governmental
commitment184 has been issued, and Article 11(4) states that a failure to object precludes a
claimant from taking any further action.

The designated specialised body decides upon the application. A return guarantee may be
issued, provided that (a) no one claims ownership of the cultural objects concerned through an
176

Article 11(1) of the Act.
According to Article 11(2) of the Act.
178
Who can be considered as party is foreseen in the Federal Act on Administration Procedure, dated 20
December 1968.
179
See Article 11(3) of the Act. The website of the Swiss Federal Office for Culture learns, that one may
specially think of persons who may be able to validate a property claim. Until the second half of the year 2010,
not a single objection had been launched. In the first five years of the application of the Act, almost 2000
applications for a return guarantee have been filed. See: Benno Widmer, ‘Das Kulturgütertransfergesetz und
seine Umsetzung in der Schweiz [The Cultural Property Transfer Act and its implementation in Switzerland]‘,
KUR [Kunst und Recht; Art and Law], 2010, Issue 5, pp. 147-154, at p. 149.
180
Article 11(4) of the Act.
181
Article 44 APA: “Any ruling shall be subject to an appeal.”
182
It could also be possible that Switzerland already would be of the opinion that a guarantee would be at odds
with its obligations under the 1970 UNESCO Convention.
183
Information obtained 19 January 2011. This could only be different, if it is clearly shown that no proper
provenance research had been done, or if relevant information would have been deliberately withheld by the
applicant.
184
The Verwaltungsakt.
177
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objection; (b) the import of the objects is not illicit;185 and c) the loan agreement stipulates
that the cultural objects will be returned to the lending State following the conclusion of the
exhibition.186 The return guarantee has the effect, that neither private parties nor authorities
may make legal claims to the cultural objects as long as they are located in Switzerland.187
Thus, the Act in fact does not only provide immunity from seizure,188 but also immunity from
jurisdiction.

It can be stated that with regard to immunity from seizure of cultural objects belonging to
foreign States and on temporary loan in Switzerland, the Swiss authorities have taken quite an
encompassing approach. Not only did Switzerland enact specific immunity from seizure
legislation, it has also very explicitly stated that it considered those objects immune from
seizure on the basis of customary international law. Furthermore, since 16 April 2010,
Switzerland is a Party to the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and
Their Property.

9.6

Liechtenstein

185

According to Article 2(5), an import is illicit, when it violates a bilateral agreement on the import or the
repatriation of cultural property (as referred to in Article 7 of the Act), or when it regards a violation of a time
limited measure by the Federal Council (under Article 8(1)(a) of the Act) to protect the cultural heritage of a
foreign State. By means of Article 9, the Act foresees in a procedure for repatriation when a cultural object has
been illegitimately imported into Switzerland. Article 9 states: “Repatriation Claims based on Agreements:
(1) Whoever possesses cultural property illicitly imported into Switzerland, can be sued for repatriation by the
country from which the cultural property was illicitly exported. In particular, the country filing suit must show
that the cultural property is of significant importance to its cultural heritage and was imported illicitly.
(2) The court can suspend the execution of repatriation until such time as the cultural property is no longer in
jeopardy during repatriation.
(3) The country filing suit carries the costs for measures necessary for securing, maintaining, and repatriating the
cultural property.
(4) Claims for repatriation by a State are subject to a statute of limitation of one year after its authorities gain
knowledge of where and with whom the cultural property is located, at the latest, however, 30 years after the
cultural property is illicitly exported.
(5) Whoever acquires cultural property in good faith and must return the same, has a claim for compensation at
the time of repatriation, oriented to the purchase price as well as necessary and useful expenses for protecting
and maintaining the cultural property.
(6) The State filing suit must pay the compensation. The person required to return the cultural property retains a
right of retention of the same until compensation is paid.”
Thus, the import is not considered as illicit if it has been illicitly exported out of the State of origin, being Party
to the 1970 UNESCO Convention, and (via the lending State) imported into Switzerland.
186
Article 12 of the Act.
187
See Article 13 of the Act. This includes, for example, actions for restitution or repatriation, attachment
decrees, collection proceedings and seizures. No difference is made between objects belonging to private or
public institutions, thus Mrs. Tania Esposito, Swiss Federal Office of Culture, Deputy Head, Division
International Transfer of Property.
188
It is the aim of the Swiss authorities that it regards all forms of seizure, including criminal, according to the
Swiss Federal Office for Culture, which is competent in this field. Information obtained 19 January 2011.
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Liechtenstein enacted immunity from seizure legislation on 23 November 2007.189 It is called
the Act on the temporary substantive immunity of cultural property (Cultural Immunity
Act).190 Article 3 states that in case a cultural object is brought from abroad into Liechtenstein
for the purpose of a public exhibition, the government may issue an immunity declaration.
This declaration should be issued before the actual import of the object into Liechtenstein, and
should contain the wording ‘legally binding immunity declaration’.191 In order to be entitled
to such a declaration, an application procedure needs to be followed. Information should be
provided with regard to the object (including the provenance), the exhibition, the lender and
borrower, etc.192 The intention by the government to issue an immunity declaration will be
published and objections can be raised within thirty days after the publication. 193 If no
objections are raised and the import of the cultural objects would not be illegitimate, the
government will issue the declaration. If an immunity declaration has been issued, no appeal
against that decision is possible. 194 Until the actual import of the cultural object, the
declaration can be withdrawn by the government, in case it turns out that the declaration was
issued on the basis of incorrect or incomplete information, or in case of changed
circumstances. 195 As a consequence of the immunity declaration, the return title of the lender
cannot be set aside by civil, penal, or administrative measures.196

Liechtenstein is not a Party to the 1970 UNESCO Convention or the 1995 Unidroit
Convention.

9.7

Finland197

Finland is one of the latest European States which enacted immunity from seizure legislation.

189

Published in the Liechtensteinisches Landesgesetzblatt, 15 January 2008, Year 2008, No. 9, p. 462.
Gesetz über die vorübergehende sachliche Immunität von Kulturgut (Kulturgut-Immunität-Gesetz).
191
‘Rechtsverbindliche Immunitätserklärung’.
192
According to Article 4.
193
According to Article 5.
194
According to Article 8(2).
195
According to Article 6(3).
196
According to Article 7.
197
Many thanks go to Tiina Eerikäinen, Counselor for Cultural Affairs at the Finnish Ministry for Education and
Culture, and Tuula Hamalainen, Legal Adviser, Finnish National Gallery. See: Reports of the Ministry of
Education 2009:29 [Opetusministeriön työryhmämuistioita ja selvityksiä 2009:29]. To be found at:
http://www.minedu.fi/OPM/Julkaisut/2009/Laki_kiellosta_takavarikoida_eraita_Suomeen_tuotuja_nayttelyesine
190
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The Act Prohibiting the Seizure of Certain Exhibition Items on Loan in Finland’198 is the
result of the investigations and elaboration of the ‘Committee on immunity from seizure’,
appointed in order to investigate the need for legislation providing immunity from seizure in
Finland.

The Act was enacted “with a view to maintaining international cultural exchanges and to
promoting the staging of exhibitions of artistic and cultural historical importance”,199 and has
been approved by the Finnish parliament on 15 March 2011. The Act came into force on 1
June 2011.

The legislation does not only aim to protect from seizure cultural objects belonging to foreign
States, but also cultural objects belonging to private individuals, on temporary loan in
Finland. It could even protect cultural objects of Finnish natural or legal persons, as long as
the exhibition objects are normally permanently located outside of Finland.

On application by the organiser of the exhibition, the Ministry of Education and Culture may
order a prohibition to seize an exhibition object, where the object is lent for an exhibition
which is considered to be of artistic or cultural historical importance, or important in terms of
international cultural exchanges.200

An order to prohibit the seizure will not be granted if
“1) there is reason to believe that the exhibition item has been criminally obtained or the
ownership of, or corresponding right to, the item is in dispute;
2) the prohibition would be manifestly in breach of an international treaty binding
Finland or in breach of European Community law; or
3) there is reason to believe that the exhibition item would be placed on sale in the
exhibition, or would otherwise be exploited commercially.”201
As a consequence of the protection against seizure, the object may not be seized or attached
under the Code of Judicial Procedure or under the Coercive Measures Act202 and may not be
subject to any other security or coercive measure which would prevent the return of the
ita.html?lang=&extra_locale=en. [Last visited 18 March 2011.]
198
‘Laki eräiden Suomeen tuotavien näyttelyesineiden takavarikoinnin kieltämisestä’, No. 697/2011.
199
According to Section 1 of the Act.
200
According to Section 2.
201
Ibid.
202
Section 3(1).
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object203 or to any other form of seizure,204 including enforcement measures. 205

An application for an order prohibiting seizure must be submitted a minimum of two months
before the date on which the order is to take effect.206 Together with the application,
information must be provided with regard to the details of the exhibition and the item
concerned, as well as its provenance. 207

Finland is in the process of ratifying the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunity of
States and Their Property. It signed the convention on 14 September 2005. Although the
convention has not yet entered into force, Finland subscribes to the object and purpose of the
convention, and is of the opinion that it reflects the current customary international law in the
field of jurisdictional immunities of States and their property.208

9.8

The Czech Republic209

Not only Finland established specific immunity from seizure legislation in the year 2011, but
so did the Czech Republic.210

In the beginning of 2011, the Czech Republic and the Russian Federation made concrete plans
for an exhibition of collections from the Moscow Kremlin at the Prague Castle.211 The very
first contacts for such an exhibition were already made in October 2009, when the Czech
President Vaclav Klaus paid a visit to Moscow.212 The central theme of the exhibition should
be the life at the Russian tsar’s court in the 16th and 17th century. Moreover, the exhibition
should offer English and German silver from the 16th century, tsarist weapons, a part of the

203

Section 3(2).
Section 3(3) and (4).
205
Section 3(5).
206
Section 4.
207
Ibid.
208
Finland has answered the enquiry of the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of the OMC Expert Working
Group ‘Mobility of Collections’ accordingly. Op. cit. n. 121.
209
Special thanks go to Jan Henneman, Ambassador at the Royal Netherlands Embassy in Prague, Czech
Republic.
210
The Czech Republic signed the 2004 UN Convention on 13 October 2006.
211
The seat of the Czech President.
212
‘Exhibit of Kremlin collection to open in Prague’, Prague Daily Monitor, 9 February 2011.
204
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ceremonial attire of Mikhail Fyodorovich213 and objects from the youth of Tsar Peter I,214 also
known as Peter the Great.215 The exhibition is due to be opened by the end of 2011.216

However, before that, some legal conditions needed to be fulfilled. Most importantly, the
Russian Federation demanded that in order to stage the exhibition the Czech Republic should
have appropriate immunity from seizure legislation in place that would protect the exhibited
objects. And as the time was running short, the Czech Legislative acted expeditiously.

On 29 April 2011, the Czech Chamber of Deputies passed a bill preventing the seizure of
cultural objects on loan from abroad.217 The bill consisted of a draft amendment to the Act on
State Monument Care.218 Section 20 of that Act is entitled ‘Cultural heritage in relation to
foreign States’219 and the bill inserted a new paragraph 3, with the aim of preventing court
injunctions from being applied to loaned cultural objects during the loan:

“An object that has characteristics of cultural heritage according to Section 2.1, that is
given on loan to the Czech republic by a foreign State, who has stated that the object is
its property, is not subject to any enforcement of law or execution, nor is it subject to a
preliminary injunction allowing for the disposition of the object nor the realisation of
any enforcement or injunction that would prevent the return of this object to the foreign
State.”220
The original paragraphs 3 and 4 of Section 20 would then become paragraphs 4 and 5.

On 4 May 2011 the Upper Chamber also passed the bill. After President Klaus signed the bill,
the amendment to the Act on State Monument Care became effective as from 12 May 2011.221

213

The first Romanov tsar, who ruled 1613-1645.
Who ruled 1682-1725.
215
Op. cit. n. 212.
216
‘Kremlin exhibition to be held in Prague’, Prague Daily Monitor, 18 February 2011.
217
There was only one reading in the Chamber, which indicates the expeditious nature of the proposal.
218
Zákon o státni památkové péči (Zákon 20/1987 Sb.)
219
Kulturni památky ve vztahu k zahraniči.
220
“(3) Věc vykazující znaky kulturní památky podle § 2 odst. 1, která byla na území České republiky zapůjčena
cizím státem, jenž prohlásil, že tato věc je v jeho vlastnictví, nepodléhá provedení jakéhokoliv výkonu
rozhodnutí ani exekuci a předběžným opatřením nelze uložit s takovou věcí nenakládat; nelze ani přijmout
jakékoli rozhodnutí nebo opatření, které by bránilo vrácení takové věci tomuto cizímu státu.”
221
Zákon 124/2011 Sb., kterým se mění zákon č. 20/1987 Sb., o státní památkové péči [Act 124/2011 Sb.
214
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9.9

Member States of the European Union which are in the process of
enacting immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan222

9.9.1

Italy

9.9.1.1

Measures of constraint against foreign States in Italy223

Italy is one of the few States that have taken detailed legislative measures regulating
immunity from measures of constraint regarding foreign State property. 224 It regards
Executive Order225 No. 1621 of 30 August 1925,226 which was subsequently enacted with
several amendments as Law No. 1263 of 15 July 1926. “[I]ts ultimate aim [...] is to transfer
from the judiciary to the Government the responsibility of deciding whether measures of
execution against the property of foreign States should be allowed or not.”227 “[T]he intention
[...] was not to forbid the Italian courts from exercising jurisdiction over foreign states for acts
[jure gestionis], but rather merely to give the Government an opportunity to intervene at the
moment when steps were about to be taken to implement measures of execution or
sequestration against the property of a foreign State and to block such measures.”228 Article 1
of the Executive Order read:
“No steps shall be taken for the sequestration, attachment, or sale of, or in general, for
the execution of any measure directed against the movable or immovable property, the
vessels, the funds, the securities or any other assets of a foreign State without the
authorization of the Minister of Justice. This provision shall apply only in respect of
those States which accord reciprocity.”229
The 1926 Law revised the wording of the 1925 Executive Order, which, however, did not
amending Act 20/1987 Sb. on State Monument Care].
222
If not stated otherwise, this information is based on the answers of the EU Member States to the EU subgroup
‘Immunity from Seizure’ enquiry concerning immunity from seizure for cultural objects on temporary loan, in
possession of the author.
223
Luigi Condorelli and Luigi Sbolci, ‘Measures of execution against the property of foreign States: the law and
practice in Italy’, Netherlands Yearbook of International Law, 1979, Vol. X, pp. 197-231.
224
See also:
http://www.coe.int/t/dlapil/cahdi/state_immunities/documents/Cahdi%20_2005_%206%20bil%20PartI%20ITA
LY.pdf. [Last visited 20 March 2011.] See also: op. cit. n. 68 (Hafner c.s.).
225
An Executive Order is a normative act with the force of law emanating directly from the government in
urgent cases, following a summary procedure. See: op. cit. n. 223 (Condorelli/Sbolci), p. 202, n. 10.
226
Gazzetta Ufficiale, 25 January 1925, No. 223.
227
Op. cit. n. 223 (Condorelli/Sbolci), at p. 197.
228
Ibid., p. 211.
229
Ibid., pp. 202-203. Italy issued different decrees declaring the existence of reciprocity between Italy and other
States, for instance, Yugoslavia (1953), United Kingdom (1958), Saudi Arabia (1958), Argentina (1960) and
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really change its basic idea. It read in Article 1:
“No steps shall be taken for the sequestration, or the attachment of, or in general, for the
execution of any measure directed against movable or immovable property, the vessels,
the funds, the securities, the investments or any other assets of a foreign State without
the authorization of the Minister of Justice. Actions already in course may not be
continued without the aforesaid authorization. The above provisions shall only apply in
respect of States which concede reciprocity, which must be declared by a decree of the
Minister. No action, neither in the civil nor in the administrative courts, shall lie to
challenge the abovementioned ministerial decree, nor the decree refusing to grant the
above mentioned authorization.”230
The property of foreign States also comprises the property of agencies, which according to the
municipal law of the State concerned, are deemed to be its organs. The property of agencies
whose activities may be imputed to a foreign State is likewise included. 231

As a consequence of the 1926 Law, Italian bailiffs have been instructed by the Ministry of
Justice to undertake nothing without the consent of the Ministry. Consequently, a practice has
become established that a claimant must in every case solicit authorisation from the Minister
of Justice in order to obtain a right to seize. The Minister of Justice then consults with the
Minister of Foreign Affairs in order to assess whether the domestic law of the foreign State
concerned confers immunity from measures of constraint in respect of property belonging to
the Italian State, and if so, to what extent. That follows from the wording of Article 1 of the
1926 Law that, as shown supra, states that measures of constraint in respect of property of a
foreign State are only blocked if the government issues a decree certifying reciprocity. If the
Minister of Justice finds that there is no reciprocity, this is being communicated to the
responsible bailiff, who is then able to proceed. Otherwise, the Minister issues a decree
certifying reciprocity, which is usually published in the Gazzetta Ufficiale, and as a
consequence seizure is not permitted.232 Thus, it seems that the application of the 1926 Law is
especially guided by the principle of reciprocity, and less by the question whether the objects
qualitate qua would be immune from seizure.

According to Luigi Condorelli and Luigi Sbolci, the 1926 Law was replaced by the

Hungary (1963).
230
Ibid., p. 204. The last part of this article, thus the exclusion of review of the two said decrees, has been ruled
contrary to Article 113 of the Italian Constitution by the Constitutional Court in 1963. As a result, the
administrative courts have the possibility, at the request of the interested party, to declare null and void such
decrees if these decrees are not based on sufficient reasoning. See: ibid., p. 217 and p. 224.
231
Ibid., p. 209.
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conventions on State immunity subsequently concluded, 233 of course “within the limits of
their field of application and from the moment at which they (are to) become part of Italian
law.”234 However, Italy has not become a Party to the European Convention on State
Immunity. Whether the 1926 Law has been replaced or not, on 15 July 1992, the Italian
Constitutional Court235 ruled that Executive Order No. 1621 of 30 August 1925, which (with
some amendments) had been turned into the 1926 Law, is unconstitutional. 236

Repeatedly, the Italian Supreme Court of Cassation (as well as lower Italian courts) has ruled
that the immunity of foreign States from civil jurisdiction does not cover acts jure gestionis,
but only acts jure imperii. Thereby, the court referred several times to the generally
recognised principle of customary international law, enshrined in the Italian domestic law by
Article 10(1) of the Constitution. When assessing whether an act should be considered as jure
gestionis or jure imperii, not the ultimate goal pursued by the foreign State is relevant, but
only whether the activity could likewise be performed by a private party. 237 Also with regard
to immunity from measures of constraint, Italian courts have ordered that customary
international law does not permit measures of constraint against foreign State property used
for sovereign purposes.238

9.9.1.2

The Dance by Matisse239

The painting The Dance by Matisse has also in Italy been the subject of a legal case. In June

232

Ibid., p. 218.
Meant are the Geneva Convention of 29 April 1958 on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone, that
contains provisions in respect of measures of execution against vessels of foreign States, and the European
Convention on State Immunity
234
Op. cit. n. 223 (Condorelli/Sbolci), p. 229.
235
Condor and Filvem v. Ministry of Justice, Corte Constituzionale [Constitutional Court], 15 July 1992, Rivista
di Diritto Internazionale Private e Processuale, 1992, p. 941.
236
See also: op. cit. n. 68 (Hafner c.s.), pp. 220, 236, 436.
237
As stated by the Corte d’Appello di Roma [Rome Court of Appeals], 12 September 1979 in Morocco v.
Società immobiliare Corte Barchetto, Italian Yearbook of International Law, 1980-1981, p. 226.
238
For instance: Benamar v. Embassy of the Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria, Corte di Cassazione
[Supreme Court of Cassation], 4 May 1989, Rivista di Diritto Internazionale, 1989, p. 416.
239
Information obtained from: http://www.morozov-shchukin.com/html/dossier_presse_ang.html. See also:
Paolo Conti, ‘Mattise, la “Danse” contesa torna all’ Ermitage’ [Disputed Mattise, the ‘Dance’ returns to the
Hermitage], Corriere della sera, 13 June 2000. See also: Rory Carroll, ‘Judge to decide who is lord of The
Dance’, The Guardian, 14 June 2000. See also: Frances Kennedy, ‘Matisse masterpiece whisked back to
Russia’, The Independent, 14 June 2000. See also: John Varoli, ‘Rome, la valse de “La Danse”’, Le Journal des
Arts, 30 June 2000, No. 108. See also: John Varoli, ‘Disputed Hermitage Matisse leaves Italy, Milan show
postponed’, The Art Newspaper, July-August 2000, No. 105.
233
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2000, Shchukin’s grandson André-Marc Delocque-Fourcaud requested the Italian court in
Rome to allow the seizure of Matisse’s The Dance, shown in the exhibition One hundred
Masterpieces from the Hermitage at the former Pope's Stables in the Quirinal. This action
started a few days before the end of the exhibition. 240 Aim of Delocque-Fourcaud was to draw
the Italian and international attention to the lack of any legal ruling concerning both the
expropriation and the commercial exploitation of the cultural objects which once belonged to
his grandfather. The Dance was chosen because it appeared on the paper bags at the shop of
the exhibition, and was considered as a good example of how the work was being exploited.
Moreover, the painting was chosen because of its symbol as a worldwide famous icon in
modern art.241
A judgment was scheduled for 14 July 2000. 242 Before the Italian court had the time to give
its ruling, however, all the paintings, including The Dance, left the country at the end of the
exhibition.243 According to his own website, André-Marc Delocque-Fourcaud then withdrew
his seizure request as he had obtained the result he wanted: the escape of The Dance was a
resounding scandal. Later he called his action a ‘largely symbolic’ attempt.244 However, in
practice Delocque-Fourcaud did not formally withdraw his request and underlying claim, 245
but as the painting had already left Italy, the Italian court came to a formal dismissal of the
request.246 The substantive procedure could continue, but Delocque-Fourcaud decided not to
continue the case. 247

9.9.1.3

Discussions with regard to immunity from seizure legislation for cultural
objects on loan248
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The first time that draft immunity from seizure legislation was proposed in the Italian
Parliament was in the year 2003. Since then, it was repeatedly discussed by the competent and
successive Parliamentary commissions. 249 In 2008, as a new phase of the discussions, the
Italian Senators Poli Bertone and Lucio Malan proposed a bill called ‘Provisions concerning
the exemption from seizure of foreign cultural property borrowed by Italy from other foreign
countries or entities for the purpose of public display’. The bill is intended to support the
exchange of cultural property between Italy and other foreign countries. The bill likewise
aims at promoting culture and the organisation of exhibitions of great cultural interest by
facilitating the circulation and display of important foreign cultural objects which would
otherwise be hardly accessible to the domestic and international public. 250 It is meant to
guarantee the restitution of the loaned objects251 to the lawful owners without touching upon
possible ownership disputes or their outcome. The underlying principle is that local and
international disputes may not deprive individuals of the right to admire any cultural objects
and/or of the pleasure derived from such admiration.

Draft Article 1 therefore states in its first paragraph that in order to promote the exhibition of
cultural objects and other objects of great cultural interest in Italy, all foreign cultural property
which is not subject to other international conventions and agreements signed by the Italian
State, or applicable European Community provisions, shall be exempt from seizure.252 Such
exemption shall apply to those cultural objects borrowed either by the Italian State, or
designated entities, for the purpose of temporary public display only. 253 Said exemption shall

Milan. See also: op. cit. n. 121, pp. 22-23, para. 3.4.2. Information also taken from the proceedings from the
session of the VII standing Senate committee for Education and Culture, held 22 September 2009.
249
Manlio Frigo, ‘Protection of cultural property on loan; anti-seizure and State immunity laws: an Italian
perspective’, Art Antiquity and Law, April 2009, Vol. XIV, Issue 1, pp. 49-62, at p. 51.
250
It was stated by the senators that after all, certain States often refrain from entrusting their objects to other
foreign States if its lawful ownership is being disputed, out of fear of not being able to recover them. In
introducing the bill, special reference was made to the fact that cultural objects from the Taipei National
Museum are only rarely and solely under specific restitution agreements lent by Taiwan in view of the fact that
the People’s Republic of China, who claims ownership of said objects, may ask for and obtain their seizure while
they are on display abroad.
251
This can be cultural objects loaned to Italy by a foreign State, community, cultural institution or any other
private or public institution.
252
So, it is clear that according to the draft, a possible exemption from seizure will be set aside if international or
European legal obligations direct otherwise. One can especially think of the 1970 UNESCO Convention, the
1995 Unidroit Convention, as well as the Council Directive 93/7/EEC. Also according to Articles 10, 11 and 117
of the Italian Constitution, international law (including customary international law) and EU law would prevail.
See: op. cit. n. 249 (Frigo), p. 52.
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That sounds contradictory to me, and, in the view of Manlio Frigo, is contradictory indeed.
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apply for a time limited to their presence on the Italian territory. According to draft paragraph
3, these provisions shall not apply to objects whose lawful ownership is disputed following a
crime committed on Italian territory.

The Legal Department of the Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities expressed
some concerns regarding the bill: the legislation could affect the possibilities to seize cultural
objects illegally removed or exported from Italy. In its current wording, the bill would also
affect certain constitutional provisions concerning compulsory criminal prosecution as well as
the right to judicial protection. Furthermore, the bill is considered incompatible with Article
87 and 87bis of the Cultural and Landscape Heritage Code,254 which implements the
obligations of the 1995 Unidroit Convention and the 1970 UNESCO Convention respectively.
The Legal Department also stressed the inconsistency of the bill, that on the one hand calls for
the compliance with international agreements between foreign States in the fight against
international trafficking in cultural objects and on the other hand aims at blocking possible
court proceedings. Finally, the Legal Department questioned whether the bill would not be at
odds with the right of individuals to judicial protection of their rights and interests.

In the absence of legislation, the administrative practice is that local public authorities on their
own responsibility and in agreement with the local subdivision of the Ministry for Cultural
Heritage and Activities issue a ‘return guarantee’. 255 However, the legal status of such
‘guarantee’ is very doubtful, to say the least.256 Therefore, Articles 670 and 671 of the Code
of Civil Procedure on measures of constraint remain hanging as Damocles’ sword, if Italy
does not want to rely on a rule of customary international law.

According to Manlio Frigo,
“[t]he practice in relation to temporary loans of artworks in Italy has been inspired by
the constant advice of the Italian Attorney General[257] to the museums and public
institutions involved, aimed at establishing the principle according to which the
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artworks on loan must be granted a de facto immunity and that they therefore need to be
returned to the lender without delay.”258
Frigo has the impression that this factual guarantee is quite convincing: “a large number of
Italian public and private museums borrow artworks from foreign institutions that seem rather
careful with problems such as shipping, storage, ‘nail to nail’ insurance,259 compensation in
the event of damage, etc., and - at least apparently - less worried by the lack of a paramount
immunity.”260

That gives the impression that not a lot has changed since the Mona Lisa has been lent by
France to the United States in the early 1960s. 261 Based on the discussions and developments
in other States, I am not convinced that this is completely true; it is, however, a fact that also
without Italian immunity from seizure legislation, the State Hermitage Museum was willing to
lend Giorgione’s262 Mother Mary with the child263 to the city of Castelfranco Veneto for the
celebration of the 500th anniversary of his death.264 The exhibition in the Museo Casa
Giorgione,265 with loans from 44 Italian and European museums, took place from 12
December 2009 until 10 April 2010. 266

Italy did not provide an answer to the question in the enquiry of the subgroup ‘Immunity from
Seizure’ of the European Union Expert Working Group ‘Mobility of Collections’ on a
possible rule of customary international law regarding immunity from seizure for cultural
objects on loan and belonging to foreign States. In a conversation with the Italian Ministry for
Cultural Heritage and Activities, as well as in a conversation with Italian State Attorney
Maurizio Fiorilli267 it became somewhat clearer why Italy did not express an opinion. To
Italy, the 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit
Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property is very important. We saw
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December 2009, to be found at: http://speciali.bassanonet.it/giorgione/4780.html. [Last visited 19 March 2011.]
See also: http://www.giorgione2010.it/index.php?area=35&menu=12. [Last visited 19 March 2011.]
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that already supra in this subchapter. As a lot of cultural objects had been illegally exported
out of Italy, and Italy is regularly a ‘State of origin’ within the meaning of the 1970 UNESCO
Convention, Italy seems to be worried that any opinion with regard to a possible rule of
customary international law preventing seizure might undermine Italy's position as ‘State of
origin’ under the 1970 UNESCO Convention, meaning that such a possible rule of customary
international law could set aside the obligation of borrowing States to return objects to the
requesting States of origin (not being the lending State). As Italy is of the opinion that the
question cannot be answered with a simple “yes” or “no”, Italy rather prefers to keep silent,
although one thing is very clear to Italy: illegally acquired or illicitly exported cultural objects
would never be entitled to protection. In the concluding chapter of this study I shall come
back to this.

9.9.2

Hungary268

In Hungary, there is considerable political will in favour of introducing immunity from
seizure legislation. The Ministry of Education and Culture is undertaking consultations with
the Ministry of Justice in order to work out and agree on the details how such a law could be
harmonised with the international obligations of Hungary in force, and whether any
constitutional concerns would emerge.

Under auspices of the Ministry of Education and Culture, a working group was established in
order to set up the preparatory legislative work. Moreover, experts of the Museum of Fine
Arts prepared a proposal for the main elements of the draft legislation. In January 2009, the
Museum of Fine Arts initiated a feasibility study among the Hungarian museums involved in
international exhibitions. The results of the study also confirmed and supported the necessity
of legislation.

Immunity from seizure should apply to both publicly and privately owned cultural objects.
The law would be without prejudice to international legal obligations. Museums should
provide adequate documentation regarding the provenance of the objects, for instance, that the
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objects for which they would like to obtain immunity are not stolen or illegally exported and
that the museum had acquired full legal title to the objects on loan.

The fact that Hungary does not (yet) have immunity from seizure legislation, did not withhold
the Russian Federation and the Pushkin Museum in Moscow to give 59 cultural objects on
loan for the exhibition From Courbet to Picasso, held from 28 January to 25 April 2010 in the
Museum of Fine Arts in Budapest. A number of the objects formerly belonged to the Russian
art collectors Sergei Shchukin and Ivan Morozov. The State Secretary responsible for Cultural
Affairs on behalf of the Ministry of Education and Culture of Hungary issued a guarantee
letter, stating that

“she will not give place to claims made by third parties, that aims any judicial seizure,
sequestration, ordination of attachment, confiscation, or confiscation of assets of the
works of art [...] during the time they stay in the Republic of Hungary. Furthermore, she
will - within the competence of the Ministry of Education and Culture – assure, that any
judgment of any judicial court in Hungary in regard of the property of the State Pushkin
Museum of Fine Arts – including seizure raised by third parties – could be executed
only after the return of the works to the territory of the Russian Federation. Within the
competence of the Ministry of Education and Culture she guarantees the safety, the
inviolability and the duly return of the works to the territory of the Russian
Federation.”269

9.10

Considerations of several other Member States of the European Union
concerning immunity from seizure legislation270

Most European States do not face problems in the field of international art loans and do not
see the need for the enactment of specific legislation, whereby several States are of the
opinion that the matter is already covered by customary international law. Some States are
willing to see within due course whether immunity from seizure legislation could be enacted
as part of a larger amendment process. In general, States are of the opinion that cultural
objects on loan and belonging to foreign States deserve protection, unless illicitly acquired,
especially when the misappropriation occurred in times of armed conflict. More about this
infra, in Chapter 12.5.1.
269

Signed 9 November 2009. In possession of the author.
If not stated otherwise, this information is based on the answers of the various EU Member States to the EU
subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ enquiry concerning immunity from seizure for cultural objects on temporary
loan, in possession of the author. See also: op. cit. n. 121, pp. 20-24 paras. 3.3-3.5.
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In Poland,271 immunity from seizure legislation was proposed as part of an amendment of the
Museum Law. This was planned for 2010, but has been delayed due to internal Polish
governmental changes.272 It is provided that immunity will be given from any form of seizure
for a period of no longer than either 6 or 9 months and will apply to items possessed by a
cultural institution or a person which is not resident in Poland, and only for non-commercial
purposes.

In Greece the matter of immunity from seizure is on the agenda, but this does not necessarily
mean that it intends to introduce such a legislation within a foreseeable time. A comparative
study should first be made regarding already existing obligations under national legislation
and international conventions ratified by Greece. It is current practice for the Ministry of
Culture to include a provision in loan agreements for temporary exhibitions, which provides
for immunity from seizure for cultural objects loaned from overseas and vice versa for Greek
objects on loan abroad.
Although Portugal273 does not feel the urgency to prepare legislation within the near future, as
the issuance of declarations of immunity has been working well in the case of international
exhibitions held in Portugal, the Institute of Museums and Conservation intended to forward a
proposal to the Ministry of Culture on immunity from seizure in 2010. However, prior to this,
preparatory work (e.g. a study on existing legislation) needed to be done and a proposal could
not be forwarded yet.274 Since 14 September 2006, Portugal is a Party to the 2004 UN
Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property.

Several States are not currently planning to enact immunity from seizure legislation, but do
not rule out that on the occasion of future amendments of existing legislation, a provision on
immunity from seizure will become part of that legislation. Estonia275 is one of these States.
Because of the limited number of loans and the fact that until now no difficulties have
occurred, Estonia does currently not feel the need to discuss immunity from seizure
271
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legislation, but it may be discussed during a future renewal of the Museums Act. Furthermore,
Estonia considers cultural objects of foreign States as goods intended for public use and issues
immunity from seizure declarations, which system works well in practice. The same goes for
Spain and Slovenia: these States do not rule out, that in the future the amendment of their
respective Cultural Heritage Acts will contain an immunity from seizure provision. They have
not been confronted with problems so far, issue ‘letters of comfort’ and consider cultural
objects of foreign States as goods intended for public use. Also in Latvia immunity from
seizure legislation is not considered as a priority, but if in the future the Law on the Protection
of Cultural Heritage will be amended, immunity from seizure provisions may be inserted. In
Malta as well immunity legislation is low on the legal and political agenda. Malta prefers an
ad hoc approach; only a limited number of art loans occurred. Also Malta considers cultural
objects of foreign States on loan as goods intended for public use and consequently immune
from seizure.

Romania has no intention of promoting specific immunity from seizure legislation either.
Immunity from seizure is to be considered only in case no other contradictory obligations
exist (for instance, under the 1970 UNESCO Convention or the 1995 Unidroit Convention).
Romania became a Party to the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunity of States
and Their Property on 15 February 2007.

Cyprus is not envisaging immunity from seizure legislation. The invasion of the Turkish army
in 1974 has created a situation where cultural objects from museums, collections and
monuments have been illegally exported. As a result, the repatriation of such objects is one of
the priorities of the Cypriot authorities and one of the objectives to be met. Moreover, Cyprus
considers cultural objects of foreign States as goods intended for public use by definition. The
latter applies also to Denmark, which is a signatory of the 2004 UN Convention. 276 Ireland is
not considering legislation either, as it has experienced no difficulties with the legitimate
movement of cultural objects and art loans. It therefore currently fails to see the need for
enacting legislation. The same goes for Luxembourg and Sweden. Sweden is a Party to the
2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property since 23
December 2009.
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9.11

The Russian Federation277

Until recently the prevailing Russian view on the doctrine of jurisdictional immunities of a
State reflected the approach of ‘absolute immunity’. 278 Without the consent of a foreign State
no claim could be made in a court against that State. Currently, the legislation of the Russian
Federation still very much reflects the notion of absolute State immunity. Article 251 of the
Arbitration Procedural Code279 states:
“A foreign State acting as a sovereign enjoys immunity from the jurisdiction of the
court in respect of a claim, brought against it in arbitration courts of the Russian
Federation, in respect of its involvement in a proceeding as a third person, in respect of
arrest of the property belonging to that foreign State and located on the territory of the
Russian Federation, and in respect of measures of constraint.
Execution against property by a decision of an arbitration court is permitted only with
the consent of the competent authorities of the relevant State, unless otherwise provided
by an international treaty of the Russian Federation or a federal law.
[…]”280
And Article 401 of the Civil Procedural Code281 states in its first paragraph:
“Making a claim against a foreign State, evolving a foreign State into a proceeding as a
defendant or a third person, arrest of property of a foreign State located on the territory
of the Russian Federation, taking against that property other measures of constraint,
attachment against that property for execution of a decision of a court may be taken
only with the consent of the competent authorities of the respective State, unless
otherwise provided by an international treaty of the Russian Federation or by a federal
law.”282
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On 1 December 2006, the Russian Federation signed the 2004 UN Convention on
Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property. The Russian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, competent in this matter, is of the opinion that the 2004 UN Convention is a
reflection of the current state of affairs with regard to State immunity and that it reflects
customary international law.283 The Russian Federation, however, did not yet ratify the
convention, as it is currently in a process of bringing its national legislation in line with the
provisions of the 2004 UN Convention.

The Russian Federation attaches great importance to immunity from seizure of cultural
objects on loan and belonging to Russia. At least with regard to the Noga case in Switzerland
in 2005, Russia stated (towards the Swiss authorities) that its cultural objects were to be
protected against seizure on the basis of customary international law.284 That would also be in
line with Article 21(1)(e) of the 2004 UN Convention, and the Russian opinion that the
convention reflects customary international law.

However, within the Russian Federation, not all State institutions seem to be convinced that a
rule of customary international law exists, stating that cultural objects belonging to foreign
States and on temporary loan for an exhibition are immune from seizure. Within the Ministry
of Culture, for instance, one rather builds upon the abovementioned national legislation. 285 As
I have shown, this legislation does not (yet) make a difference between State property
intended or not intended for public service, 286 nor does it make a connection between cultural
objects and State property (regardless of whether it concerns State property intended for
public service or not).

Although the competent Russian authority is of the opinion that a rule of customary
international law exists, immunising from seizure cultural objects belonging to a State and on
temporary loan abroad, the Russian Federation still demands concrete immunity from seizure
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guarantees from other States where Russian cultural objects are on temporary loan.287 This
demand is based on the 1993 Law on Export and Import of Cultural Property. 288 Article 30289
of that Law requires that the lending institution obtains from the borrowing State concrete
guarantees, not only with regard to risk insurance, but also with regard to the unimpeded
return of the cultural objects to the territory of the Russian Federation. 290 If such a return
guarantee is absent, the Russian authorities may decline the temporary export of the Russian
cultural objects concerned.291

The Russian Federation itself does not have specific immunity from seizure legislation with
regard to cultural objects on loan, and does not intend to enact such legislation in the near
future. On request and on a case by case basis, it is possible for the Russian Ministry of
Culture to issue letters of comfort. There is no strict procedure for this, and the letters are
issued as a matter of grace. The text of such a letter of comfort is as follows:
“The Ministry of Culture of the Russian Federation confirms that [number] exhibition
objects from [name State] museums and private collections, as presented by [name
foreign institution], according to the attached checklist, in accordance with Article 18 of
the Federal Law of the Russian Federation ‘on the Museum Foundation of the Russian
Federation and the museums of Russian Federation’292 will be under protection of the
287
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[...]
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Russian Federation for the duration of the [name exhibition] exhibition on the territory
of the Russian Federation, including presentation at the [name Russian Museum]
between [date] and [date]. All museum objects will be returned to the [name foreign
institution] immediately upon the exhibition closing.”293

9.12

Concluding

Only a few European States can be considered in the vanguard when it comes to the
international lending and borrowing of cultural objects.

Most European States do not face problems when concluding international art loans and do
not see the need for the enactment of specific legislation, while several States are of the
opinion that the matter is already covered by customary international law.294

In general, States are of the opinion that cultural objects on loan and belonging to foreign
States deserve protection. It is also widely considered that the protection should not extend to
objects which are considered to be illicitly acquired.295

Just a small number of European States described in this chapter have enacted immunity from
seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan, viz. France, Austria, Belgium, Germany,
Switzerland, Liechtenstein, Finland and the Czech Republic. In Chapters 7 and 8, we saw that
the United Kingdom also enacted legislation, and that the Netherlands has legislation that
does not specifically focus on cultural objects on loan, but does protect cultural State property
against seizure. It is my impression that those States which enacted legislation often did so out
of legal conviction, 296 but - next to this - also for practical reasons, in order to make their
position as ‘safe haven’ for international art loans visible and secure. States sometimes also
enacted legislation in reaction to demands from lending States.

When comparing the existing legislations of the various European States, it can be concluded
that there is no uniformity. Although most of the legislations of the European States in this
inventory of Russian State property.
293
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294
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295
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chapter protect against all forms of seizure, not every legislation is as comprehensive. The
French and Belgian laws protect only cultural State property, whereas the German, Austrian,
Swiss, Liechtenstein and Finnish legislation (as well as the Italian and Hungarian draft
legislation) covers also privately owned cultural objects on loan.

Also with regard to return obligations to States of origin (not being the lending State) there
are differences. The Belgian immunity does not apply in case of international or European
obligations which would be at odds with that immunity (as we saw supra, in Chapter 7, this is
also the case in the United Kingdom). The same goes for the Finnish legislation and the
Italian and Hungarian draft legislation. The German, Austrian297 and Swiss approach is
somewhat complex: in case a return guarantee has not yet been issued to the lending State (or
institution), obligations under the 1970 UNESCO Convention or, if applicable, the 1995
Unidroit Convention or Council Directive 93/7/EEC can prevent the issuance of such a return
guarantee. However, as soon as a return guarantee has been issued, that guarantee is
considered to prevail over return obligations under other instruments. Furthermore, some
immunity laws, like in Austria, Germany and Switzerland not only seem to provide immunity
from seizure, but also (at least to a certain extent) immunity from suit.

I would therefore conclude that the legislation in Germany, Austria and Switzerland is the
most comprehensive, although under these Acts, immunity has to be applied for and is not
provided automatically. 298 However, in these States a ‘fallback option’ does exist for cultural
objects belonging to foreign States: Switzerland, and meanwhile Austria, are convinced that
cultural State property is already protected against seizure under customary international
law.299 It may be somewhat ironic that both the Swiss and the Austrian authorities presented
this opinion after a seizure occurred in their respective countries, but their conviction resulted
in the fact that the seizure had to be reversed.

The Russian Federation is as well of the opinion that cultural State property on loan is
immune from seizure under customary international law. However, in order to act in
conformity with the relevant provisions of its Law on Export and Import of Cultural Property,
297
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the Russian Federation demands return guarantees from borrowing States. It has no immunity
from seizure legislation itself.
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Chapter 10

Situation in Asia, Australia and on the African continent

10.1

Situation in Asia

Asia is the world largest continent and consists of different regions. West-Asia is also
considered as the Middle East, with States as Israel, whereby East Asia includes States such
as China and Japan. Infra, I will assess the situation in several States on the Asian continent,
whereby I will go from West to East.

10.1.1

Israel

10.1.1.1

The Foreign States Immunity Law

Only relatively recently Israel enacted State immunity legislation. The Foreign States
Immunity Law1 passed the Knesset on 5 November 2008.

Section 2 describes the basic rule: “A foreign State shall have immunity from the jurisdiction
of the courts in Israel, excluding jurisdiction in criminal matters […] subject to the provisions
of this statute.” A foreign State has not been exactly defined, but the Law states that it
includes “a political unit within a federal state, governmental agencies of a foreign state,
official functionaries representing such state in performing their function, and a separate
entity”. Separate entity is described as “a governmental authority of a foreign state having
separate legal personality from that of the government of the state.”2

A foreign State is not immune from jurisdiction where the cause of action is a commercial
transaction. 3 A commercial transaction is described as “any transaction or activity within the

1

Law 5769-2008. Also to be found at:
http://www.coe.int/t/dlapil/cahdi/State_Immunities/documents/Israel%20Immunities%20January%202009.pdf.
[Last visited 20 March 2011.]
2
Section 1.
3
Section 3.
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sphere of private law which is of a commercial nature […] which by its nature does not
involve the exercise of governmental power.”4

Section 15(a) states that “[t]he assets of a foreign State shall have immunity from proceedings
for execution of a judgment or other decision of a court in Israel”, but it does not apply to
decisions in criminal matters. However, “the assets of a separate entity, excluding a central
bank, shall not have immunity from execution of a judgment or other decision rendered by a
court in Israel, except where the jurisdiction of the court originates in [a waiver of
immunity].”5 Commercial assets of a foreign State do not benefit from immunity from
execution either. A commercial asset has been described as “any asset, excluding diplomatic
or consular assets, a military asset or an asset of a central bank which is held in Israel by a
foreign state for a commercial purpose […].”6

Finally, Section 21 states that the Law “shall not derogate from diplomatic or consular
immunity or any other immunity applicable in Israel, under any law or usage.” The Law does
not explicitly provide for immunity for cultural objects belonging to foreign States and does
not exclude them from the description of ‘commercial asset’. But as it explicitly states that it
shall not derogate from any other immunity applicable in Israel, cultural objects, when on
loan in Israel, will still be protected by the specific immunity legislation that I will discuss
infra.

10.1.1.2

Towards immunity legislation for cultural objects on loan

In Israel, the 1983 Law on Museums 7 provides the legal, functional and ethical framework for
museums in Israel. It defines a museum as “a non-profit institution housing a collection of
objects of cultural value which permanently exhibits its entire collection or part of it, to the
public, for the purpose of education, study or enjoyment.” The law makes a distinction
between ‘acknowledged museums’ and ‘private museums’. An acknowledged museum is a
4

Section 1.
Section 18.
6
According to Tamar Kaplan (Director of the Diplomatic and Civil Law Department of the Israeli Ministry of
Foreign Affairs) and Amit Heumann (Legal Counsel at the Diplomatic and Civil Law Department of the Israeli
MFA), it has not been established whether or not cultural objects belonging to foreign States should be
considered as ‘commercial assets’ (interview by the author on 21 June 2011). This has been confirmed by Ben
Rubin (Legal Adviser Israeli Ministry of Justice) in a telephone conversation with the author on 23 June 2011.
7
Law of 30 June 1983, Law No. 5743-1983.
5
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museum which was accredited as such by the Minister of Culture, Education and Sports, as
provided by law. Before the accreditation, the Minister shall take into account, after due
consultation with the Israeli Council of Museums, 8 the needs and interest of the public.9

The Law does not contain an immunity from seizure provision for foreign cultural objects on
loan. In 1983, this did not yet cross the mind of the legislature.10 However, as in other States,
Israel experienced in recent years that foreign governments, sister-museums and other cultural
institutions began to request governmental guarantees, in writing, to provide assurance that no
claims11 could be instituted in Israel. Many foreign lenders considered loans to museums in
Israel to be too risky due to the likelihood of title claims from Holocaust survivors. Cultural
institutions therefore began pressing the governmental bodies for such assurances and urging
for a legislative change. The authorities did not turn a deaf ear, and started to enact legislation,
probably also because of out-of-State demands, as we shall see infra.

During the process of drafting the immunity legislation for cultural objects on loan, a lot of
discussion occurred. Especially with regard to the position of Holocaust victims the
discussion was very vivid in Israel, which claims to be the representative of the Jewish
people. It was stated that “[i]f Israeli museums were to mount world-class exhibitions [...],
they must be able to borrow objects from abroad. Increasingly, however, international cultural
loans come with serious strings attached – ones that could harm the claims of Nazi victims”,
the Jerusalem Post reported.12 It is being called a predicament for the Jewish State: it needs an
immunity law that satisfies the international standard for art loans, and it must simultaneously
protect the interests of Holocaust survivors and their heirs who have claims to Nazi-looted art.

The Knesset Education, Culture and Sports Committee was very concerned about the extent
to which the Law would recognise a moral obligation to safeguard Nazi victims’ rights.
Michael Melchior, the Chairman of the Committee stated: “I have a lot of serious problems

8

Established under Section 10 of the Law.
See also: Shoshana Berman, ‘Protection of Cultural Objects on Loan – the Israeli Perspective’, Art Antiquity
and Law, June 2007, Vol. XII, Issue 2, pp. 113-136, at p. 115.
10
Ibid., p. 118.
11
Thus, that is not only a request for immunity from seizure, but also for immunity from jurisdiction. As we
shall see, the Israeli law is indeed that encompassing.
12
Marilyn Henry, ‘An artful dilemma’, Jerusalem Post, 22 January 2007.
9
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with this law, with all the moral aspects of it, which are very clear to us, saying that they can’t
claim in the Jewish State things that were stolen from them during the Holocaust.”13

It has also been stated that, by enacting its immunity legislation, Israel did neither comply
with the Washington Conference Principles14 nor with the call for a ‘just and fair solution’ of
the injustice that was done during the Nazi-area, nor with the call expressed in Resolution
1205 of the Council of Europe15 for “relaxing or reversing anti-seizure statutes which
currently protect from court actions, works of art on loan.”16

Proponents of immunity legislation, on the other hand, said that an Israeli law would aid
Holocaust survivors. The idea was again that immunity
“would encourage cultural exchange, and through such public exhibitions Nazi victims
and their heirs may be able to locate and identify [cultural objects] that once belonged to
their families. The immunity law does not bar Nazi victims from making claims for
artworks, but those claims could not be made in Israeli courts.”17
In the explanatory notes to the Loan of Cultural Objects (Restriction of Jurisdiction) Law,
which Law I will discuss infra, it was stated that
“in recent years, major cultural institutions in Israel were requested by foreign
governments or cultural institutions to guarantee the return of their cultural objects, if
lent to Israel for temporary or long-term exhibition purposes. It was noted that the
Ministry of Culture was often requested to issue such governmental guarantees.”18
Although the enactment of a law thus gave rise to huge discussions between proponents and
opponents, the proponents drew the longest straw. The draft Law was discussed at the 16th
Knesset on first reading, on 20 December 2005, and was assigned to the Knesset (Education,
Culture and Sports) Committee. It was submitted to the second and third reading on 19
February 2007. The Law came into effect on 1 May 2007. It is said that the Law gives the
chance to expose expropriated art and provides a mechanism for those who want to make a

13

Ibid.
See infra Ch. 11.1.6.
15
See infra Ch. 11.1.3.
16
Op. cit. n. 9 (Berman), p. 123.
17
Op. cit. n. 12 (Henry). Indeed, as we shall see, the Israeli immunity legislation states that a court in Israel shall
not have jurisdiction with regard to a claim relating to a right to title or possession of the cultural property or
another right that is contrary to the right of the lender of the property.
18
Op. cit. n. 9 (Berman), p. 120.
14
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claim. 19 It helps bringing exhibits from other States to Israel and enables people to identify
pieces from their family. 20

The entering into force of the Law was in time for the exposition Looking for Owners:
Custody, Research, and Restitution of Art Stolen in France during World War II, held in the
Israel Museum in Jerusalem from 19 February to 3 June 2008. This exhibition aimed at
tracing the story of cultural objects looted by the Nazis in France during World War II.
Organised by the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Culture and
Communication in collaboration with the Israel Museum, the exhibition drew from the
collection of unrestituted cultural objects in France known as the ‘Musées Nationaux
Récupération’. 21 However, in order for the exhibition to take place, France made the condition
that the Israeli immunity legislation would be in place. 22 In order to host the exhibition, the
Israel Museum pushed the Knesset to come to legislation preventing survivors or heirs from
claiming ownership of the property.23 As we shall see, the Law states that claimants cannot
institute a claim for the objects in Israel. But according to the Law, a functioning body to
adjudicate claims should be available outside of Israel. 24 In addition, the objects were to be
published on a website at least one month before the exhibition, to allow the public to survey
the objects and file claims if they had any. 25

19

Thus Michael Melchior, Chairman of the Knesset Education, Culture and Sports Committee. See: David
Brinn, ‘The art of restitution’, Jerusalem Post, 14 February 2008.
20
Avraham Roet, Chairman of the Company for Locating and Retrieving Assets of People Who Were Killed in
the Holocaust Ltd. In: David Brinn, ‘The art of restitution’, Jerusalem Post, 14 February 2008.
21
See: David Brinn, ‘Israel Museum exhibits hope to match looted Holocaust art with the owners’, Jerusalem
Post, 13 February 2008.
See also: information from Lootedart.com, to be found at: http://www.lootedart.com/N3DUH5568231. [Last
visited 20 March 2011.]
See also: press statement of the Israel Museum, dated 2 January 2008, at:
http://oww.lootedart.com/web_images/pdf/LOOKING%20FOR%20OWNERS_FINAL%20RELEASE.pdf.
[Last visited 20 March 2011.]
22
Op. cit. n. 20 (Brinn). “The law is important because there was no way France was going to agree to let us host
this exhibition here. People began to realize that if we don't pass the law we are never going to see these
paintings”, thus Dena Scher, the Israel Museum Foreign Press Officer, in: Avi Tuchmayer, ‘Stolen Holocaust Art
at the Israel Museum’, IsraelNationalNews.com, 19 February 2008, to be found at:
http://www.israelnationalnews.com/News/News.aspx/125308. [Last visited 20 March 2011.] Also Ben Rubin,
Legal Adviser of the Israeli Ministry of Justice, confirmed to the author on 23 June 2011 that the French demand
was the direct motive for this legislation.
23
Ibid. (Tuchmayer).
24
France has set up a tribunal which would meet once or twice a year in Israel to assess possible claims.
25
The objects taking place in this exhibition had been put on the website of the Israeli Justice Ministry. No
claims occurred.
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10.1.1.3

The content of the Loan of Cultural Objects (Restriction of Jurisdiction)
Law26

The aim of the Law is to enable the lending of cultural objects27 of importance to the Israeli
public, without prejudicing the claims of the Jewish people concerning their rights of
ownership to property looted during the Holocaust.28 It was stated in the explanatory notes
“that the [Law] aims to facilitate international lending of cultural objects for public exhibition
purposes by safeguarding the loaned objects from legal proceedings, seizure or detention in
Israel, in case of any emerging claim while on loan. It was stressed that in submitting such a
proposal of an immunity law, the Israeli Government aimed to bring itself in line with other
States, such as the United States, France and Germany, which have anti-seizure legislation
and afford legal immunity to cultural objects on loan.”29
The Law only applies to public institutional borrowers and lenders.

In those cases where a loan agreement was signed between the State of Israel or a cultural
institution in Israel, and another State or a cultural institution in another State, regarding the
lending of a cultural object for a fixed period of time for the purpose of public display in
Israel, the Minister of Justice is entitled30 to issue a decree by which - as long as the object is
in Israel pursuant to the said agreement - a court in Israel will have no jurisdiction concerning
claims regarding ownership or possession rights of the cultural object, or any other right
which is contrary to the right of the lender of the cultural object concerned. Moreover, a court
in Israel will not issue any order that might prevent the return of the cultural object to the
lender at the end of the lending period pursuant to the loan agreement.31 So, the Israeli
legislation does not only provide immunity from measures of constraint, but first and
foremost immunity from suit, as it prevents claimants from seeking any redress in Israeli

26

Law No. 5767-2007. Passed by the Knesset on 3rd Adar, 5767 (21 February 2007); the Proposed Law and
Explanatory Notes were detailed in Government Proposed Law 161, dated 6th Adar, 5765 (15 February 2005), p.
564.
27
According to Section 2 of the Law, a cultural object is an object with an artistic, historical, or any other
cultural value, that is of importance to the Israeli public.
28
According to Section 1 of the Law.
29
Op. cit. n. 9 (Berman), p. 121 and n. 29. See also: notes, Hatzaot Hok (Draft Laws) 161, 15 February 2005, p.
560.
30
Upon consultation with the Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Minister of Science, Art and Sports.
31
According to Section 3 of the Law.
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courts if the Minister of Justice concludes that an adequate procedure exists in the country
where the cultural objects are normally located.32

Prior to issuing such a decree, however, the Minister of Justice will notify his intention to
issue such a decree, which notice has to be published on the website of the Ministry of
Justice.33 During 30 days from the date of the publication, objections to the issuance of the
decree can be raised. Objections can be submitted for the following reasons:
- non-compliance with the legal requirements for issuance of such a decree;
- the individual who is objecting claims having a right to the cultural object and it is suspected
that the object was seized by the Nazis, their agents or collaborators.34
If the Minister of Justice is satisfied that there is prima facie evidence that the submitter of an
objection, claiming a right for the cultural object of which it is suspected that the object was
stolen from Jews by the Nazis, their agents or their collaborators, has rights to the cultural
object concerned, a decree will not be issued.35 As a most likely consequence, the object will
not be loaned.

Furthermore, a decree will not be issued by the Minister of Justice unless he is convinced and
satisfied that there is an alternative judicial or a quasi-judicial instance to which it is possible
to submit claims regarding the cultural object specified in the decree, and which is capable
and competent of discussing and ruling on the matter.36 The Minister has to provide each
person with available information as to the alternative legal instance in relation to the cultural
object to which a decree applies.37

According to Section 8 of the Law, the provisions of the Property of Holocaust Victims Law
(Return to Heirs, Assistance and Commemoration) 200638 will not apply to the cultural object
32

See also: Charles A. Goldstein, Protection of Cultural Objects on Loan – The Israeli Perspective, held at the
Interdisciplinary Forum on Legal Aspects in Cultural Property, Tel Aviv, Israel, 15 February 2008, to be found
at: http://www.comartrecovery.org/sites/default/files/THE_ISRAELI_PERSPECTIVE_AUGUST_2008.pdf.
[Last visited 25 May 2011.] Goldstein is in his presentation very critical towards the Israelian legislation and
calls it “an example of perversion of justice”. Shoshana Berman states that one may ask why an Israeli claimant
should be sent abroad “into the foreign fields of law” with all the complications and additional costs. See: op. cit.
n. 9 (Berman), p. 130.
33
Also, a photograph and provenance information shall be published.
34
According to Section 4 of the Law.
35
According to Section 6 of the Law.
36
According to Section 5 of the Law.
37
According to Section 7(a) of the Law.
38
Law 5766-2006, which aims, amongst others, to enhance the traceability in Israel of property which belonged
to the victims of the Holocaust.
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with regard to which a decree for limiting of jurisdiction was issued on the basis of the Loan
of Cultural Objects (Restriction of Jurisdiction) Law.

Israel is not a Party to the 1970 UNESCO Convention nor to the 1995 Unidroit Convention.

10.1.2

The Islamic Republic of Iran

The Islamic Republic of Iran does not have a law offering immunity from seizure for cultural
objects loaned for a public exhibition. However, the Iranian authorities39 have expressed that
they regard international loans of cultural objects belonging to foreign States as falling within
Article 5 of the 2004 United Nations Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and
Their Property. 40 As we saw supra, in Chapter 3, that article states that a State enjoys
immunity, in respect of itself and its property, from the jurisdiction of the courts of another
State subject to the provisions of the 2004 UN Convention. With regard to the convention, the
representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran stated before the Sixth (Legal) Committee of
the UN General Assembly41 on 26 October 2004 that the (at that time still draft) convention
“reflects the customary international law pertaining to immunity of States and their property”.

It is therefore fair to say, that the Iranian Government’s legal position is that cultural objects
on loan belonging to foreign States are immune from any kind of measures of constraint.

This made the London based British Museum comfortable to lend the Cyrus Cylinder to the
National Museum of Iran in Tehran. The Cyrus Cylinder is an inscribed Persian clay cylinder
of 539 BC. It has important text inscriptions. 42 It was discovered in the ruins of Babylon (now
Iraq) in 1879. At that time, the British Museum sponsored the expedition to discover the

39

Expressed by the Vice-President of the Islamic Republic of Iran and the Director General of the Iranian
Judiciary. Communicated towards me by the Head of the Legal Services of the British Museum in London, Tony
Doubleday, through Sam Morgan of the British Ministry of Foreign Affairs as well as Kim de Jong of the Royal
Netherlands Embassy in Tehran. Information received 15 November 2010.
40
Iran signed the 2004 UN Convention on 17 January 2007. Since 29 September 2008 it is a party to the
convention.
41
Dr. Mostafa Dolatyar.
42
The text says that the people of Babylon welcomed the Persian emperor Cyrus the Great as their new ruler and
lists the beneficial works that Cyrus did for the people of Babylon. It has also sometimes been described as the
world’s first declaration of human rights. For more information on the Cyrus Cylinder, see also:
http://www.britishmuseum.org/explore/highlights/highlight_objects/me/c/cyrus_cylinder.aspx. [Last visited 20
March 2011.]
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cylinder. The cylinder is on display in the British Museum since 1880. It had been loaned to
Iran in October 1971. Discussions regarding a new loan were ongoing for some time. The
British Museum, however, wanted to be guaranteed that the cylinder would not be eligible for
seizure.43 The Iranian assurance that it would follow the rules as reflected in the 2004 UN
Convention was a sufficient guarantee for the British Museum, especially because these
assurances were given on the level of the Vice-President of Iran.44 It was therefore the
understanding of the British Museum that the Iranian Government’s legal position was that
loans of cultural objects made from the national collections of foreign States would be
immune from any measure of constraint. Consequently, the Cyrus Cylinder went on loan from
10 September 2010 until 10 January 2011. Due to its great success, a new loan, immediately
following after 10 January was agreed upon.45

10.1.3

The United Arabic Emirates

The Code of Civil Procedures of the United Arabic Emirates states that “public property
owned by the State or one of the Emirates” cannot be seized.46 Public property is defined as
“all real property or movables owned by the State or public judicial persons, allocated in fact
or in law for the public benefit”. 47 It does not refer to foreign State property.

On 6 March 2007, France and the United Arab Emirates signed an agreement which should
lead to the creation of a museum in Abu Dhabi. 48 The museum of Abu Dhabi is allowed to use
the name Louvre for the duration of the agreement, which is 30 years and six months. The
‘Louvre Abu Dhabi’ is to be completed in 2012 and is to be located on the Saadiyat Island
complex. The museum will exhibit cultural objects from several French museums (including,
of course, the Louvre), but will also acquire its own cultural objects.

43

Minutes of the Meeting of 19 November 2009 of the British Museum Board, in possession of the author. See
also: Martin Baily, ‘British Museum agrees Iran loan’, The Art Newspaper, January 2010, No. 209.
44
As confirmed to the author by Tony Doubleday, Head of the Legal Services of the British Museum in London,
United Kingdom, on 8 March 2011.
45
It was not an extension of the existing loan, but a new loan that started on 11 January 2011.
46
Article 247(1).
47
Code of Civil Transactions, Article 103.
48
The agreement is based on a bilateral cooperation agreement between France and Abu Dhabi, signed on 3 July
1975.
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In order to fulfil a French condition, the bilateral agreement states that all items loaned to the
‘Louvre Abu Dhabi’ will be immune from seizure.49 The Emirates needs to take all necessary
measures in order to guarantee this immunity, according to the agreement.50 Thus, the lending
is conditioned by the enactment of these measures.51 Literally, Article 1352 states:
“Works of art on loan from French museums in the Museum under this agreement are
exempt from seizure in the territory of the UAE. The UAE is committed to taking the
necessary measures on a national level to ensure the immunity from seizure and to
inform the French side. The loan of any work by France under this agreement is subject
to the adoption of such measures.
No arrest or other enforcement action can be implemented against such works of art,
whether ordered by the UAE or by a foreign authority. No decision of any authority
whatsoever can impede the return of such works of art in France at the end of the loan.
When considering a risk weight on the safety of the works of art, the French side can
proceed without delay in the repatriation of all the works on loan.
The UAE agrees to allow the immediate return to France of works of art on loan if they
would be subject to restitution ordered by the French administrative or judicial
authorities.”53

10.1.4

Pakistan

Pakistan enacted State immunity legislation by means of its 1981 State Immunity
Ordinance. 54 Section 3(1) provides that “[a] State is immune from the jurisdiction of the

49

Immune from seizure are: “les œuvres prêtées par les musées français au Musée en application de l'accord”.
See also: Anna Somers Cocks, ‘Revealed: details of contract between Abu Dhabi and France’, The Art
Newspaper, June 2008, No. 192.
50
See also: Press Dossier, Fiche 2: Présentation de l’Accord entre le Gouvernement de la République française et
le Gouvernement des Emirats Arabes Unis. To be found at:
http://www.culture.gouv.fr/culture/actualites/dossiers-presse/abu-dhabi/fiche2.html. [Last visited 30 June 2011.]
See also: Marie Cornu and Manlio Frigo, ‘L’accord portant création du Louvre Abou Dabi, musée universel: une
double invention culturelle et juridique’, Annuaire Français de Droit International, 2009, Vol. 55, pp.111-135,
at p. 131.
51
Ibid. (Cornu/Frigo), p. 130.
52
Entitled ‘Insaisissabilité et retrait des œuvres prêtées’
53
“Les œuvres d’art prêtées par les musées français au Musée en application du présent accord sont
insaisissables sur le territoire des Emirats Arabes Unis. La Partie émirienne s’engage à prendre les mesures
nécessaires au plan national pour garantir cette insaisissabilité et à en informer la Partie française. Le prêt de
toute œuvre par la Partie française au titre du présent accord est soumis à l’adoption de ces mesures.
Aucune saisie ou autre mesure d’exécution ne peut être mise en œuvre contre lesdites œuvres, qu’elle soit
ordonnée par une autorité émirienne ou par une autorité étrangère. Aucune décision de quelque autorité que ce
soit ne peut faire obstacle au retour desdites œuvres en France au terme du prêt accordé.
Lorsqu’elle considère qu’un risque pèse sur la sécurité des œuvres, la Partie française peut procéder au
rapatriement sans délai de l’ensemble des œuvres prêtées.
La Partie émirienne s’engage à permettre le retour sans délai en France des œuvres d’art prêtées dans le cas où
celles-ci feraient l’objet d’une mesure de restitution ordonnée par une autorité française, qu’elle soit
administrative ou judiciaire.”
54
No. VI of 1981; published in The Gazette of Pakistan, 11 March 1981.
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courts of Pakistan except as [provided in this Ordinance].” According to Section 3(2), “[a]
court shall give effect to the immunity even if the State does not appear in the proceedings in
question.”

Section 15(1) states that a foreign State includes a reference to ”(a) the sovereign or other
head of State in that foreign State in his public capacity; (b) the government of that foreign
State; (c) and any department of that government.” It does not include a reference to “any
entity [...] which is distinct from the executive organs of the government of the State and
capable of suing or being sued”, nor to any territory forming a constituent part of a federal
foreign State. Such a separate entity is only immune from the jurisdiction of the courts of
Pakistan if “(a) the proceedings relate to anything done by it in the exercise of sovereign
authority; and (b) the circumstances are such that a State would have been immune.”55

Section 5(1) provides that a State is not immune in respect of proceedings related to “(a) a
commercial transaction[56] entered into by the State; or (b) an obligation of the State which by
virtue of a contract, which may or may not be a commercial transaction, falls to be performed
wholly or partly in Pakistan.”57

Section 14(2)(b) states that “the property of a State, not being property which is for the time
being in use or intended for use for commercial purposes, shall not be subject to any process
for the enforcement of a judgment or arbitration award or, in an action in rem, for its arrest,
detention or sale.”58 The certificate of the head of a State’s diplomatic mission in Pakistan, or
the person for the time being performing his functions, to the effect that any property is not in
use or intended for use of the State for commercial purposes shall be accepted as sufficient
evidence of that fact, unless the contrary is proved.59

55

According to Section 15(2).
In the Ordinance, a commercial transaction means:
“(a) any contract for the supply of goods or services;
(b) any loan or other transaction for the provision of finance and any guarantee or indemnity in respect of such
transaction or of other financial obligation; and
(c) any other transaction or activity, whether of a commercial, industrial, financial, professional or other similar
character, into which a State enters or in which it engages otherwise than in the exercise of its sovereign
authority.”
57
This section does, among other things, not apply when both of the parties in the dispute are States and they
have otherwise agreed in writing.
58
When it comes to separate entities, only property of a State’s central bank or other monetary authority is
treated as if it were State property. See Section 15(4).
59
Section 14(4).
56
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The Ordinance does not apply to criminal proceedings. 60 There are no specific provisions for
cultural property.

10.1.5

The People’s Republic of China and the territory of Taiwan

The People’s Republic of China has been regarded as one of the staunchest supporters of the
principle of absolute immunity of States and their property.61 Norman Palmer stated in 1997
that the Chinese State asserted firm control over the most significant cultural objects, and that
there was an effective State monopoly on exhibitions;62 lending of cultural objects was a State
function,63 with more outbound loans than inbound loans. However, China signed the 2004
UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property on 14 September
2005, which convention is widely acknowledged as endorsing the restrictive approach in
relation to the application of the principle of State immunity.
With regard to the domestic legislation in China, only one specific statute has been adopted64
addressing an aspect of State immunity, and that considers the immunity from measures of
constraint for assets of foreign central banks.65 China is not planning to enact immunity from
seizure legislation for loaned cultural objects, nor is there a special declaration on exemption
from judicial seizure for the cultural objects on loan in China. 66

China is currently specially known as active in the repatriation attempts of Chinese cultural
heritage.67 Media reports stated: “A clear sign of China’s newly rediscovered pride and power
is the interest it is taking in both buying back, at huge prices, its imperial heritage, and in
making claims for restitution where it feels an item was removed illegally.”68 Examples are,
for instance, bronze objects from the imperial summer resort Yuanmingyuan. The objects
60

Section 17(2)(b).
See: Dahai Qi, ‘State Immunity, China and Its Shifting Position’, Chinese Journal of International Law, 2008,
Vol. 7, No. 2, pp. 307-337, at p. 307.
62
Norman Palmer, Art Loans, London, The Hague, Boston 1997, p. 485.
63
Ibid., p. 11.
64
In October 2005.
65
Op. cit. n. 61 (Qi), p. 316.
66
Oral answers from the Chinese State Administration of Cultural Heritage, Foreign Affairs Office, 10
December 2008. The author would also like to thank Machtelt Schelling of the Royal Netherlands Embassy in
Beijing.
67
See, for instance: Lucy Hornby, ‘China calls for return of art treasures from abroad’, Reuters, 17 November
2009.
68
‘Benchmarks for 2000-2010’, The Art Newspaper, December 2010, No. 219.
61
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were taken when the palace was burnt down by Anglo-French allied forces during the Second
Opium War in 1860.69 The Chinese State Administration of Cultural Heritage is pursuing the
repatriation of illicitly expropriated heritage of these items via political, diplomatic and
international conventions.

When it comes to international art loans, special attention needs to be paid to the territory of
Taiwan.70 The National Palace Museum of Taipei is the home of a large collection of cultural
objects originating from the Forbidden City in Beijing. It is called the finest collection of
imperial Chinese art anywhere.71 In other country-related chapters of this study, for instance
regarding France or Germany, we have already seen that Taiwan was active as a lending
partner, but at the same time it was afraid that mainland China would be able to seize the
loaned objects if the borrowing States would not have immunity from seizure legislation.

Taiwan did enact such legislation itself. On 1 July 1992, the Cultural and Arts Reward Act
was adopted, and later amended on 12 July 2002. Article 11 states that
“[a]rtworks from foreign countries or Mainland China that have been approved for
exhibition by the competent central-government authority shall not be subject to
litigation or attached by legal action during their delivery, preservation, or exhibition.”72

10.1.6

Singapore

Singapore enacted its State Immunity Act in 1979.73 According to Section 3, “[a] State is
immune from the jurisdiction of the courts of Singapore except as otherwise provided in the
[Act].” Like we saw in the legislation of Pakistan, the Act states that a court in Singapore
shall give effect to the immunity conferred by the Act, even though the State does not appear
in the proceedings in question.
69

Zhuang Hua, ‘Feature: Auction of looted Chinese relics hurts China's cultural rights’, China View, 26 February
2009.
70
The author would like to thank Frits Mahieu of the Netherlands Trade and Investment Office in Taipei.
71
Of the Palace Museum’s 650,000 items, 230,000 come from China’s imperial collection. See: ‘Taiwan’s
National Palace Museum; Treasure Island; Beauty is truth, truth is beauty. But make sure the law is watertight’,
The Economist, 14 February 2008. According to the article in The Economist, an official from China’s State
Administration for Cultural Heritage suggests that Beijing has never considered reclaiming the objects from
Taiwan, because “Taiwan is part of China”.
72
Approval of the exhibition of artistic works shall be handled by the Council for Cultural Affairs of the
Executive Yuan (CCA) after consulting the relevant authorities and regulations thereof, according to Article 15
of the Enforcement Rules of the Culture and Arts Reward Act.
73
Act No. 19 of 1979.
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References to a State include references to “(a) the sovereign or other head of that State in his
public capacity; (b) the government of that State; and (c) any department of that
government[.]” It does not refer to “any entity [a separate entity] which is distinct from the
executive organs of the government of the State and capable of suing or being sued.”74 A
separate entity is only immune from the jurisdiction of the courts in Singapore if “(a) the
proceedings relate to anything done by it in the exercise of sovereign authority; and (b) the
circumstances are such that a State would have been immune.”75
A State is not immune in proceedings relating to a commercial transaction76 entered into by
the State or an obligation of the State which by virtue of a contract77 falls to be performed
wholly or partly in Singapore.78

Section 15(2)(b) states that “the property of a State shall not be subject to any process for the
enforcement of a judgment or arbitration award or, in an action in rem, for its arrest, detention
or sale.” However, the section “does not prevent the issue of any process in respect of
property which is for the time being in use or intended for use for commercial purposes.”79
The certificate of the head of a State’s diplomatic mission in Singapore, or the person for the
time being performing his functions, “to the effect that any property is not in use or intended
for use of the State for commercial purposes, shall be accepted as sufficient evidence of that
fact unless the contrary is proved.”80 Property of a State’s central bank or other monetary
authority shall never be regarded as in use or intended for use for commercial purposes. The
Act has no specific provisions with regard to cultural property and does not apply to criminal
proceedings.81
74

Section 16(1).
Section 16(2).
76
In the Act, a commercial transaction means:
“(a) any contract for the supply of goods or services;
(b) any loan or other transaction for the provision of finance and any guarantee or indemnity in respect of such
transaction or of other financial obligation; and
(c) any other transaction or activity (whether of a commercial, industrial, financial, professional or other similar
character) into which a State enters or in which it engages otherwise than in the exercise of its sovereign
authority.”
77
Whether a commercial transaction or not.
78
Section 5(1). The subsection does not apply to a contract of employment between a State and an individual.
The section does not apply, amongst other things, if the parties to the dispute are States or have otherwise agreed
in writing.
79
Section 15(4).
80
Section 15(5).
81
See section 19(2)(b).
75
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Singapore has not enacted specific immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on
loan. 82

10.1.7

Japan83

On 11 January 2007, Japan signed the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of
States and Their Property. Japan is a Party to the convention since 11 May 2010.
Consequently, Japan enacted State immunity legislation by means of the Act on Civil
Jurisdiction of Japan with respect to a Foreign State.84 The Act states in Article 1 that it
“establishes the scope of the civil jurisdiction […] of Japan with respect to a foreign state
[…]”. According to Article 4, a foreign State is immune from the civil jurisdiction of Japan,
except as otherwise provided by the Act.
A foreign State has been defined85 as:
“(i) a foreign state and its various organs of government;
(ii) the constituent units of a federal state or political subdivisions of a foreign state that
are entitled to perform acts in the exercise of sovereign authority;
(iii) agencies or instrumentalities of the foreign state or other entities that are entitled to
perform and are actually performing acts in the exercise of sovereign authority of the
foreign state; and
(iv) representatives of the foreign state acting in that capacity.”86
Article 8 states that a foreign State
“shall not be immune from jurisdiction with respect to judicial procedures regarding
commercial transactions (meaning contracts or transactions relating to the civil or
commercial buying and selling of commodities, procurement of services, lending of
money or other matters excluding labor contracts) […]”.87
82

Information obtained from Ruvini Ariyaratne, Ministry of Information, Communication and the Arts,
Singapore, dated 18 March 2011.
83
Many thanks to Marion Tijsseling, Royal Netherlands Embassy Tokyo.
84
Act No. 24 of 24 April 2009. The Act entered into force on 1 April 2010. The text can be found at:
http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail_main?re=2&vm=04&id=1948. [Last visited 30 June 2011.]
85
In Article 2.
86
Translation provided by Naoki Iguchi, Aoi Inoue and Maki Kadonaga. See: Naoki Iguchi, Aoi Inoue and Maki
Kadonaga, ‘New Act Sets Out Terms of Jurisdictional Immunity for Foreign States’, 25 August 2009, to be
found at: http://www.amt-law.com/pdf/bulletins3_pdf/090825_1.pdf. [Last visited 30 June 2011.]
87
It does not apply to commercial transactions between two States, or in case the parties to the commercial
transactions have expressly agreed otherwise.
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For this study, Article 18 of the Act is highly relevant. This Article has been inserted into the
Act in order to follow up on Chapter IV of the 2004 UN Convention, whereby Article 18(2)
seeks to follow Article 21 of the convention. The text of Article 18 reads:
“(1) A Foreign State shall not be immune from jurisdiction with respect to proceedings
of a civil execution procedure against the property held by said Foreign State that is in
use or intended for use by said Foreign State exclusively for other than government noncommercial purposes.
(2) The property a Foreign State holds listed below shall not be included in the property
of the preceding paragraph:
(i) Property which is used or intended for use in the performance of the functions of the
diplomatic mission, consular posts, special missions, missions to international
organizations or delegations to organs of international organizations or to international
conferences;
(ii) Property of a military character or used or intended for use in the performance of
military functions;
(iii) Property listed below that is not being sold and is not intended to be sold:
(a) Cultural heritage pertaining to said Foreign State;
(b) Official documents or any other records administered by said Foreign State;
(c) Exhibits that have scientific, cultural, or historical significance.
(3) The provision of the preceding paragraph shall not preclude the application of the
provisions of paragraph (1) and paragraph (2) of the preceding Article.”88
On 9 March 2011, the Chairperson of the Committee on Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology introduced a bill on the Promotion of Exhibitions of Foreign Artworks to the
Japanese House of Representatives of the Diet.89 On 10 March, the House of Representatives
unanimously adopted the bill. On 25 March 2011, the House of Councillors did so as well.
The bill was promulgated on 1 April 2011 and on 1 October 2011 the Act will enter into

88

Article 17 reads:
“(1) In cases where consent to an execution of a temporary restraining order or a civil execution against the
property held by a Foreign State has been given expressly by any of the following methods, the Foreign State
shall not be immune from jurisdiction with regard to the proceedings of said execution of temporary restraining
order or said civil execution procedure:
(i) Treaties or any other international agreements;
(ii) Agreements concerning arbitration;
(iii) Written contracts;
(iv) Statements made during the course of said proceedings of the execution of the temporary restraining order or
the civil execution, or written notices to the court or the other party (in the case of notices to the other party,
limited to notices made subsequent to the occurrence of the dispute pertaining to the relationship of rights that
was the cause of the petition for said execution of temporary restraining order or said civil execution).
(2) In cases where specific property is designated to enable achievement of the purpose of an execution of a
temporary restraining order or a civil execution, or provided as security, a Foreign State, etc. shall not be
immune from jurisdiction with respect to proceedings of said execution of temporary restraining order or said
civil execution against said property.
(3) […]”
89
The Parliament of Japan.
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force.90 It is said that the Act has been enacted in order to make exhibitions from the National
Palace Museum in Taipei, Taiwan, possible. 91

The aim of this Act is to promote the exhibition of foreign cultural objects as well as to
promote inter-cultural and international exchange and cultural development and to facilitate
access of the Japanese people to other cultures. In order to fulfil the aforementioned aim, the
Act foresees in the simplification of the organisation of exhibitions which involve foreign
cultural objects, and the prohibition of seizure of objects involved in these exhibitions. The
Act broadens the aforementioned immunity for cultural objects (as applicable under the Act
on Civil Jurisdiction) to cultural objects belonging to non-State actors. However, contrary to
the immunity under the Act on Civil Jurisdiction, the immunity under the Act on the
Promotion of Exhibition of Foreign Artworks has to be applied for. The borrowing institution
has to request for an immunity declaration. This declaration has to be issued by the Ministry
of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, in consultation with the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and has to be officially published.

Occasionally, the Japanese Minister of Foreign Affairs may choose to issue a ‘letter of
comfort’92, if asked by a foreign museum. 93 It is unknown if this will still be possible when
the Act on the Promotion of Exhibition of Foreign Artworks enters into force.

10.1.8

Other States of the region

Several States are Signatory States or States Parties to the 2004 UN Convention on
Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property. Lebanon is a Party to the 2004 UN
Convention since 21 November 2008 and so is Kazakhstan since 17 February 2010 and Saudi
Arabia since 1 September 2010. Timor-Leste signed the 2004 UN Convention on 16
September 2005. On 12 January 2007, India signed the convention.

90

Act No. 15 of 1 April 2011. See also: Sayuri Umeda, ‘Japan: Promotion of Exhibitions of Foreign Art Works’,
5 May 2011, to be found at:
http://www.loc.gov/lawweb/servlet/lloc_news?disp3_l205402657_text. [Last visited 30 June 2011.]
91
‘New Japan law opens way for exhibits’, The China Post, 26 March 2011.
92
Information obtained through the Royal Netherlands Embassy in Tokyo, December 2008.
93
Mostly an American museum.
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10.2

Situation in Australia94

10.2.1

Situation with regard to State immunity

In 1982, the Australian Law Reform Commission was instructed to enquire and report on a
law of foreign State immunity in Australia. 95 As the direct product of a report completed by
the Law Reform Commission in 1984, 96 Australia enacted its Foreign States Immunities Act
in 1985.97 The Act entered into force on 1 April 1986.

A foreign State has been defined as “a country the territory of which is outside Australia,
being a country that is (a) an independent foreign State; or (b) a separate territory (whether or
not it is self-governing) that is not part of an independent foreign State[.]”98 A reference to a
foreign State in the Act includes a reference to “(a) a province, state, self-governing territory
or other political subdivision of a foreign State; (b) the head of a foreign State, or of a political
subdivision of a foreign State, in his or her public capacity; and (c) the executive government
or part of the executive government of a foreign State or of a political subdivision of a foreign
State, including a department or organ of the executive government of the foreign State or
subdivision.” A reference to a foreign State in the Act does not include a reference to a
separate entity of a foreign State; this has been addressed separately in the Act.99

The Act states with regard to a separate entity in relation to a foreign State that this means “a
natural person,[100] or a body corporate or corporation sole,[101] who or that (a) is an agency
or instrumentality of the foreign State; and (b) is not a department or organ of the executive
94

Many thanks go to Caroline Greenway, Director of the Cultural Property and Collections Branch, Australian
Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, as well as to Deciana Speckman, Royal Netherlands
Embassy in Canberra.
95
Gavan Griffith, ‘Foreign State immunity in Australia’, in: Estudios en homenaje a Jorge Barrera Graf, T.II,
Instituto de investigaciones jurídicas, Mexico D.F., 1989, pp. 837-855, at p. 842.
96
Law Reform Commission of Australia, Foreign State Immunity, (Report No. 24) (1984).
97
16 December 1985, No. 196 of 1985. Acts of the Parliament of the Commonwealth of Australia passed during
the year 1985 (Canberra, 1996), vol. 2, p. 2696; 25 ILM 715 (1986). See also: Andrew Dickinson, Rae Lindsay
and James P. Loonam, State Immunity – Selected Materials and Commentary, Oxford 2005, pp. 469-487.
98
Section 3(1).
99
Section 3(3).
100
Other than an Australian citizen.
101
Other than a body corporate or corporation sole that has been established by or under a law of Australia.
A corporation sole is a “public office (created usually by an act of parliament) or ecclesiastical office (usually
the owner of church land) that has a separate and continuing legal existence, and only one member (the sole
officeholder). Contract made with a corporation-sole continues from one officeholder to his or her successor or,
if made during a vacancy in office, to the appointee.” See:
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/corporation-sole.html. [Last visited 30 June 2011.]
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government of the foreign State.”102 This category has been left deliberately imprecise in the
Act. Its application in particular circumstances is left to be determined by the courts.103 It is
likely that the courts will look into “a conglomerate of factors in determining the status of the
entity as an ‘agency or instrumentality’ of a foreign state. Those factors would include the
degree of governmental control and whether the entity is exercising governmental functions
on behalf of the foreign state.”104 Generally speaking, a separate entity is treated as a foreign
State for most purposes of immunity from jurisdiction; when it comes to immunity from
measures of constraint, however, such a separate entity is not treated likewise. This can be
concluded from the fact that Section 22 states that the provisions in the Act regarding
immunity from jurisdiction “apply in relation to a separate entity of a foreign State as they
apply in relation to a foreign State”, while Section 35 states that with regard to enforcement
the Act applies (only) “in relation to a separate entity of a foreign State that is the central bank
or monetary authority of the foreign State as it applies in relation to the foreign State.”105
A foreign State is immune from jurisdiction of the Australian courts in a proceeding, 106 except
as provided by or under the Act.107 One of the exemptions is a commercial transaction: “[a]
foreign State is not immune in a proceeding in so far as the proceeding concerns a commercial
transaction.”108 A commercial transaction means
“a commercial, trading business, professional or industrial or like transaction into which
the foreign State has entered or a like activity in which a State has engaged and, without
limiting the generality of the foregoing includes –
(a) a contract for the supply of goods and services;
(b) an agreement for a loan or some other transaction for or in respect of the provision
of finance; and
(c) a guarantee or indemnity in respect of a financial obligation, but does not include a
contract of employment or a bill of exchange.”109

102

Section 3(2).
It may therefore be possible that State-owned galleries or museums as separate entities may not be immune
from Australian jurisdiction.
104
Op. cit. n. 95 (Griffith), p. 844.
105
According to Section 35(1), and then only if in the proceeding concerned that separate entity would have been
immune from the jurisdiction and it has submitted to the jurisdiction, according to Section 35(2).
106
Proceeding does not include a prosecution for an offence or an appeal or other proceeding in the nature of an
appeal in relation to such a prosecution.
107
Section 9.
108
Section 11(1). However, this does not apply if all the parties to the proceeding are foreign States or are the
Commonwealth and one or more foreign States, or have otherwise agreed in writing. See Section 11(2).
109
Section 11(3).
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The commercial activity exception regards different types of activities. The Law Reform
Commission stated that
“a series of provisions can reflect more precisely the various considerations governing
whether immunity is to be withheld. Greater guidance can be given to courts and the
vagueness inherent in attempting to discover how international law might define
‘commercial activity’ at any given time can be avoided.”110
The provisions dealing with immunity from enforcement largely mirror those dealing with
immunity from jurisdiction. 111 Except as provided otherwise in the Act “the property of a
foreign State is not subject to any process or order (whether interim or final) of the courts of
Australia for the satisfaction or enforcement of a judgment, order or arbitration award or, in
Admiralty proceedings, for the arrest, detention or sale of the property.”112 However, this
provision does not apply in relation to commercial property. 113 For the purposes of the
section, commercial property means “property, other than diplomatic property or military
property, that is in use by the foreign State concerned substantially for commercial
purposes”.114 Gavan Griffith explains that the definition of ‘commercial’ in the context of
jurisdiction is “to focus on the nature of a particular transaction; in that context, ‘purpose’ or
‘motive’ are irrelevant. In the context of execution, however, ‘purpose’ is intended to be the
prime discriminator.”115

According to the Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, the application of
foreign State immunity to cultural objects on loan will depend on the circumstances in each
particular case. Factors to be considered include the circumstances under which the objects
are in Australia. A cultural object may be involved in a ‘commercial transaction’ if it is loaned
to an Australian institution for a commercial fee. Where the cultural objects belonging to a
foreign State are involved in a commercial transaction and court proceedings arise, the objects
will be immune from the execution of any judgment unless it constitutes ‘commercial
property’. The Foreign State Immunities Act does not apply to (cultural) property owned by
separate entities.
110

Law Reform Commission of Australia, Foreign State Immunity, (Report No. 24) (1984) p. 50. See also: op.
cit. n. 95 (Griffith), p. 848.
111
Ibid. (Griffith), p. 851.
112
Section 30.
113
Section 32(1).
114
Section 32(3)(a).
115
Op. cit. n. 95 (Griffith), p. 852. Griffith does not, however, explain whether it would be the purpose of the
transaction or the purpose of the property.
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Although the Foreign States Immunities Act shares principles with the 2004 UN Convention
on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property, it does not contain an equivalent
provision to Article 21 of the 2004 UN Convention, which provides that certain categories of
property shall not be considered as property “specifically in use or intended for use by the
State for other than government non-commercial purposes”. As stated, in Australia, the
extension of immunity to the cultural objects of a foreign State will be considered on a caseby-case basis, depending on the circumstances under which the objects will be in Australia
and also depending on whether the conditions under the Foreign States Immunities Act will
be fulfilled.116

10.2.2

The 1986 Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act117

Australia does not have an immunity from seizure regulation with regard to foreign cultural
objects loaned from abroad.118 However, the Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act,
which has been enacted in 1986, provides for a certain level of protection.119 The Act does not
provide immunity from seizure for objects on loan from foreign lenders. However, under the
Act, certificates of exemption can be issued to allow the importer of an Australian protected
object to be exempt from needing to apply for an export permit for the object. Such a
certificate does not provide immunity from seizure, it only provides exemption to the
Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act, and only applies to objects significant to
Australia, defined as Australian protected objects under the Act.

Owners of Australian protected objects located overseas are encouraged to repatriate them to
Australia for display or sale. This would allow Australians access to cultural heritage
otherwise unavailable to them, and would provide opportunities to purchase and return objects
116

Also, Australia does not have a policy of requesting immunity from seizure when lending cultural objects.
However, on an individual basis, it is sometimes requested by individual Australian lenders in their negotiations
with foreign borrowers.
117
Act No. 11 of 1986 as amended by Act No. 8 of 2005.
http://www.comlaw.gov.au/ComLaw/Legislation/ActCompilation1.nsf/0/4AE22E1FA6EB2EE8CA256FB90022
65F2/$file/ProtecMovCultHer86WD02.pdf.
118
Anna O’Connell, ‘Immunity from seizure: an overview’, Art Antiquity and Law, January 2006, Vol. XI, Issue
1, pp. 1-22, at p.18.
119
The Act came into force on 1 July 1987, and has been established in order to give effect to the 1970
UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of
Ownership of Cultural Property.
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offered for sale to Australian territory. The 1986 Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act
provides for the issuance of a certificate enabling an Australian protected object to be
exported after it has been imported into Australia for temporary purposes or in circumstances
in which the proposed importer may subsequently wish to export it.120 The certificates are
issued by the Australian Department of Environment and Heritage and permit import and
export without violation of the 1986 Act.121 Such a certificate provides owners with the
necessary security that their objects can be re-exported on completion of the exhibition or if
the sale to a resident of Australia is unsuccessful. 122 Consequently, the normal statutory
provisions which dictate the forfeiture by the Australian authorities of unlawfully imported
(cultural) objects of foreign States123 do not apply in
“relation to the importation of an object if:
(a) the importation takes place under an agreement between:
(i) the Commonwealth, a State, a Territory, a principal collecting institution of an
exhibition co-ordinator; and
(ii) another person or body (including a government); and
(b) the agreement provides for the object to be loaned, for a period not exceeding 2
years, to the Commonwealth, State, Territory, principal collecting institution or
exhibition co-ordinator, as the case may be, for the purpose of public exhibition in
Australia.”124
That the Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act can work in practice as a kind of
immunity from seizure legislation, appeared in the preparation of an exhibition called The
Medieval Imagination, Illuminated Manuscripts from Cambridge, Australia & New Zealand,
held at the State Library of Victoria in Melbourne from 28 March to 15 June 2008.125 While
preparing the exhibition, it turned out that the United Kingdom demanded an immunity from
seizure guarantee. At first sight, that might have been a problem, as Australia does not have
this kind of legislation. However, as the Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act has a
system of securing re-export of overseas objects temporarily imported into Australia, and as
there were no questions related to the history of title or provenance of the loaned objects, the
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Section 12 of the Act.
This is no automatic process; a person intending to import an Australian protected object needs to apply for it.
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Lyndel V. Prott, ‘The Dja Dja Wurrung Bark Etchings Case’, International Journal of Cultural Property,
2006, Vol. 13, No. 2, pp. 241-246.
123
Section 14(1) states that where (a) a protected object of a foreign country has been exported from that
country; (b) the export was prohibited by a law of that country related to cultural property; and (c) the object is
imported, the object is liable to forfeiture.
124
Section 14(3). See also: op. cit. n. 118 (O’Connell). See also: op. cit. n. 62 (Palmer), p. 111, n. 96.
125
The exhibition showed more than 100 objects, with 91 loans from 3 different States: the United Kingdom,
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lender turned out to be satisfied with the existing Australian legal system and did not insist to
obtain a specific immunity declaration. 126

In 2009, a review of the Act and its corresponding Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage
Regulations 1987 has been undertaken by the Minister for the Environment, Water, Heritage
and the Arts.127 This review considered the operation of the legislation and did not result in
amendments.

10.2.3

The Bark Etchings case128

Museum Victoria in Melbourne ran an exhibition entitled Etched on Bark 1854: Kulin Barks
from Northern Victoria from 18 March 2004 until 27 June 2004.129 The two etchings coming
from London were of great interest, because they were made relatively soon after European
settlement.130 They were the only remaining examples of an extensive tradition of artistic
work around the Loddon and Murray rivers in the nineteenth century.
The Australian Department of Environment and Heritage issued an exemption certificate131
under Section 12 of the 1986 Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act (which, as we saw,
is not a return guarantee per se). However, as explained by Lyndel Prott, an amendment to the
Commonwealth Aboriginal and Torres Saint Islander Heritage Protection Amendment Act in
1987 made it possible for the Victorian Aboriginal people to request the Victorian Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs for an emergency, temporary, or other declaration if they considered
that Aboriginal objects or places were under threat of desecration. The Dja Dja Wurung
126

See: Catherine McFarlane, ‘Managing multiple loans for exhibition – A case study: ‘The Medieval
Imagination, Illuminated Manuscripts from Cambridge, Australia & New Zealand’’, 2008 Arc Conference,
Sidney: Sharing collections: The ins and outs of loans, to be found at: http://www.registrars.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2008/08/mcfarlane-c_2008_multiple-loans.pdf. [Last visited 20 March 2011.]
127
The results of this review can be found at: http://www.arts.gov.au/public_consultation/submissionsclosed/pmch-review. [Last visited 20 March 2011.] The Act was earlier reviewed in 1991, followed by a review
of the regulations in 1995.
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Op. cit. n. 122 (Prott). See also: Norman Palmer, ‘Adrift on a sea of troubles: cross-border art loans and the
specter of ulterior title’, Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law, October 2005, Vol. 38, Issue. 4, pp. 947-996.
129
More about the background of the exhibition can be read in: Elisabeth Willis, Etched on Bark 1854: contested
historical ground, 3 April 2006, paper written for the Museums Australia annual conference, Brisbane, 14-17
May 2006.
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The objects were part of the Sandhurst and Melbourne Exhibitions in 1854. They then went to Paris as part of
the Victorian Government’s display at the Paris Exhibition of 1955. Two bark etchings and the ceremonial emu
piece were acquired by the Economic Botany Collection at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. Two of these items
were later transferred to the British Museum. Ibid.
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Stating that the etchings were exempted from export control.
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Group, while claiming traditional ownership of the objects,132 used this legislation to obtain a
temporary emergency declaration.133 The declaration, issued nine days before the exhibition
closed, at 18 June 2004, 134 was valid for 30 days, but eight successive emergency declarations
were issued. This meant that Museum Victoria, which had contractual obligations to return
the items to the institutions concerned as soon as the exhibition had finished, was prevented
from doing so by the emergency declarations. 135

Legal proceedings were instituted in the Federal Court by Museum Victoria and elders of the
Dja Dja Wurrung Group.136 On 20 May 2005 the court took the view that the inspector lacked
the power to make the second and subsequent declarations and that these declarations should
be set aside.137 On 23 May 2005, the court also dissolved the injunction that restrained the
museum from removing or permitting the removal of the objects in question from Victoria.138
That made it possible for Museum Victoria to return the cultural objects to the lending
institution in the United Kingdom.139
In an advice to the Victorian Government in relation to these cultural objects Dawn Casey140
stated: “In my opinion, the impact of such a decision would include no further loans to any
Australian museums including art galleries […].” The (negative) consequences of keeping the
132

Op. cit. n. 122 (Prott), p. 243.
Already before, six weeks after the exhibition, Gary Murray, Chair of the North West Regional Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Board, called on the Australian Prime Minister to ask the British Government to return the
bark etchings to Australia permanently. See: op. cit. n. 129 (Willis).
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On the basis of Subsection 21C of the 1984 Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act.
134
Further emergency declarations were made in respect of other pieces of the exhibition on 16 and 18 July
2004. See: Museum Boards of Victoria v. Carter [2005] FCA (Federal Court of Australia) 645, 20 May 2005, at
paras. 4 and 5.
135
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136
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Country in the Lake Tyrell Area and a ceremonial emu figure made from river redgum and decorated with red
and white ochres. See: op. cit. n. 134, para.1.
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Op cit. n. 134, paras. 37 and 50.
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Parliamentary Services, Parliamentary Library, 30 November 2005, No. 67, 2005-2006, p. 6.
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artifacts in Australia would “far outweigh the benefits”; she warned that for the sake of the
three disputed artifacts, 40,000 other indigenous objects and human remains held in overseas
institutions “would most probably never be seen in Australia again […]. Museums in Europe
[…] would cease to lend other indigenous people’s cultural material to their countries of
origin.”141

Meanwhile, the Australian Parliament has adopted a bill amending the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Heritage Protection Act,142 “which provided that all declarations made in accordance
with the act in the future will be subject to any certificates made under section 12 of the
Protection of Movable Cultural Property Act 1986 authorizing the export of objects.”143 As a
consequence, the export of objects will not be prevented, also not by the issuance of an
emergency declaration, if there is a certificate in force under Section 12 of the 1986
Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act.144 Thus, as a result of the amendment,
certificates of exemption now also provide protection from claims under the 1984 Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Act. According to the Australian authorities, the
amendments to the Act “will allow international institutions to lend objects to Australian
cultural institutions and ensure they are returned to the lending institutions overseas.”145

10.3

Situation on the African continent

Although African States are becoming more and more aware of their cultural heritage, the
loan of cultural objects, and the guarantees involved, seem to be a subject quite untouched.146
The importance African States generally attach to their past, culture and heritage is, for
instance, shown by the bilateral contacts between the Kingdom of the Netherlands and Ghana
in the years 2008-2009, whereby Ghana asked the restitution of the head of King Nana Badu
Bonsu II, a Ghanaian chief of the Ahanta Tribe. In October 2008, Ghana asked the Dutch

141

Op. cit. n. 122 (Prott), p. 244. See also: op. cit. n. 139 (Coombs), p. 6. See also: Georgina Safe, ‘Artefact
Stoush Risks Future Loans’, The Australian, 22 October 2004.
142
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Heritage Protection Amendment Bill 2005, which inserts among other
things new subsections 12(3A), 18 (2A) and 21EA into the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Heritage Protection Act.
143
Op. cit. n. 122 (Prott), p. 244.
144
However, according to Prott, the experience in this case has now led to a ‘drying up’ of such loans to
Australian museums.
145
Op. cit. n. 139 (Coombs), p. 9.
146
Based on information received from the Royal Netherlands Embassy in Nigeria (6 August 2010), Zambia (13
August 2010), Senegal (8 September 2010) and Morocco (8 September 2010).
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the restitution of the head, which was in the possession of the
Leiden University Medical Centre since the middle of the 19th century. In July 2009, the head
was returned to enable the King to be accorded a decent burial.

10.3.1

Egypt

Egypt is very active in trying to get Egyptian cultural heritage restituted, which in most of the
cases was taken from Egyptian territory long before the first international agreements with
provisions against looting, pillage and plunder of cultural objects147 were enacted, and even
longer before the adoption of the 1970 UNESCO Convention. The Egyptian authorities,
represented by the Minister of State for Antiquities148 Zahi Hawass, are making much effort in
order to get, among other things, the bust of Queen Nefertiti149 restituted from Germany,150
the Rosetta Stone151 restituted from the United Kingdom, and the Dendera Zodiak152 restituted
from France.

Egypt does not have immunity legislation; neither regarding State immunity in general, nor
with regard to cultural objects on loan. When foreign institutions would lend Egyptian
artifacts for an exhibition in Egypt, it may be possible that these objects would not be allowed
to return to the lending State or institution: Egyptian embassies informed host States153 that on
the basis of orders by the Supreme Council of Antiquities the re-export of Egyptian
antiquities, when brought into Egypt, is in principle not allowed, even if the foreign State,
institution or private person obtained the antiquities legally. The last part of Article 8 of the
Law on the Protection of Antiquities154 reads:

147

Such as, for instance, the 1899 and 1907 Hague Regulations Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on
Land.
148
The former Supreme Council of Antiquities.
149
The bust dates from 1390 BC. Nefertiti was the wife of King Akhenaten, who ruled during the 18th Dynasty
of ancient Egypt.
150
The bust is located in the Neues Museum [New Museum] in Berlin. Before that, it was located in Berlin’s
Egyptian Museum.
151
Dating from 196 BC. The Rosetta Stone played an important role in helping archaeologists to understand
hieroglyphics. The Rosetta Stone is in the British Museum since 1822. Discussions are ongoing since 2003.
152
Dating from 50 BC. In France since 1821 and located in the Louvre Museum in Paris.
153
In January 2006.
154
Law No. 117 of 1983, published in the Official Gazette on 11 August 1983, amended by the Law
Promulgating the Law on the Protection of Antiquities, Law No. 3 of 2010, published in the Official Gazette on
14 February 2010.
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“The Council may recover the archaeological pieces or antiquities taken from
architectural elements from their owners or acquirers, whenever there is a public interest
to recover the said, as decided by the board and based on the proposal of the ad hoc
permanent committee against a fair compensation.”155
It seems possible, 156 and may therefore be advisable, to obtain a re-exportation permit from
the Egyptian authorities before lending Egyptian artefacts for an exhibition in Egypt.

10.3.2

South Africa

In 1981, South Africa enacted its Foreign States Immunities Act.157 In 1985 the Act has been
amended158 to make it clear that the property of a foreign State shall not be subject to seizure
in order to establish jurisdiction. According to Section 2(3), the Act shall not be construed as
subjecting any foreign State to the criminal jurisdiction of the South African courts.

Section 2(1) states that “[a] foreign state shall be immune from the jurisdiction of the courts
of the [South African] Republic except as provided in [the] Act or in any proclamation issued
thereunder.” Subsection 2 continues by stating that “[a] court shall give effect to the immunity
conferred by the Act, even though the foreign state does not appear in the proceedings in
question.”159

According to Section 1(2) a foreign State includes a reference to “(a) the head of state in that
foreign state, in his capacity as such head of state; (b) the government of that foreign state;
and (c) any department of that government.” It does not include a reference to “any entity
which is distinct from the executive organs of the government of that foreign state and
capable of suing or being sued”, nor to “any territory forming a constituent part of a federal
foreign state”.

155

Translation from Arabic. Only the Arabic language version is legally binding.
As understood from Dr. Mohamed Sameh Amr, Professor of Public International Law, Faculty of Law, Cairo
University.
157
Act No. 87 of 1981; into force since 20 November 1981.
158
Act No. 48 of 1985; into force on 24 April 1985.
159
See Section 2(2).
156
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“A foreign state shall not be immune from the jurisdiction of the courts of the Republic in
proceedings relating to (a) a commercial transaction[160] entered into by the foreign state; or
(b) an obligation of the State which by virtue of a contract (whether a commercial transaction
or not) falls to be performed wholly or partly in the Republic[.]”161

Section 15 states that “[a] separate entity shall be immune from the jurisdiction of the courts
of the Republic only if (a) the proceedings relate to anything done by the separate entity in the
exercise of sovereign authority; and (b) the circumstances are such that a foreign State would
have been so immune.”162

Section 14(1)(b) states that “property of a foreign state shall not be subject to any process (i)
for its attachment in order to found jurisdiction; (ii) for the enforcement of a judgment or an
arbitration award; or (iii) in an action in rem, for its attachment or sale.”163 However, that
section “shall not prevent the issue of any process in respect of property which is for the time
being in use or intended for use for commercial purposes.”164 Property of the central bank or
other monetary authority of a foreign State shall not be regarded as in use or intended for use
for commercial purposes.

10.3.3

Other States of the region

Several States are Signatory States to the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities
of States and Their Property. Morocco signed the 2004 UN Convention on 17 January 2005.
On 15 September 2005, Madagascar signed the convention, on 21 September 2005 followed
by Senegal and Sierra Leone.

160

A ‘commercial transaction’ means any contract for the supply of services or goods; any loan or other
transaction for the provision of finance and any guarantee or indemnity in respect of any such loan or other
transaction or of any other financial obligation; and any other transaction or activity of a commercial, industrial,
financial, professional or other similar character into which a foreign State enters or in which it engages
otherwise than in the exercise of sovereign authority. It does not include a contract of employment between a
foreign State and an individual. See Section 4(3).
161
Section 4(1). The subsection does not apply if the parties to the dispute are foreign States or have agreed in
writing that the dispute shall be justiciable by the court of a foreign State.
162
Section 15.
163
On the basis of Section 14(3), property of the central bank or other monetary authority of a foreign State is
treated likewise and thus also immunised.
164
Section 14(3).
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10.4

Concluding

It is not easy to draw uniform conclusions from this chapter. On the one hand, this has to do
with the fact that this chapter concerns three continents, while on the other hand, within these
continents not many States are actively involved in the lending and borrowing of cultural
objects. In many African States, but also in China, restitution of a State’s own cultural
heritage seems to be a bigger concern than the issue of international art loans. The United
Arab Emirates and Taiwan can be considered exceptions, but they both have their own
reasons for being such an exception; the Emirates because of the cultural relationship with
France and Taiwan because of its relationship with mainland China. Israel holds a special
position as well; it has immunity legislation for cultural objects on loan, but the discussions
were sometimes painful and harsh. My impression is that Israel first and foremost enacted its
legislation in order to help getting missing cultural objects identified. Japan, finally, in my
view is the State which in its legislation followed the provisions of the 2004 UN Convention
the most strictly.

Some of the States in these regions have enacted State immunity legislation. With the
exception of Japan, none of the immunity acts have specific provisions for cultural property
belonging to foreign States. A reason might be, that with the exception of Japan and Israel, the
acts are of a relatively early date. Under the Japanese State immunity legislation, cultural
State property on loan with a scientific, cultural or historical significance may not be
considered as property in use or intended for use for other than government non-commercial
purposes.

Under the legislations of Israel and Japan, a separate entity is included in the definition of a
State. In Australia, Pakistan, Singapore and South Africa, a separate entity is not included in
the reference to a State. Such a separate entity is only immune from the jurisdiction of the
courts, if the proceedings relate to anything done by it in the exercise of sovereign authority
and the circumstances are such that a State would have been immune. Generally, the central
bank or other monetary authority of a foreign State is treated as a foreign State (and so is its
property).

Property of a foreign State is generally immune from seizure, as long as it does not regard
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property in use or intended for use for commercial purposes. Property of a separate entity is
not protected per se. With regard to State property, in Singapore and Pakistan, the certificate
of the head of a State’s diplomatic mission to the effect that any property is not in use or
intended for use for commercial purposes of the State shall be accepted as sufficient evidence
of that fact, unless the contrary is proved. Theoretically, cultural State property on loan should
be able to benefit from this provision. This benefit does not extend to cultural property of a
separate entity. In Australia, the application of foreign State immunity to cultural objects on
loan is considered on a case-by-case basis. Factors to be considered include which
circumstances the objects are residing under while in Australia. Where the cultural objects of
a foreign State are involved in a commercial transaction and court proceedings arise, the
objects will be immune from measures of constraint, unless it constitutes a ‘commercial
property’. This does, however, not apply to cultural property belonging to a separate entity.
That property will not enjoy immunity. In Israel, it has not been established whether or not
cultural objects belonging to foreign States should be considered as ‘commercial assets’.

It can thus be concluded that under the State immunity legislations referred to in this chapter
(again with the exception of Japan), cultural State property on loan will most likely not be
immune from seizure by definition. State objects on loan and belonging to foreign State
museums may not even be entitled to immunity at all.

However, as I showed supra, several States enacted specific immunity legislation, concluded
agreements, or referred to rules of customary international law. Japan is in the vanguard when
immunising cultural objects on loan. In addition to its State immunity legislation, and order to
immunise also cultural objects belonging to non-State actors, Japan enacted specific immunity
legislation for cultural objects on loan. It may be concluded that Japan is actively contributing
to the establishment of a rule of customary international law. The territory of Taiwan has
specific immunity from seizure legislation which immunises exhibited cultural objects
coming from foreign States or Mainland China. Regularly, Taiwan itself demands immunity
from seizure guarantees from borrowing States. In an agreement with France, the United
Arabic Emirates agreed to immunise cultural objects on loan coming from French museums.
Israel enacted, in addition to its State immunity legislation, specific immunity legislation for
cultural objects on loan, which does not only provide immunity from seizure, but first and
foremost immunity from suit. The authorities of the Islamic Republic of Iran have expressed
that they regard international loans of cultural objects belonging to foreign States as falling
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within Article 5 of the 2004 United Nations Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities and
their Property and that the convention reflects customary international law pertaining to
immunity of States and their property. It is therefore fair to say, that the 2004 UN Convention
determines the Iranian approach towards cultural objects on loan belonging to foreign States,
and that it is the Iranian Government’s legal position that those cultural objects are immune
from any kind of measures of constraint.

Finally, several States have signed or ratified or acceded to the 2004 UN Convention on
Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property. These States are China, India, Islamic
Republic of Iran, Japan, Kazakhstan, Lebanon, Madagascar, Morocco, Saudi Arabia, Senegal,
Sierra Leone and Timor-Leste. Pursuant to Article 18 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the
Law of Treaties, those States are obliged to refrain from acts which would defeat the object
and purpose of the treaty, as long as the convention has not yet entered into force for them.
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Chapter 11

Immunity from seizure at odds with international law?

“The interchange of cultural property among nations for scientific, cultural and educational
purposes increases the knowledge of the civilization of Man, enriches the cultural life of all
peoples and inspires mutual respect and appreciation among nations.”1

As we saw in Chapter 1, various international agreements exist relating to the topic of
immunity from seizure of cultural objects belonging to foreign States. In Chapter 1, I
addressed several international agreements which aim at promoting the mobility of
collections. However, some of these agreements have a double function: not only do they
promote international cultural exchange and collection mobility, they also try to stop the
trafficking of cultural objects, and aim at the safe return of cultural objects illegally removed.
Or to use the words of Manlio Frigo:2
“[...] on the one hand a number of international instruments such as conventions [...] are
clearly aimed at granting the protection of cultural heritage by ensuring the restitution or
the return of cultural objects to their ‘countries of origin’ and/or to their legitimate
owner. On the other hand the same international instruments, particularly but not
exclusively after the adoption of the UNESCO Convention on Cultural Diversity,[3] are
aimed at promoting the mobility of artworks and of collections.”4
In this chapter, I will approach some of the agreements discussed in Chapter 1 from the angle
of restitutional obligations towards a country of origin and will explain what this means for
the notion of immunity from seizure. Could it mean that immunity from seizure is at odds
with other obligations under international law? This question specifically came up in several,
primarily European, States where immunity from seizure legislation has been enacted. As we
saw in the country-related chapters of the study, the discussions led to different outcomes.

Then there is another question: would the adoption of anti-seizure legislation or the issuing of

1

Preamble 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and
Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property.
2
Professor of International and European Law, University of Milan, Italy.
3
The full title is: Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions. The
convention entered into force on 18 March 2007.
4
Manlio Frigo, ‘Protection of cultural property on loan; anti-seizure and State immunity laws: an Italian
perspective’, Art Antiquity and Law, April 2009, Vol. XIV, Issue 1, pp. 49-62, at pp. 57-58.
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guarantees contravene any fundamental human rights of potential claimants? Below, we shall
see what the views of the European Court of Human Rights are on this issue.

11.1

International agreements addressing illicit import, export, transfer or
expropriation of cultural objects5

11.1.1

UNESCO

Let me start with an international instrument that I did not address in Chapter 1: the (First)
Protocol to the 1954 UNESCO Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the
Event of Armed Conflict.6 The protocol regards movable property and prohibits the export of
cultural property from occupied territory and requires the return of such property to the
territory of the State from which it was removed. The protocol also expressly forbids the
taking of cultural property as war reparation.7 Article I(2), (3) reads:
“2. Each High Contracting Party undertakes to take into its custody cultural property
imported into its territory either directly or indirectly from any occupied territory. This
shall either be effected automatically upon the importation of the property or, failing
this, at the request of the authorities of that territory.
3. Each High Contracting Party undertakes to return, at the close of hostilities, to the
competent authorities of the territory previously occupied, cultural property which is in
its territory, if such property has been exported in contravention of the principle laid
down in the first paragraph. Such property shall never be retained as war reparations.”
When State X lends a cultural object for a temporary exhibition to State Y, it is possible that
the State from the territory of which the cultural object was removed files a claim for
restitution in the borrowing State Y and requests to return the object not to the lending State,
but to itself. I will come back to that in Chapter 11.2 infra. Moreover, I will address this
Protocol to the 1954 UNESCO Convention infra, in Chapter 12.5.1 as well, when I address
further the issue of cultural objects taken during armed conflict.

The 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit
5

Of course, these instruments only apply if the State concerned is a party to them, unless when they can be
considered as reflecting customary international law.
6
The Hague, 14 May 1954; 249 UNTS 358.
7
See UNESCO at http://portal.unesco.org/culture/en/ev.phpURL_ID=35809&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html. [Last visited 21 March 2011.]
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Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property has been designed to address
the increasing number of thefts of cultural objects at the end of the 1960s and the beginning of
the 1970s, both from museums and from archaeological sites, and the fact that these objects
were increasingly offered for sale or had been fraudulently imported.8 While the convention
considers in the preamble, among other things, “that the interchange of cultural property
among nations for scientific, cultural and educational purposes increases the knowledge of the
civilization of Man, enriches the cultural life of all peoples and inspires mutual respect and
appreciation among nations”, 9 it considers thereafter that “the illicit import, export and
transfer of ownership of cultural property is an obstacle to that understanding between
nations[.]”10 So, with this convention, while promoting the mobility of collections, UNESCO
gives a clear message that “exchange of cultural objects with a doubtful provenance, or which
have been illegally acquired or replaced, cannot be tolerated.”11

Article 7 contains obligations with regard to cultural objects stolen from a museum or a
religious or secular public monument or similar institution in another State Party to the
convention.12 At the request of the State Party of origin, appropriate steps should be taken by
the State Party that received the said objects “to recover and return any such cultural objects
imported after the entry into force of this Convention in both States concerned[.]” The EU
subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ stated, correctly in my view, that it is foreseeable that this
may include seizure of the said objects as well, in order to be able to return it to the requesting
8

Report of the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of the Expert Group ‘Mobility of Collections’, p. 10, para.
2.1.1, to be found at: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policydevelopment/doc/mobility_collections_report/reports/immunity_seizure.pdf. [Last visited 3 March 2011.]
9
Second preambular paragraph.
10
Seventh preambular paragraph.
11
Op. cit. n. 8.
12
Article 7: “The States Parties to this Convention undertake:
(a) to take the necessary measures, consistent with national legislation, to prevent museums and similar
institutions within their territories from acquiring cultural property originating in another State Party which has
been illegally exported after entry into force of this Convention, in the States concerned. Whenever possible, to
inform a State of origin Party to this Convention of an offer of such cultural property illegally removed from that
State after the entry into force of this Convention in both States;
(b) (i) to prohibit the import of cultural property stolen from a museum or a religious or secular public monument
or similar institution in another State Party to this Convention after the entry into force of this Convention for the
States concerned, provided that such property is documented as appertaining to the inventory of that institution;
(ii) at the request of the State Party of origin, to take appropriate steps to recover and return any such cultural
property imported after the entry into force of this Convention in both States concerned, provided, however, that
the requesting State shall pay just compensation to an innocent purchaser or to a person who has valid title to
that property. Requests for recovery and return shall be made through diplomatic offices. The requesting Party
shall furnish, at its expense, the documentation and other evidence necessary to establish its claim for recovery
and return. The Parties shall impose no customs duties or other charges upon cultural property returned pursuant
to this Article. All expenses incident to the return and delivery of the cultural property shall be borne by the
requesting Party.”
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State Party. 13

Article 13 states, inter alia, that
“States Parties to this Convention also undertake, consistent with the laws of each State
[...] to ensure that their competent services co-operate in facilitating the earliest possible
restitution of illicitly exported cultural objects to its rightful owner [and] to admit
actions for recovery of lost or stolen items of cultural objects brought by or on behalf of
the rightful owners[.]”14
The wording ‘consistent with the laws of each State’ gives the States a certain leeway. 15

What should be taken into account, is that the provisions of the 1970 UNESCO Convention
are not self-executing, but need implementation legislation. In Chapter 4 we saw, for instance,
that the United States implemented the convention by means of its Convention on Cultural
Property Implementation Act in the early 1980s, and in Chapter 9.5.3 we saw that Switzerland
implemented the convention in the last decade in its Federal Act on the International Transfer
of Cultural Property, to name two examples. By implementing the international obligations in
the national legislation of the States, the return obligations under the 1970 UNESCO
Convention become part of the domestic legal order. That may, however, never lead to a

13

Op. cit. n. 8.
Article 13: “The States Parties to this Convention also undertake, consistent with the laws of each State:
(a) to prevent by all appropriate means transfers of ownership of cultural property likely to promote the illicit
import or export of such property;
(b) to ensure that their competent services co-operate in facilitating the earliest possible restitution of illicitly
exported cultural property to its rightful owner;
(c) to admit actions for recovery of lost or stolen items of cultural property brought by or on behalf of the rightful
owners;
(d) to recognize the indefeasible right of each State Party to this Convention to classify and declare certain
cultural property as inalienable which should therefore ipso facto not be exported, and to facilitate recovery of
such property by the State concerned in cases where it has been exported.”
15
Academic writing in Germany has argued that Article 7(a), second sentence, as well as Article 13(b) of the
convention only creates obligations of notification and general cooperation in respect to illegally removed
objects, but no claim for recovery; whereas Article 7(b) of the convention provides for a claim for the recovery
of certain stolen objects but does not expressly extend to loaned objects, although it might well be interpreted in
this sense. See: Matthias Weller, ‘The Safeguarding of Foreign Cultural Objects on Loan in Germany’, Art
Antiquity and Law, April 2009, Vol. XIV, Issue 1, pp. 63-77, at p. 74, as well as Aedon, 2009, No. 2, to be found
at http://www.aedon.mulino.it/archivio/2009/2/weller.htm. See also: Sabine Boos, Kulturgut als Gegenstand der
grenzüberschreitenden Leihverkehrs [Cultural property as object of international art loans], Berlin 2006, pp.
56, 275. Boos states that for the biggest part the obligations of States Parties under the UNESCO Convention are
also applicable to cultural objects on loan. Although international art loans are not explicitly addressed in the
convention, this can be understood from the wording and purpose of it. I have to say that I do not see why
Article 7(b) should not apply to loaned objects. That “it might well be interpreted in this sense” is in my view a
kind of an understatement.
14
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situation where a State Party does not fully comply with the obligations under the convention,
as that may result in an internationally wrongful act.16

With a view to the 1970 UNESCO Convention, the UN General Assembly began an annual
series of resolutions on “restitution of works of art to countries victims of expropriation”.
Restitution of these works presented a means “for mankind to save the wealth and diversity of
its cultures and to secure the best possible conditions for their further development.”17 These
resolutions have now continued on a nearly biennial basis and are entitled “Return or
restitution of cultural property to countries of origin”. 18 Although not legally binding, they
provide an important moral guideline.

11.1.2

Unidroit19

As we already saw in Chapter 1, just as the 1970 UNESCO Convention,20 the 1995 Unidroit
Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects emphasises “the fundamental
importance of the protection of cultural heritage and of cultural exchanges for promoting
understanding between peoples, and the dissemination of culture for the well-being of
humanity and the progress of civilisation[.]”21 However, deep concern is being expressed
about
“the illicit trade in cultural objects and the irreparable damage frequently caused by it,
both to these objects themselves and to the cultural heritage of national, tribal,
indigenous or other communities, and also to the heritage of all peoples, and in
particular by the pillage of archaeological sites and the resulting loss of irreplaceable
archaeological, historical and scientific information[.]”22

16

More about internationally wrongful acts infra, in Ch. 12.5.1. When the Netherlands implemented the 1970
UNESCO Convention in its national legislation in 2009, the Ministries of Culture, Justice and Foreign Affairs
made sure that the national legislation would reflect all the obligations under the convention to the fullest. I have
been partly involved in that process myself.
17
UN General Assembly Res. 3026A (XXVII) (18 December 1972).
18
The most recent one has been adopted on 7 December 2009, UN Doc. A/RES/64/L17/Rev.1.
19
Institut International pour l’Unification du Droit Privé / International Institute for the Unification of Private
Law. Its purpose is to study needs and methods for modernising, harmonising and coordinating private and in
particular commercial law as between States and groups of States and to formulate uniform law instruments,
principles and rules to achieve those objectives. See: http://www.unidroit.org.
20
Contrary to the 1970 UNESCO Convention, the 1995 Unidroit Convention offers uniform rules related to the
private law aspects of the international protection of cultural property.
21
Second preambular paragraph.
22
Third preambular paragraph.
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The convention intends, inter alia, to facilitate the restitution and return of cultural objects.23

Article 3(1) therefore holds as the basic rule that the possessor of a cultural object which has
been stolen shall return it.24 The convention has several provisions in order not to make this
basic rule a dead letter. Article 5(1) states that “[a] Contracting State may request the court or
other competent authority of another Contracting State to order the return of a cultural object
illegally exported from the territory of the requesting State.”25 This is followed (after Article
5(2) that I will address infra) by the statement in paragraph 3 that
“[t]he court or other competent authority of the State addressed shall order the return of
an illegally exported cultural object if the requesting State establishes that the removal
of the object from its territory significantly impairs one or more of the following
interests:
a) the physical preservation of the object or of its context;
b) the integrity of a complex object;
c) the preservation of information of, for example, a scientific or historical character;
d) the traditional or ritual use of the object by a tribal or indigenous community,
or establishes that the object is of significant cultural importance for the requesting
State.”
Article 8(1) states that “[a] claim under Chapter II [of the convention26] and a request under
Chapter III[27] may be brought before the courts or other competent authorities of the
Contracting State where the cultural object is located, in addition to the courts or other
competent authorities otherwise having jurisdiction under the rules in force in the Contracting
States.” Finally, Article 8(3) reads that refuge may be sought “to provisional, including
protecting measures available under the law of the State where the object is located[.]”28
According to the Explanatory Report to the convention, this would help to protect both the
object itself (from physical harm) and the claimant’s rights (by preventing the object from
disappearing due to its being sold or exported). Immunity from seizure provisions in the
borrowing State could effectively limit the application of this paragraph.

Thus, the basic rule under the convention is that the possessor of a cultural object which has
been stolen shall return it. But what if the possessor is a borrowing State that made a

23

Fifth preambular paragraph.
It does not distinguish between public or private property or between good or bad faith purchasers.
25
The State may act on its own initiative or at the request of a private owner.
26
Which includes the aforementioned Article 3.
27
Which includes the aforementioned Article 5.
28
This is even the case when the claim for restitution or request for return of the object is brought before the
24
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commitment to return the object to the lending State? How should an apparent contradiction
between immunity from seizure and the Unidroit Convention be resolved? The Explanatory
Report to the convention says with regard to Article 3(1), among other things:
“Although a proposal to include the words ‘in accordance with the provisions of this
Convention’ – so as to prevent its being interpreted as incorporating procedures falling
outside the scope of the Convention – was ultimately rejected, the diplomatic
Conference made it clear that the obligation to return an object flowed exclusively from
the mechanism established by the Convention.”

That brings me to Article 5(2) of the convention. Article 5(2) refers to the temporary
exportation for purposes such as an exhibition and states:
“A cultural object which has been temporarily exported from the territory of the
requesting State, for purposes such as exhibition, research or restoration, under a permit
issued according to its law regulating its export for the purpose of protecting its cultural
heritage and not returned in accordance with the terms of that permit shall be deemed to
have been illegally exported.”
That gives the impression that a lending State should (at all times?) return the object to the
borrowing State. The Explanatory Report states that the drafters of the convention were at all
times mindful of the importance of exhibitions and were “at pains” not to create any
obstacles. 29 This Article 5(2) thus serves the return guarantee from borrowing to lending State
as it tries to make sure that objects are returned after the finalisation of the temporary
exhibition. I would say, that although the principle that stolen objects should be returned to
the rightful owner has high priority under the convention, this should not lead to or result in
other infringements of the convention. 30

11.1.3

Council of Europe

The 1957 European Convention on Extradition31 dates from a time when immunity from
seizure of cultural property was not yet discussed, as we have seen in Chapter I. It is thus fair

courts or other competent authorities of another State.
29
The Report also refers to the ICOM Code of Ethics. Article 3(6) of the Code requires museums to verify the
terms of export. The Code of Ethics states that museums should refrain from exhibiting objects which have been
illegally exported or are of doubtful provenance.
30
The Unidroit Secretariat did not give me a clear answer with regard to the internal relationship of the articles
concerned, but emphasised the relevance of the content of Article 5(2) for cultural objects on loan.
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to say that the situations I describe in my study had surely not been taken into account when
the convention was drafted. The convention states in Article 20(1)32 that:
“[t]he requested Party shall, in so far as its law permits and at the request of the
requesting Party, seize and hand over property
a. which may be required as evidence, or
b. which has been acquired as a result of the offence and which, at the time of the arrest,
is found in the possession of the person claimed or is discovered subsequently.”
The Explanatory Report to the convention solely states that Article 20(1) provides that “the
requested Party shall seize and deliver to the requesting Party property which may be required
as evidence or which may have been acquired as a result of the offence. The requested Party
is only required to satisfy a request of this kind so far as its law permits.” Specially the
wording ‘in so far as its law permits’ is important. That would mean that if a national
immunity law would not permit the seizure and handing over of e.g. loaned cultural objects,
that national legislation prevails. The third paragraph of Article 20 states that
“[w]hen the said property is liable to seizure or confiscation in the territory of the
requested Party, the latter may, in connection with pending criminal proceedings,
temporarily retain it or hand it over on condition that it is returned.”
What would this mean if the property is temporarily in the requested State for an exhibition
and not liable to seizure because of its enjoyment of immunity? In my view, this would then
mean that this third paragraph would not apply. After all, because of the immunity, the
property is not liable to seizure or confiscation in the requested (borrowing) State, so that one
of the conditions of this paragraph is not fulfilled.
The 1985 European Convention on Offences relating to Cultural Property33 states in Article 6
that “[t]he Parties undertake to co-operate with a view to the restitution of cultural property
found on their territory, which has been removed from the territory of another Party
subsequent to an offence relating to cultural property committed in the territory of a Party
[...].” Article 8 of the 1985 Convention foresees in the possibility of seizure and restitution of
the cultural object.34 However, the convention has not entered into force.
31

Paris, 13 December 1957; ETS No. 024.
Handing over of property.
33
Delphi, 23 June 1985; ETS No. 119.
34
Article 8(2): “Each Party shall execute in the manner provided for by its law any letters rogatory relating to
proceedings addressed to it by the competent authorities of a Party that is competent in accordance with Article
32
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On 5 November 1999, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe unanimously
passed Resolution 1205 on looted Jewish cultural property, calling for the restitution of looted
Jewish cultural property in Europe. With the aim of restituting looted Jewish property, the
resolution states in paragraph 15 that consideration should be given to, inter alia, “relaxing or
reversing anti-seizure statutes which currently protect from court action works of art on
loan[.]”

What we have seen in other chapters in this study, is that in practice the number of States
enacting immunity from seizure legislation and issuing guarantees is slowly increasing.
Would that not be at odds with the aforecited wording in this resolution? I would say:
probably partly. Generally speaking, immunity from seizure guarantees do not ban court
action in general. They merely prevent conservatory measures in anticipation of a possible
ruling, or execution of a judgment. But I have to admit: there is some contradiction in the fact
that the number of specific immunity from seizure laws is slowly but steadily growing
worldwide, and that this resolution calls upon the relaxation or reversing of anti-seizure
statutes. We should also realise that this Parliamentary Assembly resolution has no legally
binding force, although there is a moral force to be attributed to it.35 Moreover, the resolution
is worded in a non-mandatory way. When taking, for instance, the above cited paragraph 15,
it says nothing more than that “consideration should [also] be given”.

11.1.4

European Union

Council Directive 93/7/EEC36 on the return of cultural goods unlawfully removed from the
territory of a Member State is a measure which was enacted to accompany the elimination of
internal frontiers in the Community after 1 January 1993. Together with Council Regulation
13 for the purpose of seizure and restitution of cultural property with has been removed to the territory of the
requested Party subsequent to an offence relating to cultural property […].”
Article 8(3): “Each Party shall likewise execute any letters rogatory relating to the enforcement of judgments
delivered by the competent authorities of the requesting Party in respect of an offence relating to cultural
property for the purpose of seizure and restitution of cultural property found on the territory of the requested
Party to the person designated by the judgment or that person’s successors in title […].”
35
Furthermore, the resolution concerns solely looted Jewish cultural property.
36
Council Directive 93/7/EEC of 15 March 1993 on the return of cultural objects unlawfully removed from the
territory of a Member State; OJ L 74 of 27 March 1993, p. 74, amended by Directive 96/100/ EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 17 February 1997, OJ L 60 of 1 March 1997, p. 59, and by Directive
2001/38/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 June 2001, OJ L 187 of 10 July 2001, p. 43.
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(EEC) No. 3911/9237 on the export of cultural goods, the directive introduced a Community
system “for cooperation between national authorities and a legal procedure for the return of
cultural objects when they have been unlawfully removed from the territory of a Member
State.”38 The aim of the directive is first and foremost to protect Member States’ cultural
heritage. The European Commission called Directive 93/7/EEC
“a measure to support the internal market with the aim of reconciling the operation of
the internal market with a guarantee for the Member States that their cultural objects
with the status of national treasures of artistic, historic or archaeological value, pursuant
to Article 30 of the EC Treaty,[39] will be protected.”40
The directive enables Member States of the European Union to secure the return to their
territory of cultural goods that have been removed from their territory in breach of national or
Community law. Article 2 states as the basic rule:
“Cultural objects which have been unlawfully removed from the territory of a Member
State shall be returned in accordance with the procedure and in the circumstances
provided for in the Directive.”41
This return obligation, which arises only when a request for return is made by one Member
State to another, is confined to objects unlawfully removed from the territory of a Member
State on or after 1 January 1993. 42 According to Article 1(2), unlawfully removed from the
territory of a Member State means:
“- removed from the territory of a Member State in breach of its rules on the protection
of national treasures or in breach of Regulation (EEC) No 3911/92, or
- not returned at the end of a period of lawful temporary removal or any breach of

37

OJ L 395 of 31 December 1992, pp. 1-5 (replaced by Council Regulation (EC) No. 116/2009 of 18 December
2009 on the export of codified goods, OJ L 39 of 10 February 2009, pp. 1-7).
38
Report from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament and the European Economic and Social
Committee; Second report on the application of Council Directive 93/7/EEC on the return of cultural objects
unlawfully removed from the territory of a Member State. Brussels, 21 December 2005, COM (2005) 675 final.
39
Articles 28 and 29 of the Treaty establishing the European Community prohibit restrictions on imports and
exports and all measures having equivalent effect. However, Article 30 provides that Articles 28 and 29 of the
treaty shall not preclude prohibitions or restrictions on imports, exports or goods in transit justified “on grounds
of […] the protection of national treasures possessing artistic, historic or archaeological value […].” Article 30
has been renumbered into Article 36 in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.
40
Third report on the application of Council Directive 93/7/EEC on the return of cultural objects unlawfully
removed from the territory of a Member State, Report from the Commission to the Council, the European
Parliament and the European Economic and Social Committee, COM (2009) 408 final, 30 July 2009.
41
Article 2: “Cultural objects which have been unlawfully removed from the territory of a Member State shall be
returned in accordance with the procedure and in the circumstances provided for in this Directive.”
42
However, on the basis of Article 14(2) of the directive, Member States may broaden the scope to include
objects which have been unlawfully removed from their territory before 1 January 1993.
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another condition governing such temporary removal.”43
It does not make a difference whether the cultural objects have been moved solely within the
European Union or whether they were first exported to a non-EU country and then reimported to another Member State.44

Member States shall cooperate and promote consultation between each other’s competent
national authorities. In particular, to “take any necessary measures, in cooperation with the
Member State concerned, for the physical preservation of the cultural object”.45 Would this
not leave open the possibility of seizure of the object? In my view, it could. Furthermore, on
the basis of Article 5,
“[t]he requesting Member State may initiate, before the competent court in the
requested Member State, proceedings against the possessor or, failing him, the holder,
with the aim of securing the return of a cultural object which has been unlawfully
removed from its territory.”46
Article 8 then provides for an order of the competent court to return the cultural object in
question. 47

Pursuant to Article 18, Member States had to bring the laws, regulations and administrative
provisions necessary to comply with this directive into force within nine months of its
adoption, except as far as Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands were concerned, which had
to conform to the directive at the latest twelve months from the date of its adoption. 48 The
43

This would mean, that if a cultural object would not be returned by the borrowing EU Member State to the
lending EU Member State after the loan period as agreed, that may fall under the definition of ‘unlawfully
removed’ in the directive.
44
See: http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/culture/111017b_en.htm. [Last visited 23 March 2011.]
45
Article 4(4).
46
Article 5 continues, stating: ”Proceedings may be brought only where the document initiating them is
accompanied by:
- a document describing the object covered by the request and stating that it is a cultural object,
- a declaration by the competent authorities of the requesting Member State that the cultural object has been
unlawfully removed from its territory.”
47
Article 8: “Save as otherwise provided in Articles 7 and 13, the competent court shall order the return of the
cultural object in question where it is found to be a cultural object within the meaning of Article 1(1) and to have
been removed unlawfully from national territory.” Article 7 regards the statute of limitations. Article 13 states
that the directive shall apply only to cultural objects unlawfully removed from the territory of a Member State on
or after 1 January 1993. See also: Matthias Weller, ‘Die rechtsverbindliche Rückgabezusage’ [The legally
binding commitment to return], in: Uwe Blaurock, Joachim Bornkamm and Christian Kirchberg (eds.),
Festschrift für Achim Krämer zum 70. Geburtstag am 19. September 2009 [Commemorative vor Achim Krämer
on the occasion of his 70th birthday], Berlin 2009, pp. 721-735.
48
One has to realise what the binding nature of a directive is. EU directives lay down certain end results that
must be achieved in every Member State. National authorities have to adapt their laws to meet these goals, but
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date of adoption was 15 March 1993.

The main relevance of the directive to international (European) art loans lies in the fact that an
EU Member State that currently holds a cultural object on loan for a temporary exhibition,
which comes from another Member State, may be subject to requests from a third Member
State for the return of the object. It is arguable that the immunity laws of some European
States may conflict with the directive in so far as these laws make the return to a claimant of
unlawfully removed cultural objects more difficult or impossible. The subgroup ‘Immunity
from Seizure’ of the European Union OMC Expert Working Group ‘Mobility of Collections’
stated that “it is necessary to clarify how this conflict may be overcome”. 49 In Chapter 11.2 I
will come back to that.
In January 2011, during the meeting of the working group ‘on return of cultural goods’,50 held
in Brussels under auspices of the European Commission, Germany has proposed to examine
the relationship between the guarantee of immunity from seizure and the obligation of
returning a cultural object, or to say it in other words: “to clarify the impact of a statement
given by a Member State guaranteeing ‘immunity from seizure’ on the obligations deriving
from the Directive”.51 This proposal was seconded by Austria, but several other States were of
the opinion that this issue should be discussed in the OMC Expert Working Group on
‘Mobility of Collections’. The proposal is currently being assessed by the European
Commission, also in the light of other proposed amendments to Council Directive
93/7/EEC.52
are free to decide how to do so. See: website of the European Union:
http://ec.europa.eu/eu_law/introduction/what_directive_en.htm. [Last visited 23 March 2011.] So, the situation
differs, for instance, from EU regulations. Regulations are the most direct form of EU law. As soon as they are
passed, they have binding legal force throughout every Member State. National governments do not have to take
action themselves to implement these. See: website of the European Union:
http://ec.europa.eu/eu_law/introduction/what_regulation_en.htm. [Last visited 23 March 2011.] Thus, although a
directive is binding on the national authorities, and is considered as forming part of EU law, the bindingness lies
in the fact that they oblige the EU Member States to implement the obligations laid down in the directive in their
national legislation, for instance the obligation that cultural objects which have been unlawfully removed from
the territory of a Member State shall be returned.
49
Report of the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of the Expert Group ‘Mobility of Collections’, p. 14, para.
2.2.1. To be found at: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policydevelopment/doc/mobility_collections_report/reports/immunity_seizure.pdf.
50
The objectives of the working group were to:
i) identify problems in the application of Directive 93/7/EEC;
ii) propose effective and acceptable solutions for the Member States with a view to the possible revision of the
directive.
51
Citation coming from the Minutes of the third meeting of the working group ‘on return of cultural goods’, held
in Brussels on 26 January 2011. Doc. ACS/el entr.c.4(2011)139407, dated 4 February 2011.
52
For instance, with regard to the statute of limitations.
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I will now come to the relationship between immunity from seizure legislation of EU Member
States and Council Regulation (EC) 44/2001 on jurisdiction and enforcement of judgments in
civil and commercial matters. 53 This regulation is the main vehicle for the recognition and
enforcement of judgments given in civil or commercial matters by courts in EU Member
States and aims to establish a procedure that facilitates the free movement of judgments as
much as possible. 54 Judgments in civil and commercial matters delivered by such courts have
the same force and effect as a judgment delivered by a court of the Member State in which
recognition is sought, and - subject to the issue of a declaration of enforceability - they can be
enforced as if they were originally given by that court.55

Article 33(1) states that “[a] judgment given in a Member State shall be recognised in the
other Member States without any special procedure being required.” There are, however,
several reasons why the recognition of a judgment may be contested. One of these is if such
recognition is “manifestly contrary to public policy in the Member State in which recognition
is sought.”56 Pursuant to Article 38(1), “[a] judgment given in a Member State and

53

Also called Brussels I Regulation, dated 22 December 2000, Official Journal L 12, 16 January 2001, p. 1.
The regulation supersedes the Brussels Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments in civil and
commercial matters of 27 September 1968, which was applicable between the EU countries before the regulation
entered into force. The convention continues to apply with respect to those territories of EU countries that fall
within its territorial scope and that are excluded from the regulation pursuant to Article 299 of the Treaty
establishing the European Community (EC). See:
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/justice_freedom_security/judicial_cooperation_in_civil_matters/l33054_
en.htm.
54
The Lugano Convention on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and
commercial matters of 30 October 2007 concluded between the European Community, Denmark, Iceland,
Norway and Switzerland has similar provisions in a similar numbering. The 2007 Lugano Convention entered
into force on 1 January 2010. It replaces the Lugano Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement of
judgments in civil and commercial matters of 16 September 1988. With regard to Denmark, the following should
be taken into account: Denmark, in accordance with Articles 1 and 2 of the Protocol on the position of Denmark
annexed to the Treaty on European Union and to the Treaty establishing the European Community, is not
participating in the adoption of this regulation, and is therefore not bound by it nor subject to its application. That
is why only the Lugano Convention is applicable to Denmark. See preambular para. 21 of the regulation.
55
See also: Norman Palmer, Comments on the DCMS consultation paper on anti-seizure legislation for cultural
objects on loan, para. 35. See: www.culture.gov.uk/images/publications/Palmer_Prof_Norman.rtf. It should
thereby be taken in mind that in the UK, registration of foreign judgments is necessary. In other Member States
foreign judgments are not registered.
56
Article 34(1). “The concept of public policy is defined essentially by the national law of the State addressed.
However, the Court of Justice has held that it has jurisdiction to review the limits within which a national court
may invoke public policy to refuse recognition to a foreign judgment. It has ruled that recourse to the concept of
public policy within the meaning of Article 34(1) can be envisaged only where recognition would be at variance
to an unacceptable degree with the legal order of the State in which enforcement is sought, inasmuch as it
infringes a fundamental principle; the infringement would have to constitute a manifest breach of a rule of law
regarded as essential in the legal order of that State.” See: Para. 133, Explanatory Report to the 2007 Lugano
Convention on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters,
with reference to Court of Justice, Case C-7/98 Krombach [2000] ECR I-1935, paras. 23 and 37.
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enforceable in that State shall be enforced in another Member State when, on the application
of any interested party, it has been declared enforceable there.”57

Article 31 states:
“Application may be made to the courts of a Member State for such provisional,
including protective, measures as may be available under the law of that State, even if,
under this Regulation, the courts of another Member State have jurisdiction as to the
substance of the matter.”
Unlike Article 47, that regards the enforcement of judgments and to which I shall come infra,
Article 31 solely regards the question of jurisdiction. In this article, it is clear from the text
that the law of the Member State where provisional measures are sought is determinative
(and the availability of measures according to its legislation), and that the scope of the article
is limited to those measures that could actually be enforced in the State in which they were
sought. In my view that would mean that immunity from seizure legislation can prevent
provisional, including protective, measures in this stage.58 If the law of the Member State does
not foresee in available provisional, including protective, measures, for instance for reasons of
State immunity, the option is nonexistent.
Coming now to Article 47 of the regulation, 59 regarding the enforceability of a judgment. It
states in its first paragraph:
“When a judgment must be recognised in accordance with this Regulation, nothing shall
prevent the applicant from availing himself of provisional, including protective,
measures in accordance with the law of the Member State requested, without a
declaration of enforceability [...] being required.”
It thus allows provisional or protective measures to be taken once the foreign judgment is
enforceable in the State of origin, always supposing it satisfies the tests for recognition in the
State addressed, whether or not a declaration of enforceability has been issued.60 Article 47
leaves it to the national law of the State addressed to determine their classification, the type

57

Pursuant to Article 43(1), the decision on the application for a declaration of enforceability may be appealed
against by either party.
58
See also paras. 124-127, Explanatory Report to the 2007 Lugano Convention on jurisdiction and the
recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters.
59
And thus also of the Lugano Convention.
60
See para. 162, Explanatory Report to the 2007 Lugano Convention on jurisdiction and the recognition and
enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters.
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and value of the goods in respect of which the measures may be adopted, the conditions to be
satisfied for such measures to be valid, and the detailed provisions for implementing them and
ensuring that they are legitimate.

One the one hand, it should be borne in mind that the national law to which Article 47 refers
must not in any circumstances lead to frustration of the principles laid down in that regard and
must therefore be applied in a manner compatible with the principles in Article 47, which, as
we saw, entitle the applicant to request provisional or protective measures from the moment
that the judgment becomes enforceable in the State of origin. 61 On the other hand, it is clear
that the regulation does not say anything about the kind of objects which should or should not
be eligible for measures of constraint. Article 47 even explicitly refers to the domestic
legislation of the State concerned regarding this issue.
In Capelloni et Aquilini v. Pelkmans62 the European Court of Justice stated with regard to
(Article 3963 of) the Brussels Convention on jurisdiction and the enforcement of judgments in
civil and commercial matters64 that the convention leaves the matter of resolving any question
not covered by specific provisions of the treaty to the procedural law of the court hearing the
proceedings.65 Nevertheless, and as stated supra, this must not in any circumstances lead to
the frustration of the principles laid down in that regard by the convention. 66 As the
convention, succeeded by the regulation, aims at facilitating and simplifying recognition and
enforcement of judgments rendered in another Member State, the domestic legislation of
Member States should not frustrate that aim. So, no procedural hurdles should be raised in
that respect. But that does not say anything regarding the kind of objects that could or could
not be involved.

What would this mean in case a cultural object is the subject of a judgment in Member State
A and the recognition of that judgment is sought in Member State B? Based on the regulation,
the courts of Member State B must in principle enforce the judgment and deal with that object
accordingly. It would also mean that on the basis of Article 47, the cultural object can be
61

Ibid.
P. Capelloni and F. Aquilini v. J. C. J. Pelkmans, 3 October 1985, Case C-119/84, EU Lex 61984J0119, ECR
1985, p. 3147.
63
Which corresponds with Article 47 of the regulation.
64
The predecessor of this regulation.
65
See para. 20.
66
See para. 21.
62
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subjected to ‘protective measures’, which in my view include seizure. However, as the
regulation does not indicate which objects should or should not be subject to measures of
constraint and leaves this to the domestic law of the State concerned, it would be fair to say,
that the regulation leaves room to State legislation immunising cultural objects on loan. 67
Council Framework Decision68 2003/577/JHA of 22 July 200369 on the execution in the
European Union of orders freezing property or evidence70 requires a court in a Member State
to give effect to orders by courts in other Member States for the freezing71 and confiscation of
property in the context of criminal proceedings. 72 However, Article 7(1)(b) states:
“The competent judicial authorities of the executing State may refuse to recognise or
execute the freezing order [...] if there is an immunity or privilege under the law of the
executing State which makes it impossible to execute the freezing order, the competent
judicial authorities of the executing State may refuse to recognise or execute the
freezing order [.]”
It may thus be fair to say that when the relevant order concerns a cultural object on loan to a
museum of a Member State, and the object is protected from measures of constraint by
domestic anti-seizure legislation, that legislation would prevail. 73

67

Also Matthias Weller is of the opinion that national immunity from seizure legislation does not violate the
regulation, as it does not regulate the limits of the enforcement as such. See: Matthias Weller, ‘Third-Party
Claims on the Occasion of Cross-Border Art Loans in Europe: Brussels I Regulation – Anti Seizure-Statutes –
Human Rights’, Art Antiquity and Law, December 2009, Vol. XIV, Issue 4, pp. 303-316, at p. 313. Norman
Palmer, however, seems to be indecisive. He brings up, that if the immunity precludes the enforcement, this
would mean that the regulation would be frustrated; if the immunity would not preclude the enforcement, then
the immunity is less complete than it may seem at first sight. See: op. cit. n. 55 (Palmer), para. 36.
68
Framework Decisions shall be binding upon the Member States as to the result to be achieved but shall leave
to the national authorities the choice of form and methods. They shall not entail direct effect. See: Treaty on the
European Union, Article 34(2)(b).
69
Official Journal L 196, 2 August 2003, p. 45, corrected by corrigendum, Official Journal L 374, 27 December
2006, p. 20
70
The purpose of the Framework Decision is to establish the rules under which a Member State shall recognise
and execute in its territory a freezing order issued by a judicial authority of another Member State in the
framework of criminal proceedings (according to Article 1).
71
A ‘freezing order’ means any measure taken by a competent judicial authority in the issuing State in order
provisionally to prevent the destruction, transformation, moving, transfer or disposal of property that could be
subject to confiscation or evidence (Article 2(c)).
72
Article 5(1): “The competent judicial authorities of the executing State shall recognise a freezing order […]
without any further formality being required and shall forthwith take the necessary measures for its immediate
execution in the same way as for a freezing order made by an authority of the executing State […].”
73
Although the European Court of Justice had ordered in the Pupino case (Criminal proceedings against Maria
Pupino, 16 June 2005, Case C-105/03, [2005] ECR I-5285) that a national court is required to take into
consideration all the rules of national law and interpret them, so far as possible, in the light of the working and
purpose of the Framework Decision (see para. 61; it regarded here Council Framework Decision 2001/220/JHA,
on the standing of victims in criminal proceedings), this Framework Decision 003/577/JHA refers explicitly to
the law of the executing State.
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Finally a few words with regard to the Report on a legal framework for free movement within
the internal market of goods whose ownership is likely to be contested. At the sitting of 4 July
2002, the President of the European Parliament announced that the Committee on Legal
Affairs and the Internal Market had been authorised to draw up an own-initiative report on
this subject. The main objective of that initiative of the European Parliament was to propose
the development of transparent remedial structures, which should be consistent with
applicable principles of European and international law.74 Willy C.E.H. De Clercq was
appointed as rapporteur by the Committee. On 17 December 2003, the De Clercq Report on a
legal framework for free movement within the internal market of goods whose ownership is
likely to be contested75 was adopted by a 487-10 vote of the European Parliament.76 In the
corresponding resolution,77 the European Parliament called on the Member States and
applicant States
“to make all necessary efforts to adopt measures to ensure the creation of mechanisms
which favour the return of the property referred to in the resolution and to be mindful
that the return of art objects looted as part of crime against humanity to rightful
claimants is a matter of general interest for the purposes of Article 1 of Protocol 1 to the
European Convention of Human Rights”.78
The resolution as such does not have a binding force, but with regard to European art loans it
is again an indication that it is considered of utmost importance to return looted art to the
rightful claimants.

11.1.5

Organization of American States

The Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological, Historical, and Artistic Heritage of
the American Nations79 has been adopted as a reaction to the continuous looting and

74

Explanatory Statement attached to the Motion for a European Parliament Resolution on a legal framework for
free movement within the internal market of goods whose ownership is likely to be contested (2002/2114(INI)).
75
Finalised by the European Parliament's Committee on Legal Affairs and the Internal Market on 26 November
2003.
76
See: http://www.lootedartcommission.com/european-union.
77
European Parliament Resolution A5-0408/2003.
78
Recommendation 5. In the resolution, reference is also made to European Parliament resolutions on the return
of plundered property to Jewish communities of 14 December 1995 (Official Journal C 17, 22 January 96, p.
141) and on the restitution of property belonging to Holocaust victims of 16 July 1998 (Official Journal C 292,
21 September 1998, p. 112).
79
Convention of San Salvador, unanimously adopted by the General Assembly of the Organization of American
States by resolution 210 (VI-O/76) on 16 June 1976. The text can be found at
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plundering of the native cultural heritage suffered by the countries of the hemisphere,
particularly the Latin American countries. The purpose of this convention is
“to identify, register, protect, and safeguard the property making up the cultural heritage
of the American nations in order:
(a) to prevent illegal exportation or importation of cultural property; and
(b) to promote cooperation among the American states for mutual awareness and
appreciation of their cultural property.”80
According to Article 11,
“[w]hen the government of a State Party becomes aware of the unlawful exportation of
an item of cultural property, it may address the government of the state to which the
property has been removed, requesting that it take measures for its recovery and return
[...]. The state petitioned shall employ all available lawful means in order to locate,
recover, and return the cultural property claimed and that may have been removed after
this convention has come into effect.”
Also judicial action for the recovery of the cultural property may be required. However,
Article 16 of the convention makes an explicit exception with regard to cultural property on
loan:
“Articles on loan to museums, exhibitions, or scientific institutions that are outside the
State to whose cultural heritage they belong shall not be subject to seizure as a result of
public or private lawsuits.”
This means, that an international art loan may freeze the possibility for restitution of the
cultural objects concerned to the State of origin, and that the art loan cannot be used as an
‘opportunity’. Interestingly, this is more explicit and goes further than the 1970 UNESCO

http://www.oas.org/juridico/English/treaties/c-16.html. The convention entered into force at 31 August 1978 and
has 12 States Parties, being Argentina, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras,
Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay and Peru. Chile only signed the convention. See:
http://www.oas.org/juridico/English/sigs/c-16.html. [Last visited 7 March 2011.]
80
Article 1. According to Article 2, the cultural property referred to in Article 1 is that included in the following
categories:
“ a. Monuments, objects, fragments of ruined buildings, and archaeological materials belonging to American
cultures existing prior to contact with European culture, as well as remains of human beings, fauna, and flora
related to such cultures;
b. Monuments, buildings, objects of an artistic, utilitarian, and ethnological nature, whole or in fragments, from
the colonial era and the Nineteenth Century;
c. Libraries and archives; incunabula and manuscripts; books and other publications, iconographies, maps and
documents published before 1850;
d. All objects originating after 1850 that the States Parties have recorded as cultural property, provided that they
have given notice of such registration to the other parties to the treaty;
e. All cultural property that any of the States Parties specifically declares to be included within the scope of this
convention.”
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Convention, which does not contain such an exception.

11.1.6

The 1998 Washington Principles, the 2000 Vilnius Declaration and the
2009 Terezin Declaration

On 3 December 1998 the 44 governments participating in the Washington Conference on
Holocaust Era Assets endorsed eleven principles for dealing with Nazi-looted art.81 These
principles can be considered as a moral imperative for the return of looted property to its
rightful owners. The first principle reads that “[a]rt that had been confiscated by the Nazis and
not subsequently restituted should be identified.” Principle 8 states that “[i]f the pre-War
owners of art that is found to have been confiscated by the Nazis and not subsequently
restituted, or their heirs, can be identified, steps should be taken expeditiously to achieve a
just and fair solution, recognizing that this may vary according to the facts and circumstances
surrounding a specific case.”82

The Vilnius International Forum on Holocaust Era Looted Cultural Assets took place from 3
to 5 October 2000 in Lithuania, as a follow-up to the Washington Conference of December
1998, under the auspices of the Council of Europe. On 5 October 2000, the governments
present agreed to a declaration.83
“The Vilnius Forum asks all governments to undertake every reasonable effort to
achieve the restitution of cultural assets looted during the Holocaust to the original
owners or their heirs. To this end, it encourages all participating States to take all
reasonable measures to implement the Washington Conference Principles on NaziConfiscated Art as well as Resolution 1205 of the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Council of Europe.”84
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See: http://www.lootedartcommission.com/Washington-principles. [Last visited 23 March 2011.] Participating
States: Albania, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria,
Canada, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Holy See
(observer), Hungary, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia (Federal Yugoslav Republic of),
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, the United States, Uruguay.
82
Principle 8.
83
http://www.lootedartcommission.com/vilnius-forum. [Last visited 23 March 2011.] Signed by: Albania,
Argentina, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Croatia, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
Greece, Germany, Holy See, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, FYROM, Romania, Russian Federation, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, the United States.
84
Para. 1.
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On 30 June 2009 the Terezin Declaration85 was signed by 46 States in Terezin, Czech
Republic. The Signatory States expressed the urgent need to strengthen and sustain the efforts
as agreed upon under the Washington Principles “in order to ensure just and fair solutions
regarding cultural property [...] that was looted or displaced during or as a result of the
Holocaust [...].”86 The part of the Terezin Declaration dealing with Nazi-Confiscated and
Looted Art recalls these principles,
“which enumerated a set of voluntary commitments for governments that were based
upon the moral principle that art and cultural property confiscated by the Nazis from
Holocaust (Shoa) victims should be returned to them or their heirs, in a manner
consistent with national laws and regulations as well as international obligations, in
order to achieve just and fair solutions.”87
The third paragraph of this part states, inter alia, that “[g]overnments should consider all
relevant issues when applying various legal provisions that may impede the restitution of art
and cultural property, in order to achieve just and fair solutions […].”

One should keep in mind that the aforementioned principles and declarations are not legally
binding as such. Legally speaking, they therefore do not intervene with international
obligations on State immunity or relevant national legislation. This is, for instance, expressed
in the Terezin Declaration which states that State efforts should be consistent with “national
laws and regulations as well as international obligations”. But although not legally binding,
there is a considerable moral force to be attributed to it. Moreover, the principles and
declarations are related to the wrongdoings during armed conflict. Infra, in Chapter 12.5.1, I
will refer to some legally binding instruments, addressing these wrongdoings, and will discuss
how these relate to a possible rule of customary international law, or the limitations to that
rule.

11.2

Which obligation would prevail?
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http://www.holocausteraassets.eu/files/200000215-35d8ef1a36/TEREZIN_DECLARATION_FINAL.pdf.
[Last visited 23 March 2011.] Signed by: Albania, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France,
FYROM, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Moldova,
Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, the United States, Uruguay.
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See para. 3 of the introductory part of the declaration.
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In Chapter 11.1, I have examined several obligations which could be at odds with immunity
from seizure for cultural objects on loan. It concerned first and foremost obligations to return
stolen or otherwise illicitly appropriated cultural objects to the State of origin. Both the 1970
UNESCO Convention, the 1995 Unidroit Convention, as well as European Council Directive
93/7 EEC, contain obligations in that regard.

Some of the obligations as described in Chapter 11.1 are not legally, but only morally
binding. Furthermore, as we saw, some instruments leave room for immunity provisions.
Thus, it is in my opinion best to focus on two different, possibly conflicting, obligations, and
to examine the relationship between them: the obligation to return an illicitly acquired or
exported cultural object to the State of origin, and the obligation to provide immunity from
seizure for a cultural object on loan. After all, when State X lends a cultural object for a
temporary exhibition to State Y, it could be possible that the State from the territory of which
the cultural object originally was removed files a claim for restitution in the borrowing State
Y and requests to return the object not to the lending State, but to itself.
In that case there are two conflicting obligations to return the object.88 One towards the
lending State X and one towards the State from which territory the object was taken. The
obligation to return to the State of origin can be based on the (First) Protocol to the 1954
UNESCO Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict,
the 1970 UNESCO Convention, the 1995 Unidroit Convention, or the 1993 EC Directive.89
Immunity from seizure provisions may be based on national legislation, on international
obligations (for instance, a rule of customary international law or a bilateral or multilateral
agreement) or on both. It would depend on the legal basis of the immunity from seizure
provision which obligation will prevail.

If the immunity from seizure is based on an international legal obligation, and there is a
conflict with a return obligation to the State of origin under international law (for instance, the
1970 UNESCO Convention), we have a situation in which there are two contradictory legal
87

Second introductory paragraph to this part.
See also: Christoff Jenschke, ‘Obligation to Restitute objets d’art According to the First Protocol to the 1954
Hague Convention versus National Immunity from Seizure’, in: German Commission for UNESCO, the
Brandenburg University of Technology at Cottbus and UNESCO Chair in Heritage Studies (eds.), World
Heritage and Cultural Diversity, Germany 2010, pp. 164-166.
89
The obligations are of course only applicable when the States involved are party to the convention, or EU
Member States when it regards EU law.
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obligations which are both based on international law. There are certain general rules of
international law which may help to assess which return obligation prevails: first of all, there
is the rule of lex specialis derogat legi generali, which means that a specific instrument
normally prevails over a general instrument (unless a different intention of the Parties can be
clearly established). This is a generally accepted technique of interpretation and conflict
resolution in international law.90 Whenever two or more international legal norms conflict
with one another, priority should be given to the norm that is more specific. 91 Second, the rule
lex posterior derogat legi priori is followed, best to translate as the later instrument
supersedes earlier instruments.92

This would mean, that if two (or more) States have concluded a bilateral, regional or
international legal agreement, stating that cultural objects on loan will be immune from
seizure, the ensuing more specific obligation would prevail over the more general obligation
binding upon these States to return illicitly acquired or exported cultural objects to a State of
origin, unless the bilateral, regional or international agreement, stating that cultural objects on
loan would be immune from seizure, makes an exemption for these illicitly acquired or
exported cultural objects.

What would be the situation if the 2004 UN Convention would enter into force? First of all,
the 2004 UN Convention is of a more recent date than the instruments requiring the return of
cultural objects to the State of origin. Second, the provision that State property forming part of
an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical interest and not placed or intended
to be placed on sale shall not be considered as property specifically in use or intended for use
by the State for other than government non-commercial purposes (and consequently, that
these objects are immune from measures of constraint) should be regarded as more specific
than the general provision to return illicitly acquired cultural objects. Third, immunity
obligations are still considered as very strong obligations, standing high in the hierarchy. As
90

‘Fragmentation of International Law: difficulties arising from the Diversification and Expansion of International
Law’, Report of the Study Group of the International Law Commission, 18 July 2006, UN Doc. A/CN.4/l.702, p. 8.
91
The source of the norm (whether treaty or custom) is not decisive for the determination of the more specific
standard.
92
See also: Peter Malanczuk, Akehurst’s Modern Introduction to International Law, Seventh revised edition,
London, New York 1997, p. 56: “Thus, treaties and custom are of equal authority; the later in time prevails. This
conforms to the general maxim of lex posterior derogat priori (a later law repeals an earlier law). However, in
deciding possible conflicts between treaties and custom, two other principles must be observed, namely lex
posterior generalis non derogat priori speciali (a later law, general in nature, does not repeal an earlier law
which is more special in nature) and lex specialis derogat legi generali (a special law prevails over a general
law).”
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stated in Chapter 3, immunity from measures of constraint was called “the last bastion of
State immunity”. All this leads me to conclude, that immunity for cultural objects on loan
under the 2004 UN Convention would prevail over the return obligation to the country of
origin, assuming that the States concerned are all party to both the 2004 UN Convention and
the international legal instrument concerned obliging the return to the State of origin. This
would be different, if the State of origin would not be a party to the 2004 UN Convention. In
that situation, the only international instrument that binds the borrowing State and the State of
origin would be the international legal instrument that provides for the return of the cultural
object to the State of origin, and that would then be the only international instrument that
applies in that situation. Next to that obligation, the borrowing State can have a different legal
obligation towards the lending State, which means that the borrowing State may be faced with
two conflicting return obligations. Whatever the borrowing State will do, the State that does
not receive the cultural object may argue that the borrowing State commits an internationally
wrongful act.93
With regard to a rule of customary international law,94 stating that cultural objects belonging
to foreign States and on temporary loan are immune from measures of constraint, the situation
depends on the limitations of the rule of customary international law. It should be kept in
mind that a rule of customary international law is not necessarily equal in content to a
provision of treaty law. Behaviour of States (such as State practice or dissenting opinions) can
make the rule subject to limitations. I shall come back to that in Chapter 12. If the rule of
customary international law is unlimited, we are facing the same situation as above: a newer,
more specific immunity from seizure provision prevails over an older, more general
conflicting provision. If, however, the rule of customary international law would not extend
immunity from seizure to, for example, illicitly acquired cultural objects, then, in practice,
there would be no conflict of obligations, as the return obligation to the State of origin, and
the rule of customary international law are in agreement with each other. With regard to a
possible rule of customary international law to provide immunity from seizure, I will examine
in Chapter 12 whether such a rule exists, and if so, to which limits that rule is subject.

What would be the situation with regard to the EC Directive on the return of cultural goods
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More about that infra, Ch. 12.5.1.
Rules of customary law are binding upon all States, unless States have dissented from the beginning. See
supra, Ch. 2.
94
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unlawfully removed from the territory of a Member State? After all, between Member States
of the European Union, community law (such as directives and regulations) has to be taken
into account as well, in addition to international law. It should be kept in mind, that the
directive is only applicable between and on the territory of the EU Member States. This
implies not only a geographical limitation, but regards also a rather homogeneous group of
States. It is therefore less likely, that if a cultural object is normally located in lending State A
and is temporarily on loan in borrowing State B, State C, from which the object was
unlawfully removed, wants to file a request in borrowing State B, rather then in lending State
A. One may therefore think that there are no good reasons why the temporary exhibition
should be used or seen as an opportunity for filing a claim at specifically that moment.95

It is conceivable, however, that a cultural object is given on loan to an EU Member State by a
non-EU Member State, and that, during the exhibition, another EU Member State finds out
that the object had been unlawfully removed from its territory. After all, it is possible that the
cultural object had first been illicitly exported to a non-member country and then re-imported
to another Member State for the purpose of the loan.

If the immunity has been provided on the basis of a bilateral agreement between the
borrowing EU Member State, and the lending non-EU Member State, then the borrowing
State is faced with two conflicting return obligations. A return obligation to the lending State
on the basis of the immunity agreement, and a return obligation to the EU Member State of
origin on the basis of the directive. Whatever the borrowing State will do, the State that does
not receive the cultural object may accuse the borrowing State of acting wrongfully. We have
already seen a similar situation supra, where I was discussing the relationship between
conflicting international legal obligations.

If the immunity is based on a multilateral agreement to which both the lending State and the
borrowing State, but not the State of origin is a party, we are facing a similar situation.
However, in case the State of origin would also be a party to this agreement, which makes that
all three States concerned are a party to the international immunity agreement, it is
questionable whether the State of origin can reasonably compel the borrowing State to follow
the directive and not the immunity agreement. Probably not, keeping in mind that the
95

Although we saw supra, Ch. 9.3.2 that Diag Human saw reasons to seize objects in Austria instead of in the
Czech Republic.
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multilateral immunity agreement is also applicable in the relationship between the borrowing
State and the State of origin.
If the immunity is based on an unlimited rule of customary international law, 96 and the State
of origin cannot be considered a ‘dissenting State’,97 we are facing a similar situation as the
situation I just described: the State of origin cannot reasonably compel the borrowing State to
follow the directive and not the rule of customary international law. This would be different in
case the State of origin has dissented from the rule of customary international law from the
beginning. In that situation the rule is not binding on that dissenting State of origin, and the
borrowing State may be faced with two conflicting return obligations. In case unlawfully
removed cultural objects cannot be considered as eligible for immunity under the rule of
customary international law (thus, when the rule of customary international law does not
extend to unlawfully removed cultural objects from immunity), then there is no conflict with
the directive.

With regard to the relationship between international law and community law, the European
Court of Justice (ECJ) expressed its views as well. The ECJ has judged that the European
Union must respect international law in the exercise of its powers.98 Customary international
law needs to be complied with by the EU as well. 99 Customary international law is binding
96

Andrea Gattini argued that the customary law nature of the rule granting immunity to cultural objects on loan
belonging to foreign States should serve as a guide for an interpretation of Council Directive 93/7/EEC that
conforms to international law. See: Andrea Gattini, ‘The International Customary Law Nature of Immunity from
Measures of Constraint for State Cultural Property on Loan’, in: Isabelle Buffard, James Crawford, Alain Pellet,
Stephan Wittich (eds.), International Law between Universalism and Fragmentation – Festschrift in Honour of
Gerhard Hafner, Leiden, Boston 2008, pp. 421-439, at pp. 438-439.
97
See supra, Ch. 2.6.
98
Judgment of the European Court of Justice, 24 November 1992, Anklagemyndigheden v. Peter Michael
Poulsen and Diva Navigation Corp. Case C-286/90, 1992] ECR I-6019, para 9. To be found at: http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:61990J0286:EN:HTML. [Last visited 23 March 2011.]
The European Court of Justice stated on 3 June 2008 in International Association of Independent Tanker
Owners (Intertanko) and Others v. Secretary of State for Transport (Reference for a preliminary ruling from the
High Court of Justice of England and Wales, Queen’s Bench Division (Administrative Court)), Case C-308/06,
[2008] ECR I-4057, para 51: “Admittedly, as is clear from settled case-law, the powers of the Community must
be exercised in observance of international law, including provisions of international agreements in so far as they
codify customary rules of general international law (see, to this effect, Case C-286/90 Poulsen and Diva
Navigation [1992] ECR I-6019, paragraphs 9 and 10; Case C-405/92 Mondiet [1993] ECR I-6133, paragraphs 13
to 15; and Case C-162/96 Racke [1998] ECR I-3655, paragraph 45).” To be found at: http://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:62006J0308:EN:HTML. [Last visited 23 March 2011.]
99
Judgment of the European Court of Justice, 16 June 1998, A. Racke GmbH & Co. v. Hauptzollamt Mainz,
Case C-162/96, para. 45: “It should be noted in that respect that, as is demonstrated by the Court's judgment in
Case C-286/90 Poulsen and Diva Navigation [1992] ECR I-6019, paragraph 9, the European Community must
respect international law in the exercise of its powers. It is therefore required to comply with the rules of
customary international law when adopting a regulation suspending the trade concessions granted by, or by
virtue of, an agreement which it has concluded with a non-member country.”
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upon the institutions of the EU and forms part of the legal order of the EU, the ECJ stated.100
Purely on the basis of the ECJ-rulings, it would, however, go too far to state that the fact that
customary international law is binding upon the EU and forms part of its legal order also
implies that customary international law prevails over EU law when there is a conflict of legal
obligations. Especially taking into account all the provisos the court made itself in its
judgments, it is not likely that the ECJ wanted to go that far in its rulings.101 Therefore, one
cannot say that through the case law of the ECJ the precise legal status and place of customary
international law within the hierarchy of norms has become clear,102 at least not from a
European law perspective.

Finally a few words about the situation that a return obligation stems from the national
legislation of the borrowing State.103 In the case of a clash of obligations whereby one
obligation would be based on national legislation and the contradictory obligation would
based on international or European community law, normally that international or community
legal obligation would prevail, unless the international or community instrument gives leeway
to national provisions. 104 If the international obligations are not self-executing and need to be
implemented in national legislation, in order to become effective within the domestic legal
order, it is in my view important that the implementation does not lead to an erosion of the
international legal obligations. Otherwise, the State may be accused of committing an
internationally wrongful act.105 Thus, if the immunity provision is solely based on a national
legal obligation, and the return obligation to a State of origin is based on international law or
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Judgment of the European Court of Justice, 16 June 1998. - A. Racke GmbH & Co. v. Hauptzollamt Mainz,
Case C-162/96, para. 46: “It follows that the rules of customary international law concerning the termination and
the suspension of treaty relations by reason of a fundamental change of circumstances are binding upon the
Community institutions and form part of the Community legal order.”
101
See: Jan Wouters and Dries van Eeckhoutte, Giving Effect to Customary International Law Through
European Community Law, Catholic University Leuven, Faculty of Law, Institute for International Law,
Working Paper No. 25 - June 2002.
102
Ibid., p. 7.
103
As I showed in this study, there can be numerous reasons to enact national legislation. The enactment of
legislation can be influenced by demands of other States, and by the fact that the borrowing State wants to show
that it is a safe haven for international art loans. Legal conviction that cultural objects on loan need to be
protected may also be a motif for legislation, as well as the wish to emphasise and concretise an already existing,
but as ‘vague’ considered rule of customary international law. Dualist States may have to enact legislation in
order to implement the international legal provisions in their own domestic system. Another reason for
legislation may be, that it helps to guide the judiciary in its assessments, so that it does not need to determine
proprio motu the possible existence of a rule of international law, as well as its limitations.
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With regard to community law the European Court of Justice has ruled in the cases Van Gend en Loos (5
February 1963, Case No. 26/62, [1963] ECR 1) and Flaminio Costa v. ENEL (15 July 1964, Case 6/64, [1964]
ECR 585 ) that community law prevails over national legislation.
105
Article 27 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties states that a party may not invoke the
provisions of its internal law as justification for its failure to perform a treaty.
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community law, then in my view, the national immunity provision should be set aside.

However, we have seen that certain State Parties, such as Switzerland and Germany, have a
somewhat layered approach: if a return guarantee as foreseen under the national immunity
from seizure legislation has not yet been issued to the lending State (or institution),
obligations under the 1970 UNESCO Convention can prevent the issuance of such a return
guarantee. If the cultural object will nevertheless arrive in the borrowing country, then the
borrowed object will not enjoy immunity under the national legislation, and the obligations
arising out of, for instance, the 1970 UNESCO Convention are applicable. However, as soon
as a return guarantee has been issued in favour of the lending State (for instance because
before issuing the return guarantee it was not known that the objects concerned were stolen or
otherwise illicitly appropriated), then that guarantee is considered as stronger than the return
obligations as foreseen under the 1970 UNESCO Convention. The latter also applies to the
American approach: the immunity from seizure based on the national legislation prevails.
That may lead, in my view, to the non-fulfilment of the State’s treaty obligations.

Christoff Jenschke argued that if the borrowing State Y had issued a return guarantee to the
lending State on the basis of its national immunity law, then the State from which territory the
objects were taken has the possibility of filing a restitution claim based on an international
legal obligation and before an international tribunal. That claim can be filed either against
lending State X or borrowing State Y (provided that all States are party to the instrument).
Jenschke called the possible claim against lending State X the primary claim, as that State is
now seen as the owner of the object(s). Borrowing State Y is only a temporary possessor, thus
that claim is called a secondary claim by Jenschke. 106

Different academics formed an opinion with regard to the question which return obligation
should prevail, the return to the State of origin under the EC Directive, or the return obligation
to the lending State based on national immunity legislation. It has to be said that the views
were far from uniform. 107 It is no coincidence that the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of
106

Op. cit. n. 88 (Jenschke). But how would this be if the lending State is not a party to the instrument requiring
the return of the object to the State of origin? Then there is only one claim to make, viz against the borrowing
State. Possibly, the State where the object originally came from can then make use of the fact that the object is
temporarily on the territory of a State Party to the protocol, although the national legislation of the borrowing
State may try to prevent that.
107
Matthias Weller is almost certain that a return guarantee, once issued, cannot be set aside during the loan on
the ground that it violates community law. Community law should be interpreted in the light of EC primary law,
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the European Union OMC Expert Working Group ‘Mobility of Collections’ stated with
regard to a possible conflict between immunity from seizure guarantees and a return
obligation under Council Directive 93/7/EEC, that “it is necessary to clarify how this conflict
may be overcome”.

11.3

Immunity from seizure at odds with obligations under the European
Convention on Human Rights?108

11.3.1

Introduction

Guarantees with regard to immunity from seizure gave and continue to give rise to numerous
discussions in different fora and European States. Several questions were raised, such as: will
thus the EC Treaty, replaced by the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. Article 288 states that
“action by the Community shall be aimed at encouraging cooperation between Member States and, if necessary,
supporting and supplementing their action in non-commercial exchange”. That should suffice, in order to justify
a teleological reduction of the scope of the directive in the case of temporary art loans from another Member
State, thus Weller. See: Matthias Weller, ‘Immunity for artworks on loan? A review of international customary
law and municipal anti-seizure statutes in the light of the Liechtenstein litigation’, Vanderbilt Journal of
Transnational Law, October 2005, Vol. 38, Issue 4, pp. 997-1040, at pp. 1017-1018. See also: op. cit. n. 15
(Weller), pp. 72-73. Susanne Schoen is of the opinion that immunity from seizure under national legislation (in
this case the German legislation) prevails. That does not only follow from the wording of the national legislative
provision, but also from the object and purpose of the return provision to the lending State, which is to just
exclude any intervention by a third party, in order to secure in full the return to the lender, thus Schoen. See:
Susanne Schoen, ‘Die rechtsverbindliche Rückgabezusage – Das “Freie Geleit” für Kulturgut’ [A Legally
Binding Commitment to Return – “Safe Conduct” for Cultural Property], Im Labyrinth des Rechts? Wege zum
Kulturgüterschutz [In the labyrinth of the law? Ways to the protection of cultural property], Magdeburg 2007,
pp. 79-102, at p. 96. Eric Jayme is also of the opinion that the return commitment based on national law prevails:
“The question can be raised, whether one should not interpret the Directive restrictively, in a way that during the
period of the exhibit, States are not obliged to hand over objects, loaned from third States, to other EU Member
States [...]. It cannot be expected from the exhibiting State, that during the exhibition period its courts have to
decide at the expense of the lender between conflicting claims for the return of two foreign States”. See: Erik
Jayme, Das Freie Geleit für Kunstwerke, Vienna 2001, pp. 16-17. Isabel Kühl, however, is of the view that a
legally binding return commitment to the lender is at odds with Directive 93/7/EEC: “If there would be a
restitution claim on the basis of the Directive, Section 20 [of the German immunity law] – including its
commitment – would not be applicable on the basis of primacy of the Community law”. See: Isabel Kühl, Der
internationale Leihverkehr der Museen [The international Loans of Museums], Cologne 2004, pp. 24, 25 and
42. Sabine Boos concluded that if there is a reasonable suspicion that the cultural object concerned is stolen, a
return commitment is not to be given. However, if there is a return commitment, and this may infringe upon the
directive, Boos is of the opinion that it depends on the legal basis of the return commitment which one prevails:
the directive or the return commitment. If the loan is protected against measures of constraint according to
principles of public international law on State immunity, the directive should be interpreted in that way. See: op.
cit. n. 15 (Boos), pp. 273, 274: “[…] Etwas anderes gilt aber, wenn die Leihgabe nach den völkerrechtlichten
Grundsätzen der Staatenimmunität vor gerichtlichter Inanspruchnahme im Belegenheitsstaat geschützt wird. In
diesen Fall ist eine völkerrechtsconforme Auslegung der Richtlinie geboten […].” See in that regard also the
remark made by Andrea Gattini, supra, n. 96.
108
Many thanks go to Liselot Egmond, Deputy Agent of the Government of the Netherlands for the European
Court of Human Rights.
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claimants be deprived of effective legal rights and remedies? Will immunity from seizure
withstand testing against Article 6 of the European Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (or in short: the European Convention on Human Rights,
ECHR),109 in particular, where the claimant will not otherwise have access to an effective
legal remedy in the place where the lender or the object are usually located? Or could
immunity from seizure result in an infringement on the right to the peaceful enjoyment of
one’s possessions? In general: is there a potential conflict between anti-seizure legislation and
certain guarantees embodied in the ECHR?

In the discussion, two rights are particularly relevant: the right to an effective access to court
under Article 6 of the ECHR, and the right to the peaceful enjoyment of possessions under
Article 1, Protocol 1, to the ECHR.110

With regard to the right to an effective access to court, one should keep in mind - as I also
explained supra in Chapter 3 - that immunity from jurisdiction or suit and immunity from
seizure or measures of constraint are essentially different from each other: the fact that
cultural objects are immune from seizure, does not necessarily mean that it is impossible to
initiate an ownership claim with regard to these objects. In general it all depends on the laws
of the forum State, as I showed supra in the different country-related chapters.

The ECHR states in Article 6(1), that “[…] everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing
within a reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law […].”111
Protocol 1 to the convention112 is called ‘Enforcement of certain Rights and Freedoms not
included in Section I of the Convention’. Article 1 of this protocol reads:
“Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his possessions.
No one shall be deprived of his possessions except in the public interest and subject to
109

Rome, 4 November 1950; ETS No. 005.
Protocol No. 1: Paris, 20 March 1953, ETS No. 009.
110
Consultation Paper on anti-seizure legislation, United Kingdom Department of Culture, Media and Sport, 8
March 2006, para 1.17.
111
The full text of Article 6(1), reads: “In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal
charge against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent
and impartial tribunal established by law. Judgment shall be pronounced publicly by the press and public may be
excluded from all or part of the trial in the interest of morals, public order or national security in a democratic
society, where the interests of juveniles or the protection of the private life of the parties so require, or the extent
strictly necessary in the opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the
interests of justice.”
112
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Protocol 1; 213 UNTS 222.
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the conditions provided for by law[113] and by the general principles of international
law.”114

11.3.2

Article 6(1) ECHR

The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) has been asked in several cases to consider
whether the notion of State immunity involves a violation of the right to access to court under
Article 6(1) of the ECHR.

Since decades, the ECtHR is of the view that the right to court access is not an absolute right,
but subject to limitations. In cases where the application of the principles of State immunity
from jurisdiction restricts the exercise of the right to court access, the ECtHR must ascertain
whether the circumstances of the case justify such restriction.115 But what should be
considered as falling within this right of court access?
In 1975, in the case Golder v. United Kingdom116 the ECtHR reached the conclusion that
Article 6(1) secures to everyone the right to have any claim relating to his civil rights and
obligations brought before a court or tribunal.
“In this way the Article embodies the ‘right to a court’, of which the right of access, that
is the right to institute proceedings before courts in civil matters, constitutes one aspect
only. To this are added the guarantees laid down by [Article 6(1)] as regards both the
organisation and composition of the court, and the conduct of the proceedings.”117
113

This is not restricted by domestic law alone. The convention seeks to ensure that the domestic law itself
complies with the essential requirements of ‘law’. See: Monica Carss-Frisk, ‘The right to property – A guide to
the implementation of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 of the European Convention on Human Rights’, Council of
Europe, Human rights handbooks, No. 4, Strasbourg 2001, p. 9, para. 19.
114
It goes on, however, by making an exemption to the above cited rule: ”The preceding provisions shall not,
however, in any way impair the right of a State to enforce such laws as it deems necessary to control the use of
property in accordance with the general interest [...].”
115
Cudak v. Lithuania, judgment of 23 March 2010, No. 15869/02, para. 59.
116
Golder v. United Kingdom, judgment of 21 February 1975, No. 4451/70, 1 EHRR 524.
117
See para. 36. The ECtHR, however, considered that the right of access to the courts is not absolute. “As this is
a right which the [ECHR] sets forth [...] without, in the narrower sense of the term, defining, there is room, apart
from the bounds delimiting the very content of any right, for limitations permitted by implication”, the ECtHR
stated in para. 38. So, the ECtHR was of the opinion, that by its nature, the right of access to court calls for
regulation by the State. The State has a margin of appreciation in making such regulations, provided that any
limitations imposed serve a legitimate aim, are proportionate to that aim and do not restrict or reduce the access
left to the individual in such a way, or to such an extent that the very essence of the right is impaired. See also:
Consultation Paper on anti-seizure legislation, UK Department for Culture, Media and Sport, 8 March 2006,
para. 1.18, that refers to the Golder-case. The ECtHR repeated this point of view in several cases. For instance,
in Ashingdane v. United Kingdom, judgment of 28 May 1985, No. 8225/87; [1985] 7 EHRR 528, where the
ECtHR restated that the immunity must have a legitimate aim, it must be proportionate and the very essence of
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The right to access to court as guaranteed by Article 6(1) ECHR does not only provide for the
right to institute civil proceedings before a court. In Hornsby v. Greece,118 the ECtHR was of
the opinion that the execution of a judgment given by any court had to be regarded as an
integral part of a ‘trial’ for the purposes of Article 6:
“The Court reiterates that, according to its established case-law, Article 6(1), secures to
everyone the right to have any claim relating to his civil rights and obligations brought
before a court or tribunal; in this way it embodies the ‘right to a court’, of which the
right of access, that is the right to institute proceedings before courts in civil matters,
constitutes one aspect. However, that right would be illusory if a Contracting State's
domestic legal system allowed a final, binding judicial decision to remain inoperative to
the detriment of one party. It would be inconceivable that Article 6(1) should describe
in detail procedural guarantees afforded to litigants - proceedings that are fair, public
and expeditious - without protecting the implementation of judicial decisions; to
construe Article 6 as being concerned exclusively with access to a court and the conduct
of proceedings would be likely to lead to situations incompatible with the principle of
the rule of law which the Contracting States undertook to respect when they ratified the
Convention […]. Execution of a judgment given by any court must therefore be
regarded as an integral part of the ‘trial’ for the purposes of Article 6 […].”119
The question is whether that aspect of Article 6(1) conflicts with State immunity from
enforcement measures such as execution, arrest or attachment.120 In that regard, there are
several cases to refer to.
In Kalogeropoulou and others v. Greece and Germany,121 the ECtHR ruled once more that,

the right must not be impaired.
118
Hornsby v. Greece, judgment of 19 March 1997, No. 18357/91, RJD ECHR 1997-II. This case concerned the
delay by the administrative authorities in taking the necessary measures to comply with two judgments of the
Supreme Administrative Court. The applicants (two British nationals) alleged that the administrative authorities’
refusal to comply with the Supreme Administrative Court's judgments of 9 and 10 May 1989 had infringed their
right to an effective judicial protection of their civil rights (see para. 38). The court was of the opinion that in this
case there has been a breach of Article 6(1) (see para. 45).
119
Para. 40.
120
See also: Matthias Kloth, Immunities and the Right of Access to Court under Article 6 of the European
Convention on Human Rights, Leiden, Boston, 2010, p. 203.
121
No. 59021/00, 12 December 2002. The application was lodged by 257 Greek nationals who were the relatives
of the victims of the massacre perpetrated by the German occupation forces in Distorno in 1944. After a Greek
court decision became final, which granted the applicants’ claim for damages against Germany and ordered the
payment of various amounts in compensation for the pecuniary and non-pecuniary loss sustained as a result of
the massacre, applicants sought leave from the Greek Minister of Justice to bring enforcement proceedings
against the German State, as according to Article 923 of the Greek Code of Civil Procedure that was a
precondition for enforcing a decision against a foreign State. Despite not having the Minister of Justice’s
consent, applicants instituted enforcement proceedings. Germany lodged an objection, which objection in the
end was granted. The Greek court took thereby into account that the applicants’ right to have their judgment
enforced was not completely frustrated as they could exercise that right in another country (Germany). (This
information is based on the summary by the Registry.)
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for the purposes of Article 6, the execution of a court order must be regarded as an integral
part of the ‘trial’. While the refusal of the Greek State to allow the applicants to enforce an
earlier judicial decision was a restriction on their right of access to court, it was according to
the ECtHR justified because it pursued the legitimate aim of complying with international law
to promote comity and good relations between States. Regarding the proportionality of the
restriction, the ECtHR interpreted Article 6 in the light of other relevant norms of
international law on State immunity and held “that measures taken by a High Contracting
Party which reflected generally recognised rules of international law on State immunity could
not [...] generally be regarded as imposing a disproportionate restriction on the right of access
to a court as embodied in [Article 6(1)].” Accordingly, the refusal of the Greek Minister of
Justice to give the applicants leave to apply for expropriation of certain German property in
Greece could not be regarded as an unjustified interference with their right of access to a
tribunal, the ECtHR stated.122
In Manoilescu and Dobrescu v. Romania and Russia,123 the ECtHR followed the same line.
Furthermore, it held that “[i]t should be noted that all the international legal instruments
governing State immunity set forth the general principle that, subject to certain strictly
delimited exceptions, foreign States enjoy immunity from execution in the territory of the
forum State [...].124 In Treska v. Albania and Italy125 the ECtHR confirmed this approach.
122

The ECtHR declared the case inadmissible. See also: Kerstin Bartsch and Björn Elberling, ‘Jus Cogens vs.
State Immunity, Round Two, The Decision of the European Court of Human Rights in the Kalogeropoulou et al.
v. Greece and Germany Decision’, German Law Journal, 2003, Vol. 4, No. 5, pp. 477-491, esp. p. 483. Several
applicants continued their legal battle and communicated their case to the Human Rights Committee (HRC), set
up under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). The authors of the communication
(as it is called) stated that Greece violated Article 2(3) and 14 ICCPR, which, among other things, ensures the
right to proceed with the enforcement of decisions relating to civil law. On 25 October 2010, the Human Rights
Committee was of the view that the facts before it did not disclose a violation of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights. See: Communication No. 1507/2006, to be found at:
http://www2.ohchr.org/tbru/ccpr/CCPR-C-100-D-1507-2006-Rev-1-E.pdf. [Last visited 23 March 2011.]
123
Manoilescu and Dobrescu v. Romania and Russia, judgment of 15 March 2005, No. 60861/00, RJD ECHR
2005-VI. In 1996 applicants brought proceedings in Romania, in order to obtain restitution of a building that
belonged to their family but consequently was assigned to the Embassy of the Soviet Union (and later the
Russian Federation) in Romania. The relevant administrative committee ordered that the property be restored to
them, which decision became final. Applicants were, however, not able to enforce the decision. They tried to
oblige the Romanian authorities to enforce the decision, but in the end that has been dismissed by the Bucharest
Court of Appeals. In particular, the Court of Appeals noted that the building was now the property of the Russian
Federation, and that consequently the appeal lodged by the applicants could not be brought against the Romanian
authorities. Before the ECtHR, applicants complained that Article 5, Article 6 (1) and Article 1 of Protocol 1 had
been violated. The ECtHR declared the complaints inadmissible (partly as being manifestly ill-founded).
124
Para. 73. The ECtHR referred to paras. 38 and 39 of its decision, in which it listed several international
instruments where immunity from execution has been captured. For instance:
- the European Convention on State Immunity (Article 23);
- the UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and their Property (Article 19 a.o.);
- Resolution of the Institute of International Law on immunity of foreign States in relation to questions of
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11.3.3

Article 1, Protocol 1 to the ECHR

Next to Article 6(1) of the ECHR, Article 1 of Protocol 1 to the ECHR may be relevant as
well.126 Monica Carss-Frisk sums up that based on case law of the ECtHR, the following
types of assets have been held to fall within the protection of Article 1: movable or
immovable property, tangible or intangible interests, such as shares, patents, an arbitration
award, the entitlement to a pension, a landlord’s entitlement to rent, the economic interests
connected with the running of a business, the right to exercise a profession, a legitimate
expectation that a certain state of affairs will apply, a legal claim, and the clientele of a
cinema.127 An expectation to inherit property in the future will not be protected under Article
1, as that is not suffiently concrete.128 “Article 1 of Protocol 1 does not expressly require the
payment of compensation for a taking of, or other interference with, property. But in the case
of a taking (or deprivation) of property, compensation is generally implicitly required.”129

We shall see infra, that in assessing whether Article 1 of Protocol 1 has been infringed, the
court applies the same criteria as to a possible infringement of Article 6(1) ECHR.
In Sporrong and Lönnroth v. Sweden130 the ECtHR held that Article 1 of Protocol 1

jurisdiction and enforcement, Aix-en-Provence session 1954 (Article 5: “No measures of constraint or preventive
attachment may be carried out in respect of property belonging to a foreign State if the property is used for the
performance of activities of its Government not connected with any form of economic exploitation.”);
- Resolution of the Institute of International Law on contemporary problems concerning the immunity of States
in relation to questions of jurisdiction and enforcement, Basel session 1991 (Article 4: “1. The property of a
foreign State is not subject to any process or order of the courts or other organs of the forum State for the
satisfaction or enforcement of a judgment or order, or for the purpose of prejudgment measures in preparation
for execution […].”).
125
Treska v. Albania and Italy, judgment of 29 June 2006, No. 267937/04, EHCR 2007/12. The applicants were
Albanian nationals, complaining under Article 6(1) about the failure of the Albanian authorities to execute court
decisions favourable to them and to enable them to recover possession of the property allocated to them. Relying
on Article 6(1), [and 13] of the ECHR the applicants also complained about a violation of their right of access to
a court in so far as the Italian court had rejected their request for a writ of enforcement of the Albanian court's
decision. The ECtHR rejected the claim of applicants for non-exhaustion of domestic remedies.
126
I cited the text already supra, in Ch. 11.2.1.
127
Op. cit. n. 113 (Carss-Frisk), p. 6, para. 6.
128
Ibid., p. 6, para. 7.
129
Ibid., p. 37, para. 137. With reference to James and Others v. the United Kingdom, judgment of 21 February
1986, Series A No. 98, para. 54.
130
Sporrong and Lönnroth v. Sweden, judgment of 23 September 1982, Nos. 7151/75 and 7152/75, [1983] 5
EHRR 35. The applications relate to the effects of long-term expropriation permits and prohibition on
construction on the estate of the late Mr. Sporrong and Mrs. Lönnroth, in their capacity as property owners (para.
9 of the judgment).
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comprises three distinct rules:
“[t]he first rule, which is of a general nature, enounces the principle of peaceful
enjoyment of property; it is set out in the first sentence of the first paragraph. The
second rule covers deprivation of possession and subjects it to certain conditions; it
appears in the second sentence of the same paragraph. The third rule recognises that the
States are entitled, amongst other things, to control the use of property in accordance
with the general interest, by enforcing such laws as they deem necessary for the
purpose; it is contained in the second paragraph.”131
In case of an interference, it needs to be assessed whether the interference can be justified. In
order to be justified, the interference “must serve a legitimate objective in the public, or
general interest.”132 Furthermore, it needs to be proportionate. The Court held in Sporrong
and Lönnroth v. Sweden that it had to determine whether a fair balance was struck between
the demands of the general interest of the community and the requirements of the protection
of the individual’s fundamental rights.133 A fair balance would not be struck where the
individual property owner is made to bear ‘an individual and excessive burden’.134
In Loizidou v. Turkey,135 the ECtHR emphasised that the ECHR must be interpreted in the
light of the rules of interpretation set out in the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties136 and that Article 31(3)(c) of the Vienna Convention indicates that account is to be
taken of “any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the
parties”. 137 The ECtHR emphasised that “the principles underlying the [ECHR] cannot be
interpreted and applied in a vacuum. Mindful of the [ECHR's] special character as a human
rights treaty, it must also take into account any relevant rules of international law when
131

Para. 61.
Op. cit. n. 113 (Carss-Frisk), p. 8, para. 15.
133
The Court refers to the judgment of 23 July 1968 in the Belgian Linguistic case, Series A No. 6, p. 32, par 5.
134
Para. 73. See also: op. cit. n. 113 (Carss-Frisk), p. 9, para. 17.
135
Judgment of 18 December 1996, Application No. 15318/89, RJD ECHR 1996-VI. Applicant was a Cypriot
national who claimed to be the owner of several plots of land in northern Cyprus. The ownership could be
attested by official registration certificates. She stated that she has been prevented by the Turkish forces from
returning and ‘peacefully enjoying’ her property. The ECtHR held that the denial of access to the applicant’s
property and consequent loss of control thereof is imputable to Turkey. It held that there has been a breach of
Article 1 of Protocol 1 (but no breach of Article 8 of the ECHR, to which applicant also sought refuge).
136
1155 UNTS 331.
137
The ECtHR referred to its earlier judgment in Al-Adsani v. United Kingdom, No. 35763/97, RJD ECHR 2001XI. There the ECtHR stated in para. 56: “[…] The Convention should so far as possible be interpreted in
harmony with other rules of international law of which it forms part, including those relating to the grant of State
immunity. It follows that measures taken by a High Contracting Party which reflect generally recognised rules of
public international law on State immunity cannot in principle be regarded as imposing a disproportionate
restriction on the right of access to a court as embodied in Article 6(1). Just as the right of access to a court is an
inherent part of the fair trial guarantee in that article, so some restrictions on access must likewise be regarded as
inherent, an example being those limitations generally accepted by the community of nations as part of the
132
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deciding on disputes concerning its jurisdiction pursuant to Article 49 of the [ECHR]”,138
according to the ECtHR.139
In Prince Hans-Adam II of Liechtenstein v. Germany140 it turned out that the applicant’s
surviving rights with regard to a cultural object may not always be sufficient to be regarded as
property capable of being protected under Article 1 of Protocol 1.141 The ECtHR noted that,
“according to the established case-law of [the organs of the ECHR], ‘possessions’ can
be ‘existing possessions’ or assets, including claims, in respect of which the applicant
can argue that he has at least a ‘legitimate expectation’ of obtaining effective enjoyment
of a property right. By way of contrast, the hope of recognition of the survival of an old
property right which it has long been impossible to exercise effectively cannot be
considered as a ‘possession’ within the meaning of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, nor can
a conditional claim which lapses as a result of the non-fulfilment of the condition [...].142
The ECtHR continued by stating that
“the applicant’s father and the applicant himself had not been able to exercise any
owner’s rights in respect of the painting, which was kept by the Brno Historical
Monuments Office in the Czech Republic. In these circumstances, the applicant as his
father’s heir could not, for the purposes of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1, be deemed to
have retained either a title to property or a claim to restitution against the Federal
Republic of Germany amounting to a legitimate expectation in the sense of the court’s
case-law.”143
The ECtHR concluded therefore, that “the German court decisions and the subsequent return
of the painting to the Czech Republic could not be considered as an interference with the

doctrine of State immunity.”
138
“In the event of dispute as to whether the Court has the jurisdiction, the matter shall be settled by the decision
of the Court.”
139
Para. 43.
140
No. 42527/98, dated 12 July 2001, RJD ECHR 2001-VIII. The applicant, Prince Hans-Adam II of
Liechtenstein alleged, in particular, that he had been deprived of an effective access to court in respect of his
claim for the restitution of a painting by Pieter van Laer (A Roman Lime Quarry) confiscated by the former
Czechoslovakia, on temporary loan in Germany (see also supra, Ch. 9.2.1). Furthermore, he complained that the
German court decided to declare his action inadmissible, and that the consequential return of the painting to the
Czech Republic violated his right to property. He relied on Article 6(1) of the ECHR and Article 1 of Protocol 1,
[taken alone and in conjunction with Article 14 of the ECHR.]
141
The ECtHR also concluded that there had been no breach of the applicant’s right to a court, as guaranteed by
Article 6(1) of the ECHR. The ECtHR considered (in para. 69 of its judgment) that the applicant’s interest in
bringing litigation in the Federal Republic of Germany was not sufficient to outweigh the vital public interest in
regaining sovereignty and unifying Germany. Accordingly, the German court decisions declaring the applicant’s
ownership action inadmissible could not be regarded as disproportionate to the legitimate aim pursued and they
did not, therefore, impair the very essence of the applicant’s ‘right of access to a court’ within the meaning of the
Court’s case law.
142
Para. 83.
143
Para. 85.
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applicant’s ‘possessions’ within the meaning of Article 1 of Protocol No. 1 [...].”144
In Kalogeropoulou. v. Greece and Germany, 145 the ECtHR reiterated that Article 1 of
Protocol 1 comprised three distinct rules as already summed up in Sporrong and Lönnroth v.
Sweden. The ECtHR was of the opinion that it was undisputed that the applicants obtained an
enforceable claim against the German State that amounted to a ‘possession’ within the
meaning of Article 1 of Protocol 1. Nor was it disputed that the applicants, who were unable
to obtain payment of the amounts owed to them, were victims of an interference with the
exercise of their right to peaceful enjoyment of their possessions for the purposes of the first
sentence of the first paragraph of Article 1, Protocol 1.

The ECtHR had to determine whether the interference pursued a legitimate aim, that is
whether it was in the public interest within the meaning of the second rule laid down in
Article 1 of Protocol 1. The ECtHR was of the opinion that, “because of their direct
knowledge of their society and its needs, the national authorities are in principle better placed
than the international judge to appreciate what is ‘in the public interest’”. So, the national
authorities have to make the initial assessment, whereby they enjoy a certain margin of
appreciation. The ECtHR respects the legislature’s judgment as to what is ‘in the public
interest’ unless that judgment is manifestly without reasonable foundation.146 The ECtHR was
“in no doubt that the Greek State’s refusal to expropriate certain German property situated in
Greece was in the ‘public interest’, since it was intended to avoid disturbances in relations
between Greece and Germany.”

The ECtHR went on by stating that “an interference with the right to the peaceful enjoyment
of possessions must strike a fair balance between the demands of the general interest of the
community and the requirements of the protection of the individual’s fundamental rights.”147
The court argued that in particular a reasonable relationship of proportionality between the

144

Para. 86. The ECtHR also found unanimously that Article 6(1) had not been violated. The exclusion of
German jurisdiction by the Settlement Convention was regarded by the ECtHR as a consequence of the
particular status of Germany under public international law after World War II. Besides, the applicant had
alternative measures as he could have challenged the expropriation before the Czech courts. See also: op. cit. n.
120 (Kloth), p. 155.
145
Kalogeropoulou v. Greece and Germany, No. 59021/00, RJD ECHR 2002-X; See also supra, n. 121.
146
The ECtHR referred mutatis mutandis to James and Others v. the United Kingdom, judgment of 21 February
1986, Series A No. 98, p. 32, para. 46.
147
The ECtHR referred to, among many other authorities, Sporrong and Lönnroth v. Sweden, judgment of 23
September 1982, Series A no. 52, p. 26, para. 69.
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means employed and the aim pursued by any measure depriving a person of his possessions is
required.148 In determining whether this requirement was met, the ECtHR recognised that the
State enjoys a wide margin of appreciation with regard both to choosing the means of
enforcement and to ascertaining whether the consequences of enforcement are justified in the
general interest for the purpose of achieving the object of the law in question.149 In the
examination of the complaint, the ECtHR considered it relevant that the Greek Government
“could not be required to override the principle of State immunity against its will and
compromise its good international relations in order to allow the applicants to enforce a
judicial decision delivered at the end of civil proceedings.” The court held that “by instituting
enforcement proceedings, the applicants must have known that, without the prior consent of
the Minister of Justice, their application was bound to fail. The situation could not therefore
reasonably have founded any legitimate expectation on their part of being able to recover their
debt.”150 Moreover, the ECtHR argued that the applicants had not lost the debt that Germany
owed them, and that they might be able to recover it at a later, more appropriate stage, or in
another country, such as Germany. Therefore, the ECtHR ordered that the Greek court’s
refusal to authorise enforcement proceedings did not upset the balance that should be struck
between the protection of the individual’s right to peaceful enjoyment of his or her
possessions and the requirements of the general interest.151

In Manoilescu and Dobrescu v. Romania and Russia, a case I also mentioned supra with
regard to Article 6(1), the ECtHR ascertained whether the Romanian authorities struck a fair
balance between the demands of the general interest of the community and the requirements
of the protection of the individual's fundamental rights. The ECtHR had already found “that
the national authorities’ refusal of the applicants’ application for an order requiring the
enforcement of the Administrative Board's decision in their favour did not constitute a
disproportionate restriction on their right of access to a court under [Article 6(1) of the
ECHR].”152 The ECtHR had emphasised with regard to Article 6(1) “that the Romanian
Government could not be required to override the principle of State immunity against their
will and to compromise good international relations in order to secure to the applicants the
148

Whereby the ECtHR referred to Pressos Compania Naviera S.A. and Others v. Belgium, judgment of 20
November 1995, Series A no. 332, p. 23, para. 38.
149
With reference to Chassagnou and Others v. France, No. 25088/94, 28331/95 and 28443/95, para. 75, ECHR
1999-III.
150
With reference to Fredin v. Sweden (No. 1), judgment of 18 February 1991, Series A No. 192, p. 18, para. 54.
151
The ECtHR thus rejected the complaint as manifestly ill-founded.
152
Para. 92. With reference to para. 81.
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enforcement of a decision given in administrative proceedings instituted under [national
legislation].”153 That consideration was also valid in the examination of the complaint
regarding Article 1 of Protocol 1, the ECtHR argued. The ECtHR had no doubt, “that the
omission by the relevant authorities of the Romanian State to take enforcement measures was
‘in the public interest’ in view of the need to avoid disrupting relations between Romania and
the Russian Federation and hindering the proper functioning of that foreign State's diplomatic
mission in Romania.”154 According to the ECtHR, “[i]n those circumstances, the fact that the
Romanian authorities omitted to take steps to restore possession of the property in issue to the
applicants - on ‘public interest’ grounds directly linked to observance of the principle of State
immunity, universally enshrined in both conventional and customary international law - did
not upset the requisite balance between the protection of the individual right to the peaceful
enjoyment of possessions and the requirements of the general interest”.155

I already mentioned Treska v. Albania and Italy with regard to Article 6(1). However, the
applicants also argued that by selling their property the Albanian authorities had de facto
expropriated it without compensation and had thus breached Article 1 of Protocol 1. They
further asserted that the inability to obtain the enforcement of the decisions in their favour had
amounted to a violation of their property rights under the same article. 156

Also in this case, the ECtHR ordered that the Albanian Government could not be required to
override the rule of State immunity, which is designed to promote comity and good relations
between sovereign States.157 Having regard to the circumstances of the case, the ECtHR was
again in no doubt that the omission by the relevant Albanian authorities to take enforcement
measures was ‘in the public interest’ in view of the need to avoid disrupting relations between
Albania and Italy.

153

Ibid.
Para. 93.
155
Para. 97.
156
The applicants furthermore argued that by possessing sine titulo their property (plot of land and the additional
building) and invoking immunity before the Albanian courts, the Italian authorities had infringed their right to
the peaceful enjoyment of their possessions, as guaranteed by Article 1 of Protocol No. 1. The ECtHR, however,
considered that the applicants had not shown that they were capable of coming “within the jurisdiction of Italy”.
157
Accordingly, the decisions in which the national courts refused to order the administrative authorities to take
measures of constraint with regard to the property possessed by the Italian Embassy in Albania and also the nonenforcement of the court's decision of 24 April 1997 can be regarded as a justified restriction on the applicants’
right of access to a court. It follows that this complaint must be rejected as being manifestly ill-founded.
154
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11.4

Concluding

A number of international agreements exist, related to the topic of immunity from seizure of
cultural objects of foreign States, especially propagating the promotion of international
cultural exchanges and the mobility of collections. However, some of these agreements have a
double function: not only do they promote international cultural exchange and collection
mobility, they also try to stop the trafficking of cultural objects, and aim at the safe return of
cultural objects illegally removed. Immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan may
conflict with return obligations to States from which territory the objects were taken, or
‘States of origin’.

Although States want to immunise cultural objects on loan, the same States also want to
prevent and to combat illegal removal of cultural objects and strive for the return to the
original owner. Immunity from seizure for such cultural objects may give the wrong signal.
However, it has also been stated in several States, that
“both the art exhibits themselves and the publicity surrounding them are fundamental
contributors toward the recovery of stolen artwork by increasing the chance that rightful
owners will be alerted to the whereabouts of their displaced artwork. Fear of seizure
may drive such works underground, making the resolution of such ownership claims
much more difficult.”158
From the several country-related chapters of this study, it appeared that in various, mostly
European, States where immunity from seizure legislation has been enacted, discussions took
place with regard to the question whether immunity from seizure would be at odds with
international obligations, both under the ECHR and under other international agreements as
cited supra, in Chapter 11.1. Different States have different opinions as to whether immunity
from seizure can be set aside by international or community law with which it may be at
odds.159 Based on an international law perspective, I have tried to give supra, in Chapter 11.2,
158

See: Yin-Shuan Lue, Polly Clark and Marion R. Fremont-Smith, Countering a Legal Threat to Cultural
Exchanges of Works of Art: The Malewicz Case and Proposed Remedies, The Hauser Center for Nonprofit
Organizations, December 2007, Working Paper No. 42, pp. 22-23. A case involving a Monet exhibit illustrates
this. In late 1998, a painting, Water Lilies 1904, listed with the Art Loss Registry was discovered in a Monet
exhibit being held at the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. The painting was on loan from the Caen Musée des
Beaux-Arts in Normandy, France. Although seizure of the painting was not possible because of a governmental
declaration on the basis of the Foreign Immunity from Seizure Act, the family of the original owner was relieved
to learn of the painting’s whereabouts and planned to make a claim for the paintings’ return from the French
Government when the exhibit returned to Normandy. See: Laura Popp, ‘Arresting Art Loan Seizures’,
Columbia-VLA Journal of Law & Arts, 2001, Vol. 24, Issue 2, pp. 213-233, at p. 227.
159
As we saw, the French and Israeli immunity law is silent on this matter. In the United Kingdom we saw that
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an overview of the different possibly conflicting return obligations and their interrelation and
prevalence. 160 Infra, in Chapter 12.5.1, I will address the obligation to not consider a wrongful
situation as legitimate, which is not a return obligation as such.

Andrea Gattini has expressed the opinion that “[t]he characterization of the immunity for state
artworks on loan as part and parcel of the customary international law rules on state immunity
should also be the decisive criterion when dealing with the possible conflict of anti-seizure
statutes with some conventional norms and EC rules”.161 It would be important to know what
the content and limits of these rules of customary international law would be: would they
encompass all cultural State property on loan, or would they not apply to illicitly acquired or
removed cultural State property? I will come back to that in Chapter 12.5.

Finally some words with regard to the European Convention on Human Rights. The ECtHR
has established162 that the right of access to court, which also includes the right to have a
where measures of constraint are necessary to make the United Kingdom comply with its obligations under
international law or European law, or under a United Kingdom provision giving effect to such an obligation, the
object concerned will not be protected. This means that the international return obligation towards the requesting
State prevails. And in Belgium, the law states that it is without prejudice to supranational obligations which
means that in case under international or European law return to a claiming State, not being the lending State, is
obliged, the cultural object concerned would not be eligible for immunity from seizure under the Belgian law. In
Finland, immunity from seizure will not be granted when this would be in breach of an international treaty
binding upon Finland or of European Community law. However, in the chapter regarding the United States of
America we saw that its immunity legislation prevails over the obligations under the 1970 UNESCO
Convention.
160
It should be kept in mind that it may always be possible for States to derogate by bilateral or multilateral
international legal instrument from a rule of (customary) international law if that rule is not to be considered as
jus cogens. See: op. cit. n. 91 (Malanczuk), p. 56. See also the International Court of Justice in Military and
Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States of America) ICJ Reports 1986, p.
14 at p. 137, para. 274: “In general, treaty rules being lex specialis, it would not be appropriate that a State
should bring a claim based on a customary-law rule if it has by treaty already provided means for settlement of a
sucha claim.” Article 53 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties reflects the principle of jus cogens:
“For the purposes of the present Convention, a peremptory norm of general international law is a norm accepted
and recognised by the international community of States as a whole as a norm from which no derogation is
permitted and which can be modified only by a subsequent norm of general international law having the same
character.” I would not consider a possible rule of customary international law immunising cultural State
property on loan as a jus cogens rule. After all, a State has the possibility to waive its immunity. Furthermore,
immunity of States and their property is no longer considered as absolute, as I showed supra, in Ch. 3. See with
regard to jus cogens also infra, Ch. 12.5.1.
161
Op. cit. n. 96 (Gattini), p. 437.
162
Golder v. United Kingdom, No. 4451/70; [1975] 1 EHRR 524;
Ashingdane v. United Kingdom, No. 8225/87; [1985] 7 EHRR 528;
Tolstoy-Miloslavsky v. United Kingdom, No. 18139/91; [1995] 20 EHRR 442;
Loizidou v. Turkey, No. 15318/89; RJD ECHR 1996-VI;
Waite and Kennedy v. Germany, No. 26083/94; RJD ECHR 1999-I;
Al-Adsani v. United Kingdom, No. 35763/97; RJD ECHR 2001-XI;
Fogarty v. United Kingdom, No. 37112/97; RJD ECHR 2001-XI;
McElhinney v. Ireland, No. 31253/96; RJD ECHR 2001-XI;
Kalogeropoulou v. Greece and Germany, No. 59021/00; RJD ECHR 2002-X;
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judgment enforced, is not absolute and may be subject to limitations if the restriction pursues
a legitimate aim, is proportionate and does not have the effect of extinguishing the applicant’s
right of access to court altogether.163

The ECtHR considered that the grant of immunity to a State in civil proceedings pursues the
legitimate aim of complying with international law to promote comity and good relations
between States through the respect of another State’s sovereignty. According to the ECtHR, a
State cannot be required to override the principle of State immunity against its will and
compromise its good international relations in order to allow applicants to have a judicial
decision enforced. Regarding the proportionality of the restriction, the ECtHR interpreted
Article 6 in the light of other relevant norms of international law on State immunity and held
that measures taken by a High Contracting Party which reflect generally recognised rules of
international law on State immunity cannot in principle be regarded as imposing a
disproportionate restriction on the right of access to court as embodied in Article 6(1).

In case of interference with the right to the peaceful enjoyment of possessions as laid down in
Article 1, Protocol 1, it needs to be assessed whether the interference can be justified. In order
to be justified, the interference must serve a legitimate objective in the public interest. A fair
balance needs to be struck between the demands of the general interest of the community and
the requirements of the protection of the individual’s fundamental rights. In particular, there
must be a reasonable relationship of proportionality between the means employed and the aim
pursued by any measure depriving a person of his possessions. The individual property owner
should not be made to bear ‘an individual and excessive burden’.

What does all this mean with regard to immunity from seizure for cultural objects belonging
to foreign States, but temporarily on loan a foreign museum? In that case, we are considering
a temporary limitation on the forms of relief available to a claimant in a certain jurisdiction.
The limitation, which has its roots in the notion of State immunity, which has been considered
by the ECtHR as pursuing a legitimate aim, would not prevent potential claimants from
Manoilescu and Dobrescu v. Romania and Russia, No. 60861/00; RJD ECHR 2005-VI;
Treska v. Albania and Italy, No. 267937/04; EHRC 2007/12.
Cudak v. Lithuania, No. 15869/02; 23 March 2010, to be found at:
http://cmiskp.echr.coe.int/tkp197/view.asp?action=html&documentId=865245&portal=hbkm&source=externalb
ydocnumber&table=F69A27FD8FB86142BF01C1166DEA398649. [Last visited 25 June 2011.]
163
An applicant must be able to have the relevant questions of the dispute concerned determined by an
alternative tribunal. Otherwise, a remedy is lacking. That remedy must be of a judicial nature, and of course, a
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bringing claims in the jurisdiction where the item is usually kept.

Apart from the case Prince Hans-Adam II of Liechtenstein v. Germany, the ECtHR has not
had before it a case concerning cultural objects on loan. 164 In that case, the loan was not
determinative in the assessment and deliberations of the ECtHR, which focussed on other
aspects, such as the decision of the German court to declare the applicant’s ownership claim
inadmissible on the basis of post-World War II agreements between Germany and the Allied
Forces. However, based on the jurisprudence of the ECtHR, I would argue that prima facie,
immunity from seizure for cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on temporary loan
is neither necessarily in conflict with Article 6(1) of the ECHR, nor with Article 1, Protocol 1
to the ECHR. It goes without saying that the particular facts of the individual applications are
of relevance for the assessment of whether the application of the general rules of State
immunity was proportionate.165

sufficient level of procedural rights must be guaranteed.
164
See also supra, Ch. 9.2.1 regarding the loan of the Pieter van Laer painting by Prince Hans-Adam II of
Liechtenstein to Germany, as well as supra n. 140.
165
See also: op. cit. n. 120 (Kloth), p. 14.
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Chapter 12

Cultural objects on loan and belonging to foreign States – immune from
seizure under customary international law?

12.1

General

Can it be said that under customary international law cultural objects belonging to foreign
States are immune from seizure while on temporary loan to another State or foreign museum?
Is this protection against seizure given by means of a specific rule of customary international
law? If such a rule does not yet exist, is it emerging? Further, if such a rule does exist or is
emerging, what is the scope of this rule, and what are its limitations?1

Let us first go back to the general principles of State immunity and their limitations. In
Chapter 3, I argued that, with regard to immunity from jurisdiction, in the twentieth and
twenty-first century the doctrine of absolute immunity has gradually given way to a doctrine
of restrictive immunity; as governments became increasingly engaged in commercial
activities, the view emerged that immunity of States engaged in such activities should not be
supported by international law. Nowadays it can be safely stated that this corresponds to the
general view. The 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their
Property reflects this view, and so does the national State immunity legislation of those States
which enacted such legislation, such as the United States, Canada, Argentina, the United
Kingdom, Israel, Pakistan, Singapore, Japan, Australia, and South Africa. States which did
not enact specific State immunity legislation act likewise. Even States which once were the
strongest supporters of the doctrine of absolute State immunity, such as China and the Russian
Federation, signed the 2004 UN Convention.

The adoption of a restrictive doctrine of immunity from jurisdiction also brought a more
critical approach to immunity from measures of constraint. However, States are still fairly
reluctant to accept the restrictive concept of immunity also for measures of constraint.
Although the notion of immunity from measures of constraint is still much more firmly
established than the notion of immunity from jurisdiction, with regard to the immunity from
1

It is often rather difficult to ascertain the exact content of a rule of customary international law. See: Abdul
Ghafur Hamid, ‘Sources of International Law: a Re-evaluation’, International Islamic University Malaysia Law
Journal, 2003, Vol. 11, No. 2, pp. 203-240, at p. 206.
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measures of constraint, there is a trend whereby absolute immunity is changing to a more
restrictive immunity as well. The case law of many States has begun a trend in favour of
allowing measures of constraint in respect of property in use or intended for use in
commercial transactions or for commercial purposes.

With regard to the notion of immunity from jurisdiction, it has been established that the
characterisation of a transaction depends on the nature of the act in question rather than its
purpose, although under circumstances the purpose could also be taken into account.
Immunity from measures of constraint, however, is not directly related to the nature of the
transaction at stake, but rather to the purpose of the objects.

It may be safe to state that under customary international law, State property in use or
intended for use for government non-commercial purposes is immune from measures of
constraint. August Reinisch stated with regard to the situation in the Member States of the
Council of Europe: “[t]he analysis of European court practice with regard to enforcement
immunity confirms that absolute immunity is no longer the rule. Instead, a more restrictive
approach which permits enforcement measures against property clearly serving nongovernmental purposes, against earmarked property and in cases of waiver is pursued by
many national courts.”2

Thus, when under customary international law State property in use or intended for use for
government non-commercial purposes is immune from measures of constraint, the question
comes up whether cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on loan abroad for a
temporary exhibition can be considered as property with a sovereign, public purpose, or to say
it differently, as property specifically in use or intended for use by the State for government
non-commercial purposes. As a consequence, those objects would enjoy immunity from
measures of constraint.

This is at least the line followed by the 2004 UN Convention. Article 21 of the 2004 UN
Convention lists five categories of State property which according to the convention shall not
be considered as property specifically in use or intended for use by the State for other than

2

August Reinisch, ‘State Immunity from Enforcement Measures’, in: Gerhard Hafner, Marcelo G. Kohen and
Susan C. Breau, State Practice Regarding State Immunities, Leiden, Boston 2006, pp. 151-166, at p. 166.
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government non-commercial purposes. The fifth category regards property forming part of an
exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical interest and not placed or intended to
be placed on sale. State-owned exhibits for industrial or commercial purposes are not covered
by this article. I recall here, that according to the ILC the article was designed to provide some
protection for certain specific categories of property by excluding them from any presumption
of consent to measures of constraint. Article 21(1) sought to prevent any interpretation to the
effect that property classified as belonging to any one of the categories specified was in fact
property specifically in use or intended for use by State for commercial non-governmental
purposes.

With regard to Article 21, the question that can be asked is twofold. First of all: can the
interpretation as reflected in Article 21 be considered as a common, undisputed interpretation,
followed in practice by the community of States? And second: can Article 21 of the 2004 UN
Convention, especially Article 21(1)(e) be considered as reflecting a rule of customary
international law?

As a matter of fact, this double layer could also be found in the question posed by the
subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of the EU OMC Expert Working Group ‘Mobility of
Collections’ to the Member States of the European Union, as referred to supra, in Chapter 6:
“Does your country, on the basis of (customary) international law, treat cultural property
belonging to foreign States as goods intended for public use, and as meaning that those goods
are considered to be non-commercial?” When analysing the question, it can be regarded to
include two elements: first, whether States treat cultural property belonging to foreign States
as goods intended for public, non-commercial, use, and, second, whether States do so based
upon an underlying rule of customary international law.

Before addressing in this chapter the practice of individual States, it should be borne in mind
that the gist of Article 21 has neither been disputed in the ILC, nor in the Sixth (Legal)
Committee of the UN General Assembly. Not only does that mean that the international
community of States agreed with the interpretation contained in it (or at least was not against
it), but it can also serve as an indication of the possible existence of a rule of customary
international law. As we have seen, the convention (the preamble of which expressly refers to
State immunity as a principle of customary international law) has been adopted by consensus.
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In that regard, it is interesting to refer to the ruling of the European Court on Human Rights in
the case Cudak v. Lithuania.3 There, the court called it a well-established principle of
international law that, even if a State has not ratified a treaty, it may be bound by one of its
provisions in so far as that provision reflects customary international law, either ‘codifying’ it,
or forming a new customary rule. It thereby paid attention to the fact that there were no
particular objections by States to the wording of the ILC draft article concerned4 (at least not
by the respondent State, in this case Lithuania). Although Lithuania has not ratified the 2004
UN Convention, it shared the consensus. The court therefore held that the article concerned
applied to Lithuania under customary international law. To continue on that path, it may be
safely concluded that an important hint towards the existence of a rule of customary
international law is formed by the fact that certain provisions have been accepted and adopted
without discussion, dispute or opposition.

12.2

State practice and the ratio behind it

12.2.1

Method of working

I have attempted to collect my information with regard to State practice and the ratio behind
that practice in various ways. First of all, I examined the existing relevant legislation, as well
as relevant case law. Also, I investigated in which way States raised their voices in the
deliberations of the International Law Commission while elaborating upon the topic of the
immunity of States and their property. Regarding those Member States of the European Union
which took part in the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’5 of the EU OMC Working Expert
Group ‘Mobility of Collections’, I followed their oral observations during the meetings of the
subgroup.

I made use of two questionnaires. One was the enquiry of the subgroup ‘Immunity from
Seizure’ operating under auspices of the European Commission. All 27 Member States
provided an answer in the spring of 2009. The enquiry consisted of ten questions. The eighth,
and for this study most relevant, question was the question I already referred to a few times:
3

No. 15869/02, 23 March 2010.
Regarding employment contracts.
5
Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, the Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Portugal,
Spain, and the United Kingdom.
4
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“Does your country, on the basis of (customary) international law, treat cultural property
belonging to foreign States as goods intended for public use, and as meaning that those goods
are considered to be non-commercial?”

However, before that enquiry had been sent, I had already sent a similar questionnaire to
Austria, Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, the Czech Republic, France, Germany, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Poland, Romania, the Russian Federation, Spain, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, and the United States.6 As stated in Chapter 1, these States were chosen because it
was known to me that they had specific immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects
on loan, or because they had been vocal in this matter to a certain extent. Later, with the
assistance of the Royal Netherlands Embassy in the respective States, questions to Brazil,
Colombia, Egypt, Guatemala, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Morocco, Mexico, Nigeria,
Senegal, South Africa, Venezuela and Zambia followed, in order to try to follow a somewhat
more balanced geographical approach.

In addition, I paid a visit to several States, in order to receive more information regarding the
country-specific situation and the reasons for certain State practice. These States were the
United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Italy, Hungary,
the Russian Federation and Israel. Furthermore, I had contact with State officials from
Belgium, Finland and Canada. In this context it is necessary to say that, although on the one
hand several States or their representatives were explicit in their opinions (mostly to the
affirmative with regard to a rule of customary international law), on the other hand several
States (or State representatives) had not assessed the question with regard to the existence of a
rule of customary international law so far, and as a consequence did not have an explicit
opinion in regard to the question whether immunity from seizure of cultural State property on
loan is covered by a rule of customary international law. As I have shown in the countryrelated chapters of this study, based on State practice and their underlying legal believe that
this property should be immunised, some of these States actively contribute in practice to the
formation of a rule of customary international law.
Finally, I assessed literature which addressed State practice in this field.7

6

The enquiry has been sent through the Royal Netherlands Embassy in the respective States.
Especially Josh Knerly and Anna O’Connell were helpful in that sense. And together with Anna O’Connell, I
analysed her findings.
7
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12.2.2

State practice

In Chapter 2 on the notion of customary international law, I already concluded on the basis of
jurisprudence of the International Court of Justice that with regard to the development of a
rule of customary international law special attention needs to be paid to those States which are
active in the field of lending and borrowing artworks for cross-border exhibitions. This means
that not all States need to have taken part in the formation of such a rule.

It can be seen, that in recent years, there is a growing State practice pointing towards the
protection against measures of constraint of cultural objects on loan belonging to foreign
States.

As I showed supra, in Chapter 6, in answering the enquiry of the EU ‘Immunity from
Seizure’ subgroup, approximately half of the EU Member States have stated that they, on the
basis of (customary) international law, treat cultural property belonging to foreign States as
goods intended for public use and consider this cultural property as non-commercial goods by
definition. These States were Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Malta, the
Netherlands, Poland,8 Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom.9

This led to the following text in the final report of the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’:
“Several States are of the opinion that the above mentioned provision [Article 21(1)(e)
of the 2004 UN Convention] can be considered a rule of customary international law, or
that this rule is emerging. That would imply that the content of the provisions of the
Convention are applicable, without the necessity of becoming a Party to the Convention.
Based on the questionnaire, the following States were explicit in stating that a rule of

8

Although Poland answered the relevant question in the enquiry of the EU subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’
with “yes”, it made outside of the framework of the enquiry orally clear that Polish cultural property taken out of
Poland as war trophies during World War II can never be considered as foreign cultural property and
consequently immune from seizure.
9
Report of the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of the Expert Working Group ‘Mobility of Collections’, para.
2.1.3, p. 12. See: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/our-policydevelopment/doc/mobility_collections_report/reports/immunity_seizure.pdf. However, certain States, for
instance Germany, expressed in their answers doubts as to whether sufficient State practice had been developed
so far, whereas Sweden was of the opinion that a rule of customary international law had not (yet) been
developed. Several States did not express an opinion. It can therefore be concluded that the answers were not
uniform. The answers are also on file with the author.
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customary international law exists: Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Malta,
the Netherlands, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom.”10
As stated supra, it can be considered that the abovementioned States gave two messages: first,
that they consider cultural property belonging to foreign States as goods intended for public,
non-commercial, use. And second, that they do so on the basis of the belief that an underlying
rule of customary international law exists.

The United Kingdom is of the view that cultural property belonging to foreign States is
already immune from seizure on the basis of customary international law “if the goods are
sent for an exhibition for the enjoyment of the public”. 11 In 2007, it enacted specific immunity
from seizure legislation in order to cover cultural objects on loan belonging to a State, a
separate entity (such as a museum) or private lenders (institutions or individuals).

On the basis of customary international law, Belgium considers cultural objects belonging to
foreign States as immune from seizure when these objects are in Belgium. 12 This has not only
been stated individually by Belgian representatives and by the Kingdom of Belgium in
response to the EU subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’-enquiry concerning immunity from
seizure for cultural objects on temporary loan, but can also be inferred from the explanatory
report to the specific immunity from seizure legislation for cultural State property on loan.
Belgium signed the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their
Property on 22 April 2005.
In 2011, Finland enacted immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan.13 The
legislation does not only aim to protect cultural property belonging to foreign States from
seizure, but also cultural property belonging to private individuals while on temporary loan in
Finland. It could even protect cultural objects of Finnish natural or legal persons, as long as
the objects to be exhibited are normally permanently located outside of Finland. Finland is in
the process of ratifying the 2004 UN Convention. Although the convention has not yet entered
into force, as a Signatory State, Finland has stated that it subscribes to the object and purpose

10

Ibid.
See supra, Ch. 7.2.
12
See supra, Ch. 9.4.
13
See supra, Ch. 9.7.
11
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of the convention, and is of the opinion that it reflects current customary international law in
the field of jurisdictional immunities of States and their property.

The Netherlands has repeatedly expressed the opinion that based on customary international
law cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on temporary loan in the Netherlands are
to be considered as property intended for public service, as long as the objects do not clearly
have a commercial goal (e.g. are offered for sale). As such, these objects are immune from
seizure.14 It provides by means of its more general legislation cultural objects belonging to
foreign States and temporarily on loan in the Netherlands with considerable and satisfactory
protection against measures of constraint.
Supra,15 I already referred to the case Llanos Oil Exploration v. the Republic of Colombia, the
State of the Netherlands and Ecopetrol S.A. The Netherlands declared before the Dutch court
that even though the 2004 UN Convention had not yet entered into force, the provisions
included therein concerning immunity from measures of constraint do offer an important
guideline in answering the question whether such immunity should be enjoyed. The
Netherlands referred in Llanos to the rather absolute rule of customary international law
(being that State property is immune from measures of constraint, unless the objects are not
used for public, but for commercial purposes), which can also be concluded from the few
written sources of public international law, such as the 2004 UN Convention, according to the
declaration of the Netherlands. In its declaration, the Netherlands referred to the conclusion of
Supreme Court General Attorney Strikwerda in the case Azeta v. Japan Collahuasi Resources
B.V. and the State of the Netherlands. Strikwerda concluded there:
“An important indication with regard to the current views concerning the emerging
relativity of immunity from measures of constraint give the provisions in Chapter IV
(Articles 18-21) of the in 2004 by the United Nations concluded Convention on
Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property. […] The text can […] be
considered as a reflection of the development of the second half of the twentieth century
generating the restrictive approach to State immunity and to form the legal basis for a
universally acceptable legal solution of the question of State immunity based on this
development.”

14
15

See supra, Ch. 8.3.
See Ch. 3.3.1 and Ch. 8.1.4.
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Austria, which enacted specific immunity from seizure legislation for foreign cultural objects
on loan, 16 answered the enquiry of the EU subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ by stating that
it did not wish to rely on a possible rule of customary international law. It considered a rule of
customary international law prohibiting the seizure of cultural objects belonging to foreign
States as insufficiently developed, as a representative of the Austrian Ministry of Culture,
involved in the matter, explained orally. However, attention needs to be paid to the statements
made by the Austrian Government during the national ratification process of the 2004 UN
Convention. In October 2005 it stated that “the convention reflects the codification of existing
customary international law with regard to State immunity in the field of civil law”. 17
According to the Austrian authorities, the use of the provisions as enshrined in the convention
as international customary law could have been an alternative for ratification. However, for
reasons of legal security, ratification of the convention was considered as the preferred option.
I shall come back to this legal security and insecurity infra. Moreover, Austria stated during
its process of ratification that it is in the self-interest of a State especially to protect cultural
heritage against measures of constraint. Based on a similar motive, pursuant to Article
21(1)(e), also property that is the subject of scientific, cultural or historical exhibitions is
protected, Austria argued.18 Meanwhile, the Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, competent
in questions concerning immunity and international law, argued in the Diag Human case that
customary international law has been codified in Articles 18 to 21 of the 2004 UN Convention
and that with regard to cultural State property on loan and not intended for sale Article
21(1)(e) of the 2004 UN Convention can be considered as the reflection of a rule of
customary international law. 19

Germany is of the view that cultural objects belonging to foreign States contribute to a better
understanding of that State, and may be considered as tools in the promotion of tolerance
towards foreign States. Germany enacted legislation immunising foreign cultural objects with
the aim of securing the return of those objects to the lending State.20 The German Executive
Branch is under the impression that currently there may not yet be sufficient State practice to
rely on the international customary nature of a rule that states that cultural objects belonging
to foreign States and on temporary loan are immune from seizure. However, the German
16

The legislation applies only to foreign cultural objects loaned to one of Austria’s nine federal museums, or to a
public exhibition whereby one of the federal museums is one of the organisers.
17
See supra, Ch. 9.3.1, n. 99.
18
See supra, Ch. 3.3.4.
19
See supra, Ch. 9.3.2.
20
See supra, Ch. 9.2.2.
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Judicial Branch seems to have another opinion. The Berlin Court of Appeals ordered that
seizure of cultural objects belonging to a foreign State and temporarily on loan would be
impermissible, as the objects served a purpose jure imperii, and that these objects fell under
the general principles of State immunity. On the basis of general rules of international law
measures of constraint against the property of a foreign State were deemed not to be allowed,
as long as these objects served a public purpose. This judgment confirmed earlier judgments
of Berlin courts (of 2002 and 2010). It can also be concluded that the Berlin Court of Appeals
was quite convinced of its view, as the court did not consider it necessary to refer a question
to the German Federal Constitutional Court on whether cultural objects of foreign States were
immune on the basis of customary international law. The Berlin court was of the view that
this was sufficiently clear. No serious doubts have been revealed by foreign or international
courts or academics, according to the Berlin court.21

While France considers a cultural object belonging to a foreign State and loaned by that State
for a public exhibition as having a non-commercial character by definition, it appears to rely
rather on its own specific immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan, 22
than on a possible, but, in French eyes, uncertain rule of customary international law.
However, based on its State practice, and having in mind its legal conviction that cultural
State property on loan should be immune from seizure, it is my opinion that France
nevertheless contributes to the establishment of a rule of customary international law.

The French request for immunity from seizure legislation or regulations from Israel as well as
from the United Arabic Emirates is illustrative for the fact that France does not count on a rule
of customary international law. In order for an exhibition to take place that aimed at tracing
the story of cultural objects looted by the Nazis in France during World War II, France
seemingly made the condition to Israel that the Israeli immunity from seizure legislation
would be in place. And in the negotiations leading to the 2007 Agreement between France
and the United Arabic Emirates, France made the condition that the bilateral agreement would
state that all items loaned to the ‘Louvre Abu Dhabi’ would be immune from seizure. The
21

See supra, Ch. 9.2.3. It should be concluded that the reference of the Berlin Court of Appeals to the general
principles of international law also included references to customary international law. After all, the court came
to the conclusion that the immunity for cultural objects on loan was covered by the general principles of
international law, and as the court had no doubts with regard to this, referral to the Federal Constitutional Court
(in order to get an answer whether there was immunity on the basis of customary international law) was
considered unnecessary.
22
The Act limits coverage to cultural objects that are State property and loaned to French public entities. Private
property is not covered.
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Emirates needed to take all necessary measures in order to guarantee this immunity, according
to the agreement. These French demands may also have been influenced by the fact that
possibly not only cultural State property would be loaned, but also objects belonging to
private institutions, and that a rule of customary international law would not extend to those
objects. However, with regard to the objects for the Israeli exhibition, France served at that
time as a custodian of the objects, and if the line of the 2004 UN Convention was followed (to
which France -but not Israel- is a Signatory State), then custodianship should be sufficient for
the objects to fall under the protection of State immunity.

In 2011, the Czech Republic amended its Act on State Monument Care with the aim of
preventing court injunctions from being applied to borrowed cultural objects during the
loan. 23

Sweden does not count on a possible rule of customary international law. Sweden was actually
the only State that simply said “no” in reply to the enquiry of the subgroup ‘Immunity from
Seizure’.24 However, Sweden did ratify the 2004 UN Convention. Thus, although Sweden
does not consider it a rule of customary international law that cultural objects belonging to
foreign States and on temporary loan are immune from seizure, it does support the same
provision in the 2004 UN Convention, including the interpretation given in Article 21.

Italy did not give an opinion on whether it counts on the existence of a rule of customary
international law. But it seems, that this is primarily due to the fact that Italy does not want to
risk that such a rule would be too extensive. Italy attaches great importance to the 1970
UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export
and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property. As many cultural objects have been illegally
exported out of Italy, and Italy is regularly a ‘country of origin’ within the meaning of the
1970 UNESCO Convention, Italy seems to be concerned that any opinion with regard to a
possible rule of customary international law with regard to immunity from seizure for cultural
objects on loan might undermine Italy's position as ‘country of origin’ under the 1970
UNESCO Convention. It fears that such a rule of customary international law could set aside
the obligation of borrowing States to return objects to the requesting States of origin (not
being the lending State). I shall come back to this in a moment.
23
24

See supra, Ch. 9.8.
It, however, never objected to the consideration of other States that a rule of customary law exists.
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Switzerland made it very clear that it considers cultural objects belonging to foreign States
and temporarily on loan as objects with a sovereign, public purpose and immune from
measures of constraint on the basis of customary international law.25 This became evident
during the Noga case of November 2005. In the press message of the Swiss Federal Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of 16 November 2005 it has been stated in a very clear way: “Cultural
goods of States are, based on international law, to be considered as public property, which can
as a matter of principle not be subject to measures of constraint.” No opposing or rejecting
reactions have been given by any other State to this.

Moreover, when ratifying the 2004 UN Convention, the Swiss authorities stated that the
Federal Court had determined that the convention had codified the general principles of
international law in the field of State immunity and that the convention should be seen as a
codification of customary international law. 26
Liechtenstein enacted immunity from seizure legislation on 23 November 2007.27 It applies to
all cultural objects brought from abroad into Liechtenstein for the purpose of a public
exhibition.

In the spring of 2011, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, competent in
this matter, was vocal towards the author in its opinion that the 2004 UN Convention is a
reflection of the current state of affairs with regard to State immunity and that it reflects
customary international law, and consequently that cultural State property on loan must be
considered as goods intended for government non-commercial purposes on the basis of a rule
of customary international law.28 Already in 2005, when confronted with the seizure of its
own cultural objects on loan in Switzerland, the Russian Federation firmly stated towards the
Swiss authorities that on the basis of customary international law, these objects were
protected against seizure, as it concerned objects with a sovereign, public purpose.29 Its own
legislation, however, does not (yet) make a distinction between State property with a
sovereign, public purpose, and State property with a commercial purpose. All State property
25

See supra, Ch. 9.5.
See supra, Ch. 3.3.1, n. 79.
27
See supra, Ch. 9.6.
28
However, several other Russian State entities rather count on their own Russian legislation.
29
See supra, Ch. 9.5.1 and Ch. 9.11.
26
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is immune according to the relevant articles in the Civil Procedural Code and the Arbitration
Procedural Code, unless the foreign State has waived its immunity. 30 The Russian Federation
did sign the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property,
which convention does (in Articles 19 and 21) make the distinction between different kinds of
State property, depending on the purpose of the property.

The fact that the Russian Federation demands immunity from seizure guarantees from
borrowing States has nothing to do with uncertainty about the existence of a rule of customary
international law, but with the conditions as set forth in Article 30 of the Russian Law on
Export and Import of Cultural Property.

Counting on its own legislation is what the United States is doing. The United States
considers it an obligation to immunise cultural objects belonging to foreign States or foreign
institutions against seizure and to facilitate cultural exchanges between States. However,
regardless of the belief that it is necessary to protect these objects against seizure, the US
authorities do not merely wish to rely on a possible rule of customary international law. Also,
the US does not see cultural objects belonging to foreign States by definition as governmental,
non-commercial, goods. In case the act (thus, the loan) should be considered as a commercial
transaction (because it could likewise be performed by private individuals), then the objects
involved in that transaction are by definition considered as commercial objects. For Stateowned cultural objects to be considered as goods intended for public service, it is necessary
that the art loan also is considered as an act jure imperii.31

Although the United States does not want to rely on a rule of customary international law
immunising cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on temporary loan from seizure,
its State practice as well as its belief in a legal obligation contributes to the formation of such
a rule.

The federal authorities of Canada do not seem to have an explicit opinion with regard to the
question whether immunity from seizure of cultural State property on loan is covered by a
rule of customary international law. But having in mind that five of the Canadian provinces

30

The Russian judiciary meanwhile does make a distinction between governmental and commercial State
property. Cultural objects have so far not been in the focus of the Russian Judicial Branch.
31
Interview with legal representatives of the US State Department, 8 December 2010.
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enacted immunity from seizure legislation, that there are no dissenting sounds within Canada,
and that the federal Canadian authorities refused to act upon Jordanian and Palestinian seizure
requests, it can be regarded that Canadian State practice supports the immunity from seizure
for cultural objects on loan.

Australia would not like to count on a rule of customary international law providing immunity
for cultural objects on loan. Whether cultural objects belonging to a foreign State will be
granted immunity from measures of constraint, will be considered on a case-by-case basis
depending on the circumstances under which the objects will be in Australia. When
considering this, Australia does not assess as such whether the relevant cultural objects are
specifically in use or intended for use by the State for other than government non-commercial
purposes, but whether the conditions of the Australian Foreign States Immunities Act are
fulfilled. It thus simply and solely counts on its own legislation.

Japan enacted State immunity legislation in order to implement the 2004 UN Convention.
Pursuant to that legislation, cultural State property on loan with a scientific, cultural or
historical significance may not be considered as property in use or intended for use for other
than government non-commercial purposes. In order to immunise also cultural objects
belonging to non-State actors, Japan enacted specific immunity from seizure legislation in
2011.32 It may be concluded that Japan is in the vanguard when immunising cultural objects
on loan and actively contributing to the establishment of a rule of customary international law.

The territory of Taiwan enacted immunity legislation in 1992, stating that cultural objects
from foreign States or Mainland China that have been approved for exhibition by the
competent central-government authority shall not be subject to litigation or attached by legal
action during their delivery, preservation, or exhibition.33

The specific immunity legislation of Israel, enacted in 2007, does not only provide immunity
from measures of constraint for cultural objects on loan belonging to foreign public
institutions, but first and foremost immunity from suit, as it prevents claimants from seeking
any redress in Israeli courts if the Minister of Justice concludes that an adequate procedure

32
33

See supra, Ch. 10.1.7.
See supra, Ch. 10.1.5.
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exists outside of Israel. 34 The Israeli authorities do not seek refuge in a rule of customary
international law immunising cultural State property on loan, but rather count on their own
immunity legislation.

On 26 October 2004, the representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran stated before the Sixth
(Legal) Committee of the UN General Assembly that the (at that time still draft) UN
Convention “reflects the customary international law pertaining to immunity of States and
their property.”35 In 2010, the Iranian authorities, in the person of the Vice-President of the
Islamic Republic of Iran and the Director General of the Iranian judiciary, have expressed that
they regard international loans of cultural objects belonging to foreign States as covered by
Article 5 of the 2004 United Nations Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities and their
Property, which article states that a State enjoys immunity, in respect of itself and its property,
from the jurisdiction of the courts of another State.36

Within the European Union, fourteen Member States issue, or have issued, ‘letters of
comfort’,37 viz. Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, the Netherlands,
Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom. 38 Other States also have
the possibility to issue such letters, for instance the Russian Federation and Japan. As a rule,
such a ‘letter of comfort’ cannot be considered as ‘hard law’,39 contrary to immunity from
seizure legislation, but merely as a reassurance to the lender and as a commitment of effort
that in case an attempt to seize the objects would be made, the authorities of the borrowing
State will do everything in their power to prevent or stop that.40

We have seen that also by means of interventions in legal proceedings, States can express
their opinion with regard to immunity from seizure for cultural objects. We have seen that, for
instance, in the United States, where cultural objects belonging to foreign States have been the
34

See supra, Ch. 10.1.1.3.
See supra, Ch. 10.1.2.
36
Subject to the provisions of the 2004 UN Convention.
37
See supra, Ch. 6.3, n. 46.
38
The United Kingdom stopped issuing these letters at ministerial level when its specific immunity from seizure
legislation entered into force.
39
And indeed, when I put the question to several States, these States replied that they did not consider these
‘letters of comfort’ as a unilateral act; they did not consider these letters as an international legal obligation
established by them. Although there does not exist a generally accepted or uniform definition of unilateral acts in
international law, it may be taken that with an unilateral act a State creates international legal obligations by its
own conduct to which the State concerned consents to be bound.
40
Final report of the EU subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’, to be found at: http://ec.europa.eu/culture/ourpolicy-development/doc/mobility_collections_report/reports/immunity_seizure.pdf, p. 26, para. 4.5.
35
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focus in different court cases, the US authorities were very vocal in expressing that these
cultural objects should be immune from seizure.41 In Austria we saw the same in the Diag
Human case.

The 2004 UN Convention was signed (but not ratified or yet acceded to) by Belgium, China,
the Czech Republic, Denmark, East-Timor, Estonia, Finland, France, Iceland, India,
Madagascar, Morocco, Mexico, Paraguay, the Russian Federation, Senegal, Sierra Leone,
Slovakia and the United Kingdom and ratified or acceded to by Austria, Iran, Japan,
Kazakhstan, Lebanon, Norway, Portugal, Romania, Saudi-Arabia, Sweden and Switzerland.
Pursuant to Article 18 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, those States are
obliged to refrain from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of the convention,
including Part IV on measures of constraint, as long as the convention has not yet entered into
force for them. The United States, Canada, Argentina, the United Kingdom, Israel, Pakistan,
Singapore, Japan, Australia, and South Africa enacted general State immunity legislation,
reflecting the restrictive doctrine of State immunity. With the exception of Japan, none of
these legislations refer to cultural State property on loan. A reason may be that all this
legislation, with the exception of Japan and Israel, is of a relatively early date. As we saw
supra, some of these States subsequently enacted specific immunity from seizure legislation
for cultural objects on loan.

12.2.3

The ratio behind the State practice

What we have seen, is that some States which accept the existence of a rule of customary
international law have also enacted specified immunity from seizure legislation. Examples are
Belgium, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and Finland. With the exception of Belgium, the
legislation of these States protects more than cultural property belonging to foreign States, so
that may be a reason for the legislation. A likely reason for enacting legislation may also have
been, that because different other States did not wish to rely on a rule of customary
international law, those States enacting legislation wanted to show that objects of the lending
States would in any event be safe in their jurisdiction. Belgium, for instance, stated that it did
not want to lose the opportunity of offering high ranking and important exhibitions to the
41

The US authorities even went one step further, by stating that a temporary exhibition should not be the hook
for bringing foreign States before the US court.
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public, knowing that foreign States and national and foreign museums do not always take
‘vague notions’ as immunity under customary international law for granted.42 Also Austria
had the experience that potential lending institutions did not wish to rely on a ‘vague’ notion
of customary international law, but wished an explicit statement in Austrian legislation which
needed to be followed by the Austrian judiciary.

Likewise we can say that also when States do not wish to rely on a possible rule of customary
international law, they still see the obligation and necessity to protect foreign owned cultural
objects. A State like Germany, which - as stated supra - doubts whether a rule with regard to
immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan has already been developed, is, however,
of the view that cultural objects of foreign States, temporarily in its territory because of an
exhibition, should be immune from seizure. As a consequence it developed legislation to that
effect. It was of the view that there was a legal obligation to protect those cultural objects.

Other States are also convinced of the necessity to protect cultural objects on loan, and do this
in different forms and formats, as the EU subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ concluded in its
final report. Some States enacted their own specific immunity from seizure legislation, some
States count solely on a rule of customary international law, and some States issue guarantor’s
declarations in the form of so-called ‘letters of comfort’. A combination of these options is
possible. But, whatever approach States have chosen, the security, legal and otherwise, of
international art loans has become a central issue for all of them.

But where does the conviction that cultural objects must be protected against seizure come
from? The belief that a legal obligation exists? Pragmatism? Maybe even reasons which have
to do with commerce?

As we saw supra in Chapter 4, the United States was the first State to introduce immunity
from seizure protection for cultural objects in 1965. The direct occasion for the legislation
was a firm request made by the Soviet Union on the occasion of a loan of cultural objects to
the University of Richmond. The legislative history of the legislation indicates a
congressional determination to promote and increase the number of temporary loan
42

Dualist States may also enact legislation in order to implement rules of international law in their domestic
legal system. Another reason for legislation may be, that it helps to guide the judiciary in its assessments, so that
it does not need to determine proprio motu the possible existence of a rule of international law, as well as its
limitations.
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exhibitions of cultural objects, particularly from States with which the United States has had
hostile or volatile relations. So, the primary goal of the legislation was to encourage and assist
cultural exchange with other States. And, of course, the United States wanted to be considered
as a safe haven for international art loans. But it did not end there. The US authorities have in
practice assured in their contacts that they would support the actual application of the federal
anti-seizure legislation and would intervene for the purpose of asserting immunity in the event
this would be contested in court by means of concrete seizure attempts. And indeed, when
contested in court, the US Executive Branch made interventions in order to emphasise the
importance of the immunity. Also from my conversations with the US State Department, it
became clear to me that the US authorities indeed see a legal obligation to protect cultural
objects belonging to foreign States or foreign institutions against seizure and to facilitate
cultural exchanges between States. The US authorities see this obligation as even more
comprehensive, namely also as an obligation to provide immunity from suit in case of
borrowed cultural objects. However, regardless of the legal conviction that it is necessary to
protect against seizure, we saw that the US authorities did not wish to rely on a possible rule
of customary international law.

In France, the direct inducement for enacting legislation was the Shchukin case before the
court in Paris. The French authorities wanted to be completely sure that such cases would not
occur again and saw a legal obligation to enhance the protection. In Germany the most
concrete motivation for the elaboration of the legislation was an exhibition from Taiwan,
already planned in 1992 and held from November 2003 until February 2004. The Taiwanese
lenders feared that without a legal return guarantee, they might be exposed to possible action
by the Chinese Government ending in the transportation of the objects to Beijing. In Austria,
the introduction of anti-seizure legislation was a direct consequence of the confiscation in
1998 of two paintings by Egon Schiele from the collection of the Leopold Museum in Vienna,
which were on temporary loan to an exhibition in New York. The Austrian authorities feared
that foreign lenders would possibly hesitate to give cultural objects on loan to Austrian
museums, being afraid that as a matter of reciprocity Austria would seize those objects as
well. This situation had a negative impact on the Austrian museums and Austria therefore
explicitly decided to enact legislation stating that foreign cultural objects would be immune
from measures of constraint. In Belgium, Europalia Russia, an art festival that took place in
Brussels in 2005, was the direct inducement for renewed immunity legislation, as the Russian
Federation demanded more guarantees in order to be sure that cultural objects from Russia
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could not be seized. In the United Kingdom, the entering into force of its specific immunity
from seizure legislation has been speeded up, in order to make sure that an exhibition of
Russian State-owned cultural objects would be able to take place. In the Czech Republic,
legislation has been enacted in order to host an exhibition of Russian treasures from the
Kremlin. And in Israel, legislation has been enacted in response to French demands.

This may give the impression, that all these legislations have been enacted in reaction to
wishes, demands or fears from foreign States. However, we have also seen that several States
have enacted legislation, or are in the process of enacting legislation, although there were
apparently no outside forces urging such legislation. And we have seen that some States
which enacted legislation, motivated by the demands of other States, went further than the
apparent wishes of the demanding States or than the protection international law would
provide. The German, Austrian and Swiss legislation, for instance, can be regarded as going
further than mere immunity from seizure, as no third party rights can be invoked, as soon as
the return commitment has been issued.

Moreover, we have seen that there are States which did not enact legislation, but still believe
(on the basis of customary international law, or by giving effect to the object and purpose of
the 2004 UN Convention) that cultural objects belonging to foreign States and temporarily on
loan must be protected against seizure.
As already stated supra, in Chapter 2,43 it may be very difficult and largely theoretical to
strictly separate elements of State practice and legal conviction, as quite often the same act
reflects both practice and legal conviction. But based on my investigations, I have the
impression that the practice of States in the field of my study is primarily based on a
combination of both legal belief and pragmatism in order to be seen as a ‘trustful and safe
haven’.

12.3

43

Academic opinions

See supra, Ch. 2.5, n. 65.
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In literature, there is no uniform view on whether a rule of customary international law with
regard to immunity for cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on temporary loan is in
existence. Some voices state that such a rule is non-existent, other voices clearly incline
towards a rule of customary international law and there are voices which are somewhat more
careful in making a pertinent conclusion.44

Eva Wiesinger has argued that Article 21 of the 2004 UN Convention could not be seen as a
codification of customary international law as regards to immunity from measures of
constraint, since new categories of State property were introduced which were immune from
measures of constraint.45

Isabel Kühl stated in 2004 that under general international law there is, despite opposing
approaches in the literature, no immunity for loans.46

Sabine Boos has expressed the opinion that there is not yet a general rule of international law
upon which a State can rely with regard to immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan.
The current state of affairs of international law is too uncertain in that field, according to
Boos. Concrete domestic legislation containing a legally binding return guarantee would give
more security. At the same time she argued that the decision to support the international
mobility of collections by means of a return guarantee is not so much based upon an
international legal obligation, but more on political considerations by the States concerned. 47

Andreas Fischer-Lescano has stated that those objects which belong to the core functions of a
State are protected by immunity. Prima facie, cultural objects do not belong to those core
functions. Also, Fischer-Lescano is of the opinion that a rule of customary international law
holding that cultural objects belonging to foreign States are immune from seizure does not
exist.48
44

Some writers have a tendency to state that the first three categories of Article 21(1) can be considered as rules
of customary international law, whereas the categories under (d) and (e) as now need to be considered as “only”
treaty law, according to those writers.
45
Eva Wiesinger, State Immunity From Enforcement Measures, Univ. of Vienna, July 2006, p. 4.
46
“Nach allgemeinem Völkerrecht besteht trotz gegenläufiger Ansätze in der Literatur keine Immunität für
Leihgaben.” See: Isabel Kühl, Der internationale Leihverkehr der Museen [The international Loans of
Museums], Cologne 2004, p. 143.
47
Sabine Boos, Kulturgut als Gegenstand der grenzüberschreitenden Leihverkehrs [Cultural property as object
of international art loans], Berlin 2006, pp. 239-241.
48
Andreas Fischer-Lescano, Ausnahmen vom Grundsatz der Staatenimmunität im Erkenntnis- und
Vollstreckungsverfahren [Exceptions to the principle of State immunity with regard to jurisdiction and
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In her assessment of Article 21(1) of the 2004 UN Convention, Hazel Fox stated that where
the presence of the cultural objects is restricted to their temporary public exhibition, State
practice seems more favourable to conferment of immunity. She referred, inter alia, to the
Swiss Noga case of 200549 as well as to US practice.50 When I had an interview with her in
the autumn of 2009, she stated that she was not convinced that a rule of customary law had
meanwhile been established. Probably one could speak of an emerging rule of customary law,
not, however, of a yet developed one. Reason for this, according to Fox, is that there is yet
insufficient uniform State practice, as well as the fact that the legislations of subsequent
States, providing immunity from seizure for cultural objects temporarily borrowed for an
exhibition are quite different in respect of the level of protection they are offering.
Gerhard Hafner51 used the words status nascendi and would go along with those, who argue
that a rule of customary international law is emerging. In recent years, State practice is
growing, and this State practice is generally pointing towards the protection against measures
of constraint of cultural objects on loan belonging to foreign States. However, as States seem
not all too certain whether a rule of customary international law already exists, one has to
admit that such a rule is not yet firmly established, according to Hafner.

Kerstin Asmuss and Robert Peters argued that lately two main approaches can be identified:
on the one hand, an increasing number of domestic legal instruments aiming at providing
legally binding return commitments, and on the other hand, the derivation of immunity from
measures of constraint of cultural objects from the general rules of international law.52

enforcement], 20 January 2010, pp. 40, 42, in possession of the author. In my view, he may have overlooked
quite a bit of State practice.
49
“In 2004 the Ministry of External Affairs of Switzerland expressed a view that the cultural property of a State
on exhibition was to be treated as immune and a court order on the application of the Swiss trading company
NOGA for the seizure of paintings from Moscow’s Pushkin Museum sent to Switzerland for the purpose of
exhibition was defeated by the Swiss Foreign Ministry ordering their release so that the paintings could be
returned to Russia.”
50
Hazel Fox, The Law of State Immunity, Second Edition, Oxford 2008, p. 649.
51
In an interview with the author in October 2010.
52
Kerstin Asmuss and Robert Peters, ‘Freies Geleit von Kulturgut im internationalen Leihverkehr –
rechtsvergleichende und völkerrechtliche Überlegungen ’ [Safe conduct of cultural objects in international loans comparative law and international law considerations], Kulturgüterschutz – Kunstrecht – Kulturrecht; Festschrift
für Kurt Siehr zum 75. Geburtstag, Baden-Baden 2010, pp. 101-117, at p. 103: “In jüngster Zeit zeichnen sich
hier vor allem zwei Ansatze ab: einerseits eine zunehmende Anzahl nationalrechtlicher Ausgestaltungen zur
Erteilung rechtsverbindlicher Rückgabezusagen und andererseits die Herleitung einer Vollstreckungsimmunität
von Kulturgut aus den allgemeinen Regeln des Völkerrechts.”
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Kevin Chamberlain concluded that there seems to be a growing acceptance under
international law that the cultural property of a State should not be subject to measures of
constraint.53

Burkhard Heß considered the listing in Article 21(1) “acceptable”. “This is particularly the
case for the ban on enforcement against embassy accounts with mixed (sovereign and nonsovereign) purposes, and for the prohibition of enforcement against archives or art objects of
the defendant State that happen to be at exhibitions.”54

August Reinisch has expressed the view that all five categories of Article 21(1) should be
considered as property with a public purpose and has also pointed towards the growing
amount of State practice regarding immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan
belonging to foreign States.55 He is of the opinion that one cannot yet firmly speak about an
established rule of customary international law immunising cultural State property on loan,
but the situation is growing towards that assumption.

In line with one of the remarks made by Reinisch, Th.M. de Boer assumed that in the
Netherlands all five categories of Article 21(1) would qualify as goods intended for public
purpose, although he was not aware of any Dutch case law with regard to cultural objects on
loan. 56

According to Jérôme Candrian, the 2004 UN Convention does not constitute a concretisation
of customary law in all of its provisions, but is it not disputed that this is the case with regard
to immunity from measures of constraint for cultural property belonging to the State, whose
status as sovereign property was affirmed at the outset of the negotiations and, meanwhile,
has been confirmed by case law, national legislation and works of codification of scientific
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Kevin Chamberlain, ‘Claude Cassirer v. Kingdom of Spain: The U.S. Foreign Sovereign Immunity Act and its
application to Nazi-expropriated works of art’, Art Antiquity and Law, 2006, Vol. XI, Issue 4, pp. 371-382, at pp.
381-382.
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Burkhard Heß, Burkhard,‘The International Law Commission’s Draft Convention on the Jurisdictional
Immunities of States and Their Property’, European Journal of International Law, 1993, Vol. 4, No. 1, pp. 269282, at p. 278.
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This was done in an interview with the author in October 2010.
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Azeta v. Japan Collahuasi Resources and the State of the Netherlands, Dutch Supreme Court, 11 July 2008,
with annotation by Th.M. de Boer, Nederlandse Jurisprudentie; uitspraken in burgerlijke en strafzaken [Dutch
Jurisprudence; rulings in civil and penal cases], 2010, No. 42, pp. 5176-5187, at p. 5186, para. 3.
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institutions. Cultural property belonging to a State, loaned for the purpose of an exhibition in
a foreign museum, forms as a matter of fact part of its eminent sovereign tasks.57

Kerstin Odendahl argued that the analysis of State practice and State conviction shows that
the immunity from seizure of cultural objects belonging to foreign States can be considered as
reflecting a new rule of customary international law. This can not only be deduced from the
acts of the States themselves, but also from the lack of protests received from other States
towards their handling. When, for instance, in November 2005 Switzerland stated that under
international law, national cultural treasures are public property and not subject to seizure, no
other State protested against this statement. On the contrary, in general, other States act
likewise, as pointed out by Odendahl. 58
In June 2011, Odendahl argued in a presentation59 that the fact that the 2004 UN Convention
has been adopted by consensus gives food to the thought that the content of the convention
reflects customary international law.60 In relation to the fact that State property with a purpose
jure imperii enjoys immunity from measures of constraint under customary international law,
she subsequently raised the question whether cultural objects belonging to foreign States and
temporary on loan abroad should be considered as goods intended for governmental, noncommercial purposes. On the basis of an investigation into State practice and opinio juris of
States, Odendahl has come not only to the conclusion that this is indeed the case, but also that
it reflects a rule of customary international law.61
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Jérôme Candrian, ‘Les tableaux du Musée Pouchkine de Moscou: poursuites, immunité et arbitrage sous le
signe de l’Etat de droit’, Blätter für Schuldbetreibung und Konkurs, 2007, Heft 3, pp. 85-99, at pp. 89-90.
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Kerstin Odendahl, ‘Immunität entliehener ausländischer staatlicher Kulturguter – Eine Analyse der Affäre um
die Beslagnahmung der Gemälde aus dem Pushkin-Museum im November 2005’ [Immunity of cultural objects
belonging to foreign States on loan - An analysis of the affair of the seizure of the paintings from the Pushkin
Museum in November 2005], Aktuelle Juristische Praxis, 2006, No. 10, pp. 1175-1184, at p. 1182.
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Kerstin Odendahl, ‘Die völkerrechtliche Vollstreckungsimmunität von Kulturgütern’ [The immunity from
measures of constraint for cultural objects under international law], Presentation Art and Law Seminar, Faculty
of Law, University of Basel, Switzerland, 17 June 2011. Andrew Dickinson argued that given the fact that so
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statement of international thinking in this area. See: Andrew Dickinson, ‘State Immunity and State-Owned
Enterprises’, Clifford Chance London, December 2008.
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She especially refers to Article 19(c) jo. Article 21(1)(d) and (e).
61
“Im Ergebnis ist daher festzuhalten, dass staatliche Kulturgüter, die zu Ausstellungszwecken ins Ausland
gegeben werden, eine hoheitliche Aufgabe erfüllen und demnach Vollstreckungs-immunität geniessen. Eine
solche Regel ist mittlerweile Bestandteil des geltenden Völkergewohnheitsrechts.”
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In 2005, Matthias Weller spoke about a “yet inchoate concept of immunity for artworks on
loan under public international law”,62 but he also said that immunity for cultural objects on
loan can be considered as a rule of customary international law: “This rule protects artworks
that a state has loaned to an exhibition in a foreign state for the purpose de iure imperii of
cultural exchange as a contribution of fostering friendly foreign relations. Such immunity is
grounded in the generally acknowledged principle in international law that sovereign
immunity exists in enforcement measures where property is used by a state for purposes de
iure imperii.”63 And: “[…] one may consider that loaned artwork is in the forum State for the
purpose of cultural exchange between States – a purpose de iure imperii, protected from
seizure by customary international law”.64

Five years later, he expressed the firm opinion that “[i]t seems possible by now to assume a
rule of customary international law granting immunity for works of art or cultural property by
foreign States to exhibitions in the host State if the exhibition serves the purpose of cultural
representation by the foreign State”.65 So, that is a precondition according to Weller: the
exhibition needs to serve a public purpose. In case a loan serves the cultural exchange and
mutual understanding between States, or intends to promote the cultural heritage of a State,
then the loan can be considered as having a public purpose, and consequently the cultural
objects would be immune from measures of constraint. However, in case the loan is led by
financial and commercial aspects (with the aim of making profit), then the purpose of the loan
is one jure gestionis, and consequently, the cultural objects involved would not be entitled to
immunity from measures of constraint, according to Weller.

Andrea Gattini has stated that among the classical categories of State property used for
governmental or public purposes, the International Law Commission unsurprisingly also
identified cultural property.66 He has the impression that it would be too optimistic to confirm
that the mere existence of immunity from seizure legislation in different States presupposes
62

Matthias Weller, ‘Immunity for artworks on loan? A review of international customary law and municipal
anti-seizure statutes in the light of the Liechtenstein litigation’, Vanderbilt Journal of Transnational Law,
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2, pp. 53-55.
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Andrea Gattini, ‘The International Customary Law Nature of Immunity from Measures of Constraint for State
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Boston 2008, pp. 421-439, at p. 432.
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the existence of an analogous rule of customary international law of immunity of State-owned
cultural objects on loan. Rather, most domestic anti-seizure legislation seems to be inspired by
both an underlying opinio juris of immunity and a considerable uncertainty about its limits. 67
And while the immunity from seizure legislation undoubtedly signals a general tendency
towards the recognition of immunity from seizure of cultural objects, at least equally relevant
argumentation could be drawn from the nature itself of the objects in question, which is
increasingly understood by most States as a constitutive part of their identity, according to
Gattini, thereby referring to the inherent public purpose of the objects.68

It is fair to conclude that, although there is no uniformity of views, the majority of academic
opinions expressed tend to accept the existence of a rule of customary international law or the
emergence of such a rule.69 Possibly because of the growing amount of State practice in the
recent years, it is my impression that the number of supporters and subscribers of such a rule
is slowly but steadily growing.

12.4

Primary conclusions

Based on what I wrote so far, several conclusions can be drawn with regard to the protection
under international law of cultural objects belonging to foreign States while on temporary
loan.

The exchange of cultural property is an internationally recognised goal. As we saw in Chapter
1, there are different international agreements which promote the mobility of collections.
Cultural exchanges support mutual understanding between States and immunity from seizure
without doubt contributes to this exchange of cultural property and collection mobility. In
Chapter 6 we saw that the promotion of the mobility of collections is a key issue within the
European Union since 2003.
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Ibid., at p. 429.
Ibid.
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Kerstin Odendahl stated: “The vast majority of authors dealing with this question answered the question
regarding the existence of a corresponding rule of customary international law in the affirmative.” [ “Die weitaus
überwiegende Mehrheit der Autoren, die sich mit dieser Frage befassen, bejaht die Existenz einer
entsprechenden völkergewohnheitsrechtlichen Regel.”] See: Kerstin Odendahl, ‘Die völkerrechtliche
Vollstreckungsimmunität von Kulturgütern’ [The immunity from measures of constraint for cultural objects
under international law], Presentation Art and Law Seminar, Faculty of Law, University of Basel, Switzerland,
17 June 2011.
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We have seen that the issue of immunity from seizure for travelling cultural objects has only
relatively recently become a real concern for States and museums and that the relevant
legislation in various States is fairly new. Also, the number of States with State practice in the
form of specific immunity from seizure legislation is relatively small, although slowly
growing. In Chapter 2, I already drew the conclusion that it is possible for a rule of customary
international law with regard to immunity from seizure to be developed and established within
a limited timeframe, as well as between a limited number of States. It is not necessary for a
rule of customary international law, holding that cultural objects belonging to foreign States
and on temporary loan are immune from seizure, to be accepted worldwide or be entirely
uncontested. Even practice followed by a very small number of States can create a rule of
customary law if there is no practice conflicting with the rule.

Andreas Fischer-Lescano stated, correctly in my view, that in order to assess what kind of
international State practice exists, supported by the legal belief of the international community
of States, both existing and draft codifications should be taken into account.70 Article 21(1)(e)
of the 2004 UN Convention mentions “property forming part of an exhibition of objects of
scientific, cultural or historical interest and not placed or intended to be placed on sale” as a
category of “property of a State [that] shall not be considered as property specifically in use or
intended for use by the State for other than government non-commercial purposes”. With
regard to Article 21(1)(e) of the 2004 UN Convention, the gist of that provision has not been
disputed in the International Law Commission, nor in the UNGA Sixth (Legal) Committee.
That does not only mean that the international community of States agreed with the
interpretation contained in it (or at least was not against it), but it could also be a hint towards
the possible existence of a rule of customary international law. Furthermore, several States
have explicitly stated that they consider the rule as reflected in Article 21(1)(e) as a rule of
customary international law, whereas also various States signed or ratified the 2004 UN
Convention (without making a reservation to this article), thereby supporting the gist of it.

States seem to attach importance to immunity from seizure with regard to cultural objects
belonging to foreign States temporarily borrowed. Also, they act accordingly, by providing
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“Um zu beurteilen welche völkerrechtliche Praxis aktuell existiert, die von einer gefestigten Rechtsmeinung
der Völkerrechtsgemeinschaft getragen wird, sollen zunächst sowohl bestehende als auch entworfene
internationale Kodifikationsarbeiten dargestellt werden.” See: op. cit. n. 48 (Fischer-Lescano), at p. 13.
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‘letters of comfort’ and/or by establishing immunity legislation. It seems that the reason for
this legislation is twofold: on the one hand, States simply do not wish to risk any acts of
seizure, so they try to act as pragmatically as possible. This implies safeguarding one’s
position as a State by ensuring that one is considered to be a safe and attractive location for
international art loans. On the other hand, it is my impression that States also act this way
because they feel there is a legal obligation to do so. However, in practice, it can be seen that
some States feel not comfortable to rely on ‘vague notions’ as a ‘general immunity guarantee’
or a possible rule of customary international law.

If certain States doubt whether such a rule is already in existence, or do not wish to rely on it,
that does not negate the existence of such a rule. Those States do not object to such a rule (no
States have openly dissented), but are just not sure whether it has already been developed
sufficiently. There is a grain of truth in the remark made by Gerhard Hafner: if States seem
not all too sure whether a rule of customary international law already exists, one has to admit
that such a rule is not yet firmly established.71

On the whole, I come to the conclusion that a relatively young rule of customary international
law is in existence holding that cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on temporary
loan for an exhibition are immune from seizure, although the rule is not yet firmly established
or well defined in all its aspects.72 Contrary State practice could therefore put this rule at stake
again, but supporting State practice can make it stronger.

What kind of cultural State property would be protected under this rule?

The cultural objects are to be in use or intended for use by a State for government noncommercial purposes;73 exhibits for industrial or commercial purposes are not covered by the
rule and the property should not be placed, or intended to be placed on sale.
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Interview with Gerhard Hafner by the author. Vienna, 18 October 2010.
See also: op. cit. n. 58 (Odendahl), at p. 1183: “Da die Immunität entliehener staatlicher ausländischer
Kulturguter noch eine junge völkerrechtliche Regel darstellt, sind ihre genauen Konturen, d.h. ihre Grenzen aber
auch ihre Potentiale, noch nicht klar definiert.” [“Since the immunity for cultural objects on loan, belonging to
foreign States, represents a still young rule of international law, the precise contours, i.e. the limitations but also
the potential are not yet clearly defined.”] The fact that sometimes lending States or lending institutions request
an immunity guarantee to the borrowing State or borrowing institution may be an indication that not all States
seem too certain whether a rule of customary international law already effectively exists.
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As I already showed supra, Article 21(1)(e) of the 2004 UN Convention sought to prevent any interpretation
to the effect that State property forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical interest
and not placed or intended to be placed on sale was in fact property specifically in use or intended for use by
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As a matter of fact, most State immunity legislation protects State property that has a public,
or government non-commercial, purpose, but generally provides property of separate State
entities or instrumentalities with a lesser degree of protection. Relevant questions are
therefore: what is a State, and what is considered as State property?

In most State immunity legislations a separate State entity does not fall within the definition
of a State. We saw that in Australia a separate entity is generally treated as a foreign State for
most purposes of immunity from jurisdiction, but is not treated as a foreign State for the
purpose of enforcement of judgments. Under the State immunity legislations of the United
Kingdom, Pakistan, Singapore and South Africa the reference to a foreign State includes
references to the sovereign or other head of State in that foreign State in his public capacity,
the government of that foreign State and any department of that government. A separate entity
which is distinct from the executive organs of the government of the State and capable of
suing or being sued is not included in the reference to a State. Under the Foreign States
Immunity Law of Israel, a foreign State includes a political unit within a federal State, the
governmental agencies of a foreign state, official functionaries representing such a State in
performing their function, as well as a separate entity, although immunity from seizure in
general does not apply to property of a separate entity. 74 In the United States we saw that
under circumstances a separate State entity does fall within the definition of a State, but that
the threshold for seizing objects belonging to State entities is lower than for seizing property
belonging to the State as such. In Canada, an agency of a foreign State is included in the
definition of a foreign State, whereby such an agency is described as any legal entity that is an
organ of the foreign State but that is separate from the foreign State. In Japan, a foreign State
includes an agency or instrumentality of the foreign State or other entities that are entitled to
perform and are actually performing acts in the exercise of sovereign authority of the foreign
State.

The 2004 UN Convention contains a broad definition of the term State and also includes
agencies or instrumentalities of the State or other entities, to the extent that they are entitled to
perform and are actually performing acts in the exercise of sovereign authority of the State.
With regard to a State museum, it may not be all that simple to state whether it is included
State for commercial non-governmental purposes.
74
Unless it regards property of a central bank.
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within that definition of a State or not. In principle, State museums have a legal personality,
independent from the State, and are capable of suing or being sued. The decisive question is
then, whether the State museum is performing acts jure imperii or jure gestionis. We have
seen in this study, that on the one hand art loans do have the earmarks of a commercial
transaction; an art loan is an act which can be performed by an individual private person.
Thus, according to its nature, an art loan should be regarded as an act jure gestionis. On the
other hand, we have seen that there may be reasons to attach a public purpose to the art loan,75
as States have committed themselves to supporting the exchange of cultural objects through
international legal instruments. Indeed, it seems quite plausible that lending and borrowing
States act with a public, non-commercial, aim, for instance mutual understanding for each
other’s (cultural) history or re-establishment of bilateral diplomatic relations. It could thus
indeed very well be stated that the nature of the art loan would be an act jure gestionis,
whereas the purpose of the art loan could be one jure imperii. However, we also saw that in
determining whether an act is to be considered as jure imperii or jure gestionis, in most
jurisdictions solely or primarily the nature of the act has to be taken into account. And that
would then mean that an art loan is considered to be an act jure gestionis and that the State
museum performing this act does not fall within the definition of a State. In the end, it may be
possible that it is up to national courts to consider whether in an actual case an act should be
considered as an act jure imperii or jure gestionis and whether an organ or entity can be
considered as falling under the definition of a State.

It is thus fair to say, as I also concluded in Chapter 1.7, that there is not one single definition
for a State. Different national and international legal instruments each follow their own
approach. With regard to the rule of customary international law stating that cultural objects
belonging to foreign States are immune from seizure while on temporary loan for an
exhibition, some differentiation may therefore in practice take place in the application of the
rule, depending on the definition of a State used for the purposes of the rule.

However, if an entity, such as a State museum, cannot be considered as included within the
definition of a State, that does not mean that the cultural objects housed in that State museum
are subject to seizure by definition. After all, in my view, the immunised State property would
be broader than solely property that is owned by a State. In Chapter 3, we saw that in the 2004
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Some academics indeed put emphasis on the purpose of the act.
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UN Convention property owned by the State and property in its possession or control would
most probably be covered by the immunity provisions, although the exact scope has not yet
been determined in practice. Based on my investigation, notably my assessment of the ILC
deliberations and my conversation with Gerhard Hafner,76 it would be fair to say that in any
case property that is State-owned or of which the State serves as a custodian77 or has a right of
disposal78 would fall under the immunity. When would we be able to speak of a relationship
between the objects concerned and the State as custodian (or as having a right of disposal)? In
any case, the State should be able to exercise certain rights and should have a legal authority
to do so; the property should be in the possession of the State or else the State should have
possibilities and capacities of determining the use of the objects. For instance, it should not be
possible for the State to sell the objects, but it should be possible for the State to determine
whether the objects could be loaned or not. In any case the exact limitations have not been
properly established yet.

Thus, the cultural objects located in a (State) museum can under circumstances still be
immune from measures of constraint when on loan abroad. After all, such a museum can
house numerous different cultural objects; some of those objects may be owned by a State, a
State may be able to exercise control over other objects, and some objects may not have a link
with the State at all. In case a State has a connection through ownership, possession or control
with these objects, and the objects form part of an exhibition of scientific, cultural or
historical interest and are not placed or intended to be placed on sale, then the objects would
fall under the protection of Article 21(1)(e) of the 2004 UN Convention and consequently are
entitled to immunity under that convention.

Moreover, what we saw in practice is that States which enacted specific immunity legislation
for cultural objects on loan generally wanted to protect a broader range of cultural property
than solely property belonging to a State. The French, Belgian and Israeli Acts protect only
cultural State property, whereas the US, the UK, German, Austrian, Swiss, Liechtenstein,
Finnish, Japanese and Taiwanese legislation (as well as the Italian and Hungarian draft
legislation) applies also to privately-owned cultural objects on loan. And the Dutch immunity
76

Who, as I already stated supra, in Ch. 3, n. 131, after the end of his term in the ILC was appointed Chairman
of the Ad Hoc Committee on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property that elaborated the final text
of the 2004 UN Convention.
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A custodian has been defined as a person entrusted with guarding or maintaining a property. See:
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/custodian.
78
I already used these terms in Ch. 3.3.4 supra.
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legislation makes property which is not considered as State property eligible for protection, as
long as the property is intended for public services. Based on those experiences, I am of the
opinion that for the purpose of the rule of customary international law the term State property
should not be interpreted from a strict point of view.

This brings me to the following conclusions:

-

Under customary international law, State property in use or intended for use for
government non-commercial purposes is immune from measures of constraint.

-

Article 21 of the 2004 UN Convention seeks to prevent any interpretation to the effect
that property forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical
interest and not placed or intended to be placed on sale would be considered as
property specifically in use or intended for use by State for commercial nongovernmental purposes.

-

Many States consider cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on temporary
loan indeed as falling under the notion of State property in use or intended for use for
government non-commercial purposes and hence already immune from measures of
constraint. Those States which do not follow that path have either State immunity
legislation that does not make a difference between different categories of State
property (for instance the Russian Federation) or rather rely on the approach and
criteria in their own legislation (for instance Australia and the United States).

-

In recent years, there is a growing State practice pointing towards protection against
measures of constraint of cultural objects on loan belonging to foreign States.

-

With regard to the existence of a separate specific rule of customary international law,
I would come to the conclusion that a relatively young rule of customary international
law exists, although not yet firmly established or well defined in all its aspects, to the
effect that cultural objects belonging to foreign States while on temporary loan for an
exhibition are immune from seizure.

-

The rule applies to cultural objects in use or intended for use by the State for
government non-commercial purposes. The exhibition to which the objects are loaned
should be of a non-commercial nature. Hence, exhibits for industrial or commercial
purposes are not covered by the rule and the property should not be placed, or
intended to be placed on sale.
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-

Some differentiation may in practice occur with regard to the application of the rule,
depending on the definition of a State used by the borrowing State for the purposes of
the rule.

-

Cultural objects which are owned, possessed or controlled by a State would fall under
the rule.

12.5

Some possible limitations

After having drawn these conclusions, some further questions as to the exact scope of the rule
of customary international law must be examined, i.e., what would be the limitations of such a
rule? And what kind of seizure would be prevented under that rule? Only civil seizure, or also
seizure based on criminal legislation?

12.5.1

Cultural objects which have been the subject of a serious breach of an
obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general international law,
or which are already subject to return obligations79 under international or
European law

Several States made clear remarks with regard to stolen, looted or illegally exported cultural
objects. While enacting its own, rather comprehensive, legislation, Germany made clear that
cultural objects which belonged to Germany and had been taken in the aftermath of World
War II to the Soviet Union by the Red Army could never fall under its immunity from seizure
legislation. Poland argued that cultural objects taken from Poland during and in the aftermath
of World War II could never fall under a rule of customary international law protecting
cultural objects from seizure. Italy has a similar way of thinking: as we saw, Italy wants to
exclude that a possible rule of customary international law would be interpreted as
encompassing cultural objects which were illegally acquired and of which Italy is the State of
origin. And I would conclude on the basis of my investigations that in general, the prevailing
sentiment is that illicitly acquired cultural objects should not deserve protection. It needs to be
said, however, that in several States the view has been expressed that both the art exhibits
79

When I refer to return obligations in Chapter 12.5 and 12.6, I refer to obligations to return to another State not
being the lending State.
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themselves and the publicity surrounding them are fundamental contributors towards the
recovery of illicitly acquired cultural objects by increasing the chance that rightful owners
might be alerted to the whereabouts of their displaced objects. Fear of seizure may drive such
objects underground, making the resolution of ownership claims much more difficult. With
that in mind, Israel, in collaboration with France, organised an exhibition of cultural objects,
misappropriated during World War II and located in France.80 Prima facie evidence that an
object was stolen from Jews by the Nazis, their agents or their collaborators, can prevent the
granting of immunity in Israel. However, although Israel did not want to give the impression
that cultural objects illegally acquired during the Holocaust deserve protection, it allowed the
exhibition and provided immunity for the exhibited objects, as it was said that this would
provide the chance to expose expropriated art, thus enabling people to identify assets from
their family and to make a claim in the country where the objects are normally housed.

Cultural objects which have been the subject of a serious breach of an obligation arising
under a peremptory norm of general international law
With regard to cultural objects which have been taken during armed conflict, one has to keep
in mind that since the end of the 19th century, international agreements have been addressing
the protection of cultural property from seizure during such armed conflict. The First Hague
Peace Conference of 1899 resulted in the Convention with respect to the Laws and Customs
of War on Land.81 Article 56 of the annexed Regulations respecting the Laws and Customs of
War on Land states:

“The property of the communes, that of religious, charitable, and educational
institutions, and those of arts and science, even when State property, shall be treated as
private property. All seizure of, and destruction, or intentional damage done to such
institutions, to historical monuments, works of art or science, is prohibited, and should
be made the subject of proceedings.”
Article 53 reads:
“An army of occupation can only take possession of the cash, funds, and property liable
to requisition belonging strictly to the State, depots of arms, means of transport, stores
and supplies, and, generally, all movable property of the State which may be used for
military operations […].”
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See supra, Ch. 10.1.1.2.
The Hague, 29 July 1899, to be found at: http://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/hague02.asp#art56.
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It is fair to conclude that cultural objects fall outside of this category of property “which may
be used for military operations”.

The Second Hague Peace Conference in 1907 (which followed the first Hague Peace
Conference of 1899) resulted in the 1907 Convention respecting the Laws and Customs of
War on Land.82 Annexed to it are the Regulations concerning the Laws and Customs of War
on Land. Article 56 provides for a fairly equal text as contained in the 1899 Regulations and
prohibits the seizure, destruction or willful damage of works of art and science, and provides
that those responsible for such acts be prosecuted. Also Article 53 of these regulations is
fairly equal to Article 53 the 1899 Regulations.

The regulations do not contain an obligation to return the objects to the State from which the
objects were taken.

The (First) Protocol to the UNESCO Convention of 14 May 1954 for the Protection of
Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict aims to prevent the export of cultural
property from occupied territory and provides for the return of such property to the territory of
the State from which it was removed (see also supra, Chapter 11.1.1). It can therefore be
necessary for a State Party to take into its custody cultural property imported into its territory
either directly or indirectly from any occupied territory.

All these provisions may now be regarded as having become part of customary law. The
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) identified certain rules of customary
international law with regard to protection of cultural property in its highly estimated
customary law study.83 The applicable rules refer back to either the Hague Regulations of
1907 or the 1954 Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of
Armed Conflict.84 Seizure, theft, pillage or misappropriation of cultural objects is prohibited
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The Hague, 18 October 1907, to be found at: http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/hague04.asp.
Jean-Marie Henckaerts and Louise Doswald-Beck, Customary International Humanitarian Law, Volume I,
Rules, Volume II, Practice (two parts), Cambridge, 2005. According to ICRC, the purpose of the study was to
determine which rules of International Humanitarian Law (IHL) are part of customary international law and
therefore applicable to all parties to a conflict, regardless of whether or not they have ratified the treaties
containing the same or similar rules. The study identified 161 rules.
84
Rule 38: “Each party to the conflict must respect cultural property: A) Special care must be taken in military
operations to avoid damage to buildings dedicated to religion, art, science, education or charitable purposes and
historic monuments unless they are military objectives. B) Property of great importance to the cultural heritage
of every people must not be the object of attack unless imperatively required by military necessity.”
83
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and illicit export should be prevented by the occupying power; illicitly exported property
should be returned to the authorities of the occupied territory.

States which do not comply with these rules of international law can be accused of
committing an internationally wrongful act. The articles of the International Law Commission
on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts85 state that “[t]here is an
internationally wrongful act of a State when conduct consisting of an action or omission: (a)
is attributable to the State under international law; and (b) constitutes a breach of an
international obligation of the State”86 and that “every internationally wrongful act of a State
entails the international responsibility of that State”.87 According to Article 31(1), “[t]he
responsible State is under an obligation to make full reparation for the injury caused by the
internationally wrongful act.”88 The primary form of reparation is restitution89 and thus, in this
case, the return of the object. If this is not possible, 90 other forms of reparation become
relevant.
In case of a serious breach91 of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general
international law,92 States are to cooperate to bring such a serious breach to an end through
Rule 39: “The use of property of great importance to the cultural heritage of every people for purposes which are
likely to expose it to destruction or damage is prohibited, unless imperatively required by military necessity.”
Rule 40: “Each party to the conflict must protect cultural property: A) All seizure of or destruction or willful
damage done to institutions dedicated to religion, charity, education, the arts and sciences, historic monuments
and works of art and science is prohibited. B) Any form of theft, pillage or misappropriation of, and any acts of
vandalism directed against, property of great importance to the cultural heritage of every people is prohibited.”
Rule 41: “The occupying power must prevent the illicit export of cultural property from occupied territory and
must return illicitly exported property to the competent authorities of the occupied territory.”
85
In resolution UN Doc. A/RES/56/83 of 12 December 2001, the UN General Assembly took note of the articles
and commended them to the attention of governments without prejudice to the question of their future adoption
or other appropriate action. The articles can be found at:
http://untreaty.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/draft%20articles/9_6_2001.pdf.
86
Article 2.
87
Article 1.
88
Moreover, according to Article 30, “[t]he State responsible for the internationally wrongful act is under an
obligation:
(a) to cease that act, if it is continuing;
(b) to offer appropriate assurances and guarantees of non-repetition, if circumstances so require.”
89
Article 34: “Full reparation for the injury caused by the internationally wrongful act shall take the form of
restitution, compensation and satisfaction, either singly or in combination […].” In order to fulfil the condition of
‘full reparation’ it may be possible that the restitution alone of an object is not sufficient, for instance in case the
wrongful act has caused additional damage.
90
For example in case of destruction of the object.
91
According to Article 40(2) of the ILC articles, “[a] breach […] is serious if it involves a gross or systematic
failure by the responsible State to fulfil the obligation.” The ILC Commentaries to the ‘Draft articles on
Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts’ state that the word ‘serious’ “signifies that a certain
order of magnitude of violation is necessary in order not to trivialize the breach […].” ‘Gross’ refers to the
intensity of the violation or its effects, whereby ‘systematic’ means that the violation would have to be carried
out in an organised and deliberate manner. “Factors which may establish the seriousness of a violation would
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lawful means. 93 “No State shall recognize as lawful a situation created by [such a serious
breach], nor render aid or assistance in maintaining that situation.”94 It is in my view fair to
say that the obligation to refrain from the taking of cultural objects during armed conflict has
become so fundamental, that it can be considered as a ‘peremptory norm of general
international law’ and that non-compliance can be seen as a ‘serious breach’.95 Under the
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court,96 “[…] appropriation of property, not
justified by military necessity and carried out unlawfully and wantonly” is considered a war
crime.97 The same goes for “destroying or seizing the enemy’s property unless such
destruction or seizure be imperatively demanded by the necessities of war”98 or “pillaging a
town or place”.99 Unlawful appropriation, seizure or pillage of cultural property during armed
conflict can be considered as contained within these provisions. In my view, this means that
the community of States is bound to cooperate in order to bring this situation of unlawfulness
to an end and not to recognise such a situation created by a serious breach as lawful, nor
contributing to the maintenance of it. It can be argued that cultural objects that have been
taken during armed conflict may not be eligible to immunity, as this would leave an unlawful
situation intact.

include the intent to violate the norm; the scope and number of individual violations; and the gravity of their
consequences for the victims.” See: ‘Report of the Commission to the General Assembly on the work of its fiftythird session’, UN Doc. A/56/10, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 2001, Vol. II, Part Two, pp.
26-153, at, p. 113, paras. 7, 8.
92
“[A] peremptory norm of general international law is a norm accepted and recognised by the international
community of States as a whole as a norm from which no derogation is permitted and which can be modified
only by a subsequent norm of general international law having the same character”, according to article 53 of the
Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties. See also supra, Ch. 11, n. 160, where I refer to a peremptory norm of
general international law as a jus cogens norm. The ILC Commentaries to the Draft articles on Responsibility of
States for Internationally Wrongful Acts mention that it is generally agreed that the prohibition of aggression is
to be regarded as peremptory. The same goes for the prohibition against racial discrimination. The examples
given are not exhaustive. See: Ibid., paras 4, 6.
93
See Article 40 jo. 41.
94
Article 41(2). The ILC states in its commentaries that this obligation not to recognise the situation as lawful
“refers to the obligation of collective non-recognition by the international community as a whole of the legality
of situations resulting directly from serious breaches in the sense of article 40.” See: op. cit. n. 91, p. 114, para.
5.
95
The taking, for instance, of cultural objects during and as a result of World War II can be considered as both
‘gross’ and ‘systematic’. See also: Peter Charles Choharis, ‘U.S. Courts and the International Law of
Expropriation: Toward a New Model for Breach of Contract’, Southern California Law Review, 2006, Vol. 80,
Issue 1, pp. 1-88, at pp. 4-5: “[…] there is a strong, nearly universal consensus that outright, uncompensated
seizure of property once practiced by the Nazis [Choharis refers to Altmann v. Austria], communist states
[Choharis refers to the taking of the assets of an US bank by Cuba], and some developing nations constitutes a
violation of international law.”
96
Adopted 17 July 1998, 2187 UNTS 90.
97
Article 8(2)(a)(iv).
98
Article 8(2)(b)(xiii).
99
Article 8(2)(b)(xvi).
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With regard to such cultural objects illicitly acquired during armed conflict,100 I would say
that generally, the prevailing sentiment is indeed that such objects should not deserve
protection. After all, although not legally but certainly morally binding, many States
subscribed to the Washington Principles, the Vilnius Declaration or the Terezin
Declaration. 101 Several States established Restitution or Spoliation Committees in order to
restitute cultural objects to heirs of World War II victims. Moreover, immunity from seizure
for cultural objects taken during armed conflict would in my view contravene the general
principle of international law that the community of States has to cooperate in order to bring a
situation created by means of a serious breach of an obligation arising under a peremptory
norm of general international law to an end and not to recognise the situation created as
lawful, nor contributing to the maintenance of it.

Cultural objects subject to return obligations under international or European law
In my study, I referred several times to the term ‘State of origin’. This term has often been
used in relation to the 1970 UNESCO Convention. For Member States of the European Union
Council Directive 93/7/EEC is applicable as well. And finally the 1995 Unidroit Convention
may be of importance, although this convention is not broadly ratified. What is the approach
of States when it comes to the relationship between immunity from seizure and these return
obligations under international and European law which might be at odds with immunity? It is
clear that different States have a different approach with regard to the question whether
immunity from seizure or the return obligations would apply.

The Belgian protection in the form of immunity does not apply in case under international or
European law an object must be returned to a claiming State, not being the lending State. The
United Kingdom and Finland follow the same approach. We have to keep in mind that these
three States were already of the opinion that a rule of customary international law exists, to
the effect that cultural objects belonging to foreign States are immune from seizure while on
100

When I refer to armed conflict, I refer to armed conflicts of the 20th and 21st century, as the first international
legally binding agreement in this regard originates from 1899.
101
Op. cit. supra, Ch. 11.1.6. In this regard, it is also relevant to refer to the 2004 ICOM Code of Ethics, which
sets minimum standards of professional practice and performance for museums and its staff. Article 2.2 states
that “no object or specimen should be acquired by […] loan […] unless the acquiring museum is satisfied that a
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loan to another State for a temporary exhibition. As a consequence, either these other
obligations under international or European law would prevail over such a rule of customary
international law, or such a rule of customary international law would not extend to cultural
objects which must be returned to a country of origin pursuant to an obligation under
international or European law. The Italian and Hungarian approach is similar: Italy states in
its draft legislation that all foreign objects which are not subject to international conventions
and agreements signed by the Italian State, or applicable European Community provisions,
shall be exempt from seizure. And in Hungary, the immunity would be without prejudice to
international legal obligations. The German, Austrian102 and Swiss approach is somewhat
complex: in case a return guarantee has not yet been issued to the lending State (or
institution), return obligations under international law can prevent the issuance of such a
return guarantee. According to Germany, that would be the case in regard to cultural objects
taken by the Soviet army in the aftermath of World War II. However, as soon as a return
guarantee has been issued, that guarantee is considered to prevail over the return obligations
as foreseen under international law. 103 In the United States, in cases where the immunity from
seizure under the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act applies, the US legislation
implementing the 1970 UNESCO Convention is not applicable. Consequently, in case the
1965 immunity statute applies, the United States may not be in a position to secure the
restitution of cultural property to a requesting State under Article 7 of the convention. This is
thus a choice in favour of immunity from seizure on the basis of its own legislation. 104 It may,
however, not be concluded therefrom that the United States is of the opinion that illicitly
acquired cultural objects should be untouchable. When immunity from seizure has been
granted on US State, not federal, level to a cultural object, and thereafter it turns out that
under federal US legislation (the National Stolen Property Act) the object should be
considered as stolen, the immunity from seizure can be set aside. In case immunity from
seizure would have been provided on a federal level, then there would be a conflict of
provisions between two federal Acts (viz. the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act and the
National Stolen Property Act). The same goes for a possible conflict of provisions between
the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act (which also gives exceptions to immunity from
measures of constraint) and the Federal Immunity from Seizure Act. I recall here, that Section
1605(a)(3) of the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act contains the so-called ‘takings
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exception’ or ‘expropriation exception’, where, under certain conditions, immunity does not
apply with regard to property taken in violation of international law.105 Finally, it is worth
mentioning that the immunity legislation of the State of Texas states explicitly that the
immunity for cultural objects on loan does not apply if theft of the cultural object from its
owner is alleged and found proven by a court.

Although I have to admit that the States mentioned supra only form a limited part of the
whole community of States, most of them do belong to the group of States which is most
involved in the lending and borrowing of cultural objects. Having in mind, as referred to
supra, in Chapter 2, that the International Court of Justice paid specific attention to the
involvement of “States whose interests are specially affected”, I consider it necessary to pay
special attention to the approaches of these States.

What could the above mean? Could it mean that an unlimited rule of customary international
law immunising cultural State property on loan from seizure coexists with a possible
conflicting return obligation under public international law, such as the obligation to return to
a State of origin? Or should the rule of customary international law be considered as more
limited, in the sense that the rule does not apply to cultural objects which are subject to
international or European return obligations? In the latter case, there would be no conflict
with the rule of customary international law and the obligation under international law to
return the object concerned to the State of origin.
A rule of treaty law and a rule of customary international law can coexist.106 In the Nicaragua
case,107 the International Court of Justice held that if two norms belonging to two sources of
international law appear identical in content, and even if the States in question are bound by
these rules both on the level of treaty law and on that of customary international law, these
norms retain a separate existence.108 A rule of customary international law immunising certain
categories of State property from measures of constraint remains applicable after the entry
into force of the 2004 UN Convention. Such a rule is not necessarily equal in content to the
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rule of treaty law. Behaviour of States (such as State practice or dissenting opinions) can
make the rule subject to limitations. Therefore, deviation is possible, in the sense that, for
instance, a rule of treaty law has an unlimited scope, whereas at the same time the rule of
customary international law is more limited because of the lack of uniform State practice.

It is clear from my assessment that there is no uniform, even sometimes contrary State
practice with regard to the relationship between immunity from seizure for cultural objects on
loan and the obligation to return these to the lending State on the one hand, and return
obligations under international or European law on the other. Different States have different
opinions as to whether immunity from seizure can be set aside by international or community
law with which it may be at odds, or as to whether immunity from seizure for cultural objects
on loan extends to objects which are subject to other international or European return
obligations. Some states are of the opinion that in case a return obligation to the State of
origin exists under international or European law, the cultural objects concerned cannot be
eligible for immunity, whereas other States are of the opinion that in such a situation the
immunity remains untouched.

Supra, in Chapter 2, I have shown that for the formation of a rule of customary international
law, it is necessary that the practice of States is ‘virtually uniform’. With regard to cultural
objects which are already subject to return obligations under international or European law,
no ‘virtually uniform’ State practice can be identified. Moreover, State practice protecting
these objects is not based on a legal conviction. For instance, in Germany, Austria and
Switzerland no third party claims (including claims by States of origin) are possible as soon as
a return guarantee has been issued for cultural objects on loan, in order to qualify as reliable
partners for the lending States or institutions in the international world of art loans. I would
therefore come to the conclusion that a rule of customary international law does not extend to
those cultural objects which are already subject to other return obligations under international
or European law. I am not saying that these objects cannot be eligible for protection by
definition, I am solely stating that under customary international law, immunity from seizure
does in my view not extend to these objects.

12.5.2

Immunity from seizure: only in civil or also in criminal proceedings?
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With regard to the question whether immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan would
only apply in civil proceedings or also in criminal proceedings no clear-cut answer can be
given.

It was generally understood during the negotiations that the 2004 UN Convention does not
cover criminal proceedings. This restriction was already made in the 1991 commentary and
the General Assembly explicitly agreed with that interpretation in its resolution adopting the
convention. Consequently, Part IV of the convention, regarding immunity from measures of
constraint, applies only to civil proceedings and thus the protection given in the convention to
property (of a State) forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical
interest and not placed or intended to be placed on sale does not extend to criminal
proceedings. The State immunity legislation of the United Kingdom, Canada, Pakistan,
Singapore, Australia and South Africa explicitly states that its substantive provisions do not
apply to criminal proceedings or prosecution. Also the general immunity from seizure
provisions in the Dutch legislation only cover civil proceedings.

The legislations of the European States covering immunity from seizure for cultural objects
on loan, however, generally protect against all forms of seizure, whether civil or criminal
(with the exception of France). The protection given in the UK Tribunals, Courts and
Enforcement Act, for instance, is intended to exclude any form of seizure or detention of an
object which has been lent to an exhibition in the United Kingdom, either by a claimant to the
object, a creditor, or any law enforcement authority and no matter whether seizure has been
ordered in a criminal or a civil procedure. Most other specially enacted legislation does not
even specify that with so many words. Also the US Federal Immunity from Seizure Act
protects against all forms of seizure. The same goes for the New York State statute, although
there has been a period that the immunity only applied to civil proceedings. And also Israeli
legislation and the legislation of the five Canadian provinces are all-encompassing.

When it comes to State practice, most of the cases that have been dealt with are within the
civil law sphere. If there is an ownership dispute over a cultural object on loan, or if a
claimant is of the opinion that the owner of the cultural object on loan owes a debt (not
necessarily related to the object) to the claimant, we are dealing with civil law disputes, even
if one of the parties in the dispute is a State. That could be different if the owner of the
cultural object is faced with criminal charges as the object is allegedly stolen, or if in the
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context of a criminal investigation law enforcement officers want to seize certain cultural
objects in order to preserve evidence. But when it comes to such criminal proceedings, there
is hardly State practice to discover.

Based on the above, I would tend to say that the rule of customary international law
immunising cultural objects belonging to a foreign State from seizure while on loan for a
temporary exhibition would only apply to seizure in civil proceedings. I am not arguing that
immunity from seizure for cultural State property on loan is not applicable in criminal
proceedings by definition; I solely state that the rule of customary international law does not
extend to criminal proceedings, due to lack of virtually uniform State practice.

12.6

Supplementary conclusions

Based on the above, I come to the following conclusions, supplementary to the conclusions
which I have drawn supra in Chapter 12.4:

-

The security, legal and otherwise, of international art loans has become a central issue
for States. But although States want to immunise cultural objects on loan, they also
want to prevent and to combat illicit acquisition or unlawful removal of cultural
objects and strive for the return to the State of origin.

-

The rule of customary international law stating that cultural objects belonging to
foreign States are immune from seizure while on temporary loan for an exhibition
does not extend to those cultural objects which have been the subject of a serious
breach of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general international law,
or which are already subject to return obligations under international or European law.

-

Moreover, a rule of customary international law immunising cultural State property on
loan from seizure applies only to seizure in civil proceedings.

That brings me to the end of my study. I came to the conclusion that a relatively young rule of
customary international law exists, to the extent that cultural objects belonging to foreign
States and on temporary loan for an exhibition are immune from seizure. However, this rule is
not yet firmly established or well defined in all its aspects, and the rule has certain limitations.
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As I already stated supra, in Chapter 3, I have to admit that cultural State property on loan
cannot considered to be one of those ‘classical’ categories of protected objects, such as
military property, diplomatic property or property of the central bank of a State. But the fact
that cultural objects can be important for the identity of a State, the fact that cultural objects
may help to understand the culture, history and development of a State, as well as the fact that
cultural objects can be used as a means in the promotion of international cultural exchanges
(codified in several international agreements) and the strengthening of bilateral or multilateral
diplomatic relations, makes it fair to consider these cultural objects on loan as an additional
category of immunised State property.

The fact that immunity from seizure does not only apply to cultural objects on loan owned by
a State, but also to objects possessed or controlled by a State, can make the application of the
rule in practice somewhat complicated. As not solely objects owned by a State can serve as a
means to promote mutual understanding between States and the respective populations, it is
applauded that immunity covers a broader category of objects than solely those subject to
State ownership. However, it may be necessary to determine on a case by case basis whether a
cultural institution should be considered as falling under the notion of a State (which will
mostly not be the case), and whether in the actual situation it is the State which either owns,
possesses or controls the objects concerned. As a result, it may be possible that loans between
lending and borrowing institutions have to be considered differently, with regard to possible
immunity. After all, a cultural institution can house objects which are owned by a State, a
State may be able to exercise control over other objects, and some objects may not have a link
with the State at all. A future global convention on immunity from seizure for all kinds of
cultural property on loan, regardless whether it regards State property or private property, may
solve such a situation. The International Law Association is currently assessing whether such
a convention may possibly be viable, however, the assessment is still in its embryonic stage.
A convention like that may provide more legal security, but also raises new questions such as
a possible overlap or discrepancy with the 2004 UN Convention.

I have concluded that a rule of customary international law does not extend to cultural objects
which have been the subject of a serious breach of an obligation arising under a peremptory
norm of general international law, or which are already subject to return obligations under
international or European law. This is generally satisfactory to me, but I need to make some
remarks. The plunder of cultural objects during armed conflict is to be considered as a serious
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breach of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general international law. States
are obliged to refrain from recognising such a situation as lawful and should not assist in the
maintenance of that situation or its consequences. The provision of immunity for such illicitly
taken objects would be at odds with this obligation. It is therefore justified that a rule of
customary international law would not extend to such objects. In regard to cultural objects
which are subject to return obligations under the 1970 UNESCO Convention, the 1995
Unidroit Convention, or Council Directive 93/7/EEC, the situation is somewhat different and
less strict. Here, we are not confronted with a rule of jus cogens which should be respected in
any event; derogation is possible. As a matter of fact, several States provide these cultural
objects with immunity, however mostly not through international agreements, but by means
of national legislation. Other States, however, excluded cultural objects subject to
international or European return obligations from the protection provided by immunity. It is
purely based on the fact that I noted a lack of necessary virtually uniform State practice that I
had to conclude that a rule of customary international law does not apply to these cultural
objects. As soon as the 2004 UN Convention enters into force, these objects will be protected
by Article 21 of the convention (provided that the States concerned have become party to the
convention).
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Summary

For centuries, cultural objects have been on the move, transported to foreign countries and
safely returned to the lending countries. So it is safe to say that borrowing and lending cultural
objects is not a new phenomenon. In the beginning of the 1960s, for instance, it had been
agreed that Leonardo da Vinci’s masterpiece the Mona Lisa would be loaned by France to the
United States. Questions ensuing from such an art loan concerned packing, securing,
shipping, insuring, handing, etc. But there were no concerns about immunity from seizure.
Nobody seemed to worry that an individual or a company might think of seizing the painting.
However, meanwhile, the issue of immunity from seizure for travelling cultural objects has
become more and more a concern for States and museums. This is mainly due to an increasing
number of legal disputes over the ownership of cultural objects, particularly as a result of
claims made by heirs to those objects expropriated by Communist regimes in Eastern Europe,
as well as Holocaust-related claims.

The reason for my study and my central research theme
Before I started with this study, it occurred to me that it was not clear whether States actually
knew what the current state of affairs was with regard to immunity from seizure of cultural
objects belonging to foreign States while on loan abroad. A convention on jurisdictional
immunities of States and their property had been established, addressing, among other things,
immunity for cultural State property on loan. That convention, however, has not yet entered
into force. I thus decided to investigate whether another rule of international law was already
applicable: a rule of customary international law. After all, that rule would be binding upon
States, without necessarily becoming a party to a convention. This study therefore investigates
whether a rule of customary international law exists, to the effect that cultural objects
belonging to foreign States are immune from seizure while on loan to another State for a
temporary exhibition. If such a rule does not yet exist, is it emerging? And if such a rule does
exist, what are its limitations? In the present study, information until the date of 1 July 2011
has been taken on board. It is the intent that this study will provide more clarity and legal
certainty in the field of lending and borrowing cultural State property.

Method of work
I consulted a wide range of sources for this study. Not only did I examine the relevant treaty
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law and literature, I also assessed the available relevant case law. Furthermore, I looked into
national legislation on State immunity and immunity for cultural objects, enacted by various
States, and tried to discover what brought States to enact specific legislation immunising
cultural objects on loan from seizure. Also, I looked into the way in which States raised their
voices in the deliberations of the International Law Commission while discussing the topic of
immunity of States and their property. Regarding those Member States of the European Union
which took part in the subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ of the Expert Working Group
‘Mobility of Collections’ under auspices of the European Commission, I followed their oral
observations during the meetings of the subgroup. I utilised two questionnaires. One
concerned the enquiry of the aforementioned subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ which had
been sent to all 27 Member States of the European Union. The most relevant question for my
study read: “Does your country, on the basis of (customary) international law, treat cultural
property belonging to foreign States as goods intended for public use, and as meaning that
those goods are considered to be non-commercial?” When analysing the question, it can be
regarded to include two elements: first, whether States treat cultural property belonging to
foreign States as goods intended for public, non-commercial, use, and, second, whether States
do so based upon an underlying rule of customary international law. Before that enquiry had
been sent out, I had sent an enquiry to those States which are the most involved in the
international lending and borrowing of cultural objects, which have enacted immunity from
seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan, or which have been vocal in this matter to a
certain extent. Part of these States were EU Member States, so there was a certain overlap.
Moreover, I visited several States in order to investigate and discuss the issue in depth ‘on the
spot’ and to receive more information regarding the specific situation in that State and the
reasons for certain State practice. During those visits I spoke with the people the most
involved in the actual lending and borrowing of cultural objects and governmental officials
who have competence in the matter of immunity for cultural objects on loan.

What is immunity from seizure, why may someone wish to seize a cultural object on loan and
why can immunity from seizure be desirable?
The term ‘immunity’ stems from the Latin term ‘immunitas’, which means freedom from
taxes or freedom from services. With regard to my use of the term ‘seizure’, every process of
attachment, execution, sequestration, forfeiture, requisition, foreclosure, replevin, detinue,
etc., should be considered as included in this term. I prefer the following description of
‘immunity from seizure’ for the purpose of this study: “The legal guarantee that cultural
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objects on temporary loan from another State will be protected against any form of seizure
during the loan period.” This description originates from the 2006 ‘Action Plan for the EU
Promotion of Museum Collection Mobility and Loan Standards’.

In practice there appear to be two main situations in which someone may wish to seize a
cultural object that is temporarily on loan. First, if there is an ownership dispute over a
cultural object on loan. A claimant may attempt to file a claim in the borrowing State and to
try to seize the object if he believes that his chances are better, legally speaking, in the State
where the cultural object is temporarily on loan, than they are in the State where the object is
normally located. Second, if a claimant (an individual or a company) asserts that the owner of
the cultural object on loan owes a debt (not necessarily related to the object) to the claimant,
and this claimant has doubts regarding the possibility of enforcing a judgment or arbitration
award in the State of residence of the owner. But there may be other situations. For instance,
in the context of a criminal investigation, law enforcement officers may wish to seize certain
cultural objects in order to preserve evidence. Or it may be the case that a third party, such as
a carrier handling the cultural objects in connection with the exhibition, could have a lien on
the object until he is paid for services provided.

Basically, the reason for providing cultural objects with immunity from seizure is to ensure
that cultural objects on loan will not be subject to seizure while in the borrowing State and
thereby to prevent cultural objects on loan from being used as ‘hostages’ in trade and/or
ownership disputes. Immunity from seizure can serve as a means to overcome the reluctance
of lenders to send their cultural objects temporarily abroad.

We also have to keep in mind that many States have committed themselves through
international legal instruments to supporting the exchange of cultural objects. It can be said
that nowadays there is a well-established and universally shared interest to protect and
enhance the international cooperation of museums and other cultural institutions. Moreover,
in the literature, links have been made between cultural objects and diplomatic relations:
international art loans can symbolise and foster these diplomatic relations. Exhibitions are
quite often the first contacts between former ‘enemy’ States. Cultural objects can break the ice
of misunderstandings and can be the first steps in new bilateral ties. They are sometimes
referred to as ‘good will ambassadors’. Immunity from seizure facilitates inter-State art loans.
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That background may serve as a proper explanation why immunity from seizure for cultural
State property on loan is understandable.

Customary international law
Since in this study I examine the question whether cultural objects belonging to foreign States
are immune from seizure on the basis of customary international law while loaned to another
State for a temporary exhibition, a short explanation in regard to customary international law
cannot be absent. Customary law is one of the various sources of international law, next to,
for instance, treaty law. It happens regularly that certain States are not a Party to important
conventions. If the rules in those conventions can be considered as customary law, then those
States are bound by these rules. Furthermore, there may be areas where a convention does not
yet exist. It can thus be important to know whether a rule of customary international law is
existing.

In order to be considered as a rule of customary law, a rule needs to be based on a widespread,
representative and virtually uniform practice of States, accompanied by the conviction that
this practice is accepted as law, often referred to as opinio juris. This has been stated several
times by the International Court of Justice (ICJ). The ICJ stated as well, that it is not
necessary that a rule is entirely accepted worldwide. Practice should reflect wide acceptance
among the States particularly involved in the relevant activity. In the words of the ICJ, “States
whose interests are specially affected” must belong to those participating in the creation of the
rule. The absence of practice by other States does not prevent the creation of a rule of
customary law. Thus, in determining whether a rule of customary international law exists with
regard to immunity from seizure of loaned cultural objects belonging to foreign States, special
attention needs to be paid to those States which are the most active and involved in the field
of loaning and borrowing cultural objects for temporary cross-border exhibitions.

In principle, any act or statement by a State from which views about customary law may be
inferred can serve as a source or evidence of State practice, as long as it is reasonably
recognisable. Examples are judgments, diplomatic correspondence, policy statements, legal
advice by governmental legal counsels, rules and regulations, reservations and declarations
when signing or ratifying treaties or memoranda of understanding. It is important, even
essential, that States act out of a certain legal belief or conviction and that they do not regard
their behaviour as merely a political or moral gesture. It may be very difficult and largely
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theoretical to strictly separate the elements of practice and legal conviction. Quite often, the
same act reflects both practice and legal conviction. Sometimes, it may be even impossible to
disentangle the two elements. But in order to discover a possible rule customary international
law, it was still necessary for me to investigate whether States are providing immunity from
seizure because they feel there is a legal obligation to do so, or whether they just want to act
as pragmatically as possible. So I assessed the underlying motivation in regard to relevant
State practice.

2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property
For this study, the recently adopted global legal instrument on State immunity is of relevance.
On 2 December 2004, the UN General Assembly adopted without a vote the UN Convention
on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property. The preamble expressly refers to
State immunity as a principle of customary international law and states that developments in
State practice had been taken into account. Article 5 expresses the basic principle of State
immunity, declaring that a State enjoys immunity, in respect of itself and its property, from
the jurisdiction of the courts of another State subject to the provisions of the convention.
Subsequently, the convention enumerates the proceedings in which State immunity cannot be
invoked. The convention does not cover criminal proceedings.

Part IV of the 2004 UN Convention regards State immunity from seizure. It provides in
general, but subject to certain limitations, for the immunity of a State from all forms of
seizure in respect of its property or property in its possession or control. The term used in this
convention is ‘measures of constraint’, and the convention makes a distinction between prejudgment measures of constraint and post-judgment measures of constraint. The rule in regard
to pre-judgment measures of constraint is rather absolute under the convention. With regard to
the question whether property is entitled to post-judgment measures of constraint, it is
important to determine whether the property serves a commercial purpose (in which case no
immunity applies), or whether the property has a sovereign, governmental purpose (which
makes the property entitled to immunity). This part of the convention also contains an article
where State property is listed which shall not be considered as property ‘specifically in use or
intended for use by the State for other than government non-commercial purposes’.
Consequently, this property is immune from seizure (unless the State to which the property
belongs has explicitly consented to seizure or has allocated the property for the satisfaction of
the connected claim). The relevant article, Article 21, aims to provide protection for certain
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specific categories of property and to prevent any interpretation to the effect that property
listed in the article is in fact commercial property. One category of property reads “property
forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical interest and not
placed or intended to be placed on sale.” State-owned exhibits for industrial or commercial
purposes are not covered by this category. It should be borne in mind that the gist of Article
21 has neither been disputed in the International Law Commission, which prepared the 2004
UN Convention during several decades, nor in the Sixth (Legal) Committee of the UN
General Assembly. Not only does that mean that the international community of States agreed
with the interpretation contained in it (or at least was not against it), but it can also serve as an
indication of the possible existence of a rule of customary international law.

I have to admit that cultural State property on loan cannot be considered as one of those
‘classical’ categories of protected objects, such as military property, diplomatic property or
property of the central bank of a State. But the fact that cultural objects can be important for
the identity of a State, the fact that cultural objects may help to understand the culture, history
and development of a State, as well as the fact that cultural objects can be used as a means in
the promotion of international cultural exchanges (codified in several international
agreements) and the strengthening of bilateral or multilateral diplomatic relations, makes it
fair to consider these cultural objects on loan as a category of protected State property.

What is a State and what is State property?
Different national and international legal instruments each follow their own approach in
regard to the definition of a State. Several national State immunity legislations exclude a
separate entity from the definition of a State, whereas other State immunity legislations have a
more inclusive approach in regard to separate State entities. The 2004 UN Convention
contains a broad definition of the term State and includes also agencies or instrumentalities of
the State or other entities, to the extent that they are entitled to perform and are actually
performing acts in the exercise of sovereign authority of the State. With regard to a State
museum, it may not be all that simple to state whether it is included within that definition of a
State or not. The decisive question may be, whether the State museum is performing a
governmental (or sovereign) act (act jure imperii) or essentially a commercial act (act jure
gestionis). On the one hand art loans do have the earmarks of a commercial act, as a
‘commercial act’ is generally described as an act which can also be performed by an
individual private person. Thus, according to the nature of the act, an art loan should be
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regarded as an act jure gestionis. On the other hand, there may be reasons to attach a public
purpose to the art loan, as States have committed themselves to supporting the exchange of
cultural objects through international legal instruments. Indeed, it seems quite plausible that
lending and borrowing States act with a public, non-commercial, aim, for instance mutual
understanding for each other’s (cultural) history or re-establishment of bilateral diplomatic
relations. It could thus indeed very well be that the purpose of the art loan has to be
considered as one jure imperii. However, for the determination whether an act is to be
considered as jure imperii or jure gestionis, in most jurisdictions solely or primarily the nature
of the act is taken into account. That would then mean that an art loan is considered to be an
act jure gestionis and that the State museum performing this act does not fall within the
definition of a State. In the end, it may be possible that it is up to national courts to consider
whether in an actual case an act should be considered as an act jure imperii or jure gestionis
and whether an entity can be considered as falling under the definition of a State.

It is thus fair to say, that there is not one single definition of a State. With regard to a possible
rule of customary international law stating that cultural objects belonging to foreign States are
immune from seizure while on temporary loan for an exhibition, some differentiation may
therefore in practice take place in the application of the rule, depending on the definition of a
State used for the purposes of the rule.

If an entity, such as a State museum, cannot be considered as included within the definition of
a State, that does not mean that the cultural objects housed in that State museum are subject to
seizure by definition. Immunised State property would be broader than solely property that is
owned by a State. In the 2004 UN Convention property owned by the State and property in its
possession or control would most likely be covered by the immunity provisions, although the
exact scope has not yet been determined in practice. Based on my investigation, it would be
fair to say that in any case property that is State-owned or of which the State serves as a
custodian or has a right of disposal would fall under the immunity. When would we be able to
speak of a relationship between the objects concerned and the State as custodian (or as having
a right of disposal)? In any case, it should be possible for the State to exercise certain rights
and the State should have the legal authority to do so; the property should be in the possession
of the State or else the State should have possibilities and capacities of determining the use of
the objects. For instance, it should not be possible for the State to sell the objects, but it
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should be possible for the State to determine whether the objects could be loaned or not. In
any case the exact limitations have not been properly established yet.

Thus, the cultural objects located in a (State) museum can under circumstances still be
immune from measures of constraint when on loan abroad. After all, such a museum can
house numerous different cultural objects; some of those objects may be owned by a State, a
State may be able to exercise control over other objects, and some objects may not have a link
with the State at all. In case a State has a connection through ownership, possession or control
with these objects, and the objects form part of an exhibition of scientific, cultural or
historical interest and are not placed or intended to be placed on sale, then the objects would
fall under the protection of immunity.

The fact that immunity from seizure does not only apply to cultural objects on loan owned by
a State, but also to objects possessed or controlled by a State, can make the application of a
rule of customary international law in practice somewhat complicated. As not solely objects
owned by a State can serve as a means in the promotion of mutual understanding between
States and the respective populations, it has to be applauded in my view that immunity would
cover a broader category of objects than solely those subject to State ownership. However, it
may be necessary to determine on a case by case basis whether a cultural institution should be
considered as falling under the notion of a State (which will mostly not be the case), and
whether in the actual situation it is the State which either owns, possesses or controls the
objects concerned. As a result, it may be possible that loans between lending and borrowing
institutions have to be considered differently, in regard to possible immunity.

Actual practice of States
There is a wide range of State practice with regard to cultural State property on loan. In
answering the enquiry of the EU ‘Immunity from Seizure’ subgroup I referred to above,
approximately half of the EU Member States have stated that they, on the basis of
(customary) international law, treat cultural property belonging to foreign States as goods
intended for public use and consider this cultural property as non-commercial goods by
definition. These States were Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Malta, the
Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom. It can be
considered that the abovementioned States gave two messages: first, that they consider
cultural property belonging to foreign States as goods intended for public, non-commercial,
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use. And second, that they do so on the basis of the belief that an underlying rule of
customary international law exists. Moreover, it needs to be said that within the European
Union, the promotion of the mobility of collections is regarded as a key issue since the
beginning of the millennium.

The United Kingdom is of the view that cultural property belonging to foreign States is
already immune from seizure on the basis of customary international law “if the goods are
sent for an exhibition for the enjoyment of the public”. In 2007, it enacted specific immunity
from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan.

The Netherlands has repeatedly expressed the opinion that based on customary international
law cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on temporary loan in the Netherlands are
to be considered as property intended for public service, as long as the objects do not clearly
have a commercial goal (e.g. are offered for sale). As such, these objects are immune from
seizure. It provides by means of its more general legislation cultural objects belonging to
foreign States and temporarily on loan in the Netherlands with considerable and satisfactory
protection against seizure.

On the basis of customary international law, Belgium considers cultural objects belonging to
foreign States as immune from seizure when these objects are in Belgium. This has not only
been stated individually by Belgian representatives and by the Kingdom of Belgium in
response to the EU subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’-enquiry, but can also be inferred from
the explanatory report to the specific immunity from seizure legislation for cultural State
property on loan. Belgium is a Signatory State to the 2004 UN Convention on Jurisdictional
Immunities of States and Their Property.

While France considers a cultural object belonging to a foreign State and loaned by that State
for a public exhibition as having a non-commercial character by definition, it appears to rely
rather on its own specific immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan, than
on a possible, but, in French eyes, uncertain rule of customary international law. However,
based on its State practice, and having in mind its legal conviction that cultural State property
on loan should be immune from seizure (more about that infra), it is my opinion that France
nevertheless contributes to the establishment of a rule of customary international law. France
has signed the 2004 UN Convention.
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Germany enacted legislation immunising foreign cultural objects with the aim of securing the
return of those objects to the lending State. The German Executive Branch is under the
impression that currently there may not yet be sufficient State practice to rely on the
international customary nature of a rule that states that cultural objects belonging to foreign
States and on temporary loan are immune from seizure. However, the German judiciary seems
to have another opinion. The Berlin Court of Appeals ordered that seizure of cultural objects
belonging to a foreign State and temporarily on loan would be impermissible, as the objects
served a purpose jure imperii, and that these objects fell under the general principles of State
immunity. It can be concluded that the Berlin Court of Appeals was quite convinced of its
view, as the court did not consider it necessary to refer a question to the German Federal
Constitutional Court on whether cultural objects of foreign States were immune on the basis
of customary international law. The Berlin court was of the view that this was sufficiently
clear. No serious doubts have been revealed by foreign or international courts or academics,
according to the Berlin court.

Austria, which enacted specific immunity from seizure legislation for foreign cultural objects
on loan, answered the enquiry of the EU subgroup ‘Immunity from Seizure’ by stating that it
did not wish to rely on a possible rule of customary international law. It considered a rule of
customary international law prohibiting the seizure of cultural objects belonging to foreign
States as insufficiently developed. However, in October 2005 at the time of the national
ratification process of the 2004 UN Convention, Austria stated that “the convention reflects
the codification of existing customary international law with regard to State immunity in the
field of civil law”. Moreover, Austria stated during its process of ratification that it is in the
self-interest of a State especially to protect cultural heritage against seizure. In June 2011, the
Austrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, competent in questions concerning immunity and
international law, argued before the Austrian court that customary international law has been
codified in Articles 18 to 21 of the 2004 UN Convention and that with regard to cultural State
property on loan Article 21 of the 2004 UN Convention can be considered as the reflection of
a rule of customary international law.

In 2011, the Czech Republic amended its Act on State Monument Care with the aim of
preventing court injunctions from being applied to borrowed cultural objects during the loan.
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In 2011, Finland enacted immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan.
Finland is in the process of ratifying the 2004 UN Convention. Although the convention has
not yet entered into force, as a Signatory State, Finland has stated that it subscribes to the
object and purpose of the convention, and is of the opinion that it reflects current customary
international law in the field of jurisdictional immunities of States and their property.

Sweden does not count on a possible rule of customary international law. Sweden was actually
the only State that simply said “no” in reply to the enquiry of the subgroup ‘Immunity from
Seizure’. It, however, never objected to the consideration of other States that a rule of
customary law exists. Moreover, it ratified the 2004 UN Convention. Thus although Sweden
does not consider it a rule of customary international law that cultural objects belonging to
foreign States and on temporary loan are immune from seizure, it does support the same
provision in the 2004 UN Convention, including the interpretation given in Article 21.

Italy did not give an opinion on whether it counts on the existence of a rule of customary
international law. On the basis of my study, I would conclude that this is primarily due to the
fact that Italy does not want to risk that such a rule would be too extensive. Italy attaches great
importance to the 1970 UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the
Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property. As many cultural
objects have been illegally removed out of Italy, and Italy is regularly a ‘country of origin’
within the meaning of the 1970 UNESCO Convention, Italy seems to be concerned that any
opinion with regard to a possible rule of customary international law regarding immunity
from seizure for cultural objects on loan might undermine Italy’s position as ‘country of
origin’. Since several years, Italy is in the process of enacting immunity from seizure
legislation for cultural objects on loan. As Italy is somewhat struggling with the relationship
between immunity from seizure and the 1970 UNESCO Convention, the progress made in the
enactment of immunity legislation is rather modest.

Switzerland has made very clear in public that it considers cultural objects belonging to
foreign States and temporarily on loan as objects with a sovereign purpose and immune from
measures of constraint on the basis of customary international law. In November 2005, the
Swiss Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs stated: “Cultural goods of States are, based on
international law, to be considered as public property, which can as a matter of principle not
be subject to measures of constraint.” No opposing or rejecting reactions have been given by
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any other State to this. Moreover, when ratifying the 2004 UN Convention, the Swiss
authorities stated that the Federal Court had determined that the convention had codified the
general principles of international law in the field of State immunity and that the convention
should be seen as a codification of customary international law. Switzerland enacted
immunity from seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan.

Liechtenstein enacted immunity from seizure legislation in November 2007 which applies to
all cultural objects brought from abroad into Liechtenstein for the purpose of a public
exhibition.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, has stated that the 2004 UN
Convention is a reflection of the current state of affairs with regard to State immunity and that
it reflects customary international law, and consequently that cultural State property on loan
must be considered as goods intended for government non-commercial purposes on the basis
of a rule of customary international law. Already in 2005, when confronted with the seizure of
its own cultural objects on loan in Switzerland, the Russian Federation firmly stated towards
the Swiss authorities that on the basis of customary international law, these objects were
protected against seizure, as it concerned objects with a sovereign, public purpose. The fact
that the Russian Federation demands immunity from seizure guarantees from borrowing
States has nothing to do with uncertainty about the existence of a rule of customary
international law, but with the conditions as set forth in Article 30 of the Russian Law on
Export and Import of Cultural Property, which demands, inter alia, a return guarantee from
the borrowing State. The Russian Federation is a Signatory State to the 2004 UN Convention
on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property.

In 1965, the United States of America was the first State which enacted immunity from
seizure legislation for cultural objects on loan. The United States sees an obligation to
immunise cultural objects belonging to foreign States or foreign institutions against seizure
and to facilitate cultural exchanges between States. Moreover, when cultural objects
belonging to foreign States have been the focus in different court cases, the US authorities
were very vocal in expressing towards the judiciary that these cultural objects should be
immune from seizure. Regardless of the belief that it is necessary to protect these objects
against seizure, the US authorities do not merely wish to rely on a possible underlying rule of
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customary international law. However, its State practice as well as its belief in a legal
obligation makes in my view that the United States contributes to the formation of such a rule.

The federal authorities of Canada do not seem to have an explicit opinion with regard to the
question whether immunity from seizure of cultural State property on loan is covered by a
rule of customary international law. But having in mind that five of the Canadian provinces
enacted immunity from seizure legislation, that there are no dissenting sounds within Canada,
and that the federal authorities refused to act upon Jordanian and Palestinian seizure requests
when Dead Sea Scrolls were on loan in Toronto, it can be regarded that Canadian State
practice supports the immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan.

Australia would not like to count on a rule of customary international law providing immunity
to cultural objects on loan. Whether cultural objects belonging to a foreign State will be
granted immunity from measures of constraint, will be considered on a case-by-case basis
depending on the circumstances under which the objects are in Australia. When considering
this, Australia assesses whether the conditions of the Australian Foreign States Immunities
Act are fulfilled and thus simply and solely counts on its own legislation.

Japan enacted State immunity legislation in order to implement the 2004 UN Convention.
Pursuant to that legislation, cultural State property on loan with a scientific, cultural or
historical significance may not be considered as property in use or intended for use for other
than government non-commercial purposes. In order to immunise also cultural objects
belonging to non-State actors, Japan enacted specific immunity from seizure legislation in
2011. It may be concluded that Japan is in the vanguard when immunising cultural objects on
loan and actively contributing to the establishment of a rule of customary international law.

The territory of Taiwan enacted immunity legislation in 1992, stating that cultural objects
from foreign States or Mainland China that have been approved for exhibition by the
competent central-government authority shall not be subject to litigation or attached by legal
action during their delivery, preservation, or exhibition.

The specific immunity legislation of Israel, enacted in 2007, does not only provide immunity
from measures of constraint for cultural objects on loan belonging to foreign public
institutions, but first and foremost immunity from suit, as it prevents claimants from seeking
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any redress in Israeli courts if the Minister of Justice concludes that an adequate procedure
exists outside of Israel. The Israeli authorities do not seek refuge in a rule of customary
international law immunising cultural State property on loan, but rather count on their own
immunity legislation.

In October 2004, the representative of the Islamic Republic of Iran stated before the Sixth
(Legal) Committee of the UN General Assembly that the (at that time still draft) UN
Convention “reflects the customary international law pertaining to immunity of States and
their property.” In 2010, the Iranian authorities, in the person of the Vice-President of the
Islamic Republic of Iran and the Director General of the Iranian judiciary, have expressed that
they regard international loans of cultural objects belonging to foreign States as covered by
Article 5 of the 2004 United Nations Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities and their
Property (which article I already addressed supra).

Within the European Union, fourteen Member States issue, or have issued, ‘letters of
comfort’, which are described as written confirmations from a representative of the
government that the borrowing State will do everything within its power to safeguard the item
from seizure. These States are Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania,
the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovenia, Spain and the United Kingdom. Other
States also have the possibility to issue such letters, for instance, the Russian Federation and
Japan. As a rule, such a ‘letter of comfort’ cannot be considered as ‘hard law’, contrary to
immunity from seizure legislation, but merely as a reassurance to the lender and as a
commitment of effort that in case an attempt to seize the objects would be made, the
authorities of the borrowing State will do everything in their power to prevent or stop that.

The 2004 UN Convention was signed (but not ratified or yet acceded to) by Belgium, China,
Czech Republic, Denmark, East-Timor, Estonia, Finland, France, Iceland, India, Madagascar,
Morocco, Mexico, Paraguay, the Russian Federation, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Slovakia and the
United Kingdom and ratified or acceded to by Austria, Iran, Japan, Kazakhstan, Lebanon,
Norway, Portugal, Romania, Saudi-Arabia, Sweden and Switzerland. Pursuant to Article 18
of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, those States are obliged to refrain
from acts which would defeat the object and purpose of the convention, including Part IV on
measures of constraint, as long as the convention has not yet entered into force for them.
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I conclude from my study that the security, legal and otherwise, of international art loans has
become a central issue for States. In recent years, there is a growing State practice pointing
towards protection against seizure of cultural objects on loan belonging to foreign States.

The ratio behind the State practice
Where does the conviction that cultural objects must be protected against seizure come from?
The belief that a legal obligation exists? Pragmatism? Maybe even reasons which have to do
with commerce?

Some States which already accept the existence of a rule of customary international law have
also enacted specific immunity from seizure legislation. Examples are Belgium, Switzerland,
the United Kingdom and Finland. With the exception of Belgium, the legislation of these
States protects more than cultural property belonging to foreign States, so that may be a
reason for the legislation. Dualist States may also enact legislation in order to implement rules
of international law in their domestic legal system. Another reason for legislation may be, that
it helps to guide the judiciary in its assessments, so that it does not need to determine proprio
motu the possible existence of a rule of international law, as well as its limitations. Moreover,
a reason for enacting legislation may also have been, that because different other States did
not wish to rely on a rule of customary international law, those States enacting legislation
wanted to show that objects of the lending States would in any event be safe in their
jurisdiction.

In the United States the direct occasion for legislation immunising cultural objects on loan
was a firm request made by the Soviet Union on the occasion of a loan of cultural objects to
the University of Richmond. The legislative history of the legislation indicates a
congressional determination to promote and increase the number of temporary loan
exhibitions of cultural objects, particularly from States with which the United States has had
hostile or volatile relations. So, the primary goal of the legislation was to encourage and
facilitate cultural exchange with other States. And, of course, the United States wanted to be
considered as a safe haven for international art loans. But it did not end with that. From my
conversations with the US State Department, it became clear to me that the US authorities
indeed see a legal obligation to protect cultural objects belonging to foreign States or foreign
institutions against seizure.
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In the United Kingdom the entering into force of its specific immunity from seizure legislation
has been speeded up, in order to make sure that an exhibition of Russian State-owned cultural
objects would be able to take place.

In Belgium Europalia Russia, an art festival that took place in Brussels, was the direct
inducement for renewed immunity legislation, as the Russian Federation demanded more
guarantees in order to be sure that cultural objects from Russia could not be seized. Belgium
has stated that it did not want to lose the opportunity of offering high ranking and important
exhibitions to the public, knowing that foreign States and national and foreign museums do
not always take ‘vague notions’ as immunity under customary international law for granted.

In France the direct inducement for enacting legislation was the Shchukin case before the
court in Paris, where the heirs of the Russian art collector Sergei Shchukin (his collection was
expropriated at the time of the Bolshevik Revolution in 1918) tried to seize cultural objects
loaned to the Pompidou Centre in Paris. The French authorities wanted to be completely sure
that such cases would not occur again. The French authorities felt that they had a legal
obligation to provide a more adequate protection for cultural objects belonging to foreign
States on temporary loan in France, and - based on the experience with the Shchukin case were of the opinion that this legal protection might have been insufficient until that time.
Furthermore, France wanted to show the world that it did everything in order to become or to
be a safe haven for cultural objects on loan, so an element of pragmatism also played a role.
The enactment of the article on immunity from seizure has therefore been motivated by a
combination of a feeling of legal obligation and pragmatism.

In Germany the most concrete motivation for the elaboration of the legislation was an
exhibition from Taiwan, already planned in 1992 and eventually held at the end of 2003. The
Taiwanese lenders feared that without a legal return guarantee, they might be exposed to
possible action by the Chinese Government ending in the transportation of the exhibited
objects to Beijing. Germany, which doubts whether a rule with regard to immunity from
seizure for cultural objects on loan has already been developed, is, however, of the view that
cultural objects belonging to foreign States, temporarily in its territory because of an
exhibition, should be immune from seizure. It thus felt a legal obligation to protect those
cultural objects. As a consequence it developed legislation to that effect.
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Also Austria had the experience that potential lending institutions did not wish to rely on a
‘vague’ notion of customary international law, but wished an explicit provision in Austrian
legislation which needed to be followed by the Austrian judiciary. The introduction of antiseizure legislation was a direct consequence of the seizure in 1998 of two paintings by Egon
Schiele from the collection of the Leopold Museum in Vienna, which were on temporary loan
to an exhibition in New York. The Austrian authorities feared that foreign lenders would
hesitate to give cultural objects on loan to Austrian museums, being afraid that as a matter of
reciprocity Austria would seize those objects as well. Austria therefore explicitly decided to
enact legislation stating that foreign cultural objects would be immune from seizure.

In the Czech Republic legislation has been enacted in order to host an exhibition of Russian
treasures from the Kremlin.

In Israel legislation has been enacted in response to French demands. In order for an
exhibition to take place that aimed at tracing the story of cultural objects looted by the Nazis
in France during World War II, France made the condition to Israel that the Israeli immunity
from seizure legislation would be in place before the cultural objects concerned could be
given on loan to Israel.

This may give the impression, that all these legislations have been enacted in reaction to
wishes, demands or fears from foreign States. However, generally the borrowing States also
felt that they had a legal obligation to protect the objects. Moreover, several States have
enacted legislation, or are in a process of enacting legislation, although there were apparently
no outside forces urging such legislation. Finland can serve as an example. Or States enacted
legislation in order to implement the 2004 UN Convention, as Japan did. And some States
which enacted legislation, motivated by the demands of other States, went further than the
apparent wishes of the demanding States or than the protection international law would
provide. The German, Austrian and Swiss legislations, for instance, can be regarded as going
further than mere immunity from seizure, as no third party rights can be invoked as soon as
the return commitment has been issued.

As already stated supra, it may be very difficult and largely theoretical to strictly separate
elements of State practice and legal conviction, as quite often the same act reflects both
practice and legal conviction. But based on my investigations, I have the impression that the
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practice of States in the field of my study is primarily based on a combination of both legal
belief that cultural State property on loan deserves protection and pragmatism in order to be
seen as a ‘trustful and safe haven’.

Academic opinions
In the literature, there is no uniform view on whether a rule of customary international law
with regard to immunity for cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on temporary
loan is in existence. Some voices state that such a rule is non-existent, other voices clearly
incline towards a rule of customary international law and there are voices which are
somewhat more careful in making a pertinent conclusion. It is, however, fair to conclude that
the majority of academic opinions expressed tend to accept the existence of a rule of
customary international law or the emergence of such a rule. Possibly because of the growing
amount of State practice in the recent years, it is my impression that the number of supporters
and subscribers of such a rule is slowly but steadily growing.

Cultural objects which have been the subject of a serious breach of an obligation arising
under a peremptory norm of general international law
The plunder of cultural objects during armed conflict is to be considered as a serious breach
of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general international law (a norm
accepted and recognised by the international community of States as a whole as a norm from
which no derogation is permitted; also called a jus cogens norm). Under international law,
States are obliged to refrain from recognising such a situation as lawful and should not assist
in the maintenance of that situation or its consequences. The provision of immunity for such
illicitly acquired objects would be at odds with this obligation. Based on my study, I would
say that, generally speaking, the main sentiment among States is indeed that such objects
should not deserve protection. Although not legally but certainly morally binding, many
States subscribed to the 1998 Washington Principles on Holocaust Era Assets, the 2000
Vilnius Declaration on Holocaust Era Looted Cultural Assets or the 2009 Terezin Declaration
on Holocaust Era Assets and Related Issues. Moreover, several States established Restitution
or Spoliation Committees in order to restitute cultural objects to heirs of World War II
victims.

Cultural objects subject to return obligations under international or European law
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When it comes to the relationship between immunity from seizure for cultural State property
on loan on the one hand, and return obligations under the 1970 UNESCO Convention on the
Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Transfer of Ownership of
Cultural Property, the 1995 Unidroit Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural
Objects, or the Council Directive 93/7/EEC on the return of cultural goods unlawfully
removed from the territory of a Member State on the other, the situation is somewhat different
and less strict. Here, we are not confronted with a peremptory norm of general international
law which should be respected in any event; derogation is possible. It is clear from my
assessment that there is no uniform, even sometimes contrary State practice: different States
have different opinions (and act differently) as to whether immunity from seizure can be set
aside by international or community law with which it may be at odds, or as to whether
immunity from seizure for cultural objects on loan extends to objects which are subject to
international or European return obligations. Some states are of the opinion that in case a
return obligation to the State of origin exists under international or European law, the cultural
objects concerned cannot be eligible for immunity, whereas other States are of the opinion
that in such a situation the immunity remains untouched. It is purely based on the fact that I
noted a lack of the virtually uniform State practice, necessary for the establishment of a rule
of customary international law, that I had to conclude that a rule of customary international
law does not apply to these cultural objects.

Criminal proceedings
It was generally understood during the negotiations that the 2004 UN Convention does not
cover criminal proceedings. The State immunity legislations of the United Kingdom, Canada,
Pakistan, Singapore, Australia and South Africa explicitly state that their substantive
provisions do not apply to criminal proceedings or prosecution. Also the general immunity
from seizure provisions in the Dutch legislation only cover civil proceedings. The specific
legislations of the European States covering immunity from seizure for cultural objects on
loan, however, generally protect against all forms of seizure, whether civil or criminal. Also
the US Federal Immunity from Seizure Act protects against all forms of seizure. The same
goes for the New York State statute, although there has been a period that the immunity only
applied to civil proceedings. Also the Israeli legislation and the legislation of the five
Canadian provinces are all-encompassing. When it comes to State practice, most of the cases
that have been dealt with are within the civil law sphere. I would tend to say that a rule of
customary international law immunising cultural objects belonging to a foreign State from
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seizure while on loan for a temporary exhibition would only apply to seizure in civil
proceedings. I am not arguing that immunity from seizure for cultural State property on loan
is not applicable in criminal proceedings by definition; I solely state that the rule of customary
international law does not extend to criminal proceedings, due to lack of sufficient and
virtually uniform State practice.

This brings me to the following conclusions:
-

Under customary international law, State property in use or intended for use for
government non-commercial purposes is immune from measures of constraint.

-

Article 21 of the 2004 UN Convention seeks to prevent any interpretation to the effect
that property forming part of an exhibition of objects of scientific, cultural or historical
interest and not placed or intended to be placed on sale would be considered as
property specifically in use or intended for use by State for commercial nongovernmental purposes.

-

Many States consider cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on temporary
loan indeed as falling under the notion of State property in use or intended for use for
government non-commercial purposes and hence already immune from measures of
constraint. Those States which do not follow that path have either State immunity
legislation that does not make a difference between different categories of State
property (for instance the Russian Federation) or rather rely on the approach and
criteria in their own legislation (for instance Australia and the United States).

-

In recent years, there is a growing State practice pointing towards protection against
measures of constraint of cultural objects on loan belonging to foreign States.

-

With regard to the existence of a separate specific rule of customary international law,
I would come to the conclusion that a relatively young rule of customary international
law exists, although not yet firmly established or well defined in all its aspects, stating
that cultural objects belonging to foreign States and on temporary loan for an
exhibition are immune from seizure.

-

The rule applies to cultural objects in use or intended for use by the State for
government non-commercial purposes. The exhibition to which the objects are loaned
should be of a non-commercial nature. Hence, exhibits for industrial or commercial
purposes are not covered by the rule and the property should not be placed, or
intended to be placed on sale.
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-

Some differentiation may in practice occur with regard to the application of the rule,
depending on the definition of a State used by the borrowing State for the purposes of
the rule.

-

The rule applies not only to State-owned property, but also to property in possession
or control of a State.

-

The security, legal and otherwise, of international art loans has become a central issue
for States. But although States want to immunise cultural objects on loan, they also
want to prevent and to combat illicit acquisition or unlawful removal of cultural
objects and strive for the return to the State of origin.

-

The rule of customary international law stating that cultural objects belonging to
foreign States are immune from seizure while on temporary loan for an exhibition
does not extend to those cultural objects which have been the subject of a serious
breach of an obligation arising under a peremptory norm of general international law,
or which are already subject to return obligations under international or European law.

-

Moreover, a rule of customary international law immunising from seizure cultural
State property on loan applies only to seizure in civil proceedings.
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Samenvatting

Al eeuwenlang zijn cultuurgoederen in beweging, gebracht naar vreemde staten en veilig
teruggekeerd bij bruikleengevers. Met recht kan dus worden gesteld dat internationale
kunstuitleen geen nieuw fenomeen is. In het begin van de jaren 60 werd bijvoorbeeld
overeengekomen dat Leonardo da Vinci's meesterwerk Mona Lisa zou worden uitgeleend
door Frankrijk aan de Verenigde Staten. Vragen die beantwoord moesten worden bij een
dergelijke bruikleen hadden te maken met verpakking, vervoer, beveiliging, verzekering, etc.
Maar niemand maakte zich druk over immuniteit van beslaglegging. Niemand leek zich
zorgen te maken dat een persoon of een bedrijf beslaglegging van het schilderij zou kunnen
overwegen. Echter, inmiddels is de kwestie van de immuniteit van beslaglegging voor
uitgeleende cultuurgoederen steeds meer een punt van aandacht voor staten en musea
geworden. Dit heeft voornamelijk te maken met het toenemende aantal juridische geschillen
over de eigendom van de culturele objecten, vooral als gevolg van aanspraken van de
erfgenamen van objecten onteigend door communistische regimes in Oost-Europa, alsmede
vanwege Holocaust-gerelateerde claims.

De reden van mijn onderzoek en mijn centrale onderzoeksthema
Voordat ik met dit onderzoek begon, bleek dat niet duidelijk was of staten daadwerkelijk op
de hoogte waren van de huidige stand van zaken met betrekking tot de immuniteit van
beslaglegging van cultuurgoederen van vreemde staten, in bruikleen in het buitenland. Een
verdrag inzake immuniteit van rechtsmacht van staten en hun eigendom was tot stand
gekomen, welk verdrag onder meer ziet op immuniteit van uitgeleende cultuurgoederen van
staten. Dit verdrag is echter nog niet in werking getreden. Ik heb dus besloten om te
onderzoeken of een andere regel van internationaal recht al van toepassing was, te weten een
regel van internationaal gewoonterecht. Immers, een dergelijke regel is juridisch verbindend
voor staten, zonder dat deze staten noodzakelijkerwijs partij zijn bij een verdrag. Dit
onderzoek betreft daarom de vraag of een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht bestaat,
houdende dat cultuurgoederen van vreemde staten immuun zijn voor beslaglegging terwijl in
bruikleen gegeven aan een (culturele instelling van een) andere staat voor een tijdelijke
tentoonstelling. Indien een dergelijke regel nog niet bestaat, is deze in ontwikkeling? En als
een dergelijke regel bestaat, wat zijn de beperkingen? Informatie tot 1 juli 2011 is in
ogenschouw genomen. Het is mijn streven dat dit onderzoek meer duidelijkheid en
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rechtszekerheid zal bieden op het terrein van internationale bruiklenen van cultuurgoederen
van staten.

Werkwijze
Ik raadpleegde een ruime hoeveelheid en verscheidenheid aan bronnen voor dit onderzoek.
Dit betreft niet alleen relevant verdragenrecht en literatuur, ook heb ik de beschikbare
relevante jurisprudentie in mijn onderzoek betrokken. Daarnaast heb ik nationale wetgeving
op het gebied van staatsimmuniteit en immuniteit van culturele objecten, uitgevaardigd door
verschillende staten, ter hand genomen en heb getracht vast te stellen wat staten ertoe bracht
om specifieke wetgeving op het terrein van immuniteit van beslaglegging voor culturele
objecten in bruikleen te ontwikkelen. Ook heb ik gekeken naar de wijze waarop staten zich
hebben geuit naar aanleiding van de beraadslagingen over het onderwerp van immuniteit van
staten en hun eigendommen door de Commissie voor Internationaal Recht (een commissie,
ingesteld door de Algemene Vergadering van de Verenigde Naties voor de codificatie en
progressieve ontwikkeling van het internationaal publiekrecht). Ten aanzien van de lidstaten
van de Europese Unie die deelnamen aan de subgroep ‘immuniteit van beslaglegging’,
vallend onder de deskundigenwerkgroep ‘mobiliteit van collecties’ onder auspiciën van de
Europese Commissie, heb ik hun mondelinge opmerkingen gevolgd tijdens de vergaderingen
van deze subgroep. Verder gebruikte ik twee vragenlijsten. Eén betrof de vragenlijst die door
de subgroep ‘immuniteit van beslaglegging’ was gezonden aan alle 27 lidstaten van de
Europese Unie. De meest relevante vraag voor mijn onderzoek in deze vragenlijst betrof:
“Beschouwt uw land, op basis van het internationaal (gewoonte)recht, cultuurgoederen
toebehorend aan een vreemde staat als goederen bestemd voor de openbare dienst, en
dientengevolge als niet-commerciële goederen?” Analyse van de vraag leert, dat deze twee
elementen omvat: ten eerste, of staten cultuurgoederen die toebehoren aan vreemde Staten
behandelen als goederen bestemd voor de openbare dienst, en ten tweede, of men dat doet op
basis van een onderliggende regel van internationaal gewoonterecht. Voordat deze vragenlijst
was verspreid had ik al een vragenlijst gezonden aan die staten die het meest betrokken zijn
bij internationale bruiklenen van cultuurgoederen, die wetgeving op het terrein van
immuniteit van beslaglegging hebben ontwikkeld voor cultuurgoederen in bruikleen, of die
zich tot op zekere hoogte over het onderwerp hebben geuit. Een deel van deze landen waren
EU-lidstaten, dus er was sprake van enige overlap. Verder bezocht ik een aantal staten om de
betreffende statenpraktijk nader te analyseren en om meer informatie te verkrijgen over de
redenen achter die statenpraktijk.
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Wat is immuniteit van beslaglegging, waarom wenst iemand beslag te leggen op een
cultuurgoed en waarom kan immuniteit van beslaglegging wenselijk zijn?
De term ‘immuniteit’ komt van de Latijnse term ‘immunitas’, die vrijstelling van belastingen
of vrijstelling van verplichtingen betekent. Als ik de term ‘beslaglegging’ gebruik, versta ik
hieronder elke dwangmaatregel die leidt tot onttrekking van het cultuurgoed aan de houder, of
die leidt tot voorkoming of opschorting van terugkeer naar de bruikleengever. Voor het doel
van het onderzoek hanteer ik de volgende definitie van ‘immuniteit van beslaglegging’: “De
wettelijke garantie dat cultuurgoederen in tijdelijke bruikleen en afkomstig van een vreemde
staat beschermd zullen worden tegen iedere vorm van beslaglegging tijdens de
bruikleenperiode”. Deze omschrijving is afkomstig uit het ‘Action Plan for the EU Promotion
of Museum Collection Mobility and Loan Standards’ uit 2006.

In de praktijk lijken er twee belangrijke situaties te zijn waarin iemand kan wensen om beslag
te leggen op een cultuurgoed tijdelijk in bruikleen. Ten eerste, als er een geschil bestaat over
de eigendom van een cultuurgoed in bruikleen. Een eiser kan proberen om een claim te leggen
in de in bruikleen nemende staat en trachten beslag te laten leggen op het goed als hij van
mening is dat zijn kansen beter zijn, juridisch gesproken, in de staat waar het cultuurgoed zich
tijdelijk bevindt, dan in de staat waar het goed normaal gesproken is. Ten tweede, als een eiser
(een individu of een bedrijf) beweert dat de eigenaar van het cultuurgoed in bruikleen een
schuld (niet noodzakelijkerwijs verband houdend met het goed) heeft bij de eiser, en de eiser
twijfels heeft over de mogelijkheid van tenuitvoerlegging van een vonnis of arbitrale
uitspraak in de staat van de eigenaar van het goed. Maar er kunnen zich ook andere situaties
voordoen. Bijvoorbeeld, in het kader van een strafrechtelijk onderzoek kunnen
rechtshandhavers bepaalde cultuurgoederen in beslag willen nemen om zodoende
bewijsmateriaal veilig te stellen. Of het kan zo zijn dat een derde partij, zoals een transporteur
die het cultuurgoed vervoert in het kader van de tentoonstelling, een retentierecht op het
object heeft totdat hij is betaald voor de geleverde diensten.

In zijn algemeenheid dient het verstrekken van immuniteit van beslaglegging voor
cultuurgoederen om ervoor te zorgen dat cultuurgoederen in bruikleen niet vatbaar zullen zijn
voor beslag ten tijde van verblijf in de in bruikleen nemende staat, om daarmee te voorkomen
dat

deze goederen kunnen worden gebruikt

eigendomsgeschillen.

als

‘gijzelaars’

in

handels-

en/of

Immuniteit van beslaglegging kan dienen als een middel om de
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terughoudendheid van bruikleengevers te overwinnen om hun cultuurgoederen tijdelijk in
bruikleen te geven aan een andere staat of een culturele instelling in het buitenland.

We moeten voor ogen houden dat veel staten zich door middel van internationale juridische
instrumenten hebben verbonden aan de ondersteuning

van de uitwisseling

van

cultuurgoederen. Er kan worden gesteld dat er tegenwoordig een gevestigd en algemeen
gedeeld belang bestaat om de internationale samenwerking van musea en andere culturele
instellingen te koesteren en te verbeteren. Bovendien wordt er in de literatuur soms een relatie
gelegd tussen cultuurgoederen en diplomatieke betrekkingen: internationale culturele
bruiklenen kunnen een symboolfunctie hebben en bevorderend werken voor deze
diplomatieke betrekkingen. Tentoonstellingen zijn vaak de eerste, hernieuwde, contacten
tussen voormalige ‘vijandelijke’ staten. Cultuurgoederen kunnen het ijs breken tussen staten
en kunnen behulpzaam zijn bij de eerste stappen in de nieuwe bilaterale contacten. Ze worden
soms aangeduid als ‘ambassadeurs van goede wil’. Immuniteit van beslaglegging kan
interstatelijke kunstuitlenen faciliteren. Die achtergrond kan dienen als een goede uitleg
waarom de immuniteit van beslaglegging voor de cultuurgoederen in bruikleen van een
vreemde staat in de rede ligt.

Internationaal gewoonterecht
Nu ik onderzoek doe naar de vraag of cultuurgoederen die toebehoren aan vreemde staten op
grond van het internationaal gewoonterecht immuun zijn voor beslaglegging op het moment
dat de goederen in bruikleen zijn gegeven aan een andere staat ten behoeve van een tijdelijke
tentoonstelling, kan een korte uitleg over internationaal gewoonterecht niet ontbreken.
Gewoonterecht is één van de diverse bronnen van internationaal recht, naast bijvoorbeeld het
verdragenrecht. Het gebeurt regelmatig dat bepaalde staten geen partij zijn bij belangrijke
verdragen. Als de regels in die verdragen reeds kunnen worden beschouwd als internationaal
gewoonterecht, dan zijn staten reeds gebonden aan deze regels, ook al zijn ze geen partij bij
het desbetreffende verdrag. Bovendien kunnen er rechtsgebieden zijn waar een verdrag nog
niet tot stand is gekomen. Het kan dus belangrijk zijn om te weten of een regel van
internationaal gewoonterecht bestaat.

Om te worden beschouwd als een regel van gewoonterecht, dient de regel gebaseerd te zijn op
een brede, representatieve en vrijwel uniforme praktijk van staten, vergezeld van de
overtuiging dat rechtens op deze manier moet worden gehandeld. Dit laatste wordt vaak
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aangeduid als opinio iuris. Het voorgaande is herhaaldelijk verklaard door het Internationaal
Gerechtshof (IGH). Het IGH verklaarde ook, dat het niet noodzakelijk is dat een regel
wereldwijd volledig geaccepteerd is. Het is van belang dat een bepaalde praktijk de brede
acceptatie weerspiegelt van die staten die in de betreffende activiteit bijzonder betrokken zijn.
In de woorden van het IGH, “staten wier belangen speciaal worden getroffen” dienen te
behoren tot diegenen die bijdragen aan de totstandkoming van de regel. De afwezigheid van
andere staten verhindert niet het ontstaan van een regel van gewoonterecht. Dus, bij het
bepalen of een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht bestaat met betrekking tot de
immuniteit van beslaglegging van cultuurgoederen in bruikleen van vreemde staten, moet
speciale aandacht worden besteed aan die staten die het meest actief en betrokken zijn op het
gebied van internationale kunstuitlenen ten behoeve van tijdelijke tentoonstellingen.

In principe kan elke handeling of uitspraak van een staat waaruit ideeën over gewoonterecht
kunnen worden afgeleid dienen als een bron of bewijs van statenpraktijk, zolang een
dergelijke handeling of uitspraak maar redelijk herkenbaar is. Voorbeelden zijn rechterlijke
oordelen, diplomatieke correspondentie, beleidsverklaringen, juridisch advies door juridische
adviseurs van de overheid, regels en voorschriften, voorbehouden en verklaringen bij
ondertekening of de bekrachtiging van verdragen of memoranda van overeenstemming. Het is
belangrijk, zelfs noodzakelijk, dat de staten handelen vanuit een bepaalde juridische
overtuiging en dat ze hun gedrag niet beschouwen als louter een politiek of moreel gebaar.
Het kan heel moeilijk en grotendeels theoretisch zijn de elementen van praktijk en juridische
overtuiging strikt te scheiden. Heel vaak weerspiegelt dezelfde handeling zowel praktijk als
juridische overtuiging. Soms kan het zelfs onmogelijk zijn om de twee elementen te
ontwarren. Maar om een eventuele regel van internationaal gewoonterecht te identificeren,
was het voor mij toch noodzakelijk om te onderzoeken of staten immuniteit van beslaglegging
bieden uit een gevoel van juridische noodzaak, of uit pragmatisme. Om die reden onderzocht
ik de aan de relevante statenpraktijk onderliggende motivatie.

Verdrag van de Verenigde Naties inzake de immuniteit van rechtsmacht van staten en hun
eigendommen
Voor

dit

onderzoek

is

het

recentelijk

aangenomen

juridisch

instrument

inzake

staatsimmuniteit van belang. Op 2 december 2004 heeft de Algemene Vergadering van de
Verenigde Naties met consensus, dus zonder stemming, het VN-Verdrag inzake de immuniteit
van rechtsmacht van staten en hun eigendommen aanvaard. In de preambule wordt
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uitdrukkelijk gesteld dat de immuniteit van rechtsmacht van staten en hun eigendommen
algemeen aanvaard wordt als een beginsel van internationaal gewoonterecht en blijkt dat de
ontwikkelingen in de statenpraktijk in ogenschouw zijn genomen. Artikel 5 geeft uitdrukking
aan het basisprincipe van de immuniteit en verklaart dat een staat ten aanzien van zichzelf en
van zijn eigendommen immuniteit van rechtsmacht geniet van de rechters van een andere
staat, behoudens het bepaalde in het verdrag. Vervolgens geeft het verdrag een opsomming
van de situaties waarin geen beroep kan worden gedaan op staatsimmuniteit. Het verdrag
heeft geen betrekking op strafrechtelijke procedures.

Deel IV van het verdrag betreft immuniteit van staten van dwangmaatregelen in verband met
gedingen voor de rechter. Het biedt in het algemeen, behoudens bepaalde beperkingen,
immuniteit van alle vormen van beslag ten aanzien van staatseigendom, staatsbezit, of
goederen waarover de Staat controle kan uitoefenen. De term die in dit verdrag wordt gebruikt
is ‘dwangmaatregelen’, en het verdrag maakt een onderscheid tussen conservatoire
maatregelen en executiemaatregelen. De immuniteit van conservatoire maatregelen is
behoorlijk

absoluut

onder

het

verdrag.

Voor

wat

betreft

de

immuniteit

van

executiemaatregelen, is het belangrijk om te bepalen of de staatsgoederen een commercieel
doel dienen, in welk geval geen immuniteit van toepassing is, of dat de goederen bestemd zijn
voor de openbare dienst, wat maakt dat de goederen immuniteit genieten. Dit deel van het
verdrag bevat ook een artikel over categorieën van goederen die niet mogen worden
aangemerkt als goederen gebruikt of beoogd voor commerciële doeleinden. Deze goederen
zijn derhalve immuun voor beslaglegging (tenzij de staat waartoe het goed behoort
uitdrukkelijk heeft ingestemd met de beslaglegging of het goed heeft aangewezen ter
voldoening van de vordering die onderwerp is van het geding). Het betreffende artikel, artikel
21, heeft als doel om bescherming te bieden aan bepaalde specifieke categorieën van
staatsgoederen en om elke interpretatie te voorkomen dat de goederen vermeld in het artikel
in feite commerciële goederen zijn. Eén van de genoemde categorieën is goederen die deel
uitmaken van een tentoonstelling van objecten van wetenschappelijk, cultureel of historisch
belang en die niet te koop worden aangeboden, of waarvan verkoop niet beoogd wordt.
Staatgoederen die een industrieel of commercieel oogmerk hebben vallen dus niet onder deze
categorie. In gedachten moet worden gehouden dat artikel 21 als zodanig niet is betwist in de
Commissie voor Internationaal Recht, die het verdrag gedurende verschillende decennia heeft
ontworpen, noch in de Zesde (Juridische) Commissie van de Algemene Vergadering van de
Verenigde Naties. Dit betekent niet alleen dat de internationale gemeenschap van staten zich
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kon vinden in de interpretatie van het artikel (of er in ieder geval niet tegen gekant was), het
kan ook een indicatie zijn van het mogelijke bestaan van een regel van internationaal
gewoonterecht.

Ik moet toegeven dat in bruikleen gegeven cultuurgoederen van staten niet beschouwd kunnen
worden als één van de ‘klassieke’ categorieën van beschermde objecten, zoals militaire
goederen, goederen behorend tot de diplomatieke of consulaire dienst, of financiële tegoeden
van de centrale bank of een andere monetaire autoriteit van de staat. Maar het feit dat
cultuurgoederen van belang kunnen zijn voor de staatsidentiteit, kunnen bijdragen aan het
begrip voor de cultuur, de geschiedenis en de ontwikkeling van een staat en kunnen worden
gebruikt ter bevordering van internationale culturele uitwisselingen (gecodificeerd in een
aantal internationaalrechtelijke instrumenten) of bilaterale of multilaterale diplomatieke
betrekkingen kunnen versterken, maakt het voor de hand liggend om deze cultuurgoederen in
bruikleen te beschouwen als een speciale categorie van beschermde staatsgoederen.

Wat is een staat en wat zijn staatsgoederen?
Verschillende nationale en internationale juridische instrumenten hebben elk hun eigen
definitie van een staat (waaronder wel steeds staatkundige onderdelen van de staat worden
begrepen). Diverse nationale wetgevingen op het terrein van staatsimmuniteit sluiten een
aparte (staats)instelling uit van de definitie van een staat, terwijl andere wetgevingen
betreffende staatsimmuniteit een meer inclusieve benadering volgen ten aanzien van
afzonderlijke staatsinstellingen. Het VN-verdrag bevat een ruime definitie van het begrip
‘staat’ en omvat ook agentschappen of instanties van de staat of andere instellingen, voor
zover zij bevoegd zijn tot het uitvoeren van overheidshandelingen en dit ook daadwerkelijk
doen. Voor wat betreft een staatsmuseum is het nog niet zo eenvoudig om aan te geven of het
valt

binnen

de

definitie

van

een

staat.

Beslissend

is,

of

een

staatsmuseum

overheidshandelingen verricht (handelingen iure imperii) of in wezen commerciële
handelingen uitvoert (handelingen iure gestionis). Aan de ene kant hebben kunstuitlenen wel
de kenmerken van een commerciële handeling, nu een ‘commerciële handeling’ over het
algemeen wordt beschreven als een handeling die ook door een particulier kan worden
verricht, hetgeen het geval is met een kunstuitleen. Naar de aard van de handeling gaat het
hier dus om een handeling iure gestionis. Aan de andere kant valt te verdedigen dat
internationale kunstuitlenen een publiek doel dienen, nu staten zich middels internationale
juridisch verbindende instrumenten gecommitteerd hebben aan de ondersteuning van
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internationale culturele uitwisselingen. Sterker nog, het lijkt heel aannemelijk dat uitlenende
en lenende staten handelen met een publiek, niet-commercieel, oogmerk, zoals wederzijds
begrip voor elkaars (culturele) geschiedenis of herstel van de bilaterale diplomatieke
betrekkingen. Het kan dus inderdaad heel goed zijn dat het doel van de kunstuitleen moet
worden beschouwd als zijnde iure imperii. Echter, bij het bepalen of een handeling moet
worden aangemerkt als iure imperii of iure gestionis wordt in de meeste jurisdicties
uitsluitend of hoofdzakelijk de aard van de handeling in aanmerking genomen. Dat zou dan
betekenen dat een interstatelijke kunstuitleen wordt beschouwd als een handeling iure
gestionis, dus als een commerciële handeling, en dat het staatsmuseum niet onder de definitie
van een staat valt. Het kan uiteindelijk mogelijk zijn dat het aan de nationale rechter is om
vast te stellen of in een concreet geval een handeling moet worden beschouwd als een
overheidshandeling of een commerciële handeling, en of een instelling al dan niet kan worden
beschouwd als vallend onder de definitie van een staat.

Het moet dus worden gezegd, dat er niet een enkele definitie van een staat is. Met betrekking
tot een mogelijke regel van internationaal gewoonterecht, houdende dat de cultuurgoederen
van vreemde staten immuun zijn voor beslaglegging wanneer tijdelijk in bruikleen ten
behoeve van een tentoonstelling, kan dus enige differentiatie plaatsvinden in de praktische
toepassing van de regel, afhankelijk van de definitie van een staat die daarbij wordt gebruikt.

Indien een instelling, zoals een staatsmuseum, niet kan worden beschouwd als vallend onder
de definitie van een staat, betekent dat nog niet dat de cultuurgoederen die zich in een
staatsmuseum bevinden bij een buitenlandse bruikleen per definitie onderhevig kunnen zijn
aan beslaglegging.

De categorie van immune staatsgoederen is ruimer dan alleen maar

goederen in eigendom van de staat. Gelet op de onderhandelingsgeschiedenis van het VNverdrag uit 2004 moet onder de Engelse term ‘property of a State’ of ‘State property’ worden
verstaan goederen in eigendom van een staat, in staatsbezit, of waarover de staat controle (of
zeggenschap) kan uitoefenen. De exacte omvang van het begrip is echter nog niet bepaald in
de praktijk. Op basis van mijn onderzoek acht ik het reëel om te stellen dat in ieder geval
goederen in staatseigendom, staatsbezit of waarover een staat beschikkingsbevoegd is onder
de immuniteitsbepalingen vallen. Hieronder valt mijns inziens ook het vermogen van de staat
om te bepalen of bepaalde cultuurgoederen al dan niet worden uitgeleend, en zo ja, onder
welke voorwaarden. Echter, de exacte reikwijdte dient in de praktijk nog te worden
vastgesteld. (Naar mijn mening is gelet op de onderhandelingsgeschiedenis van het VN500

verdrag de officiële Nederlandse vertaling dan ook niet geheel correct, aangezien deze voor
wat betreft de term ‘property’ slechts van ‘eigendom’ spreekt.)

Zo kunnen cultuurgoederen die zich in een (staats)museum bevinden in bepaalde gevallen
immuun zijn voor beslaglegging bij bruikleen in het buitenland. Immers, een dergelijk
museum kan de thuisbasis zijn voor tal van verschillende culturele objecten: sommige kunnen
eigendom van een staat zijn, over andere is een staat mogelijk beschikkingsbevoegd, en met
nog weer andere heeft een staat in het geheel geen relatie. In het geval er een relatie kan
worden gelegd tussen de staat en de culturele objecten door middel van eigendom, bezit of
controle, en de culturele objecten deel uitmaken van een tentoonstelling

van

wetenschappelijk, cultureel of historisch belang en zij niet bestemd zijn voor de verkoop, dan
vallen de objecten onder de bescherming van de immuniteit.

Het feit dat de immuniteit van beslaglegging niet alleen van toepassing is op cultuurgoederen
in bruikleen die eigendom zijn van een staat, maar ook op goederen in staatsbezit of waarover
de staat zeggenschap kan uitoefenen, kan de toepassing van een regel van internationaal
gewoonterecht in de praktijk nogal ingewikkeld maken. Omdat niet alleen goederen die zich
in staatseigendom bevinden gebruikt kunnen worden als middel ter bevordering van
wederzijds begrip tussen staten en hun bevolking, moet het in mijn ogen worden toegejuicht
dat de immuniteit van beslaglegging betrekking lijkt te hebben op een bredere categorie van
goederen dan alleen goederen in staatseigendom. Echter, dit kan het noodzakelijk maken om
van geval tot geval te beoordelen of een culturele instelling moet worden beschouwd als
vallende onder het staatsbegrip (wat meestal niet het geval is), en of in het concrete geval het
de staat is die ofwel eigenaar ofwel bezitter is, ofwel beschikkingsbevoegdheid heeft. Dit is
van invloed op de concrete immuniteit.

De praktijk van de staten
Er is een ruime mate aan statenpraktijk met betrekking tot culturele staatsgoederen in
bruikleen. Bij de beantwoording van de vragenlijst van de bovengenoemde subgroep
‘immuniteit van beslaglegging’ van de Europese Unie heeft circa de helft van de EU-lidstaten
verklaard dat zij, op grond van het internationaal (gewoonte)recht, cultuurgoederen van
vreemde staten beschouwen als goederen die bestemd zijn voor de openbare dienst, en dus per
definitie als niet-commerciële goederen. Het betrof België, Cyprus, Denemarken, Estland,
Finland, Malta, Nederland, Polen, Portugal, Roemenië, Slovenië, Spanje en het Verenigd
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Koninkrijk. Met het antwoord werden feitelijk twee dingen gezegd: ten eerste, dat deze staten
van mening zijn dat cultuurgoederen die toebehoren aan vreemde Staten als goederen bestemd
voor de openbare dienst moeten worden beschouwd. En ten tweede, dat deze staten de
overtuiging hebben dat een onderliggende regel van internationaal gewoonterecht bestaat.
Bovendien moet niet uit het zicht worden verloren dat binnen de Europese Unie de
bevordering van collectiemobiliteit tot een van de speerpunten van het culturele programma
wordt gerekend.

Het Verenigd Koninkrijk is van mening dat cultuurgoederen die toebehoren aan vreemde
Staten reeds immuun zijn voor beslaglegging op grond van het internationaal gewoonterecht
“indien de goederen worden uitgeleend ten behoeve van een tentoonstelling voor publieke
consumptie”. In 2007 bracht het Verenigd Koninkrijk specifieke wetgeving tot stand op het
gebied van immuniteit van beslaglegging voor culturele objecten in bruikleen.

Nederland heeft herhaaldelijk de mening verkondigd dat op basis van het internationaal
gewoonterecht cultuurgoederen die toebehoren aan vreemde Staten en die zich in verband met
tijdelijke bruikleen in Nederland bevinden, moeten worden beschouwd als goederen bestemd
voor de openbare dienst, zolang de goederen niet duidelijk een commercieel doel hebben
(bijvoorbeeld te koop worden aangeboden). Als zodanig zijn deze goederen immuun voor
beslaglegging. Door middel van de meer algemene wetgeving biedt Nederland dergelijke
goederen een aanzienlijke en afdoende bescherming tegen beslaglegging.

Op basis van het internationaal gewoonterecht beschouwt België cultuurgoederen die
toebehoren aan vreemde Staten als immuun voor beslaglegging wanneer deze goederen zich
in

België

bevinden.

Dit

is

niet

alleen

verklaard

door

individuele

Belgische

regeringsvertegenwoordigers, maar ook in officiële reactie op de vragenlijst van de EU
subgroep ‘immuniteit van beslaglegging’. Daarnaast kan dit ook worden afgeleid uit de
toelichtende nota bij de Belgische wetgeving op het terrein van immuniteit van beslaglegging
voor cultuurgoederen in bruikleen van een vreemde staat. België heeft het 2004 VN-verdrag
inzake immuniteit van rechtsmacht van staten en hun eigendommen ondertekend.

Terwijl Frankrijk een cultuurgoed toebehorend aan een vreemde staat en uitgeleend door die
staat voor een openbare tentoonstelling per definitie beschouwt als een goed bestemd voor de
openbare dienst, lijkt het eerder op zijn eigen specifieke immuniteitswetgeving te willen
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vertrouwen dan op een mogelijke, maar in Franse ogen, onzekere regel van internationaal
gewoonterecht. Echter, gelet op de Franse statenpraktijk, en in acht nemende de Franse
overtuiging dat er een juridische noodzaak bestaat voor immuniteit (zie ook het gedeelte over
de redenen achter de statenpraktijk hieronder), ben ik van mening dat Frankrijk in de praktijk
bijdraagt aan de totstandkoming van een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht. Frankrijk is
ondertekenaar van het VN-verdrag uit 2004.

Duitsland heeft wetgeving aanvaard die buitenlandse cultuurgoederen immuniseert opdat de
terugkeer van deze goederen aan de in bruikleen gevende staat of instantie wordt
veiliggesteld. De Duitse uitvoerende macht heeft de impressie dat er op dit moment mogelijk
nog onvoldoende statenpraktijk is om een beroep te kunnen doen op het gewoonterechtelijke
karakter van een regel die cultuurgoederen van vreemde staten en in tijdelijke bruikleen
immuniseert. Echter, de Duitse rechterlijke macht blijkt een andere mening te zijn toegedaan.
Het Berlijnse Gerechtshof heeft gelast dat de beslaglegging op cultuurgoederen die behoren
tot een vreemde staat en tijdelijk in bruikleen zijn ontoelaatbaar is aangezien de goederen een
publiek doel dienen, en dat deze goederen onder de algemene beginselen van de
staatsimmuniteit vallen. Vastgesteld moet worden dat het Berlijnse Gerechtshof zeer
overtuigd was van dit standpunt, nu het door het hof niet nodig werd geacht de vraag of
cultuurgoederen van vreemde staten immuun zijn op basis van internationaal gewoonterecht
aan het Duitse Federale Constitutionele Hof voor te leggen. Het Berlijnse Gerechtshof vond
dit voldoende duidelijk. Buitenlandse of internationale rechtbanken of academici hebben dit
ook nimmer ernstig in twijfel getrokken, aldus het hof.

Oostenrijk, dat specifieke wetgeving heeft uitgevaardigd op het terrein van immuniteit van
beslaglegging voor buitenlandse culturele objecten in bruikleen, beantwoordde de vragenlijst
van de EU subgroep ‘immuniteit van beslaglegging’ door te verklaren zich niet te willen te
beroepen op een mogelijke regel van internationaal gewoonterecht. Het beschouwde een regel
van internationaal gewoonterecht houdende een verbod op beslaglegging van cultuurgoederen
die behoren tot vreemde staten als onvoldoende ontwikkeld. Echter, in oktober 2005, ten tijde
van het nationale ratificatieproces van het VN-verdrag, verklaarde Oostenrijk dat “het verdrag
de codificatie van bestaand internationaal gewoonterecht met betrekking tot de
staatsimmuniteit op het gebied van het privaatrecht weerspiegelt”. Bovendien verklaarde
Oostenrijk eveneens dat het in het eigenbelang van een staat is om in het bijzonder het
cultureel erfgoed te beschermen tegen beslaglegging. In juni 2011 betoogde het Oostenrijkse
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ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken, bevoegd in zaken betreffende immuniteit en internationaal
recht, voor de Oostenrijkse rechter dat het internationaal gewoonterecht is gecodificeerd in de
artikelen 18 tot en met 21 van de VN-verdrag uit 2004 en dat met betrekking tot culturele
staatsgoederen in bruikleen artikel 21 van het verdrag kan worden beschouwd als de
weerspiegeling van een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht.

In 2011 wijzigde Tsjechië haar staatsmonumentenwet met als doel het voorkomen van
rechterlijke bevelen tot beslaglegging van in bruikleen gekregen cultuurgoederen.

Eveneens in 2011 nam Finland wetgeving aan betreffende immuniteit van beslaglegging voor
culturele objecten in bruikleen. Finland bereidt momenteel de ratificatie van het VN-verdrag
voor. Hoewel het verdrag nog niet in werking is getreden, heeft Finland als ondertekenaar
verklaard het doel en de strekking van het verdrag te onderschrijven, en is het van mening dat
het verdrag de huidige stand van het internationaal gewoonterecht weerspiegelt op het gebied
van jurisdictionele immuniteiten van staten en hun eigendommen.

Zweden gaat niet uit van een mogelijke regel van internationaal gewoonterecht. Feitelijk was
Zweden de enige staat die simpelweg “nee” antwoordde op voornoemde vraag van de EUsubgroep ‘immuniteit van beslaglegging’. Het heeft echter nooit enig bezwaar geopperd tegen
de overwegingen van andere staten die hebben verkondigd dat een regel van gewoonterecht
wél bestaat. Bovendien ratificeerde Zweden het VN-verdrag uit 2004. Dus hoewel Zweden
niet rekent op een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht die cultuurgoederen toebehorende
aan vreemde Staten en in tijdelijke bruikleen immuniseert, onderschrijft het wel de
overeenkomstige bepaling in het VN-verdrag.

Italië heeft geen antwoord gegeven op de vraag of het uitgaat van het bestaan van een regel
van internationaal gewoonterecht. Op basis van mijn onderzoek kom ik tot de conclusie dat
dit vooral te maken heeft met het feit dat Italië niet het risico wil lopen dat de
gewoonterechtelijke regel te ruim wordt geïnterpreteerd. Italië hecht veel belang aan het
UNESCO-verdrag uit 1970 ‘inzake de middelen om de onrechtmatige invoer, uitvoer of
eigendomsoverdracht van culturele goederen te verbieden’. Nu vele culturele objecten illegaal
uit Italië zijn verwijderd, en Italië met enige regelmaat als ‘land van oorsprong’ kan worden
aangemerkt in de zin van het UNESCO-verdrag, lijkt Italië bezorgd te zijn dat een visie met
betrekking tot een mogelijke regel van internationaal gewoonterecht inzake de immuniteit van
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beslaglegging voor cultuurgoederen in bruikleen de positie van Italië als land van oorsprong
zou kunnen ondermijnen. Sinds enkele jaren is Italië bezig met het opstellen van wetgeving
inzake immuniteit van beslaglegging voor culturele objecten in bruikleen. Nu Italië nogal
worstelt met de relatie tussen de immuniteit van beslaglegging en het UNESCO-verdrag, is de
vooruitgang die wordt geboekt bij de ontwikkeling van de wetgeving eerder bescheiden.

Zwitserland heeft publiekelijk zeer duidelijk gesteld dat het op basis van het internationaal
gewoonterecht cultuurgoederen toebehorende aan vreemde staten die zich tijdelijk in
bruikleen bevinden in Zwitserland als goederen bestemd voor de openbare dienst beschouwt
en dientengevolge als immuun voor dwangmaatregelen. In november 2005 heeft het
Zwitserse ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken verklaard: “Cultuurgoederen van staten dienen,
volgens het internationaal recht, te worden beschouwd als een publiekelijk goed, dat
principieel niet onderworpen kan zijn aan dwangmaatregelen.” Hierop zijn geen afkeurende
geluiden van andere staten gekomen. Bovendien hebben ten tijde van de ratificatie van het
VN-verdrag uit 2004 de Zwitserse autoriteiten verklaard dat het Federale Hof had vastgesteld
dat het verdrag een codificatie was van de algemene beginselen van het internationale recht
op het gebied van staatsimmuniteit, alsmede dat het verdrag moest worden gezien als een
codificatie van internationaal gewoonterecht. Overigens heeft Zwitserland ook wetgeving op
het gebied van immuniteit van beslaglegging voor culturele objecten in bruikleen.

Liechtenstein heeft wetgeving op het terrein van immuniteit van beslaglegging sinds
november 2007, van toepassing op alle culturele objecten afkomstig uit het buitenland en
aanwezig in Liechtenstein in het kader van een openbare tentoonstelling.

Het ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken van de Russische Federatie heeft verklaard dat het
VN-verdrag uit 2004 een weergave is van de huidige stand van zaken inzake staatsimmuniteit
en dat het het internationaal gewoonterecht weerspiegelt, zodat culturele staatsgoederen in
bruikleen moeten worden beschouwd als goederen bestemd voor de openbare dienst op basis
van een dergelijke regel van internationaal gewoonterecht. Reeds in 2005, toen Rusland werd
geconfronteerd met de beslaglegging op eigen cultuurgoederen in bruikleen in Zwitserland,
heeft Russische Federatie tegenover de Zwitserse autoriteiten uitdrukkelijk verklaard dat op
basis van het internationaal gewoonterecht deze objecten beschermd zijn tegen beslaglegging,
omdat het ging om objecten met een soeverein, publiek doel. Het feit dat de Russische
Federatie immuniteitsgaranties eist van in bruikleen nemende staten heeft niets te maken met
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enige onzekerheid over het bestaan van een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht, maar alles
met de voorwaarden zoals uiteengezet in artikel 30 van de Russische wet op de export en
import van culturele objecten, welk artikel onder meer een terugkeergarantie van de lenende
staat als eis stelt voor de bruikleen. De Russische Federatie heeft het VN-verdrag uit 2004
ondertekend en past momenteel de nationale wetgeving aan in het kader van het
ratificatieproces.

In 1965 was de Verenigde Staten de eerste staat die wetgeving inzake immuniteit van
beslaglegging voor culturele objecten in bruikleen had uitgevaardigd. De autoriteiten van de
Verenigde Staten zien een verplichting culturele objecten die behoren tot vreemde staten of
buitenlandse instellingen tegen beslaglegging te immuniseren en culturele uitwisselingen
tussen de staten te vergemakkelijken. Bovendien, wanneer cultuurgoederen van vreemde
staten onderwerp zijn in verschillende rechtszaken, zijn de Amerikaanse autoriteiten over het
algemeen zeer uitgesproken richting de rechterlijke macht in die zin dat dergelijke culturele
objecten als immuun voor beslaglegging moeten worden beschouwd. Ondanks de overtuiging
dat het noodzakelijk is om deze objecten te beschermen tegen beslaglegging, zoeken de
Amerikaanse autoriteiten geen toevlucht tot een mogelijke onderliggende regel van
internationaal gewoonterecht. Echter, de combinatie van statenpraktijk en juridische
overtuiging maakt mijns inziens dat de Verenigde Staten wel bijdraagt aan de totstandkoming
van een dergelijke regel.

De federale autoriteiten van Canada lijken geen uitdrukkelijke visie te hebben ten aanzien van
de vraag of immuniteit van beslaglegging van culturele staatsgoederen in bruikleen is gedekt
door een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht. Echter, getuige het feit dat vijf Canadese
provincies relevante wetgeving hebben uitgevaardigd, dat er geen afwijkende geluiden te
horen zijn binnen Canada, en dat de federale autoriteiten weigerden in te gaan op Jordaanse
en Palestijnse verzoeken tot beslaglegging op zich in Toronto in bruikleen bevindende Dode
Zeerollen, maakt mijns inziens dat kan worden gesteld dat de Canadese statenpraktijk de
immuniteit van beslaglegging voor cultuurgoederen in bruikleen ondersteunt.

Australië rekent niet op een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht inzake immuniteit voor
cultuurgoederen in bruikleen. Of cultuurgoederen behorende tot een vreemde staat immuun
zijn voor dwangmaatregelen, wordt van geval tot geval bezien en is afhankelijk van de
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omstandigheden waaronder de objecten in Australië zijn. In de overwegingen betrekt
Australië slechts de eigen wetgeving inzake staatsimmuniteit.

Ter implementatie van het VN-verdrag uit 2004 heeft Japan staatsimmuniteitswetgeving
ontwikkeld. Deze wetgeving stelt dat in bruikleen zijnde culturele staatsgoederen met een
wetenschappelijk, cultureel of historisch belang niet mogen worden beschouwd als goederen
in gebruik of bestemd voor gebruik voor commerciële doeleinden. Om ook de culturele
objecten die behoren tot niet-statelijke actoren te immuniseren, heeft Japan in 2011 specifieke
wetgeving ontwikkeld op het terrein van immuniteit van beslaglegging. Geconcludeerd kan
worden dat Japan zich in de voorhoede bevindt bij het immuniseren van culturele objecten in
bruikleen en actief bijdraagt aan de oprichting van een regel van internationaal
gewoonterecht.

Taiwan heeft immuniteitswetgeving aanvaard in 1992, stellende dat culturele objecten van
buitenlandse staten of het Chinese vasteland die zijn toegelaten door de bevoegde centrale
autoriteit in verband met een te houden tentoonstelling niet onderworpen kunnen worden aan
rechtszaken en niet in beslag genomen kunnen worden ten tijde van levering, bewaring, of
tentoonstelling.
De specifieke immuniteitswetgeving van Israël, vastgesteld in 2007, verschaft niet alleen
immuniteit van beslaglegging voor culturele objecten in bruikleen die toebehoren aan
buitenlandse openbare instellingen, maar in de eerste plaats immuniteit van jurisdictie;
verhinderd wordt dat eisers verhaal kunnen zoeken ten overstaan van een Israëlische
rechtbank indien de Israëlische minister van Justitie tot de conclusie is gekomen dat een
adequate rechtsgang bestaat buiten Israël. De Israëlische autoriteiten nemen geen toevlucht tot
een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht voor wat betreft de immuniteit van culturele
staatsgoederen in bruikleen, maar gaan uit van hun eigen immuniteitswetgeving.

In oktober 2004 heeft de vertegenwoordiger van de Islamitische Republiek Iran verklaard
voor de Zesde (Juridische) Commissie van de Algemene Vergadering van de VN dat het (toen
nog ontwerp-) VN-verdrag “het internationaal gewoonterecht met betrekking tot de
immuniteit van staten en hun eigendom weerspiegelt”. In 2010 hebben de Iraanse autoriteiten,
in de persoon van de vicepresident van de Islamitische Republiek van Iran en de directeurgeneraal van de Iraanse rechterlijke macht, tot uitdrukking gebracht dat zij internationale
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bruiklenen van tot vreemde staten behorende cultuurgoederen beschouwen als vallende onder
de immuniteit als bedoeld in artikel 5 van het VN-verdrag uit 2004, welk artikel hierboven al
aan de orde is geweest.
Binnen de Europese Unie geven of gaven veertien lidstaten zgn. ‘brieven van geruststelling’
(wellicht is beter de Engelse term ‘letters of comfort’ te gebruiken), die worden omschreven
als een schriftelijke toezegging van een regeringsvertegenwoordiger dat de in bruikleen
nemende staat alles zal doen wat binnen zijn macht ligt om het betreffende in bruikleen zijnde
goed te vrijwaren van beslag. De betreffende lidstaten zijn Cyprus, Estland, Finland,
Griekenland, Hongarije, Italië, Litouwen, Nederland, Polen, Portugal, Roemenië, Slovenië,
Spanje en het Verenigd Koninkrijk. Ook andere staten hebben de mogelijkheid om dergelijke
brieven af te geven, bijvoorbeeld de Russische Federatie en Japan. Feitelijk kan een dergelijke
verklaring niet worden beschouwd als een juridische verplichting, in tegenstelling tot
wetgeving inzake immuniteit van beslaglegging, maar veeleer als een geruststelling voor de
bruikleengever en als een inspanningsverplichting houdende dat indien een poging wordt
gedaan om op een goed beslag te leggen de autoriteiten van de in bruikleen nemende staat al
het mogelijke zullen doen om dat te voorkomen of te stoppen.
Het VN-verdrag uit 2004 werd ondertekend (vooralsnog zonder opvolgende ratificatie of
toetreding) door België, China, Denemarken, Estland, Finland, Frankrijk, IJsland, India,
Madagaskar, Marokko, Mexico, Oost-Timor, Paraguay, de Russische Federatie, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, Slowakije, Tsjechië en het Verenigd Koninkrijk. Geratificeerd hebben, of
toegetreden zijn, Iran, Japan, Kazakstan, Libanon, Noorwegen, Oostenrijk, Portugal,
Roemenië, Saoedi-Arabië, Zweden en Zwitserland. Indachtig artikel 18 van het Verdrag van
Wenen inzake het verdragenrecht uit 1969 zijn de voornoemde staten verplicht zich te
onthouden van handelingen die het doel en de strekking van het verdrag (met inbegrip van
deel IV inzake dwangmaatregelen) zou frustreren.

Mijn onderzoek gaf mij de overtuiging dat de juridische en overige waarborging van
internationale kunstuitlenen is verworden tot een centraal thema voor de staten. In de
afgelopen jaren is er een groeiende statenpraktijk ontstaan die duidt op bescherming van in
bruikleen zijnde cultuurgoederen van vreemde staten tegen beslaglegging.

De redenen achter de statenpraktijk
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Waar komt de overtuiging vandaan dat cultuurgoederen moeten worden beschermd tegen
beslag? De overtuiging dat een juridische verplichting bestaat? Pragmatisme? Misschien zelfs
redenen die te maken hebben met commercie?

Sommige staten die het bestaan van een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht reeds hadden
aanvaard, hebben tevens besloten wetgeving op het terrein van immuniteit van beslaglegging
te ontwikkelen. Voorbeelden zijn België, Zwitserland, het Verenigd Koninkrijk en Finland.
Met uitzondering van België beschermt de wetgeving van deze staten meer dan slechts
culturele goederen die toebehoren aan vreemde staten; dat zou dus een reden voor de
wetgeving kunnen zijn. Dualistische staten kunnen ook wetgeving hebben ontwikkeld om
zodoende de regels van internationaal recht te implementeren in hun nationale rechtsorde. Een
andere reden voor de wetgeving kan zijn, dat deze kan bijdragen aan de werkzaamheden van
de rechterlijke macht, zodat deze niet ambtshalve het mogelijke bestaan van een regel van
internationaal recht, evenals de beperkingen ervan, hoeft te bepalen. Bovendien kan het
aannemen van wetgeving ook gelegen zijn in het feit dat verschillende andere staten niet
wensen uit te gaan van een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht en in bruikleen nemende
staten zichtbaar willen maken dat goederen van vreemde staten veilig zijn in hun
rechtsgebied.
In de Verenigde Staten was de directe aanleiding voor de wetgeving het uitdrukkelijke
verzoek van de Sovjet Unie ter gelegenheid van een bruikleen van cultuurgoederen aan de
Universiteit van Richmond. De totstandkomingsgeschiedenis van de wetgeving wijst op een
vastberadenheid van het Amerikaanse parlement het aantal tijdelijke tentoonstellingen met
culturele bruiklenen te vergroten, met name vanuit landen waarmee de Verenigde Staten
vijandige of oppervlakkige relaties had. Het primaire doel van de wetgeving was dus de
culturele uitwisseling met andere staten te stimuleren en te vergemakkelijken. Uiteraard wilde
de Verenigde Staten ook beschouwd worden als een veilige haven voor internationale
kunstuitlenen. Maar daar bleef het niet bij. Uit mijn gesprekken met het Amerikaanse
ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken, werd het me duidelijk dat de Amerikaanse autoriteiten
weldegelijk een juridische verplichting voelen om cultuurgoederen die behoren tot vreemde
staten of buitenlandse instellingen te beschermen tegen beslaglegging.
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In het Verenigd Koninkrijk is de inwerkingtreding van de specifieke immuniteitswetgeving
versneld om ervoor te zorgen dat een tentoonstelling met Russische culturele staatsgoederen
zou kunnen plaatsvinden.
In België was Europalia Rusland, een kunstfestival dat plaatsvond in Brussel, de directe
aanleiding voor herziene immuniteitswetgeving, aangezien de Russische Federatie meer
garanties eiste, om er zo zeker van te zijn dat op cultuurgoederen uit Rusland geen beslag kon
worden gelegd. België verklaarde dat het de mogelijkheid niet wilde verliezen hoogwaardige
en belangrijke tentoonstellingen voor het publiek te organiseren, wetende dat vreemde staten
en nationale en buitenlandse musea niet altijd ‘vage begrippen’ als gewoonterechtelijke
immuniteit voor lief nemen.

In Frankrijk was de directe aanleiding voor het opstellen van wetgeving de zgn. Shchukin
zaak voor de rechtbank in Parijs, alwaar de erfgenamen van de Russische kunstverzamelaar
Sergei Shchukin (zijn collectie was onteigend ten tijde van de Bolsjewistische Revolutie in
1918) probeerde beslag te leggen op culturele objecten uitgeleend aan het Centre Pompidou te
Parijs. De Franse autoriteiten wilden zeker stellen dat dergelijke situaties zich niet meer
zouden voordoen. De Franse autoriteiten zagen een juridische verplichting tot het bieden van
een adequatere bescherming van culturele objecten die toebehoren aan vreemde staten en die
zich in tijdelijke bruikleen in Frankrijk bevinden, en waren van mening op basis van de
ervaring met de zaak Shchukin dat de juridische bescherming tot die tijd mogelijk
onvoldoende was. Bovendien wilde Frankrijk de wereld laten zien dat het alles deed om een
veilige haven te zijn voor culturele objecten in bruikleen, dus een element van pragmatisme
speelde ook zeker een rol. De totstandkoming van het wetsartikel betreffende immuniteit van
beslaglegging is dan ook gemotiveerd door een combinatie van juridische overtuiging en
pragmatisme.

In Duitsland was de meest concrete aanleiding voor de totstandkoming van wetgeving een
tentoonstelling vanuit Taiwan, al gepland in 1992 en uiteindelijk eind 1993 gehouden. De
Taiwanese bruikleengevers vreesden dat zonder een wettelijke terugkeergarantie mogelijke
maatregelen van de Chinese regering konden leiden tot transport van de culturele
bruikleengoederen naar Peking. Duitsland, dat betwijfelt of een regel met betrekking tot de
immuniteit van beslaglegging voor cultuurgoederen in bruikleen al is ontwikkeld, is echter
van mening dat cultuurgoederen van vreemde staten, tijdelijk op het grondgebied in verband
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met een tentoonstelling, gevrijwaard moeten zijn van beslaglegging. Het voelde dus een
juridische verplichting om geleende cultuurgoederen te beschermen. Als gevolg daarvan
ontwikkelde het wetgeving in die zin.

Ook Oostenrijk had de ervaring dat potentiële bruikleengevers zich niet afhankelijk wilden
stelden van een ‘vaag’ begrip als internationaal gewoonterecht, maar een expliciete bepaling
wensten in de Oostenrijkse wetgeving die gevolgd zou moeten worden door de Oostenrijkse
rechterlijke macht. De introductie van immuniteitswetgeving was een direct gevolg van de
beslaglegging in 1998 op twee schilderijen van Egon Schiele uit de collectie van het Leopold
Museum in Wenen, die tijdelijk in bruikleen waren gegeven voor een tentoonstelling in New
York. De Oostenrijkse autoriteiten vreesden dat buitenlandse bruikleengevers zouden aarzelen
om cultuurgoederen in bruikleen te geven aan de Oostenrijkse musea, uit vrees dat op basis
van wederkerigheid Oostenrijk op die goederen eveneens beslag zou leggen. Oostenrijk
besloot daarom om wetgeving tot stand te brengen op basis waarvan buitenlandse
cultuurgoederen vrijgesteld zouden zijn van beslag.

In Tsjechië is wetgeving tot stand gebracht om een tentoonstelling van Russische
cultuurschatten uit het Kremlin mogelijk te maken.
In Israël is wetgeving ontwikkeld om tegemoet te komen aan een Frans verzoek. Om een
tentoonstelling te realiseren, gericht op het in kaart brengen van het verhaal van culturele
objecten geplunderd door de Nazi's in Frankrijk ten tijde van de Tweede Wereldoorlog, stelde
Frankrijk aan Israël als voorwaarde dat Israëlische immuniteitswetgeving voor dergelijke
objecten tot stand zou zijn gebracht voordat de culturele objecten in bruikleen gegeven
konden worden aan Israël.
Het voorgaande kan de indruk wekken, dat al deze wetgeving is ontstaan in reactie op de
wensen, eisen en angsten van vreemde staten. Echter, over het algemeen hadden de in
bruikleen nemende staten ook al het gevoel dat men een juridische verplichting had om de
objecten te beschermen. Bovendien heeft een aantal staten wetgeving ontwikkeld, of bevindt
zich in een dergelijk proces, zonder dat krachten van buitenaf aandrongen op dergelijke
wetgeving. Finland kan dienen als voorbeeld. Ook hebben staten wetgeving aangenomen om
het VN-verdrag uit te voeren, zoals Japan. En sommige staten die wetgeving hebben
ontwikkeld, gemotiveerd door de eisen van andere staten, gingen verder dan de
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klaarblijkelijke wensen van vreemde staten, en verder dan de bescherming die onder
internationaal recht geboden wordt. De Duitse, Oostenrijkse en Zwitserse wetgeving,
bijvoorbeeld, kan worden beschouwd als verdergaand dan alleen maar immuniteit van
beslaglegging biedend, aangezien er in het geheel geen rechten van derden kunnen worden
ingeroepen zodra een terugkeergarantie onder de wetgeving is afgegeven.

Zoals al eerder gezegd, kan het erg moeilijk en grotendeels theoretisch zijn om een strikte
scheiding te maken tussen de afzonderlijke elementen van statenpraktijk en juridische
overtuiging, omdat dezelfde handeling vaak zowel praktijk als juridische overtuiging
weerspiegelt. Maar op basis van mijn onderzoek heb ik de indruk dat de statenpraktijk op het
gebied van immuniteit van beslaglegging voor culturele staatsgoederen in bruikleen primair is
gebaseerd op een combinatie van juridische overtuiging dat dergelijke goederen bescherming
behoeven en pragmatisme met het oogmerk gezien te worden als een ‘betrouwbare en veilige
haven’.
Wetenschappelijke visies
In de literatuur wordt geen eenduidig antwoord gegeven op de vraag of een regel van
internationaal gewoonterecht bestaat met betrekking tot de immuniteit van cultuurgoederen
die behoren tot vreemde staten en in tijdelijke bruikleen zijn. Er zijn auteurs die stellen dat
een dergelijke regel niet bestaat, anderen neigen duidelijk naar het bestaan van een regel van
internationaal gewoonterecht, en er zijn auteurs die zich iets voorzichtiger uiten. Het is echter
reëel om te stellen dat een meerderheid van de geuite academische meningen gaat in de
richting van de aanvaarding van het bestaan of ontstaan van een regel van internationaal
gewoonterecht. Mogelijk als gevolg van de groeiende hoeveelheid statenpraktijk in de
afgelopen jaren, is het mijn indruk dat het aantal opinies ten faveure van een dergelijke regel
langzaam maar gestaag groeit.
Culturele objecten die het voorwerp zijn geweest van een ernstige inbreuk op een verplichting
uit hoofde van een dwingende norm van algemeen internationaal recht
Het plunderen van cultuurgoederen tijdens een gewapend conflict is te beschouwen als een
ernstige inbreuk op een verplichting uit hoofde van een dwingende norm van algemeen
internationaal recht (een norm aanvaard en erkend door de internationale statengemeenschap
als geheel als een norm waarvan geen afwijking is toegestaan; ook wel een ius cogens norm
genoemd). Volgens het internationaal recht zijn staten verplicht zich te onthouden van gedrag
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dat een dergelijke situatie legitimeert en mogen zij niet bijdragen aan de handhaving van deze
situatie of de gevolgen daarvan. Het verschaffen van immuniteit aan op dergelijke
onrechtmatige wijze verkregen culturele objecten lijkt met deze verplichting strijdig. Op basis
van mijn onderzoek concludeer ik dat in het algemeen staten inderdaad van mening zijn dat
dergelijke objecten niet mogen rekenen op immuniteit. Vele staten onderschreven de
weliswaar niet juridisch, maar zeker moreel verbindende ‘Washington Principles on
Holocaust Era Assets’ uit 1998, de ‘Vilnius Declaration on Holocaust Era Looted Cultural
Assets’ uit 2000 of de ‘Terezin Declaration on Holocaust Era Assets and Related Issues’ uit
2009. Bovendien, hebben verscheidene staten zgn. restitutiecommissies opgezet met het oog
op de restitutie van culturele objecten aan de erfgenamen van ten tijde van de Tweede
Wereldoorlog gevallen slachtoffers.

Cultuurgoederen waarop teruggaveverplichtingen onder internationaal of Europees recht van
toepassing zijn
Als het gaat om de relatie tussen de immuniteit van beslaglegging voor culturele
staatsgoederen in bruikleen aan de ene kant, en teruggaveverplichtingen uit hoofde van het
UNESCO-verdrag uit 1970 ‘inzake de middelen om de onrechtmatige invoer, uitvoer of
eigendomsoverdracht van culturele goederen te verbieden’, het Unidroit-verdrag uit 1995
‘inzake gestolen of onrechtmatig uitgevoerde cultuurgoederen’, of de Richtlijn 93/7/EEG
‘betreffende de teruggave van cultuurgoederen die op onrechtmatige wijze buiten het
grondgebied van een lidstaat zijn gebracht’ aan de andere kant, is de situatie wat minder
dwingend. Hier worden we niet geconfronteerd met een dwingende norm van algemeen
internationaal recht waarop geen inbreuk is toegestaan en waarvan in geen geval kan worden
afgeweken. Uit mijn onderzoek is gebleken dat er geen eenduidige, soms zelfs een
tegenstrijdige statenpraktijk is: verschillende staten hebben verschillende visies (en handelen
anders) ten aanzien van de vraag of de immuniteit van beslaglegging voor culturele objecten
in bruikleen zich uitstrekt tot objecten die onderworpen zijn aan internationale of Europese
verplichtingen tot teruggave (aan een land van herkomst, niet zijnde de in bruikleen gevende
staat). Sommige staten zijn van mening dat in geval een teruggaveverplichting aan de staat
van herkomst bestaat onder internationaal of Europees recht, de betrokken cultuurgoederen
niet in aanmerking kunnen komen voor immuniteit, terwijl andere staten van mening zijn dat
in een dergelijke situatie de immuniteit onaangetast blijft. Het is slechts op grond van het feit
dat ik een gebrek constateer aan een uniforme statenpraktijk, noodzakelijk voor de
totstandkoming van een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht, dat ik moet concluderen dat
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een regel van internationaal gewoonterecht betreffende immuniteit van beslaglegging voor
culturele staatsgoederen in bruikleen niet van toepassing is op objecten die onderworpen zijn
aan verplichtingen tot teruggave onder internationaal of Europees recht.

Strafrechtelijke procedures
Tijdens de onderhandelingen leidende tot het VN-verdrag uit 2004 was de algemene visie dat
het verdrag niet ziet op strafrechtelijke procedures. De staatsimmuniteitswetgevingen van het
Verenigd Koninkrijk, Canada, Pakistan, Singapore, Australië en Zuid-Afrika vermelden
expliciet dat hun bepalingen niet van toepassing zijn op strafrechtelijke procedures of
strafrechtelijke vervolging. Ook de algemene bepalingen aangaande immuniteit van
beslaglegging in de Nederlandse wetgeving hebben alleen betrekking op civiele procedures.
De specifieke wetgeving van de diverse Europese staten op het terrein van immuniteit van
beslaglegging voor culturele objecten in bruikleen beogen daarentegen over het algemeen
bescherming te bieden tegen alle vormen van beslaglegging, zowel civielrechtelijke als
strafrechtelijke. Ook de Amerikaanse federale wetgeving betreffende immuniteit voor in
bruikleen zijnde culturele objecten beschermt tegen alle vormen van beslag. Hetzelfde geldt
voor de desbetreffende wetgeving van de staat New York, hoewel er een periode was dat de
immuniteit alleen van toepassing was op civiele procedures. En ook de Israëlische wetgeving,
alsmede de wetgeving van de vijf Canadese provincies, is allesomvattend. Als het gaat om
statenpraktijk moet worden geconstateerd dat verreweg de meeste zaken worden behandeld
binnen de sfeer van het civiele recht. Ik zou daarom willen stellen dat een regel van
internationaal gewoonterecht die culturele staatsgoederen in bruikleen voor een tijdelijke
tentoonstelling immuniseert van beslaglegging enkel geldt ten aanzien van civiele procedures.
Ik zeg niet dat immuniteit van beslaglegging voor dergelijke goederen per definitie niet van
toepassing zou kunnen zijn in strafrechtelijke procedures. Ik stel slechts dat de regel van
internationaal gewoonterecht zich niet uitstrekt tot strafrechtelijke procedures op grond van
een gebrek aan voldoende en vrijwel uniforme statenpraktijk.
Dit brengt mij tot de volgende conclusies:
- Naar internationaal gewoonterecht zijn goederen van de staat die in gebruik zijn of bestemd
zijn voor het gebruik voor de openbare dienst immuun voor dwangmaatregelen.
- Artikel 21 van het VN-verdrag uit 2004 wil elke interpretatie voorkomen dat staatsgoederen
die deel uitmaken van een tentoonstelling van voorwerpen van wetenschappelijk, cultureel of
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historisch belang en niet bestemd zijn voor de verkoop, worden beschouwd als goederen met
een commercieel doel.
- Veel staten beschouwen cultuurgoederen die toebehoren aan vreemde staten en zich tijdelijk
in bruikleen bevinden als staatsgoederen in gebruik of bestemd voor het gebruik voor
publieke, niet-commerciële doeleinden en derhalve als immuun voor beslaglegging. De staten
die die weg niet volgen hebben óf nog wetgeving die geen verschil maakt tussen de
verschillende categorieën van staatsgoederen (bijvoorbeeld de Russische Federatie) of
vertrouwen liever op de aanpak en criteria in hun eigen wetgeving (bijvoorbeeld Australië en
de Verenigde Staten).
- In de afgelopen jaren is er sprake van een groeiende statenpraktijk die duidt op bescherming
van in bruikleen zijnde cultuurgoederen van vreemde staten tegen beslaglegging.
- Met betrekking tot het bestaan van een afzonderlijke specifieke regel van internationaal
gewoonterecht, kom ik tot de conclusie dat een relatief jonge regel van internationaal
gewoonterecht bestaat, hoewel nog niet stevig verankerd of goed gedefinieerd in al zijn
aspecten, op grond waarvan cultuurgoederen die toebehoren aan vreemde staten en zich voor
een tijdelijke expositie in bruikleen bevinden immuun zijn voor beslaglegging.
- De regel is van toepassing op cultuurgoederen die in gebruik zijn of bestemd voor gebruik
door de staat voor publieke, niet-commerciële doeleinden. Goederen bestemd voor industriële
of commerciële doeleinden vallen niet onder de regel en het goed mag niet ter verkoop
worden aangeboden.
- Enige differentiatie kan zich voordoen in de praktische toepassing van de regel, afhankelijk
van de definitie van een staat die gebruikt wordt door de in bruikleen nemende staat voor de
toepassing van de regel.
- De regel geldt niet alleen voor cultuurgoederen in eigendom van de staat, maar ook voor
goederen in staatsbezit, of waarover de staat controle uitoefent.
- De juridische en overige waarborging van internationale kunstuitlenen is een centraal thema
voor de staten geworden. Maar hoewel staten ernaar streven cultuurgoederen in bruikleen te
immuniseren, willen zij ook onrechtmatige verkrijging en uitvoer van cultuurgoederen
voorkomen en bestrijden en streven zij eveneens naar de terugkeer van die goederen naar het
land van herkomst.
- De regel van internationaal gewoonterecht heeft geen betrekking op culturele objecten die
het voorwerp zijn geweest van een ernstige inbreuk op een verplichting uit hoofde van een
dwingende norm van algemeen internationaal recht of waarop verplichtingen tot teruggave
onder internationaal of Europees recht van toepassing zijn.
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- De regel van internationaal gewoonterecht is bovendien alleen van toepassing op civiele
procedures.
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Commission Report to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and
Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on the implementation of the European
Agenda for Culture, Doc. COM (2010)390 final, 9 July 2010.
Work Plan for Culture 2011-2014, to be found at:
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_Data/docs/pressdata/en/educ/117795.pdf.
‘Explanatory Report to the 2007 Lugano Convention on jurisdiction and the recognition and
enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters’, Official Journal C 319, 23
December 2009, p. 1.

3.5

Organization of American States

Annual Report of the Inter-American Juridical Committee to the [OAS] General Assembly
2000, 25 August 2000, CJI/doc.45/00, to be found at:
http://www.oas.org/cji/eng/INFOANUAL.CJI.2000.ING.pdf.

3.6

International Law Commission [in chronological order]

‘Report of the International Law Commission on the work of its thirtieth session’, UN Doc.
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A/33/10, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1978, Vol. II, Part Two.
Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1981, Vol. I, Summary records of the
meetings of the thirty-third session, UN Doc. A/CN.4/SER.A/1981.
‘Third report on the jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, by Mr. Sompong
Sucharitkul, Special Rapporteur’, UN Doc. A/CN.4/340, Yearbook of the International Law
Commission, 1981, Vol. II, Part One, Documents of the thirty-eighth session, pp. 125-150.
‘Report of the Commission to the General Assembly on the work of its thirty-fourth session’,
Doc. A/37/10, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1982, Vol. II, Part Two.
‘Fifth report on the jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, by Mr. Sompong
Sucharitkul, Special Rapporteur’, UN Doc. A/CN.4/363, Yearbook of the International Law
Commission, 1983, Vol. II, Part One, Documents of the thirty-fifth session, pp. 25-52.
Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1985, Vol. I, Summary records of the
meetings of the thirty-seventh session, UN Doc. A/CN.4/SER.A/1985.
‘Seventh report on jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, by Mr. Sompong
Sucharitkul, Special Rapporteur’, UN Doc. A/CN.4/388, Yearbook of the International Law
Commission, 1985, Vol. II, Part One, Documents of the thirty-seventh session, pp. 21-48.
Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1985, Vol. I, Summary records of the
meetings of the thirty-seventh session, UN Doc. A/CN.4/SER.A/1985.
Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1986, Vol. I, Summary records of the
meetings of the thirty-eighth session, UN Doc. A/CN.4/SER.A/1986.
‘Eighth report on the jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, by Mr. Sompong
Sucharitkul, Special Rapporteur’, UN Doc. A/CN.4/396, Yearbook of the International Law
Commission,1986, Vol. II, Part One, Documents of the thirty-eighth session, pp. 23-37.
‘Report of the Commission to the General Assembly on the work of its thirty-eighth session’,
Doc. A/41/10, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1986, Vol. II, Part Two.
Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1988, Vol. I, Summary records of the
meetings of the fortieth session, UN Doc. A/CN.4/SER.A/1988.
‘Comments and observations received from Governments’, UN Doc. A/CN.4/410 and Add. 15, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1988, Vol. II, Part One, Documents of the
fortieth session, pp. 45-95.
‘Preliminary report on jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, by Mr. Motoo
Ogiso, Special Rapporteur’, UN Doc. A/CN.4/415, Yearbook of the International Law
Commission, 1988, Vol. II, Part One, Documents of the fortieth session, pp. 96-123.
‘Second report on jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, by Mr. Motoo Ogiso,
Special Rapporteur’, UN Doc. A/CN.4/422, Yearbook of the International Law Commission,
1989, Vol. II, Part One, Documents of the forty-first session, pp. 59-73.
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Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1991, Vol. I, Summary records of the
meetings of the forty-third session, UN Doc. A/CN.4/SER.A/1991.
‘Report of the Commission to the General Assembly on the work of its forty-third session’,
UN Doc. A/46/10, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1991, Vol. II, Part Two,
pp. 13-62.
‘Report of the Commission to the General Assembly on the work of its fifty-first session’, UN
Doc. A/54/10, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1999, Vol. II, Part Two.
‘Report of the Commission to the General Assembly on the work of its fifty-third session’,
UN Doc. A/56/10, Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 2001, Vol. II, Part Two,
pp. 26-153.
‘Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property’
(4-15 February 2002), General Assembly Official Records, fifty-seventh session, Suppl. No.
22 (UN Doc. A/57/22).
‘Fragmentation of International Law: difficulties arising from the Diversification and
Expansion of International Law’, Report of the Study Group of the International Law
Commission, 18 July 2006, UN Doc. A/CN.4/l.702.

3.7

International Law Association

Draft Convention on State immunity, Report of the 60th Conference, Montreal, 29 August - 4
September 1982, pp. 5-10, Resolution No. 6: ‘State Immunity’; 22 ILM 287 (1983).
Draft Convention on State immunity, Report of the 66th Conference, Buenos Aires, 14-20
August 1994.
Final Report of the ILA Committee on Formation of Customary (General) International Law,
London, 2000, to be found at the ILA website:
http://www.ila-hq.org/en/committees/index.cfm/cid/30.

3.8

Institute of International Law

‘International Regulation of the jurisdiction of courts relating to process against sovereign
States and foreign heads of State’, Hamburg, 11 September 1891.
‘Resolution on immunity of foreign States in relation to jurisdiction and enforcement’, Aixen-Provence, 1954, Annuaire de l’Institut de Droit International, 1954, Vol. 45, pp. 293-294.
Also to be found at: http://www.idi-iil.org/idiF/resolutionsF/1954_aix_02_fr.pdf.
‘Resolution on Contemporary Problems Concerning the Immunity of States in Relation to
Questions of Jurisdiction and Enforcement’, Basel, 1991, Annuaire de l’Institut de Droit
International, 1991, Vol. 64-1, pp. 84-89. Also to be found at: http://www.idiiil.org/idiE/resolutionsE/1991_bal_03_en.PDF.
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3.9

International Committee of the Red Cross

‘Customary international humanitarian law: questions and answers’, ICRC Resource Centre,
15 August 2005, to be found at:
http://www.cicr.org/eng/resources/documents/misc/customary-law-q-and-a-150805.htm.

4.

Multilateral international instruments or drafts thereof

4.1

Legally binding [in chronological order]

Convention with respect to the Laws and Customs of War on Land, The Hague, 29 July 1899,
to be found at: http://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/hague02.asp#art56.
Convention respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land, The Hague, 18 October 1907,
to be found at: http://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/hague04.asp.
Convention of 1933 on the Rights and Duties of States, Montevideo, 26 December 1933, to be
found at: http://www.taiwandocuments.org/montevideo01.htm.
Charter of the United Nations, San Francisco, 26 June 1945, to be found at:
http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/index.shtml.
Statute of the International Court of Justice (annexed to the Charter of the United Nations), to
be found at: http://www.icj-cij.org/documents/index.php?p1=4&p2=2&p3=0.
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, Rome,
4 November 1950; ETS No. 005.
UNESCO Agreement for the Importation of Educational, Scientific, or Cultural Objects,
Florence, 22 November 1950, to be found at: http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=12074&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html.
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
Protocol No. 1, Paris, 20 March 1952; ETS No. 009.
UNESCO Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict,
The Hague, 14 May 1954; 249 UNTS 240.
(First) Protocol to the UNESCO Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the
Event of Armed Conflict, The Hague, 14 May 1954; 249 UNTS 358.
European Cultural Convention, Paris, 19 December 1954; ETS No. 018; 218 UNTS 139.
European Convention on Extradition, Paris, 13 December 1957; ETS No. 024.
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, New York, 10
July 1958; 330 UNTS 38.
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Convention on Diplomatic Relations, Vienna, 18 April 1961; 500 UNTS 95.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, New York, 16 December 1966, UN
General Assembly Res. 2200A (XXI).
European Convention on the Protection of Archaeological Heritage, London, 6 May 1969;
ETS No. 066; 788 UNTS 227.
Convention on the Law of Treaties, Vienna, 23 May 1969; 1155 UNTS 311.
UNESCO Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export
and Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property, Paris, 14 November 1970; 823 UNTS 231.
European Convention on State Immunity, Basel, 16 May 1972; ETS No. 074; 1495 UNTS
181.
UNESCO Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage,
Paris, 16 November 1972; 1037 UNTS 157.
Convention on the Protection of the Archaeological, Historical, and Artistic Heritage of the
American Nations, San Salvador, 16 June 1976, to be found at:
http://www.oas.org/juridico/English/treaties/c-16.html.
Inter-American Draft Convention on Jurisdictional Immunity of States, 21 January 1983; 22
ILM 292.
Convention on Succession of States in Respect of State Property, Archives and Debts, Vienna,
8 April 1983, UN Doc. A/CONF. 117/14.
European Convention on Offences relating to Cultural Property, Delphi, 23 June 1985; ETS
No. 119.
European Convention on the Protection of Archaeological Heritage,Valetta, 16 January 1992;
ETS No. 143; 1966 UNTS 305.
Council Regulation (EEC) No. 3911/92 on the export of cultural goods, Official Journal L
395 of 31 December 1992, pp. 1-5 (replaced by Council Regulation (EC) No. 116/2009 of 18
December 2009 on the export of codified goods, Official Journal L 39 of 10 February 2009,
pp. 1-7).
Council Directive 93/7/EEC of 15 March 1993 on the return of cultural objects unlawfully
removed from the territory of a Member State, Official Journal L 74 of 27 March 1993, p. 74,
amended by Directive 96/100/ EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 17
February 1997, Official Journal L 60 of 1 March 1997, p. 59, and by Directive 2001/38/EC of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 June 2001, Official Journal L 187 of 10 July
2001, p. 43.
Unidroit Convention on Stolen or Illegally Exported Cultural Objects, Rome, 24 June 1995;
34 ILM 1322.
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Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, 17 July 1998, 2187 UNTS 90.
Transnational Organized Crime Convention, New York, 15 November 2000, UN Doc.
A/Res/55/25.
Council Regulation (EC) 44/2001 on jurisdiction and enforcement of judgments in civil and
commercial matters, also called Brussels I Regulation, 22 December 2000, Official Journal L
12, 16 January 2001, p. 1.
Council Framework Decision on the execution in the European Union of orders freezing
property or evidence, 2003/577/JHA of 22 July 2003, Official Journal L 196, 2 August 2003,
p. 45, corrected by Corrigendum, Official Journal L 374, 27 December 2006, p. 20.
Convention on Jurisdictional Immunities of States and Their Property, New York, 2
December 2004, UN Doc. A/Res/59/38.
UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural
Expressions, Paris, 20 October 2005, to be found at:
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/unesco/themes/2005-convention/the-convention/conventiontext/.
Lugano Convention on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil
and commercial matters, 30 October 2007, Official Journal L 339, 21 December 2007, p. 3.
Treaty on the functioning of the European Union, Official Journal C115, 9 May 2008, p. 47.

4.2

Non-legally binding [in chronological order]

UNESCO Declaration of Principles of International Cultural Co-operation, Paris, 4 November
1966, to be found at: http://www.un-documents.net/dpicc.htm.
UN General Assembly Resolution on restitution of works of art to countries victims of
expropriation, G.A. Res. 3026A (XXVII) (18 December 1972).
UNESCO Recommendation Concerning the International Exchange of Cultural Property,
Nairobi, 26 November 1976, to be found at:
http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=13132&URL_DO=DO_PRINTPAGE&URL_SECTION=201.html.
UNESCO Recommendation for the Protection of Movable Property, Paris, 28 November
1978, to be found at:
http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.phpURL_ID=13137&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html.
Washington Conference Principles on Nazi-Confiscated Art, Washington, 3 December 1998,
to be found at: http://www.lootedartcommission.com/Washington-principles.
Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly Resolution 1205 on looted Jewish cultural
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property, 5 November 1999, to be found at:
http://assembly.coe.int/Main.asp?link=/Documents/AdoptedText/ta99/ERES1205.htm.
Vilnius Forum Declaration, Vilnius, 5 October 2000, to be found at:
http://www.lootedartcommission.com/vilnius-forum.
Terezin Declaration of the Holocaust Era Assets Conference, Terezin, 30 June 2009, to be
found at: http://www.lootedartcommission.com/NPNMG484641.
UN General Assembly Resolution on the return or restitution of cultural property to countries
of origin, UN Doc. A/RES/64/L17/Rev.1 (7 December 2009).

5.

National legislation [countries in order of the study]

5.1

United States of America

National Stolen Property Act (15 June 1948), as amended by Public Law 103-322, title
XXXIII, Sec. 330016(1)(K),(L), 108 Stat. 2147 (13 September 1994).
Federal Immunity from Seizure Act, Public Law 89-259 (S.2273), 79 Stat. 985 (19 October
1965).
Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act, 15 ILM 1388 (1976).
Convention on Cultural Property Implementation Act, Title III of Public Law 97-446, 96 Stat.
2329 (12 January 1983).
Terrorism Risk Insurance Act, Public Law 107-297, 116 Stat. 2322 (26 November 2002).
Arts and Cultural Affairs Law (New York), Section 12.03 (1968) (L. 1984, Ch. 849, Section
1).

5.2

Canada

State Immunity Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. S-18; 21 ILM 798 (1982).
Foreign Cultural Property Immunity from Seizure Act (Manitoba 1976), C.C.S.M. c. F140.
Foreign Cultural Objects Immunity from Seizure Act (Ontario 1978), R.S.O. 1990, Ch. F.23.
Foreign Cultural Property Immunity Act (Alberta 1985), R.S.A. 2000 c. F-17.
Court Order Enforcement Act (British Columbia), R.S.B.C. 1996, Ch. 78.
Law and Equity Act (British Columbia), R.S.B.C. 1996, Ch. 253.
Code of Civil Procedure (Québec), R.S.Q., Ch. C-25.
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5.3

Guatemala

Law on the Protection of Cultural Heritage of the Nation [Ley para la Proteccion del
Patrimonio Cultural de la Nacion], decreto No. 26-97, published on 12 May 1997 in the
Diario de Centro América, Vol. 256, No. 46, pp. 1361-1365.

5.4

Argentina

Ley de Inmunidad Jurisdiccional de los Estados Extranjeros ante los Tribunales Argentinos
[Act on Immunity of Foreign States from Jurisdiction of Argentine Courts], Law No. 24.488,
published in the Boletín Oficial of 28 June 1995.

5.5

United Kingdom

State Immunity Act 1978; 17 ILM 1123 (1978).
Torts (Interference with Goods) Act 1977, to be found at:
http://www.opsi.gov.uk/RevisedStatutes/Acts/ukpga/1977/plain/cukpga_19770032_en.
Tribunals, Courts and Enforcement Act 2007, Ch. 15, Part 6, to be found at:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2007/15.

5.6

Netherlands

Wet Algemene Bepalingen [Act on General Provisions of Kingdom Legislation], Act of 15
May 1829, Staatsblad [Bulletin of Acts and Decrees] 1829, 28.
Wet tot Voorkoming van Inbreuk op de Volkenrechtelijke Verplichtingen van de Staat [Act
on Prevention of Infringement of International Legal Obligations by the State], 26 April 1917,
Staatsblad 1917, 303.
Wetboek van Burgerlijke Rechtsvordering [Code of Civil Procedure], to be found at:
http://www.st-ab.nl/wetten/0471_Wetboek_van_Burgerlijke_Rechtsvordering_Rv.htm.
Gerechtsdeurwaarderswet [Court Bailiffs Act], Act of 26 January 2001, Staatsblad 2001, 70.
Law for the Amendment of the Court Bailiffs Act regarding consequences of official acts, 26
January 2001, Stb [Gazette] 2001, 71; effective 15 July 2001, Staatsblad 2001, 327.

5.7

France

Loi portant diverses dispositions d’ordre économique et financier [Act bearing different
economic and financial provisions], Law no. 94-679 (8 August 1994), published in Journal
Official de la République Française, 10 August 1994, p. 11668.
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5.8

Germany

Gesetz zum Schutz deutschen Kulturgutes gegen Abwanderung [Act to Prevent the Exodus of
German Cultural Property], 6 August 1955, Bundesgesetzblatt [Federal Law Gazette] 1999,
Part I, No. 42, p. 1754.
Gesetz zur Umsetzung von Richtlinien der Europäischen Gemeinschaften über die Rückgabe
von unrechtmäβig aus dem Hoheitsgebiet eines Mitgliedstaates verbrachten Kulturgütern und
zur Änderung des Gesetzes zum Schutz deutschen Kulturgutes gegen Abwanderung [Law on
the Implementation of the European Community Directive on the Return of Cultural Objects
Unlawfully Removed from the Territory of a Member State and on the Alteration of the Act
to Prevent the Exodus of German Cultural Property], 15 October 1998, Bundesgesetzblatt
[Federal Law Gazette] 1998, Part I, No. 70, p. 3162.

5.9

Austria

Bundesgesetz über die vorübergehende sachliche Immunität von Kulturgut-Leihgaben zum
Zweck der öffentlichen Ausstellung [Federal Act on the Temporary Immunity of Cultural
Property Loans for the Purpose of Public Exhibition], Bundesgesetzblatt (BGBl) [Federal
Gazette] I No. 133/2003, as amended by BGBl I No. 65/2006.
Landesgesetz über die vorübergehende sachliche Immunität von Kulturgut-Leihgaben [State
Act on the temporary substantive immunity for cultural objects on loan], Lower Austria, NŐ
LGBl No. 83/2006.
Landesgesetz über die vorübergehende sachliche Immunität von Kulturgut-Leihgaben [State
Act on the temporary substantive immunity for cultural objects on loan], Upper Austria, OŐ
LGBl No. 71/2008.
Gesetz über die Förderung der Kultur im Land Salzburg [Act on the promotion of culture in
the State of Salzburg], LGBl No 14/1998, amended by LGBl No. 110/2009.
Gesetz über die vorübergehende sachliche Immunität von Kulturgut-Leihgaben [Act on the
temporary substantive immunity for cultural objects on loan], Styria, LGBl No. 79/2010.
5.10

Belgium

Legal Code, Article 1412ter, inserted by Legal Code W 2004-06-14/33, Art. 2., Belgisch
Staatsblad / Moniteur belge No. 233, 29 June 2004, p. 52.719.

5.11

Switzerland

Bundesgesetz über den internationalen Kulturgütertransfer [Federal Act on the International
Transfer of Cultural Property], 20 June 2003 (AS2005 1869; SR 444.1).

5.12

Liechtenstein
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Gesetz über die vorübergehende sachliche Immunität von Kulturgut [Act on the temporary
substantive immunity of cultural property], Published in the Liechtensteinisches
Landesgesetzblatt, 15 January 2008, Year 2008, No. 9, p. 462.

5.13

Finland

Laki eräiden Suomeen tuotavien näyttelyesineiden takavarikoinnin kieltämisestä [Act
prohibiting the seizure of certain exhibition items on loan in Finland], No. 697/2011.

5.14

Czech Republic

Zákon o státni památkové péči [Act on State Monument Care], Law 20/1987 Sb.
Zákon 124/2011 Sb., kterým se mění zákon č. 20/1987 Sb., o státní památkové péči [Act
124/2011 Sb. amending Act 20/1987 Sb. on State Monument Care].

5.15

Italy

Executive Order No. 1621 of 30 August 1925, Gazzetta Ufficiale, 25 January 1925, No. 223.
Law No. 1263 of 15 July 1926.
Cultural and Landscape Heritage Code, 22 January 2004, No. 42.

5.16

Russian Federation

Law on Export and Import of Cultural Property, Federal Law No. 4804-1, 15 April 1993.
Arbitration Procedural Code, Federal Law No. 95, 24 July 2002.
Civil Procedural Code, Federal Law No. 138, 14 November 2002.

5.17

Israel

Law on Museums, Law No.5743-1983, 30 June 1983.
Property of Holocaust Victims Law (Return to Heirs, Assistance and Commemoration), Law
No. 5766-2006.
Loan of Cultural Objects (Restriction of Jurisdiction) Law, Law No. 5767-2007, 1 May 2007.
Foreign States Immunity Law, Law 5769-2008, 5 November 2008.
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5.18

Pakistan

State Immunity Ordinance, No. VI of 1981, published in The Gazette of Pakistan, 11 March
1981.

5.19

Taiwan

Cultural and Arts Reward Act, Act of 1 July 1992 (amended 12 July 2002).

5.20

Singapore

State Immunity Act, Act No. 19 of 1979.

5.21

Japan

Act on Civil Jurisdiction of Japan with respect to a Foreign State, Act No. 24 of 24 April
2009.
Act on the Promotion of Exhibitions of Foreign Artworks, Act No. 15 of 1 April 2011.

5.22

Australia

Foreign States Immunities Act, 16 December 1985, No. 196 of 1985. Acts of the Parliament
of the Commonwealth of Australia passed during the year 1985 (Canberra, 1996), vol. 2, p.
2696; 25 ILM 715 (1986).
Protection of Movable Cultural Heritage Act, Act No. 11 of 1986 as amended by Act No. 8 of
2005.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Heritage Protection Act, Act No. 79 of 1984, with amendments
up to Act No. 139 of 2010.

5.23

Egypt

Law on the Protection of Antiquities, Law No. 117 of 1983 (amended by the Law
Promulgating the Law on the Protection of Antiquities, Law No. 3 of 2010).

5.24

South Africa

Foreign States Immunity Act, Act No. 87 of 1981, amended by Act No. 48 of 1985.

6

Jurisprudence
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6.1

International and regional courts

6.1.1 International Court of Justice
Judgments:
Asylum case, Colombia v. Peru, ICJ Reports 1950, p. 266.
Fisheries case, United Kingdom v. Norway, ICJ Reports 1951, p. 116.
Nottebohm case (Second Phase), Liechtenstein v. Guatemala, ICJ Reports 1955, p. 4.
Right of Passage over Indian Territory case, Portugal v. India, ICJ Reports 1960, p. 6.
North Sea Continental Shelf cases, Federal Republic of Germany v. Denmark; Federal
Republic of Germany v. the Netherlands, ICJ Reports 1969, p. 3.
Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Limited, case, Belgium v. Spain, ICJ Reports
1970, p. 3.
Fisheries jurisdiction case, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland v. Iceland,
ICJ Reports 1974, p. 3.
Gulf of Maine case, Canada v. United States of America, ICJ Reports 1984, p. 246.
Continental Shelf case, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya v. Malta, ICJ Reports 1985, p. 13.
Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua case, Nicaragua v. United
States of America, ICJ Reports 1986, p. 14.

Advisory opinion:
Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, ICJ Reports 1996, p. 226.

6.1.2 International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia
Prosecutor v. Dusko Tadić, Case No. IT-94-1-AR72, Decision on the Defence Motion for
Interlocutory Appeal on Jurisdiction, ICTY Appeals Chamber, 2 October 1995.

6.1.3 European Court of Human Rights
Golder v. United Kingdom, No. 4451/70; [1975] 1 EHRR [European Human Rights Reports]
524.
Sporrong and Lönnroth v. Sweden, Nos. 7151/75 and 7152/75; [1983] 5 EHRR 35.
Ashingdane v. United Kingdom, No. 8225/87; [1985] 7 EHRR 528.
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Lithgow and others v. United Kingdom, Nos. 9006/80, 9262/81, 9263/81, 9265/81, 9266/81,
9313/81, 9405/81; [1986] 8 EHRR 329.
Tolstoy-Miloslavsky v. United Kingdom, No. 18139/91; [1995] 20 EHRR 442.
Loizidou v. Turkey, No. 15318/89; RJD [Report of Judgments and Decisions] ECHR 1996VI.
Hornsby v. Greece, No. 18357/91; RJD ECHR 1997-II.
Waite and Kennedy v. Germany, No. 26083/94; RJD ECHR 1999-I.
Prince Hans-Adam II of Liechtenstein v. Germany, No. 42527/98; RJD ECHR 2001-VIII.
Al-Adsani v. United Kingdom, No. 35763/97; RJD ECHR 2001-XI.
Fogarty v. United Kingdom, No. 37112/97; RJD ECHR 2001-XI.
McElhinney v. Ireland, No. 31253/96; RJD ECHR 2001-XI.
Kalogeropoulou v. Greece and Germany, No. 59021/00; RJD ECHR 2002-X.
Manoilescu and Dobrescu v. Romania and Russia, No. 60861/00; RJD ECHR 2005-VI.
Treska v. Albania and Italy, No. 267937/04; EHRC [European Human Rights Cases]
2007/12.
Cudak v. Lithuania, No. 15869/02; 23 March 2010.

6.1.4 European Commission on Human Rights
Gudmundsson v. Iceland, App. No. 511/59, Yearbook European Convention on Human
Rights, 1960, p. 394.

6.1.5 Court of Justice of the European Union
NV Algemene Transport- en Expeditie Onderneming van Gend & Loos v Netherlands Inland
Revenue Administration, 5 February 1963, Case No. 26/62, [1963] ECR [European Court
Reports] 1.
Flaminio Costa v. ENEL, 15 July 1964, Case 6/64, [1964] ECR 585.
P. Capelloni and F. Aquilini v. J. C. J. Pelkmans, 3 October 1985, Case C-119/84, EU Lex
61984J0119, [1985] ECR 3147.
Anklagemyndigheden v. Peter Michael Poulsen and Diva Navigation Corp., 24 November
1992, Case C-286/90, [1992] ECR I-6019.
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A. Racke GmbH & Co. v. Hauptzollamt Mainz, 16 June 1998, Case C-162/96, [1998] ECR
I-3655.
Criminal proceedings against Maria Pupino, 16 June 2005, Case C-105/03, [2005] ECR I5285.
International Association of Independent Tanker Owners (Intertanko) and Others v. Secretary
of State for Transport, 3 June 2008, Case C-308/06, [2008] ECR I-4057.

6.2

National courts [countries in order of the study]

6.2.1 United States of America
Moitez v. The South Carolina, Bee 422, 17 F. Cas. 574, No. 9.697 (Admiralty Court of
Pennsylvania, 1781).
The Schooner Exchange v. McFadden, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 116 (1812).
United States v. Belmont, 301 U.S. 324 (1936).
Telkes v. Hungarian National Museum, 265 N.Y.A.D. 192 (1st Dept. 1942).
Victory Transport Inc. v. Comisaria General de Abastecimientos y Transportes, 336 F. 2d
354 (2nd Cir. 1964).
Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398 (1964).
Menzel v. List, 267 N.Y.S. 2d 804 (N.Y. App. Div. 1966).
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STATE IMMUNITY AND CULTURAL OBJECTS ON LOAN

Photo made by Pieter Bekker.

Nout van Woudenberg
Since long, cultural objects are on the move. It occurred to the author
that more insight into current state of affairs was desirable with
regard to immunity from seizure for cultural objects belonging to
foreign States while on loan for a temporary exhibition. This study
investigates whether a rule of (customary) international law exists, to
the effect that such cultural objects are immune from seizure. Or if
not, whether such a rule is emerging. It examines relevant State
practice and the reasons behind that practice. It is the intent that this
study will provide more clarity and legal certainty in the field of
lending and borrowing of cultural State property and that it will be of
assistance to States and cultural institutions.

